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The cinema’s arguments for why it exists. Ram Rahman, Stalin, Ernakulam (photograph, 1987).
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1 The term was originally used
in national media discourse by
the Working Group on Software
for Doordarshan (chaired by
P.C. Joshi), which attacked
India’s state television broad-
caster, noting with concern that
‘not a truly national but often a
narrow Delhicentric view of India
is now being projected through
Doordarshan’ (see 1985: ‘An
Indian Personality for Televi-
sion’). The transgressive presence
of especially Mumbai’s Hindi
cinema within India’s national
media policy is significant to the
accounts that follow.

Any researcher who produces an account of something, by definition,

also ‘produces’ the object of that account. When that object happens

to be one of the most elusive cinematic practices in the world in a

geocultural region that is still hard to confront as a whole, it also

throws into sharp relief another register of film production. This is

the Indian cinema’s production of an account of itself, its self-

description: the source of much of the ‘evidence’ I hope to examine

here. In drawing attention to this register, my attempt is not so

much to produce (yet another) book ‘about’ Indian cinema. I will

try instead to generate through the evidence, a theory of cinema –

one that can, in my view, most accurately account for the Indian

cinema.

Much of the energy of this argument is derived from my conten-

tion that the Indian cinema’s self-description, contrary to many

theoretical representations of it, is not isolationist. As with any major

film industry, the Indian cinema’s investment in producing evidence

of why it exists is a serious and significant enterprise. Some of its

accounts are intended to manufacture a national cinema and thus,

for example, to overcome the often incredibly complex problems

posed by what has been described as a ‘Delhicentric’ national media

paradigm,1 which has been more embarrassed than otherwise at

having been saddled with the world’s largest film production base.

This aspect of my ‘evidence’ derives from published accounts provided

by agencies designed, officially and otherwise, to administer it: legal

material; reports and field studies by enquiry committees; the

academic curriculums of institutions wanting to teach films (the

disciplines of Film Appreciation and Media Studies); and, of course,

the theoretical work of spokespersons of various components of

the industry, including federal associations representing producers,
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technicians, actors and other artists. Many of these could validly

constitute themselves as the genealogy of film theory in India.

The important link I hope to explore is that between such

theoretical evidence and a related – and equally visible – location

for the self-descriptive account. I refer to the one embedded in film

narratives themselves. That all film narratives also produce self-

validating accounts of why they exist and what work they do, is a

basic film studies truism. Such an umbrella narrative, internalizing

various institutionalized explanations, takes on a particular edge in

places like India, where a cinematic text is inevitably required to

handle a range of responsibilities supplementary to that of narration

proper. Given that the ‘narrative account’ of a film always (again,

especially in India) considerably exceeds the boundaries of plausible

story-telling, it is perhaps best to see it as existing on top of the

story, shored up with additional surrounding layers that provide an

‘instruction manual’ on how the film should be read and, even more

significantly, used. So, amongst its key descriptive functions is accom-

modation of the several external mechanisms of cinematic regulation.

A film narrative typically, therefore, includes an argument for indus-

trial self-legitimacy, a second argument (often addressed to the

Censor Board) qualifying the film’s ‘public’ address, a possible third

providing the pedagogic–instructional aspects guiding spectatorial

action, and maybe a fourth and a fifth. The ‘production’ of all

these narrative registers lies analogous to the economic production

of a film. And these registers have intersected with the further produc-

tion of nascent theory almost from the inception of the cinema, as

is perhaps most evident in the ‘how-to’ writings by filmmakers

incorporating such theory into trade and industry-driven accounts

alongside state-driven discourses on regulation.

Filmmakers on the avant garde have self-consciously participated

in such crossover actions, and the more self-consciously avant-garde

films are therefore easily accepted as arguments, their narratives pos-

sessing theoretical ambition. It is less easy to attribute such ambition

to, say, a mainstream commercial film. If, therefore, the writing and

discussion on the Indian cinema has also historically made it its

business, on behalf of the film industry, to elevate textual justifica-

tions into an intellectual argument – admittedly making it difficult

sometimes to establish where the publicists leave off and the theorists

take over – this should not be seen as a criticism of the theory, what-

ever its limitations. Rather, it should draw our attention to the nature

of the evidence we are all, with varying expertise, collectively seeking
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2 This book originated in a short
monograph I wrote in 1995–96,
out of teaching material for
undergraduate students of the
Korean National University of
Arts, Seoul. Barring an excerpt
titled ‘Viewership and Democracy
in the Cinema’ in Vasudevan
(2000), that text was never
published, although it has
circulated informally under the
title ‘The Four Looks and the
Indian Cinema’.

to unearth. Any effort to ‘account for’ the Indian cinema in the way

I am suggesting needs to take note of the specific, at times bizarre,

responsibilities that ‘theory’ has taken on in this space, in however

rough-and-ready a fashion, and requires us to think through the

very credibility of such a theoretical endeavour.

Nevertheless I hope to locate my work on this cusp, and thus to

try and sketch something of a ‘new theoretical’ account of my subject.

The present account has been written up for this publication, but it

was not always intended to be what it is here. Indeed my original

plan was to compile, and only where necessary modify, my existing

writing from roughly the early 1980s to the present, and to hammer

that writing into an overarching and retrospectively construed

argument that I have made from at least the early 1990s on.2 However

once I started work on this book, in 2003, it grew into an obsessive

enterprise of entirely new writing that, as it turns out, will now

span two volumes – which may have one unintended consequence,

perhaps of some specialist interest. My initiation into cinema studies,

as was that of my generation of film theorists, was very much defined

by the independent filmmaking practices of the 1980s. While the

present book continues to draw from insights into that cinema, the

mapping of its journey alongside the transformation of the cinema

itself as practice hopefully provides something of an industrial geneal-

ogy of film theory in this country: a testimony to the roads taken

and not taken in the definitional field that was called Film Apprecia-

tion in the 1970s, Film Theory in the 1980s and Film Studies in the

1990s. Despite the alleged ‘newness’ of the present writing and the

discipline within which it stages its arguments, the evidence presented

here goes back a long way. It includes thinking that is not just mine

but that has, so to say, ‘done the route’ ever since film theory reared

its head in India with the New Cinemas of the 1970s and India’s

Marxist-internationalists recognized the hard way, as did its film

industry, that membership of a global cinematic fraternity did not

come easy.

This book is thus emphatically a reconstruction of the space for

and status of theory in this field, and this is also a key reason why it

moves backwards in time. As I use the vantage point of the present

and the new disciplinary tools available to excavate the past, my

account too veers – as its predecessors did – from theoretical excep-

tionalism to nativism, and from efforts to expand friendly western

theory the better to admit Indian ‘exceptions’, to militant, disloca-

tionist, ‘question-the-theory’/‘make-your-own’ positions. While this
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is partly because that is how I think, it is also, I suggest, more than

that; it is something of a remnant strain I carry, derived from the

varied agendas Indian film theory has borne and shed these past

two decades, to which I have been a privileged witness.

It is neither the jerky, wayward trajectory of the account nor the

possible obsolescence of its explanatory claim that grabs me today,

however; it is, rather, the remarkable fact that after all this, there

appears to be something out there that still needs ‘an account’. And

that something continues with some obstinacy to have to do with

the cinema, notwithstanding the obsolescence of its most distinctive

technological vehicle, celluloid. It has also to do with India, an

equally stubborn presence, despite the foundational transformations

in the category since the onset of globalization. To that extent, the

old problem holds firm; the two terms continue to come together

easily enough in the mundane but still worthwhile question: why

did India take to the cinema in the way it did? The enquiry comes

to life, however, only when it forces a deeper quest. It seems that the

Indian state – that complex, gigantic endeavour of the twentieth

century which the social sciences have made it their primary task to

comprehend – has something foundational to say to the question,

with its own take on why the cinema took root in India the way it

did and, even more, on why the state finds itself, even today, so

dramatically implicated in the question of cinema. To address this

question is, I suggest, to address the real purpose of film narrative.

Let me therefore deepen my claim for what I aim to do here. The

theory I seek to outline is crucially dependent on an explanation of

the narrative evidence produced by the Indian cinema. In attempting

such a task, my investigation will focus on a specific period in the

cinema’s history, the period conventionally dominated by the technol-

ogy of celluloid, and on a set of ‘productions’ – cinematic effects –

that were prototyped on celluloid but which are increasingly being

reprised on to sequel technologies. This period is rendered distinct

by the precise manner in which it can be dated within the plethora

Cinema

Celluloid
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of dates and firsts that dot the history of cinema. It was inaugurated

on 28 December 1895 at the Salon Indien of Paris and on 7 July

1897 by Marius Sestier at Bombay’s Watson’s Hotel; it ended on

dates that, less accurately (and less spectacularly), can be located in

the early 1990s with the first acquisition of Avid editing consoles.

The dumping of all exposed footage for editing upon time-coded

digital formats, eliminating any intermediate contact with celluloid

between the two extremes of shooting and negative-cutting, also set

the cinema inexorably on the path of systematic replacement of

celluloid at all points in the production process.

The period – the years between 1895 and 1990 – that we are

able to so accurately identify as the ‘time of celluloid’ can be further

bracketed off as determining a public engagement with the moving

image. This is a particular kind of public: one that celluloid not

only exemplifies but, in hindsight, may have fabricated largely on

its own, and narrativized primarily as a mix of text and social

action through the twin regulatory mechanisms of containment and

excess. ‘Containment’ is a formal requirement of the film frame and

a social requirement of perhaps the most crucial institution of the

public domain in our time of celluloid: the movie theatre. Its inherent

structural instability, notwithstanding – perhaps exacerbated by –

its fantasy character, has real public consequences that it does not

apparently share even with sequel technologies such as, say, video.3

Numerous institutions of social governance from the early years of

the cinema have noted the social and economic consequences of

cinematic ‘excess’, and how cinematic exchanges trigger off some-

thing that can spill over into extra-textual and other social spaces.

My proposal to restrict this unstable public engagement to celluloid

is also substantiated by the distinct presence of a pre- and a post- to

this ‘modern’ era. Pre-celluloid exhibition practices, evidenced for

example in the various pata traditions preceding the invention of

the chitrapat, can be characterized through what Sudipta Kaviraj

(1992: 33) has called ‘narrative communities’, and their unstable

reconfiguration through the splitting up of the narrative/communi-

tarian sequences of storytelling into individually sellable ‘units’ using

technologies such as oleography and woodblock printmaking –

which also allows us a narrative definition for early capitalist pro-

duction and exhibition systems that cinematic narratives would

inherit. At the other and more familiar end of our era is of course

the post-celluloid privatization and domestication of exhibition,

with its own political consequences for the public domain. The ‘time

3 Video deals with the ‘public’
character of its own excesses
rather differently, as I have tried
to address in the only significant
exploration of this issue that I
have come across in India: Nalini
Malani’s single-evening exhibition
of video work, curated by Pooja
Sood, at the Apeejay Technopark
(see Rajadhyaksha 2003).
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4 And perhaps more so in India/
Asia than anywhere else. An
indicator would be through the
discipline of psychoanalysis,
arguably the privileged discipline
for the analysis of modern
consciousness. The International
Psychoanalytic Association
website (http://www.ipa.org.uk,
accessed 24 August 2007) shows
only two constituent Asian
organizations, in India and Japan
– perhaps suggesting the
difficulties this continent has
posed to the institutionalization
of a discipline meant to analyse
the modern rational subject. Such
resistance is in sharp contrast to
the widespread impact of Freud’s
and, later, Lacan’s writings on
Asian cultural theory. Film
studies, the most visible location
for this impact, arguably offers a
key location to mediate psycho-
analysis theory in its alluring
capacity to fabricate an analysable/
pathologizable spectator–subject.
Dai Jinhua (2002: 31–33), for
example, uses Lacanian termi-
nology to outline the Fifth
Generation’s pre-history and
social context, suggesting that it
is ‘the memory of the Cultural
Revolution and the era after
Cultural Revolution [in which]
they recall the act of killing the
Father, the Carnival of the Sons,
the revolution within the Order
against order, the castration
of History inherent in the order
of Father–Son, and the death and
resurrection of the Father of
experience’. Speaking of Zhang
Yimou’s Red Sorghum, she says it
‘presented a perfect answer to
what this country “needed”,
indeed to everything this era was
demanding. With its son-cum-
father nationalist hero and the
insolent and violent story of
patricide, the film completes the
coming of age for the Fifth
Generation as well as the ritual
of entering the symbolic realm.’
I am grateful to Sana Das for this
suggestion.

of celluloid’ opens up both retrospective and prospective histories

to the many consequences of its structural instability.

If bracketing off a particular kind of public engagement with the

moving image becomes, as I propose, a primary characteristic of the

medium in the ‘time of celluloid’, it also allows us a definition of

twentieth-century celluloid cinema: one that holds it together in the

face of its widely proclaimed debunking as no more than a specific

technical platform that prevailed for a period of time, for processing

moving images. The lifespan of celluloid cinema masks major trans-

formations (the upheavals caused by the invention of sound and

colour, changing aspect ratios, and laboratory processes) that could

be said, in their times, to have been at least as cataclysmic as the

arrival of digital formats. Overriding format changes (as well as

documented scepticism through the twentieth century over whether

the technology had a future), the capacity of celluloid film to trans-

form its technology into a full apparatus – a transformation that,

in Philip Rosen’s words (1986: 281–82), required the literal ‘cinema

machine’ (the basic camera–projector mechanism) to become a ‘larger

social and/or cultural and/or institutional “machine” for which the

former is only a point of convergence of several lines of force in the

latter’ – presumes that the locus of this transformation is not so

much in the technology as in the transformed position of the spect-

ator. If celluloid did anything at all, it was to perform this astonish-

ingly efficient act of transference, as much in India (and generally

Asia) as anywhere else.4 The abstracted spectator-position reproduces

the properties of the apparatus as a ‘conjuncture of determinants

and effectivities’, providing one, perhaps the most influential, ‘nodal

point of a social construction of knowledge, desire, pleasure, signify-

ing adequacies, etc.’. In fact, so complete is celluloid’s transformative

locale, and so extreme the welding together of the ‘baggage of com-

plicity’ between appareil and dispositif, that ‘questions of textuality

become moot’, and a real fear arises that ‘the investigation of subject-

positioning and the specular could get so strongly localized in the

machinery’ that the technology of the cinema could well lose any

other possible purpose.

While the technologization of a spectatorial subject-position –

yesterday’s spectation machine today sitting at a video-game terminal

Apparatus
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with consoles, or at least with a television remote – is somewhat a

commonplace in the digital era, it is instructive to take the position

back (consoles, zappers and all) to the heyday of celluloid when all

the work we do today with zapping or web-browsing was done by

the complex looking mechanisms in the way they allowed spectator-

ial senses to negotiate the apparatus.

I need to take a small detour here, familiar to professional film

theorists. Enquiries into the assembly of ‘storytelling’ structures in

cinema have concentrated on the efficient organization of the intra-

diegetic system, or the choreographing of spaces, looks, gestures and

the paraphernalia of camera, editing and sound, existing at the service

of the spectator’s look. There are, however, several ‘looks’ in operation

in the cinema. The actual viewer looks at the screen. An ‘inscribed’

viewer, already ‘inside’ the narrative, also looks at the same screen

but perhaps differently. And then there is a third look that choreo-

graphs all the action internal to the fictional universe as ‘characters’

in the film ‘look at each other’ inside the screen. It is entirely likely,

also, with point-of-view shots where the camera replicates a

character’s look, that a fictional character looks, yet again, at the

same screen. It is the last of these looks that primarily informs

scripting, camera and editing conventions, for it is assumed that the

third look – which was first put together in the ‘classic storytelling’

cinema – orchestrates the entire range of intradiegetic action in a

film. The predominance of the first two looks and the relative scarcity

of the third has historically posed the greatest difficulties to the

Indian (and generally non-western) cinema, since it is the under-

development of the third look – and thus a declaration of the Indian

cinema’s inability to choreograph its screen action into a storytelling

logic – that constitutes, by many arguments, the primary evidence

of its underdevelopment both as text and as industry.

However, as Laura Mulvey, the primary figure in cinema studies

who articulates this theory, also shows, this entire looking arrange-

ment – and thereby the frame’s capacity to contain public spectatorial

action – is inherently unstable.5 There is a substantial feminist argu-

ment here, especially in the larger route to which it commits film

theory, that connects to my argument as well: it names a traffic, a

set of discursive transactions, between the first (detextualized) look

Looking

5 There is, Mulvey (1975) writes,
something in the extension of the
fiction into looking practices that
‘constantly endangers the unity of
the diegesis and bursts through
the world of illusion’. For her,
this was the ‘female image as a
castration threat . . . an intrusive,
static, one-dimensional fetish’.
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6 Michel Chion (1991: 77) writes:
‘this was what in fact the cinema
began by being: a replication. A
rudimentary one, of course, with
neither colours nor sound at the
outset, but one in which, as every-
thing goes to show, the audience
wanted to believe. Given this, an
evolution in the direction of
perfecting the replication was all
the more inevitable in that it had
been foreseen and described in
advance’ – such a destiny was
particularly hard on sound tech-
nology, because the overwhelming
desire ‘to believe’ transcends all
the evidence sound provides to the
contrary. The convergence – in
which ‘ambient sounds, which are
often the product of multiple
specific and local sources’ do not
recognize the hierarchy between a
‘space inhabited by the sound’
and its multisource origin –
hinges on a confusion that is ‘at
the very heart of our experience
itself, like an unsettled knot of
problems’.  This confusion has
had significant technical conse-
quences where the desire to read
in the sound its origin has run
counter to the conventional proto-
cols of verisimilitude. ‘Certainly,
the in-the-wings effect created a
nagging problem by violating the
conventions of continuity editing
and making sound matching
problematic’ (Chion 1994: 79–84).

7 Such an authority is somewhat
graphically in evidence in recent
years in the deployment of
‘neutral’ technology such as
computers within e-governance
initiatives, which, when successful,
have seen computer-illiterate
farmers make wide use of ICT
services without feeling ‘that
there is a barrier to their obtain-
ing information’, a ‘tribute to the
grassroots staff and their training’,
but also to ‘faith in the technology’
(2004: Shaik, Jhamtani and Rao,
‘Information and Communication
Technology in Agricultural
Development’: 9). The attribution
of such ‘neutrality’ to modern
‘scientific’ technology is in evidence
from late nineteenth-century still
photography to the use of techno-
logies such as ‘First In–First Out
(FIFO)’, which prevents queue-
jumping, biometrics and double
screens for users to view typed-in
matter, including touch screens
(2005: Parthasarathy, ‘Information
and Communications Technologies
for Development’, VIII: 9).

8 Critiquing Chaplin’s statement
about the camera ‘giving a

of the camera shooting an image and the spectator not necessarily

stitched into the narrative, and the second, fully narrativized and

‘processed’ shot transactions committed to keeping the illusion intact,

often conflicting with spectatorial–subjective agency in the process.

In my view, the enormous collective desire to keep the unity of the

diegesis together,6 to suture the gap between apparently identical

shots – for what the character sees on screen is what you see, and

what you see is what the camera has shot – draws attention, firstly,

to the politically contentious nature of the transaction, and secondly,

to the role that the weight and authority of the cinematic apparatus

plays in underwriting that negotiation.7

Such diegetic unity is clearly possible despite the fact that even

the most untutored filmgoing experience reiterates that what you

see on screen is not identical to what the camera saw; that the image

has been processed – enhanced, that is, captured on film, edited and

mixed with a soundtrack that is reproduced in multitrack arrange-

ments in the auditorium – through interventions that, far from

remaining unobtrusive, insistently draw attention to themselves. This

performance and the interventionist role of the apparatus have only

grown more and more grandiose over time in film-industrial contexts

everywhere, with newer screen aspect ratios, increased tracks to the

sound and spectacular camera movement.

The seeming absence of contradiction between diegetic continuity

and technological performance, one that flies in the face of a famous

modernist principle which requires that interventionist narrative

modes be rendered invisible, draws our attention to the way the

apparatus performs to a spectatorial gaze.8 Such a smooth, if peren-

nially insecure, transition can only be accounted for by the presence

of some mechanism within celluloid systems that allows the spectat-

or’s own visibility to become a surrogate of the hypervisible appara-

tus. Existing in its image, it would appear that as the spectator

navigates through the film narrative, s/he also thereby navigates

through at least three kinds of transactive change, all reprising the

basic processing of the first look into the second. These navigations

can be briefly summarized as: first, the transformative role of spectat-

orship in the visible production of the subjectivity that a ‘modern’

subject is presumed to possess, now expressed through the capacity

for modern–subjective action (including the risks of irrational, im-

moral and unsafe action); second, the further facilitation of new

public spaces for the performance of that subjective action as the

fabricated textuality opens up a new, fantasy public domain; and▼
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third, the ambitions of defining the role and purpose of the visible

celluloid apparatus as it layers itself on to a fullfledged apparatus of

social organization through naming itself as both representational

guarantor of public right and its authorized regulator (and permits

a further fantasy of symbolically claiming to govern the national

public domain).

All three navigations were noticed from the inception of the

cinema in India, from the colonial period onwards, by state agencies

who realized that it was having an impact on its audiences that was

unprecedented; and they scrambled to find new legislations to address

the problem, thus setting up a long and complicated saga of state

intervention that I discuss in this book at some length. The intrinsic

link in the three registers between celluloid systems of shooting and

projection, and the ‘publicness’ of the moving image can now be

seen to underpin something of still greater significance: the role and

function of the modern state.

Another powerful way of periodizing the ‘time of celluloid’, 1895–

1990, is in terms of its coincidence with the rise and fall of the

modern state. If the Spanish–American war of 1898 that saw the

rise of the United States of America as the modern imperial power

coincides historically with the invention of celluloid – and if the

most famous twentieth-century version of that celluloid production,

Hollywood, is inextricably linked to the economic and political rise

of the United States9 – then, the decline and radical transformation

of the structure of the modern state with the onset of globalization,

for which one marker is surely the collapse of the Soviet Union and

the East European economies, coincides eerily with the date of

obsolescence of celluloid film.

This is not merely a matter of historical coincidence. From the

‘Hollywood/Mosfilm’ of the twentieth-century superpowers to the

national cinemas of decolonized post-war nations, the centrality of

celluloid as a privileged presence within the modern state apparatus

needs to be accounted for at multiple levels. At least one of the

levels of film ‘production’ would then be the public production of

the apparatus of cinema, and the mapping of technological story-

telling upon systems that validate and authorize modern states. A

critical part of the mapping has been its further capacity to produce

     performance’ – ‘When a
camera is placed on the floor and
moves about the player’s nostrils,
it is the camera that is giving a
performance, not the actor’ –
Satyajit Ray (1976: 178) reiterates
the modernist dictum: ‘Anyone
with a modicum of familiarity
with the aesthetics of cinema
knows that a camera cannot give
a performance. It is the director
who expresses himself in a parti
cular manner through a particular
use of the camera.’ My conclusion
here would apparently contradict
Ray in its claim that the cinematic
apparatus does indeed give a
performance (though perhaps I
mean the term to mean something
slightly different).

9 In some places the link between
the birth of American colonialism
and the origins of the cinema can
be disconcertingly direct. Santiago
Pilar (1983: 8–9) tracks the
origins of the Philippine cinema
thus: ‘Movies were shown in the
Philippines for the first time
during the alarming days of the
revolution against the Spanish
regime. While armed encounters
raged between Filipino revolu-
tionaries and Spanish colonial
forces in the countryside, Manila
followed a leisurely pace or
perhaps a false daring, for its
theatres had never been as full
and as thriving as they were in
those tense days.’ This lasted just
four months – between 31 August
1897, the date of opening of the
first movie theatre, and its
closure that November. There-
after, ‘film showings were not
resumed until 1900 – by which
time . . . the Treaty of Paris [was]
signed in 1898 [and] Spain had
ceded the Philippines to the United
States. Once a Spanish colonial
city, Manila began to take on the
looks of a new American garrison
in the Orient.’

State (Author, Authority, Authorization)
▼
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10 I am thinking of the kind of
inversion of state surveillance
mechanisms into the production
of spectacle that Jonathan Crary
(1992: 18) too envisages, in his
contention that received Foucauld-
ian wisdom opposing surveillance
and spectacle fails to acknowl-
edge how these two regimes of
power can often coincide, where
spectacular action at spectatorial
behest can actually take over
techniques for the management of
attention.

appropriate symbolic structures under conditions of spectatorial

authorization. We are looking at narrative now as a relay action

whose end-result is the production of an enfranchised spectator, with

storytelling becoming a means to map the spectatorial presence upon

the structures by which modern states produce and authorize their

self-image.10

In seeking a theory of the cinema in a particular historical period

that saw celluloid dominate and the modern symbolic state forge

critical links with the cinematic apparatus, this project focuses on a

state that has had a remarkably complicated relationship with its

cinema: India. Over this project, I explore five specific moments in

the twentieth century when India’s systems of state governance found

themselves in a major crisis, and when it appeared that cinematic

regulation was foundationally implicated in that crisis. Three of the

five moments are presented in the present volume: the early 2000s,

marked by globalization and the onset of the Bollywood culture

industry; the mid-1990s, the peak of Hindutva agitations and the

battles over Article 19 of the Constitution of India guaranteeing

freedom of speech to all citizens; the mid-1970s and the role of the

New Cinema in the Emergency of 1975. Two other moments – the

late 1940s around the collapse of the studios and the rise of inde-

pendent exhibitor capital negotiating new state policy on industry

and education, and the late 1920s around the British empire – are

explored in a subsequent volume.

India, icon of the Bandung imaginary, is of course a prime instance

of post-war decolonization, and is thus frequently presented as most

‘typical’ of the ambitions and failures of the developmental state in

this time. The astonishing, often befuddling, success of the ‘world’s

largest democracy’ in ingesting and reproducing the discourses of

western liberalism in its own modes of functioning, equalled only

by the failure of the state machinery to see through the ‘bourgeois–

democratic revolution’ – the study of which failure, as Ranajit Guha

(1982: 7) proposes, must form the central problematic of any

historiography of colonial India – provides the best example of what

I refer to in this book as the domain of pure–symbolic operation

that characterizes several of the Indian state’s ex-colonial instruments

The Symbolic Detour
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of governance: instruments often valued for their pedigree rather

than their effectiveness.

Ranajit Guha was among the first to note the need for identify-

ing some special kinds of symbolic mechanisms while theorizing the

Indian state, and his argument of colonial India as ‘Dominance

without Hegemony’ is accompanied by his famous chart showing

the ‘General Configuration of Power’ (Guha 1997: 20). While the

chart, and its splitting up of Dominance (with its sub-tropes of

Coercion and Persuasion) and Subordination (split into Collabora-

tion and Resistance), may appear quaint today, I believe it still con-

tains grains of the following truth. There can be no understanding

of the Indian state’s deployment of Subordination mechanisms

within its social functioning without prior comprehension of the

Dominance of western liberalism. Contrarily, no dominant western

concept, such as democracy or the legal mechanisms that define its

processes, can by itself provide an adequate explanation for its often

particular, against-the-grain usage in India.

Narrative typically brings together normative and functional

elements into a particular account that has significant resonances

within the domain of state operation in India. It also commonly

uses the normative detour simulating western discursive rationality

to ‘explain itself’, even though, as Partha Chatterjee (1994: 207)

suggests, such an explanation reproducing the ‘rational consciousness

of the state . . . does not exhaust the determinate being of the state’.

The difficulty has to do not with definitional insufficiency but, rather,

with the need that functioning systems in India apparently have to

define themselves through the refracted gaze of the ‘west’: an old

political issue that still cuts to the bone in the cinema.

My use of the term ‘narrative’ primarily covers this particular

topos. Symbolic production, to my understanding, is the way a sys-

tem, say, the Indian state (and its cinema) – defines its own existence

and purpose, and often its problems, through (re)producing another

system, say, western democracy (and/or the Hollywood Mode). As

with any symbolic interpretation, a literal reading in such a situation

would be a structurally insufficient explanation for what is going

on beneath, but understanding a functioning system through a prior

understanding of what it ‘ought to be’ nevertheless seems a necessary

detour for the account itself to hold.

Later in this book I examine the narrative detour, especially the

European detour in avant-garde cinema, to further explore what
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seems a classic two-way difficulty posed by this problematic to narrat-

ive structures. The first is the potentially insufficient nature of literal

interpretation that hovers over the text. Such literalism not only

misleads researchers, but can also prevent the asking of the really

significant, reverse question: why does a functional (collaborative/

resistant) system need at all to produce, along the way, a symbolic–

normative one?11 The second difficulty, arising from the first, has to

do with the evident méconaissance involved, embedding a compon-

ent of distributive justice in the process.12

Partha Chatterjee (2000: 40) once asked if there is something

mandatory about modernity’s ‘universal adoption of western forms

of civil society’. If indeed there is something mandatory here – about

the modern narrative’s gesturing towards rationality, for example –

can we use this presumption as a springboard to explore the symbolic

structure’s role of thematizing such universal adoption in keeping

profoundly functioning, non-western systems going? This appears

critical to any understanding of the Indian cinema as primarily con-

densing a spectatorial habit of reading into what is on screen, rather

than reading off it. One general consequence of such substantive

(mis)representation is this: while the invocation may bear some fidelity

to its original context, the way the manoeuvre puts seemingly familiar

concepts to work in extremely unfamiliar arenas opens up laboratory

conditions for understanding several properties of the mislocated

parent concepts themselves.

For the purposes of this book, the main ‘narrative’ – the ‘parent

concept’ – from western film theory against which the Indian evidence

has been traditionally weighed is an emblematic film-theoretical

assertion of a ‘classical’ cinema: one born at a moment in time when

‘primitive’ cinema gave way to an industrial or ‘narrative’ cinema,

unifying its till-then disparate and uncontrolled faculties into what

Metz (1974: 95) calls a ‘coherent syntax’ that has dominated world

filmmaking ever since David Wark Griffith put the original model

in place in the first decade of the twentieth century. The coherent

syntax is conventionally seen to have brought together industrial

production and textualized narrative efficiency, formally signalled

par excellence by the Hollywood Mode of Production. The Holly-

wood Mode, it is said, was a specific set of narrative, production

11 Continuing the insights provi-
ded by e-governance initiatives in
India to modern technological
apparatuses and their ‘miracu-
lous’ capacity to suture symbolic
authority with functional–literal
efficiency, a recent study (2005:
Parthasarathy, ‘Information and
Communications Technologies for
Development’) claims that ‘the
defining characteristic [of]
the use of computers, and some-
times connectivity, to reorganize
both the functioning of the gov-
ernment and service delivery to
citizens’ is the presumption that
‘increases in transaction speeds
[and] ease of data storage and
retrieval’ also automatically
signal ‘transparency and account-
ability’. The cultural difficulty of
translating such symbolic attri-
butes into functioning systems has
crippled several major initiatives,
precisely because their belief in
the direct applicability of abstract
democratic values does not take
the detour into consideration. The
study therefore contends that these
programmes will never work
unless they find a theory for
‘localization’: as much of the pro-
gramme as of the ideal. ‘Localizing
information provision has at least
two components to it – localizing
content (linguistic and otherwise)
and localizing the means of trans-
mitting information. Linguistic
localization is a beginning to
localizing content, as there is a
need to develop applications in
local languages even while ensur-
ing that various applications can
be seamlessly integrated so that
they are interoperable. While
linguistic localization is
essential, localization to
accommodate cultural, social,
economic, political, historical and
environmental diversity and
heterogeneity is also critical.’

12 Nancy Fraser (1997: 15) use-
fully draws attention to an
increasingly significant aspect of
méconaissance: misrecognition (in
the Lacanian/Althusserian sense),
that attaches itself to ‘cultural
injustice’. The remedy of recogni-
tion is thus the cultural equivalent
of redistribution and requires a
remedy of its own, she argues.
While such a remedy to cultural
injustice may have similarities to
those usually applied to economic
injustice, there is a further sym-
bolic dimension to (mis)recognition
that includes ‘societal patterns of
representation, interpretation and
communication in ways that would
change everybody’s sense of self’.

Hollywood
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and exhibition systems first introduced in the United States in the

1920s, and consolidated, with the introduction of sound technology,

through the 1930s–40s into an elaborately conceived master text

including duration and performance style, camera-shooting tech-

niques, editing and sound-recording and mixing conventions, down

to specific and largely inviolable conventions of negative-processing

and printing, and eventually even to projection conditions. The

Hollywood Mode consciously fuelled its claim to global intelligibility

with a claim to unfettered access to audiences across the planet,

and, further, by equating such textual access with a democratic free-

market ideal as incarnated in the New Information Order (MacBride

1980), and, more controversially, in the GATT (General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade) and WTO (World Trade Organization) negotia-

tions of the Uruguay Round (1994).

Recent work on early film, combining theory with film-archival

preoccupations, further puts the spotlight on those contemporary

film practices – such as the Indian cinema – that apparently continue

to possess characteristics of performance, camera work, editing and

even celluloid-processing that the ‘coherent syntax’ theory would

typically consider extinct, or, if at all, present only in marginal pheno-

mena such as cult movies (including cult-Bollywood). Sustaining

such a view, after the ‘coherent syntax’ and ‘Hollywood Mode’

theories, is a third formulation: that of the Industrial/Institutional

Mode of Representation or the IMR. The task of the IMR is, in a

sense, to make the Hollywood Mode globally applicable. And so,

speaking of an era of cinema constituted in the period 1895–1929

that saw Hollywood define its mechanisms, Noel Burch (1990: 2)

identifies a form that for ‘fifty years, has been explicitly taught in

film schools as the Language of Cinema and which, whoever we

are, we all internalize at an early age as a reading competence thanks

to an exposure of films . . . which is universal among the young in

industrial societies’ (emphases mine).

Burch cuts a swathe through at least three layers of argument.

First, he textualizes all industrial production – not an easy thing to

do, as we will see; second, he universalizes his textual process into a

universal industrial process;13 and third, he resolutely primitivizes

all practices not following his sequence through the concept of PMR

or Primitive Mode of Representation, standing for practices not ‘yet’

compatible with his.14 Extrapolating an industrial argument from

one driven by textuality has of course this immediate consequence:

it renders the Indian cinema into a pre-industrial phenomenon. A

13 So, for example, the ‘initial
lead’ for the development of IMR
is linked to Great Britain, which
was far ahead of both the USA
and France in 1903, but then
declined ‘as a result of the
relative exhaustion of British
industrial dynamism’ and the
‘suffocating rise of finance
capital’. By 1906 ‘only a move
from artisanal to industrial
production could have protected
[the British] from French and soon
American competition’ (Burch
1990: 80).

14 Burch (1990: 196–99) offers
rather specific moves that signal
what he understands of the IMR:
for example, when the cinema
narrative is able to name an
‘ideological point’ that ‘each
spectator is able to take away at
the end of a film’. The conception
of ‘primitive’ cinema itself has
come increasingly under fire from
film theorists. Tom Gunning
(1990: 96) says the term
‘primitive persists . . . partly out
of inertia, but also because it
cradles a number of connotations
that stand in need of further
examination and critique. The
most regrettable connotations are
those of an elementary and even
childish mastery of form in
contrast to a later complexity
(and this view often shelters its
apparent reversal in the image of
a cinema of a lost purity and
innocence).’
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further consequence of the miraculous discovery of what historian

and anthropologist D.D. Kosambi called ‘primitive survivals in the

superstructure’15 is the logical accommodation of its enquiry into

the domain of visual anthropology16 rather than economics, which

may well have had difficulties with the contradictions within a con-

cept such as a ‘pre-industrial cinema’.

Just how such a ‘primitive’ Indian cinema could exist, leave alone

hold out against the global domination of Hollywood, has been a

matter of some confusion to film theory. ‘India is the largest film-

making country in the world.’ This fact is widely reproduced in film

accounts, often with awe. How did it achieve that? One account of

how world cinema deals with Hollywood (Crofts 1993: 45) repro-

duces a common claim: that the Indian cinema simply ‘ignored’

Hollywood (‘an accomplishment managed by few’), and that this

was possible only because it did not directly compete with Hollywood

but focused instead on ‘targeting a distinct, specialized market sector’.

Sequel commonsense then has it that since this sector now includes

an increasingly wealthy Indian diaspora, not only does India have

a captive home audience but it can globalize itself without really

having to confront the Hollywood juggernaut, which it bypasses

primarily through its ability to create new markets as against com-

peting in existing ones.

The Indian cinema, I hope to show, did not ignore Hollywood.

I propose that the Hollywood Mode (as distinct from the American

cinema) defines a key zone of negotiation in the post-war, independ-

ent Indian state’s dealings with its several film industries. Such

negotiations have often to do with the extraordinarily complicated

problems that especially (though not by any means uniquely) Hindi

cinema, India’s most ‘visible’ film industry, poses to the Indian state.

Further, they have as much to do with this industry’s ‘grey’ economy

status as with its cultural disqualification from the status of a

‘national cinema’. Unlike several of the regional Indian cinemas –

such as Kannada, to take the most obvious – that have possessed

‘national’ characteristics, Hindi cinema has specifically been debarred

from such status; it has not, for example, qualified for the benefit

either of production subsidy or of market protection,17 standard

requirements of authorized national cinemas. The Hindi cinema’s

ability to do battle with Hollywood, important as it may be as a

global formal/industrial cinematic phenomenon, thus pales into

insignificance compared to its ability to use Hollywood in order to

battle its delegitimization at the hands of the Indian state.

15 This refers to Kosambi’s famous
assertion ([1956] 1999: 7–8) that
archaeological work on India
should happen not only in
‘primitive Indian survivals in
marginal territories’, but also in
‘social clusters that survive even
in the heart of fully developed
areas . . . in and around cities’,
since these too ‘constitute price-
less evidence for the interpreta-
tion of some ancient record or
archaeological find [as] their
survival as backward groups also
furnishes the real problem for
explanation in the light of histo-
rical development’. ‘The survivals
mean [either] that no conflict was
felt in that particular case, or
that primitive instruments of
production have endured in spite
of imposing, complicated,
and often tortuous developments
of the superstructure.’

16 A key strand of visual anthro-
pology has explored cinema’s
derivation of its aesthetic
practices from epic structures as
well as from folk origins such as
the nautanki. Kathryn Hansen
(1992: 42) claims that nautanki
‘reaches audiences more through
the electronic media – records,
cassettes, films and television –
than through the older mode of
face-to-face contact’. Lutgendorf
(1990: 128) adds: ‘To suggest that
the making of a TV serial [The
Ramayana] began several millen-
nia ago may risk mimicking the
hype that emanates from the
publicity department at Sagar
Enterprises, yet it is clear that the
success of India’s most popular
serial derives in large measure
from the enduring appeal of the
narrative tradition on which it
draws.’

17 The failures of the Mumbai-
based and Hindi cinema-directed
National Film Development
Corporation (NFDC) to define any
consistent mandate are discussed
at some length elsewhere in this
book. On the Hindi cinema’s
effective elimination from the
nationalist ‘Hindi public sphere’
(Orsini 2002) and the state’s
preferred technology of the radio
in constructing such a domain,
see Lelyveld (2002).
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18 Janet Staiger, the original
proponent of the ‘mode of
production’ category in Holly-
wood, at one place makes an all-
important category distinction:
‘the “mode” is distinct from the
“industry” which is the economic
structure and conduct of the
particular companies which
produced, distributed and
exhibited the films’ (Bordwell,
Staiger and Thompson 1985: 89).
The distinction between a cinema-
tic mode of production and a film
industry is in a way obvious
enough, but its consequent, less
obvious capacity to separate out
the Hollywood Mode from the
American film industry has been
very rarely followed through in
film studies. Also see Staiger’s
(1994) reply to Matthew Bernstein
on how this division affects an
understanding of Hollywood’s
independent productions.

19 Such as the more specific
occasions, often not historically
attended to, when the Indian state
clashed with the Motion Picture
Export Association of America
(MPEAA). See Pendakur (1985)
for a useful account of these
conflicts.

20 And firmly maintained until the
doctrine of ‘cultural exception’
proposed by the French in 1994,
as part of the Uruguay Round of
GATT consultations, caused the
cinema to trigger off what one
French theorist calls ‘the first real
conflagration between the idea of
globalization and that of Ameri-
canization’ (Frau-Meigs 2002).

Might there be a connection between such delegitimization and

the cinema’s supposed ‘primitivity’, its inability – one may even say

refusal – to industrialize along the lines that a national cinema, as a

nationalized industry, would conventionally require? The peculiar

and embattled assimilation of Hollywood by India’s major popular

cinemas at various levels, from those of genre to those of production

outsourcing, implicates the Hollywood Mode in a complex net of

ancillary activities that are surely beyond the original imagination

of the Mode. It may even include a twist in the standard trajectory

of national cinemas, providing the Indian example as no more than

‘one of the forms the internationalization of the cinema takes’, in

Tom O’Regan’s words: just one of the ways by which such cinemas

‘localize the cinema and thus explicitly contribute to the international

cinema at one and the same time’ (O’Regan 1996: 51; emphases in

the original). Taking such a detour, which is also one signalling change

in ownership, however, has a possible film-theoretical consequence.

It allows us to extract from the Hollywood Mode an industry–text

mechanism that, I hope to show, was put to startlingly unconven-

tional uses in India: especially hypertextuality’s compensations for

what was widely perceived as ‘industrial incapability’, refracting

both the uses and the definitions of ‘industry’ through the prism of

the Indian state’s administrative mechanisms. Disengaging the Holly-

wood Mode from the direct economic interests of the American

film industry18 also allows us to more coherently reintroduce those

interests selectively at key pressure points in India’s film history.19

The confusion posed around Hollywood is not only an Indian

problem; it is also a problem caused by film theory’s larger mis-

apprehension of the varied roles a text plays in stitching together

industrial production practices, and thus of the special responsibilities

that accrue to texts in conditions of industrial ‘underdevelopment’.

Film studies has a well-known critique of a brand of neoclassical

economics that argues for global applicability of Hollywood Mode

textuality. ‘Hollywood’s own account of itself intersects with . . .

neoclassical economics nostra in claiming that comparative

advantage determines the location of globally successful cinema’,

write Miller et al. (2001: 45). In critiquing such economics, most

theorists of Hollywood’s global dominance, including Miller et al.,

connect its global spread with the direct economic interests of the

US – a connection often further located within the dominance of

the neoclassical imaginary over the WTO’s regulatory mechanisms

for global markets.20 Global Hollywood, for example, debunks
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Hollywood’s claims to market equilibrium by showing how, within

the US, it adopts none of the key criteria of that equilibrium that it

insists upon for other film industries: it is not open to global com-

petition on its home soil, it works with major state subsidies, etc.

I propose, using the Indian evidence, to make a slightly different

proposition for the cinema as a whole. Standard film theory is con-

ventionally committed to the universal capacity of a textual structure

to be ‘read off’ graded industrial (and thence, compounding the

error, ‘national–modern’) practices at different stages of development,

as we see, for instance, in the routine programming strategies of

film festivals, while making disciplinary exceptions of the astonish-

ingly innovative ways in which (overdeveloped) texts can forge

compensatory alliances with (underdeveloped) industrial structures.

Contrary to two standard responses that dominate Indian cinema’s

much-vaunted resistance to American cinema (the ‘largest-industry-

in-the-world’ nationalism and the ‘not-good-enough’ lament), and

certainly contrary to the view that everything will improve once we

learn to tell stories better, we shall encounter in the Indian cinema –

as I explore a particular form of indigenous capital that in fact

apparently succeeded in keeping foreign exhibition at bay in the

domestic market – a particular economic entity that contested the

regulatory mechanisms of the Indian state precisely over a textualized

import of the Hollywood Mode.

Using this evidence, I name three models for reform and regu-

lation that held sway at different times in the twentieth century in

India. Each provided a distinct proposition for the need and specific

means to combine industry with text. All three made a substantial

impact on state policy. My three models are, I believe with good

reason, coincident with well-known economic models. The first,

emphasizing textual reform and premised on the impact that such

reform would have on the cinema’s industrial organization, goes

with a particularly prevalent model of neoclassical economics. It is

a model that has been almost entirely dominated by the Hollywood

Mode, providing the foundation for the American cinema’s claim

to unfettered global access, but it also possesses a specific Indian

variant.

The second is the opposite of the first. A model with little ambi-

tion towards textual reform, it foregrounds industrial development

instead, and is coincident with a developmentalist national agenda.

I then move to the third model, the most recent and sometimes

argued as ‘post-industrial’: the domain of the culture industry figure-
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headed by a distinctive film-centred marketing strategy summarized

in India as Bollywood, but also in Korea as the Korean Wave and in

Japan as Japanophilia.

In all three models the Hollywood Mode provides the over-

determined barometer of comparison. In their Indian deployment,

the models, impacting national formations in their negotiations with

global markets, throw new light on the Hollywood Mode itself.

If there is one overarching concern of Indian film theory that has

survived through the time of celluloid, which was also inaugurated

with celluloid and uniquely attaches itself to celluloid, it is surely

the ‘problem of the cinema’ as it came to be known from almost the

late silent era: the eternal lament at the inability of the ‘industry’ to

textually become an industry and thus its crippling inability to

provide its own enunciative self-justification. While critiques of in-

adequacy or of systemic underdevelopment are widely attached to

several ex-colonial formations in India, the particular cross that

India’s cinema bears is unique to it. This is not something it shares

with either contemporary media (print, radio, television) or contem-

porary art practices (music, the visual arts, theatre, literature), all of

which at different points have done their national duty, so to say.

This ‘problem’ of the cinema, through the twentieth century, has

foundationally determined India’s call for institutional reform of

its film industry, as also defined the debate on what is ‘wrong’ with

the Indian cinema, what should be done about it and by whom.

Making gross generalizations with a voice (selected at random) that

could be that of today’s moral guardians, Mr A. Soares, MA, LLB,

Principal of Antonio de Souza High School, Byculla, Bombay, said

to the Indian Cinematograph Committee of 1928:

. . . most of the films, I daresay, will be found technically defective

– and from the spectacular point of view can hardly stand on a level

with the western films. There is a good deal of overacting which

does not appeal to a cultured taste. Faute de mieux, they seem to be

appreciated by Indian audiences. Indian films – whatever their qual-

ity – are certainly popular. (Indian Cinematograph Committee Report

1927–28, Vol. I: 378)

In other words, they aren’t great but they sure are popular, and

Textuality
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we should not miss the French affectation. The befuddlement posed

to cultured taste by an obviously popular local industry (indeed one

that seemed, then and now, amazingly capable of raising funding

resources despite poor box-office returns) continues, well into the

present, to fuel the complaint recorded in the Indian Cinematograph

Committee volumes of 1927–28: that, notwithstanding their popu-

larity, Indian films need reform, and that such reform has to take

on board at least the following three problems. First, that Indian

filmmakers do not know how to tell stories; second, a consequence

of the first, that Indian films go on for far too long (and are thus

incapable of narrative economy); third, that Indian films are technic-

ally inferior. This could be, and has been, said just as easily about

India’s last year’s output, or by those who argue that Shekhar Kapur’s

Bandit Queen (1994) rather than any silent film should be marked

as the point from where the Indian cinema finally mastered the

narrative storytelling form.

Such a critique clearly buys into what Miller et al. call the ‘neo-

classical economics nostra’ on which the American cinema has

traditionally mounted its right to global reach. India’s incapacity in

this area, notwithstanding the recent countercultural resurgence of

interest in ‘song–dance spectaculars’, condenses a mass of failures:

to some, the embarrassing failure of reform; to others, the inability

to reproduce American cinema-type claims for global reach premised

on global intelligibility. Our self-accusation that the Indian film

industry is not an industry, that the Indian cinema is not cinema,

thus makes even PricewaterhouseCooper, the world’s largest audit

and consultancy firm for venture capital, slip up on its brief to reprise,

like the surfacing of an old itch, a century-old call for reform. A

recent (2006) report by the firm on India’s growing ‘Entertainment

& Media Services sector’, commissioned by the Federation of Indian

Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and titled The Indian

Entertainment and Media Industry: Unravelling the Potential, says

that the way ahead ‘for Indian cinema on the global stage’ is a

‘three-stage proposition’: one, ‘make good films from Indian stories’;

two, ‘subtitle them and put them into the art-house circuit’; and

three, ‘after there is broader appreciation, à la Iranian cinema, they

could move to mainstream theatres’. The report approvingly quotes

an anonymous industry member as making a statement that defies

financial logic but makes complete reformist sense: that it is not the

film that needs to travel, but the ‘story [that] has to translate, to

travel’.
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There have been many stands taken on what may be considered

as somewhat a stand-off between elitist and populist positions on

the cinema, and I have no desire to take sides in that tired debate.

What I wish to do, instead, is to extrapolate from it the strange

career of a specifically neoclassical argument that offers us new

options on the ‘problem-of-cinema’ paradigm at the present historical

juncture.

A recurring theme in this book is to show how ‘cinematic govern-

ance’ has had significant paradigmatic consequences upon normative

state structures, including a key paradigm for a distinct form of

state capitalism (in Indian, but also in Soviet, Brazilian and post-

war Japanese efforts, to take the most prominent instances, to

deploy Hollywood Mode structures under state supervision). In

drawing attention to the immense attraction that such a structure

of control would have had for independent states seeking to fabricate

their own systems of social administration, I am more interested in

a slightly different question that has also been a feature of world

trade. This has to do with a further intervention into IMR’s global

operations: one that refashioned the ‘textual feint’ – the foreground-

ing of textual intelligibility to open up economic opportunity – for

a particular sort of national use. Such a move is in fact a seminal

part of the space-clearing exercise of several post-war nation-states,

and, I believe, it has had significant consequences on key structures

of national governance. I refer to governance mechanisms designed

for the cinema but which found themselves providing the textual

rationales to govern all industrial economies whenever such economies

needed cultural reform. Such reform has usually been necessary in

situations where industrial practices could be expanded to take over

the regulation of ‘pre-industrial’ grey-market productions hovering

on the edges of, or even entirely outside, the box office (or related

B-to-C mechanisms). This kind of operation exists primarily on the

plane of neoclassical economics, but contains an intermediary action

that does a makeover job on precisely the textualization/universali-

zation/primitivization move that Burch traverses.

In his Rethinking Economics, C.T. Kurien (1996: 82–101) uses

the experience of the Indian economy to critique the widespread

dominance of what he calls ‘neoclassical formalism’– of which, I

suggest, the lament cited above is a specific variant. This formalism,

drawing its power from its capacity to provide a template for all

societies, permits individuals – the primary analysable units of eco-

nomic activity – to be ‘grouped in any manner that facilitates the
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analysis’, since abstract homogeneity is presumed within the primary

units and ‘no particular grouping carries any deeper significance’.

Given the presumption of all economics as a link between ‘utility-

maximizing individuals and the concept of equilibrium’, Kurien

quotes Leon Walras’ ambition to show that ‘the main object of the

theory of social wealth is to generalize this proposition by showing,

first, that it applies to the exchange of several commodities . . . and

second, that under perfect conditions, this applies to production as

well as to exchange’.

The connection between such a theory of social wealth and

Hollywood Mode storytelling is well known. It has to do with the

enhanced domain of a globally applicable textuality template that

announces its capability (or incapability) for overseeing the inter-

meshing of local production and exchange. In an aligned inquiry

into how the Hollywood Mode has done this, Tom O’Regan (1990)

proposes a combination of ‘textual, economic, structural and cultural

conditions’, rather than the isolation and selective study of any one

of them, which is the commoner practice in film studies. O’Regan’s

reasoning is that it is the interlocking process its textual structures

claim to govern and the sustained local reproduction of that inter-

locking mechanism – its ‘production of locality’, to use Arjun

Appadurai’s phrase – that mediate the global comprehension of the

Hollywood Mode, and not so much access to Hollywood texts

themselves.

Such textual formalism recognizes that its abstraction of ‘real-

type situations’ bears only a tangential relationship to real life, says

Kurien, but this does not prevent it from proposing, with remarkable

success, the unmediated applicability of the model for everyday local

use through domesticating mechanisms that are ‘in wide currency in

day-to-day life’. The dominance of the model causes problems that

in the end have less to do with whether the model is itself locally

applicable or not (i.e. whether, say, Titanic has a market in India or

not, whether or not it needs dubbing or other modifications), but,

rather, with the reverse: the possibilities for abstraction opened up

by the local deployment of textual universals.

The textual challenge before universals – such as those that

propose ‘a self-contained theory of exchange value of all goods’ as

‘the basic universal law of the science of economics’ – when they are

locally deployed is not to go local themselves but, under neoclassical

law, to attempt something more complicated: to negotiate the en-

suing local economic exchanges into a condition of equilibrium,
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and thereby negotiate an analysable dimension of appropriation

and thence a transformation of ownership also included in the

process of generating local exchange. Kurien says that it is this

dimension that mediates production as a social activity governing,

for example, things like division of labour, at the same time as it

produces a textual rationale for a variety of social organizations

arising from that division. ‘Neoclassical economics’ typically

negotiates the local through the following move: it ‘underplays’ the

‘appropriation aspect of exchange’ instead of locating such appro-

priation inside ‘individual subjectivity’. Next, emptying both the

‘social content’ of appropriation and the social aspects of produc-

tion, it converts the economy into a ‘world of objects upon which

individuals are let loose [and makes] production a mere replication

of and sequel to exchange’ (Kurien 1996: 93).

We therefore have a particular model: one that is based not (or

at least not necessarily) on universal textual intelligibility but on

the specifics of universal applicability. Continuing Walras’ statement

as quoted by Kurien – that ‘the whole world may be looked upon as

a vast general market made up of diverse special markets’ – the

Hollywood Mode must function through a diverse and mediated

structure, with the mediation crucially permitting, even actively

facilitating, a dimension of appropriation and ownership.21 The

mechanics of the mediation, as it closes down one kind of inter-

pretative dimension to enable another, also apparently has an

economic precedent.

It may be useful to examine why neoclassical economics has such a

hold. . . . Its universalizing logic – its ability to explain everything

– is of intuitive appeal. It is not only a logical structure, it is also a

closed system. It is the closed structure that gives it explanatory

power over ‘everything’, i.e. that which it has chosen to include

within its closed boundary. Its tight boundary enables it to specify

quite sharply what constitutes an economic problem and what does

not, and then to provide a logical explanation to what is within. A

tight structure of this kind can also be made determinate. It, therefore,

provides the professionals the skill and power to arrive at definitive

conclusions through reasoning, and the ability to make ‘predictions’

on that basis. (Kurien 1996: 101)

O’Regan’s work (1990) quotes Wildman and Siwek’s (1988)

startling contention that ‘Hollywood programming circulates in

different national markets because of cultural differences’; that

21 One remarkable example of
such appropriation and transfer
of textual ownership in India is
the domestication of Hong Kong
films (see Srinivas 2003). This
also happens with American
cinema in India’s ‘B’ circuits.
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Hollywood ‘must negotiate different local conditions, languages with

their own communication corridors, racial differences and cultural

preferences; and it must mobilize these to its advantage. [It] does

not bypass these differences, but works with them.’ How does it do

this? By showing that ‘despite the warnings and celebrations of a

gathering internationalization of audiences’, ‘cultural differences

appear to have a major impact upon how programming circulates’,

O’Regan points to how the ‘closed structure . . . with an explanatory

power over everything’ functions primarily in the Hollywood Mode’s

ability to ‘handle the diminishing value attached to programming

when it circulates outside its home market’. Such a diminishing value

can only be replenished when a strong countervailing force kicks in,

one that negotiates cultural transfers by isolating their explicable

and analysable aspects. O’Regan performs his act of isolation through

Yuri Lotman’s proposition of ‘five stages of national cultures’22 and

proposes thence, via Meaghan Morris’ concept of ‘positive unorigi-

nality’, the idea of the ‘survival and specificity of Australian film’ as

something ensured by the revision of American codes by Australian

texts.

Such a bizarre revision inevitably requires some degree of dis-

engagement of Hollywood from American cinema, and O’Regan

(1990) proposes that, since Hollywood produces an ‘international

product made for domestic and international consumers’, ‘any simple

identification of Hollywood with the USA’ should inevitably be

rendered ‘problematic’. This is directly so in the instance of production

interests where one can no longer ‘identify Hollywood with the Cali-

fornian film industry’, given that ‘Hollywood films are made outside

of California in the USA . . . and they are also made abroad’; ‘they

produce and/or finance films with or without combinations of

foreign studios, casts, producers and directors [and] sometimes they

are not the only, or even principal, sources of funding’.23 It is also

indirectly true when we analyse the internal characteristics of national

cinemas. ‘To be wholly local’ in a pure form in front of and behind

the camera is not, writes O’Regan (1996: 55), the natural condition

of a national cinema, even when it looks to be doing precisely that.

‘In their choice of actors, locations, production personnel, story and

dialogue, local producers routinely take into account the require-

ments of international circulation’, and, therefore, ‘Hollywood’s

role in making, inventing and repairing cinema and in making,

shaping and repairing our sense of ourselves reconfigures the

22 A first stage when ‘imported
texts keep their strangeness’; a
second when ‘imported text and
home culture restructure each
other’; a third when a ‘higher
content is found in the imported
world-view’ which can be
‘separated from the national
culture of imported texts’; a
fourth when ‘imported texts are
entirely dissolved into the
receiving culture’; and a fifth
when the ‘receiving culture
changes into a transmitting
culture’ of its own, directing its
product into ‘other peripheral
areas of the semiosphere’
(O’Regan 1996: 215).

23 Substantiating O’Regan’s
position is the American pheno-
menon that has come to be known
as ‘runaway film production’, or
American films made (and
increasingly owned) outside the
USA. There are numerous
Californian reports that reveal
the alarm, on a par with the fear
of outsourcing in information
technology. (See, for example, the
California Film Commission
Report titled ‘What is the Cost of
Run-Away Production? Jobs,
Wages, Economic Output and
State Tax Revenue at Risk when
Motion Picture Productions Leave
California’, by Gregory Freeman,
Jack Kyser, Nancy Sidhu, George
Huang and Michael Montoya,
August 2005; http://www.film.ca.
gov/ttca/pdfs/link_overview/cfc/
California_Film_Commission_Study.
pdf, accessed 9 September 2007.)
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Hollywood legacy. We are not outside Hollywood, we are implicated

in ongoing negotiations with it’ (ibid.: 139).

Film studies has rarely acknowledged, even in neoclassical

examinations of local markets, this particular global dimension to

the operations of the Hollywood Mode, and what it facilitates as it

travels beyond American shores and beyond the American cinema.

The one film theorist to recently address this issue upfront, Mitsuhiro

Yoshimoto, draws from the complicated Japanese take on the issue.

Yoshimoto (2006: 257) correctly notes that the ‘overwhelming

centrality of Hollywood in film studies’ – and the way it forces the

study of, say, Japanese cinema to become a ‘polar opposite or negative

image of Hollywood as the “norm’’’ – is reinforced by the multi-

plication of heterogeneities and differences and the production of

a ‘diversity of multicultural particularities and . . . a polycentric

imagining of the world’. Given this strong link, the film theorist –

and, we may add, the neoclassical economist – is typically required

to ‘no longer [produce any] detailed knowledge of any particular

national cinema, but can restrict himself to expertise in ‘‘the” cinema

– read Hollywood cinema – and, as an optional skill, a general fami-

liarity with “world cinema”, including Asian cinema as a type of

cinematic genre’.

What happens when such an expert is hired by non-western

states (as, for instance, Richard Attenborough was by the Indian

state to make Gandhi in 1982, or PricewaterhouseCoopers by FICCI

in 2006) to put this somewhat strange expertise at their service?

What Yoshimoto’s thesis also shows is how a primarily economic

model of analysis can, via the neoclassical template, successfully

appropriate for itself a model of textual regulation (and thus a mode

of regulation spanning both production and exhibition), providing

a powerful explanation for why such a view has so many adherents

among textual reformists worldwide. However, he does not himself

take his argument in that direction. In setting out to address the

phenomenon and its popularity, he ends up performing the very

methodological error to which Kurien’s critique draws our attention.

Instead of extending his own explanation of why the Hollywood

Mode has historically occupied such a central place in the account

of the ‘phantom entity’ of the Japanese cinema,24 Yoshimoto makes

the category error, common to those seeking to respond to the

explanatory ubiquity of neoclassicism, of turning his object on its

head by wanting to make it immune from Hollywood, contrary to

24 Or, why it was that Japanese
and not, say, Chinese, Indian or
any other non-western national
cinema, was selected for this
particular exercise of becoming
‘Hollywood’s other’, in writing
from Donald Richie to Burch to
Bordwell and Thompson. Yoshi-
moto’s proposition (1991) that
Japanese cinema has become a
‘new tribal art’ is clearly inade-
quate in accounting for the extra-
ordinary phenomenon he has
identified.
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every economic interest of that object. ‘Asian cinema must be re-

fashioned in such a way that, as a critical concept, it is not available

to be equated with an imaginary alternative to Hollywood, a mere

local inflection of Hollywood, or a manifestation of essentialized

cultural patterns or civilizational features’, he writes (Yoshimoto

2006: 259). But what if we replace the word ‘Hollywood’ with

‘global market’? Would the Asian cinema itself not rebel from the

refashioning he proposes? What if the Asian cinema was to claim

that it is indeed precisely a local inflection of Hollywood, as India’s

Bollywood affirms by its very name?25

Disciplinary isolationism captures neither the fierce resistance put

up by a minuscule economy – not to the Hollywood Mode so much

as to the ‘Language of Cinema’ that is supposedly ‘universal among

the young in industrial societies’ – nor the ambitions of the world’s

largest filmmaking country in this area. No theory of the cinema

capable of accounting for the Indian cinema, let us agree, can proceed

without resolving this problem upfront, and without delay.

A common basis for India’s state policy on the cinema assumes

that textual incompetence, incarnating the ‘problem of the cinema’,

is symptomatic of a deeper malaise, namely, the cinema’s unwilling-

ness or inability to industrialize itself. This inability is primarily

pictured in contrast to the ‘vertically integrative’ model of the Holly-

wood Mode evidenced in the United States between 1918 and 1948,

when, ‘from a multitude of production firms and exhibitors and a

set of distribution alliances developed . . . fully integrated, powerful

film companies’, even as ‘ownership shifted from private hands to

public stock ownership’ (Bordwell et al. 1985: 399). Since this kind

of integration never happened in India, the consequent incapacity

of the industry – more particularly, of the ‘indigenous’ capital that

primarily financed it26 – has forced the cinema into a series of deviant

paths, and also forced various levels of repressive state action. Or so

goes the argument.

It is beyond doubt that the Indian cinema has resisted indus-

trialization at least to the extent that the Indian state, for over fifty

years after independence, has declared its inability to grant it the

‘industrial status’ that would qualify it for the sort of public finance

the American cinema has availed from the 1920s. It is also evident

25 Yoshimoto thus misses out on
just what Japan is doing to the
variant of neoclassical economics
we are exploring here. It is one
where, as Koichi Iwabuchi (1994)
has shown, ‘Japan and the West
are never in real conflict. The
universal center marks its own
position by unmarking itself [and]
the particular marks its own
position by using the universal
frame of reference, without which
it could not even speak about
itself, much less assert its
superiority. In short, Japanese
particularism and Western
universalism demand each other.’
This works, as Iwabuchi shows
elsewhere, in the way Japan’s
locatization of the west
becomes a practice for cultural
re-export through the concept of
mukokuseki, a term that at once
means both the mixing and
erasure of visible ethnic and
cultural characteristics. ‘The
significant role played by
Japanese civilization is evident in
its diffusion of Western material
through the production of afford-
able commodities for Asian
markets. . . . Japan has acted as
a “transformer sub-station”
which successfully refashions
original Western commodities to
suit the tastes and material condi-
tions of consumers in Asia . . .
[as evident in] Japanese TV
dramas that portray romance,
friendship and the lifestyle of
young people in urban settings.
. . . [I]t is Japan’s skill in indi-
genizing Western culture in Asian
contexts that articulates the
transnational appeal of Japanese
popular culture’ (Iwabuchi 2002:
71–72).

26 The term ‘indigenous capital’
derives from considerable recent
literature on the pre-colonial
origins, the colonial career and
the post-independence resurgence
of India’s mercantile system of
indigenous credit, banking and
trading. For the Mughal origins
of this capital, see Irfan Habib’s
(1996) classic essay, ‘Potentiali-
ties of Capitalist Development in
the Economy of Mughal India’.
For the colonial history of such
capital and its bankrolling of the
East India Company, see Subra-
manian (1996). The role of
indigenous capital in Bombay’s
film industry has been discussed
in my essay, ‘The Curious Case of
Bombay’s Hindi Cinema: The
Career of Indigenous “Exhibition”
Capital’ (Rajadhyaksha 2006).

Industrialization
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that one of the consequences of this industrial incapacity is the

significant lack of integration – indeed the growing divide – between

the Indian cinema’s two key industrial sectors: production and distri-

bution. This chasm between the industrial-productive and purely

financial aspects of the cinema exists in India (or, as I later say,

existed until the late 1990s) institutionally stultified into wholly

autonomous structures of regulation (such as those of taxation and

subsidy) governing each sector, and is characteristic of India’s cinematic

underdevelopment. I propose that while this divide is one it shares

with several other sectors of decentralized private enterprise, the capa-

city of the cinema to signify the divide – to map the divide between

its production and exhibition sectors on to a goods/services divide,

and eventually on to a further divide between industrial protection-

ism and textual resistance – points to something that the cinema

uniquely captures in an era of industrialization. I shall go even further,

to propose a commentary on the much-vaunted American model of

vertical integration itself: to suggest, for instance, that one of the

reasons for the Indian cinema’s persisting problem was that American

‘integration’ of its domestic markets did not resolve the problem

but only exported it (along with other polluting industries) to else-

where in the world.

My proposition is based on the following contention: that the

Indian cinema’s curious resistance to industrialization must have

been a resistance to a particular prevalent definition of industriali-

zation. I say this because the recent change in the concept of industry,

coinciding with the demise of celluloid and the emergence of the

‘culture industries’ of the 1990s, has miraculously erased differences

over legitimacy between the Indian cinema and the Indian state –

differences that had appeared, for close to fifty years, irreconcilable.

Within a short span of ten years, the cinema has received state recog-

nition as an industry; it now receives substantial corporate invest-

ment, its largest players operate in the Bombay Stock Exchange,

and yes, it is vertically integrated (along the global business model

primarily set by its leading player in Hindi cinema, Yash Raj Films).

The period of resistance to which I return is, therefore, an earlier

one. It belongs to an important moment in the history of ‘develop-

ment’ in India, fashioned in the time of India’s post-independence

development planning, the heyday of state industrialization, and

also the point when the film industry’s conflicts with the state over

both its economic and industrial status were at their sharpest. Our

definitional period covers the first three five-year economic plans
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between 1951 and 1965:27 a showpiece not only of the new Indian

state, but also of the new global discipline of development economics,

as Sukhamoy Chakravarty’s history of Indian planning tells us.

‘Almost all major contemporary economists who took an interest

in problems of development had occasion to interact with India’s

planners’, and as ‘several Nobel laureates . . . and other distinguished

economists’ took active interest in India’s planning structure, it was

not just the discipline that influenced the logic of India’s plans, but

also the reverse as ‘development theory’ itself was ‘greatly influenced

by the Indian case’ (Chakravarty 1987: 4).

The ‘Indian case’ and its industrializing model were distinguished

by the strategy of making the market a key location for plan imple-

mentation. Central to that implementation, too, was a more famous

duality that our cinematic production/exhibition duality uniquely

signifies. Better known as the ‘two-sector model’ as theorized by its

leading exponent and plan guru P.C. Mahalanobis, this duality

required that India – in contrast to several ‘late-coming nations seek-

ing to industrialize quickly’ – choose, on the one hand, a ‘modern,

capital-intensive industrial sector [that] was to be created side by

side with private agriculture’, and, on the other hand, a ‘private

industrial sector confined to relatively labour-intensive, light-consum-

er goods’ which would also ensure that the market mechanism did

not ‘result in excessive consumption by the upper-income groups’

(ibid. 1987: 15).

Within India’s economic theory itself and in the practice of the

discipline, there is acknowledgement that a purely econometric

account of the duality is insufficient. Vivek Chibber’s recent history

of this period (Chibber 2003: 3) also testifies to the ‘tremendous

sense of anticipation as the nation embarked on its first development

plan, perhaps the most ambitious yet witnessed in poor countries’,

but puts the duality in a new light . It was not just the cinema that

resisted the developmental model of the Indian state. Chibber

documents the unwillingness, indeed the ‘concerted offensive’

‘launched by [India’s] business classes against the idea of disciplinary

planning’ (ibid.: 29). The absence of support from India’s private

sector, in contrast to the Korean instance, coincided with India’s

choice of turning its back on the promise of an export-led economy

model of development – despite the obvious potential of its indigen-

ous cotton textile industry – to lead the way in creating an export

revolution (as information technology would do in the 1990s), con-

centrating instead on a model of import substitution.

27 For the full texts of all the
economic plans, see http://
planningcommission.nic.in
(accessed 9 September 2007).
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Various accounts are available for the crisis. One reason for

India’s financial ‘dualism’, Chakravarty (1987: 88) proposes, is that

its economy in fact sits astride ‘multiple economies’, multiple sets of

activities that are internally incommensurate (and thus, presumably,

unintegratable). Such ‘multiple economies’ are in part differential

accounts: multilayered economic explanations, so to say. Any ‘expla-

nation’, according to Chakravarty, for (say) the ‘neglect’ of export

by the Indian state in the early years after independence, such as an

‘emphasis on maximizing home consumption rather than on earning

foreign exchange’, is inevitably ‘inadequate’, not least because policy

is often incapable of straddling ‘basically political’ divides.28 They

put under stress the very sufficiency of any account under investi-

gation and interrogate its capacity to navigate across sectors; in other

words, they interrogate the capacity of the account to produce a

textual structure capable of negotiating the multiple economies.

Chakravarty (ibid.: 84) shows how ‘neoclassical economists’ directly

reproduce the textual inefficiency critique in the way they are ‘horri-

fied by the inefficiency of resource allocation in India’, even as, on

the other side, radical economists ‘of varying persuasions’ see in

Indian planning ‘an attempt by the ruling elite to deprive the masses

of the surplus product they have themselves generated’. Responding

to Chakravarty, Partha Chatterjee’s (1994: 205–08) critique of

India’s planning mechanism goes further, suggesting a ‘rational self-

deception’ basic to planning that papers over the real duality – the

(Gramscian) division between accumulation and legitimation, which

cannot be captured by economic accounts alone.

The cinema of course features nowhere in these debates on dev-

elopment planning in India,29 in stark contrast to Europe where –

for reasons that are of direct relevance to our argument – the cinema

famously captured a central ground in economic battles, led by

France, with the USA over GATT. I therefore shift the kaleidoscope

slightly and propose the following, which may make some sense of

this elision. Just as India’s developmental plans constitute a showpiece

of the discipline of development economics as a whole, Indian

cinema’s evident resistance to that discipline’s perception of industrial-

ization, and its ensuing eclipse from the imaginary of planned

development in India, also captures something of global significance

in post-war history. The assumed supremacy and explanatory power

of textual universals guiding production and exchange – a power

reproduced in the cinema, any cinema, every time a film publicist/

theorist accounts for a film in terms of its story – can be validly seen

28 And thus related to the range of
primarily extra-economic issues
that the planning mechanism had
to take on board – from those
that privileged ‘a particular
regional group of industrialists at
the expense of others’, to a parti-
cular ‘Gandhian legacy which
viewed the textile sector as pre-
eminently suited to small-scale
initiative’ (Chakravarty 1987: 16).

29 The only significant effort to
locate Indian cinematic debates
squarely within the logic of
India’s planning mechanisms is,
curiously, Geeta Kapur’s (1993)
essay on Satyajit Ray. See
Bhattacharya (2006) as both a
rejoinder to Kapur and an
explication of the ‘development
narrative’ of the 1950s, which,
the author argues, in its imagi-
nation of the role of the state,
was considerably wider than the
‘narrative of development’ whose
history went back to the National
Planning Committee set up by the
Indian National Congress in
1938, under the chairmanship of
Subhash Chandra Bose.
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as papering over deep schisms especially evident in post-war develop-

ment; and India, a test case of the discipline, inevitably throws these

schisms into the sharpest relief. Further work would show, I believe,

that such schisms have existed within state administrations at least

since World War I and the emergence of national cinemas in Europe.

While, on the one hand, national industrial well-being has involved

market protection and defined internal taxation/subsidy mechanisms

ruled by the discipline of economics, on the other hand, issues of

sovereignty, moral well-being and public interest have been ruled by

the Censor Board and related mechanisms of cultural policing. The

two wings have seldom had a successful record of collaboration.

These divisions between culture and economics, text and industry,

evidenced in much of national policy on film in the post-war years,

have only further sharpened since Bretton Woods and the formation

of GATT, and with the growing divide between global deregulation

and national self-interest. The Franco–American stand-off over the

cinema that boiled over in the 1994 Uruguay Round of GATT nego-

tiations, which Frau-Meigs (2002) calls the battle of ‘exceptionists’

versus ‘free-traders’ – the former making primarily economic argu-

ments justifying protection, and the latter making the textually driven

claim for universal applicability that the cinema was ‘at heart an

industry in the same way as a bicycle or card game’ – poses the old

question, now on a global plane, of just what it is that needs regula-

tion in film.

One legal review of this stand-off (Ming Shao 1995: 10) suggests

that the underlying difficulty arises because of confusion over whether

the cinema is, at bottom, a good or a service, given that the two

need foundationally different administrative structures. On the one

hand, the cinema is ‘traded much like goods – usually in the form of

a film reel or videotape’; on the other, ‘the film reel or videotape

acts only as the means of delivering what was originally produced

as a service’, and, further, as a particular kind of service that, like

‘hair-cutting’, works through ‘simultaneous production and con-

sumption’. The ‘dual nature’ of the medium has ‘prompted some to

create distinctions within the category of services’, says Ming Shao.

He therefore proposes that films involve services that ‘have been

splintered or separated from their original production in the sense

that they are now embodied in goods for separate sale’. As a direct

consequence, trade regulations too fall into ‘two distinct classes’

that rarely talk to each other, for one addresses the economics of

exhibition and unfair trade practices such as ‘dumping’, and the
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other looks at cultural issues such as protection of ‘a particular

country’s cultural integrity’. A problem commonly considered a fail-

ure of administrative policy may well therefore have disciplinary

origins, he says, for while ‘cultural arguments are typically very

difficult to grasp’ and the compensatory ‘borrowing of externalities

from economic theory can aid in clarifying the analysis of these

cultural arguments’, the problem also

reveals both weaknesses of free trade on its own terms and the ulti-

mate folly of a purely economic approach to the A/V dispute. Even

those who believe on grounds of economic theory that A/Vs should

be freely traded cannot deny that trade in A/Vs [may reveal] exter-

nalities [where] the market price of a good or service does not reflect

all the benefits and costs associated with its production and con-

sumption.30

Our ‘dualities’ are now rehearsing the classic symptoms of a

developmental economics that clearly wants to repudiate the other-

wise handy negotiating mechanisms of neoclassical textuality, but,

at the same time, is unable to substitute it with any other  overarching

definition. Such divides are rendered distinct by their extraordinary

manifestations in the Indian cinema. A rogue industry, notoriously

difficult to regulate, that has apparently managed to hold its own

against cinematic imports often without need for either state protec-

tion or subsidy, has appropriated for itself – precisely through its

staging of an industry/text duality that has made it elusive to indus-

trial regulation – a distinct marginal economy invested in cultural

hypervisibility, and thereby posed a challenge of some economic

magnitude to the post-independence Indian state. The difficulty of

administering financial practices that exceed the box office, if we

take seriously the baffling capacity of a film industry to conti-

nuously raise funds despite astonishingly low visible financial

returns, poses an extraordinary challenge to any developmental state

planner: of figuring out just what kind of a financial animal the

industry might be, whether it is capable of any financial account-

ability, or even if it is at all capable of economic definition. This

problem, serious in itself, when coupled with the seemingly dis-

connected difficulties posed to textual regulatory mechanisms of

the Censor Board by traditional knowledge structures accessing an

extra-economic cultural impact of some kind (including a ubiquitous

capacity to take cultural offence), provides a trope that cuts to the

very heart of post-war Indian state regulation as a whole.

30 The Uruguay Round, inaugu-
rated in 1986, foregrounded this
problem for the first time with the
French position on ‘cultural
exception’. This position, some-
times considered to be limited to
the idea of cultural sovereignty,
can also be validly seen as a
location for renegotiating the
problem of globalized textuality.
Ming Shao (1995: 4) shows how,
to facilitate negotiations on the
establishment of a General
Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS) to provide for a services
sector for film, a Group of
Negotiations on Services (GNS)
began work independently of the
Group of Negotiations on Goods
(GNG). The Audio-Visual Sector
Working Group, led by the Euro-
pean Union, was what first
sought to include ‘cultural excep-
tion’ in GATS, contending that the
GATT regime should exempt trade
in A/Vs, and possibly other
cultural items, from its core
principles, to permit countries to
protect and promote their cultural
identities. The United States
opposed the exemption, noting
that the cultural identity of A/Vs
was increasingly difficult to
ascertain given the trend toward
multinational productions,
thereby taking the negotiation
back to production/exhibition and
seeking to maintain its sway over
the global dominance of the
Hollywood Mode.
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Developmental economics remained the primary model with

which to regulate the cinema in the heyday of state control (between

1947–77). I examine the S.K. Patil Film Inquiry Committee Report

(1951) to show how the proposed extreme taxation of the exhibition

sector, coupled with production subsidy – with the intention of gen-

erating a post-war private enterprise cleansed of illegal wealth (or

‘black’ money) – was very much in tune with the dual mechanism

of financing the private sector through its confinement to ‘light

consumer goods’.31 By no means, however, did it exhaust the domain

of the ‘problem of the cinema’ as the developmental Indian state

confronted it, especially when the resistance to industrialization –

spawning terminal divides between ‘production’ and ‘exhibition’ –

found itself capable of spiralling off unsteadily into ethical, political

and cultural conflicts around protection, censorship, textual reform

and cultural impact. Once I get there, we will know something about

how a marginal film industry employed hypervisibility as a survival

strategy – especially as I move into the last of the three models which

seeks yet again to abolish the text–industry division, this time through

restructuring industrial practices into a new, and apparently more

hospitable, definition for the cinematic text: the culture industry.

Living in a country that is an emerging cultural superpower has its

benefits. The role of Bollywood in making India that superpower,

however hazy, suddenly means that the Indian film theorist trying

to understand its narrative structures is at least no longer asked to

apologize for or explain their primitivity. Such primitivity is well

and truly ‘in’, Bollywood is its new face. And we are stuck with the

reverse problem: the replacement of yesterday’s privileged realism,

bad enough, with an even more bizarre phenomenon – a rampant

celebratory populism in the most unexpected places,32 including the

hallowed portals of western film and art academia. The theory of

cinema I seek here is therefore at an important historical juncture. A

unique window of opportunity unexpectedly presents itself today

for examining our entire era of celluloid.

In late 2006, India is looking to new ambition: ‘propelling’

itself, in the words of an upbeat economist, from ‘socialist stagnation

to global growth’ (Virmani 2006); and once again, it appears that a

particular invocation of cinema has something to offer to that

Indigenous Capital

31 Chakravarty (1987: 15) writes:
‘The financing pattern adopted in
the fifties was . . . a deliberate
choice, rooted in what Indian
planners believed to be an egali-
tarian policy mix. The idea was
that accelerated investment was
likely to create large profits
which should be reinvested. It
was alright to encourage the
private sector to maximize
production so long as it was
possible to tax it sufficiently or
even to raise low-interest loans as
long as it was understood that in
the course of time, the state or
public sector was going to be
largely self-financing.’

32 As I write this, the Bombaysers
de Lille 3000 event is taking
place. The website for Lille
Tourism claims: ‘Lille in a sari.
. . . A wonderful three-month
extravaganza when Lille goes
Indian. Lille is being outrageous
once again! Bollywood posters, a
transformed rambla, rickshaws in
the streets, an organic city, trans-
formed urban landscape, Indian
concerts, famous exhibitions, a
station revisited, illuminations, a
mix of incense and spices floating
in the air: India moves to Lille in
2006!’ (http://www.lilletourism.
com/uk/, accessed 1 February 2007).
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ambition. India’s Draft Approach statement to the Eleventh Five-

Year Plan, published in 2006, is dominated by visions of growth

and of global integration. The ‘Indian economy on the eve of the

Eleventh Plan is in a much stronger position than it was a few years

ago’, it says. While ‘the average growth rate in the Tenth Plan period

(2002–03 to 2006–07) is likely to be about 7 per cent’, which is

‘below the Tenth Plan target of 8 per cent’, it is nevertheless ‘the

highest growth rate achieved in any plan period’. An ‘important

source of strength’ propelling this growth ‘is that the economy . . . is

now much more integrated with the world economy’. This is of

course most evident in the ‘outstanding success of IT and IT-

enabled services (ITES) [which] first demonstrated what Indian skills

and enterprise could do, given the right environment’.

The transformation is conventionally represented in the sudden

resurfacing of credit systems and a resurgent money market. While

an early surge in the availability of credit was provided by the

notorious ‘venture capitalists’ of the dotcom boom of the late 1990s,

it was later consolidated into an ‘increased inflow of foreign direct

investment (FDI)’, as the Eleventh Plan Draft Approach notes. Such

an inflow, which is attributed to the ‘global integration’ of the

Indian economy, saw FDI increase ‘from an average of $3.7 billion

in the 9th Plan period to an average of $5.4 billion in the first four

years of the 10th Plan’. The Draft Approach statement claims that

this is ‘still below our potential’ since the ‘National Common Mini-

mum Programme stated that the country needs and can absorb three

times the amount of FDI that it gets. This remains a reasonable

target and can be achieved in the 11th Plan.’

It is however the third, and critically significant, component of

this boom that the Bollywood resurgence most directly signals,

especially in its millennial longue durée relations with an old financier

category recently investigated by historians as ‘indigenous capital’:

the sort of capital that financed the cinema and which also had the

greatest difficulties with the era of industrialization. Its arrival in

the era of the twentieth-century culture industries also throws retro-

spective light on a preceding era: one dominated by the paradigm of

industrial capitalism but which is increasingly proposed in India as

an era of deindustrialization.33

While information technology dominates the national imagina-

tion, the Draft Approach statement proposes that similar strengths

are evident in a number of other sectors ‘such as pharmaceuticals,

auto components and, more recently, even textiles’. Among these

33 Irfan Habib (2006: 97–113),
for example, locates the high-
industrial heyday of the late
nineteenth century as a period of
India’s deindustrialization which
saw the decline of India’s major
industries, including cotton
textiles, jute, handloom, wool and
silk, and indeed even the pre-
colonial iron and steel industry,
as India’s share in the world’s
manufacturing output came down
from 19.7 per cent in 1800 to
1.4 per cent in 1913. Further,
even at its peak (1901–13) indus-
trial capital was only 1.92 per
cent of the total GNP, dwarfed by
the dominance of indigenous
bankers (popularly known in
western India as shroffs): ‘in
1899–1900, indigenous bankers
and moneylenders paid Rs 38
lakh in income tax, while persons
from the modern or corporate
sector paid only Rs 13 lakh. This
is indicative of the relative size
of the two banking sectors at the
time.’ The post-industrial era of
the early twenty-first century,
which once again sees the poten-
tial of India dominate the world
economy, can be seen as the
return of global ambition to
India’s indigenous capital
markets, rivalling their scale in
the late nineteenth century.
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sectors is the film industry. Well, not exactly. This is a new, post-

industrial industry whose official name is ‘Entertainment & Media

Services sector’ or E&M – unofficially, Bollywood. It is ‘one of the

sectors which has consistently outperformed the GDP growth year

after year’ and ‘is expected to grow at a compound annual growth

rate (CAGR) of 19 per cent till 2010 and beyond during the 11th

Plan period’, states the Eleventh Plan document. ‘It is a sector in

which the demand grows faster than income’ and we can ‘thus expect

continued high growth’.

E&M is of course not exactly the cinema as we know it. Film,

as befits a technology on the verge of obsolescence, is only a part of

the industry. The growth figures for E&M are as follows: ‘Television

(CAGR – 42 per cent), Films (19 per cent), Radio (1 per cent), Music

(2 per cent), Print Media (31 per cent), Live Entertainment (2 per

cent) and Advertising (3 per cent).’ However generic differences

between media platforms are likely to be replaced by the ‘convergence

of all forms of media to a common digital form, along with technolo-

gical breakthroughs’ that would provide scope for ‘even higher

growth’.

While the cinema as it used to be may not be a central part of

the E&M economy, a quaintly titled mutant known as ‘filmed

entertainment’ dominates its thrust area of culture production. Ever

since film received industry status in 1998, the major agency speaking

for the industry has been FICCI. Since 2001, under the chairmanship

of Yash Chopra, FICCI has effectively represented Indian state

interest in this sector with its annual FICCI-Frames conferences (http:

//www.ficci-frames.com, accessed 9 September 2007). FICCI’s 2006

report assembled by PricewaterhouseCoopers (hereafter the PwC

Report) tracks the most recent mutations in what was once celluloid

film. On the one hand, it confirms in every way the ecstatic expecta-

tions of the Eleventh Plan Draft Approach, saying that ‘the E&M

industry in India has been growing faster than the Indian economy’

and has the ‘potential to emerge as the star performer of the Indian

economy’. On the other, although ‘filmed entertainment’ is second

only to television in terms of gross revenue, it anticipates future

growth mainly for television, the internet and radio; film revenue is

predicted to dip sharply after its projected peak annual growth of

23 per cent in 2007, to stay, at best, at an overall 18 per cent growth

rate per year. Even fledgling sectors of E&M such as event manage-

ment are moving faster with the ‘growing number of corporate

awards, television and sports events’, and with rising incomes leading
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to people ‘spending more on weddings, parties and other personal

functions’. With film, in contrast, the only real movement in the

domestic industry is the entry of major corporate investment in multi-

plexes and the gradual rise of the home-video market.

Inevitably there surfaces the paradox of the Indian cinema, and,

with it, articulations of earlier problems. ‘The Indian film industry

is the largest in terms of the number of films produced and the

number of admissions’, asserts the PwC Report. At the same time,

in terms of size, it is ‘probably one of the smallest in the world’.

How can this be so? PwC gives two explanations. First, although

‘the number of admissions’ as compared with ‘the population of

our country’ shows that ‘Indians are extremely fond of movies and

an average Indian watches at least three movies at a theatre in a

year’, and in spite of the ‘largest number of admissions in the world

at over 3 billion’, ‘countries with half the admissions size of India

have box office markets at least 10 times the size of India’. Second,

‘in spite of a large base of 12,000 theatres spread across the country,

the average occupancy rate is a paltry 35 per cent’.

Unlike in the past, the big difference now in the standard lament

of underdevelopment is the economic opportunity it offers. ‘These

two aspects not only establish the fact that India is a film entertain-

ment-starved nation, but also throw light on the potential of this

industry’, says the PwC Report. ‘It has the potential to become the

largest in the world in terms of revenues.’ The fact that it has not yet

done so is mysterious since ‘the Indian film industry is not starved

of finances. If that was the case, then the number of films that are

produced each year would have dropped. The average budget of

films, especially mainstream Hindi and regional films, has also not

displayed a downward trend.’

PwC is not the first to draw attention to the Indian cinema’s

capacity for production work that appears to exceed – or remain

elusive to – the economy of the domestic box office. At the time of

writing, one newspaper account quotes film industry commentator

Taran Adarsh as saying, in the context of the unexpected overseas

success of the domestic failure Umrao Jaan (J.P. Dutta, 2006), that

Hindi cinema’s box-office takings abroad are already larger than

those inside India, and that the domestic market dominated by

Box Office

The reign of the box office

economy. In Kala Bazaar (Vijay
Anand, 1960), Raghuveer (Dev
Anand) sells tickets in the
black market at the premiere of
Mehboob’s Mother India.
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subsidiary rights (television, DVD, music) may well see the eclipse

of the domestic box office. The abysmally low box-office returns of

the world’s largest filmgoing country draw attention to a cultural

value production far in excess of what is identifiable in the industrial

model that the Indian cinema has tried so unsuccessfully to emulate.

There is a compelling need, therefore, to identify some form of cine-

matic ‘production’ beyond – and more elusive than – the more easily

defined concept of a commodity priced for a box-office ticket or a

DVD rental fee, if we are to locate a cultural impact of the Indian

cinema in excess of its visible economy.

What else, then, do films produce? More to the point, are symbolic

productions susceptible to economic definition? This book identifies

and names a domain of textually enabled productions that are as

much ‘productions’ as any in the cinema, but which apparently by-

pass the standard paradigm of industrial production wedded to the

box office and linked with its economies of narrative efficiency.

I name these ‘the cinema-effect’. The term is not uncommon in film

studies, and there is a connection with its usage elsewhere. Used

most recently by Cubitt (2004), it conventionally signals a particular

kind of symbolic production distinct to the moving image and often

found on the edges of – or entirely beyond the endorsement of – the

narrative organization of cinematic space. Such productions are not

new to the cinematic avant garde. Through the history of celluloid,

filmmakers from Eisenstein to Brakhage have sought to capture them

with theories of montage or of ‘attractions’, or through the attri-

bution of uncanny significance to the ways by which the celluloid

screen can, directly and unmediatedly, conduct a transaction with

the spectator to provide a ‘fourth look’ to the cinema.34 I too will

spend time in this book on how India’s avant-garde visual artists

and filmmakers have explored the properties of the Indian film

industry’s own variation of the cinema-effect.

The important new development is that, with the arrival of the

culture industry, such marginal, fugitive cultural productions of

‘excess’ have come properly to the fore. Along with the productions

of several of India’s vast decentralized sectors, they have found for

themselves, at last, a properly economic self-definition. While it has

often been said (without following through the economic implica-

The Cinema-Effect: What Films also Produce

34 Wheeler Winston Dixon’s It
Looks at You: The Returned Gaze
of Cinema has a particularly
impressive range of titles that
perform the ‘reciprocal effect’ of
the cinema, the phenomenon – as
he says, citing Andy Warhol’s
Vinyl (1965) – of a film ‘as an
inverse function of its “gaze
inward”, looking back at the
spectator’ (Dixon 1995: 30).
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tions) that the true inheritor of Eisensteinian montage is the adver-

tising film, it is Indian cinema that reveals the scale of the potential

transformation of the cinema-effect. It is only such a dramatic change

– the sudden discovery of gold in what was traditionally considered

narrative waste – that can account for the recent financial revalua-

tions, many times over, of the Indian cinema. These revaluations

now include numerous film-related ‘productions’ through conduits

that may well overshadow the box office entirely, and have seen

numerous ancillary industries take birth in order to specifically exploit

the byproducts of the textual economy – such as embedded adver-

tising and crossover industries like fashion, music, live entertainment

and advertising, as well as, of course, several political phenomena.

A retrospective argument for all film narratives may well be geared

primarily towards the production of such effects, shedding the ‘non-

productive’ aspects of film storytelling in favour of a quite different

conception of narrative production efficiency driven by symbolic

montage ‘effects’.

Any ‘account’ of globalized state investment into the question of

cinema has to clearly negotiate a newly discovered Janus face of

Indian popular film. On the one hand, it is clearly ‘in’ and could

become a ‘star performer of the Indian economy’; on the other hand,

neither celluloid nor sequel platforms of ‘filmed entertainment’ can

realize this potential by themselves. They need a bit of help, and

fans, venture capitalists, market researchers, event managers and

academics are all working overtime to provide the most thorough

investigation yet of the properties of the cinema in India, the better

to extract them, little by little, into a range of successor cultural

industries indebted to film but capable of handling its potential far

better than it ever could on its own.

The massive abduction of celluloid by a slew of successor E&M

industries that we are currently witnessing is almost certainly not

the first such in the history of the cinema. Historically the Indian

cinema has been, and continues to be, despite E&M’s forays into

globalization, a marginal economy with a net capital investment

that has been – until now, at any rate – minuscule compared to its

cultural visibility. It follows that Indian cinema has possessed all

the characteristics – misrecognition, ghettoization, etc. – standard

Abduction
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Melodramatic Mode of Production

to marginal practices, and has been full of attempts to address the

problems of cultural exceptionalization (inevitably directed towards

the overtly produced incomprehension at the Indian cinema’s story-

telling incapacities, better known as the ‘why are there so many

songs in Indian cinema?’ paradigm of cinematic illiteracy). Prior

abductions of the fugitive cinema-effect, before the market properly

discovered it, were primarily of a political nature: for example, the

transference of apparatus to spectator, an abduction that has had

devastating consequences for the political address into which the

cinema was integrated in many parts of southern India (Pandian

1992, 1993; Prasad 1999) and in early 1970s Calcutta (Mrinal Sen).

One of the historical explanations available today for how such

abductions have been textually enabled lies in the recent re-enactment

of earlier histories: the role of historical revisionism that several film

texts relentlessly attempt. I refer to Bollywood’s ‘culture of revival’,

or what Guffey (2006) calls ‘the lure of yesterday’s tomorrows’.

While mode retro certainly captures Bollywood’s compulsive reference

to times past and provides a seemingly adequate explanation for

the new marketing strategies targeted around retro, its insistent refer-

ence to an earlier epoch also draws our attention to earlier battles

around cultural legitimacy. The golden age of the (Hindi) cinema,

symptomatically wedged between Kismet (1943) and Deewar (1975)

when Bollywood variously declares its birth, was also the heyday of

the ‘problem of the cinema’. If you do not understand that earlier

battle, its cinema declares with an insistence that transcends po-mo

retro, you cannot understand Bollywood. That battle, and therefore

this narrative, has involved a delegitimized capital, a decadent culture,

a migrant community and the many consequences of partition, all

of which fundamentally implicated the history of Bombay’s Hindi

cinema. And it is Hindi cinema’s eventual triumph in that battle of

legitimacy that Bollywood’s narrative abductions unceasingly

celebrate.

Film theory has for long recognized the necessity of modifying

available theories of industrial production to fit the phenomenon

of cinematic excess. For some decades, the most prevalent means of

adapting industrial definitions to filmmaking was ‘genre’ theory,

which modified assembly-line definitions for specialist use in the

Direct political address.
The attempted temple rape by
the brahmin priest, iconic of
the DMK’s anti-brahmin and
anti-religion position.
Parasakthi (Krishnan–Panju,
Tamil, 1952), scripted by
M. Karunanidhi.
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cinema, but did so – one may conclude in hindsight – with consider-

able difficulty, certainly in India. The difficulty was on multiple

fronts: with whether any two films are in the end actually ever alike,

but also with whether genre can ever capture – even in ‘classical’

conditions – the full totality of a film’s ‘productions’, including but

not limited to its text productions. Genre of course has found the

going especially hard whenever industrial practices deviated from

their classical Taylorist model anywhere in the cinema.35 And so it

inevitably found it hard going in India where the cinema, by one

influential argument, has actively resisted genericization. Madhava

Prasad (1998: 136) contends that the function of the ‘musical–social’

has been ‘to resist genre formation of any kind, particularly of the

type constituted by the segmentation of the contemporary’, an

‘ideological function’ that is ‘imposed on it by the nature of political

power in the modernizing state’.

The move from a classificatory genre theory to that of a cinematic

mode of production was therefore a potentially significant move

for understanding the Indian cinema. The argument developed

around the Hollywood Mode showing it to be not just a set of

genres but a mode, in the full sense of the term, was radical, and its

impact on understanding a cinema like India’s can be clearly massive.

The move from genre to mode is associated in film theory with

Janet Staiger, whose primary purpose in making it was to draw out

the role of ‘signifying practices’ in the Hollywood cinema, and to

show the specific work done by film narratives in them that also

needed to be factored into a system otherwise modelled on the ‘fac-

tory system akin to a Ford motor plant’. So she shows how, in 1920s

Hollywood, the ‘mode of production constructed was by no means

the cheapest filmmaking procedure’, constituting an explanation

for how, ‘in the balance between economical production and a pre-

sumed effect on the film, the latter won out’. ‘Thus, while economic

practices helped produce a divided labour system of filmmaking, [it

was] signifying practices [that] influenced how the firms divided

that labour’ (in Bordwell et al. 1985: 89).

Prasad’s effort to incorporate such signifying practices into a

mode of cinematic production dramatizes the transformative scale

of what might be involved in bringing such a concept to India’s

cinemas.

Is it possible to pose a different question: if it is said that Hollywood,

when assigned (or assigning for itself) a certain ideological task,

35 This is not only a matter of
filmmaking under conditions of
primitive industrialization, as
various avant gardes relentlessly
underscore. Annette Michelson
(1979: 115) shows how American
independent film between 1950
and 1965 consciously adopted
an ‘artisanal mode of produc-
tion’, associated at that time with
16 mm, in order to draw attention
to alternative aesthetic practices
also associated with celluloid.
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developed a mode of production that facilitated its achievement,

can a similar statement be made about the relationship between the

ideology of the Indian film and its mode of production? . . . Returning

to the relation between the production practices and ideology, it is

necessary to ask whether the haphazard and individualized mode of

production that has survived in Bombay for such a long time is

necessitated by the kind of ideology that the industry is committed

to disseminating. (Prasad 1998: 48; emphases mine)

Whatever may be the ‘ideology’ the industry is committed to

disseminating, it is better captured by the concept of Marx’s ‘hetero-

geneous form of manufacture’, says Prasad, as against the ‘serial

form’ evidenced in Hollywood, given that in the former definition

the ‘component elements of the text arise in traditions that have a

separate existence or . . . (like the star system) acquire an independence

that retroactively determines the form of the text’. The productive

heterogeneity typically escapes the realist critique that now shows

up the Indian cinema as full of ‘drawbacks, failures and constraints’.

For Prasad, such a critique – committed to subsuming the component

elements of a cinematic text within an overarching purpose of

narrative coherence – will inevitably ‘fail’ since what it is encounter-

ing, and always inadequately describing, is a ‘logic of form that is

beyond their control, beyond the reach of the solutions they propose,

a logic that could not be grasped in its totality because it is itself

located at the level of the social totality’ (ibid.).

Coinciding with the pinnacle of the Indian state’s effort to

define a cinematic text capable of such overarching coherence was a

famous theoretical debate in 1960s–70s India, known as the ‘mode

of production’ debate. That debate, as summarized by its key inter-

locutor, economist Utsa Patnaik (1990: 2–6), was centred around

India’s agriculture: around what was meant by ‘capitalist production

in agriculture’, and, along the way, by terms like ‘feudalism’ or ‘semi-

feudalism’. More specifically, it had to do with whether agrarian

capitalism saw any specific ‘break’ in the colonial and post-independ-

ence periods in respect of growth in capitalist relations of production.

‘At the heart of the analysis’ and shaping the very location of the

periphery, says Patnaik, was the question of ‘unilateral transfers’ of

capital ‘from the colony to the metropolis’. Indian social theory’s

inability to define this issue into the present revealed, for her, two

problems:
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. . . first, with the idea that the mechanisms and trajectory of develop-

ment of an ex-colonial country like India were in their essentials the

same as those for the western capitalist countries; and secondly,

with the idea that India was part of a world-capitalist ‘periphery’, a

mere appendage integrated through exchange with the western world.

There is clearly a formal as well as a historical connection between

agrarian economics and the cinematic efforts, in their Indian heyday,

to represent agrarian systems through the deployment of realist

techniques. The connection between the narrative of centre–periphery

and Patnaik’s twin difficulties – the possibilities of multiple trajectories

of development and their world-capitalist location – it appears, can

be mapped on to the imbalance reproduced within realism’s inability

to grasp what Prasad calls the ‘social totality’ of a heterogeneous

mode of manufacture. If this is so, a further question would follow:

if a peripheral ruralist realism can constitute, at some level, a symbolic

account of the massive expropriation of capital from agrarian

systems, then, where within the myriad productions of realist nar-

rative would we find that account? Later in this book, I address this

question specifically to a realism deployed in perhaps the most extreme

instance of unilateral transfers of capital: the feudal state of Telan-

gana, and its description in Gautam Ghose’s Maabhoomi (1979). I

hopefully draw attention to an ‘excess’ in narrative production that

appears to have escaped, been elusive to, both the realist account

and accounts of economic exploitation.

We thence have the following problem that our mode of produc-

tion would need to address: how to discover such expropriation

within production processes that lie in the excesses of realism, given

its heterogeneous production structure. If this is what Prasad claims

is the ‘social totality’ of the industry that realism inevitably fails to

grasp, I suggest only one further amendment to his exemplary work:

that we should see the heterogeneity of productions not as pheno-

mena belonging to traditions either outside those of or insufficiently

subsumed into narration, but – as my ‘cinema-effects’ show – within

the domain of an expanded narrative activity itself.

I therefore propose a mode of narrative production that is

perhaps most closely approximated to by melodrama: melodrama

not as a mere genre but as, precisely, a mode. My proposition, in

brief, is: for a great deal of narrative cinema, realism is the theory,

melodrama the practice. If narrative films working on celluloid
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inevitably invoke a constituent component of realism, a common

issue has to do with its sufficiency – and thence affective spillovers,

productions allied to but precisely escaped by the reality-effect, that

make melodramatic structures the quintessential mode of recouping

the dark side of realism, its excess.

Ravi Vasudevan was the first in Indian film studies to propose a

‘melodramatic mode’ that draws attention to melodrama’s accessing

of the interstices of realist narrative, and to just what it is in the elu-

sive matter that needs to be grasped and explained. The melodramatic

mode now possesses the capacity to

undertake a narrative and performative operation which allows for

forbidden, transgressive spaces to be opened [and then closed by

the] re-instituting [of] a moral order. Often very important to this

operation of transgression and denial is the manipulation of knowl-

edge within the narrative. . . . These gaps in knowledge in the fiction

(misrecognition, misunderstanding in the relation between characters)

effect vertiginous displacements in the narrative. Spaces are created

– of misrecognition, of displacement of that which would be if knowl-

edge were full. It is these spaces that characters enter in order to

work out their transgressive functions . . . in a kind of playing out of

the dream work. (Vasudevan 1989: 39)

The blockage in the free flow of knowledge does not lead to a

standard western melodramatic ‘spectatorial compulsion to see

recognition take place in the fiction’. Instead, says Vasudevan, what

the blockage generates is a ‘play of fantasy’ – and it is a peculiar

play, to say the least. The play does not by any means propose that

the communicating of ‘significant knowledge’ is not necessary; it

emphasizes, rather, the process of its suppression and reappearance

at different points in the narrative.

It thereby emphasizes precisely the range of ‘productions’ taking

place: at one level facilitating the restoration of knowledge to enable

a ‘restoration of identities, a normalizing’, but at another level also

withholding, in a ‘peculiarly unsuspenseful way’, critically significant

knowledge so as to also resist the shortcircuiting that restoration

allows through privileging, say, enigma or contradiction, to build

spectatorial interest.

What are generally privileged are other, culturally intelligible forms

of knowledge. . . . It is the manipulation of these moral terms that

inaugurates the disturbance which it is the narrative’s business to
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neutralize. That disturbance does not have to be immediately convey-

ed in terms of a statement of lack. The codes used guide the spectator,

and so a disturbance may be quite economically signalled. . . . In

these micro-narrational processes spaces for transgression and conflict

are opened up, and with them, opportunities for spectatorial pleasure.

(ibid.: 39–40)

Here, I propose a particular interpretation for the ‘disturbance’

caused by ‘other culturally intelligible forms of knowledge’ to the

narrative, and, further, a specific role that melodrama plays in

negotiating this disturbance. Much of the argument that follows

discovers such melodramatic disturbance in spaces that are either on

the edges of or just beyond realism, and I locate, in the cracks, various

culturally intelligible forms of what I call ‘marginal data’.

My definition of marginal data, beyond the horizons of realism

but apparently accessible to melodrama, proposes a connection with

a liminal domain of state functioning. The perception of cinema’s

visual representation of marginal data – in the divide between the

physical frame and the frame of attention – as reproducing a state

mechanism is indebted to Veena Das’ definition of a ‘rationality

effect’ that appears to re-enact the relationship of my cinema-effect

to the domain of realism. She speaks of

a whole field of enunciations that come to the fore in the manage-

ment of crises . . . a series of concepts – rationality, magic, legibility,

legitimacy, vulnerability of action, and vulnerability of utterance –

to capture the life of the state in the margins. Vulnerability and

power are not opposed here. Instead, through an exchange between

the real and the imaginary as in the notions of panic, rumour, and

credulity, the domain of the civil is instituted and controlled. (Das

2004: 251)

The extraordinarily rich data that we find on the margins

include several ‘minority histories’, to use Dipesh Chakrabarty’s

phrase,36 recorded on the margins of the frame: from refugee nar-

ratives to the sexual politics of ‘coming out’ (Bhupen Khakhar).

Such an operation, marking a literal siege of the margin upon diegetic

space, provides the textual counterpart for the transformations

of sufficiency and excess threatening to spill out into the public

domain, even as that domain becomes a new space for subjective

action. All of this collectively contextualizes celluloid technology’s

self-nomination as a fullfledged apparatus for social organization.

36 Chakrabarty (2000: 107)
speaks of minority histories as
performing a task that has ‘come
under pressure precisely because
of a deepening demand for demo-
cracy . . . struggling, or even
groping, for nonstatist forms of
democracy that we cannot yet
either understand or envisage
completely’. ‘This is so because in
the mode of being attentive to the
“minority” of subaltern pasts, we
stay with heterogeneities without
seeking to reduce them to any
overarching principle that speaks
for an already given whole.’
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This book takes up, perhaps, a disproportionately large space to

think through three works of the avant garde in India: a painting

and two films. This happens to be the only extended textual work I

have done in this entire study, and I therefore presume that these

texts and my reading of them – given my continuous emphasis on

an expanded textuality – can bear the burden of textually accounting

for the field as I have tried to define it in its entirety. Such an assump-

tion, on the face of it, is a risky one – no matter that the painting is

by Bhupen Khakhar, and that the debut films of Mani Kaul and

Gautam Ghose have canonical status in India. Clearly the difficulty

has to do with just how these works – or any isolated work, for that

matter – can be validly held to account for what my own strategy of

using ‘narrative evidence’ adds up to.

This is of course not a new problem: ‘works of art’ resist, or at

least seem never to be exhausted by, the burden of theory, and it is

therefore a common temptation to load such works with more and

more explanatory burdens under which lesser forms, including

popular forms, could crack. There is not only resistance from such

works, but also generosity: they make themselves available, but are

also too large to be disfigured by erroneous or irresponsible theori-

zing, which is a relief. The strategy I am adopting is therefore not

new, but it has a few recent twists. One has specifically to do with

the cinema and the avant garde’s role – and thus with that of the

painting and films at hand – in providing wider insights into celluloid

practices as a whole. Another is a possible new career to the avant

garde and a new understanding of its twentieth-century history,

derived from recent theory in many parts of Asia.37

Speaking of celluloid and around the remarkable transformations

being wrought upon celluloid’s takeover, and indeed around the

excesses of narrative that are suddenly finding new uses today, I

argue that it is only the avant garde that could have significantly

anticipated, even provided some insight into the properties of, the

new textual economics of the cinema-effect. To the extent that my

‘cinema-effect’ is indebted to the well-known concept of ‘attractions’

or direct spectatorial address, I believe that my use of avant-garde

insight to make larger arguments about India’s new culture industries

is also indebted to a tradition of canonical film theory that has used

the avant garde to explore the properties of celluloid film as a whole.

Gunning’s (1986: 64) contention that the ‘cinema of attractions

Avant Garde

37 An Asian avant garde was
perhaps first specifically
announced in the landmark 1996
Asia Society exhibition, ‘Traditions/
Tensions: Contemporary Art in
Asia’ curated by Apinan
Poshyananda, although a
significant prior landmark was
the founding of the Asia-Pacific
Triennial in Brisbane in 1993.
Both exhibitions served to reveal
prior avant-garde practices in
different parts of Asia, generating
new questions that Asian art
practice was apparently posing to
the very concept of vanguardism.
This was most evident in the
spectacular Chinese instance,
which possessed an avant-garde
movement between 1980–85 that
included, in Gao Minglu’s (1999:
21–31) history, ‘a broad movement
encompassing social activities
such as performances, meetings,
lectures, conferences and village-
factory visits’, coming to an end
in 1989 (coinciding with its Asian
repositioning), and its replace-
ment with individuated and
commodified movements such as
Political Pop and Cynicism. As
Geeta Kapur (1996: 67) proposed
in her contribution to the
‘Traditions/Tensions’ exhibition,
the avant garde that was emer-
ging from Asian or African
contexts had to ‘dismantle the
burdensome aspect of Western art,
including its endemic vanguardism
[and to first] treat the avant-
garde principle itself as an
institutionalized phenomenon’.
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does not disappear with the dominance of narrative, but rather goes

underground, both into certain avant garde practices and as a com-

ponent of narrative films, more evident in some genres (e.g. the

musical) than in others’, clearly has much to say to the Indian situa-

tion. If something that was driven ‘underground’ by the dominance

of narrative either never did go underground or has suddenly re-

surfaced at this moment in globalizing history, then surely it is the

avant garde who will have anticipated this (anticipated Bollywood):

it is the avant garde who may have the last laugh, or at least the last

whimper.

Whatever the positions filmmakers might take on this develop-

ment, the shift has certainly meant that, far from realizing Rosen’s

fears that the excessive localization of subject-positioning and the

specular into the machinery of film could make the film text redun-

dant, and despite the relentless specularization of the machinery,

India’s cinematic text production has continued to flourish, conti-

nued to develop newer purpose and, with it, new kinds of symbolic

productions that look all set to survive the demise of celluoid. This

survival, one that has directly benefited a generation of artists working

primarily with post-celluloid effects including young documentarists,

video-streamers and net-activists, may also continue to provide us

with foundationally significant insights into why the cinema – the

production system for the symbolic par excellence – has taken such

deep root in a place like India.
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Bollywood reality as freak show. Shilpa Gupta, The Bigg Boss Series – Stills from a Reality Show

(digital photograph, 2007).
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3 May 2002: Star Mansion.
(Top) Dimple Kapadia’s four-
poster bed, (bottom) centre
table and zardozi-covered
cushions. Selfridges launched
their Bollywood season with a
‘star-studded gala at their flag-
ship London store’. The press
conference and party were
attended by a roster of Bollywood
stars including Amitabh and
Jaya Bachchan, Madhuri Dixit,
and Dimple Kapadia. The high-
light of the Selfridges trans-
formation was Star Mansion,
built on the lower ground floor,
and designed by London-based
designers Abu Jani and Sandeep
Khosla. It was based on the
Mumbai home of Dimple Kapadia.

N
othing in the hugely marketed hype of the ‘Indian Summer’

of London, 2002, was more characteristic of the season than

the ‘recreation’ of movie star Dimple Kapadia’s Bombay home

on the ground floor of the London department store Selfridges, by

designers Abu Jani and Sandeep Khosla.

But then these were not normal times. An event that might well

have seen Dimple’s straight rise to the dimensions of a present-day

Lola Montes, with crowds ogling at simulations of her living spaces,

was here no more than an announcement of ‘Bollywood at Selfridges,

May 2002’, to be attended by Amitabh Bachchan, Madhuri Dixit

and Dimple Kapadia. The event jostled for media coverage with a

series, through the year, of other crowd-pulling shows: ‘ImagineASIA’

(April) at the British Film Institute, launching ‘an 8-month-long,

nationwide celebration of South Asian cinema. Screenings, exhibi-

tions, books and talks galore!’; the ‘Bombay Dreams Week’ (June)

to ‘celebrate Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber’s production of A.R.

Rahman’s Bollywood musical with a week of special features’; and

the ‘Devdas Week’ (July) ‘to mark the release of the most anticipated

Bollywood movie this summer. . . . Including exclusive interviews

with the stars’.

At a multicultural music, art and dance series at Trafalgar Square,

Mayor Ken Livingstone launched the guide to ‘Asian London’ that

officially represented everything that now stood for Bollywood –

‘activities including fairs, the musical Bombay Dreams and Channel

4’s special open-air cricket screenings, as well as Asian food, clothes

and street markets’ – even as he lamented that ‘Visitors to London,

and Londoners themselves, often do not know how to access the

incredible range of Asian culture, shops, street markets and food

that is on offer in our city.’1 The ‘Asian London’ website listed the

important Bollywood clubs (Bhangra Mix, Club Asia, Disco Divane

@Bar Bollywood, Stoned Asia and Azaad) and melas, apart from
1 http://www.london.gov.uk
(accessed 1 June 2003).

‘BOLLYWOOD’ 2004

The Globalized Freak Show of What Used to Be Cinema1
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the more usual film, theatre, music and visual art. The best known

of the clubs, Kuch Kuch Nights, announced several special program-

mes in addition to their usual evenings of ‘fun, love, glamour, escap-

ism, and having a true cinematic love affair’ with DJs Ritu, Sanj,

Rizwan and others, which, over the year, included the premier night

of Deepa Mehta’s Bollywood Hollywood; tickets for the stage

performance of Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children at the Barbican Royal

Shakespeare Company (and free passes to all those who could answer

the question, ‘What date does India’s Independence Day fall on?’);

and the band Sister India’s new performance, The Catch, at the

Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith.2

Yet other events featured at the astonishing Cinema India: The

Art of Bollywood show at the Victoria and Albert Museum: an

exhibition of Bollywood posters accompanied by hoarding-painting

demonstrations, workshops teaching Bollywood dance, collage

poster-making and jewellery-making, and Bollywood storytelling

sessions in which children could dress ‘in character’.3 Meanwhile

Amitabh Bachchan, immortalized earlier in the year with a wax

image at Madame Tussaud’s, was seen performing alongside Shah

Rukh Khan, Aamir Khan, Aishwarya Rai and Preity Zinta – the

Hindi stars who have made the ‘crossover’ into Bollywood – in the

From India with Love shows at Old Trafford football stadium and

Hyde Park. Of the From India with Love programme, the organizers

said: ‘the only comparable Hollywood equivalent would be if Sean

Connery, Brad Pitt, Russell Crowe, Julia Roberts and Meg Ryan

were assembled for the same show’. They claimed further that ‘the

Bollywood stars have made 200 films between them and even have

temples dedicated to them in some parts of India, where film dialogue

is recited in the form of prayer. The festival, a mixture of dance and

music, with lavish costumery, will be seen by up to 115,000 people.’4

As the ‘Indian Summer’ hype unfolded through mid-2002 and

well into 2003, there were so many players involved in the commerce

of it that several conflicting narratives emerged as to who was res-

ponsible for the event, what it would eventually consist of, what it

might stand for, and who might be its most valid representatives.5

Amongst the most visible stakeholders were the big British institu-

tions of leisure, consumption and entertainment, all heralding the

much-awaited ‘arrival’ into the mainstream of the ethnic British–

Indian culture industry. So BBC’s Asian Life magazine programme

contributed the flaming red-and-yellow ‘Indian Summer’ logo and

title, while Selfridges provided the all-important Bollywood legend,

2 http:/www.kuchkuchnights.co.uk
(accessed 1 September 2004).

3 http://www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/
microsites/1153_cinema_india/
(accessed 8 October 2007).

4 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/
programmes/breakfast/1957579.
stm (accessed 1 September 2003).

5 See, for example, Puwar (2000),
for the appropriation of ‘bindies,
mehndies and related scents and
sounds’ by white bodies, and the
‘rage induced by the power of
whiteness to play with “ethnic”
items which had not so long ago
been reviled when they were worn
by South Asian women’, as well
as the attendant ‘historical
amnesia’ generated by what we
have here named Bollywood.
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set upon a fashionable, ethnic female face with make-up and earrings.

Perhaps the largest event of the season was the Webber–Rahman

stage show Bombay Dreams, released with much fanfare, and an

attendant anxiety that, driven as it was by economic considerations,

occasionally revealed an earlier genre of post-colonial cultural

concerns. (‘After three years of production and an expenditure of

over £4.5 million, how does Bombay Dreams fare alongside other

West End classics? Does it deliver on expectations?’6)

Despite occasional slips like these or other ‘Coolie is Cool’-type

regressions, it was clear to many that however one may define the

ethnic countercultures of the Indian diaspora, this was an industry,

long in the making, whose time had now come. Even as Oscar

nominee Aamir Khan was being feted by the Asian elite in New

York as he generated support for Lagaan’s (Ashutosh Gowarikar,

2001) candidacy for Best Foreign Film, an ecstatic New York Times

report quoted leading figures of the Indian cultural elite – including

film producer Ismail Merchant and socialite author Gita Mehta –

to note that something emphatically new was happening, that it

had global ramifications and that it now had a name all its own:

Bollywood.

‘Today’, said the report,

the exports are more showily crowd-pleasing, arriving in the form

of film-inspired fashions, home décor and foods. Once such goods

were marketed mainly to Indian–Americans, whose numbers have

more than doubled since 1990, to almost 1.7 million. Now they are

finding an avid non-Indian audience. Style-struck New Yorkers are

embracing Bollywood style, which they once might have dismissed

as kitsch. ‘When you’re living in a society that is always pushing to-

wards homogeneity, flamboyance has an inescapable allure,’ said

Gita Mehta. Bollywood-inspired style, she added, feeds ‘a tremendous

hunger for everything that is over the top, rowdy, gaudy and noisy –

everything, in short, that is reflective of that mad celebratory chaos

of India’.

6 Quoted in http://www.bbc.co.uk/
asianlife/films/indiansummer/
bombay dreams/ (accessed 1
September 2003).
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These ‘riches’ the report went on to identify as ‘lurid movie

posters; wedding ensembles crusted with spangles and gold embroid-

ery; denim tote bags and T-shirts irreverently splashed with Hindu

deities; and a maharani’s ransom of gold bangles, eardrops and

chokers’. It finally quoted the man who may have been one of the

pioneers of this entire tradition:

‘The interest in India’s spiritual side has been going on a long time,’

said the producer and director Ismail Merchant. The news, said Mr

Merchant, is that Americans are about to be seduced by India’s exu-

berant secular side. ‘In fashion, in movies, in music and in food,

Bollywood is going to hit New York with a bang,’ he predicted.

(LaFerla 2002)

The Spiced Tingle Bollywood Dancers perform at Carnivale’s Bollywood on Bondi festival
(Sydney, October 2002). Their lead dancer Lalita is perhaps Australia’s best known
Bollywood dancer, having danced with the gypsy band Straight Back Fellows, appeared
in a Punjabi music video for the Australian women’s quartet Blindman’s Holiday,
and performed as part of the Shruti Indian Ensemble at the Sydney Opera House.
The Bollywood on Bondi festival, curated by Safina Oberoi, screened Ashutosh Gowarikar’s
Lagaan, Guru Dutt’s Sahib Bibi aur Gulam and Vidhu Vinod Chopra’s 1942: A Love Story.
It also hosted a seminar, ‘The Bollywood Story’, where film theorist Rashmi Doraiswamy,
filmmaker Ashutosh Gowarikar, journalist Madhu Jain and scenarist Anjum Rajabali
attempted to explain ‘why Indian Cinema remains Hollywood’s greatest rival, what it
means to be a star in a country of almost a billion people, and what those song and dance
sequences are really all about’. Other performances at the festival included Bhangra,
the Asian Underground and Trinidadian Chutney.
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As the ‘Summer’ went into high gear in London and then at several

other places globally,7 comparisons were inevitably drawn with other

events marketing ethnic nationalism amidst the growing sugges-

tion that of the many efforts over the past three decades to market

‘India’ to the west, nothing came bigger than the turn-of-the-

century Bollywood blitz. On the counts of sheer scale and cultural

and political visibility, these events compared with the contempo-

raneous Korean Wave: a similar, if far more critically debated, cultural

export market for Korean commodities first noticed in the Chinese

world, then across East and Southeast Asia, and eventually the USA.

Like the Bollywood onslaught, the Korean Wave too started with a

series of high-budget, ‘blockbuster’ films, most of them made as

multinational coproductions often with new forms of venture-

capitalist backing previously not seen in its cinema (Kim 2003).

Also like Bollywood, the Korean exports quickly went beyond

cinema to see huge marketing successes in music, television serials,

video games, cartoons and animation characters, and eventually to

food, fashion, and the marketing of pop icons endorsing mobile

phones, cosmetics and electronic appliances (‘Pop Culture: Boy Bands

to Korean Barbecue’ 2002).

Speaking of the trend known as ‘Japanophilia’, a precursor of

the Korea mania, Koichi Iwabuchi (1998) suggests that what was

at stake was the rise of a pronouncedly vernacular modernity, which,

although marked by western influence and assembled in the experi-

ence of the globalized industries of consumption and entertainment,

was at the same time not a replica but an ‘ongoing act’ of some

kind. Cho Haejoang (2002) draws attention to the central role played

by national pride as ‘one of the actors in the global Asian scene’,

burying the ‘battlelines between the young who stand for the

“globalized” popular culture spawned by global capitalism and the

old who stand for a “national essence”, commonly a legacy of the

colonial state’, as they stand ‘at one at this “victorious” moment’.8

Whatever the constitutive elements of Bollywood – national

essence or celebration of hybridization – while the Hindi cinema

remained a central cultural referent, India’s domestic film industry

was at best a marginal presence through the ‘Summer’, playing no

more than a supporting role to a more recently assembled trans-

national culture industry located as much in Dubai, Britain, the

USA and Canada as in India. India’s film production sector found

7 A number of mainstream
Bollywood websites crosslinked
make for a fairly efficient system
of announcing events. The data-
base providing the most elaborate
information on Bollywood is
http://www.bollyvista.com
(accessed 7 October 2007).
The http://cyberbollywood.com
website (accessed 7 October 2007)
also provides key links to related
websites, alongside the mandat-
ory gossip and announcements on
forthcoming films and events.

8 There have been efforts to
capture cultural ‘feeling’ as an
economic category. Dator and Seo
(2004) propose that Korea may
well be the first global instance of
a nation replacing its very
purpose in terms of cultural
belonging, replacing ‘gross
national product’ as a measure of
socio-economic success with
‘Gross National Cool’. The
related concept is of course
Bhutan’s measure of ‘Gross
National Happiness’, proposed in
a March 1999 workshop by its
Planning Commission to ‘consider
whether or not the concept of
GNH could be related to the
Human Development Index (HDI)
developed by the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP)’.
See Kinga, Galay, Rapten and
Pain (1999); also available on
http://www.bhutanstudies.org.bt/
publications/gnh/gnh.htm
(accessed 1 March 2003).

Marketing Nationalism: The Four Absences
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itself rapidly overwhelmed by the Bollywood mania being spawned

that summer in London, forced to either reinvent itself or fall

behind as it was challenged by new-generation ‘productions’ far

removed from the Hindi cinema as we know it but nevertheless

indebted to it for their existence. The difference, perhaps, was that

these new sequel industries and services appeared more qualified

than the cinema itself to negotiate the demands being made by the

capital flowing in: demands for unorthodox distribution formats

needed by new forms of brand-building, product- and process-

franchising. Their relative disappearance into an undifferentiated

Bollywood and the consequent evisceration of the film industry as

we have known it, then, is the first of the four absences we note

within this new turn.

A second, perhaps related, absence is far more explicitly relevant

to post-colonial concerns: the glaring absence of the Indian state.

One way of making sense of the ‘Indian Summer’ may have been,

indeed was, its tacit invitation to be seen in comparison to the last

really big cultural marketing exercise of things Indian in London:

the 1982 India Festival organized by the Department of Culture

and the Indian Council for Cultural Relations. In 2002, the Indian

state appeared unable, or at least unprepared, to exploit any of the

new opportunities opened up by Bollywood, and the London season

saw a pronounced absence of many of the stellar presences of 1982:

India’s ‘national’ arts (the sole exception being the mandatory Satyajit

Ray retrospective organized by the British Film Institute) and,

parallely, the two key state vehicles for marketing national assets –

tourism and global investment. A chronicle of the two decades

separating the events of 1982 from 2002 might well be conceived

of as the Indian state’s radical repositioning of its responsibility to

its national culture. If so, further underscoring the absence of the

Indian state was the sharply contrasting, high-profile presence of

the British government, in the form of Mayor Ken Livingstone and

the London city administration’s new policy on multicultural govern-

ance.9 Britain’s ability to expand its often controversial ‘cultural

diversity’ policies to take cognizance of Bollywood appeared to high-

light, in contrast, the Indian state’s inadequacy in accounting for a

definition of an ‘Indian’ identity that might accommodate its

diaspora.

Could the first brief absence – of the Indian domestic film indus-

try – make another kind of retrospective sense, given the fact that its

evisceration within the newer, post-cinematic culture industries

9 The key document, Play It
Right: Asian Creative Industries
in London (2003), ‘highlights that
Asians represent six per cent of
the total employment in London’s
creative industries’, and claims
that ‘this influence is likely to
increase due to notable Asian
representation in growth sectors,
such as computer software,
fashion and design, as young
second and third generation
Asians are attracted to a dynamic
industry that allows them to use
their skills and knowledge to
express their innovative ideas’.
The report adds that ‘this new
generation of young London
Asian entrepreneurs are also
fusing cultures and styles in
music and fashion that appeal to
a wider mainstream consumer
market’. See http://www.london.
gov.uk/mayor/economic_unit/
docs/asian-creative-ind-rep03v2.
pdf (accessed 8 October 2007), for
the report. Also see the Creative
London website, http://www.
creativelondon.org.uk (accessed
8 October 2007).
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coincided with the temporary absence of the Indian state, seemingly

incapable, for a brief moment, of renewing its place in this arena? 10

If there was an ironic connection suddenly forged between celluloid

film and the state, can we use this opportunity to throw light, in

hindsight, on the extraordinarily confused, symbiotic relationship

the Indian cinema has had with the Indian state in building an

apparatus mirroring that of state-derived authenticity?

Films were of course hugely evoked on practically every occasion

through the ‘Indian Summer’, and sometimes even shown (notably

in the British Film Institute’s ImagineASIA events). However, the

Bollywood presence, revealing a newly discovered financial muscle,

was concentrated on an economy of consumption.11 Fashion, music,

entertainment and food – the new representatives of Bollywood –

evoked the cinema interminably, but had little economic dependence

on either the financiers or the box office from which cinema derives

its capital. The cultural references mobilized the cinema itself, or

certainly the memory of cinema, on the one hand, and on the other,

a clutch of ‘Indianness’ evocations within which the cinema was

implicated in ways that domestic film audiences would not always

recognize (as in the Dimple mansion at Selfridges). While these key

accessories of Bollywood derived from post-colonial legacies distantly

connected to Indian nationalism, in economic terms they often

existed either independent of Indian state support or, if at all in

partnership with the state, as the senior partners.12

Perhaps the most substantial of the ‘new’ Bollywood industries

showcased in the London season, and generally in the 1990s, was

music. The arrival of a British–Asian sound and a new Indian

domestic market for it coincided with the explosion of the ‘music

territory’ for Hindi cinema, which rose in this time to anything

between 20–30 per cent of the total income of a film production.

This musical tradition has a well-known political history of

colonially derived crosscurrents, seen in forms bringing together

Bhojpuri, Rajasthani and Punjabi folk, and the Hindi film song,

with reggae and calypso. British–Indian musicians’ use of classic

rhythms, starting with the dhol of the bhangra and extending into

numerous taals, took place, interestingly, via the Jamaican influence,

and explicitly through the British encounter of the two, as suggested

10 Since London 2002, the Indian
state has significantly adapted
itself to these new structures of
marketing. Shashi Tharoor (2007)
points to how India has been con-
sciously ‘leveraging its soft power
in Europe’ (soft power here refer-
ring to ‘Bollywood, television
shows and the exportable products
of India’s popular cultures’).
‘India dominated discussions of
the “creative imperative” at Davos
in January (2007); was the
“partner country” for the Hanover
Trade Fair in May (2006) and
then “theme country” at the Bonn
Biennale . . . [it] starred as the
country of honour at the Frankfurt
Book Fair in October, before Nov-
ember saw the Festival of India
throng people in Brussels. That
Festival demonstrated what India
is consciously trying to showcase,
incorporating as it did a classic
exhibition of iconic Indian art
from the last 1500 years, exquisite
paintings in the Kangra style,
contemporary photographic expo-
sitions on Satyajit Ray, [a] food
festival, a fashion show and
inevitably a section on business
opportunities in India.’

11 The emphasis on convergence in
the culture industries brings
together a clutch of industries
including food, fashion, auto-
mobiles, travel, shopping, enter-
tainment, housing and interior
decoration, in turn characterized
by a set of media for propagation
including print and televisual
advertising, home-sales parties,
hand leaflets, miniature promo-
tional items, use-by dates and
high perishability (see Chua 2003).
It is possible to see a consciously
developed Bollywood impact on
practically all these industries.

12 So while the Ministry of Textiles
has been a significant sponsor of
the fashion industry, its new
centres include London, Paris,
Dubai and New York, with key
outlets in India and ‘offshore’
export production facilities in
Mumbai and New Delhi. The
more glaring instance of the
repositioning of the state’s ‘part-
nership’ with corporate initiatives
is information technology, a
constituent presence in Bollywood
with major investments in the
1990s dotcom boom (‘Hot New
Dot.Coms’ 2000), as well as with
computerized animatronics and
special-effects producers like
Pentafour, Silicon Graphics and
Maya Entertainment, or the film
laboratory-turned-entertainment
conglomerate Adlabs in Mumbai.

The ‘New’ Bollywood Legacies: Music and Fashion
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by references to the link between reggae and bhangra such as

‘Bhangramuffin’ or ‘Raggastani’ or, sometimes, ‘Bhangle’.13 The

generic form of bhangra that emerged was initially associated with

the circuit of weddings and private parties, says Ashwani Sharma,

reworking ‘traditional dhol and drum beats and Punjabi folk melo-

dies with synthesizers and samplers, with a heavier bass line and

mixed with western pop and black dance rhythms’.14 Its establishment

of economic viability also inevitably required a negotiation with

the dense history of British immigrant politics especially in the 1970s

and ’80s. Trapped, on the one side, by an illegitimacy due to non-

recognition by the official music industry and the music bestseller

‘charts’, and delegitimized, on the other, even in comparison with

the status of reggae (Sharma 1996), bhangra as an ethnic form was

for many years marginalized into being at best (to use Edward Said’s

phrase) ‘no more than a dislocation in someone else’s discourse’.15

To many important musicians such as Bally Sagoo, whose

Bollywood Flashback album (1997) is seen to have marked the

explicit point of change, the Bollywoodization of this entire tradition

signalled an explicit repudiation of precisely its political history.

Politics, then, along with the film industry and the state, becomes

the music industry’s explicit contribution to the third foundational

absence in the Bollywood of 2002. For Sagoo, the professionalization

of Asian dance music, now coming out with more ‘punchy, racy

bass lines, the great drum beat and the powerful vocals’ (Housee

and Dar 1996), has meant repudiating the bhangra as something

narrow, belonging to an earlier generation and stiflingly limited in

its ethnopolitical moorings, in contrast to the global openings for

Asian music with mainstream support from MTV, Star, Sony and

BMG. Indeed the explosion of the Hindi music rights market

coincided with Sony’s commissioning of the Bollywood Flashback

album to reproduce reggae’s evolution into the dancehall market,

and to ‘spice up’ popular Hindi film music by remixing its classics

with a range of new electronic rhythms and dubs drawn from rap

and hip-hop in order to target ‘world music’ dancehall audiences.

This repudiation of the ‘political’, or what Puwar (2000) des-

cribes in the British–Asian context as the shock and anger of the

‘very reconstitution of memory’, could arguably have happened only

because another unprecedented historical development was taking

place just then, and with this very album. A half century-old history

of encounter between the Indian diaspora and the Hindi cinema

was about to be reversed for the first time. For the better part of the

13 Jamaica is well known for
having pioneered, from roughly
the early 1980s, music based on
‘programmable drum machines,
synthesizers, sequencers, samplers
and desktop computers’, which
‘hit the Jamaican record industry
with all the force of a tropical
storm, revolutionizing the way
instrumental backing tracks are
laid down in studios across the
reggae island’ (Jahn and Weber
1992). Jamaican music incorpo-
rated this development into its
tradition of dub poetry extending
to the DJ who speaks upon the
‘riddim’ – the original riddim
being of course the reggae beat –
and the later dancehall tradition
that reproduces popular per-
cussion rhythms in numerous
song variations.

14 http://www.salidaa.org.uk/
salidaa/docrep/docs/sectionIntro/
music/docm_ render.html
(accessed 7 October 2007).

15 Asian musical production, the
most visible cultural product of
an ethnic minority as recognized
by British multicultural state
policy, has played a role as an
organizing tool for radical anti-
racist politics in places like
Birmingham and Bradford, through
organizations such as the Indian
Workers’ Association and the
Asian Youth Movement, and
through explicitly political bands
like the Asian Dub Foundation
(Kalra, Hutnyk and Sharma
1997). The definitive bhangra
website, http://www.southall-
punjabi.com (accessed 1 September
2003), alongside a useful ‘A to Z
of Bhangra’ – key names, symbols,
instruments, effects and vocabu-
lary – has a section evoking a
larger political history called
‘Your Rights’, explaining in detail
the Race Relations Act, 1976 and
what racial discrimination means
in law.
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twentieth century, a diaspora whose cultural productions – such as

bhangra in Britain, but also Chutney music in Trinidad – had grown

through reconciling the absence of any access to the authenticating

agencies of the Indian nation,16 encountered in the Hindi cinema

the only easily available cultural product from the ‘homeland’. The

Sony-engineered Bollywood turn virtually reversed this history as

the domestic film and music industry in India, for the first time, sat

up and took notice. Sagoo’s work and its introduction of the radical-

ly new phenomenon of the remixed ‘cover version’, it is well known,

transformed not just the British–Indian, but also the domestic Indian

music industry beyond recognition.17

Coinciding with the Bollywoodization of the British–Asian music

industry was the launch of several new record labels, including the

one I have selected to expand my argument: Outcaste. This was a

label and club that, Huq (1996) says, catered to ‘style-conscious

Asian youth . . . specializing in the types of music exemplified by

the “beyond bhangra” sound . . . [located] in the smart West End

rather than tucked away in East London Asian ghettoes’. Known

primarily for the new sound introduced by Nitin Sawhney’s land-

mark debut ‘Migration’ (1995), Outcaste turned to Bollywood retro

for the first time in 2000, with the album Bollywood Funk. Put

together by DJs Harv and Suni (aka Sutrrasonic), it was initially

presented as a postmodern recycling act inspired by their discovery

that the older vinyl records of Hindi films were now collectors’ items.

‘Growing up in Hounslow during the 1980s,’ says the album’s

backgrounder, ‘Harv and Suni were amazed by the funk and jazz

elements contained in the musical scores of the Bollywood films

they watched’, and they eventually found in ‘parents’, relatives’ and

friends’ record collections’ and in small musical outlets in Birming-

ham, Leicester, Wolverhampton, East London and Southall, an enor-

mous vinyl collection from which the Funk tracks were recreated.18

Some of the tracks, as the genre required, were familiar – a remix of

the Hum Kisise Kum Nahin (Nasir Hussein, 1977) title score, songs

from Feroz Khan’s Qurbani (1979), and from several of Dev Anand’s

films including ‘Dum Maro Dum’ from Hare Rama Hare Krishna

(1970), Johnny Mera Naam (Vijay Anand, 1970) and Jewel Thief

(Vijay Anand, 1967) – but the publicity was aggressive:

WE HAVE TO TAKE IT BACK . . . RIGHT BACK . . . TO THE DAYS BEFORE

BAD LIPSTICK AND AIRBRUSHING GRIPPED THE WORLD OF

BOLLYWOOD AND THERE WAS ANOTHER FORCE.

16 See ‘The Controversy’, in
Niranjana (2006: 110–18), about
the fierce debate generated in
Trinidad by East Indian women
singing Chutney, the creolization
of the form and its violation of
‘Hindu’ values.

17 The Indian Performing Rights
Society (IPRS) claims that the
Indian music industry loses an
annual Rs 1800 crore to remixes
which legitimize ‘the use of
literary, musical and underlying
works without the owners’
consent and encourage recording
popular songs using fresh
musicians or singers’. Further, the
industry claims that the contro-
versial Section 52(1)(j–iii) of the
Indian Copyright Act, 1957,
which states that ‘no . . . sound
recording shall be made until the
expiration of two calendar years
after the end of the year in which
the first recording of the work
was made’ – effectively limiting
the copyright to the original
producer, composer and lyricist to
only two years – has been passed
mainly for the remix industry. In
July 2003, a delegation led by
IPRS director-general Sanjay
Tandon and including composers
Naushad, Khayyam, Anandji and
Ravindra Jain, along with
representatives of record com-
panies, met the Indian Deputy
Prime Minister L.K. Advani,
explicitly asking for the repeal of
this Section and for a ban on ‘the
practice of Hindi remixes and
cover versions’. Incidentally, the
Human Resource Development
Minister Murli Manohar Joshi
described remixes ‘as a blot on
India’s music culture’. See
Narendra Kusnur (2003). Also see
Bhagwati Prasad’s work on
remixes and the new cultures of
the popular music industry at
Sarai (http://www.sarai. net/
research/media-city/field-notes/
popular-music-culture, accessed
8 October 2007).
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THE FORCE WAS FUNK . . . BOLLYWOOD FUNK.

And elsewhere:

Bejewelled bad boys, voluptuous beauties, fast cars, and heavy beats.

All the ingredients for a good hip-hop video you say? Well, you’d be

half right . . . the Indian film industry known as Bollywood was

featuring all that and more in its films and as far back as the 60’s

and 70’s. While hustlers, gangsters, and divas pursued one in Techni-

color frenzy, their on-screen antics scored with a unique blend of

eastern and musical styles notable for some of the funk-fuelled rhythms

that propelled them.

An instructive review of this album by Dave Hucker (2000) in

The Beat magazine shows the further transformation of the post-

Sagoo industry. Hucker starts by explaining what he thinks Bolly-

wood is and how he imagines Bollywood composers go about

making their music.

Bollywood: The name given to the Bombay-based Indian film indus-

try, a massive business that over its long and illustrious history has

churned out hundreds and hundreds of films (out-producing Holly-

wood at one point). For these many hundreds of films a year,

thousands of songs and millions of minutes of soundtrack music

were needed. And of course there was a well-oiled music machine to

provide whatever was required, quickly and at a good price. Consum-

mate and expert panel-beaters, or blenders, and the various musicians

who made up the top session pools provided the musical assembly

lines for Bollywood. They were able to fashion everything out of

anything musical. Creatively they fused Western influences with tradi-

tional Indian song forms and music, and the singers were often able

to perform in any style or range.

Using a large amount of linguistic and imaginative poetic license

here, I can imagine the arrangers laying out the structure of the

music and how it is to be shaped to the nuances of the particular

film’s story line, telling the musicians what they should play and

where to emphasize, underscore, undermine or create a sub-text to

the action on screen.

‘We want a bit of Twist guitar here.’

‘A pinch of James Bond there.’

‘We start with a splash of reggae, heavy on the Augustus Pablo

please.’

‘Some James Brown bump.’
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‘A funky Isaac Hayes’ Shaft wah-wah guitar sound which – the

violins, this is for you – fades to North by Northwest Bernard Herr-

man.’

The reality, I’m sure, was much more prosaic. But the range

and depth of musical diversity that was on tap from which to draw

for construction of the music was immense, despite the factory-like

musical assembly line. But I suppose the other way of looking at

such a system is that actually it gives you the freedom to experiment,

to do whatever sounds right, as long as you just bang the music out,

next, next, next.

From here Hucker outlines, via Bollywood Funk, the post-

modern possibilities now open to artists working in this tradition.

Bollywood Funk is Outcaste’s first venture into the retro end of things.

I don’t know why I call it retro . . . to my ears this sounds very mod-

ern, very hip, very groovy, very sampled, very crispy, way ahead of

its time and with very lovely tunes. Some of the tracks are Cinema-

scope epics in their own right. For example ‘Pyar Zindagi Hai’

starts off in English with the question, ‘Hey man, you dig this sorta

music, eh? You like it? Then come and join in lovers’ paradise.’ The

wah-wah guitar leads the breakneck pace, the horns charge forward

repeatedly, until the female vocals start and things trip back to Hindi.

The sleevenotes comment on this track: ‘Love is life and who are we

to argue, especially when it’s played and sung as funky as this.

Shades of ’70s Euro discotypes Boney M and studio trickery a go-

go.’

‘Chura Liya’ is one of those stone classic tunes that you just

cannot get away from. You hear it when you visit the Indian-run

grocery shop; it seems to be permanently on the stereos of Indian

taxi drivers. It even became a huge crossover hit again when redone

by young Brummy bhangramuffin star Bally Sagoo. On the sublime

‘Baby Let’s Dance Together,’ a jazzy funk groove is explained away

as ‘Imagine New York circa Carlito’s Way – well this is Bombay the

hard way.’ What I find quite amazing in all the Indian film music is

that it is outrageously wild and experimental. You get tabla and

fuzz sitar, you get what is described as ‘Shaft goes to India.’ Indian

film music is an acquired taste but quite addictive. (It is not worth

playing this music through expensive hi-fi speakers. I suggest you

set up some cheap thrift-shop speakers to listen to this on – the ones

with duct tape holding the cones in are best.)
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Perhaps more than any other form, music – more particularly,

music at the ‘retro end of things’ – established the contours of Bolly-

wood, which saw, perhaps for the first time ever in the history of a

diasporic Indian culture, an explicit repudiation of authenticity.

This particular standpoint for a repudiation of the ‘authentic’ –

which, together with film, the state and the political, makes for

the last of the four absences that foundationally characterized the

Indian Summer – may need to be cast across a wider horizon than

the politicized, pro-hybridity cultural ‘mongrelization’, using Salman

Rushdie’s word, that had defined an earlier location for disavowing

authenticity. As Hutnyk shows, the oriental phantasmagoria of

George Harrison, Kula Shaker and Madonna may have more than

passing echoes of the ‘cultural authenticity showcase’ of Ravi

Shankar, qawwali, Hindi film songs, bhangra and some of the Asian

Underground (Hutnyk 2000; Kalra et al. 1997). In contrast, the

first-time-ever of Bollywood’s avowed ‘post-authenticity’ stance may

also need to be viewed within a longer history of a century or more,

if, pushing one’s imagination, the Selfridges display is seen as the

last of the great imperial exhibitions of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries in which the display of colonies required ‘an accurate,

realistic representation of the colony’s environment, the key notion

in their discourse being the “authenticity” of the display’ (and thereby

‘essentially a legitimization of colonialism’s civilizing mission’)

(Lagae 2002: 47–48).

Bollywood as a post-authenticity phenomenon is also explicitly post-

postcolonial, its eventual destiny postmodernism, inaugurating a

term that has unprecedentedly scant regard for the credibility that

has historically been a central criterion of ethnic value. The adaptation

by Abu Jani–Sandeep Khosla (or, to use their carefully worded phrase,

‘based on’) of  Dimple’s house for the Selfridges display was charac-

teristic of this new definition. The duo are known for their hyper-

ethnic signature style, a sinuous orientalism that includes heavy,

dark, gilded zardozi harem effects with more than a faint hint of

sadomasochism. And they have often proclaimed where they got

this from: ‘Our fantasies have always been whacked out and over

the top, perhaps due to our fascination with movies. The films

Mughal-e-Azam or Pakeezah, for instance, have inspired a certain

Selling Rights: Fashion
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Abu Jani–Sandeep Khosla make fashion statements: their Mata Hari images are superimposed
on found film stills. The original still (left) has Lalita Pawar and Mahipal in Alladdin–Laila

(Lekhraj Bhakri, 1957), and (right) Guru Dutt in Mr & Mrs 55 (Guru Dutt, 1955). (From Sharada
Dwivedi, Abu Jani Sandeep Khosla: A Celebration of Style, Mumbai: AJSK Publications, 2000.)
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richness and opulence in our clothes’ (Dwivedi 2000). This influence,

which determines their fascination with Lucknow’s chikan and

chikankari embroidery, silver and gold zardozi, badla and aree

embroidery, beads, pearls and precious stones, is matched by other

influences, most notably the ‘Mata Hari’ effect named in their 1986

inaugural collection of the same name.

The entire oeuvre was in evidence at Selfridges. Just as it owed

(presumably) little fidelity to the actual interiors of Dimple’s house,

so too its aggressive offering of the definitive look of new designer

traditionalism – showcased in Bachchan’s costumes in Kabhi Khushi

Kabhi Gham (Karan Johar, 2001) and even more spectacularly in

Devdas (Sanjay Leela Bhansali, 2002), and in the much-publicized

wedding trousseau of tycoon Anil Ambani and movie star Tina

Munim where Ambani asked them to, in their words, ‘let our imagi-

nation run wild and create the most fabulous outfits we could

design’ – owe little to any established or named traditional practice

either in the cinema or outside it. In both instances, here and gen-

erally in the overall construction of a Bollywood style, the debt to

Hindi cinema is worth exploring – what, indeed, is the repeatedly

asserted presence of the cinema in work that, whether as fashion or

as music, only depends on simulations of authenticity, to be deployed

and departed from at will?

Fashion occupies, with music, the pride of place in the new Bolly-

wood firmament. While ‘haute’ fashion is worth only around

Rs 180 crores (‘Fashion: What’s Hot’ 2003), the larger industry

within which its destiny lies is the branded apparel or ‘pret’ business,

worth over Rs 19,000 crore. More significantly, the fashion industry

as a whole directly inherits a long history of the central presence of

the textile industry in the colonial economy, in the nationalist

movement and, after independence, in India’s overall economic policy.

Extending from raw and processed fabrics to finished goods, from

handloom and handicraft to cotton apparel, India’s textile policy

has been aware of its cultural responsibilities to heritage and to the

production of nationalist symbolism.19 The 1990s’ change in export

patterns from high volume–low profit sales of handloom and cotton

fabric to high-end release outlets and buyers representing depart-

ment stores such as Selfridges, signalled the rise of a new state policy

in this sector. ‘Haute’ fashion locates its origins in the founding of

the National Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT) in Delhi in

1986 under the Ministry of Textiles, in collaboration with the Fashion

Institute of Technology, New York, as the apex institute of India’s

18 http://www.outcaste.com/
index.cfm? do=viewRelease&
releaseID=14 (accessed 7 October
2007).

19 Shambhu Prasad (1999)
explores both the scientific and
symbolic aspects of the legacy of
khadi, and the relevance of that
legacy to the suicides of cotton
farmers in Andhra Pradesh.
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Simulations of authenticity. Artist Sudarshan Shetty, photographer Vijay Mahidhar and fashion designer
Sunita Kumar’s collaborative photo-installation, A Brisk Walk Makes You Feel Good (1999). Fashion models
surrounded with sado-masochistic realism including used newspaper, plastic sheets, eggshells and animals.
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evolving fashion industry – followed by six other centres, in Banga-

lore, Kolkata, Chennai, Gandhinagar, Hyderabad and Mumbai.

Given NIFT’s prediction that the ‘fibre-to-fashion supply chain’ will

offer Indian textile and garment exports ‘unprecedented opportu-

nities for expansion’ after the phasing out of quotas (at the end of

2004) under the WTO, it is likely that fashion will increasingly

become the most visible face of the nation’s textile and clothing

industry.

In its designer variant, this sector is primarily associated with a

clutch of frontline designers who include, besides Jani–Khosla, Tarun

Tahiliani, Hemant Trivedi, Ritu Kumar, J.J. Valaya, Shahab Durazi,

Rohit Bal and a few others, most of whom attribute the rise of the

industry to ‘haute’ clothing outlets (effectively launched, it is said,

with Ensemble, started by Tahiliani and several named designers in

Mumbai in 1987). Several of these designers acknowledge – in their

weaves, in their use of traditional fabric and artisanal skills – an

iconography of design that evokes the nationalist histories their

industry has inherited.20 Specifically underscoring the Bollywoodiza-

tion of this legacy, virtually all the names mentioned above have

had a longstanding association with film, and they continue to work

in film despite their major financial interests increasingly being

elsewhere. Apart from Jani–Khosla and their work in Devdas and

with Bachchan, the others who have effectively deployed their film

links to contextualize their portfolios include Ritu Beri (Yeh Raaste

Hain Pyar ke, Deepak Shivdasani, 2001), Ritu Kumar (Deepa

Mehta’s Bollywood/Hollywood, 2002), Rohit Bal (Nayak, Shankar,

2001) and Wendell Rodricks (Jism, Anil Saxena, 2003). Most of all

Manish Malhotra, who is responsible, as one blurb has it, ‘for re-

inventing the Bollywood heroine’, designing over the years for Sridevi,

Star designer Rohit Bal (playing himself) being threatened by Bollywood don Boom
Shankar (Jaaved Jafri), in Boom (Kaizad Gustad, 2003). Several named designers including
Wendell Rodricks, Hemant Trivedi and Tarun Tahiliani played ‘themselves’ alongside
supermodels like Madhu Sapre in this fantasy film about fashion, crime and ‘Bollywood’.

20 Fashion designer Ritu Kumar
says, for example, that the
‘driving force’ of Indian fashion
would ‘have to be the treasure
box of traditional crafts and
weaves. As a designer, I feel that
in a country which has a 16,000-
strong population of traditional
craftsmen, it doesn’t make sense
to adopt mechanized means. We
should use our strengths when it
comes to the vast resources of art
and craft our country has to
offer’ (‘Interview with Ritu
Kumar’ 2003).
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Urmila Matondkar, Karishma and Kareena Kapoor, Kajol, Raveena

Tandon, Manisha Koirala, Madhuri Dixit and Preity Zinta, in a

career that effectively started with the hits Rangeela (Ram Gopal

Varma, 1995) and Raja Hindustani (Dharmesh Darshan, 1996),

and ranges across such blockbusters as the Yash Chopra productions

Dil to Pagal Hai (1997) and Mohabbatein (Aditya Chopra, 2000),

as well as the trendy fashion hits Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (Karan Johar,

1998) and Kaho Na Pyar Hai (Rakesh Roshan, 2000).

A relatively accessible explanation for why fashion designers with

their own labels and distribution outlets involve themselves with

filmmaking might be the visibility that the mainstream cinema

continues to have, especially on television, with movie stars still

being the most effective clotheshorses designers can access (as is

notably evident in Bachchan’s work with Jani–Khosla, or in the

heavy movie star presence on the ramp at Fashion Weeks). Another

explanation points to a crossover of production skills where fashion

designers have contributed to an entirely new aspect of production

values known as ‘styling’, traced in its origins to the sets of Dil to

Pagal Hai and Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, and primarily to the film

work of art director Sharmistha Roy.21 Beneath all this, however,

there might be a more fundamental issue involving the convergence

of several industrial sectors if we are to now imagine fashion, rather

than the cinema, as the visible front of a clutch of consumption

practices collectively named Bollywood.

In economic terms, ‘haute’ fashion explains most clearly the

transition that Bollywood negotiates as it moves the cinema away

from the box office, hitherto its staple source of income, into a

series of new production structures in transnational geographic and

financial locations which offer cultural crossovers (movie sells fashion

sells brand endorsement sells star sells movie sells music sells . . .),

strategic tie-ups, merchandising, publicity avenues (new television

channels), as well as new electronic distribution alternatives. This

explanation locates the cinema’s move in tandem with the global

trend towards B-to-B sectors (businesses servicing other businesses

as against dealing with the end-consumer), or, in the current instance,

in films transgressing their earlier distribution ‘territories’ and earning

much more through selling rights than tickets.

This might be an adequate economic model, but culturally it

does not begin to explain what the fashion industry in particu-

lar, but not uniquely, draws our attention to with such insistence:

the entire process of a Bollywood culture industry assimilating,

Jism (Amit Saxena, 2003):
an early instance of the styling
attributed to well-known,
Chennai-based art director,
Thota Tharani

21 Daughter of art director
Sudhendu Roy who was
associated with Bimal Roy’s
work, and ‘stylist’ for most of the
big Bollywood productions
(Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge,
Dil to Pagal Hai, Taal, Kabhi
Khushi Kabhi Gham, etc.).
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gobbling up and eventually regurgitating the cinema into a ubiquitous

presence that may have less to do with the specifics of movie-going,

and more with quite another form of manifesting the cinema. I

suggest that if we are to seek a cultural explanation, the role that

the cinema plays in all this is worth interrogating, as this phenomenon

offers us, yet again, a vantage point from where to ask some basic

questions. Why is the cinema there at all in Bollywood if its economic

presence in the box office is being increasingly marginalized? Why

does the cinema continue to be evoked? At the back of it all lurks

the even more basic question of what the cinema is doing in India in

the first place, and what ‘India’ in turn is doing in Bollywood.
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I
 want to use Bollywood here as an appropriate recent instance

with which to explore a far longer history: that of the cinema’s

role in rendering publicly intelligible, narratable, the administrat-

ive and technical operations of modernity – namely, the modern

state, the modern political process (including modern systems of

cultural resistance) and the modern market. Over this project, I

explore key events and issues in the twentieth century through which

the cinema has participated, enabled and contextualized foundational

manoeuvres in these areas.

Within such a frame, and chafing against Bollywood’s insistent

here-and-now self-representation, it is possible to define this seemingly

easy-to-understand phenomenon against a denser backdrop of the

cultural functioning of post-colonial states from where it has received

many of its characteristic definitions: in India and in ex-colonies

with a migrant South Asian presence such as Saudi Arabia, Fiji and

Malaysia, as well as in Britain, Canada and the USA – all the ‘territo-

ries’ that Bollywood names as ‘overseas’. Such a history could poten-

tially recast the recent culture industries explicitly within the dynamics

of cultural migrations.1 It might eventually enable us to perceive

Bollywood in the wake of numerous precedent locales that have

staged transactions over ethnicity, authenticity, political mobilization,

group identity and cultural rights. Given that such transactions and

flows critically implicate the cinema but have been elusive to Indian

film theory as currently constituted, we may also be able to consider

audience-participants not from within familiar ethnic bounds (like

the Nigerian, Japanese or Korean fans of Indian film) but nevertheless

clearly interpellated by its cinematic renditions.

1 For the role of Bollywood
among Indians in the USA, see
Mohammad (2001) and Rayaprol
(2005); in Germany, see Brosius
(2005); in the Caribbean, see
Niranjana (2006); in Fiji, see Ray
(2000). See especially Parthiv
Shah’s remarkable exhibition,
referenced in Shah (2000).

WHEN WAS BOLLYWOOD?

Textual and Historical Discrepancies2
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The West may have the biggest stalls in the world’s media bazaar,

but it is not the only player. Globalization isn’t merely another word

for Americanization – and the recent expansion of the Indian entertain-

ment industry proves it. For hundreds of millions of fans around the

world, it is Bollywood – India’s film industry – not Hollywood, that

spins their screen fantasies. Bollywood, based in Mumbai, has become

a global industry. India’s entertainment moguls don’t merely target

the billion South Asians, or desis, at home: they make slick movies,

songs and TV shows for export. Attracted by a growing middle class

and a more welcoming investment environment, foreign companies

are flocking to Bollywood, funding films and musicians. The foreign

money is already helping India’s pop culture to reach even greater

audiences. And it may have a benign side-effect in cleaning up an

Indian movie industry business long haunted by links to the under-

world. (‘Bollywood Goes International’ 2000)

As a product of globalization, Bollywood relentlessly emphasizes

both uniqueness and unprecedentedness. And so, roughly from the

mid-1990s, most print and television media have insisted on drama-

tic and unprecedented developments in the Indian cinema, often in

the same breathless prose as that in Newsweek. By the early 2000s,

the craze for ‘Bollywood’ masala exceeded anything we had seen

before; from Tokyo to Timbuctoo people were dancing to Indi-pop,

and names like Shah Rukh Khan were circulating in places where

people may never have heard of Indira Gandhi. There appeared to

be an opportunity with no historical precedent, and with significant

money to be made.

Like everyone else, the Newsweek report of 2000 mentioned

four films which made distribution history in the west, three of

them directly or indirectly Yash Chopra productions: Dilwale Dulha-

nia Le Jayenge (DDLJ, 1995), the film which in some ways started

it all, Dil to Pagal Hai (DTPH, 1997), Karan Johar’s Kuch Kuch

Hota Hai (KKHH, 1998) and Subhash Ghai’s Taal (1998).2 Before

these there was of course the original box-office hit, Hum Aapke

Hain Kaun? (HAHK, 1994). Of Taal, it was reported that it was

released around the world on August 13 [and] grossed the highest

average collection per cinema hall (per screen average) for movies

released in North America on the August 13–15 weekend. According

to Weekend Box-Office figures, the first three-day collections were

2 Yash Raj Films’ single-handed
establishment of a Bollywood
model for finance, production and
global exhibition, facilitated
mainly by the marketing of these
particular films, remains the first
significant effort to translate
Bollywood distribution into
a marketing strategy. For a brief
introduction to the Yash Raj
model, see  the chapter titled
‘Production’ in Dwyer (2002). She
tracks the origins of a new film
genre with such a marketing
strategy in Yash Chopra’s
Chandni (1989) and Darr (1993),
consolidated by DDLJ, DTPH and
KKHH, the global marketing of
each facilitating new distribution
offices in the west (the London
office was started with DTPH, for
UK and ‘rest of the world’; New
York was founded for KKHH to
focus on USA and Canada; and a
third office was started in Dubai
for the West Asian market).
Dwyer outlines the steps by which
the Yash Raj model systematic-
ally set up an ‘integrated mode
of production’, from finance to
distribution to production.

Qualifying to Be Bollywood, or Rajnikant in Japan
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$591,280. Released simultaneously at 44 theatres in North America,

Taal has set a record for Bollywood releases abroad by notching the

highest first three-day collections with $13,438 per screen. Though

there is no independent verification, a press release by Eros Entertain-

ment Inc., the distributor of the film abroad, claimed that Taal’s

initial collections have even surpassed that of Hollywood block-

busters like Haunting, The Blair Witch Project and Eyes Wide Shut.

(‘US Box Office Sways to the Rhythm of Taal’ 1999)

Behind the hype, however, there was a crisis brewing that was

visibly, though not entirely, financial. The Economic Times drew

attention to one aspect of the financials involved when it pointed

out that the ‘first big success of the new Bollywood . . . Who Am I

to You? [Hum Aapke Hain Kaun?, dubbed], a musical that focuses

on two weddings . . . grossed . . . $30 million’. Notwithstanding the

fact that this was ‘barely what an arthouse film makes in the US’, it

was a ‘phenomenal amount in a country where the average movie-

goer pays 65 cents per admission and the average movie makes about

$3 million’ (Moshavi 1995).

It was a distinct kind of accountability crisis where the astonish-

ingly small amounts of revenue, in contrast to the high visibility,

suggested a cultural–financial zone occupied by invisible inter-

mediate, mostly non-resident, agents, making the market structurally

incapable of transparency. As Amitabh Bachchan admitted in 1999:

Evidently, our film personalities have begun to matter in world fora.

Hindi cinema is gaining worldwide recognition and I don’t mean

only those films which make it to Berlin or Cannes. Once, I was

walking down London’s Piccadilly Circus and I saw this group of

Kurds running towards me. (Laughs.) I thought they wanted to assas-

sinate me. But they stopped right there and started singing songs

from Amar Akbar Anthony and Muqaddar ka Sikandar. Rajnikant

is tremendously popular in Japan. And I’m told that our stars are

known even in Fiji, Bali and Chile. Amazing! But we’re not marketing

ourselves properly. Someone out there is making pots of money at

our expense. (‘Netvamsham!’ 1999)

Most of all, it was a cultural crisis as the industry, through the

late 1990s and early 2000s, struggled to provide an intelligible strat-

egy for how it could appropriately capitalize on this new marketing

opportunity. Why was DTPH suddenly popular in, of all places, Tel

Aviv?3 And why now? How could they convert all this hoopla into

3 A Hebrew version of Dil to
Pagal Hai released in Tel Aviv,
titled Halev Mistagya, apparently
did well commercially. Again,
there is no evidence of any sequel
successes of Hindi films in Israel.
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a stable market that would guarantee their next product an audience?

The crisis was spectacularly evident in the most bizarre instance of

this whole new development: the sudden and inexplicable popularity

of Rajnikant in Japan.

Rajnikant is of course well known as perhaps the biggest Tamil

film star ever after the legendary M.G. Ramachandran, but it is also

important to say that his career has largely been restricted to that

language despite his several efforts to get into Hindi cinema where

he has often played subsidiary parts in Bachchan films (Andha

Kanoon, 1983; Giraftaar, 1985; Hum, 1991), and one marginal

Hollywood production (Bloodstone, Dwight H. Little, 1989). With-

in Tamil Nadu where he continues to reign supreme, on the other

hand, he has demonstrated all the hallmarks of a major star who

knows his audience and how to capitalize on his local market:4 he

has carefully constructed his screen persona, built a team around

him that understands how to work it, and even tested out its political

popularity when he campaigned on behalf of the Dravida Munnetra

Kazhagam (DMK) and was at least partially responsible for that

party’s victory in the 1996 elections.5

And then came his Japanese success. Here is the New Indian

Express on this phenomenon:

An entire generation of recession-hit Japanese have discovered a

new hero: Rajnikant. Jayalalitha’s bete noire and the man with that

unflagging swagger and oh-so-cool wrist flicks has emerged there as

the hippest craze after Leonardo DiCaprio, and Muthu, his 150th

film, is the biggest grosser in Japan after Titanic. So far the film has

been seen by over 1,27,000 Japanese in a 23-week run at Tokyo’s

Cinema Rise alone, netting as much as $1.7 million and premieres

on satellite television in June. (‘Rajnikant Bowls over Japanese Youth’

1999)

So how was this success to be explained? B. Kandaswamy

Bharathan, executive producer at Kavithalaya and credited with

having masterminded the Japanese marketing of Muthu, offered a

rough-and-ready and somewhat typically ‘Bollywoodist–culturalist’

explanation:

The movie carries an important message – that money is not every-

thing in life. Instead, it propagates human values, highlighted in the

first song itself – and this philosophy appealed to the Japanese

audience. This is especially significant for a youth that’s been talked

4 The famous example of such
capitalization is Rajnikant’s film
Baba (Suresh Krishna, Tamil,
2002). According to a Sarai
discussion forum on this instance,
Rajnikant is reported to have
placed ‘prominent public notices’
prohibiting people from ‘imitating
his screen persona for the film or
using the character of Baba for
commercial gain; that includes
models imitating his look for the
film, to push their product in
advertisements, or imitate his gag
for TV programmes’. The notice
also declared that ‘no person or
firm could use Rajnikant’s photos,
or sketches, head-scarves,
pendants for selling or branding
products’, and drew attention to
the range of his ‘style dossier’ –
which ‘included tossing a
cigarette into the air and deftly
catching it with his teeth, wicked
pelvic thrusts in song sequences,
a speedy gait and tossing hair’.
The dubious legality of the move,
contrasting with a quite different
set of often obscure political
implications of Rajnikant’s effort
to control his presence in the
public domain, led to a substan-
tial debate in film studies contexts
on the Sarai Commons Law dis-
cussion forum. See Liang (2003;
available at http://india-seminar.
com2003/525.htm, accessed
9 October 2007).

5 As Madhava Prasad (1999: 49)
shows, this was not merely a
question of political popularity.
Prasad proposes a complex theory
of ‘cine-politics’, which has to be
understood as not merely ‘about
the infusion of star charisma into
electoral politics, nor about the
use of cinema to disseminate
party slogans’. Instead, it recog-
nizes the work of the stars as a
‘distinct form of political engage-
ment that emerged in some of the
linguistically defined states of
Southern India at a certain
historic juncture. . . . A set of
contingent factors led to a situa-
tion where cinema, a form of
entertainment that was then
learning to speak, came to be
chosen as the site of a strong
political investment, where
audiences responded with enthu-
siasm to an offer of leadership
emanating from the screen, and,
through fan associations that
emerged later, established a
concrete set of everyday practices
that reaffirmed the position of the
star as leader.’
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6 http://www.japanemb.org.in/
lectures/Lectures13.htm (accessed
1 September 2003).

down about for not being as hardworking as the post-war generation.

(‘Rajnikant Bowls over Japanese Youth’ 1999)

Bharathan’s views were seconded by Hiroshi Hirabayashi, Japanese

Ambassador to India, who, in Chennai in 2001, explained that both

Japanese and Tamil people were ‘hard-working, frugal, simple, law-

abiding and faithful to the country, company and family’. The links,

he said, were further substantiated by the Indian fascination for

ikebana and bonsai, Japanese students learning bharatanatyam in

Kalakshetra, and even a linguistic theory ‘that Japanese and Tamil

share a common origin’.6

Indeed. Following the startling success of Muthu (K.S. Ravi-

kumar, 1995; reissued as Muthu: The Dancing Maharaja in 1998 in

(Left, top and bottom) Rajnikant as the servant Muthu with Sarath Babu playing the zamindar, in Muthu (K.S. Ravikumar, Tamil,
1995). (Right, top and bottom) The Muthu effect. The 1998 release in Japan and Korea of Muthu: The Dancing Maharaja was
followed by cult practices dedicated to learning the arts of the Indian cinema. A Korean ‘Indian Dance’ performance and
meeting at the Fringe Festival, 2004, coincided with the Puchon International Film Festival of the ‘India Movie’ club. This club
(its logo juxtaposed with images of Aamir Khan and Shah Rukh Khan), which has existed since 2001, meets regularly to screen
Hindi films and organize film dancing lessons. (See http://www.indiamovie.co.kr and http://cafe.daum.net/indiamovie, accessed
1 September 2005.) (Information and photographs courtesy Park Seongil and Yukie Hirata, Yonsei University, Seoul.)
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Japan and Korea), efforts were made to follow it up: Rajnikant’s

earlier Yajaman (R.V. Udayakumar, 1993) was re-released as The

Dancing Maharaja II; a Japanese entrepreneur named Nuriko Suzuki

then got the rights for the K.T. Kunjumon hit musical Kadhal Desam

(Kadir, 1996; rechristened Madras College Uduri) in Tokyo, in addi-

tion to herself directing a Tamil film, Vetri Mugham Kanchi. The

Japan episode in Rajnikant’s career has since been restricted to the

domain of fan activity as devout supporters still come to India for

darshan.7 It is perhaps evident, in retrospect, that if Bharathan, the

producer of Muthu – a violent feudal drama addressing caste

differences – had been asked why this film proved a hit and no

other, or how he suggested that Rajnikant capitalize on this sudden

popularity to stabilize an East Asian market for his next film and

his future career, he may have admitted that he had no idea why

Muthu did so well in Tokyo or why Rajnikant’s subsequent films

received virtually no release in Japan.

The way in which different communities have come together for

simply secular ends, whether in ecological movements like the Hima-

layan agitations against deforestation, or in the social work of Baba

Amte, or in the cinema industry of Bollywood – points to the potential

for cooperative rather than divisive mobilization. It is when groups

have stayed apart, and failed to interact in secular activities, that

their communal identities prevail; the lack of brotherhood guarantees

their ‘other’hood. And then conflict, hatred and violence can erupt.

– Shashi Tharoor (1998)

The crisis in the industry was symptomatic, as much as it was material.

The problem was starkly demonstrated in the incommensurability

between what the Indian cinema was doing culturally – going back

to the reason for why it existed at all – and what was required

financially in order to qualify it for globalization.8 It was clear that

barring a few exceptions – like independent ‘NRI’ directors (Meera

Nair, Deepa Mehta, Shekhar Kapur) or ‘reliable’ producers (such as

Bobby Bedi, who started his career as a guarantor for Channel-4) or

distribution houses (Yash Raj Productions or Eros Entertainment) –

most of the Indian cinema was incapable of translating its cultural

7 See the ‘Japanese’ section in the
official Rajni fan site (http://
rajinifans.com/ japanese/,
accessed 9 October 2007).

8 The conditionalities for such
finance were numerous, including
completion guarantees and insur-
ance. Insurance for the Hindi film
industry began as late as 2000,
with Subhash Ghai insuring Taal
(1999) with United India Insurance
(UII) for Rs 110 million. In July
2001 UII pioneered the Cine Mukta
Policy as a tribute to Ghai’s
company; by late 2003, it had
insured over 45 Bollywood films
with a cover totalling over Rs 200
crore (Nag and Goswami 2003).
Apparently the highest cover given
to an Indian film to date, Rs 30
crore, is to Gaurang Doshi’s VR
Films’ production Deewar: Let’s
Bring Our Heroes Home (Milan
Luthria, 2004, starring Amitabh
Bachchan and Sanjay Dutt). The
ICFAI Centre for Management
Research Case Study on Film
Insurance and Financing in India
notes: ‘The fact that the industry
had not opted for film insurance
till the late 1990s was . . . not
because of the producers’ igno-
rance. . . . problems with the
industry’s mode of operations
had rendered the standard global
practice of getting a film insured
taboo’ (http://www.icmr.icfai.org/
casestudies Film%20Insurance%
20&%20 Financing%20in%20
India1.htm, accessed 9 October
2007). A Joint Institutional Com-
mittee appointed by the Depart-
ment of Banking, Ministry of
Finance with the Industrial Finance
Corporation of India (IFCI) and
Industrial Development Bank of
India (IDBI), submitted an interim
report in December 2000 on ‘Finan-
cing the Entertainment Industry’.
It laid down the following norms
for the film industry: ‘Institutions
should extend finances only to
corporate entities’; ‘besides negat-
ives, music rights, satellite TV
rights and overseas rights must
also be considered as security’;
‘Insurance companies must extend
insurance cover for films and dev-
elop more products for the industry’;
‘When financing a single film, the
duration of advance may be restrict-
ed to between 6 and 18 months’;
‘Banks and FIs should work with
producers to evolve standards for
financing and insuring films’;
finally, ‘Creating a film industry-
rating agency by pooling people
from banks/FIs, eminent filmmakers
and experts in the media sector’.

Financial and Textual Discrepancies:
Cinema versus Bollywood
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value into a financial business plan. As with the real-estate situation

in Mumbai, where a minuscule proportion of downtown property

became for a while the most expensive real estate in the world purely

because of its ability to ‘qualify’ for entering the global economy

and requiring drastic systemic change to de-exceptionalize itself,9 so

in the cinema too, of the disproportionately large number of films

made in supposedly the world’s largest filmmaking nation, the ones

that had a culturally ‘clear title’ as potentially purchasable commo-

dities – the films that were Bollywoodizable, so to say – remained

infinitesimal in number, the required change in industry economics

being too drastic to allow for more.

Drawing attention to the grim situation faced by the domestic

industry, K.D. Shorey, General Secretary of the Film Federation of

India, used language that was in stark contrast to the Bollywood

hype. The situation, for him, was ‘alarming’.

While the cost of production is on the increase, the revenue at the

box office is dwindling because of the rampant piracy of feature

films on the cable and satellite networks. India should have more

than a lakh of theatres, considering its population and according to

a UNESCO report. But unfortunately, there is a declining trend in

cinema houses. . . . What is worrying us, producers, is that the

entertainment tax, which was started by the Britishers as a wartime

measure, has been increased to such large proportions by various

state governments that it is eating into the revenue of films. Nowhere

in the world entertainment tax is levied, barring in countries like

India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. . . . What is Rs 800 crore to the Gov-

ernment? The Planning Commission can ask state governments to

abolish the entertainment tax and the Central Government can easily

allocate that much of reimbursement. As far as the other central

duties are concerned, they hardly work out to Rs 35 crore. . . . If

only financial institutions lend money for the construction of theatres

and institutional finance for film production [is made available] as

it is prevalent in western countries . . . the film industry can survive

in a healthy atmosphere. (‘Bollywood Demands Aid in Ninth Five-

Year Plan’ 1996)

Shorey was clearly not talking about Bollywood or B-to-B

business models here. The problems to which he referred were older,

going back to at least the 1960s: box-office taxation and the

incredibly small quantities of finance invested in the ‘world’s largest

filmmaking country’. He was also mounting the most intense effort

9 An issue that the now-notorious
McKinsey Report (Vision Mumbai:
Transforming Mumbai into a
World-Class City: A Summary of
Recommendations 2003) raised
when it wrote: ‘At the higher end,
residential and commercial real-
estate is extremely expensive yet
lacking in quality.’ It quoted an
unnamed Managing Director as
saying, ‘In Mumbai you pay first
world prices for third world
amenities.’ In order to lower
housing costs, a necessity for it to
become a ‘world-class city’ – the
term defined for some reason
through comparisons with ‘Cleve-
land and Shanghai’ – Mumbai
must ‘ensure that housing
becomes more affordable, the
rental housing market is resusci-
tated, land is developed in an
integrated manner and the city
housing stock is upgraded.
Specifically, the percentage of the
population living in slums must
fall to 10–20 per cent, housing
prices should be no more than 3–
4 times the annual household
income and the percentage of
rental housing should be 30–40.’
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on the part of the industry to lobby the state for ‘industry status’.

The industry’s eventual success in receiving this status, in 1998, was

at best mixed. Attempts made by the then Information and Broad-

casting Minister, Sushma Swaraj, to qualify the film industry for

financial assistance from banks and to rope in the Federation of

Indian Chambers of Commerce (FICCI) to help attract finance capital

support, must also be read as attempts to identify, under the guidance

of institutions of finance capital, new funding sectors both within

and outside the film industry capable of being grouped under the

new Entertainment & Media (or E&M) sector. The fact that only a

miniscule number of productions (the high-end Bollywood sector

of the industry) could be so identified, and the persistence of older

problems of a film industry incapable of rising from the woes of the

box office,10 are captured in a statement by a banking source on

what ‘industrial recognition’ meant on the ground.

Bringing the activity within the banking parlance of ‘productive

purpose’ appears to the crux of the matter. ‘Is it an income-generating

asset? This is neither manufacturing nor trading nor agriculture nor

self-employment,’ said a private bank official. . . . ‘We may consider

the track record of a producer, personal investments and net worth

and ability to repay if the production flops, and then take a short-

term loan backed by sound collaterals. But will this attract the film-

wallas? They might get a better deal from sources they have been

tapping so far,’ said an official of one of the older private banks.

(Ghosh 1998)

This was not merely a matter of abolishing entertainment tax

or making local institutional finance available for production, as

K.D. Shorey seemed to think. The issue went to the very core of why

the cinema existed at all in India, drawing attention yet again to the

growing schism between the cultural role of the cinema and its

economic aspirations: the incapacity, in short, to translate its cultural

success into an economic formula. It was also evident that the cinema

was finding itself implicated in a larger scenario, one in which the

Indian state was fighting its own battle for cultural legitimacy as it

negotiated the transition from decolonization and ‘high nationalism’

into the newer times of globalization, state disinvestment, privatiza-

tion and guarantees demanded by venture capital.

10 The PwC Report of 2006 has
already been quoted as drawing
attention to the fact that although
‘the number of admissions’ as
compared with ‘the population of
our country’ shows that ‘Indians
are extremely fond of movies and
an average Indian watches at
least three movies at a theatre in
a year’, and in spite of the
‘largest number of admissions in
the world at over 3 billion’,
‘countries with half the admi-
ssions size of India have box
office markets at least 10 times
the size of India’. Second, ‘in
spite of a large base of 12,000
theatres spread across the
country, the average occupancy
rate is a paltry 35 percent’.
Third, despite this fact, ‘the
Indian film industry is not
starved of finances’ and the
‘average budget of films,
especially mainstream Hindi and
regional films, has also not
displayed a downward trend’.
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Embedded in this tussle was a second conflict. It became increasingly

evident that beneath the seemingly straightforward effort to industri-

alize the cinema lay a far more difficult crisis of historical legitimacy.

By the early 2000s, Bollywood’s own historians and programmers

were beginning to recognize the echoes of earlier battles in the

cinema’s resistance to industrialization. Armies of popular historians

were commissioned to discover and – through history books, remakes,

mode-retro revisitations and restorations – to put together an earlier

epoch, a ‘classic’ period: the one following World War II and the

early years of independence, the period of the big melodramas (see

Jha 2005; Dwyer 2005). The theory went alongside consciously retro

evocations of the ‘golden age’ of Indian cinema, in films like Dil

Chahta Hai (Farhan Akhtar, 2001, the song ‘Woh ladki hai kahan’)

and Kal Ho Na Ho (Nikhil Advani, 2003, the song ‘It’s the time to

disco’), and in the digitally remastered and colourised versions of

Mughal-e-Azam in 2004 and Naya Daur in 2007. The sheer populist

aggression surrounding the golden age at this time would alone

suggest unresolved earlier battles, the settling of historical scores

within a new and propitious climate.

Among the most influential interventions was when Bollywood’s

Golden Ageing Bollywood: Hindi (vice Indian) Cinema

‘Bigger than Bollywood’ poster exhibition: images from the collection of the British Film Institute’s National Library, part of
ImagineASIA, 2002. Apart from the posters reproduced above, there were also posters on Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka,
three posters from India 1900 to 1980, ‘Arthouse’, ‘Satyajit Ray’, ‘India Shorts’, ‘Lester James Peries’, ‘Many Cultures’, ‘Horror/Sci
Fi’, and ‘India Today’.
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golden ageing overturned what had been till then the definitive statist–

internationalist history of Indian (rather than Hindi) film. This defi-

nitive history, inaugurated in the early 1950s, had introduced what

Prasad (1998: 14) calls a strong ‘evolutionary thrust’ to the represen-

tation of Indian cinema, which ensured that it did not, for example,

‘allow for a consideration of early Indian cinema as one of the

national cinemas of the silent era’. Periodized by the well-known

‘PPP’ (or post-Pather Panchali), this was a nationalist history which

perpetuated the widespread assumption that little of value or sig-

nificance had been made in the Indian cinema before Satyajit Ray’s

debut classic in 1955,11 a position later reprised by modernist posi-

tions in Indian visual arts that debunked all ‘modern’ art preceding

Amrita Sher-Gil as worthless. Through the 1990s, on the other hand,

major accounts of the Indian cinema bypassed this history entirely

to name an exclusively Hindi cinema as Bollywood’s direct and

valued ancestor, naming, therefore, ‘pre’-Bollywood as the time when

the Bombay cinema industry held sway: a past now evoked, if you

like, in glorious monochrome nostalgia for the eternally fetishized,

rain-drenched Madhubala.

Overturning the statist history, but also overturning another

entrenched history of pre-war nostalgia (the studio productions of

Prabhat, New Theatres and Bombay Talkies, which older people in

Maharashtra and Bengal would recall as their golden age), Bollywood

historians focused relentlessly on the years immediately following

the war. Ashok Banker’s booklet titled Bollywood (2001) is character-

istic. The introduction mentions the standard features of ‘bizarre

11 Somewhat graphically demon-
strated by Mrinal Sen when he,
firmly of the view that no Indian
cinema of any worth had been
made before Ray’s debut, of all
people, discovered Kalipada Das’
silent comedy Jamai Babu (1931).
While he said he was happy to
have found what is today Bengal’s
first surviving film, during the
making of Akaler Sandhane
(1980), it was neither something
he knew about or cared much for.

The golden ageing of Bollywood. Farhan Akhtar’s Dil Chahta Hai (2001): an early example of mode-retro narratives in early 2000s
Bollywood. Sameer (Saif Ali Khan) takes his girlfriend Pooja (Sonali Kulkarni) to the movies, only to produce a full-blown song–
dance spectacular, whizzing the viewer through several classic song genres of the 1960s – associated with Shammi Kapoor,
Rajesh Khanna and (Saif Ali Khan’s mother) Sharmila Tagore – in the number ‘Woh ladki hai kahan’.
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Bollywood’ – the mind-boggling numbers of films made, their

technical deficiencies, their inevitable songs and dances (‘If you’re

used to Hollywood’s slick, overproduced product, Hindi films will

seem corny’) – but suggests that notwithstanding Baz Luhrmann-

type rescue acts of a discredited genre, the real rescue act was financial:

global investment mediated by the non-resident Indian (NRI).

‘Recent hits like Lagaan and Ek Rishta have earned more from

screens in the continental USA and UK than in their home country’,

Banker writes. ‘This isn’t just happening with Bollywood’, he says,

locating this industry in a global economic context:

India’s computer programming and animation professionals are

getting more contracts from western countries than anywhere else in

the world. Every time you dial a toll-free 800 number in the USA,

the chances are you will talk to an Indian sitting somewhere in

Punjab or Ludhiana, who is glibly affecting a Kansas or Maine

accent.

Such industries outsource their consumption needs, which here

include a shortlist of the cinema they want, and Banker gives it to

them. The booklet selects for detailed mention fifty key titles from

the history of Indian cinema. It cursorily mentions two silents

(Phalke’s Raja Harishchandra, 1913 and Suchet Singh’s Shakuntala,

1920) and Irani’s first sound film Alam Ara (1931) before the ‘real’

history of Bollywood’s Indian cinema begins: Hunterwali and

Devdas (both 1935), the best known Bombay Talkies productions,

Achhut Kanya (1936), and eventually Kismet (1943), seen as ‘Bolly-

wood . . . showing a fiercely independent India how to have a great

time’.

A large number of the titles mentioned, including the Nadias,

the Bombay Talkies and New Theatres productions – perennial fav-

ourites of the nostalgia channels – in all probability first found their

place in the Bollywood pantheon via Channel-4’s British multi-

cultural programming of the 1980s. This channel, under Farrukh

Dhondy’s charge as commissioning editor, alongside incubating such

influential Bollywood landmarks as Mira Nair’s Salaam Bombay

(1988) and Shekhar Kapur’s Bandit Queen (1994), showcased film

packages that may have collectively provided influential defini-

tions of just what constituted Bollywood cinema.12 Nasreen Munni

Kabir’s Bollywood: The Indian Cinema Story (2001), published by

Channel-4, is framed within the channel’s policy of screening films

and commissioning shorts which include Kabir’s own remarkable

12 This history begins with the
arrival of Sue Woodford as
Commissioning Editor for Multi-
cultural Programmes of Channel-
4, at a time when the channel was
virtually the only resource for
independent film and cultural
programming in Britain, followed
in particular by the long and
controversial reign of novelist
and cultural activist Farrukh
Dhondy in that post. Along with
supporting some independent
cinema, Channel-4’s regular
schedules of Indian ‘seasons’
covering both nostalgia and the
‘latest’ blockbusters were a major
context for the influential British
definition of ‘Bollywood’. Bolly-
wood: The Indian Cinema Story,
commissioned by Channel-4, goes
alongside the seasons Kabir
has personally programmed and
the documentaries she has made,
and therefore offers a central
context for the emergence of the
term, although the book does not
make any special effort to repro-
duce that context.
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documentaries Movie Mahal (1987–89, two series, each of twenty-

eight episodes), Follow that Star (1989, 52’ film on Amitabh Bach-

chan), How to Make It Big in Bollywood (1999, twelve shorts of 5’

each) and How to Make a Bollywood Movie (2000, series of fifteen

episodes on the film industry). Both the films and the book recreate,

along with a history of the industry, a history of Bollywood cine-

philia: a series of ‘must-know’ insider facts about film production

and narrative practices. The often quixotic nature of the narrative

spectacle, with its diverse resources (‘hero is equally acceptable . . .

whether dancing the bhangra at a wedding, singing a qawwali in a

contest to win the heroine’s heart, or mirroring Michael Jackson’s

dancing style with Sydney Harbour Bridge as backdrop’) seemingly

betrayed by an excessively traditional story resolution, has to do

with the difficulties of simultaneously addressing, as 1990s director

Karan Johar is quoted as saying in the book, ‘the Indian yuppie in

New York and the man in rural Bihar’.

The proliferation of cinephiliac detail, most visibly in evidence

in the rise of a discriminating and vocal audience capable of making

up its mind about a film with astonishing speed, is thence mapped

on to the narrative destinies of the post-war Indian state, especially

its epiphanic ‘Nehruite’ moment. Like Banker, Kabir quickly passes

over the silents and even the early studios with the broad statement

that these films were mythologicals and devotionals privileging ‘the

fight between good and evil, the importance of sacrifice in the name

of truth’, before getting to her originary moment:

The 1950s was a golden time for Hindi cinema. Filmmakers created

authored and individual works while sticking strictly within the set

conventions of the films. The example of Mahatma Gandhi and

Prime Minister Nehru’s vision of the newly independent nation was

also highly influential throughout the decade, and many excellent

Urdu poets and writers worked with filmmakers in the hope of creat-

ing a cinema that would be socially meaningful.

‘It is no surprise’, she concludes, ‘that the 1950s is regarded today as

the finest period in Hindi cinema, and has profoundly influenced

generations of Indian filmmakers in a way that no other decade has

done since’ (her book is dedicated to Guru Dutt). As the trajectory

requires, she ends with a globalized diaspora, a ‘dedicated following

of people of Indian origin who understand Hindi’, rendering it

unnecessary for distributors to sub-title films ‘to attract a wider, or

“whiter” audience’.13

13 The lack of sub-titles in Hindi
films in international commercial
releases is often befuddling. It is
not a major financial cost, and
conventionally its absence would
be seen as a serious deterrent to
wider audiences. On the one
hand, therefore, the continued
absence of sub-titles in main-
stream foreign releases must be
seen as a cultural statement of
some kind, a resistance on the
part of non-resident Indian
audiences to share, as it were,
their films with others. On the
other hand, Kabir’s contention
that sub-titling is unnecessary
may not always have been true.
In Trinidad, as Niranjana (2006:
169–89) shows, the announcement
‘Full English Subtitles’ for Hindi
film advertisements was an
important presence for few
‘Indians’ followed Hindi, and the
impact was primarily felt in the
adaptation of the songs rather
than in any understanding of the
story. In any case, with Bollywood
opening up to larger audiences,
this symptomatic absence of sub-
titles may be a dying practice.

Nasreen Munni Kabir speaks to
Dilip Kumar in Movie Mahal

(1987). This series for Channel-
4 was arguably the first
elaborate conceptualization of a
golden era for the Hindi cinema.
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Bollywood nostalgia, often reduced to a small number of

‘classics’, together with the more contemporary ‘NRI’ films and other

productions, has been the dominant paradigm for television pro-

gramming from the 1990s, including, significantly, Kabir’s own work

at Channel-4. This roll of honour usually privileges a period effectively

launched with the 1943 hit Kismet (Gyan Mukherjee) and sustained

by the big, endlessly recycled post-war melodramas: the productions

of Raj Kapoor, Guru Dutt, Mehboob and Bimal Roy.14 It then conti-

nues into the 1970s (Bachchan) and mentions a few 1990s stars

(notably Shah Rukh Khan) before arriving at several late-1990s

productions, especially Yash Chopra’s work, seen as the moment

when globalization announced itself and cinema finally receded as

it handed over the baton of production to Bollywood itself.

So, in 2003, substantiating Kabir’s roll-call of the ‘greatest’, a

directors’ poll conducted by an Indian newsmagazine (‘The Bolly-

wood Special’, Outlook) to name the ten best Bollywood films ever

made, clearly disqualified non-Hindi productions as well as pre-

independence cinema (notwithstanding Mrinal Sen’s presence in the

jury). The poll named Mehboob’s Mother India (1957); Mughal-e-

Azam (K. Asif, 1960); Guru Dutt’s trio, Pyaasa (1957), Kaagaz ke

Phool (1959) and Sahib Bibi aur Ghulam (1962); Raj Kapoor’s

Awara (1951); Bimal Roy’s Do Bigha Zameen (1953); the iconic

Bachchan productions, Deewar (Yash Chopra, 1975) and Sholay

(Ramesh Sippy, 1975); and the Oscar contender Lagaan (Ashutosh

Gowarikar, 2000). Pather Panchali’s absence from the list was a

seminal act of revising nationalist history.

The chaotic years 1945–51 when Bollywood, by most accounts

(Kabir 1999, for example), retrospectively declared its birth, was

a controversial period in Hindi film history. Film production in

India, primarily in Bombay, suddenly more than doubled (from 99

films in 1945 to 221 in 1951). More important, it changed drastically,

with the overnight closure of the old studios and the rise to power

of the independent producer–entrepreneur backed by the film finan-

cier.15 This period, in the aftermath of the partition of India and the

migration of Lahore’s film industry to Bombay, saw the birth of a

distinctive film idiom alongside the rise of new production practices

and new studios that invented the Hindi cinema as we know it

today. There is considerable ironic significance to noting that at the

very time the government was expressing concern over the rapidly

declining standards of aesthetics and industrial efficiency, in this

‘low’ period, films were being made  that would later be consecrated

14 A selection of ‘classic’ publicity
material from these very film-
makers was marketed in the
‘Celebrate Indian Cinema’ post-
card collections by Kabir’s
Hyphen Films production
company in 2002.

15 The rise of the post-war
economy of debt finance into a
consolidated exhibition sector and
its contribution to Bombay’s
Hindi cinema industry has been a
matter of debate. Explorations of
the field have excavated a broad
historical trajectory along the
following lines. At a first stage,
capital diversified from the real-
estate economy and associated
mainly with the box office
(recently evidenced in the leading
1990s Hindi financier Bharat
Shah’s style of benami investment)
sought constantly to diversify
that investment into newer
avenues, including tertiary
spinoffs (such as leveraging of
star commodities, music rights,
satellite rights and so on) capable
of independent returns on invest-
ment and thus delinked from the
film commodity itself. The diver-
sification impetus was at least in
part encouraged by the independ-
ent Indian state’s efforts to inter-
vene by introducing production
subsidies while squeezing exhibitor
capital through immensely high
entertainment taxes. At a second
stage, the squeeze on income
generated through the box office,
an outlet primarily associated
with the end-retailer, led to a
constant discovery of new forms
of investment, and, in the end, of
new systems of spreading box-
office risk and new distribution
outlets that gradually replaced
those associated with box office-
type exhibition. On exceptional
occasions (even perhaps uniquely,
in the instance of Yash Raj Films),
this led to financier–investors
‘vertically integrating’ themselves
into production proper (see
Rajadhyaksha 2006).
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as all-time classics, the very essence of the Indian cinema’s ‘golden

age’. Of the two years 1946–47 documented by the S.K. Patil Film

Enquiry Committee Report as constituting the height of the post-

war financial boom following the lifting of wartime controls and

the ‘low point of cinema aesthetics’,16 1946 stands out as the one

that saw the screen debuts of the brothers Dev and Chetan Anand

(P.L. Santoshi’s Hum Ek Hain, Dev Anand’s first film, and Chetan

Anand’s Neecha Nagar), in addition to films like Kardar’s inde-

pendently produced, big-budget, K.L. Saigal costume epic Shahjehan.

The year 1947 saw Raj Kapoor entering the cinema with Kidar

Sharma’s classic Neelkamal, in addition to several notable Filmistan

productions such as Santoshi’s C. Ramchandra collaboration Shehnai

with the perennial hit song ‘Sunday ke Sunday’.

Over the years and alongside the economic battles seeking to

discipline the Bombay film industry, there was also an attempt by

the state to intervene in the domain of film historiography, by

allowing ‘official’ history to accommodate the 1950s Hindi cinema

and thus a founding contradiction that this cinema threw up: an

unresolved dispute over what it was doing, as against what the state

thought it was doing (resolved, it seems, only in the 2000s, with the

onset of globalization). The efforts made by the state to urge the

film industry to recognize, so to say, its own historic function17 were

accompanied by an effort to attribute justifiable historic purpose to

Hindi cinema – and to thereby investigate the relevant and applicable

historiographic devices by which the phenomenon could ‘best’ be

comprehended as producing popular culture undertaken at the behest

of the state, a specifically and even consciously nationalist act.

In an early instance of such an argument, Chidananda Das Gupta,

India’s leading theorist of precisely the kind of cinema that was

launched in the wake of the 1950s Patil Report with the direct

involvement of state agencies, used the term ‘All India Film’ to

propose that India had evolved both an idiom and an industry that

appropriated useful aspects from indigenous popular film and

theatre genres, as well as, when necessary, from Hollywood. It did

so in order to subordinate its legacies to an all-encompassing enter-

tainment formula designed to overcome regional and linguistic

boundaries, and thereby provided a species of ‘cultural leadership

[that reinforced] some of the unifying tendencies in our social and

economic changes’, and ‘an inferior alternative [to a leadership that]

has not emerged because of the hiatus between the intelligentsia, to

which the leaders belong, and the masses’ (Das Gupta 1968: 5). The

The best and worst years of Hindi

cinema. Dev Anand makes his
film debut in Hum Ek Hain

(P.L. Santoshi, 1946), a year
before Raj Kapoor, in what the
1951 Patil report considered a
‘low point of cinema aesthetics’.

16 The Patil Report (1951: 13–16)
says: ‘when controls were lifted
by 1946 there was a sudden spurt
of activity both in production and
exhibition. Theatre equipment
imported in the two years 1946–
47 and 1947–48 amounted in
value to a crore of rupees . . .
within three months of decontrol,
over 100 new producers entered
the field, attracted by the pros-
pects held out by the industry,
and new films released numbered
over 200 in 1946 and 283 in
1947. . . . The position would be
satisfactory if the apparent
prosperity were evenly distributed
or equitably shared, but unfortu-
nately probably no other industry
would present such a picture of
maladjustment in its component
parts as the film industry . . .
new entrepreneurs . . . are pre-
pared to gamble for high stakes,
often at the cost of both the taste
of the public and the prosperity of
the industry’ (Patil 1951: 13–16).

17 Consider the following state-
ment: ‘The Indian film producers
should realize that there is a
growing demand in the world to
understand the culture and heri-
tage of diverse countries and that
language is ceasing to be an in-
surmountable barrier. What is
required is that a motion picture,
instead of being a cheap imitation
of the west, should be true to the
genius and culture of India so as
to catch human interest by its
authenticity. . . . The Indian
producers should distinguish their
products by a dignified treatment
of themes and a sensitive and
refined approach. Indian pictures
would then not only be able to
bring in valuable foreign exchange
but also earn goodwill’ (1963:
‘Estimates Committee 1962–63: 53).
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contention, designed to bring the film industry within the ambit of

state policy, was that the All India Film was performing, by default,

an integrating nationalist function, similar to the more consciously

stated aim of All India Radio (unmistakably referenced in Das

Gupta’s term) and, more recently, Doordarshan.18 The industry’s eco-

nomic inability to be financially self-sustaining therefore came to

be counterbalanced by its evident ability to foster a unifying

contemporary ‘indigenous’ culture.

The controversial claim, crucial to Bollywood, of the mainstream

cinema as a repository of national–cultural values, surely has its

origin in those times. The claim does not by itself explain how the

cinema industry pulled together something simulating the conditions

of a national market or a national audience even before national

independence, and without any ostensible state support. It does,

however, draw attention to a generic claim the industry has often

made, of having devised a narrative mode – which has since been

extensively analysed as nationalist melodrama (Chakravarty 1993;

Prasad 1998) – in ways that precede, anticipate and eventually out-

live institutionalized state functioning in this field.

Alongside the exigencies of television (and related) programming

that clearly inform such reconstructions, can we therefore recognize

an alternative political premise to Bollywood’s influential rearrange-

ment of the history of cinema in its effort to reorder its past? We see

that while Bollywood does take seriously, and indeed draws from,

the ‘official’ history of cinema mapped on to Indian secular national-

ism (Kabir’s perception of the 1950s, for example, or Bollywood’s

obvious commitment to national patriotism even at the cost of some

foreign markets19), it nevertheless has a perception of itself as a produ-

cer of cultural commodities of which film is only one, and therefore

the role that film plays is a key sub-set in its overall self-definition.

18 There is a great deal of litera-
ture on the early history of All
India Radio’s mandate of produ-
cing a ‘national’ culture in the
mould of BBC – associated with
India’s first Information and
Broadcasting Minister,
B.V. Keskar – including some
celebrated acts of banning: of the
harmonium, of film music on the
radio (which effectively provided
a strange marketing opportunity
to Radio Ceylon), etc. (see Lelyveld
1996). On Doordarshan’s policies
as national culture, see the
P.C. Joshi Report (1985:
‘An Indian Personality for
Television’).

19 The continued Pakistani dis-
quiet at the popularity of anti-
Pakistani jingoism in Hindi
cinema (J.P. Datta’s Border, 1997
and LOC Kargil, 2003, for
example) can take strange forms.
In the context of Pakistan-bashing
films like Lakshya (Farhan
Akhtar, 2004) and Ab Tumhare
Hawale Watan Saathiyon (Anil
Sharma, 2004), it was strongly
rumoured that Pakistan’s
President Parvez Musharraf
telephoned Aishwarya Rai, urging
her to not act in such movies.
(The episode is related in ‘Pak
Bashing in Bollywood’, 22 March
2004; http://movies. indiainfo.
com/features/gadar_0322. html,
accessed 9 October 2007.)
This issue evidently contributes to
the official ban on Indian films in
Pakistan, and in part explains the
marketing context of Yash
Chopra’s pro-peace Veer Zaara
(2004). See the bizarre attack on
Muslim stars in Hindi films, in
the Youtube clip, The Truth about
Bollywood  (http://www. youtube.
com/watch?v=MYB7r0ySRqc,
accessed 9 October 2007).
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THE CINEMA-EFFECT 1

Cultural Rights versus the Production of Authenticity3

The cinema theatre in Chunduru has two classes of tickets, the floor

class and the chair class. Both are paid for, but caste culture insists

that the dalit purchases the floor-class ticket and the upper-caste

viewer, the chair class. On 4 July 1991, Govatota Ravi, a dalit

graduate, decided to purchase a ticket in the chair class, departing

from and challenging the tradition of untouchability. The offence

committed by Ravi, as related after the carnage, is that he crossed

Film audiences. Screening of Anand Patwardhan’s Prisoners of Conscience (1978) for relocated slum evictees at Cheetah Camp,
Bombay. ‘We find that, in addition to “hailing”, there is much haggling in cinematic spectatorship.’ (Hamid Naficy 1996: 9)
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1 On the Karamchedu and
Chunduru riots, also see Reddy
(1991); ‘AP Notorious for Attacks
on SCs’ (1991); Andhra Pradesh
Civil Liberties Committee (1991);
and Balagopal (2001).

his legs, which then touched an upper-caste viewer seated in the

chair in front. Upper-caste (in this case Reddy) arrogance could not

countenance the blow to its privilege and upper-caste viewers attempt-

ed to beat Ravi up, who retaliated with the help of his friends.

That night, Ravi’s father, Govatota Bhaskara Rao, a dalit school

headmaster in the neighbouring village of Munnangivaripalem, and

his wife who worked in Chunduru, fearing for their son’s life, sent

him to Nellore. Reprisal was swift, and Bhaskara Rao was dragged

out from school the next day. The upper-caste men demanded that

the family leave the village. The dalitwada, however, unitedly suppor-

ted Ravi’s family. – The episode that triggered the massacre of dalits

in Chunduru by upper-caste Hindus,1 in Samata Sanghatana (1991)

There are multiple effects of [the cinema]. A caste-, class- and gender-

segregated reality of life, evident in the politics of the floor and

chair class in the Chunduru cinema hall, contradicts the egalitarian-

ism and the social mobility fantasized in the film narrative and

imagery. One effect, of course, is the additive effect of the cinema’s

influence on the attempt to redefine boundaries – as evident in Ravi’s

action of purchasing a chair-class ticket. There are more along the

gender dimension – the firm establishment of upper-caste norms of

beauty and sexual attractiveness, the strengthening of a desire,

already extant among both the urban and rural dalit men, for mar-

riage into ‘higher’ castes, a conception of courtship as primarily

‘eve-teasing’, retaliation against (and displacement of) the different

and wearying forms of caste injustice through harassment and

extreme violence against women, and lastly (but obviously without

exhausting all the possibilities) the tensioned imbrication of the cine-

matized codes of masculinity and the socially embedded codes of

caste. – Samata Sanghatana (1991)

Says Ft. Lauderdale housewife Sameera Biswas, ‘We go to the movies

to keep our culture alive.’ – ‘Bollywood Goes International’ (2000)

I found night clubs in Bombay are more influenced by Hollywood

than Bollywood. I was shocked to find many Indian girls dancing to

heavy metal and hard rock. This is pretty aggressive by Indian stan-

dards. I haven’t seen any girl of Indian origin doing that sort of

dance in Sydney. . . . Kids in Bombay go to night clubs to become

Western. Here (i.e. in Sydney) we go to assert our Eastern identity.

The basic difference lies there. – Fiji Indian enthusiast of Indipop (in

Manas Ray 2000: 174)
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[In the realist aesthetic] the spectator has the opportunity, the right,

to repeat the production process – the processing of raw material to

generate meaning – that has already been accomplished by the produ-

cer/artist. Even if all the spectators arrive at the same meaning, they

must be assumed to have done so individually, through their own

labour of interpretation. (Recent film theory thus makes a virtue out

of a necessity when it claims as its own discovery the fact that spectat-

ors are active producers of meaning rather than passive recipients of

it. This productive labour of the spectator is assumed by the realist

text and does not constitute either a sign or a guarantee of resistance.)

– Madhava Prasad (1998: 21)

A well-known aspect of post-World War II decolonization amidst

the founding of new nation-states in much of the Southern world is

the instituting of the individual as a rights-bearing citizen. As the

new nation-states were expected to replace what were considered

primarily communitarian structures, the new citizen was to be the

standard-bearer of an unambiguous, universally applicable principle:

that rights can only be held by individuals and that only individuals

can be citizens of a modern state – a principle globally incarnated

by the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights of the United

Nations, and thereafter reproduced in various founding documents

of post-war nation-states.2

Among the major locales that first defined the properties of this

citizen – ‘bourgeois in its social origin’ – was inevitably the direct

antecedent of the twentieth-century film exhibition sector: Haber-

mas’ (1991: 43) ‘great public’ that ‘formed in the theatres, museums

and concerts’ of Europe. As their logical successor in the public sphere,

the specifically cinematic construction of the new rights-bearing

individual as a filmgoing citizen has been occasionally discussed in

film theory. For the most part, both in Europe and in the USA, the

extension of ‘spectatorship’ theory into a rights discourse, to the

extent it exists, has typically located the right to the cinema as a

right of access deriving from, for example, the UNESCO-sponsored

‘New Information Order’ that lays down many of the post-war

characteristics of an ‘open’ democracy.3

Less discussed in all this has been the role of the cinema in

narratively assembling this filmgoing citizen: a newly defined, hyper-

visible entity approximating to the rights-bearing individual. While

2 In India, this is stated in
Articles 14 to 35 of the Consti-
tution, which list fundamental
citizenship rights.

3 The difficulties of addressing the
‘audience’ question in the cinema
outside such paradigms of
communication theory are not
new. Roger Manvell’s famous
A Seat at the Cinema (1951)
recognized that specific problems
are posed to the filmic text
by a ‘theatrical audience’ (as
against any other filmgoing
audience, say, in a film society).
While this issue has become
virtually the property of commu-
nication theory – for example,
UNESCO’s well known Many
Voices, One World, better known
as the MacBride Commission
report, while strongly bringing in
human rights as a component of
communication practices, is also
significant for deflecting their
applicability to the cinema
primarily into a question of
access and, even more, of access
to information (MacBride 1980) –
film studies as such has had little
to say to it.

The ‘Citizen–Spectator’: ‘Rights-like’ Competencies
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film theory has commonly noted the fictive nature of this space –

the ‘I’ of the film-goer, the ‘“I” who am at the cinema. I am present

at the screening of a film. I am present . . . I help it to be born, I help

it to live, since only in me will it live, and since it is made for that

purpose’ (Metz 1982: 93) – most film theorists take for granted

that a thriving cinema culture presumes, indeed becomes evidence

to show, the presence of such an ‘I’ as a fullfledged, individuated

viewing subject and, consequently, the existence of a functional ‘nar-

rative’ democracy. Not easily accounted for is the cinema’s fabrication

of an accumulated ‘individual’ – a condition of spectatorship that

Jean-Louis Comolli (1980: 124) famously described as viewers’

‘desire’ to believe in the ‘reality effects’ of cinema while not being

deluded in the least by the fiction machine, which makes them not

just passive and alienated receivers but ‘players, accomplices, masters

of the game’. Even for Comolli, however, this ‘game’ – the more the

spectator ‘knew’ about the cinema’s ‘fictional deceit’, the more diffi-

cult, but also more pleasurable, it became to disavow that knowledge

– was still played by the standard laws of what he called ‘analogical

representation of the world’.

Few of the elaborate disciplines of film studies for examining

spectatorship have acknowledged the nature of the spectatorial rights

the filmgoer requires to possess to enter the movie theatre and take

his/her seat, or the responsibilities placed upon cinematic systems to

produce these rights as part of their apparatus for narrativized mean-

ing production, also known as storytelling. As such, the historical

importance of the cinematic production of the ‘viewing individual’,

and the intense visibility that this site received in the post-war cinemas

of numerous former colonies in Africa, Latin America and parts of

South/Southeast Asia as a crucial component of citizenship rights,

has remained a film-theoretical tidbit hardly recognized for its true

significance. Indeed spectatorship theory has inadequately explored

how the spectatorial space produced by the cinema was perceived in

practically every instance of mid-twentieth-century nationalist

decolonization as a national necessity, contextualized by colonial

dependency and the perceived role of film in pan-national develop-

ment.4 The founding of local production infrastructures revealed

not only an economic programme of self-reliance but an additional

political recognition of the cinema’s role in producing the new ‘mem-

ber of the public’, and the further role of spectatorship as a process

of initiating the filmgoing citizen into the larger protocols of organi-

zing public action in new national spaces.

4 Speaking of the African example,
John Akomfrah traces a ‘definite
move towards trying to construct
something that one might call an
African national aesthetic [as]
something that needed to be
constructed on the back of recent
political developments. . . . For
that generation, there was some-
thing called an African cinema,
but it was something that you had
to work towards [as] something
that was allied to the independence
movement, something that took its
cue from the renewed interest in
national cultures . . . the post-
colonial moment/movement
absolutely announced the cultural
moment/movement, and film-
making was a part of that’ (in
Vitali and Willemen 2006: 274–
76). A similar desire for cinematic
independence is articulated by
filmmaker Nick Deocampo into
the Super 8 movement in the
Philippines associated with the
Mowelfund Film Institute, and
the films of Deocampo himself,
Raymond Red and others (see
Deocampo and Yuson 1985).
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In Africa, to take a prominent instance, the Fédération pan-

africaine des cinéastes (FEPACI) was established in Algiers in 1969

‘to use film as a tool for the liberation of the colonized countries

and as a step towards the total unity of Africa’. Alongside its support

to pan-Africanism through the well-known Festival Panafricain du

Cinéma de Ouagadougou, FEPACI also constituted itself as a part

of the Organization of African Unity and was therefore an informed

signatory to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights,

better known as the Banjul Protocol, adopted in 1981. This Charter

contains an explicit commitment to the individuated conception of

rights-bearing citizens, echoing the UN Universal Declaration that

‘fundamental human rights stem from the attributes of human beings

which justify their national and international protection’, given that

‘human beings are inviolable’, and, furthermore, that ‘the family

shall be the natural unit and basis of society. It shall be protected by

the State which shall take care of its physical health and moral.’

Despite its more militant tone, a similar discourse of rights defin-

ed the pan-Latin American film infrastructure in the period that

began with the Viña del Mar declaration of 1968 and culminated

with the Fundaçion del Nuevo Ciné Latinoamericano (FNCI, or

New Latin American Film Foundation) in 1985 and the Escuela

Internaçional de Ciné y TV (The International School of Cinema

and TV) in 1986.5 As Ana Lopez (1997: 139–42) shows, the New

Latin American cinema was ‘not just a filmmaking movement: it

[was] a social practice intimately related to other movements strug-

gling for the socio-cultural, political and economic autonomy of

Latin America’, and a component presence of the movement was an

activator of a different kind of nationhood or spectator position of

nationality. . . . The goal has been to develop through the cinema

(and other cultural practices) a different kind of national and hemi-

spheric consciousness by systematically attempting to transform the

function of the national cinema in society and the place of the spect-

ator in the national cinema.

The properties of this ‘film citizen’ became the object of Fernando

Birri’s inquiry in his Cinema and Underdevelopment manifesto,

‘For What Audience Do You Yourself Make Films?’, to which he

answered that ‘we can no longer put off the question’, and listed his

own proto-citizenry exhaustively and in some detail.6 Taking the

argument in a different direction is Tomas Gutierrez Alea’s contri-

bution to spectatorship theory, ‘The Viewer’s Dialectic’, where he

5 So the Cinema Campesino Film
Institute in the Honduras
explicitly claims to work in
continuation with Viña del Mar:
‘Our embrace of this ideological
commitment, as ratified in Merida
in 1968, can be summarized into
the following three basic princi-
ples: 1. To foster a national
culture while challenging cultural
colonialism; 2. To assume a
continental perspective (for such
national culture) toward the
common problems and aspirations
of the Latin American peoples;
3. To deal critically with the
individual and social conflicts of
the Latin American peoples as a
means of raising the conscious-
ness of the popular masses’
(http://www. cinemacampesino.
org, accessed 1 September 2003).

6 He will make his films, Birri
says, for a ‘working class and
peasant audience’ from the
industrial belts of the cities, the
‘urban and suburban proletariat
in areas of newer industrializa-
tion’, and ‘peasants, small
farmers and herdsmen on both
small immigrant farms and large
estates belonging to the oligar-
chy’, and, finally, also for the
‘petty bourgeoisie and the
bourgeoisie proper (or national
bourgeoisie)’ (quoted in Martin
1997: 92).
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speaks ‘not only of all knowledge but the entire complex of interests

and values’ that are ‘shaped and developed, both socio-historically

and individually, through a process which has as its point of departure

the moment of contemplation (sensory consciousness) and culmina-

tion in the moment of rational or theoretical consciousness’. ‘We

can say therefore’, Alea concludes, that the ‘condition of being spect-

ator, at a moment in the process of the subject’s appropriating or

interiorizing – a reality which includes, of course, the cultural sphere

as a product of specific human activity – is fundamental’ (quoted in

Martin 1997: 125–26).

Such concepts radically repositioned the relationship of citizen

to state and, perhaps in consequence, of consumer to market: a pro-

cess of cultural commodification that clearly possessed political

significance.7 The role of the cinema in defining people’s ability to

make choices, to strive for, to claim and to signify, was especially

crucial in India, given, as Tanika Sarkar (2001) shows, that a ‘theory

of citizenship’ which incarnated the ‘individual citizen’ after inde-

pendence often fell seriously short when it was ‘called upon to account

for activities and ideas of people who are eventually to emerge as

bearers of rights’. It was therefore unable to take into account the

process by which these new individuals learned to do things, to

belong, to act, to represent themselves in ‘their fitful progress towards

what . . . may be summed up as “rights-like” competencies’.

While recent film theory in India has itself rarely taken this route,8

there is a larger theoretical tradition that has made the problem of

‘rights-like competencies’ central to the transactions that took place

between newly emergent nation-states and the numerous represent-

ations made to them on grounds that one could loosely call cultural

(including, at different times and in different contexts, questions of

caste representation, of the peasantry and gender, to say nothing

about the debates around history and the past). The landmark

Indian work on such transactions over culture, Partha Chatterjee’s

The Nation and Its Fragments (1994), outlines the extent to which

the Indian state, in maintaining the alliance of interests that helped

it win independence, could limit, neutralize, attack and compromise

the dominant groupings that were now to be brought round to a

‘position of subsidiary allies within a reformed state structure’. Within

7 While the state infrastructure
that arose from such a movement
– where, says Akomfrah (in Vitali
and Willemen 2006: 274–76), ‘a
pan-African project began to
mean the creation of national
industries: film companies and
TV stations (and filmmakers) that
serviced the state’ – was more
successfully put together in
francophone Africa through
French governmental support, the
remarkable example of Nigerian
video suggests that even the
market can be used for a very
similar function. As Nigerian
filmmaker Oma Balogun (1998)
says, in the English-speaking
countries of Africa, ‘film produc-
tion generally lagged behind in
the absence of meaningful cultural
policies designed to support
indigenous film-makers. Non-
subsidized film production was
possible for a time in the 1970s
and 1980s because the economy
was buoyant enough to recoup the
high costs of using rented equip-
ment from overseas and paying
for processing and printing in
European laboratories. In the late
1980s, the local economy virtual-
ly collapsed.’ The Nigerian video
boom thus found itself providing
an autonomous movement in
Nigeria and Ghana, which
Balogun sees as a truer response
to the African dream: ‘Because
this production is entirely market-
driven, the films are closer to the
tastes of African audiences than
the vast majority of foreign-
assisted films made in franco-
phone African countries.’

8Arguably the first major instance
in Indian film studies to attempt
such a project is M.S.S. Pandian’s
biography of M.G. Ramachandran,
and his saga of a ‘success story
. . . which is at once the failure
of a people’ (Pandian 1992: 144).

The Work of ‘Culture’
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the broad context of a passive revolution that, as Chatterjee has

elsewhere suggested (1986: 50), was the general form of transition

from colonial to post-colonial states in the twentieth century, there

is, on the one hand, the unquestioned, hugely celebrated, thematic

reification of the nation located in the body of the state – in the

‘body politic’. On the other hand, this very process means that the

state’s representations of the ‘national–popular’ have to be ‘shared

with other governing groups and its transformative role restricted

to reformist and “molecular” changes’ (Chatterjee 1994: 212–13).

Chatterjee and several other writers have sought to locate the

paradigm of alliance and subjugation (or minoritization) – a pro-

gramme at once grand and minute, by which the state maintains its

authority and legitimacy, and at the same time negotiates politically

– within a larger set of post-war formulations on multiculturalism:

a large word of hazy Canadian origin but tangibly reduced to the

simple pragmatics of how a modern state deals with its minorities

through a kind of administrative acculturation. Such an act defines

a new and unprecedented role for culture, probably the only way

the modern liberal state has been able to understand the term.9

The role of culture at the service of national sovereignty, which

apparently exists at the service of the citizen, provides a prior concept

of a ‘national’ culture associated as much with producing the sym-

bolic attributes of national identity, as with the more abstracted

perception of ‘common heritage’10 that embodied the culture post-

war states appropriated in the name of and on behalf of its newly

formed citizens.11 Following World War II, there is evidence to show

that the minorities, who had been incompletely assimilated by

national citizenship along the lines of a communitarian cultural

grouping, came under the new guiding principle of individuated

citizenship defined along unambiguously cultural frames. Such

culture in its ethnic guise therefore became, by a complicated process,

the sole exception to the rule restricting citizenship rights to

‘individuals’.12 The question, what sort of culture or what kind of

cultural practices?, adequately defines what one text on multicultural

citizenship calls ‘societal culture’: culture that ‘provides its members

with meaningful ways of life across the full range of human activities,

including the social, educational, religious, recreational, and econo-

mic life, encompassing both public and private spaces’ (Kymlicka

1985: 76).

What definition of culture might be most suited for the legal

representation of cultural difference, or for defining groups and

9 Supreme Court judge and consti-
tutional expert M. Hidayatullah
says: ‘Differences on grounds of
language or religion are under-
standable but it is difficult to
define the word culture. A valuable
study cited 164 definitions of cul-
ture . . . Since culture means so
many things and there is so much
cultural variety in India, it is diffi-
cult to determine culturally who is
in minority and who is in majority.
Language and religion or a com-
bination of both, therefore appear
to provide a more stable basis for
determination of the question’
(Hidayatullah 1984: 560–61).

10 Or what the United Nations (cf.
Protection of the World Cultural
and Natural Heritage Convention
1972) later named as the cultural
legacy of the nation – both
tangible (heritage monuments)
and intangible (forms, traditions
and cultural practices).

11 The new role of state institu-
tions, most directly in evidence in
Articles 29 and 30 of the Indian
Constitution, is also to define and
train citizens as legitimately en-
abled by such culture. These Arti-
cles are often mentioned as
incarnating India’s cultural and
educational rights (for example,
29–1 speaks of the right of citi-
zens to ‘conserve [any] distinct
language, script or culture’). The
debate on the Kerala Education
Bill (AIR 1958 SC 956), reiterated
by several Supreme Court
judgements, says: ‘The distinct
language, script or culture of a
minority community can best be
conserved by and through
educational institutions, for it is
by education that their culture
can be inculcated into the
impressionable minds of the
children of their community.’

12 Among the many cultural rights
recofnized by states, covered by
the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, are those that ‘provide
popular participation in cultural
promotion of cultural identity as
a factor of mutual appreciation
among individuals, groups,
nations or regions; promotion of
awareness and enjoyment of the
cultural heritage of national
ethnic groups and minorities and
of indigenous peoples; role of the
mass media and communications
media in promoting participation
in cultural life; preservation and
presentation of mankind’s
cultural heritage; legislation ▼
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collectivities claiming ‘cultural’ privileges? Such questions remain in

many ways central to the entire process by which states negotiate

with their minorities. Whatever be the actual or imagined ancientness,

or heritage claims, of the specific practices invoked by ‘societal cul-

tures’, this definition of the word culture has to be seen as a profound-

ly modern one, because the uses to which it is put, the claims made

on its behalf and the new responsibilities its definitions have to

adequately bear – of carrying citizenship rights, of making culturally

ensconced minorities ‘visible’ to the state – are, precisely, modern.

As such, notwithstanding the often unpredictable consequences of

cultural rights upon modern governmental systems (which have

caused them to be lampooned for bizarre political correctness; see

Ravitch 2003), they play a key role in the very survival of modern

minorities. In the instance of India’s domestic ethnic (linguistic/

regional and religious) groupings, as with the Indian diaspora and

even, it appears, non-Indian audiences (as Brian Larkin shows with

Hausa youth in Nigeria,13 as well as, presumably, Rajnikant’s Japanese

fans), there are testimonies to assert that the cinema has had a presence

in narrativizing such cultural productions. Indeed it has been sub-

jected to a great deal of pressure to conform to, and enable, the

production of ‘identitarian’ cultural practices.

Here, the Bollywood film (but also the Pakistani media) is deployed

as a ‘helping hand’ for first generation migrants to communicate

that ‘culture’ is a given, something that one has to appreciate like

family photographs. This invocation steps in when institutions, such

as schools, and networks, such as cultural and religious centres, in

the diasporic context are seen as failing to provide adequate socializa-

tion. Migration as such becomes a ‘danger zone’ in which essentialized

values and ideals are felt to be constantly challenged, destabilized

and thus weakened. The film media serves as a backdrop for negotia-

tions, dramatization and dichotomization of ‘we Muslims don’t do

that’ versus ‘they are doing it’. – Christiane Brosius (2005: 221)

The obvious assistance that the cinema has provided in defining the

content of postcolonial multiculturalism in places where people of

Indian origin form substantial minority populations (Ray 2000) –

particularly in the production of a ‘golden age’ of the Indian cinema

Cultural Rights: A Negotiated Reading Competence      protecting the freedom of
artistic creation and performance;
professional education in the field
of culture and art; any other
measures taken for the conser-
vation, development and diffusion
of culture’ (Symonides 1998).

13 Brian Larkin writes: ‘. . . in
West Africa, as in many other
parts of the world, Indian movies
have become popular without the
presence of an Indian audience.
There, the following for Indian
films has always been African.
These fans are watching movies
about a culture that is not their
own, based on a religion wholly
different from theirs and, for the
most part, in a language they
cannot understand. What then, do
African fans get from Indian
movies? It is true that most
Hausa fans cannot understand
Hindi, but then the average
cinema-goer cannot speak English
well either’ (Larkin 1997, in
http://www. samarmagazine.org/
archive/article. php?id=21,
accessed 9 October 2007).

▼
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through collective cultural memories and the nostalgia around which

the Indian diaspora, of whatever generation, grouped itself – forms

another critical antecedent to the Bollywood turn. One such move

on the terrain of identity chronicled the shift from identity-depend-

ent formations, where an individual’s very existence depended on

his/her ability to produce him/herself as a member of a community

(commonly of ethnic origins), towards the relatively new (and argu-

ably more specifically cinematic) successor category of the preference-

based group, a seemingly freer entity with more articulate citizenship

rights that apparently presented its members with a choice of belong-

ing to community structures.14 Within the capacity of the cinema to

produce a preference-based definition of spectatorial belonging might

lie a possible explanation for the circumstances of the spread and

proliferation of the Indian cinema. Here, too, we may argue, lies

the true importance of the distinction between earlier kinds of com-

munitarian formations generated by collective filmgoing and the

distinctive nostalgia-driven constructs of Bollywood. The notable

instance is post-war England where, from the 1940s, the movie

theatre, along with community centres and places of religious wor-

ship, was named as a critical locale for the assembly of minority

communities within the broad definitions of British state multicul-

turalism;15 work has now gradually begun on the political history

of Hindi film exhibition in South Africa (Hansen 2005) and Trinidad

too.

The role of the movie theatre in articulating a key institution of

14 Both concepts, ‘preference-
based’ and ‘identity-dependent’
majority–minority, are adapted
from Rajeev Bhargava’s work
(2004: 328), which separates
individuals who ‘define them-
selves and others not in terms of
preferences (i.e. the desires that
people choose to have), but rather
by their more or less permanent
attributes (such as colour, ethni-
city, religion and language),
widely believed to constitute the
very identity of individuals’.
India’s official position on its
diaspora appears to grade them
in some kind of an ascending
scale from identity-dependent to
preference-based. As Indian Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh’s
inaugural address at the Pravasi
Bharatiya Divas, 7 January 2005,
proposed, ‘People of Indian Origin
world-wide represent four waves
of migration in the past’ (http://
pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid
=6350, accessed 9 October 2007).

15 See the exhibition ‘Kabhi Ritz,
Kabhi Palladium: The Making of
Companionship in Post-War
Britain’ (Puwar and Powar 2004),
and the accompanying short film
at http:/www.darkmatter101.org/
site/2007/03/12/coventry-ritz-
cinema/ (accessed 9 October 2007).
In the catalogue of the exhibition,
the curators write: ‘The spontan-
eous energy that developed during
the screening of the films was
part of a wider set of informal
associations. A great deal of
innovation, social organization
and ingenuity was required in the
gathering of peoples that forged
new forms of association, that
were political as well as social.
Failing cinemas were brought and
turned into Indian cinemas. The
Ritz was bought by forty share-
holders, many of whom were
workers of the Indian Workers
Association, who pooled their
money together.’

Bollywood’s diasporic cultures:
poster for Chutney night at
d’Triangle, Aranguez, Trinidad,
1998
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the new public sphere is nevertheless only part of the story, perhaps

the most superficial. A second level might be explored at which

Bollywood-derived ‘golden age’ nostalgia – and related consump-

tion, tourism, fashion and music – repositioned audiences in ways

that divided an earlier generation of diasporic labour migrants,

including victims of slavery and indentured labour, from a descendant

category of post-World War II citizen–migrants claiming a right to

occupy and to carry their ‘culture’ with them.16 If, for a whole section

of migrant labour, the access to ‘home’ – or to home culture, which,

in the instance of Indian immigrants to Britain, South Africa, Fiji,

Mauritius, Southeast Asia, the Caribbean or, in more recent times,

the Middle East, was often directly equated with access to its cinema

– meant ways by which the community could regroup and relive

their memories, a different location for such regrouping was opened

up after the war in the form of cinematic spectatorship. For what

we have named ‘preference-based’ minority cultures – including new

migrants who went out of choice in the flow of global markets and

descendants of earlier migrants who now reappear as possessors of

the right to choose the grouping to which they wish to belong – the

cultures of individuation that the cinema (now more properly in its

Bollywoodized variant) also offered, and which also qualified them

for citizenship, continue to be, at the turn of the millennium, a

seminally important distinguishing mark.17

The often restrictive nature of such individuated national

citizenship, and the processes, both administrative and cultural, by

which people would ‘qualify’ for citizenship rights, lead to the rise

of a parallel nation: a larger entity that includes the state, but also,

importantly, competing forms that the state often cannot recognize

or at least cannot admit to exist. These are the nationalist cultures

of those, for example, who claim to be ‘Indian’ (or some version of

Indian), but who either cannot be or are only incompletely India’s

citizens. Having visited the movie theatre as a crucial institution of

this public sphere (including the public spectatorship generated

around a commonly referenced ‘golden age’ nostalgia), we shall now

note a still deeper, third level: where the cinema provides not only

the site for negotiation of rights of inclusion, but also the content

for a very contemporary definition of culture as underpinning rights,

rendering them tangible. This, then, is a dynamic site incorporating

into its narrative functionality the ability to work out how disparate

numbers of people form into groups, giving the groups cultural

coherence and rights of entry, and enabling them to negotiate with

16 The Trinidadian historian
Brinsley Samaroo speaks of the
ubiquitous ‘jahaji bundle’ that
was carried by indentured
labourers when they set out on
ships from Calcutta, from the late
nineteenth century onwards. Such
a bundle of fugitive personal
belongings would include things
like a little home food, some seeds
(the route of vegetation moving
from India to the Caribbean), a
religious book and small arte-
facts. (Interview given to the film
production unit of Jahaji Music:
India in the Caribbean, Surabhi
Sharma, 2007.) Also see Ray
(2007) for a Fijian history of
indenture, globalization and
Bollywood.

17 This might well still be the
case, in the way ‘voluntary’
migrants – both within India and
from India to the west – separate
themselves from, say, the products
of body-shopping by a demonstra-
tion of their ability to negotiate
the demands of ‘urban’ culture,
including an ability to appreciate
its art and cuisine, a requirement
that has in the 1990s led to a
whole dimension to textuality
theory known in Human Resource
Management as ‘Urban Skills’.
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the state over a structure that bears resemblance to the way, for

example, Chatterjee defines ‘democracy’.18

The cinema now demonstrates in perhaps the clearest fashion

the ways in which groups qualify individuals primarily through

spectatorial ability: an ability to participate in and read into the

numerous dense signifiers that determine groupings constituted by

‘culturally’ overdetermined narratives.19 Reinforce this textual ability

with a nineteenth-century public sphere legacy that makes the cinema

avowedly the production machine par excellence of the (apparently)

fully formed individual spectator, and we get a far more inclusive

definition of a cinematic ‘text’ than anything currently at hand. If

we further note the major institutions regulating the cinema as being

primarily for the production of the identity and interests of the

citizen–spectator, and provide to those institutions a textual purpose

– of assembling and naming a publicly visible and publicly recog-

nizable symbolic objectivity, we also get a much more volatile

definition for the field usually named as ‘realism’.

The ability of the cinema to produce a recognizable ‘reality’

thus includes a narrative ability to enable transactions across symbolic

registers. Further, these registers are at one level public symbolic for-

mations, such as those constituting the paraphernalia of the state

apparatus, but at other, more elusive levels, also structures designed

to produce specialized conditions for the production of an objectivity

that primarily underscores an authorizing gaze of some sort – a gaze,

in turn, that intersects with the self-definitions of a rights-bearing

‘cultural’ citizen. The locales for staging and making visible, and

thus making available for public arbitration, are in and of themselves

significant, and become even more so when they are launched into

narrative.

Recently Madhava Prasad (2006) has proposed the somewhat daring

category of a ‘Culturally Backward Spectator’ to draw attention to

a new twist in Hindi film narratives, evidenced in a 2001 remake of

Fatal Attraction (Adrian Lyne, 1987), titled Pyar Tune Kya Kiya

(dir. Rajat Mukherjee). In the remake, Urmila Matondkar converts

the Glenn Close character into the beauteous Ria chased by photo-

grapher Jay (Fardeen Khan). His insistence that he transform her

Reprocessing Narrative Excess:

Footnotes on the ‘Culturally Backward Spectator’

18 ‘[I]f we have to give a name to
the major form of mobilization by
which political society (parties,
movements, non-party political
formations) tries to channelize
and order popular demands on
the developmental state, we
should call it democracy’
(Chatterjee 1997: 32).

19 Perhaps the best example
continues to be that of the
classic ‘DMK film’, such as
Parasakthi (Krishnan–Panju,
1952), and its embedded text
that ‘dramatically informs the
audience of its politics’, as
M.S.S. Pandian (1991: 759) says
in his essay on the film. The form
of providing dense symbolic data
that slices through the diegesis to
directly address the audience may
override the radical political
differences in content, to make the
narrative strategies of, say,
Ritwik Ghatak’s Subarnarekha
(1962), startlingly similar to
those of the early DMK
melodramas.
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into a fashion model, combined with pressure from her father’s own

interest in fashion publishing, forms the backdrop to their initial

romance (and a song duet). Jay however fails to mention that he is

a married man, which triggers off the deadly revenge motif in Ria

familiar to viewers of the original work.

Prasad’s argument hinges on a new twist to the condition of

spectatorial ‘backwardness’. While standard versions of such a plot

would give viewers ringside access to Ria’s backwardness (her ignor-

ance as against theirs, and thus her ensuing psychological break-

down), a different problem apparently surfaces in this film. Ria’s

failure lies in her inability to ‘read the signs’ that are around her – in

tragically misunderstanding a professional fashion photographer’s

strategy of putting her at ease as a declaration of his love. The signs

are not merely for her to read. They are somewhat special signs, says

Prasad. Unlike standard psychological renditions where the capacity

to read them would be at least presented as Ria’s subjective condition,

here they are posted in the spatial mise-en-scène for us to see (and

more likely to miss). Several ambiguous signs with still-photography

fashion images overlapping framed romantic poses constitute,

through the early part of the film, a parallel process of the produc-

tion of spectatorial knowledge – in this case, somewhat obscure

spectatorial knowledge about how people in high society behave

(knowledge that ‘you and I’ can never have) and an ensuing fear

that we can never really belong, with the narratively potent threat

of both being found out and expelled – and all these are reprised by

Erroneous knowledges. Jay, photographing ‘common people’ clearly ready and willing to succumb to his camera, chances upon
Ria on the beach. Ria, clearly performing for the camera, fundamentally misunderstands the purpose of the photographer, forcing
a spectatorial crisis, as ‘we’ do so too. Pyar Tune Kya Kiya (Rajat Mukherjee, 2001).
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Matondkar/Ria’s irrationality. Misreading the signs therefore reveals

not so much her paranoia as our spectatorial backwardness. It is the

sacrificing of the character’s complexities and whatever pleasure we

may have otherwise derived from dissecting her subjectivity at the

altar of unmediated spectatorial anxiety, as to whether we too might

have got it wrong, not in her place but in ours as spectators – and

with it the potential threat of narrative disqualification (and, presum-

ably, expulsion from the mores of high society) – that is the really

interesting aspect of Prasad’s reading.

The problem of insecure spectatorial knowledge, especially

spectatorial knowledge not shared by on-screen characters, as well

as the strategy of signposting narratives enabling us to read, with

the protagonist, all that s/he sees, is of course a well-known Hitch-

cockian and general horror film strategy. In this case, however, as in

some Bollywood films, I propose a few additions to the pattern,

following Prasad. The first has to do with the very status of the

knowledge that apparently qualifies spectators to read texts, and

attributing such qualifications with transactions of something

valuable – encashable spectatorial rights, so to say.

What, in the end, is the knowledge that allows a film like Pyar

Tune Kya Kiya to threaten a spectator with ‘cultural ignorance’?

Somewhat obviously, it is specialized textual knowledge: the capacity

to read the signifiers generated by what I will shortly name the

cinema-effect, insider knowledge needed in order to navigate the

narrative. It is also a divisive power that separates out the one who

‘belongs’ (and can read the text), apparently through providing some

form of symbolic capital to such a reading skill. Earlier (in the intro-

ductory chapter), I asked the question whether the symbolic produc-

tions of the cinema, our cinema-effects, can have an economy. And

I suggested that the Hindi cinema’s discomfort with the box office

was also reflected in its inability to encash other registers of cultural

production to which the film contributed – a situation being remedied

by new Bollywood marketing. I propose here, as yet another turn to

the Bollywood impact, the possibility of viewing access to the sym-

bolic cinema-effect as constituting some kind of access to narrative

capital, from which our culturally backward spectator is threatened

with disqualification.

A few examples may take this argument forward. Bluffmaster

(Rohan Sippy, 2005) has a fashionable conman (Roy/Abhishek Bach-

chan) up against his rooted and sincere girlfriend (Simran/Priyanka

Chopra) and his blundering sidekick (Aditya Srivastav/Riteish Desh-
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mukh), except that the conman – shown with all the fashion and

glitz mandated by a major star – turns out yet again to have com-

pletely misread the signs. The entire film, every episode in it, is set

up to deceive the protagonist, and his naive girlfriend turns out to

be the mastermind. The ‘story’ in the film, adhering to realist proto-

cols (the young conman believes he is terminally ill, tries to take

revenge on the baddie Chandru to rescue his girl and win her love),

turns out to be entirely faked, with every sequence seen, in the ‘re-

wind’ at the end, to be a movie location.20

While such a rewind has superficial resemblance to the explana-

tion that conventionally forms the epilogue of, say, a detective story,

the difference here lies in the nature of the knowledge/ignorance

between the two modes: to do with the very different content of

‘what actually happened’, the value of what you missed and what

such a miss says of you. I mean value literally here. In Bluffmaster,

the misleading signs have almost entirely to do with the standard

production excesses of Hindi film – the excesses incarnating the

money that has gone into the film, the shooting of which is in fact

its plot – and in which we, along with the major star, are enthusias-

tically engaged, including the major star’s belief in the trappings of

major stardom as I, the spectator, get taken in precisely by that

excess for having missed out its true value. Bluffmaster mines new

value in the glitz, the surplus production, that Hindi films have

historically been accused of in their narrative inefficiency, even as it

tells you something of the work that excess has been doing all along.

Abhishek Bachchan enthusiastically performs in a film (top left), only to get taken in by the fiction

(top right), to discover that the whole production was a movie being shot (bottom left), and he finally meets

its scriptwriter, the fictional mobster (bottom right). Bluffmaster (Rohan Sippy, 2005).

20 Here, the capacity to use the
cinema-effect to deceive the hero
and the audience is far more
blatant than in Pyar Tune Kya
Kiya. The clues are buried in the
several dialogues in the film. Roy
tells his supposed ‘student’:
‘Aakhri aur sabse important
lesson: saamnewale ko pehle
pehchano’ (‘The final and most
important lesson: recognize the
person before you for who he is’).
Chandru: ‘Kya karen – yeh
character hi kuch aisa hai’
(‘What to do, my character is like
this’). And then, in the final
rewind: when Roy falls down the
building into a movie shoot, the
public want to know which film
he is acting in. In the end
‘Chandru’ turns out to be the
film’s scriptwriter, and explains
to Roy: ‘Waise maine aapko hero
samajhke likha tha sab kuch: teen
char fights thi, char gaane the, ek
item song tha, kuch chase the,
teen-char bed-scene bhi the, lekin
woh director hai na, usne change
kar diya. Aap to jaante hain
writer ki kaun sunta hai’ (‘I had
written the script intending you to
be the hero: I had three fights,
four songs, an item number, some
chase sequences, bedroom
sequences, but the director
changed everything. Nobody
listens to the scriptwriter here’).
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While Bluffmaster integrates the rewind, including the retelling

of the ‘true’ value of the cinema-effect, within a single film, a recent

Bollywood tendency of remaking 1970s classics argues the need to

perform such rewind acts through entire new films. The retelling

process, mining for gold in narrative waste, is classically evidenced

by Farhan Akhtar’s Don (2006), a remake of Chandra Barot’s 1978

Amitabh Bachchan hit of the same name. The Akhtar remake, like

the Bluffmaster epilogue, ‘retells’ the story in terms of capitalizing

on the value of spectatorial knowledge, drawing only its indexical

referent from the earlier film. It bears no fidelity except to an ‘original’

and even comments on several external production conditions

bringing the original together with the remake (the fact that Farhan

Akhtar’s father, Javed Akhtar, had written the earlier one; the off-

screen rivalry between Bachchan and Shah Rukh Khan), now draw-

ing from that knowledge the capital that we, as spectators, are told

we evidently missed in the earlier version. What is remarkable about

Akhtar’s remake is its claim of the entire value of the earlier film,

and even textualizing that inheritance for the special benefit of ‘cul-

turally ignorant’ spectators. A further variation along remake lines

is Homi Adajania’s Being Cyrus (2005), which retells a standard

1980s realist text, Parsi slice-of-life sagas, starring Naseeruddin Shah

(his Dinshaw Sethna here reprising his Pirojshah Pithawala in Vijaya

Mehta’s Pestonjee, 1988), again discovering ‘signs’ dotted along

the way that we supposedly missed in the earlier stories.

Fidelity to original text. Kareena Kapoor’s stick-up of Shah Rukh Khan in Farhan Akhtar’s Don (2006) (top, left to right), and the
‘original version’ by Chandra Barot (1978) with Helen and Amitabh Bachchan (bottom, left to right): the ‘Yeh mera dil pyar ka

deewana’ song.

Realism as a cover-up.
The family group photograph
(top) at the time of the
marriage of Farokh Sethna
becomes the evidence for all
the nefarious dealings within
the Sethna household,
especially Farokh’s relationship
with Katy (Dimple Kapadia,
bottom). Being Cyrus (Homi
Adajania, 2005).
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The Work of the Cinema-Effect:

An Introductory Definition

What I am trying to do here is to gesture towards something of an

inclusive definition of narrative in the cinema, bringing in much

that would conventionally be seen by literary orthodoxy as ‘extra-

textual’. I believe that such an investigation will also throw into

sharp relief the often deeply contentious spectatorial processes that

determine what is, and is not, part of a text.

Within the universe of the cinema, what does an inclusive defini-

tion of the text actually include? Even on its own, as a production

process, it is clear that the repudiation of authenticity in Bollywood

– in the music of Bollywood Funk or in the Jani–Khosla installation

at Selfridges – coincides with a widespread social tendency towards

evoking film mainly for purposes of re-presentation, re-definition

or even evisceration of the cinema:21 of reprocessing the cinema in

The cinema-effect. (Left) Photographer Ram
Rahman’s work, Peanut Seller, Red Fort,

Delhi (1995). (Right) Artist Shilpa Gupta’s
work (2002) advertising a fictitious film
and song, mounted on the backs of
improved tricycles for disabled persons
designed by the artist.

21 A concept of a distilled ‘pure
cinema’ was also, we may note,
once attributed to realism: ‘no
more actors, no more plot, no
more mise-en-scène: the perfect
aesthetic illusion of reality. In
fact no more cinema’, Peter
Wollen (1972: 131) writes,
summarizing Bazin on De Sica’s
The Bicycle Thieves.
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order, eventually, to make it available for numerous and varied uses

primarily outside the movie theatre. It would also seem that many

domestic Indian cultural practices have participated in this activity

in equal measure and as enthusiastically as the music of the Indian

diaspora. One might represent this tendency as seeking to translate,

really transmogrify, the cinema into a sort of ubiquitous simulated

cinema-effect – so that as film becomes Bollywood, it also develops

a pure, evocative charge of some sort, purifies its symbolic meaning

so that all else is shed before the pure symbol. The reproduction of

what I am here calling the cinema-effect includes what photographer

Ram Rahman (2004) has called a ‘public frieze of our collective

consciousness’. Apart from the iconic, ever-wet Madhubala, such

pervasive images as Raj Kapoor–Nargis, Sholay or Govinda on MTV,

an Amitabh hairstyle in a barber’s shop may extend into a more

anonymous evoking of black-and-white effects, or an even more

generalized fetish for some indeterminate past, for example, in herit-

age tourism. Such evocations are commonly to be seen in both low-

and high-end advertising, fashion, food, architecture and interior

design, and, paralleling their rise to ubiquity, in the rise of a new

market for film memorabilia.22

A key argument here is that filmic narrative, indeed textuality,

cannot but relentlessly produce such symbolic phenomena as integral

to its very functioning. While film has been, over the twentieth cen-

tury, the primary agency for the production of this ‘effect’, and even

though, in many parts of the world, it remains the most visible pro-

ducer of such narrative effects, it is not by any means the only agency

capable of such production. At this stage, I would like to explore

the primarily extracinematic productions of a particular kind of

symbolic form deriving from what was once filmic content – produc-

tions that are cinema but which apparently take place outside its

diegetic space.

There are reasons for why an argument that is primarily about

film narrative should start with looking at phenomena seemingly

extra-cinematic: phenomena from the avant garde dedicated to

controlled investigation of the properties of the ‘pure’ cinema-effect.

This is an issue of some relevance since it appears in investigations

of the ‘productions’ of the cinema outside of celluloid that may

well outlast the more orthodox, celluloid-based systems of symbolic

production. At perhaps the most superficial level, the deployment

of an ‘effect’ such as this is a well-known post-modern technique

(indeed, at this level, a sufficient explanation might well be available

22 Led by Osian’s, an extraordi-
nary combination of auction
house and archive set up by
Neville Tuli, which has acquired
thousands of movie posters and
lobby cards, and single-handedly
created for them a major high-end
market. The assembly of the
market was the result of a
successful combination of such
memorabilia with ‘masterpieces’
of contemporary Indian art and
the new ‘Wealth Management
Services for Art’ initiative. (See
http://www.osians.com, accessed
9 October 2007.) The phenomenon
of the art market, whether it is an
economic ‘bubble’ or whether it
has any substantial basis within
any system of capital investment,
has been a matter of considerable
debate and confusion. (See the
special issue of Seminar, ‘A Shift-
ing Canvas’, No. 578, October
2007; http://www.india-seminar.
com/2007/578.htm.)
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The opening sequence of M.F. Husain’s Gajagamini (2000): an extraordinary production of movie star Madhuri Dixit in relation
to the women in the artist–filmmaker’s life and the women he knows, physically and in his art – where he first ‘creates’ the
woman, who then is responsible for enacting the biological myth of his own birth, in an Oedipal ‘bundle’ or gathari. Husain
claims he read all this into Madhuri Dixit’s performance in Hum Aapke Hain Kaun (Sooraj Barjatya, 1994). Husain’s sets
constantly evoke his own work and – with the little naked boys and the references to Pandharpur (the ‘Vithal Vithal’ refrain in
the opening song, and through the character of Sindhu) – even his own autobiography. The avant-gardist fascination with the
popular here also merges into a fascination with cult practices associated with the popular.
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for the overtly po-mo references of designers Abu Jani–Sandeep Khosla

or Rohit Bal or Manish Arora). But it can also – and perhaps for that

very reason – be seen to condense large histories, texts, conventions

and practices.

We can quickly note several such deeper levels at work. We may,

for example, excavate via artist–filmmaker M.F. Husain’s work, an

avant-garde ancestry in them: in ‘thick’ evocations where the

embedding of such an ‘effect’ is a way of making covert tangential

reference to other texts or histories, or to an elusive ‘idiolect’ that

requires knowing spectators to ‘get it’ (but which also allows those

who are not ‘in the know’ an apparently sufficient surface reading).

At this level, not easily accommodated within standard definitions

of the postmodern, the ‘effect’ also celebrates something of a spect-

atorial rite of passage. The function of such a process in creating

group formations has still to be analysed in the considerable literature

on the crisscrossing of post-colonial and post-modern traject-

ories (Appiah 1991; Dhareshwar 1995). If we were to investigate,

along the lines that Husain usefully opens up, a legacy for the post-

modernism of Jani–Khosla and, more directly, Bally Sagoo or Out-

caste, we may find it in their use of ‘effects’ as a sort of brand recall

Artists from Pakistan exhibiting the political possibilities of the cinema-effect on Mumbai streets during ‘Aar Paar’, an India–
Pakistan artists’ workshop, 2002. (Left) Quddus Mirza, Lolly Loves Bolly in the Woods, a montage of Pakistani and Indian film
posters (digital print), exhibited at the Nityanand Vijaya Pan and Cold Drink House, Guru Nanak Road, Bandra. (Centre) Asma
Mundrawala, Kabhi Haan Kabhi Naa (digital print), exhibited outside Arjun Tea House, K.K. Marg, shows Indian star Urmila
Matondkar alongside Pakistani hero Shaan on a poster announcing ‘Id Mubarak’ and ‘Welcome’. (Right) Asma Mundrawala, Kaho

Na Pyar Hai (digital print). The intention of ‘Aar Paar’ was to create an art that could be shown in public spaces and merged into
the other visual forms present on the streets of Mumbai and Karachi.
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with a very non-standard ancestry in the politics of post-colonial

ethnicity.23

Another level of engagement with the purely symbolic dimension

of the cinema-effect is seen in the work of Pakistani artists evoking,

via film, a possible collective memory capable of bypassing and

bracketing the political.

A third level for locating the cinema-effect, after the emphasis

on superfice and deeper exploration of thick texts, explores cine-

philiac properties in their social ubiquity, in spaces where the cinema

proliferates. The exploration travels into an array of mediatized

effects all around us, from low-end streaming video to high-

definition screens in homes and public places, and becomes the deter-

mining experience of going into workplaces (including, for example,

Samar S. Jodha’s grocery store and jewellery shop), of waiting at a

railway platform, travelling in a bus, entering a restaurant or dhaba,

or simply standing on the crowded pavement of a city.

This kind of a mediatized conception of cinema reprises Korean

film scholar Kim Soyoung’s proposal (2003: 13) that we adapt cine-

philia to new phenomena such as ‘digital and net cinema, LCD

screens (installed in subways, taxis and buses) and gigantic electrified

display boards’. She sees them as spaces where ‘cinema theories and

Streaming images. Samar S. Jodha, Grocery Store (left) and Jewellery Shop (right). (From the book and exhibition Through the Looking

Glass: A Photography Project by Vijay S. Jodha and Samar S. Jodha, 2008.) Photographer Samar Jodha’s work explores the physical and
the visual–auditory environments within which images are streamed, alongside the other physical data surrounding them.

23 This ancestry is evoked more
often, and more widely, than is
often realized. For example,
Gurinder Chadha’s I’m British
But... (1989) shows a bhangra
band from the street performing
on the rooftop of a building, and
you need to know that this refers
to rooftop footage of the Beatles.
Such diverse trans-historical links
are commonly in evidence in the
music of the Asian Dub Founda-
tion. They may also provide the
context for, say, British–Asian
filmmaker Asif Kapadia’s remark-
able student short, Indian Tales
(1994), which uses a Shah Rukh
Khan scene from Baazigar (Abbas
Mastan, 1993) where he dies in
his mother’s arms, to illustrate a
completely fabricated homily
(something like, ‘As much as you
laugh today, you will cry
tomorrow’).
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criticism should intervene’, arguing for a refusal to surrender them

to the only use to which they are currently being put, viz. advertising,

since these are public spaces and do generate a public spectatorship

that can ‘cut across film and digital divides’, and so effectively

challenge and perhaps reinvigorate the very sense of what the cinema

can now be, outside of its conventionally theatrical referents. Kim

names this emerging category ‘trans-cinema’, and offers as an instance

the work of Korean artist Song Ilkon: a one-minute video, Flush, in

which a teenage girl delivers a baby and flushes it down a toilet was

shown alongside commercials on forty-three giant LCD boards, as

part of the ‘Clip City’ project in Seoul, in 2000.

Such a handing over of the properties of moving-image celluloid

to successor industries has been noted by many. Thomas Elsaesser

(1990: 4), for example, gestures towards something similar with his

view that the ‘increasing predominance of technology and special

effects in providing the primary audience attraction’, and ‘the resur-

gence (through television and popular music) of performative and

spectacle modes, as against purely narrative modes’, may still reveal

the ‘classical cinema’ to have been nothing more than a ‘transitional’

stage’ in a larger process. The rekindling of cinephilia in post-celluloid

conditions of exhibition might be the most radical technological

move in this tradition yet – in which the ‘cinema’, replaced and en-

capsulated by a conventionalized ‘cinema-effect’, may have no further

relation even to temporal sequence, leave alone celluloid.

In this sense, I imagine, my argument of the cinema-effect is

somewhat the reverse of Kim Soyoung’s. She speaks for the possibility

of envisaging a continuity of the cinema and cinema-conceived space

into a ‘trans-cinema’, despite the radical repositioning of the film-

going experience. On the other hand, under the apparent simulation

The ubiquity of cinema. (Left) Kim Soyoung’s I’ll Be Seeing Her (2003), reproducing the ‘Clip

City’ effect in support of her contention of a women’s public sphere. (Right) K.R. Manoj’s

film 16 mm: Memories, Movement and a Machine (2007), about Kerala’s film society

movement, creates animated advertisements of film classics on giant billboards.
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of a topos of familiarity, as though nothing has changed in the

familiar memory of filmgoing, we could be seeing, in the veritable

replacement of celluloid by the cinema-effect, the radically disconti-

nuous elimination of both the material and the sequence of narration,

even as the effect feeds our ‘desire for cinema’ into a recycling of the

cinema ‘as we knew it’.

This is a post-celluloid cinephilia feigning familiarity. In its

Bollywood variant, however, the feigned familiarity accrues some

radically new properties for cinephilia as a whole: previously unavail-

able properties that, once discovered, could be usefully read back

into their celluloid ancestry. Such a retrospective exploration of the

long duration career of the cinema-effect has particular significance

at a time in history when it appears that the effect can develop an

existence entirely independent of celluloid. By Bollywood’s conten-

tion, a cinephiliac evocation, if produced with a sufficient charge,

can become a perfectly adequate stand-in (and perhaps eventual

replacement) for the cinema as medium.

Could there be, I now ask, a connection between such a loss of

cinema and what we have noted as a parallel loss, or abandonment,

of the authentic – an abandonment that has become a prime trait of

Bollywood? Could the supposed loss of authencity be simply

connected to the replacement of ethnicity politics by mere ethnic

chic, or is there a denser argument we can make for this? Can lost

authenticity resurface in some other guise, somewhere else? In

exploring this coincidence of losses – of cinema and authenticity – I

would like to mention again the two other prominent losses that

the 2002 London season foregrounded usefully and spectacularly:

the political, a prominent and somewhat unprecedented absence in

the history of the British–Asian ethnic diaspora, and the Indian state,

a key absence in the London festival.

To return to our earlier four absences – authenticity, cinema,

politics, state – can we now turn to our advantage a moment when

a simple marketing move, in one fell swoop, appears to have abolished

all four? Can we exploit this particular historical juncture, extrapolate

from it a useful connection of how these terms come together, each

illuminating the other, uniquely for this globalized moment in time,

but also for twentieth-century cinema as a whole?

The Four Absences Again
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THE CINEMA-EFFECT 2

Social Lineages, Spectatorial Ability4

Layered ‘effects’. Rolling shopfront shutters with three faces of ‘missing’ children cover a mass of images drawn
from the cinema, along with objects of memory and homilies drawn from school textbooks. Atul Dodiya, Missing

(tryptich on rolling shutters, 2000).
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T
he cinema-effect has been named, so far, as a specific kind of

narrative production: a symbolic production particular to a

spectatorial address. Celluloid narratives apparently have much

to say to this phenomenon that need not be limited to the cinema.

This kind of symbolic ‘production’ has an articulate history in the

Indian cinema that may be a more appropriate mechanism for

understanding cinematic production than, say, genre theory, which

has had a troubled career in Indian and other non-western cinemas.

The term ‘cinema-effect’ as I use it classically originates in the

excess of realism in celluloid. As such, it contains fugitive formal

structures and, more significantly, fugitive historical content. This is

not a new discovery. In a precedent term, the ‘reality-effect’, Barthes

famously named such excess as produced by the ‘useless detail’, the

‘concrete reality [of] insignificant gestures, transitory attitudes,

insignificant objects, redundant words’, all of which set up, in his

view, resistance to realism’s meaning production machine.1 Jean-Pierre

Oudart’s landmark essay, ‘L’effet de réel’ ([1971] 1990) brings in

most directly what a properly cinematic production of the excesses

of realism does to the more standard figurative structures with which

reality is seemingly reproduced within specific pictorial codes. By

defining such an ‘effect’ as a specific kind of cinematic production,

a ‘production-effect’ (de réel as against de réalité) that punctuates,

as first-person narrative might, the inscription of the subject upon

the entire signification process, Oudart is able to establish the

figurative system as a process of spectatorial inclusion. It reinscribes

the spectator in the representational system of western painting in a

way that also draws attention to the symbolic articulation of what

realist ideology typically masks.

The more recent use of both terms – reality-effect and cinema-

effect – has been to explore the formal career of the cinema outside

of realism, or even to test the claims of such production mechanisms

to possess a realism all their own, one that, some claim, has come of

age with digital media and reality TV.2 Cubitt’s related revisitation

of the cinema, The Cinema Effect, foregrounds precisely the material

of the cinema that exists on the margins of realism: the pixel, the

light source and eventually SFX. All of this material typically directs

the cinema-effect against narrative, designed to show that narrative

is not ‘an essential quality of film, but only a potential and secondary

quality arising from the production of time within and between

two frames’. For him, contrary to the claims of classical theory, it is

exactly the ‘lack of continuity, the fragmentation and flow into

1  Barthes (1986: 142–43) asks:
‘Is everything in narrative
significant, and if not, if
insignificant stretches subsist in
the narrative syntagm, what is,
ultimately, so to speak, the
significance of this insignificance?’

2 Joel Black (2002) speaks about
the hyper-reality of special effects
and the production of a purely
simulated realism, such as on
reality TV, horror and animation.
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discrete and manageable packets’, that ‘allows cinema to work and

be perceived as working’ (Cubitt 2004: 38).

The other paradigm of interest is one that I name ‘minority

histories’: historical material that has remained inexplicable, useless

to narrative accounts of large phenomena; matter that is simply

there. Furthering the connection, art curator Okwui Enwezor (2004)

– who privileged this very fact in the extraordinary ‘Documenta 11’

of 2002 – suggests that what lies on the margin is commonly data

of a historical calamity, where the testimony of an event or the

representation of an actuality forces a condition of spectatorship

that ‘averts its gaze’ because it ‘deeply distrusts [that gaze] as a moral

accusation’. ‘This turning away’, he declares, ‘is precisely a prophy-

lactic to the obscenity of the human ruin.’ To Enwezor, both a ‘scopo-

phobic inattention to the specificity of the image’ and a ‘reflexive

xenophobia that is unable to imagine the other as properly human’

are involved. Such dense presence of marginal data condensing a

minority history allows spectators ‘averting their gaze’ to thereby

collude with realism in wanting to push the matter to the margins.

In both formal terms, as non-realist special effects, and as margi-

nal historical content, I propose that the Indian cinema as a whole

– and especially, though by no means uniquely, the Hindi cinema –

demonstrates par excellence the cinema’s capacity to produce discrete

pure-symbolic structures of this kind. And, that the Bollywood

economy both refines and makes more efficient, and so more econo-

mically visible, the production of such cinema-effect matter, thereby

unerringly naming what is being really ‘produced’ by the effet de

réel, having thus little use for the detour of the ‘realist account’. I

further make the following claims about such productions. One,

that cinema-effect productions appear to be capable of simulating

the cinema, in its entirety,3 as an apparatus of the social imaginary.

Two, in itself not a new discovery, the cinema-effect comes into its

own with the invention of post-celluloid production systems pattern-

ed on the cinema’s capacity for such productions. Three, a key aspect

of the ‘production’, in the way Bollywood has fashioned this effect,

is the cinema’s capacity to make such symbolic structures socially

ubiquitous.4 Four, resisting any linear move of recent theory to re-

wind to an earlier moment in celluloid’s history when realism still

ruled, there is direct evidence, even in the era of classic-realist produc-

tions, of a ‘textual feint’ – the accrual of social value to deciphering

textual intelligibility – in turn opening up a longstanding survival

strategy for the industry. And five, this also provides us with other

3 This is once again an avant-
garde characteristic. I mean
‘entirety’ here to evoke the sense
in which Robert Bresson (1977)
speaks of a film that resembles
what you see when you shut your
eyes: ‘you must be capable, at
any instant, of seeing and hearing
it entire’.

4 Something of particular interest
to still photographers exploring
its anthropological origins as
these encounter contemporary
popular culture. See photographs
by Ram Rahman (2004), Ketaki
Sheth and others; also see
Mallikarjun Katakol’s recent
photographs of the outsides of
autorickshaws (in Sambrani
2005: 132–34). A landmark
exhibition in this genre was
M.F. Husain’s ‘Culture of the
Streets’ (1981).

The proliferation of cinema-

effects. Photographer Mallikarjun
Katakol explores a form of
‘auto-art’: painted visual matter
behind Bangalore’s autorickshaw
(see Sambrani 2005: 132–34).
Such images, echoing references
to films, film stars or other
political–popular iconography,
are typically presented without
comment, as simply there.
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Atul Dodiya, A Poem for Friends (enamel paint on laminate, 1998). Starting with the two dancers on the
top right, the work could be playfully read as a list of the many components of the recently established
Bollywood industry.
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means to overcome the otherwise crippling linearity of ‘backward-

ness’ narratives in the Indian cinema.

Seeking to extend this broad trajectory, I suggest the following

movement: first, the production of an ‘effect’ or a relay of effects

that have the ambition to become properly symbolic constructs;

second, their naming, and their further attribution as possessors of

meanings and attributes; third, their authentication, or the processes

by which the spectator–state nexus corroborates, eliminates or legiti-

mates their attributes. As I focus, for now, on Bollywood (and on

the purely extra-filmic properties of the cinema-effect, their ubiquity

and genealogy in India’s modern cultural history), I also propose a

second ancestor to the ‘reality-effect’, viz. an ‘authenticity’-effect,

possessing the capacity to signal the history of an apparatus with an

administrative ability, of overseeing the ‘authentication’ of cultural

production.

There is immediately a wealth of material to investigate. These are

aesthetic narratives in the visual arts, design and architecture, as

well as in numerous trappings of the modern nation-state. As I

explore in some detail the functions and the use-value of the cinema-

effect, I find in them the profoundly negotiated nature of national

authenticity and at least one definition of the very purpose of nar-

rative: to provide the site for the enactment of such negotiation.

Many of the artworks made in Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata and

other places (such as Vadodara), including music, poetry, literature

and visual art, have investigated the political properties of just such

a cinema-effect. Mostly, these have been viewed either as vernacular-

ization of the canons of ‘high art’ modernism or as investigation of

the role of authenticity in art, introducing into ‘high’ art the concerns

of a cinema-derived celebration of kitsch, impermanence or useless-

ness. The greatest media attention for visual art’s celebration of

Bollywood’s new capacities has once again been devoted to the work

of M.F. Husain with movie star Madhuri Dixit (Gajagamini, 2000,

and the extraordinary sequence of Dixit dressed by leading Bombay

film make-up artist Mickey Contractor as Mona Lisa and walking

through the Louvre, captured by hand-held digital video).

In contrast to the emphasis on the fake, the improvised, the in-

authentic in Bollywood Funk and Sagoo, or the simulations of

Inside the Address
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5 Part of a statement made by
Khakhar in ‘Six Who Declined to
Show at the Triennale’ (1978).
Khakhar also lauds ‘carved
wooden fruit and vegetables’ that
‘look luscious’ when ‘neon high-
light adds fluorescent richness to
their form’ (quoted in Hyman
1998: 48).

6 Such a conflict reprises what
Kaviraj (1992: 23–24) calls the
compromise ‘horizontal division’,
in which ‘lower orders compen-
sate for their relative smallness in
number of the privileged by their
cultural homogeneity and politi-
cal cohesiveness’, to contrast with
the linguistic ‘universality of the
elite’. For the historical formation
of the ‘lower orders’, see Kosambi
([1956] 1999) on the possible link
between the rise of Bhakti
movements in western India and
seafaring trade: as cultural
proliferation to overcome
economic domination. Other
examples would be of ‘Company’
painters who used recently
acquired skills of working within
the painterly frame to transform
orientalist practices of representa-
tion against their own primarily
British clients.

Madhuri in Paris. The bizarre Gajagamini sequence in which Husain, represented on screen by Shah Rukh Khan, brings his
girlfriend home to see his mother. Here it is Husain bringing her to the Louvre, Paris, dressed up by Hindi cinema’s leading make-
up arist Mickey Contractor as Mona Lisa. (Left to right) Madhuri Dixit in her nine-yard Maharashtrian sari before Degas, at the
Arc de Triomphe and in the Louvre.

tradition in Jani–Khosla’s Mata Hari displays, is an earlier modernist

location of artists who have also ‘used’ the cinema. For a number of

artists evoking celebratory, fraudulent, countercultural excess, such

material allows them to rethink a political legacy to define authenticity

production.

The work of Bhupen Khakhar appears in many places in this

book. Here I use it – and his celebrated fascination with the banal,

with kitsch, reflected in statements like ‘A bouquet of plastic roses

is an eternal joy to the eyes’5 – as a figurehead for a generation inves-

tigating the deployment of authenticity for the fictional production

of the ‘exemplary’ spectator, the fully formed revolutionary subject

of a national/socialist realism. Khakhar’s use of kitsch, the spurious

and the make-believe evokes contrasting ways by which the represent-

ations are ‘supposed to be’ seen, read, represented, through the gaze

of what we might (after Susie Tharu 1998) call the ‘exemplary

nationalist citizen’ whom we encounter in people like Khakhar’s

man eating jalebis or man holding a bouquet of plastic flowers.

In much of his work of the 1970s and early ’80s, Khakhar uses

film (and other popular art) references for a strategy of ‘double

reading’ in which his actually existing viewer recognizes multiple

registers from where to look at, ‘get’ the work from the standpoint

of how a normative fictional viewer is ‘supposed to be’ reading it.

Like the protagonist of the Bouquet of Plastic Flowers painting, a

well-meaning–good family–heterosexual–citizen figure, Khakhar

couches his direct address – the equivalent of the cinema’s first look

– within the languages of rationality and realism, invoking in this

address the authority of a state-authorized exemplariness. But a

second, more connotative look quickly follows as we see this frozen,

denarrativized realism encircled by narrative eruptions that become

incompatible with, even elusive to, its benign publicness.6 (The
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Realism as a cover-up. The frozen face of Bhupen Khakhar’s middle-class protagonist is encircled by narrative eruptions elusive
to benign publicness. Bhupen Khakhar, Man with Bouquet of Plastic Flowers (oil on canvas, 1976).
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dangerous eruption slicing through the veneer of a benevolent realist

address that is foundationally relevant to Khakhar is more directly

notated by Subodh Gupta’s installation which brings steel guns into

common implements of eating and serving food in urban middle-

class homes.)

The swarm of local data beneath the realist veneer. Handmade guns, known in Bihar
and Uttar Pradesh as kattas, served up as a part of the most ubiquitous of middle-class
realist paraphernalia, steel thalis, in Subodh Gupta’s The Way Home (stainless steel,
fibreglass, plastic, 1998–99). (See Bharti Kher, ‘The Way Home: Kattas as Navigation
Aids’, Sarai Reader, 03, New Delhi: 247–48.)

It is worth chasing up some of the secondary connotations on

which Khakhar’s work critically depends. To some, it has enabled

an easy interaction with the street-level view or the middle-class

home, sometimes placing Khakhar’s work alongside visual parapher-

nalia such as calendar paintings and plastic roses (Kapur 1978).

However, Khakhar’s relocation of his work within a middle-class

visual experience – evoking the initiated insider – also evokes a parti-

cular kind of interiority: something similar to what Paul Gilroy

(1993: 3) has called ‘cultural insiderism’. The interiority has an art-

historical edge, re-enacting painting’s surface–depth dialectic upon

an embodied–disembodied spectator dialectic. Gulammohammed

Sheikh (1983), for example, would accommodate such an interiority

within his theory of an Indian (and pre-Renaissance European)
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‘mobile vision’: a painterly method ‘corresponding to the successive

opening of spatial units’ that can be reconfigured in the ‘embodied’

viewer who moved from one cognitive condition to another as s/he

engaged with the work, which then also included physical actions

such as moving the eyes, walking towards and away from the work,

or even performing the circumambulating ritual.7

A further aesthetic dimension to the insiderist discourse is

an interpretation of ‘surface’ meaning, a dimension of easy and

widespread recognizability. Khakhar gives this easily comprehended

Brechtian device a particular spin that the cinema-effect would

inherit and replicate. This is a practice of deploying multiple registers

of textuality as characteristic of what we might now dub ‘informed

spectatorial activity’, or a kind of indexical manual on ‘how to read

this work’, and it is a long tradition that was imported wholesale

into the narrative protocols of much of Indian cinema. Indeed this

strategy fundamentally informs the use of film melodrama, where

an ‘actual’ spectator vicariously derives the viewing pleasures of an

exemplary spectator.

Furthering the spatial nature of what we have named ‘interior’

narrative functioning in numerous cultural practices that we have

located in Khakhar, and which are, I suggest, put to use by Bolly-

wood, is a purely representational space also important to the

cinema.  Perhaps the most graphic evidence available of this is from

new urban spaces and informal metropolitan architecture. Offering

yet another paradigm relevant to Khakhar and resembling the

‘cinema-effect’ is an urban tendency for built-up space to aggressively

transform and reproduce itself in representational–symbolic terms,

to announce how the named space is meant to be seen, to overtly

declaim the purpose it is supposed to serve and how we are expected

to understand this purpose: an ‘announcement’ that often smothers

the relatively more modest spaces within which the announced

functions are ‘actually’ performed.8

It has been argued that post-colonial Indian architecture devel-

oped a distinct ‘Utilitarian Modernism’ consisting, as Jon Lang’s

(2002: 98) history of modern Indian architecture describes it, of ‘re-

inforced concrete structures and flat concrete roofs’, most promi-

nently associated with large housing schemes produced by entities

like the Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUDCO),

the Delhi Development Authority (DDA) or the Public Works Dep-

artments (PWD) across India. Architect Romi Khosla has named

the sprawl of buildings that dot the urban and semi-urban landscape

7 Such a viewer, Sheikh argues
elsewhere, also transforms a
specifically European project of
painterly realism – in the way it
transforms the properties of
tangibility and possession into a
spectatorial look where the more
disembodied travelling eye,
responding to ‘space nodules of
animated frequencies’, goes
through a scanning movement
that underlines a quite different
subject-matter now of ‘a world in
flux’. In his curated show New
Indian Art: home–street–shrine–
bazaar–museum at the Manches-
ter Art Gallery (September 2002),
Sheikh proposed an entire visual
journey, even a visual social
economy for that flux.

8 Arguably this could be a specifi-
cally cinematic contribution to
modern architecture. Some work
has been done on architecture and
the movie theatre in relation to
facades, etc. On movie theatre
architecture in India, see Vinnels
and Skelly (2002), and Alff
(1997). See Himanshu Burte’s
essay on the functionalist
brutalism of post-independence
architecture in Bombay, and the
later 1990s trend – the
‘encashment of the fracture
between planning and decoration’
– as post-functionalist architec-
ture sets itself up against
functionalism, even isolating
functionalism between the
‘traditional’ (pre-colonial) and
the globalized ‘service industry’
conception of architecture’ (Burte
1997: 291).
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after 1950 as ‘faceless built form [that] has somehow got lumped

together as “Modern Architecture”’, denouncing them as buildings

that ‘make no references outside their own technical achievements’.

For him these constructions are no more than an amalgam of inde-

pendent and individually expressed functionalities where the ‘sup-

pression of complexity [goes with] the belief in unmodulated plain

surfaces, the removal of roofs, edges, cornices and surface texture,

the detachment from any form of iconography and a belief that

building volumes must be defined with straight lines or free form’

(Khosla 1984: 7–8). Such modular construction would perhaps, even

today, come closest to signalling a ‘realism’ of space: in the welfarist

functionality of the actually occupied space of the ‘citizen’.9

In sharp rebellion against that tradition, the 1990s signalled the

rise of a more figurative, Bollywoodized style that Lang (2002) calls

the ‘Modern Indian Vernacular’, an architecture of ‘popular middle-

class taste’, ‘of display’, often drawing from a Hindu, Islamic or

colonial past as well as a modern ‘mixture . . . of glass and other

shiny materials – marble, polished granite and metals’, and sometimes

even combining all these to create a ‘Las Vegas modern’ style com-

monly in evidence in Delhi’s Greater Kailash, Kolkata’s Salt Lake

City or Bangalore’s Jayanagar. Its central feature is the prominence

of the frontal façade as a device by which a construction makes a

street-level announcement about itself. The declaration constitutes

a performative charge, a statement that replicates the paradigms of

the denotative realist ‘surface production’ we have earlier encountered

with Khakhar, an ‘effect’ that is visible and recognizable. Among its

most visible examples are the new enclaves and malls associated

with the signature style of architect–designer Hafeez Contractor,

known for his ability to translate building by-laws along with con-

sumer prejudices into an architectural aesthetic. Contractor’s façades,

widely imitated in 1990s upper-income housing, originated appar-

ently to exploit a loophole in building laws which, as he himself

complains, often reduce architects to little more than exterior decorat-

ors (ibid.: 146). His best known work, the Hiranandani façades in

Mumbai, include a disparate range of icons drawn from Disneyfied

versions of Greek colonnades and Mughal arches, as much signalling

the privileged status of those who occupy the hidden (and often

very functional) living spaces inside the buildings as announcing

forbidden access to those outside. ‘The great concern here is the sur-

face’, writes architecture theorist Himanshu Burte (1997: 289). The

approach of the architect to the surfaces of such buildings is ‘similar

9 Well known as ‘1/2/3 bhk’ or
the tiny ‘one, two or three
bedroom–hall–kitchen’ apart-
ments advertised in Mumbai. The
architectural style, associated
with the city’s laws about FSI
(floor-space index), has, says
Rahul Mehrotra (1997: 268),
‘drastically altered Bombay’s
skyline. . . . Ironically, as a
result of these standardized by-
laws and the FSI concept, a
socialist housing type of equal
sized repetitive apartments set in
an even more monotonous
building block (sans decoration)
was to house in Bombay the
country’s greatest capitalists’.
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(Top and bottom, left to right): Hiranandani Gardens in the film Ghulam (Vikram Bhatt, 1998). Siddharth (Aamir Khan) drops rich

girl Ayesha (Rani Mukherjee) home, having defeated her motorcycle gang. (Centre, left and right) Hiranandani Gardens, Powai

(architect: Hafeez Contractor; photographs: Design Cell, Kamala Raheja Vidyanidhi Institute of Architecture, Mumbai).
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to that of advertisers and marketing strategists . . . packed with a

jumble of various elements borrowed from the popular imagination,

for their associations with exclusivity and opulence’.

While a number of late 1990s Bollywood constructions, includ-

ing shop frontages, malls, glass-fronted offices and residential com-

plexes, attempted something startlingly similar to the distillation of

the cinema into a ‘cinema-effect’ – the distilling of a building’s narrat-

ive functionality into its façade statement – we need to note a wider

context for such a production as well. The Pakeeza Photo Studio in

the Grant Road area of Mumbai, one of the numerous locations

where a critical Bollywood economy exists,10 has a signboard and

photographs displaying its wares that encroach on wall space on

both sides; Pakeeza has also adopted the gigantic movie hoarding

atop its awning to further its announcements of what it does and

the larger cultural area that it includes  to offer its wares. Located

adjacent to the Falkland Road ‘red light’ district, it photographs

(and displays pictures of) domestic tourists, travellers and often single

men in front of cutouts of the Taj Mahal, swans and peacocks in

palaces, or in computer-aided conditions of intimacy with their fav-

ourite movie stars. Its enormous frontage, encroaching on all sides

as well as on the pavement, dwarfs the far smaller cabin it has avail-

able for its actual business: a cabin which the photo studio further

shares with an STD booth and a travel agency.

In the Pakeeza Photo Studio instance, the proliferating Bolly-

wood images and number of announcements its shop-front covers

are clearly in excess of the unpretentious economic transactions that

10 Suketu Mehta’s much discussed
‘A City in Heat’ (in Mehta 2004)
is particularly useful on an older
Bollywood economy in the
Grant Road–Falkland Road–
Kamathipura–Bombay Central
districts of Mumbai. Most recent
Bollywood cultural productions
are pushed into the city’s erst-
while suburbs, in Juhu, for
example.

(Left) Pakeeza Photo Studio, M.S. Ali Road, Mumbai: one of the many ‘Bollywood’ photo studios in the Grant Road area, offering

images with cutouts of Hindi stars taken before painted backdrops. (Right) The Shalimar theatre and Hotel Shalimar Palace,

Grant Road, Mumbai, decorated with giant vertical strips of 35-mm celluloid.
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Dayanita Singh, Sistine Chapel, Chowringee, Calcutta, 1999 (silver gelatin print, 2001)

take place inside the equally modest space it has for such purposes

(a passport photo costs Rs 20, a fancy photo involving computerized

superimpositions costs Rs 60). Of cultural excess unrelated to the

physical space covered and the physical functions enclosed by that

space, a recent instance is the Times of India’s Bollywoodized colour-

ing of its Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg building in New Delhi. The

building shows a Lichtenstein-like Krishna playing Holi with two

very contemporary teenagers, and was painted to announce the

launch of the full-colour edition of the newspaper: an announcement
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that may have more in common with Pakeeza Photo Studio than

with its economic equivalent, Hiranandani Gardens. At Hiranandani

access to inner spaces is a central issue, and the façade not only con-

denses the self-identity of its occupiers, but also semiotically produces

the equivalent of a castle barricade. While in Pakeeza the physical

functionality of its space and access to its services is only part of the

façade’s announcement, in the Times instance there is nothing but

the announcement (a statement about the corporate identity of the

institution).

As we take the façade and its symbolic announcement further,

we encounter a situation where the façade functions increasingly as

though on stage, as literally performing, with no functional relation-

ship to any real space to which any ‘citizen’ has access: a collapsible,

flattened trompe l’oeil. The performative quality of the façade is

directly foregrounded by Dayanita Singh’s gigantic marriage pandals

staged as a bridal setting before admiring audiences. And, as we see

in the slightly more functional space of the Shalimar theatre-cum-

hotel and its giant 35-mm movie strips, the representational frontage

can even directly name itself the cinema-effect.

There can be no leisure in this world that must move to the busy

beat of an elsewhere, no time for pause, no occasion for consolidation

for reader or story-teller. Nothing holds, nothing stands still, nothing

may be taken for granted. It is the symbolic that gives birth to subjects,

and tempts their dreams with agency while it watches ceremoniously

over their many and rapid deaths. . . . In addition, the subject in this

netherworld is not ‘impossible’ simply because agency is an effect of

discipline, or because it is in-process, or because it is not affirmed in

citation–reiteration, or indeed because one and one can never actually

make a One, an integral whole, and there is always a remainder. –

Susie Tharu (1997: 264)

The ‘I’ of the titles surveys the entire topology of the land in the first

reel, conjoining elements over the vast reaches of distance and of

time, a socialized Kino-Eye that instructs each viewer that the riches

of the land are ‘yours’: ‘Yours are the factories/Yours are the plants/

Yours the cotton/Yours the oil’. – Annette Michelson (1984: ii–iii)

Joining the ‘Narrative’ Battle:

A First Proposition of Film Theory
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The argument so far has tried to show how the cinema gets repeatedly

named and evoked in what occurs within the cinema itself, but also,

crucially, outside the screening paraphernalia of celluloid. I have

also suggested that Bollywood’s essential usefulness in collectively

naming this culture industry has been to draw attention to a larger

context of cultural or ‘trans-cinema’ production contexts where 35-

mm celluloid shares space alongside a number of competing technol-

ogies: so much so that it can no longer take its own pre-eminent

position within this broader clutch of ‘productions’ for granted. In

making such an argument, I have also contended that despite its

apparent existence outside of the mechanics of cinematic storytelling,

such a production of the ‘cinema-effect’ nevertheless needs to be

seen as integral to our expanded conception of cinematic narrative.

The introduction of narrative into this particular fray is, however,

complicated, not least because the cinema’s specific claim to distin-

guish itself from, say, fairground effects, lies precisely in its promise

of achieving diegetic coherence. Can one say, at this juncture, either

that the cinema has suddenly and mysteriously lost this ability, or

that competing technologies are now so developed in their storytelling

skills as to compete with the cinema in its very bastion? Obviously,

neither is true. What is however possible in this face-off is that the

domain of cinematic narrative is clearly coming under stress as it

struggles to handle the new challenges of the twenty-first century.

And this juncture also offers us a significant opportunity to explore

what else cinematic narrative has done other than – or at least in

addition to – telling stories.

We are evidently speaking of a somewhat special role of narrative,

one that may at first glance be difficult to include into the standard

storytelling conceptions of cinema. Let us begin this investigation

with one of the foundational properties of the cinema-effect: as an

interpellative double-take in which narrative constitutes itself

through locating its subject simultaneously within its ambit but

also standing outside, watching what the narrative is, literally,

making of its subject.11 The question of who you are named as being

by the narrative, in turn, draws from various sources, as the ‘cinema-

effect’ makes available a capacity to simulate what we may now

describe as its direct ancestor within realism.

As we move the interpellative ‘double-take’, then, into a second

register, that of transforming the representational aspect of authen-

ticity into a process of its authentication, this mechanism casts its

net wide. Its legacies are, I want to argue, most commonly and

11 Madhava Prasad (1998: 60–61)
explores a similar watchful space
of the spectator when he proposes
that the sudden absence of a
rationalizing authority on the
level of narrative discourse can
sometimes signal the rise of a
contiguous space ‘outside of and
above the text’. Occupying the
space of a missing element in the
narrative, leading to the ‘strate-
gic suspension of rational media-
tion’ that so marks the realisms
of a peripheral modernity, is the
figure of the ‘citizen’, which, in
its ‘in-betweenness, performed [a]
double function. . . . The citizen
as the mediating figure between
state and individual is an elusive
mechanism of social organization
in conditions of underdevelopment.’
I have looked at this proposition
in greater detail later in this
book. At this point my argument
is perhaps less radical than
Prasad’s: I am simply suggesting
a double presence, within and
‘above’ the narrative, and further,
that the narrative’s efficiency lies,
among other things, in its ability
to ensure a smooth transaction
between these two spaces.
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ubiquitously fabricated upon the critical prior template of the

authenticity production machine of the nation, and they often tend,

therefore, to re-enact the state’s mechanisms of self-authorization.

The authenticity-effect is, I suggest, forged upon its best-known

model, provided by the paradigm of national belonging and the

value placed upon such belonging, even in counterfeit forms.12

Khakhar’s nationalist India exists, as much as Bally Sagoo’s and

Chadha’s post-colonial Britain of ‘Equal Opportunities’ multicul-

turalism, at an intersection with statist practices for representing

national authenticity. These are simultaneously aesthetic practices,

narrative forms privileging certain specific modes of cultural repres-

entation, as they are institutionalized practices for democratic–

political representation.

It is into the space of negotiating identity – transacting between

narrative and institutionalized practices – that Sudipta Kaviraj (1995:

33) inserts what he calls an ‘agenda of historical semantics’, the

cinematic counterpart of which our exploration into narrative now

takes us to. Suggesting that we may be better able to understand

political and social organization as primarily a narrative practice,

Kaviraj unambiguously defines narrative as something charged with

the purpose of initiating its audience into the rites of membership

of a culturally determinate collective. ‘In some ways’, he proposes,

‘it is better not to treat democracy as a governmental form. . . . A

better strategy . . . is to treat it, more problematically, as a “lang-

uage”, as a way of conceiving, and in more propitious circumstances,

The interpellative double-take. Om Kapoor (Om the second; right, top and bottom) sees Om Makhija (Om the first;
left) witnessing ‘something’. In plot terms, this ‘something’ is the killing of the actress Shantipriya, but it can
also be construed as a narrative authenticating itself through discovering how the narrative had once ‘made’
its subject. Shah Rukh Khan in Om Shanti Om (Farah Khan, 2007).

12 This is almost overtly so in the
instances of the Indian diaspora.
When attending a ‘Chutney nite’
at the D’Triangle, Aranguez,
Trinidad, one encounters the sheer
sexual, even pornographic,
charge of ‘being Indian’ and
performing Indian. In the
performances of the Indian
diaspora that constitute among
the ancestors of Bollywood, the
purpose of local culture industries
as manufacturing national
belonging is palpable.
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of making, the world.’ This language in turn institutionalizes

something that could be more appropriately seen as not universal,

but local and particular – and here we are introducing the demands

made by group-differentiated cultural formations for legal visibility

– which Kaviraj calls a narrative contract.

The telling of a story brings into immediate play some strong conven-

tions invoking a narrative community. Ordinarily these are coincident

in terms of their frontiers with social communities of some form:

societies, particular groups, sometimes movements aspiring to give

themselves a more demarcated and stabler social form. To some

extent, all such communities, from the stable to the emergent, use

narrative as a technique of staying together, redrawing their bound-

aries or reinforcing them. Participating in a movement quite clearly

involves accepting something like contractual obligations and, I sus-

pect, some of this affiliation of individuals to movements counteracting

a monadic individualism is accomplished by narrative contracts.

Narrative therefore does not aspire to be a universal form of

discourse. It draws lines, it distributes people, unlike rational theoret-

ical discourse which attempts to unite them in an abstract universe

of ideal consensus. Narratives are not for all to hear, for all to parti-

cipate in to an equal degree. It has a self in which it originates, a

self which tells the story. But that self obviously is not soliloquizing

or telling the story to itself. It implies an audience, a larger self to

which it is directed, and we can extend that idea to say that the tran-

saction of a narrative creates a kind of narrative contract.

What is the purpose of such a definition of narrative? What is it

supposed to do? If it is a contract, what is its legal status?13 Kaviraj’s

definition of narrative is in some ways the opposite of what the

term usually means in literary theory. While this definition would

follow Barthes’ earlier use of the phrase to accept the transactional

nature of narrative as a ‘medium of exchange, an agent, a currency,

a gold standard’,14 it also departs significantly from that conception

in its emphasis, contrary to the way narrative aspirations are usually

understood, on non-universality. It privileges instead its here-and-

now capacity to create divides between those who are ‘in the narrat-

ive’ and those who are outside it, looking in.

We have here a further elaboration of what I earlier identified,

with Khakhar,  as the ‘interior’ structuring of narrative: a deeply

divisive move that allocates insider privileges to spectator–partici-

13 Legal theorist Upendra Baxi
(1992: 251–52) is ‘startled’ to
note the Subaltern Studies collect-
ive’s seeming acceptance of the
colonial ‘disinclination to name
community adjudication as law’,
evidenced in Ranajit Guha’s
reluctance to see legal structures
in the ‘amalgam of traditions
which imposed constraints, obli-
gations and punishments and
gave judgements’, incarnating
‘the grammar and even the prac-
tice of power’. Amongst Indian
historians working out the
legality of narrative in colonial
times, Shahid Amin (1987: 195)
speaks of the ‘Approver’s Testimo-
ny’ as ‘an intertext which relates
dialectically with all other texts
occasioned by the trial’ whose
collective mutuality ‘makes up
judicial discourse’. ‘[T]he fabric
of intertextuality is far denser in
court records than in literary
texts, not only because different
witnesses are called upon to retell
the same events but also because
they are expressly asked to relate
to earlier texts. . . . It is thus that
judicial discourse picks up its
thread and weaves a master
narrative.’ The most consistent
exploration of the legality of
narrative in colonial India, and
of ‘narrative coherence’ as
pivotal in the legal resolution of
the identity question is Partha
Chatterjee’s A Princely Impostor?
(2002: 357–61).

14 An earlier use of the ‘narrative
contract’ is Barthes’ (1974: 89)
emphasis on the narrative’s tran-
sactional element: ‘A desires B,
who desires something A has; and
A and B will exchange this desire
and this thing, this body and this
narrative: a night of love for a
good story. Narrative: legal tender,
subject to contract, economic stakes,
in short, merchandise, barter
which, as here, can turn into
haggling, no longer restricted to
the publisher’s office but represen-
ted, in abyme, in the narrative.’
Barthes’contention, that ‘narrative
is determined not by a desire to
narrate but by a desire to exchange’
is echoed in the argument present-
ed here. However, his emphasis
on narrative as a form of capital-
ist tender – ‘a medium of exchange,
an agent, a currency, a gold stand-
ard’ – may be lost in Kaviraj’s
selective and non-universal narrat-
ives with a system of entry that
may precede, and certainly impede,
the commodified aspects of the
transaction.
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pants, themselves performers in the story, while disenfranchising those

who do not possess the required reading competence but who too

are audiences of a kind. The purpose of the entire performance is to

symbolically incarnate, for the benefit of those outside, the rights

bestowed upon those who are publicly seen to belong.

The paradigm of ‘interiority’ can easily be associated with

Partha Chatterjee’s (1994: 6) cultural definition of an anti-colonial

nationalism as creating ‘its own domain of sovereignty within colo-

nial society’. Translating such segregation into everyday urban

geography, Richard Sennett (1974: 298–300) shows how the graphic

laying-out in modern cities of ‘empty’ public space contrasts with

the paradoxical rise of ‘uncivilized’ community space, with barricades

and crowd control systems physically incarnating the externalized/

internalized nature of different registers of publicness. This is a nar-

rative that is further underscored by the element of role-playing in

public life, with ‘how to arouse belief in one’s appearance among

a milieu of strangers’, which gets resolved from the viewpoint of

audiences through the production of a ‘public geography’ in which

‘social expression will be conceived of as presentation to other people

of feelings which signify in and of themselves, rather than as repres-

entation to other people of feeling present and real to each self’.

Kaviraj (1995) gives a yet-further Indian inflection to the original

model of publicness, around just whose freedom was publicly visible

in the independence movement. Few nations have defined the sym-

bolic concept of the nation as itself constituting the new sovereign

subject, as India has done. While pre-independence nationalist writ-

ers often evoked arguments of democracy and self-determination

drawn from European liberalism, given that ‘the rationality of man

must be construed to mean that each human being is the best judge

of his own interests and therefore deserved the right to individual

autonomy’, they could further presume that the ‘national com-

munity’ would stand for ‘man’, and that the ‘collective freedom of

the Indian people from British rule’ might equally make the auto-

nomy argument for national sovereignty: that it was not the Indian

people but symbolic India that sought independence. The strongly

narrative basis of such a demand for independence also meant that

the Indian state could in turn define complex narrative mechanisms

for further disbursing the privileges of that independence to its people,

translating symbolic rights into actual practices only gradually and

over time.
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By Kaviraj’s argument, then, a specific perception of the sovereign

national subject had to be assembled that could stand for the ‘nation-

al community’ as a whole. As this negotiated subject-in-narrative

came, so to say, ‘to tell her story’, an additional and quite distinct

burden devolved upon realism’s biographical capacities.15 Exploring

the ramifications of the widespread deployment of a centralized and

privileged ‘realist’ register of narrative which we noted in Khakhar –

one that outlines how texts ‘ought to be’ read – Susie Tharu (1998)

seeks to make the link with the narrativized performing citizen,16

another important ancestor to the cinema-effect. The ‘realism’ to

which she draws attention is one that, in my lexicon, makes the

production of the ‘inside’ comprehensible to the world beyond

through an interpretative–representational process, embodied and

thence charged with the purpose of telling the story of nationalist

exemplariness. Travelling between the autobiographies of actual

people, the nationalists who lived their lives and acted out stories of

characters as though in a nationalist fiction – similar, perhaps, to

15 Susie Tharu (1998: 220–21)
writes: ‘[T]he crucial problem for
this form of realism is one of
initiating readers into protocols
of attention/interpretation that set
up a hierarchy in which the
reader’s interpretative authority
is the principal regulatory factor
in the narrative. In painting – as
in photography – the problem
was addressed principally through
a figure–ground relationship that
represented perceptual depth. This
became the basis of a verisimili-
tude in which both detail and
frame were addressed to, and
consequently also configured, and
indeed individuated, a situated
viewer–subject. In a perceptual as
much as in an ideological sense,
therefore, the image is mobilized
by the reader–spectator’s
attention and will.’

16 While Tharu does not use this
precise phrase, the element of
performance, critical to my argu-
ment, is implicit in her emphasis
on the ‘frontal’, the lack of need
for contextual ‘convincing’ depth,
as against action as ‘dispatch’,
action proceeding on the assump-
tion that frontality is not a
‘despotic but a justified scientific–
secular’ mode of address (Tharu
1998: 231).

The Performing Citizen and the Actual Role of Realism

Realism and exemplary citizens. S.L. Haldankar, Glow of Hope (left) and Divine Flame

(top right), both paintings undated. (Bottom right) Nargis in Mother India (Mehboob
Khan, 1955).
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Khakhar’s man holding a bouquet of flowers, Ritwik Ghatak’s Nita,17

Ravi Varma’s and S.L. Haldankar’s lamp-holding and Mehboob

Khan’s charkha-wielding protagonists – Tharu (ibid.: 219–20) speaks

of such fictional/real-life citizens as ‘actors’: ‘citizens, but a breed

apart’ who ‘drive past the well-regulated crossroads of caste laws,

regional difference, the sexual division of labour, the oppression of

the family, the contradictions of desire, and even the traumas of

breakdown and despair’.

These protagonist–performers – the ‘nationalists’ – are therefore

at a cross between subjective self in its usual (identitarian) sense and

an explicitly symbolic space where that self is reproduced in narrative.

Biography is too limited a form to fully represent the layers of histo-

ries that are at stake when such figures are produced. Among the

storytelling requirements that emerge is one capable of bringing

together the trajectories of how such people ‘come to be’ and how

they ‘come to be before us’, how they technically make themselves

available for symbolic representation; and, thereafter, how ‘we’ who

watch may do the same, as our authorizing, supervisory gaze upon

the narrative replicates the authenticating mechanism of the state.

17 I am referring to Ghatak’s
strategy of splitting the character
of Nita (Supriya Choudhury) into
an iconic figure and an ‘individ-
ual’, and further making her
iconic existence, as she plays out
a mythic destiny, the context for
the oppression of the individuated
Nita. No other work in India’s
contemporary history so sharply
thematizes the dual representa-
tional structure as Ghatak’s
Meghe Dhaka Tara (1960) does.

The protagonist Nita (Supriya Choudhury), exemplary daughter and sister, in Meghe Dhaka

Tara (Ritwik Ghatak, Bengali, 1960). We see Nita’s subjective presence oppressed by her
own compliance with her iconicity. A range of secondary registers, drawn from
performance, camerawork and sound (the masochistic-erotic whiplash sound), add an
entire commentary to this iconic ‘display’ of exemplariness.
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Most significantly, this representation draws attention to a

historically new spectatorial gaze, the new standpoint from where

such representations ‘make sense’ to the language of liberal ration-

ality. This gaze is now empowered as the authoritative location for

the administration of objectivity, and hence also becomes the site

from where the symbolic representations of power are produced ‘in

the name of the people’. For Tharu (1998: 224), the privileged mode

of representing this symbolically replete terrain is realism, not as it is

classically understood, but ‘an indigenous, and in many ways differ-

ent, realism and a naturalized order of things, be it in fiction or

film, that bodies forth this executive avantgarde’.

At any rate, the role of narrative that our ‘cinema-effect’ has

now uncovered is a distinct one, and in its operation, many things

are produced. First, the conviction that the contractual arrangement

can produce a publicly recognizable objective reality. This requires

investment into the technologies of objectivity production – includ-

ing conventions of proscenium performance, of dance abhinaya, of

the application of brush-stroke on canvas and the 50-mm lens18 – as

well as into further systems for object authentication. While such

an objectivity, authenticated as existing ‘out there’, can, and often

does, function as realism in the way it makes manifest an objective

reality (as, for example, in the documentary), its purpose is often

higher than mere verisimilitude.

The ‘higher purpose’ of this production of objectivity is simple

enough to understand, for what is produced is not so much the

object as the valorized viewing condition of a particular mode of

subject production: the production of a standpoint apparently pos-

sessing historic value from where the object may be perceived, appre-

hended, possessed. Such a condition of realist spectatorship would,

for example, almost certainly have a far more tangible ancestry in

India’s late nineteenth-century representations of spectatorial

patronage, mass-produced as a spectatorial position, than in any

European tradition of objectivity.19 As such, realism might at this

point be best understood as determining an authenticating mechan-

ism that authorizes not the reality but the (authorized, censorious)

gaze of the one who views. This, as Tharu shows, is realism of a dis-

tinctive sort, and we would need to sketch out the sheer scale of the

issues that emerge: the nature of the apparatus with which such nar-

ratives of representation came to be institutionalized in independent

India.

18 I recall an anecdote about
Ritwik Ghatak told to us by
theatre director Mohan Maharishi:
checking equipment with his
cinematographer just before
embarking on a shoot, Ghatak
demanded to know why the 50-mm
‘normal’ lens had been packed
when he, famously, had no use for
it. ‘Normal lenses are for normal
people’, he thundered. ‘Go and
give this lens to Satyajit Ray.’

19 Madan Gopal Singh (1982: 64)
speaks of this practice as spectat-
ors being made ‘the audience of
an audience’, allowing ‘our read-
ing to be . . . made innocent . . .
concealed through this innocent
viewing [even as] an unseen link
persists somewhere else’.

How people ‘come to be’ as how

they come to be ‘before us’. Late
nineteenth-century photograph
of a landowner who loves music
(albumen, opaque watercolour,
gold, c. 1885).
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An Afterword on the Cinema-Effect

Tracking the process of the Bollywoodization of this arrangement,

it would be appropriate to return to Khakhar, but also to a common

send-up of the exemplary citizen in the emphasis on masquerade.

Khakhar himself has of course used the masquerade from his earliest

evocations of popular culture drawn from oleographs, calendar paint-

ings and advertising images and from popular cinema, and this legacy

is one to which younger artists furthering Khakhar’s idiom pay

explicit tribute. The reference here is as much to the citizen-as-

performer as it is to the masquerade in pretending to be the citizen:

a performance that opens up the space between how you ‘ought to’

read this and what is really going on.

In 2001, an important year in the formation of Bollywood –

the year that saw Amitabh Bachchan move to game-show host

status (Kaun Banega Karodpati), and both his and Shah Rukh Khan’s

transition into being India’s most globalized stars; the year also that

saw the entry of the British-based B4U channel to India and the

arrest of Bharat Shah, B4U financier and the single biggest funding

source for Bollywood movies in Mumbai, for alleged gangster links

– Bhupen Khakhar made an installation that might be seen both as

a retrospective commentary on Bollywood and his interest in the

popular, as well as, more specifically, what his multiple narrative

registers described earlier might now mean, at the turn of the century

and towards the end of his life.

The installation was a series of three large-scale plyboard cutouts

of Amitabh Bachchan, Shah Rukh Khan and Rekha, painted on

one side by Vamanrao Khaire, the Vadodara-based hoarding painter

(and alumnus of the Faculty of Fine Arts, M.S. University, Baroda,

where Khakhar also studied). On the other side Khakhar painted a

rather more abstract series of scenes using images and a palette he

would later explore in large works dealing with disease, sores and

defacement, linked perhaps with his own by-then cancer-afflicted,

terminally ill condition. The entire work was displayed (‘Bombay/

Mumbai 1992–2001’, at Century City, Tate Modern, 2001) on a

large circular hangar, as though on a merry-go-round.

The pronounced effect was to expand the two readings into a

splitting of two contrasting representations of authenticity itself.

On one side we saw a popular hoarding painter who had, so to say,

both the class and cultural credentials – credentials further signalled
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(Far left, top to bottom) Bhupen
Khakhar, Good Toothpaste (photo-
graph, 1972); Bad Headache

(photograph, 1972); Mr Universe

(photograph, 1972).
(Top) Pushpamala N., Phantom Lady or

Kismet: A Photoromance (black-and-
white photograph, 1996—98).
Pushpamala masquerades as the
gangster’s moll, the gangster–pianist
is played by Atul Dodiya, and the
painting in the centre is Bhupen
Khakhar’s Bubble (1989).
(Bottom) Atul Dodiya, The Bombay

Buccaneer (oil, acrylic and wood on
canvas, 1994). Bhupen Khakhar
appears as an image on Dodiya/
Bond’s right eyeglass.
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The incapability of authenticity. Bhupen Khakhar
made this collaborative work with Vamanrao Khaire
towards the end of his life: (top left) Rekha at

Nathadwara and (bottom right) Amitabh Wounded

(two-sided cut-out figures, in Century City, Tate
Modern, London, 2001). (Top right) Bhupen Khakhar,
Injured Head of Raju (water colour on paper, 2002).

in the Tate show by the presence of one of Mumbai’s leading hoard-

ing artists from the popular film industry, Balkrishna Vaidya – to

‘authentically’ represent a cultural form (in this case a representation

of cinema culture in public spaces). Both Vaidya and Khaire brought

to the exhibition an earlier, street-level aesthetic that contrasted

sharply with the reference to Bollywoodized inauthenticity also trig-

gered off by their work. On the reverse we had Khakhar, and a more

personal representation of another site of authenticity production:

a ‘high’ artist’s autobiographical concerns, grim and tragic but in

this case incapable, it appeared, of anything but the crassest spurious-

ness. In juxtaposing these in fairground conditions, Khakhar appear-

ed for almost the first time in his career to bring into the fray the

question of whether he had any access to authenticity at all, including

here the ability to speak his mind. And if he did not, then inauthenti-

city, spuriousness, banality or kitsch – was any of this even possible?

The question appeared too radical for the work to handle; the instal-

lation was widely perceived as a technical and artistic failure.
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Embedding historical data in the city of Bombay. Vivan Sundaram, ‘Burial-2’, Memorial

(photograph with nails in vitrine, 1993).
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‘Nehru and the Making of Modern India’ (Victoria and
Albert Museum, London, June 1989), an exhibition that
worked through a concentric expansion of its themes –
with Nehru’s photograph and his immediate vision of
modern India surrounded by ‘Search for a Synthesis’,
‘Growing in Time’, ‘Voice of a New Nation’ and ‘The Living
Moment’. (Top left) Marking the centre of the exhibition, a
tricolour strung like a canopy atop a square, and
(top right) at the end of the lengthwise corridor, the end
of the journey, the bust of a pensive Nehru as though
presiding over the artefacts of civilization. To arrive at this
bust, one moved from a number of original ‘civilizational’
works (many, ironically, from the Victoria and Albert
Museum itself, and from other colonial collections),
going past images of the Bhakra Nangal dam, the Thumba
rocket missile and other ‘temples of the future’.
(Bottom right) Floor plan of the exhibition.

ADMINISTERING THE SYMBOLS

OF AUTHENTICITY PRODUCTION

And Revisiting a 1990s Controversy

5
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Almost exactly twenty years before ‘Indian Summer’ announced the

arrival of Bollywood, Britain had seen its last major display of

Indian produce: the Festival of India, organized jointly by the

Indian Ministry of External Affairs (the Indian Council for Cultural

Relations) and the Department of Culture in London in 1982, and

thereafter in Paris, New York, Moscow and other places. No two

events could have been more different than London 1982 and

London 2002. And we might read into this difference a precise

chronicle of the overdetermined presence of the Indian state in 1982,

showcasing the Rajiv Gandhi government in the first phase of

economic liberalization, and its apparently complete absence in 2002.

Continuing the Summer’s unstated ancestry in the Festivals of

India,1 this section of the book will explore an important episode in

the production of the ‘nation’ by the cultural apparatus of the

Indian state as it was unveiled on that occasion, through symbolic

systems that had some resemblance to what I have termed the

‘cinema-effect’. This will allow us in turn to understand something

of Bollywood’s success, two decades later, in putting together an

apparatus with which to re-enact the properties of the Indian state

with symbolic structures of its own.

The Festivals of India were massive cultural and intellectual

operations, as was the Indian Summer of 2002. They included art

exhibitions, film retrospectives, folk and contemporary theatre

performances, with pride of place given to definitive exhibitions of

Indian art such as the mammoth ‘In the Image of Man’ in London

(1982) or the ‘Sculpture of India, 3000 BC–AD 1300’ in Washington

(1985). The ‘productions’ on display were matched by an array of

academic disciplines, with the full range of India’s cultural and intel-

lectual resources to showcase them. The most notable disciplinary

presence, the one with the greatest burden, was almost certainly art

history, charged with the specific nationalist responsibility of mediat-

ing India’s civilizational legacy to the world under an independent

nation-state. Also on display were several other indological disciplines,

and, as viewers moved into the present, more contemporary critical

representations around literature, theatre, music, visual art and film,

the latter – despite their collective staging as undifferentiatedly

‘Indian’ – more critically engaged with the state’s role in producing

history.

1 An ancestry also claimed by
other ‘national’ cultural festivals,
most notably the Swaminarayan
Sanstha’s Cultural Festival of
India, UK, in August 1985, soon
after the 1982 Festival of India.
The Swaminarayan Festival’s
blurb claimed that ‘Eighteen acres
of the famous Alexandra Palace
were transformed into a cultural
wonderland which gave precious
glimpses of India’s music and
melodies, science and spiritual-
ism, arts and architectures. . . .
The outstanding feature was that
all the gigantic structures were
crafted in India, shipped to
London and assembled as a
large jigsaw’ (http://www.
swaminarayan.org/festivals/
1985uk/index.htm, accessed
1 October 2007). For a comment-
ary on the even larger Cultural
Festival of India in Edison, USA,
in 1991, see Shukla (1997).

Presencing the State: Properties of the Symbolic
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Occupying the controversial centrestage in this entire display

was the most precious of the many ‘priceless’ works of art sent abroad

during the India Festivals: the Didarganj Yakshi, a voluptuous, life-

size Mauryan stone figure from perhaps the third century BC, but, as

Tapati Guha-Thakurta (2004: 225–33) shows, embroiled, from the

time it was discovered in 1917, in art history debates profoundly

relevant to emerging nationalism. Some of these debates had to do

with the probable date of the work, where ‘to be able to push back

the date of an object like the Yakshi meant drawing out from

Indian art at large a tradition of such free-standing monumental

stone sculpture that dated back so-to-say to the “dawn of history”’

(quoting Chandra 1985). Guha-Thakurta additionally describes not

only a temporal arena to this history, a ‘how far back in time’ quest-

ion, but also one of spatial movement. The Yakshi moves, from the

time she is discovered by the Archaeological Survey in Didarganj

and rescued from becoming ‘merely’ an object of worship, through

the national attributions of ancientness that had to prise this figure

out from colonial archaeology and into the attention of a full-blown

national art-historical aesthetics, and, finally, to regal display in

Staging sexuality. (Left and centre) The
Didarganj Yakshi (polished stone, third
century BC). (Photograph courtesy
American Institute of Indian Studies,
Gurgaon.) (Right) Ravinder Reddy, Head

IV (painted, gold-gilded polyester resin
fibreglass, 1995). Reddy’s brazen,
gigantic, fibreglass yakshis draw as
much from Indian sculpture as from
garish Hindi film heroines to create
their own cinema-effect.
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Washington and elsewhere as a physical representative of the millen-

nial continuities of Indian civilization.

Indeed it is the representational physicality of the Yakshi, and

the possibilities this figure possesses as an ‘object’ of a national narrat-

ive and as a means of rendering present the often abstract nature of

such a narrative, that appear important as we turn now to the admin-

istrative aspects of the production of symbolic authenticity. As Guha-

Thakurta shows, there would be many ways of looking at the Yakshi,

and her hypersexualized presence within the staging of a national

cavalcade was a sensitive issue (Garimella 1997; Guha-Thakurta

2004) that may have had something to do with a later controversy

about whether such works should ever be sent abroad again. Nations

typically display their authentic cultures precisely through staging

them, and, while nationalist art historians sought to both primitivize

and spiritualize the explicitness of this figure, they maintained intact

its startling and powerful ability to provide the sheer ‘presencing’ of

the narrative of the Indian nation: the object itself, as it were, of

that nation. Few objects asserted the awesome ‘thereness’ that the

Mauryan Yakshi could, and did, in the forty-odd years in which the

emergent Indian state deployed her and a range of other such figures,

in the heyday of the embodied demonstration of ‘India’.2

One of the purposes of the nationalization of culture is, after

all, demonstrative: a demonstration of the capacity to unambiguously

harness the meanings and purposes of cultural production. Such

production includes, as we see in Susie Tharu’s explorations of the

genre of nationalist biography, the production of the object within

the protocols of its production before us. It is worth bearing in

mind the circumstances of the Yakshi’s display as we explore the

purpose of a symbolic–institutional–bureaucratic apparatus assem-

bled in the years leading up to and immediately after independence

– an apparatus, represented in its fullness at the India Festivals, put

together in order to produce an array of indigenous cultural forms.

And to recall those circumstances, also, as we explore the role of the

cinema as paradigm and, even more, as technology in founding an

equivalent symbolic system for precisely such production and display.

A footnote. In many ways the appearance of sculptor Ravinder

Reddy’s gigantic, gilded, fibreglass yakshis on the scene coincided

with the culturalist excess of the India Festivals. In bringing together

traditions of Indian sculpture with garish screen goddesses and pop

icons, Reddy’s images reveal the unstable relay of effects that the

authenticity question can sometimes set off when it is not rigorously

2 Speaking of the importance of
the embodied work of art in the
first of the major exhibitions of
Indian art in Britain at the Royal
Academy, 1947, Tapati Guha-
Thakurta (1997: 91) shows how
the vital difference in this
particular exhibition was the
transportation of a large number
of  important pieces of sculpture
from India which ‘enabled the
public to see many masterpieces
which, in all probability, they
will never see again, and the
scholar to study, at first hand,
what had only been available in
photographs’. As emphasized by
all contemporary and later
scholars, the novelty of the event
lay in this first-hand encounter
with the ‘original’ objects in all
their splendour.
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Modernist iconicity.

(Left) The ‘Naravahana’ (woman

riding man) sequence in

Chandralekha’s Angika (1985).

(Photograph by Dashrath Patel,

taken at a 1991 performance

at Tramway Theatre, Glasgow.)

(Right, top to bottom) Kalyani

(Sriranjani) rises to iconic

status as ‘sacrificing’ mother

in Parasakthi (Krishnan–Panju,

Tamil, 1952).
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supervised: when the question of ‘what is authentic’ is asked, as it

were, under uncontrolled conditions beyond those of a regulatory

realism. Where the over-the-top civilizational symbolism of the

Didarganj Yakshi’s presence makes it difficult to name her contractual

role in the ‘object’ of a nationalist narrative, Reddy deploys both

Bollywood and the cinema-effect to bring back into the fray the

entire question of what such figures are doing in the national arena

at all. The irony, embarassment even, of Reddy’s yakshis sharply

foregrounds the fact that post-colonial formations too sometimes

produce their own overdetermined displays to ‘objectify’ their

conditions.

‘Worship of the Country [took] animism to new heights’, writes

Tanika Sarkar (2006: 2966), in her exploration of Bankimchandra

Chattopadhyay’s construction of a similar icon in his novel Ananda-

math (which also provided India with one of its two national

anthems): an ‘altogether new Hindu goddess’. This goddess, a

‘compelling icon’ that unified Hindu and Indian for the first time

into a single vision, was an invention using very new elements: land,

overflowing crops, past plenitude, a goddess at once vindictive and

bloodthirsty, and representing might and glory, learning and wealth.

What was new in Bankim’s ‘invention’, which otherwise followed

an established tradition of expanding the sacred pantheon and of

increasing the occasions for collective worship, was the ‘immediate,

bounded, concretely personal connotations’ of the construction, refer-

ring to ‘an actual, human mother and a specific piece of land where

the ancestral homestead belonged’, as well as the immediate political

purpose of ‘ridding her of her enemies’ at a transitional historical

moment in late eighteenth-century Bengal.

India’s contribution to the plethora of symbolic presentations

of reality that form, as Eric Hobsbawm’s well-known history, ‘Mass-

Producing Traditions: Europe, 1870–1914’ (1983), has shown, a

key part of the modern state’s trappings of rule has still to be under-

stood as a fully formed apparatus of symbolic production.3 Indian

historians have of course noted the extent and the many consequences

of the production, display and sale of both religious and secular

3 For Hobsbawm, the assemblage
goes hand-in-hand with the
authoritative production of the
sovereign national subject;
‘capitals, flags, national anthems,
military uniforms and similar
paraphernalia’ characteristic of
the modern state, and produced at
the service of the new citizen,
were first deployed in British and
French systems of state
governance, particularly in the
French Third Republic which
domesticated the Revolution into
institutions and manuals that
would ‘turn peasants into
Frenchmen and Frenchmen into
good Republicans’, public
ceremonies, ‘statuomania’ and the
mass production of public
monuments (Hobsbawm and
Ranger 1983: 266–71).

A Statist Argument for the Cinema and

How to Read a Film
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symbolic material in the nationalist public sphere (Pinney 2004;

Ramaswamy 2003). There is also work on the history of direct state

intervention in such production: occasions such as the Republic Day

parade (Singh 1999), cultural displays of Indian art and perform-

ance at the behest of the state (Guha-Thakurta 1997), and the many

state-sponsored civilizational narratives charged with the purpose

of stitching together into one story the diverse institutional locations

of Indian culture – like the Discovery of India narratives in art

museums, on television and in film,4 the production of the Indian

museum,5 and the  marketing of cultural symbols of both central

and regional states alongside the produce of their cottage industries

by emporia.6

Among the myriad narratives involved in the cultural and

economic process of assembling a symbolic nationalism at the direct

behest of the state, is one that names its cultural producers – its

artists, artisans, craftsmen and performers – as those who literally

provide India’s economy with its national resources. These are the

men and women who both stand for and make national culture,

and on whose behalf policies exist that govern national culture as a

whole. The public representation of disciplines, fields, institutions

and modes as existing in order to stage the Indian saga, of producing

objects from the nation as the objectives of its nationalism, has had

a crucial part to play in the move of authenticity-as-authentication.

We encounter here a legacy, a good, a product and a producer; a

construct that is, with the Yakshi and the artisan–citizen, a pure

representative of the ‘national’.

My argument is now moving towards the somewhat bold propo-

sition that a model for institutionalizing the cinema as realist textual-

ity would actively seek to assimilate this entire legacy of the symbolic

production of the national. The phenomenon of such production is

well known in the paraphernalia of state pageantry and in the making

of national arts; so too the fact that the ‘production’ of specific

objects or condensations includes their selection from the repertoire

of history, and the production and dissemination of their intelligibi-

lity. However, scant attention has been paid to the narrative conse-

quences of such production on the technologies being drawn upon,

or the resources from where these technologies of reproduction derive

the ability to execute their responsibilities. While many such objects

and representations selected for national use are literally new in that

they are produced to order (and often sufficiently impoverished so

4 Shyam Benegal’s Bharat Ek Khoj
(1988, TV), Chandita Mukherjee’s
Bharat ki Chhap (1989, TV), the
Nehru and the Making of Modern
India (1989) exhibition at the
Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, on the occasion of the
Nehru Centenary.

5 See Tapati Guha-Thakurta
(2004) and Kavita Singh (2003)
on the genealogy of the art
museum in modern India.

6 The First Five-Year Plan (‘Small
Industries and Handicrafts,
Chapter 25, Sec. 10), for example,
states: ‘In improving the quality
of handicraft products and in
increasing the demand for them
emporia can also play an import-
ant part, provided they are
efficiently organized. Emporia
should not only increase the sale
of cottage industry products but
should, in turn, be the means of
conveying to artisans information
and guidance concerning new
demands and new designs. A
direction in which useful results
are likely to be secured is the
linking up of consumers’ co-
operatives with producers’ co-
operatives. To the extent that such
a development can take place, a
stable internal demand can be
created for the products of small
industries and handicrafts. Simi-
larly, in the sphere of foreign
trade the Central and State
governments could attempt
increasingly to promote links
between the producers in India
and large buyers abroad’.
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as to mean nothing other than what the state intends them to mean),

there are other forms, like the already mentioned Yakshi, that long

pre-date any contemporary nationalism and which need to be reinter-

preted, in their technological reproduction, in ways that also effect-

ively negate other readings, if they are to become exemplars for the

nation.

This, therefore, is a framed, restrictive reading that enables certain

kinds of signification, including certain kinds of symbolic production,

reproduction and display, and renders others invalid. It forces a literal-

ism,7 a privileged meaning, further circulates that meaning into an

appropriate set of narratives, and, finally, ensures the conditions for

large-scale manufacture of the carriers of the narratives. The cinema’s

ability to mould its technological apparatus to such use means that

realism’s symbolic abilities could span the entire aesthetic programme

of making and showing national culture at a certain time in India.

Such a role draws attention to a particular form of realism itself as

cinema-effect that, whatever else it does, certainly removes it from

conventional responsibilities of verisimilitude.

Despite the often murky history of a film industry functioning

on the edges of financial illegality, or perhaps in the light of that

history, realism sought to provide an articulate statist definition

around the textual regulation of the content of the moving image.

The much-vaunted techniques of meaning reproduction in the world’s

largest filmmaking country were chosen, differentially through the

twentieth century, as the privileged and, at the mass level, perhaps

even the only technology available for the manufacture and distribu-

tion of a symbolic nationalism: not only in particular films or specific

shots in those films but with the cinema as a whole, represented in

its wholeness by its totalizing apparatus.8

Such an expanded role of cinematic realism would constitute a

distinct domain in the production of modern India’s national culture,

and, contrary to many general perceptions that the Indian state had

no coherent film policy, would attempt to bring celluloid film as a

whole into the ambit of the Indian state’s civilizational techno-

development and thus make it a freer ‘cultural’ counterpart of the

economic policies associated with India’s early planning initiatives.

I explore aspects of this policy at different stages in this book. At

this point, I propose a larger industrial–technological context, even

a longer history of Indian modernity, within which to comprehend

the visibility of the cinematic apparatus, and thus a realism capable

7 The journalist and social
activist Praful Bidwai has on
numerous occasions discussed the
political role of literalism: for
example, his statement that
‘coupled with [the] shift from the
universal language of humanity
to Western parochialism is a
transition from metaphor to
literalism’, so that if the US says
that ‘war’ was declared on 11
September 2001, they too will
now declare ‘war’ (Bidwai 2001).

8 This was roughly from 1955 to
1980. For some years immediately
following independence, the
preferred technology with which
to speak the voice of the Indian
state was radio broadcasting (see
Lelyveld 2002). An additional
technology of recent interest is
still photography (see Sabeena
Gadihoke 2006, etc.). After 1980,
the cinema was dumped in favour
of broadcasting media. See
‘Beaming Messages to the Nation’
(Rajadhyaksha 1990) and ‘The
Judgement: Reforming the Public’
(Rajadhyaksha 1999).
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of incarnating the cinema’s capacity to produce, signify and act upon

reality as a symbolic construct par excellence.

Such a transformation, first of all, depends on ‘figuring’ the technol-

ogy itself as a key player in framing the process of symbol produc-

tion. Technology, often signalled and valued as the very acme of the

modern, staged in the period of high nationalism a characteristically

benevolent encounter with traditional practices – an encounter that

also signalled the further possibility of effecting a smooth passage

for ancient civilizations into modernity, reproducing along the way

the present validity of earlier cultural productions. In India this

encounter – of traditional form and modern technology – has been

crucial to the production of national authenticity:9 ‘technology’ itself

played a role as though a character in a drama, a guide, an authentic-

ator and guarantor of the passage into modernity. A key conception

of the independent Indian state was, says Gyan Prakash (1999: 199),

as an ‘embodiment of the technological imperative’: a ‘technicist

nation-state’ that saw itself as a ‘modern repetition of India’s ancient

national institutions and social needs . . . the nation’s coming into

being in modernity’. The state not only saw all its operations guided

under the rigorous supervision of science, but also thematized that

act of handholding as seen in the long history of staging science –

literally so in the colonial museums, industrial and agricultural trade

fairs and exhibitions – as though a ‘wondrous spectacle’ of rationality.

Prakash writes:

If performance mixed science with magical spectacle, it also enhanced

the importance of visuality. Museums confronted observers with an

orderly organization of fossils, rocks, minerals, bones, vegetation,

coins, sculptures, and manuscripts. Exhibitions, on the other hand,

offered a feast to the Indian eye. Depending on the scale, no effort

was spared to produce an attractive spectacle: ceremonial arches,

palatial structures, military bands, lakes, fountains bathed in coloured

lights, food stalls, wrestling competitions, pony races, and regional

theatre – all combined to impress the public eye and draw it to agri-

cultural products, manufactured goods, machines, scientific inven-

tions, and new methods of working and living. (Ibid.: 33–34)

‘Figuring’ the Apparatus

9 I have explored this connection
in my essay on Dadasaheb Phalke
(see Rajadhyaksha 1987).
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Modernity as a product of technology – the technological quartet

of railway, irrigation, electricity and telecommunications – also makes

it an important character within the national saga: named, celebrat-

ed, ferried across, invited into the frame. A variant of this formulation

would be technology’s incarnation of its encounter with the legacy

of tradition as the entity that will take forward the civilizational

process, like the dam water that fertilizes the land, coming from the

blood of Mother India’s slain son, impregnating the parched soil .10

Indigenism encounters technology. (Top) An 1887 photograph showing the locomotive
engine ‘Akbar’ being carried across the river Yamuna. Colonial railway authorities pose
alongside railway technicians, boatmen and labourers, collectively engaged in the project
of literally ferrying modern technology across into local usage. From the exhibition ‘India:
Pioneering Photographers 1850–1900’ (see Falconer 2001), photographer unknown.
(Bottom) Publicity image for the now-defunct Government of India-sponsored MIT Media
Lab Asia, continuing with its ability to stage the benevolent encounter.

10 See Rosie Thomas, ‘Mother
India Maligned: Film and Politics
in Modern India: The Saga of
Sanjay Dutt’ (1995) for the
durability of the legend and its
discursive re-enactment in the
real-life political crises faced by
Nargis and Sunil Dutt’s son
Sanjay. (Also see Thomas 1989.)
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‘Gesture Fills Space’, the ‘Forbidden Note’

Staging the modern as spectacle. (Top) The opening sequence of Mughal-e-Azam (K. Asif,
1960), ‘Main Hindustan Bol Raha Hoon’, introducing an ‘India’ rising over the city as the
film’s speaking subject and protagonist. (Bottom right) The vanquished snake Kaliya rises
with Krishna atop, in Kaliya Mardan (Dadasaheb Phalke, 1919). Note the similarity with
which both Krishna, rising atop Kaliya, and the Indian nation are ‘cranked up’ by primitive
studio apparatus. (Bottom left) The mother gathers the sacred soil against a  backdrop of
tractors ploughing the earth, in the nationalist epic Mother India (Mehboob, 1955).

I move next to the narrative itself. The question of how the (often

primitive) technologies of reproduction could be mobilized in the

way they were, needs to be asked from the other end as well: what

does such symbolic production mean and how does it work within

the broad scope of high-nationalist productions in early twentieth-

century India? It also has to be asked on the same breadth of scale
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with which Hobsbawm notes, citing Franco–British instances, at

least three stages that such symbolic forms went through: first, of

actual selection and manufacture; second, of naming their producers

and elevating the circumstances of their production to sites of produc-

tion of nationalism, no less; and third, of assembling the apparatus

to enforce a reading competence upon the symbol and its ‘meaning’.

The question, if properly asked, implicates Indian modernism

foundationally – and especially the numerous art institutions that

were being set to work almost from the time the independent state

began to be envisaged, to respond to what a contemporary aesthetics

might look like, what work it may do.11 The cinema’s inheritance –

from these practices as much as from the paraphernalia of state

symbology – is revealed by the extent to which India’s modern arts

were fascinated by the cinema, and by its capacity to define modern-

ism’s engagements in theatre, music, literature and the visual arts,

both formally and institutionally.12

By the time of independence, such a policy for a contemporary

arts practice was somewhat distinctively put at the service of an

anthropological conceptualization of national cultural policy, propo-

sing a contemporary arts – whether urban or rural – almost entirely

refracted through the utility of cultural resources for state operation.

This turn, crucial to the induction of the cinema, required modernism

both as art practice, and as institution and apparatus, to focus its

Gesture filling space. Shanti Bardhan’s modernist dance-drama: (left) Hanuman flying off to Lanka in Ramayana (1952);
(right) cranes in Panchatantra (1954).

11 Numerous institutions were
geared to the invention of a
modern aesthetics in the early
twentieth century, the foremost
being Santiniketan (Kala Bhavan,
1919; Visvabharati University,
1921), Kerala Kalamandalam
(1930), Kalakshetra (1935), Uday
Shankar India Cultural Centre
(1938), Gandharva Mahavidyalaya
(1901) and Bhatkhande Vidyapeeth
(1926). Geeta Kapur’s landmark
exhibition of 1994, ‘Hundred
Years: From the NGMA Collec-
tion’, tracks the history of this
period in the visual arts. For
similar concerns about the
responsibilities of symbolic
production on the left in music,
theatre, literature and the visual
arts, see Pradhan (1985).

12 Perhaps the first modernist to
note this role of the cinema was
Rabindranath Tagore, who
wondered whether this ‘motive
form’ could elevate the arts into a
‘distinct aesthetic experience’
(Rajadhyaksha and Willemen
1999: 235). Amrita Sher-Gil,
speaking in Lahore in 1937 on
‘Art in the Indian Cinema’,
attacked the cinema for its ‘glar-
ing anachronisms’ but was
nevertheless ‘full of hope’ that
‘such immense possibilities’ may
be discovered by film in classical-
ly national–symbolic productions
such as a ‘blade of corn, the rough
unctuous texture of the earth . . .
bullocks drawing ploughs’.
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energies on what we may now name as the predominantly symbolic

national gesture, culturally endorsed: a gesture seen at its most pris-

tine in the ‘geography, gigantism and ethnicity’ of what Geeta Kapur

(2000: 287) calls the ‘National/Modern’.

Amongst the apocryphal properties enabling this profoundly

modernist gesture was an aesthetically replete mode of symbolic

meaning production. Modernist tenets widely believed to be derived

from the Natyashastra included, for example, the principle that ‘ges-

ture fills space’ and thus the signifying capacity of the flourish, consi-

dered central to the epic structures of classical–modern dance and

music.13 The space-filling gesture, seen to derive from imaginative

enactment, provided the Indian modernist with a fully functional

vocabulary, even a grammar of performance, as it facilitated large

conceptual moves to be made through pure signification: a capacity

that also dominated indigenous science and technology at that time.

Tapati Guha-Thakurta (1992: 290–91), writing of the new ‘school’

of Indian painting that was formed in the early twentieth century

around Abanindranath Tagore and Jorasanko, says:

In most of the paintings of the school, the combined need to impart

to forms both a curvilinear quality and an emotive overtone con-

verged on certain standardized conventions of facial features, expres-

sions and gestures. The same formula for the evocation of bhava-

vyanjana recurred in these paintings – the same arching of eyebrows,

the same dreamy expression in elongated, heavy-lidded eyes, the

conventional tribhanga inflexion of the figure, and the swaying gesti-

culations of arms. While some of these conventions could be classified

as traditionally ‘Indian’, they were also seen to be essential in the

creation of ‘introspective images’ that were said to be the true stuff

of ‘Indian’ art. Thus, Nandalal’s representations of Shiva, like ‘Shiva

Drinking the World’s Poison’, an elegant exercise in contoured draw-

ing, was said (by O.C. Gangoly) to convey the heights of ‘meditative

abstraction’.

Kapila Vatsyayan (2003: 21–27), writing about Uday Shankar’s

impact on contemporary dance, shows how he was for some years

the only Indian dancer to have moved away from strict adherence

to the classical pattern of relating movement to the metrical cycle

(tala) and to the literary word (sahitya).

In the new formula, movement had to evolve first and it was not

guided by any stylized pattern; any point of articulation of the body

13 See the overview on the textual
history of dance by sociologist
G.S. Ghurye (1958: 16–22). It
traces the first historical referen-
ces to the technical knowledge of
dance to the Natyashastra and to
Kalidasa’s Malavikagnimitra.
Most standard early histories
accepted this legacy, even as they
tracked its modern impact.

Nandalal Bose, Shiva Drinking

the World’s Poison (water colour,
1933)
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could be used. . . . In the new dance, there was no self-imposed

limitation of either the ardhamandali of Bharat Natyam or the chauka

of Odissi. . . . Movements were chosen for their expressive quality

rather than for the abstract pattern which they could evolve on a

given geometric motif.

However, even as Uday Shankar discovered – ‘soon, perhaps all too

soon’ – that ‘there was a rich storehouse of the classical styles to be

explored, and there were those gurus of gigantic stature at whose

feet he had to sit to know more’, many of his students, notably

Shanti Bardhan, innovated with modern movement to ‘create a dis-

tinctly new style’. ‘[Bardhan’s] arm movements, as also the treatment

of the spine and the knees, were a real contribution to modern dance.

. . . Bardhan had gone a step further than his master by moving

away altogether from the word–gesture relationship, by discarding

the statuesque and by ignoring the tukda or toda principle.’

In both the visual arts and in performance, the imaginative ges-

ture often had what we might call, via a different discipline entirely,

an appropriative dimension.14 This dimension, going alongside the

The transgressive gesture. Habib Tanvir draws on knowledges previously unavailable to modernism in the performative and
cultural transgressions of his legendary play Charandas Chor (1975).

14 Psychoanalyst Shailesh Kapadia,
in a seminal paper (‘Modes of
Transformations’ 2001), opens up
the ramifications of ‘appropriative
gestures’. Starting with the fact that
‘gestures are extensively used in
art-forms like classical and
modern dance’, he moves from
such gestural communication to
an instance of clinical material. The
example is from a patient P, who
recounts during analysis how he
is sitting in a seminar in front of
a scientist S. When the scientist
asks a question of the speaker, P
nods in agreement and it suddenly
becomes apparent to all that P
has communicated his support,
but more, that S is actually ask-
ing P’s question and that a part of
S’s theory was really P’s. P’s
‘appropriative behaviour raised
many questions in my mind
regarding a specific use of “ges-
tures” in general – their symbolic
significance and their ability to
bring about (or fail to do so) an
emotional transformation’. This
was forcefully evident in the
analysis itself, as P, in polite
acknowledgement of the ▼
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‘transparent’ emotional–theatrical address with which such a gesture

was imbued, and informing expressionist–realist acting in the theatre

and eventually the cinema, also foregrounded a transgressive aspect

of modernism. Both appropriativeness and transgression opened up

trans-historical possibilities that could resonate with the ideology

of a liberatory modernity whose symbolic productions were no long-

er answerable to historical or economic limits, an ideology perhaps

most directly evidenced by India’s technological fascination with

trans-historical leapfrogging.15 A popular example of such trans-

gression was the absent or ‘forbidden note’ in music: a subversive

excess as an artist attempts, as aesthetic acrobatics, something that

‘is not allowed’, such as touching certain varjit notes that may not

be touched if the raga has to bear any coherence. It is widely consider-

ed a sign of virtuosity when a singer or instrumentalist actually

touches a varjit note – when she/he trespasses, in other words, into

forbidden territory, even while maintaining the structure.

Mani Kaul (1991), applying Akbar Padamsee’s explorations of

included/excluded space to music, writes that ‘the absent notes

impinge on those present and threaten to disintegrate that melodic

structure if brought out into the open . . . between any two includ-

ed notes in a raag lies in darkness the excluded area’. He further

claims, via his dhrupad teacher Zia Moiyuddin Dagar, a modernist

reinterpretation of the concept of vivadi (as per chapter 28 of the

Natyashastra which discusses this concept alongside its parallel term,

anuvadi).16 Kaul says, ‘. . . the original word for the excluded notes,

vivadi, meaning argumentative, is more appropriate than the later

varjit, meaning prohibited’. He later elaborates that ‘Anupalabdhi,

or non-availability, deals with the perception of the absent object,

i.e. with the perception of an object because it is absent.’

What is distinct about such a pactice would be its potential not just

for a fully formed aesthetics, but also for an equally articulate econo-

mics. While the historical icons incarnating India’s national cultural

policy have been nationalized literally as ‘tangible heritage’ (some-

times under global supervisory conventions defined by the United

Nations), there is also a wider domain of their nationalization: one

that trawls through its resources for what culture can ‘do’ for the

nation-state, and what tasks may now be assigned to its immense

Origins of India’s Culture Industry

      analyst’s interpretation,
‘equated himself’ with him,
appropriating parts of the
analyst’s personality by ‘creating
a screen . . . through which his
projections could pass but my
interpretations could not. It was
as if I had been ordered to
contain but not to interpret.’

15 Leapfrogging has been
described as a concept where
‘areas which have poorly-
developed technology or economic
bases can move themselves
forward rapidly through the
adoption of modern systems with-
out going through intermediary
steps’. Typical instances are
‘barefoot solar engineers’ or
women in Rajasthan taught to
harness solar energy for everyday
power usage (see Shruti Gupta’s
‘Barefoot, Female and a Solar
Engineer’, http://www. infochange
india.org/change makers19.jsp,
accessed 12 October 2007). It is
often associated with SCEP
(social–cultural–economic–politi-
cal) development, leading to
‘efficient resource use, harmonious
development, self-reliance, effecti-
vity and dynamic adaptiveness’
(see Bandyopadhyay and Datta
1989). Perhaps the most significant
location for such leap-frogging was
the Indian Space Research
Organization’s (ISRO) deployment
of space technology for poverty
alleviation, associated with
Vikram Sarabhai (see Sanjay 1989).

16 This set of definitions forms
part of the standard pedagogy of
contemporary classical music
(see, for example, Vijayalakshmi
2004).

▼
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symbolic capacities. Among the significant precedents invoked by

the independent state for such appropriative production was of course

Bankimchandra Chattopadhyaya’s famous contention that these

symbolic–cultural resources could become the very substance of a

future state.17 To this centralizing of cultural production and repres-

entation as the basis of the very enterprise of national formation, a

post-World War II ideology of development economics focusing more

specifically on marginalized cultural minorities as ‘folk’ cultures18

added another, even more innovative claim. It showed how these

resources of authentic production not only existed physically in

monuments but could be found in everyday practices in contemporary

India, and indeed were available for representing its millennial conti-

nuities (Radhakrishnan 1973). As such these cultural practices could

now, in addition to providing appropriate replacements for a con-

temporary modern art, by further inscribing a distinctive and pure-

symbolic Nehruvian move, be physically harnessed for economic

development; the ‘evolved and cultured nation’ that India had been

before colonialism could become a resource to be directly accessed

by ‘planned development under a free national government’ (Nehru

[1946] 1985: 395–402).

Can such a definition of culture as capable of harnessing econo-

mic development produce, in hindsight, the origins of the culture

industries of the 1990s that are fuelling twenty-first-century India’s

global ambitions? It is worth noting that even in the era of high

development, an agenda bringing text and economics together would

produce something of a concrete field project for the Indian state:

of combing the countryside for spaces where such resources could

be found.19 Just as major interventions were made in the institutions

involved with the production, training, management, display and

marketing of India’s myriad national productions, so too the dis-

ciplines and technologies associated with such institutionalization

were perceived by Indian state policy to be intervening in the overall

assembly of a national economy.

Among the numerous State Departments that now emerged20

were those of Culture, drawn from the predominantly colonial dis-

ciplines of Indology, Anthropology, Art History and Archaeology;

Education, dealing with the more nationalist disciplines of Econo-

mics, History and the Social Sciences; a third sector concerned with

the economy of artisanal produce and with the most visible sector

of that produce, viz. Handicrafts – the one entity that most directly

17 Sibaji Bandyopadhyay (1994:
31) shows how, in his Dharma-
tattva, Bankimchandra claims
that his concept of anushilan not
only incorporates the western
definition of culture as defined by
Matthew Arnold, but includes all
else from Hindu civilization that
remains outside of both the under-
standing and control of the west,
and therefore uncolonized.

18 As part of the emphasis on
Community Development, fostered
above all by the Ford Foundation
and eventually a key component
in the Nehru government under
S.K. Dey. See former Ford Found-
ation representative and sociolo-
gist Douglas Ensminger’s book,
Rural India in Transition (1972).

19 India’s national cultural policy,
especially that addressing peasant
and artisan oppression, echoes
long histories, from pre-colonial
Mughal times through the colo-
nial period. Such a policy has at
different times claimed that the
artisan–producer and crafts-
produce are a repository of
India’s nationalist resources; that
they are not only economic
resources but central to the very
enterprise of nationalism, inform-
ing all its programmes. While the
protection and sustenance of the
artisan had a cultural justifica-
tion, it would also oversee
agrarian reform. Finally, and
most daringly yet, that there
would be no contradiction, indeed
a synergy, between the support
and development of artisanal
practices, on the one hand, and
the nationalist goals of indus-
trialism and the emphasis on
science and technology, on the
other. See the well-known Eames
Report (Eames and Eames 1967)
on the National Institute of
Design (NID), initiated and
financed by the Ford Foundation.

20 The Fifth Five-Year Plan’s Task
Force on Culture acknowledges
the multiplicity of departments
addressing cultural policy in one
form or the other, recommending
‘greater coordination between the
Department of Culture and other
administrative units [which had]
a cultural component . . . specially
the fields of information, broad-
casting, mass media, tourism,
social welfare, agriculture and
the welfare of industrial workers’
(1973: ‘Culture in the Fifth Plan’).
It says, ‘In addition to [the]
larger concept of culture

▼
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signalled the continuing practice of ancient traditions; and, finally,

the institutions directly managing the privileged role for culture in

ideologies of development and the presumed link between traditional

craft and advanced technology, in Communication Studies, origin-

ating with India’s first investments in radio and satellite communi-

cation, television and several other technologies (most recently, Geog-

raphic Information Systems) – all reiterating the primarily gestural

capacity of the most primitive to engage with the most advanced.

As the high priest of design S. Balaram proposes in his landmark

Thinking Design (1998), India’s real industrial revolution ‘occurred

only after independence, in the late forties and fifties’; and while

this led to several false contradictions, between, for example, applied

and machine arts (or charukala and karukala, as they came to be

known in Santiniketan), it also enabled the idea of the ‘machine as

giver of a new style’ and thus enabled the suturing of artisanal systems

of production with the possibilities of recent technology (industrial

but, of late, even information technology): a suturing that was the

explicitly stated brief of the National Institute of Design and the

Industrial Design Centres.

To be relevant, the Indian designer’s approach should be capital-

saving and employment-generative. He should draw on our rich

traditions as well as apply the latest scientific and technological

knowledge/equipment, such as the state-of-the-art computer, for

solving basic-level problems such as developing a better sickle or a

better hand-pump. His approach to his creations must be that of a

dynamic innovator rather than that of an artist. He should design

for maximum advantage, with local materials such as mud, grass,

cane, bamboo, coir, jute, and with local skills in mind such as manual

dexterity and adaptability. (Balaram 1998: 12–16)

In 1961, the opening chapter of the Third Five-Year Plan, entitled

‘Objectives of Planned Development’, put to use an entire range of

modern technologies in reharnessing ancient national culture to

specific contemporary meaning and purpose:21 ‘Each major culture

and civilization has certain distinctive features, rooted in the past,

which bear the impress of that culture’, it said. ‘India, with thousands

of years of history, bears even now the powerful impress of her own

distinctive features. They are today covered up by widespread and

appalling poverty, the result of a traditional society and a static

economy in the past’, but, and this is the central point, ‘these values

     which must permeate all other
sectors of living and all levels of
education, there is the sector of
institutions which have been
identified as cultural institutions
and those that are directly
administered by the Department
of Culture.’ Also see Vatsyayan
(1972) and Saberwal (1975).

21 Such a convergence would be
sought from among the oldest
institutionalized disciplines
founded (along with the Asiatic
Society, 1784) to ‘inquire into
. . . the Antiquities, Arts, Sciences
and Literatures of Greater India’:
the Indian Museum (1814)
focusing on Art, Archaeology,
Anthropology and Geology (apart
from Zoology and Botany), and
the Archaeological Survey of
India (1861) meant to protect
monuments under the Ancient
Monuments and Archaeological
Sites and Remains Act (1958), but
foregrounding excavations,
preservation and conservation,
research into epigraphy and
numismatics, training and
publication. After independence
and through the 1950s into the
early 1960s, the Government of
India sought within these disci-
plines most of the institutions that
determined an Arts and Culture
policy, and also thereby deter-
mined, for several other agencies,
the dominant paradigms for the
‘arts and culture’ field as a
whole. Among the major ones
were the Indian Council of
Cultural Relations (1950),
Sangeet Natak Akademi (1953),
National Museum, Sahitya
Akademi, National Gallery of
Modern Art and Lalit Kala
Akademi (all set up in 1954,
following a Parliamentary Reso-
lution initiated by Jawaharlal
Nehru and Maulana Azad).
Arguably, all these institutions
reflected, variously, the strong
emphasis of national cultural
policy on conservation,
excavation, translation and
dissemination of cultural
heritage, reflecting indigenous
cultural practices, and the
importance placed on the
modernist project of ‘recovering’
lost traditions.

▼
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Indigenizing the machine.
(Top) Primitive animism as the
taxi driver recovers his materialist
origins through tribal forms in
Ritwik Ghatak’s Ajantrik (1957).
Bimal (Kali Bannerjee) has all of
nature opening out to him in the
act of driving his car, and feeding
it. His broken car is contrasted
with the railway train and other
‘inanimate’ machines intruding
upon the countryside, as the
Oraon tribals travel with him.
(Bottom) Uday Shankar’s Ballet of

Labour and Machinery, from his
film Kalpana (1948).
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are a part of India’s thinking, even as, more and more, that thinking

is directed to the impact of the scientific and technological civilization

of the modern world’ (emphases added).

What was the ‘scientific and technological civilization’ that was

meant to solve such deep-rooted and ancient problems? The easy

answer, pointing to the technological showpieces of the modern

Nehruvian state, is shadowed by a different sort of responsibility

that technologies of reproduction had to shoulder: one that could

enable key acts of transference, providing thematized cultural, formal

or even aesthetic resolutions for what seemed otherwise intractable

problems of the contemporary, and so their relocation on more propi-

tious narrative ground where they may be better dealt with.

This was one of the contexts of early post-independence state

support for the cinema, and the first direct intervention by the state

in both film production and the process of ‘reading’ the cinema

appropriately. What I further suggest here is that in almost all these

cultural–economic productions the cinema found itself with as much

an actual as a paradigmatic role to play, for all of these fields, dis-

ciplines and practices inevitably left their trace on the perception of

celluloid technology and its powers of realist representation.

The view of the scientist that sought to erase the past and the non-

scientific is further developed in official photographs of the Trombay

atomic energy complex. These photographs, especially those dating

from the 1960s, centre the iconic dome of the CIRUS reactor, showing

it set in the middle of carefully landscaped gardens each conforming

to an imposed geometry of two dimensions: a perfect circle and a

rectangular form set within a triangular space. These gardens, sym-

metrical in themselves, act also as a device to draw attention back

to the perfect dome of the reactor at its centre. But the edges of this

photograph betray the limits of transformation. The borders of the

promontory on which the reactor is located are less clearly articulated

in Cartesian space. They are scrublands, dry and spotted with unruly

bushes. They mark the intransigence of the land, but, by the same

token, denote the degree of human effort that has made this orderly

and unnatural space possible. – Itty Abraham (1999: 160)

Reading Films ‘Nationalistically’:

A Second Proposition of Film Theory
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She sits at the dressing table, combs her hair, glances at the two

love-birds in a cage and looks around the room as if it were a cage.

Then she goes behind a screen and emerges in other clothes and pre-

pares for bed. She sleeps and dreams of her life before she took the

present path. The film then passes on to its previous theme of con-

trasts mentioned above, often repeating the earlier shots in juxtaposi-

tion as stills. There is nothing else in the film to be noticed either by

us or by the public for which it is intended. – M. Hidayatullah, J.,

commenting on A Tale of Four Cities

. . . in the cinema, contrary to what happens in all the other arts, the

representation is identical to the object represented. What I see, in

fact, is no longer the bunch of flowers but, through and by it, the

bunch of flowers itself. Thus, the real object, the real being, is dis-

pensable. Not only does the representation survive but also, through

and by it, the object or being . . . endowed with all their apparent

qualities. – Jean Mitry (1997: 47)

I am exploring here a specific tendency of the cinema-effect – an

effect that simulates realism but is not realism necessarily. It allows

the distilling of realism and eventually of the ‘cinema’ to such a

degree of purity that, in its pristine reproducibility, all narrative

waste may be eliminated or marginalized, keeping only the pure

evocation, the charge – all else shed before the pure symbol.

This is a particular form of cinematic textuality: a specific kind

of ‘reading’ incubated by film that is only comprehensible through

a symbolic as against the more standard conventions of realist–

textual interpretation. As we explore perhaps the most influential

legacy of such an effect, the legacy of its production at the behest of

the state, we encounter in stark relief the varied properties that

accrue to the symbolic object: properties of cultural–symbolic inter-

pretation through which the state reproduces itself. Such properties

define the authority that precedes and oversees the cinema’s func-

tioning, and contextualize its distillation into the series of effects

that are meant to be noticed and nothing else.

Notwithstanding the wide divergence in the ways in which

cinema was deployed, both practically (in the form of productions

commissioned directly by the government or its affiliate agencies)

and normatively (in the way the film industry as a whole was attri-

buted various functions), the one thing bringing all these together is

almost always the interpretative authority of the record. We have

seen such an authority deployed as though it were a character in the
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fiction (Mother India), and even a privileged sutradhara master-

minding the narrative (Mughal-e-Azam). The Bourne & Shepherd

cameramen pushed the status of technology still higher: no longer a

character among many but an overseer, the producer of the narrative

record, its authoritative spectator–witness.22

The direct use of film by the Indian state, documentary as well

as feature films – from the pre-World War II production of education-

al films by the railways and social health organizations, to the war-

time use of film by a number of government ministries under the

Defence of India Act 1942, and, after independence, the history of

the Films Division and later of Doordarshan, making and showing

films on commission from various components of central and state

governments – makes for a considerably greater degree of Indian

state investment in the cinema than is usually realized. Apart from

Bourne & Shepherd photographers, representing the authoritative carriers of the technology of record, Delhi Durbar, 1902–03
(Falconer 2001).

22 Film historian Virchand
Dharamsey suggests that the first
such Indian instance of a state
spectacle produced primarily for
the cameras was the Delhi Durbar
of 1905, at which were present
not only Bourne & Shepherd but
also Harishchandra Bhatavdekar
and Lala Deen Dayal. (On the
filming of the Durbars, see
Bottomore 1995, 1997.) This may
have well been the origin of the
familiar menace posed by
technology-as-record to all live
events where anyone bearing an
appropriate device, like a still or
moving-image camera, has a
mandate to interfere with spectat-
ors’ views by standing before
them, even interfere with the
performance itself by intruding on
stage, in the name of the privil-
eged record to be treated with the
greatest reverence.
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the industrial consequences of this, there was a distinct aesthetic

consequence as well.23 While only a small proportion of all films

made in India at any time could be named as appropriately ‘nation-

alist’ in their representation, their production was held up as an

example of a more widespread deployment of the paradigm of ‘the

cinema as a whole’, so to say: that all films be read nationalistically;

that a valid and persuasive account be provided for the cinema that

would straddle and overcome, disregard, rebut, every statement about

the illegitimacy of the film industry, its corruption and criminal

money and the urgent need for reform, and offer a way by which

the entire history of the Indian cinema may be written up, and policies

for its reform be defined, solely along the lines of its unmatched

ability to produce such symbols.

The characterization of the cinema by the state as the producer

of a particular diegetic space – a critical zone of symbolic production

where the encounter takes place between the framed objects and the

authorized apparatus of camera/sound – finds us at the heart of a

major tradition of film theory. Many European theorists have drawn

attention to a two-level action central to the cinema’s relation with

its ‘subject’, and a great deal of British and French theory in the

1950s–70s gnawed on different aspects of ‘reality’ in cinema: more

precisely, around the problematic status of ‘actual’, ‘physical’ or

‘pro-filmic’ reality once the cinema has given it a working-over.

Many, in addition, have drawn attention to the cinema’s astonishing

ability to create symbolic formations, to prise out and define with

uncontestable authority what it is that we are ‘meant to notice’ in a

film, its ‘obvious meaning’ as it establishes this obviousness against

competing definitions.24

My main purpose in revisiting this tradition is to point to an

aspect of Indian cinematic practice that gives us a particularly sharp

insight into the workings of a restrictive symbolic production with

its evictions and its plenitude. We have arrived here at a location of

cinematic technology, one this book will elaborately discuss, that

opens up a site of an encounter naming itself as the recording of

‘reality’. Technology in this encounter becomes as much a ‘character’

in its fiction as its narrator, akin to an official court recorder sifting

out legally admissible evidence of reality from the overall record.

Later on in the argument, I further propose that the indubitably

‘objective’ nature of its record also elevates what the viewer sees – a

subset of what is actually there – into something of a spectatorial

eyewitness account. Whatever its nature, we now have an unprece-

23 There are, in India, at least
nine independent ministries with
an active film production budget:
apart from the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting,
which spent Rs 130 crore on film
production during the Ninth Five-
Year Plan, the Ministries of
External Affairs, Tourism and
Culture, Education, Textiles
(including the Export Promotion
Council for Handicrafts, the
Handicrafts and Handlooms
Export Corporation, the National
Institute of Fashion Technology,
and the National Handicrafts and
Handlooms Museum), Small Scale
Industries, Agro and Rural Indus-
tries (which runs the Khadi and
Village Industries Commission),
Panchayati Raj, Women and Child
Development. Their total budget,
impossible to compute, would at
its peak have approximated, by
one informed guesstimate, to 20–
25 per cent of India’s total film
production budget.

24 Since 1973, the Indian Director-
ate of Film Festivals has taken on
the responsibility of finding
exemplary films from different
Indian regions. While the ‘Indian
Panorama’ sections of India’s
official international film
festivals did also show avant-
garde productions, their primary
purpose was to showcase regional
films capable of providing appro-
priate interpretations of specific
regional authority, and to
translate their interpretability
into documentation for national
and international audiences. See
the Film India series accompany-
ing the giant retrospectives of the
Festivals of India in 1981–82
(Banerjee 1982; Burra 1981; Das
Gupta 1981).
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Analogous Spaces: Expansive Realism

dented location for the inscription of reality with distinctly new

values and properties, pristine and unsullied, where the framing hap-

pens, meaning is attributed and the object is bestowed its symbolic

status.25 This ‘edenic’ and utopian state is one we can most directly

name in the cinema as its diegetic space: the space of the edited,

moving image; the space ‘in the condition of narrative’.26

Let’s take any picture as an example: say, a picture representing the

central square of the Province of X. The photo will show us a part of

the square, a cathedral in the background, some benches in the shade

of ancient trees, and something like fifteen passers-by. Five or six

features have been enough to represent the scene. We’ll call those

five or six features Provincial Square. But there are other elements

in the picture whose reason for being escapes us. What function does

the dog to the left in the background have? And that man dressed in

black, missing his right shoe? And the eagle in the sky? Why do all

the passers-by look at the same point off-camera? All these unneces-

sary elements have a tendency, curiously, to reorganize themselves

forming an enigmatic corpus, a set of signs that conspires against

the ordinary reading of the picture, adding to it an element of uncanni-

ness, of suspicion. – Raoul Ruiz (1995: 57)

Many arts practitioners and theorists have reflected on the complex

and unpredictable role of the frame within Indian aesthetic prac-

tice. Anuradha Kapur (1993: 94–95), for example, contends that

the difficulty in theatre of adhering to the continuum of realist

narrative

is the result . . . of a troubled relationship with the laws of framing.

Early Indian photographs utilize the laws of framing in some ways,

and contest it in others. There is in them the orthodox use of the

laws of framing; here the frame is a device for cutting out all that is

outside it and thereby of bestowing upon the subject (as subject,

individual) an unimpeachable centrality.

However this is confusing, since the ‘figures gaze outward and their

outward gaze does not address a specific viewer, only a generality.

The frame or the proscenium arch provides a focus, but the subject

at the centre disperses such a focus’.

25 There is a reference here to
Barthes’ statement (1977: 39):
‘When it comes to the “symbolic
message” . . . the linguistic
message no longer guides
identification but interpretation,
constituting a kind of vice which
holds the connoted meanings from
proliferating’. I am interested
here in how the symbolic evicts
all connotations as it arrives at a
state that Barthes calls a ‘pleni-
tude of virtualities’, a ‘kind of
Edenic state of the image; cleared
utopianically of its connotations’.

26 An important location for
exploring this role of technology,
and its inscriptions upon the
frame, is the debate on Mani
Rathnam’s Roja (1992) and its use
of what Dhareshwar and
Niranjana (1996: 15) call a
‘techno-aesthetic’: ‘an aesthetic
that is post-national-modern, that
seems to revel in displaying and
drawing attention to its technical
virtuosity’. Such a technologic-
ally inscribed aesthetic, signalled
by Roja’s use of SteadiCams, was
later used by Moinak Biswas in
an unpublished essay to contrast
this film to Mehboob’s Mother
India (1955), suggesting that
whereas in the earlier film
technology thematized the
technological presence, Roja
assimilated the technology into its
apparatus of representation.
There was therefore an important
continuity to be established to
that trajectory, and to the ‘role’
of technology in the narrative,
between these two films.
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The expanding frame. The inner

frames ‘of attention’ coil

outwards, seeking to include all

that is outside: the excess, the

documentary material that is

captured by the frame but

stands out of its fiction. Shots

from the opening sequences of

two films.

(Top) Shyam Benegal’s saga of

revolt in the countryside, Ankur

(1974). In keeping with the

film’s realist ambitions, the star

(Shabana Azmi) has been

appropriately decentred;

however, the strategy of focus

and the emphatic colour (red) of

her sari reintroduce her

centrality, as the blur of local

women in the centre are

entirely out of focus and

therefore again reduced to the

film’s fictional edge. (The rocks

on the edge, in contrast, are

sharply in focus, signalling

‘location’ and diegetically

inducting random data.)

(Bottom) N. Chandra’s story of

Bombay’s underclass, Ankush

(1985). Shot in a tenement,

the sequence has Nana Patekar

in the centre and a host of

extras, including some

‘characters’ from the film but

also bystanders. The diegetic

realism of the centre contrasts

sharply with the documentary

realism of the edge.
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Taking the problem further back in art history, Gulammohammed

Sheikh (1997: 20–21) shows how the neem qalam mode in Mughal

miniature involved ‘layering and wiping out the surface many times

over, that included change of mind, overpainting, mistakes and cor-

rections. That drawing now became a pre-eminently obsessive ideal

effecting a fundamental change in the process of modulation of

form.’ For Sheikh, in his remarkable work on Bishn Das’ The House

of Sheikh Phool (c. 1605–15), this technique ‘seems to invite the

viewer to sift the layers of paint to recover the underdrawing, or

conversely, to complete the drawn painting/painted drawing with

the colours of his mind’.

A colonial group photograph from Kerala: the ‘memsahib’ has the power and authority to look away, while the rest of the
family, including minor functionaries, dutifully perform their role. Original image reframed and reused in Ayisha Abraham’s
Looks the Other Way… (1995).

In his work with colonial photography in Kerala, Sujithkumar

Parayil (2003) significantly expands the role of planar organization

within Indian visual practice. He superimposes a spiralling grid of

expanding rectangles on his framed photograph, dividing the photo-

graph into its central, ‘immediate’ space – shared by photographer

and image, where the image marks its implied meaning with body,

gesture and physical features – an ‘environment space’ and a ‘framing

space’. He suggests that the invisible presence of a series of such

internal frames draws attention to a crucial part of the process of

record where the camera inscribes its technological presence upon

what it is recording. Far from being a part of life captured by a

neutral or anonymous camera-witness, the colonial photograph (and

the nationalist film) captures a reality staged explicitly for its frame,

having no other existence and privileged solely for having come under

its (and its viewer’s) gaze. Parayil uses this format to bring out the

extraordinary detail that becomes available for historical excavation

outside – or on the margins of – this technological impress. This is

detail that you are not supposed to notice since it exists on the
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margins of the camera’s frame (and, in more recent times, outside of

the field in focus). It has however become of increasing significance

to the historian, as it generates data on what is going around within

the frame but outside of (or on the limits of) its conscious authority.

Conventionally, film theory has charted out spaces in the cinema,

often matched to looks. Noel Burch (1981: 17) lists six off-screen

spaces: four beyond each edge of the rectangle, the fifth behind the

camera, and the sixth which can be reached by ‘a character . . .

going out of a door, going around a street corner, disappearing behind

a pillar’. Bazin’s contention (in ‘Painting and Cinema’ 1967: 166),

derived from painting, suggests that the outermost edge of the frame,

the piece of masking that cuts out profilmic space, moves in a centri-

petal manner and akin to a coiled spring forever under pressure to

open outside itself. It is therefore an important break from classical

cinema’s theory of space. Even here, however, it is rare to encounter

any film-theoretical exploration of ‘inner’ frames, frames within,

spatial subsets of the piece of masking. This issue may have come

into its own only with new media, and with the link between the

film screen and the graphical user interface’s ‘frame-sets’ or ‘the co-

existence of a number of overlapping windows’ which are, Manovich

(2001: 97) proposes, ‘a fundamental principle of the modern GUI

. . . a collection of different but equally important blocks of data

such as text, images and graphic elements’, derived more from graphic

design than the cinematic screen but equally indebted to the latter.

Drawing attention to Parayil’s material on the edge, it can be

argued that the very process of taking a photograph under such

circumstances reveals an unstable and dynamic process when it

involves more than one frame. We have, almost more importantly

than the outer frames, a series of inner frames that mark both the

fact and the process of recording the image, which we might name

as frames of attention that are inscribed upon the image and which

render that image intelligible. We can outline two potential move-

ments and an inherent tension. Jean Mitry’s ‘analogon’ shows that

an image always produces before us the objects of which it is

consisted, but then abducts the objects into a secondary register:

[A]ll objects – furniture or ornaments – . . . compose the setting,

which, though extraneous to the drama, contain and, in some

measure, reflect it. The action taking place among these pieces of

furniture, among these objects, forms, through them, an entity both

heterogeneous and homogeneous: heterogeneous by virtue of the
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elements actually present, active or passive, partial or impartial

(the characters, the objects): homogeneous by virtue of the fact that

this entity forms a ‘totality’ presented in one image, one shot. (Mitry

1997: 44)

However, having displayed and distributed across the frame their

resolute ‘thereness’, the image does not exhaust the objects it

represents. ‘Nothing will ever be understood in the cinema’, says

Mitry (ibid.: 51) , ‘as long as the represented data are regarded as

its final thematic purpose’. The mere presence of the object (such as

the doctor’s pincenez in The Battleship Potemkin) ‘represents one

aspect among a whole series of arbitrary relationships which provide

the filmed objects with a temporary signification set within the body

of the film’ (Mitry 2000: 94–99). A more fraught, relational, second

act follows upon the first as every object is worked upon, so that

eventually ‘the object represented disappears behind its own repres-

entation’ (Mitry 1997: 47). This abduction of the object by the

image means that, while it is always the ‘real object’ I apprehend,

my involvement with another kind of reality, an ‘alien and fascinat-

ing space on to which the screen has opened’, parallely allows me to

participate in a second process, of the suppression of meaning.

I want to expand on two key elements in Mitry’s analogon. In

one, I propose that the ability of the interpretation to accommodate

the sum-total of ‘represented data’ into ‘one aspect’ remains, at all

times, often technically incomplete and at best a perilous act. Let

me name the somewhat chaotic edge of masking that represents the

outermost limit of the field of vision as the mechanical frame, and

suggest that there also exists a second inner frame, which I call the

frame of attention, the unstable subset of the main frame. If so, I

think we will be able to demonstrate a two-way structure where,

first, the external frame and the sum-total of ‘objects that compose

and reflect the setting’ are differentially pulled into a series of inner

spaces, as the ‘meaning’ of the image gets gradually distilled into

coherence. This distilling extricates from the framed image its sym-

bolic content. To this we may add a second, hegemonic dimension,

where the inner frame keeps pushing outward, seeking to appro-

priate, attribute meaning, contain everything that is outside it.

Let me equate the mechanical frame with the first look of the

cinema, and propose the ‘frame of attention’ as equivalent to its

second look. It follows that, contrary to appearances, the two frames/

looks will coincide only in rare instances. However, given the
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spectatorial presumption that they ought to coincide, the fact that

they do not always do so typically produces considerable spectatorial

anxiety: an anxiety often cathected upon the proliferation of uninter-

preted ‘data’ that litter the frame’s edge.27 This foundational imbal-

ance is a source of anxiety not only for the spectator, but also, and

primarily, for the cinematographer, who obsessively searches for ways

to get them to coincide, to find stability.

Martine Franck, well-known photographer and wife of Henri

Cartier-Bresson, captures an anxiety familiar to photographers and

cinephiles alike: ‘My grandfather died after he fell from the dike of

Ostende while taking photos of my two cousins. This can happen

easily when one looks into the lens, a fraction of a second, nothing

exists apart from the frame, and, to obtain the best frame, one moves

nonstop, forwards, backwards and sidewards’ (Helmi 2002). The

obsessive desire to ‘get’ the frame at the point where it makes the

most sense might well be seen as the moment when the inner frame

imposes a grid of intelligibility – a ‘this is important’ and ‘there is

nothing else to be noticed’ circumstance where connotations are

relentlessly sought to be evicted from the frame, or at least pushed

to its edges.28 This eternal search for elusive static intelligibility, with

its literalism and conviction that ‘the image means this and nothing

else’ – the entire process by which the image is distilled into making

complete sense as it arrives before us – is the first step launching its

symbolic career. It is also, then, the first step towards production of

the cinema-effect – the outcome of the application of cinema to all

aspects of social life. Within the movie theatre such anxiety takes

on more explicitly temporal dimensions, pushing into temporal reso-

lution a denouement, while the frame of attention offers a contrary

pull into a more static spectatorial field of vision.

As it happens, and despite the pressure this places on the

cameraman to get the ‘best’ or ‘right frame’ – the utopian Cartier-

Bressonian instant when the two momentarily come together – it is

evident that the ‘inner’ frame of attention that makes a bid to repres-

ent the viewer’s gaze can only coincide with the ‘outer’ spectatorial

field of vision in exceptional circumstances. And, in the absence of

these circumstances, whatever material is at hand – including extra-

cinematic agencies such as the Censor Board, the police and health-

and-safety authorities – can, and do, get commandeered to step in

to authorize the suture.

These circumstances, I suggest in the second of my two rework-

ings of Mitry’s analogon, develop an explicitly political dimension

27 Traces of evicted matter are
sometimes then found in odd
spaces within the frame, on the
edge or out of focus – like the
Vietnamese general standing
behind Jane Fonda’s expression of
generic ‘concern’ in Godard’s
Letter to Jane (Lettre à Jane,
1972), or in what Barthes would
call the ‘obtuse’ reading of a film.
Much of the rest of this book will
deal with the concept of marginal
data.

28 Anyone who has seen the
shooting of a film will have
encountered the frustration of
watching technicians assemble the
contents of diegetic space: the
minute movements of lighting, the
use of cutters, the adjustment of
light focus, the attention given to
detail that we know, as viewers,
may well be entirely missed when
the film is eventually seen. While
the most notorious recent instance
of ‘pristine’ diegetic space is
Santosh Sivan’s The Terrorist
(1999), and the most prominent,
the experiments by New Indian
Cinema filmmakers of the 1980s,
the investment in the pure,
unsullied, magical, diegetic space
of the cinema, often emphasized in
shooting by the physical desecra-
tion of offscreen space, has
existed almost from the time of
Phalke. As an ‘edenic’ entity,
narrative space in cinema could
be the direct ancestor of cyberspace.
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when the degree or extent of the spectator’s gaze ‘coincides with the

frame itself and operates a vertical control over the space of the nar-

rative’ – a coincidence that Prasad (1998: 64) says, is mapped on to

‘[an] approximation [of] the relation of state to nation’. It is, then,

the presumption that such a coincidence is always available to the

fully narrativized state that makes for Justice Hidayatullah’s confi-

dent dictat of eviction: ‘There is nothing else in the film to be noticed

either by us or by the public for which it is intended.’

This assertion, the ‘moment’ of coincidence, produced nowhere

better than in ‘edenic’ diegetic–narrative space, may well be among

the founding moments for imagining the modern nation-state: the

moment when the symbolic representation of reality coincides with

the viewer’s recognition of citizenship in his/her further recognition

of that subjective condition. Despite the widely demonstrated poli-

tical consequences of the cinema’s symbolic production, as well as

of its ability to enforce and patrol a literal–symbolic mode of reading,

it has seldom been noted that such uses for imagining and then

assembling the cultural apparatus of the modern state might well be

necessary for rethinking the history of the cinema itself.

While still photography typically defines the ‘mechanical frame’

and the ‘frame of attention’ within the space of the image, cellu-

loid film finds other strategies for defining these zones temporally.

This can be either within a single shot or, more particularly, in the

way the second look gets equated with the mechanical frame and

the third look with the frame of attention, permitting a film to

divide all its sequences into one or the other of these two domains.

We will see examples of this common narrative strategy in our debate

on Fire (1996), as well as in a very different way in discussing Mani

Kaul’s Uski Roti (1969).

Satyajit Ray makes neorealist films in a way the Italians did not

know how. – Cesare Zavattini (review by Barthelemy Amengual of

Mahanagar, quoted in Das Gupta 1981: 61)

Few Indian films document the startling encounter between the

privileged contents of profilmic space (which we can now, for conve-

nience, name the outer frame), and the technology that guarantees

their reproduction and thus generates their elevation to meaning

Making Films the Italians Didn’t Know How to Make
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(our inner frame), than Satyajit Ray’s Pather Panchali (1955). I

refer to its extraordinary positing of the rationality of the film camera

and sound recorder against the death of the old grandmother, and

Durga and Apu’s encounter with modernity (the electric wire, the

train), against Durga’s rain dance and her death. The gut-wrenching

aspect of this sequence is the way Ray’s apparatus ushers in a repres-

entational idiom for the zone of mediation that we – in India, at

least – describe as realism. Realism, both as a value inherent to the

cinema and its destiny, reaches its pinnacle in India in Ray’s 1950s

work. Here we see in palpable form and at the service of the new

state, the process by which previously unfilmed objects and events

arrive before the camera;29 by which they encounter the technology

of framing and signification; and by which they find themselves

inserted, with Ray’s famed gentleness, into the narrative launch: the

launch of a process by which the object and its attributes may be

widely recognized and publicly underwritten precisely by the author-

ity of the record and the technological impress.

It is of course tempting to view the capacity to enable such media-

tion as an Enlightenment legacy written into an encounter of the

apparatus with non-modern reality, relentlessly seeking to convert

Encounters with modernity. Durga listens to the hum of electric wires as a part of her
discovery of nature and herself, in Satyajit Ray’s Pather Panchali (1955).

29 Mani Kaul would later argue
that, contrary to appearances, it
is not the objects of reality but,
rather, the space of their
encounter with the recording
process, that the cinema must be
seen to produce. The realism is
not really a description of the
reality but a description of the
encounter between that reality
and the technology. ‘Renounce the
notion that beings and objects
appear from somewhere (even
from a beginning) into world-
space and are destined to dis-
appear from it. It is . . . space
[that] extends and returns to
itself’ (Kaul 1991: 47).
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that reality into realism. However, while non-western modernities

as frontier locations for reprising the trajectories of the west – or

making films the Italians didn’t know how to make – are an old

missionary subject, the startlingly contemporary ground on which

this problem could be symbolically enacted as a modernity crisis,

the contemporary purchase of the representation, has still to be

thought through. I am here thinking of the problem in the way

Wang Hui (2003: 157–58) approaches the New Enlightenment

movement in China that characterized the reforms carried out as

recently as in the 1980s. In making modernity the inevitable point

of departure for understanding post-1980 social movements, he

insists on inscribing its legacy not in socialism but in ‘early French

Enlightenment thinking and Anglo-American liberalism’, making

its ‘critical stance towards Chinese socialism . . . as a critique of

tradition and feudalism’. While such a position makes its mistakes

– for example, seeing socialism as critiquing feudal tradition precisely

avoids the profoundly modern nature of social despotism – it

nevertheless captures ‘an actual historical relationship’. ‘If the intel-

lectuals build their self-identity on an imaginary relationship, then

no matter how they stress their independence, it will be in doubt.

This is because we have a hard time believing that those who cannot

accurately know themselves can accurately grasp reality.’

This problem takes an even further twist. On the one hand,

India’s own famous and continuing commitment to Enlightenment

universalism, seen in the remarkable tradition of Indian liberal

thought, in our legal traditions and our democratic structure, has

been, as Dipesh Chakrabarty writes (2000: 4),

powerful in its effects. It has historically provided a strong foundation

on which to erect – both in Europe and outside – critiques of socially

unjust practices. . . . The modern Bengali educated middle class

. . . has been characterized by Tapan Raychoudhuri as the first

Asian social group of any size whose mental world was transformed

in its interactions with the West. . . . Modern social critiques of

caste, oppressions of women, the lack of rights for labouring and

subaltern classes in India and so on – and in fact the very critique of

colonialism itself – are unthinkable except as a legacy, partially, of

how Enlightenment Europe was appropriated in the subcontinent.

On the other hand, however, there has been a characteristic downside

to this: the anguish of seeing how European colonizers ‘preached

this Enlightenment humanism at the colonized but denied it in
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practice’. As they discovered how little Europe, and especially Britain,

itself internalized what it preached, several European disciplines in

their Indian careers have had to literally perform a symbolic salvage

operation, in making films the Italians did not know how to.

Speaking of Pather Panchali, Geeta Kapur (2000: 224–25) says:

Representation interprets itself in the narrative of the film, it opens

out moments of moral insight or, rather, categories of ‘truth’ (fictional,

cinematic and social) that fulfil the most wide-ranging cultural

expectation, beginning with the local and culminating in the national.

. . . If Ray is part of the positivist–realist–romantic framework, then

it is my purpose to show how ‘presence’ is in fact used to symbolic

effect: how so-called empirical evidence in the form of realism and,

on the other hand, artistic spontaneity designating longing, desire,

aspiration . . . are drawn out and yoked.

Keeping aside the extraordinary achievements of the Apu trilogy,

we might see how, by a much wider deployment of the ‘positivist–

realist–romantic framework’, characteristic of administrative bodies

managing national culture in the way Bankim first named it, the

effort was made to attribute what Kapur calls the ‘symbolic effect’

of its ‘presence’ practically across the board to the Indian cinema –

to become indeed the raison d’être of the cinema itself, its unique

skill, the wellspring of its self-justification. Put in this manner, all

films, to the extent that they show they can ‘do it’, can present the

transactive potential of deploying iconic verisimilitude to generate

the symbolic. All celluloid films thus become ‘realistic’ since they

represent the longing, desire and aspiration for realism, a durational

longing particularly evident in Ray’s films. To this I would add a

belief in our ability to grasp reality and thus be independent, our

further longing for the condition where the ‘pure representation of

the national’ can be brought forth.

While verisimilitude, in the empirical element that Kapur men-

tions, remains in Ray’s instance the privileged substantiation of

presence, realism itself is by no means, even in Ray, the only device

with which to substantiate this presencing.30 The insistence on realism

in Ray’s work was, even to his own chagrin,31 distilled by the Indian

state into seeming purity, an unchanging genre of the slow, poetic,

humanist story of ordinary people iconized, black-and-white cinema,

pre-independence, Tagorean ‘Ray-movie’ (Rajadhyaksha 1993).

What we might call Ray’s version of the cinema-effect, the quint-

essentially ‘Indian’ because ‘human’ story of identifiable characters,

30 Ray’s use of fantasy remains a
comparatively less discussed
aspect of his work, debates on
which are dominated by the Apu
trilogy. See, as a rare instance,
Sircar (1999).

31 Ray is quoted as saying: ‘They
[the western traits in my films]
have so often been brought to my
notice that I can actually name
them: irony, understatement,
humour, open-endings’ (in Armes
1987: 231).
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was for a while even named as the exemplary template for a genre

of propaganda film by the Indian state.32 A more local history for

such realism might well be found by exploring the ‘effect’ alongside,

and even at the service of, other competing forms for staging the

encounter between the ‘cultural’ object and modern technology:

from Phalke’s pre-World War I ‘swadeshi’ indigenism to V. Shanta-

ram’s civilizationalism, to post-World War II constructivism (Naya

Daur, B.R. Chopra, 1957) drawn from the national development

paradigm – all perceived in their time as fully adequate, technologic-

ally corroborated realisms.

It is also possible to see, in this crisscrossing set of encounters

between diverse productions, between cinema and the state, the

invocation of a nation-producing narrative authority reproduced –

and some might say usurped – by the narrative authority of the

cinema, and, in its turn, the further usurpation of the cinema by the

cinema-effect. The ‘pure-symbolic’ of the cinema-effect, if sufficiently

dissected, can now reveal something of the basis of its authority and

its fascination: the elusive content of the symbolic–national. Put in

this manner, the many issues relating to cultural or economic legit-

imacy, the questionable status of the film industry – suddenly, none

of these matters any more. I suggest that what we have called ‘symbol-

ic nationalism’ proposes a way of looking at the cinema that does

32 I refer to the ‘Film-20’ series of
featurettes produced by the Films
Division during the Emergency,
each illustrating one point of
Indira Gandhi’s 20-Point
Economic Programme. I have had
great difficulty in researching this
set of productions about which no
data seem available with Films
Division, so I can only rely on
personal memory. I recall these
shorts being shown and discussed
in the proper film appreciation
mode on Doordarshan, especially
one short directed by Pratap
Sharma and discussed on tele-
vision by film critic Anil Dharker
in its use of ‘grey’ as against
black-and-white characters. Also
see chapter 9 of this book, for the
possible impact of Ray’s cinema
on national film policy during the
Emergency.

Naya Daur (B.R. Chopra, 1957): (left, top and bottom) new technology comes
to the village and is combated by the villagers; (right) the song ‘Saathi haath

badhana’.
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not especially require realistic filmmaking; it is a way of looking at

any film as though it were a film by Satyajit Ray.

In the next chapter, I deal with the late 1990s controversy around

Deepa Mehta’s film Fire (1996). In a mammoth showdown that

involved virtually the entire political spectrum, from feminist and

gay rights groups to the Hindu right, and the disciplinary–regulatory

arm of the state from the Censor Board to the courts, the centre of

the storm, the kernel of the bitter dispute, was precisely the question

of how the film should be looked at – and thence about spectator

rights and realist accountability – in ways that resonated with its

history as a national issue.
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The controversy around the film Fire took a new turn on Sunday

with Shiv Sena chief Bal Thackeray stating that he would withdraw

his objection to the movie if the names of the main protagonists

were changed.

‘Let them change [the names] from Radha and Sita to Shabana

and Saira or Najma’, he said in a tersely worded statement.

‘Why is the entire film shown against the backdrop of a Hindu

family? Why have the names Radha and Sita been given to the les-

bian partners in the film?’ – ‘Change Radha–Sita to Shabana–Saira:

Thackeray Sets Condition for Allowing Fire to Be Screened’ (1998)

Mr Bal Thackeray must be chuckling with glee at how cleverly he

has taken the wind out of the sails of those stupid few clamouring

for the right to freedom of expression with his latest diatribes against

the film, Fire. By attempting to communalize the debate on Fire, Mr

Bal Thackeray wants to take the spotlight away from the main issue

– the vandalism by the Shiv Sainiks, the use of force and violence as

premeditated acts to disrupt the screening of a film . . . duly passed

by the Central Board of Censor Certification. And the subsequent

endorsement of violence by the Maharashtra Chief Minister, Mr

Manohar Joshi. – Shabana Azmi (1998)

[Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi, Minister of State for Information and Broad-

casting] said . . . lesbianism may be a subject for discussion among

liberated and progressive women but not among the large body of

Indian women. Mr Naqvi indicated that he did not give much import-

ance to the views of the National Commission for Women because it

was not a representative body. He declined to discuss the reported

unhappiness of Ms Asha Parekh, Chairperson of the Censor Board,

over the Government’s stand. – ‘Naqvi Assails Opposition to Saras-

wati Vandana/Decision on Fire Justified’ (1998)

‘YOU CAN SEE WITHOUT LOOKING’

The Cinematic ‘Author’ and Freedom of Expression in Cinema6

The Controversy
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Fire: opening shot: a slow track left over vivid yellow mustard fields,

to A.R. Rehman’s score evidently borrowed from the film Bombay.

It dissolves on a mid-close-up of a woman telling a singsong story

to little Radha:

A long time ago there were people who lived high up on the mountains.

They had never seen the sea.

They were very sad.

Then an old woman in the village said, don’t be sad.

You can see. You just have to see without looking.

Radha, do you understand?

Opening surprise: the film is in English. Convent school, nursery

rhyme. Moment of wonder: can one element within realist construc-

tion, if suppressed, serve to heighten every other effect? The language?

The intonation? Not here: the fields evoke DDLJ, everything is

rhetorically, externally addressed with little diegetic integrity – the

score and the postcard, the hill men, the old woman and the sea.

The English is just another uncritical addition to the film’s assembly

of bits and pieces of referenced data.

Next shot: man eating apple at (slow pan right) full frontal

shot of the Taj Mahal (!). Wife enjoying story of tourist guide in

pidgin telling the love legend of Mumtaz. Husband is clearly not

interested in wife. The legend is a commentary on their domestic

relationship. Each sentence in this list is hammered home like a

caption on a photograph. This film is not subtle. If it wants you to

know something, it makes sure. A few shots later: wife dances in

solitude performing for camera (surfacing of star), husband goes off

to see girlfriend . . .

Fire offers no great challenge as to what it is trying to do. It was

somewhat bizarre, then, to have this most ‘obvious’ of films get

elected for an intense war of words between different interest groups

The Film
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on what it was, or was not, saying. In terms of the argument around

symbolic textuality that I am trying to build here, the film offers

itself as a classic candidate.

The story is about a young bride who enters her marital home,

one representative of the values of the new Hindu middle class, and

finds – amidst a quarrelsome family and an uncaring husband – sol-

ace in a lesbian relationship with her sister-in-law. The bride is played

by Nandita Das, introduced in the film as a star attraction clearly in

her launch vehicle, and the sister-in-law by the diva of India’s inde-

pendent cinema, Shabana Azmi. Both the women are ‘complex’

characters in the literary sense,1 and they are surrounded by unidimen-

sional characters, each illustrating a particular trait. From the casting

device of two stars surrounded by bit actors to various actorial strat-

egies, including naturalist performative gestures – speeded up into

comical effect (e.g., with the brother-in-law or with the voyeurist

masturbating servant), and ‘slowed down’ into meaningful pauses

and naturalist gesture when the two women are shown – a clear

storytelling strategy develops.

It appears that the film’s realism exists in its fullness only when

the two women are present: it is condensed into the performative

idiom of these two stars. Surrounding this realism is a mélange of

purely symbolic eruptions: ‘individuals’ periodically used to disrupt

the narrative through behaviour illustrating their particular disposi-

tions.

1 Susie Tharu describes this
performative tradition perfectly in
another instance of the display of
a ‘realist’ female character: that
of Sulabha (played by Smita
Patil, Azmi’s legendary contem-
porary and a direct actorial
predecessor to Das) in Jabbar
Patel’s Umbartha/Subah (1981).
‘The filmic focus, emphasized by
several close-ups of Sulabha,
sitting, toying with her glasses,
looking up, walking, sitting
again (e)stablishes her as the
central character as well as the
problem (the disruption, the
enigma) the film will explore and
resolve. In Umbartha it is clear
that to search herself is, for a
woman, a tragic enterprise. An
enterprise in which she is doomed
to fail, but can fail bravely and
heroically’ (Tharu 1986: 865).
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The display of crude symbolism that surrounds the actions of

the lead duo has been discussed by critics, including those involved

in the controversy.2 My argument here is more concerned with the

disputes around the film’s narrative purpose. I suggest that the pro-

duction of what we might call a threatened or fugitive realism,

incarnated by the two women in their privacy, a ‘realism’ within

quotes surrounded by articulate (if admittedly crude) symbolic con-

structions, invokes, even if unintentionally, the entire history of what

we have called a statist–symbolic textuality: for it invokes the precise

role of a ‘realist’ text lying, as a spectatorial production, at the core

of the story, and from there seeking to incorporate, interpret, all the

crude stuff that lies at its edges. Such a processing is apparently

intended to facilitate not so much a successful transition of the crude

stuff into properly realist interpretability but, in actual fact, the

reverse of that: to enable realism’s entry into the zone of a symbolic

address dedicated to incarnating the gaze of a ‘citizen’–spectator. In

fact, we may say from hindsight that such a restaging of realism

itself may well be seen, given our knowledge of Mehta’s later career

as maker of films like Bollywood/Hollywood (2002), as taking place

primarily at the service of Bollywood and its free-associative

usurpation of a particular history of spectatorial rights.

So far so good: Mehta is functioning within the almost classic

terms of theatrical or cinematic propaganda, or direct spectator

address, where naturalism or the capacity for the character to doubt

(and for the spectator to disavow) is attributed only to the good

guys, surrounded by uniconceptual baddies.3 What Mehta was unable

to predict, however, and indeed what caught everyone unprepared,

was the vociferous presence of an articulate audience who wanted a

say in how the film’s realism shall be interpreted. This debate, repeat-

edly evidenced by a ‘surprised Deepa Mehta’,4 went way beyond the

film itself or its comprehension of what it thought it was doing. It

hit, at a historically significant moment in the Indian state’s nego-

tiations with globalization, at the very basis of state-endorsed –

and, as we shall see below, legally endorsed – cinematic realism,

itself undergoing a major facelift in these days. In opening up for

questioning the very validity of textual endorsement and what such

authentication could mean in the present, the film went to the very

gist of spectatorial rights.

I shall use this film to open up the spectatorial question further.

This chapter and the next explore not so much the role of the gay,

2 Madhu Kishwar writes: ‘If we
take [Deepa Mehta’s] version of
the Ramayan seriously, we would
be led to believe that there are
only two purposes behind the
writing of this popular Hindu
epic: (a) to condition women into
accepting servility and even death
by torture without protest and
(b) to encourage men to be crude
and insensitive in their relation-
ship to women. . . . Deepa Mehta
also let it be known that she . . .
aims to show up poor Mahatma
Gandhi as a sexual–moral hypo-
crite. Gandhi is brought under
her critical scrutiny through the
character of Radha’s husband
Ashok. After Radha fails to bear
children, Ashok takes a vow of
celibacy under the influence of his
guru in his pursuit of moksha.
. . . You don’t have to be a Shiv
Sainik to feel offended and hurt
by the gratuitous insults aimed at
Indian culture in this crude cari-
cature’ (Kishwar 1998: 4–5; on
http://www. manushi-india.org/
issues/issue_cover 109.htm,
accessed 23 December 2007).

3 The stridently ‘instructional’,
pamphleteering style of the film
may well allow Fire to be seen
within a long tradition of stage
and film propaganda – the
tradition one would most directly
associate with, say, Utpal Dutt’s
(1994) idea of ‘heroic cinema’.
This curious and, it appears,
largely unintended legacy may
also arguably have allowed the
film to lend itself so easily to
political use, much to Mehta’s
surprise. (On Dutt, also see
Bharucha 1983.)

4 In an essay reviewing the
writing on the film, Mary John
and Tejaswini  Niranjana (1999)
draw attention to the difficulties
such spectatorship caused to the
filmmaker and to critics. Deepa
Mehta, fighting to maintain her
own understanding of the film’s
realist career, claimed that it was
not about lesbianism but ‘lone-
liness’, and most film critics too
have seen the lesbian content as
incidental. ‘Taking their cue from
Mehta’s attitude, Madhu Jain and
Sheela Raval in India Today
speak about placard-waving
lesbians during the candlelight
protest outside the Regal cinema
in Delhi. The “broader issue of
freedom of expression and tol-
erance had got derailed by the
lesbian debate”, they say. A
“surprised Mehta”, according ▼
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lesbian and feminist interventions in the spectatorial battle,5 but the

role played by the major Marathi, anti-communist and Hindutva

icon Bal Thackeray, and the opportunity he created for himself in

this. Of the many disputes that took place over spectatorship, his

were the actions that consciously resonated with the history I am

seeking here to identify in terms of the administration of symbols of

authenticity.

‘You have to see without looking’; can you also speak without say-

ing? This part of the argument revisits the censorship controversy

around Fire in the 1990s, to investigate a key production of the

cinema after independence: that of a speaking subject.

Earlier I proposed that in the period after independence a major

restructuring took place around the cinema, contextualized by a

larger programme of technologized cultural production on behalf

of the Indian state. I further proposed that this restructuring also

assembled a particular textuality, extending into a reading compet-

ence, underwritten by the legally endorsed authority of the apparatus.

The present argument, exploring the problematic nature of both

the competence and its legal endorsement, suggests that, for perhaps

the first time in independent India, there may have emerged an un-

intended degree of clarity – and perhaps some consensus – around

what we might call the aesthetic–textual interpretations of Articles

19(1)(a) (‘All citizens shall have the right to freedom of speech and

expression’) and 19(2) (‘reasonable restrictions on the exercise of

the right . . . in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of

India’6), at the very time when fierce battles were raging around

what such a right may mean in the cinema. An ensuing legal consen-

sus, shared by political positions that used to be historically opposed,

has opened up a whole new field for working out old questions of

artistic freedom versus state regulation. This moment also therefore

opens up what I earlier called a ‘restrictive’ reading – an ‘it means

this and nothing else’ reading – of symbolic productions on behalf

of the independent Indian state, and, as such, may be a direct contri-

bution of cinematic realism to an important terrain of political func-

tioning in India.

Consider this: the very icon of threatened freedom (Deepa Mehta’s

The Spectatorial Crisis

     to them, declares: “I can’t
have my film hijacked by any one
organization. It’s not about
lesbianism, it’s about loneliness,
about choices.”’ Perhaps Mehta’s
most far-out statement was, ‘If
I’m entitled to my freedom of
expression then why can’t others
be allowed the same privilege?
What I really hated was when
people pretended to love Fire in
front of me, only to turn around
later and say they hated it’ (Jha
1999).

5 For an account of this battle, of
the intense debates that accom-
panied its clearance by the Censor
Board, the opposition to the film
by the Hindu right, within
feminist and gay rights organi-
zations, see John and Niranjana
(2000), and http://www.
cscsarchive.org for an extensive
news dossier.

6 Article 19(2) includes eight
explicit categories under which
restrictions can be imposed on
speech and expression: 1. State
security, 2. Friendly relations
with foreign States, 3. Public
order, 4. Decency or morality,
5. Contempt of court,
6. Defamation, 7. Incitement to an
offence, and 8. Sovereignty and
integrity of India.

▼
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film) and the symbol historically enshrining that threat (the Censor

Board) were, for the duration of the controversy in the late 1990s

and for the first time ever in India, on the same side of the fence.

Both were united, if unwillingly, against the Hindu right represented

by Bal Thackeray. When Shabana Azmi argued, justifiably, that the

film had been ‘duly passed’ by the Central Board of Film Certification

(CBFC) and thereby received the right to be publicly screened, she

was also pointing to the seriously compromised nature of what should

have been, in the prevailing political arena, an ally. It was well known

that in numerous instances during the nefarious reign of a previous

CBFC chief, film producer Shakti Samanta, the Board routinely abdi-

cated its right to be the sole arbiter of what may or may not be pub-

licly screened, by asking the police, the Home Ministry and, in at

least one extreme instance (Mani Rathnam’s Bombay, 1995), Bal

Thackeray,  to decide on its behalf. And, in the controversy at hand,

when the then-Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government asked the

CBFC to ‘review’ its earlier decision on Fire, Samanta’s successor,

Asha Parekh, was clearly and embarrassingly incapable of asserting

that she stood by the Board’s first decision, and that the film contin-

ued to remain fit for public screening, whatever we, or anyone else,

might think of it.

Now consider Thackeray’s position in all this. You need only to

equate the word ‘state’ in Article 19(2) with the concept ‘Bal Thacke-

ray’ (and then the concept ‘spectator’), for much of the confusion

to be resolved. Indeed it is impossible to arrive at a coherent explana-

tion of what went on in the tumultuous months that followed Fire’s

Indian release, or to account for the helplessness or embarrassment

Thackeray caused as much to previous Congress governments as to

his own ruling Shiv Sena–BJP coalition, if you do not recognize that

Thackeray was speaking as though he were the Indian state. Had he

been, things might have been conceptually easier: he would then

simply have been following, in his comments on Fire, explicitly stated

constitutional procedures in imposing ‘reasonable restrictions’ on

the right to freedom of speech and expression, bearing in mind the

problems the film might cause to ‘public order, decency or morality’.

It seems to me that the explanation for this shift in authority is

not to be found in Azmi’s sarcastic allusion to the mundane fact

that Thackeray effectively ran the government of Maharashtra at

the time, or that the Shiv Sena was part of the ruling coalition in

New Delhi. The answer has to be cast over a longer time-frame, has

to address Thackeray’s claim that he represented the authentic
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Indian state (note how mutually hurled accusations around

authenticity dominated much of the Fire controversy7) and therefore

spoke as a ‘true’ nationalist would in the face of discredited colonial

authority – or as a film protagonist who rejects the law of a state

represented by corrupt judges or khakhi-clad extras who arrive in

the last shot of the film, in favour of a more primordial law of the

kin. How, in the late 1990s, Thackeray got round to doing that,

through the sheer mechanics of his mode of functioning, should

have been, I believe, integral to the constitutional debate that Fire

generated.

Whose freedom, in the end, were we talking about in those days,

and what form of expression was it that this freedom was expected

to guarantee? These, surely, continue to be important questions in

any debate on how Article 19 might make itself available on such

occasions. Let me suggest, in getting to what I consider to be the

core issue Fire raised, that what was at stake here was not so much

Deepa Mehta’s freedom of expression – although Fire did evoke a

long line of legal judgments explicitly around Articles 19(1)(a) and

19(2) – but, rather, a freedom of representation located entirely else-

where; and that the controversy drew attention to a fine line of dis-

tinction not easily available, a hairline crack within the freedom of

speech doctrine, that would be sharply exposed. In making this

suggestion and in emphasizing its critical importance to the cinema

(and maybe one reason for why the cinema would be the catalyst

for the issue), I invoke a conceptual tradition in which the linguistic

and political senses of the term ‘representation’ intersect with each

other. I suggest that there is a necessary caveat built into the Article

itself which allows a transference of some kind, one that would

suddenly acquire a critical political meaning: that the real right at

stake, as many judgments on the issue showed, was not so much

Deepa Mehta’s right to express her ideas on film – contrary, then, to

Azmi’s and the broad secular front’s defence of Mehta – but, rather,

the Indian people’s right to receive (or not receive) this expression

once it had been sanctioned by the Indian state as fit for its public.

I propose that we need to explore the doctrine of freedom of expres-

sion as it manifests itself through representation and reception, and

address just how Indian law accounts for this transition, if we are to

comprehend the confused legality of the cinematic ‘speaking subject’

and the even more confused relationship of such a subject to the

concept of cinematic author.

For what follows is controversial. The repositioning of the

7 So, in response to Thackeray’s
question on why the film uses a
Hindu milieu, Deepa Mehta was
quoted by Shabana Azmi as
saying, ‘The majority of films
made in India are set in Hindu
households. Besides, I am a
Hindu and the particular milieu
of Fire is a milieu with which I
am familiar and feel comfortable
portraying. It is like asking Ismat
Chughtai (posthumously) to
change the milieu of Lihaaf from
a Muslim household into a Hindu
one’ (Azmi 1998).
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symbolic right of the public to free expression – the blind side of the

right – is precisely the field that, through a series of peculiar slippages,

has made a Bal Thackeray possible. L’étât, c’est moi – Thackeray

was clearly making and underscoring a set of his own representations

here which included, first, his much trumpeted personal right; second,

his moral right as the ‘true’ Indian state; and finally, the rights

bestowed upon him by the presumed mandate of the people on

whose behalf he claimed to speak. Given that each is supposedly an

independent field of operation, the question arises as to how, and

by what sleight of hand, Thackeray could bring these together to

assemble his own speaking subject. The deeply vexed problematic

that has riven at least the left movement in India in much of this

century, of how explicitly representational practices in any form of

artistic expression may be mapped on to ideological, institutional

or political modes of organization, was, it seems, poised to enter a

new era – as we saw the often uncannily similar ways in which a

secular, modernist and internationalist film, filmmaker and film star

defended their work, and a Hindutva zealot defended his rights to

impose control. This also takes us to the very heart of the question

of spectatorial speech.

We need to proceed here with caution and examine, with some care,

the consequences of these shifts on authorial practice. Freedom of

speech, at its most basic, of course invokes an individual right; a

standard textbook on the Indian Constitution defines it as the ‘right

to express one’s convictions and opinions freely’ (Basu 1995: 47).

Through the twentieth century, this individuated right extended into

a series of add-ons that logically furthered it into a public arena,

and, in the process, provided an on-the-ground meaning to a second

set of rights: those of the recipients of someone’s expression, or the

public’s right to be protected from the consequences of that expres-

sion.

Durga Das Basu’s constitutional law textbook goes on to show

how this right would extend to the ‘expression of one’s ideas by any

visible representation, such as by gestures and the like. [E]xpression,

naturally, presupposes a second party to whom the ideas are expressed

or communicated.’ And so, to express oneself means, for instance,

to publish one’s views, put them out into the market, or to mechanic-

The Explosively Expanding Cinema Menace
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ally delink the thing expressed – by ‘mouth, printing, picture or in

any other manner addressed to the eyes or ears’ – from the one who

speaks. As the matter spills away from the individuated speaker who

is expressing his/her thoughts into the category of the public sphere

where a second set of contrary rights emerges, of those who receive

this speech, two issues arise that need to be discussed, especially in

today’s times.

First, and critically, this system functions best when the ‘thing

expressed’ – notwithstanding its autonomous legal existence as an

object-in-itself – traces a logical and visible relation to its source of

expression. In other words, the thing expressed owes its expressibility,

so to say, to someone who can be held responsible for it. As such,

the source of expression is best understood, in the sense of Article

19(1)(a), when it replicates the individuated paradigm of one expres-

sing one’s convictions ‘freely’: when the speech invents, or somehow

traces a link to, an author. On the other hand, the recipient of the

speech can and should demonstrate no transgressive capacity to share

authorial responsibility with the speaker. The recipient of the speech

may perform no discursive actions other than to receive. The vast

bulk of the restrictions in the Act are precisely restrictions placed

upon the actions of those who receive someone else’s speech – where

any published expression is proscribed for its tendency, for example,

to incite violence amongst recipients, or to ‘deprave and corrupt

those whose minds are open to . . . immoral influences’ (Ranjit D.

Udeshi vs. State of Maharashtra, 1965). In other words, the Act

presumes that reception is consequential to speech, and, following

this assumption, places its key restrictions not upon speech itself

but upon its reception.

While this may not be a major issue in most cases, in the cinema

it cuts to the bone. A restrictive law emphasizing restraint upon the

actions of those who receive and interpret someone else’s speech

cannot, in its liberal–humanist tradition, easily account for forms

of representation that do not yield an ideologically coherent source

of speech. It cannot, therefore, account for a representation that

‘does not re-present an “original”’ but instead ‘re-presents that which

is always already represented’ (Niranjana 1992: 9). It is not for

nothing that both actions – of reception and of recipient’s action –

evoke in legal matters primarily a colonial legacy, with the ancestor

of this Act being the Defence of India Rules (1939) geared to address

questions of sedition,8 or the Penal Code of 1860 used for obscene

literature.9

8 See, for example, Emperor vs.
Sadashiv Narayan Bhalerao,
Respondent, 1947 (full text
available at http://www.cscs
archive.org:8081/__e525685
20028b5fe.nsf/0/3cf9f660
15992bb1e525685200375d32?
OpenDocument&Highlight =0,
Bhalerao, accessed 23 December
2007).

9 Emperor vs. Harnam Das and
Another, Accused Respondents,
1947 (full text available at http://
www.cscsarchive.org:8081/__
e52568520028 b5fe.nsf/03efae49
bcdf90ac0e 525685200375d41?
OpenDocument, accessed
23 December 2007).
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And it is with this law and this history that we have come to the

cinema: the quintessential mode resisting ‘objective reality’ and thus

also resisting a speech mode relating the recipient to the object. The

cinema has always had a difficulty with defining the speaking sub-

ject in what one theorist calls its ‘biographism’, in its production

of a ‘Deepa Mehta’, a ‘Satyajit Ray’ or, as we shall shortly see, a

‘K.A. Abbas’: a full-blown author whose films are mere secondary

manifestations ‘from which it is possible to “work back” to the

neurosis of the filmmaker’ as we provide a ‘diagnosis applied to

persons, thus explicitly proclaiming [our] indifference both to the

textual and the social’10 – and thereby to the person whose threatened

rights we would automatically gather together to protect. The author,

then, is the most convenient incarnation of the speaking subject of

the cinema, so much so that legal practice has found it difficult to

introduce any category of the subject that might reside elsewhere

than in an authorial persona (Liang 2004).

The cinema, from this position of legal visibility, has posed not

only the most spectacular legal cases invoking Article 19(1), but

also presented key obstacles to the deployment of the freedom of

expression principle in Indian law. In the process, it has effectively

devised a way of making sense of the constitutional right that usefully

allows us to understand not only the processes by which the cinema

gets institutionalized, but also related political moves, including,

here, Thackeray’s discursive coup d’êtat.

Several efforts have been made over the years to define the differ-

ence the cinema makes to the legal deployment of 19(1). Chief Justice

M. Hidayatullah, passing judgment on what is still a landmark case

on freedom of expression in the cinema, K.A. Abbas vs. The Union

of India, said:

. . . it has been almost universally recognized that the treatment of

motion pictures must be different from that of other forms of art and

expression. This arises from the instant appeal of the motion picture,

its versatility, realism (often surrealism), and its coordination of the

visual and aural senses. The art of the cameraman, with trick photo-

graphy Vistavision and three-dimensional representation thrown in,

has made the cinema picture more true to life than even the theatre

or indeed any other form of representative art. The motion picture is

able to stir up emotions more deeply than any other product of art.

Its effect particularly on children and adolescents is very great since

their immaturity makes them more willingly suspend their belief

10 Christian Metz attacks what he
calls the ‘nosographic’ approach
as an ideology of ‘pure creation’
that tends to ‘neglect everything
in a film which escapes the
conscious and unconscious
psychism of the filmmaker as an
individual, everything that is a
direct social imprint and ensures
that no one is ever the “author”
of his “works”: influences and
pressures of an ideological kind,
the objective state of the cinematic
codes and techniques at the
moment of shooting, etc.’ (Metz
1982: 26–27).
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than mature men and women. They also remember the action in the

picture and try to emulate or imitate what they have seen. (K.A.

Abbas vs. The Union of India and Another, Respondents, 1971; here-

after referred to as the Abbas judgment; emphases mine)

More ‘true to life’ and therefore ‘able to stir up emotions’: this

was the first instance in Indian cinema where legal language succeeded

in finding a definition for issues that have been only more recently

explored in Indian film theory – including issues arising out of the

growing perception of the cinematic institution as primarily geared

to the organization of spectatorial activity. The legal acknowledge-

ment of a spectator more emotionally stirred by the cinema than by

any other mode of address, and, further, of a spectator who can

‘emulate or imitate’ – who, in short, acts upon what is received and

is therefore no more a restricted, passive recipient, has had major

consequences upon how the law has understood both spectatorial

behaviour and the domain of realism (as well as the tensions between

the two). From gay rights groups such as the Campaign for Lesbian

Rights (John and Niranjana 2000: 519–20) to ‘crackpot litigation’

by people with ‘hurt feelings’, to Shiv Sena vandalism, this field of

action has become the dominant location for locating spectatorial

agency. It has also provided the legal interpretation of Article 19(2),

which defines the zone in which the author’s freedom of speech is

sought to be restricted.

Let us return to the Abbas judgment to see what it, and subse-

quent judgments, have done to the first part of the freedom of

expression tug-of-war, i.e. 19(1) A: the speech emanating from a

speaker in tension with the inevitable authorial underpinnings of

this category.

Abbas, as he shows in his autobiography, had made A Tale of

Four Cities (Char Shaher Ek Kahani, 1968) – the censorship of which

was the crux of the petition – for a specific purpose. It appears that

in a meeting of the G.D. Khosla Enquiry Committee on Film Censor-

ship (1968), of which Abbas was a member, the chairman of the

Censor Board denied that there was any political censorship: ‘They

never had any social or political themes to which anyone might

object. They only knew dancing, singing and hip-swinging. That

provoked me to challenge the statement’ (Abbas 1977: 477). The

twists and turns by which the challenge was assembled are worth

noting: Abbas made the documentary, screened it for the Khosla

Committee and the Censor Board, and when, as expected, his brothel
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scene was objected to by the latter, filed a petition with the Supreme

Court.  In an extraordinary ‘screenplay’ about the events leading up

to the trial – a story about a film sixteen minutes long that was

‘produced in the interests of Truth and Justice’, but which became

an ‘eleven month-long long feature’ that could now be titled ‘A

Tale of Censorship’ – Abbas recounts the campaign, from the time

he first applied for a Censor certificate for the film on 23 December

1968 to when he wrote a letter on 20 July 1969 refusing to carry

out cuts, stating to the Court that:

I think, once for all, the Courts and even the Supreme Court, will

have to decide the issue of whether a documentary of social protest

can be banned or distorted under the cover of clauses which were

originally intended to eliminate obscenity and pornography. That is

where I propose to take the issue, besides the court of informed pub-

lic opinion. This is not a threat. It is a promise. (Abbas 1970)

When the government relented and offered an unchanged version

the Universal certificate, Abbas further amended his petition to be

‘able to challenge pre-censorship itself as offensive to freedom

of speech and expression and alternatively the provisions of the

[Indian Cinematography] Act and the rules, orders and directions

under this Act, as vague and arbitrary’ (Abbas judgment, para 7).

He did this, he says, because he ‘wanted to put the censorship

machinery in the docks’ (Abbas 1977: 480). What did Abbas achieve?

Concretely, as it happens, a great deal: the judgment led to the

institution of a Censorship Appellate tribunal consisting of ‘eminent

persons’ to exist independent of the government, a landmark in the

history of film censorship in India. There were, however, a series of

less obvious consequences to Abbas’ intervention, which are mostly

evident in the later legal deployments of this judgment.

How do we read a film, we asked earlier, as though it were a

film by Satyajit Ray? To begin with, the Abbas intervention and the

manner in which it was made were clearly intended to resuscitate a

particular, and rather special, concept of the cinematic author – now

reproduced more fully as Habermas’ ‘moral person’.11 This category

bears scant relation to, say, Robert Bresson’s (1975) use of the term

‘cinematographer’, since in its flawed, inaugural definition – which

Abbas was now about to reform – it appeared to be valid only for

certain kinds of (‘art’?) films. It is well known that in several official

film bodies, filmic authors function in given ways, work with certain

11 Each member of the ‘public’ is,
individually, a ‘human being, that
is, a moral person’: further, such
human beings have basically a
‘private existence’ which they
have to by no means abandon in
order to ‘exercise their public
role. For the private person, there
was no break between homme and
citoyen, as long as the homme
was simultaneously an owner of
private property who as citoyen
was simultaneously to protect the
stability of the property order as
a private one’ (Habermas 1991:
79–87).
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kinds of budgets, are backed by organizations like the ‘script com-

mittee’ of the National Film Development Corporation (NFDC),

and lend their names and their genius to certain causes. A number

of India’s independent filmmakers have been able to function precisely

because of these mechanisms. And while the Abbas move certainly

went far towards substantiating this definition, its truly important

aspect was the expansion of the ‘author’ (our ‘Deepa Mehta’ making

films about ‘loneliness’) to incorporate in its entirety the category

of speaking subject, and thus to track a retroactive trajectory from

film to speaker within the full definition of Article 19.

Critical to the manoeuvre was the success with which the true

speaking subject of the law would find an interim proxy in the

author, in turn standing for the fictitious ‘average viewer’. Justice

Hidayatullah responded with gratitude to Abbas’ voluntary effort

to legally manufacture an author entirely suited to the classic con-

ditions under which Article 19 functions at its best, by showing

how the manoeuvre allowed the court to overcome what he called

the ‘void for vagueness’ doctrine. This doctrine had taken censorship

‘to the verge of extinction’ in the press, art and literature, ‘except in

the ever-shrinking area of obscenity’. ‘Regulations containing such

words as “obscene”, “indecent”, “immoral”, “prejudicial to the

best interests of the people”, “tending to corrupt morals”, “harmful”

were considered vague criteria’ (Abbas judgment, para 29).

. . . if the law is open to diverse construction, that construction

which accords best with the intention of the legislature and advances

the purpose of legislation, is to be preferred. Where however the law

admits of no such construction and the persons applying it are in a

boundless sea of uncertainty and the law prima facie takes away a

guaranteed freedom, the law must be held to offend the Constitution.

. . . (Ibid.)

How, then, to revalidate the category? In a remarkable expansion

of the issue, Hidayatullah took the matter to the very heart of textual

realism. Having made the first move, of naming the speaking subject

as the film’s spectator whose speech – in the spectator’s own interest

– has to be taken away from him/her and invested in the filmic

author, the judgment made a further discursive move: into the further

production of the commonsensical object of interpretation that the

author will now both oversee and guarantee. ‘[Nevertheless Article

19(1)(a) uses words which] are in the common understanding of
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the average man. For example the word “rape” indicates what the

word is, ordinarily, understood to mean’ (Abbas judgment, paras

48, 49).

Who guarantees that a word may mean only what it is intended

to mean? Jean Mitry’s contention that the cinematic representation

is always, to the ‘reasonable person’ at least, identical to the ‘com-

mon understanding’ of the object represented, now turns out to be

so because the law literally says so. We get the full force of Hidaya-

tullah’s argument and its foundational place in this debate only in a

later, equally foundational judgment. This is the Supreme Court sit-

ting on Govind Nihalani’s Tamas (1987), a famous film based on

the novel of the same name by Bhisham Sahni, which too had faced

Hindutva ire and an attack on Doordarshan’s Bombay office while

it was being telecast in serial format. The legal writ petition on the

film and its earlier version in the Bombay High Court was filed by

one Javed Ahmad Siddique, arguing that the film ‘is likely to promote

. . . on grounds of religion, caste or community, disharmony or feel-

ings of enmity, hatred or ill-will among different religious, racial,

language or regional groups or castes [and] is prejudicial to the maint-

enance of harmony’ (Ramesh Chhotalal Dalal, Petitioner vs. Union

of India and Others, Respondents, 1988, para 4; hereafter referred

to as the Tamas judgment). Particular offence had been taken to the

sequence in which an elderly Hindu tries to teach a young boy how

to kill. On the other hand, the Additional Solicitor General asked

for an order from the Supreme Court ‘to the government to exhibit

the film again and again’.

In his judgment, Chief Justice Sabhyasachi Mukharji too asserted

that the case should be judged from the view of the reasonable ‘com-

mon man’, or what he called (quoting English law) ‘the man on top

of the Clapham omnibus’: ‘the effect . . . must be judged from the

standards of reasonable, strongminded, firm and courageous men

and not those of vacillating minds, nor of those who scent danger

in every point of view’ (Tamas judgment, para 13). Going on from

there to a summary of the film’s intentions, Mukharji expanded

this courageous, reasonable man to become the author proper. He

ruled as follows:

The attempt of the author in this film is to draw a lesson from our

country’s past history, expose the motives of persons who operate

behind the scenes to generate and foment conflicts and to emphasize

the desire of persons to live in amity and the need for them to rise
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above religious barriers and treat one another with kindness, symp-

athy and affection. It is possible only for a motion picture to convey

such a message in depth and if it is able to do this, it will be an

achievement of great social value. (Tamas judgment, para 21; em-

phases mine)

Who decides that this is so? Both Mukharji and his predecessors

in the Bombay High Court, Justices Lentin and Sujata Manohar,

went to some length to explain on whose behalf they spoke.

The learned Judges found that the message of the film was good.

They have stated that the film shows how realization ultimately

dawns as to futility of violence and hatred, and how the inherent

goodness in human nature triumphs. Dr Chitale submitted that the

Judges have viewed the film from their point of view but the average

persons in the country are not as sober and experienced as Judges of

the High Court. But the Judges of the High Court of Bombay have

viewed it, as they said, from the point of view of ‘how the average

person for whom the film is intended will view it’ and the learned

Judges have come to the conclusion that the average person will

learn from the mistakes of the past and realize the machinations of

the fundamentalists and will not perhaps commit those mistakes

again. (Tamas judgment, para 20)

And then the final claim after this chain of reasoning, that this

was not a work of fiction but a particular form of both history and

truth:

The argument that Tamas was not a historical movie but it merely

takes into account certain events from history and builds upon them

the story with imagination and perception of reality is without any

force. Tamas takes us to historical past – unpleasant at times but

revealing and instructive. Though a writer should cling to truth and

right but a measure of accommodation in the very interests of truth

itself is necessary. Naked truth in all times will not be beneficial but

truth in its proper light indicating the evils and the consequences of

those evils is instructive and that message is there in Tamas. The

book is being taught in various universities. There [have] been no

adverse reactions to the novel during the past fourteen years.

Back to Hidayatullah’s ‘how to read films’ tutorial in the

Supreme Court mentioned earlier, and, I think, worth repeating in

its entirety, on A Tale of Four Cities:
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She sits at the dressing table, combs her hair, glances at the two

love-birds in a cage and looks around the room as if it were a cage.

Then she goes behind a screen and emerges in other clothes and pre-

pares for bed. She sleeps and dreams of her life before she took the

present path. The film then passes on to its previous theme of con-

trasts mentioned above, often repeating the earlier shots in juxtapo-

sition as stills. There is nothing else in the film to be noticed either

by us or by the public for which it is intended. (Abbas judgment,

para 4; emphases mine)12

We can of course argue, as many including A.G. Noorani (1988)

have done, that judges are not film critics, that they see films only in

the ways devised by which film narratives may be brought under

the purview of the law. The Tamas judgment reforged the link

between the controversial filmic object and the speaking voice by

extending ‘the attempt of the author of this film’ to the speech of

the average member of the public, and went on to reiterate the charac-

teristics of the latter’s legal identity exclusively in terms of the limits

placed upon his action by Article 19(2) by imposing a given way,

and no other, by which a film may be seen by this viewer. Both

Hidayatullah and Mukharji were aware that all this could not be

sustained through a humanist–realist thematics of ‘kindness, symp-

athy and affection’ alone. And so Mukharji invoked, and not for

the last time, the special responsibility of the textualized author, re-

inforced by the Indian Cinematograph Act, 1952, as being one of

‘meeting the explosively expanding cinema menace if it were not

strictly policed. No doubt the cinema is a great instrument for public

good if geared to social ends and can be a public curse if directed to

anti-social objectives’ (Tamas judgment, para 17).

The argument can be made that a forcible legal curtailing of the

viewer’s right to respond to a film with the complexity that we, film

theorists, know any film to be capable of, and indeed a further

‘policing’ (Mukharji’s phrase) of such a way of seeing films, might

well be the only possible means by which Article 19 can at all be

implemented in the cinema.

12 Interestingly, any symptomatic
reading of this film would
entirely eliminate such meaning-
less textual data before the film’s
frontal address, its sledgehammer-
like intention, given its primarily
political (rather than humanist)
existence, to challenge the Censor
Board. Abbas himself arguably
recognizes this in the way he
gestures towards the ‘knowing’
audience by introducing suspense
music over the film’s opening
Censor Certificate. A similar
reading may well be made
for the next film that briefly
threatened to challenge the very
validity of the Indian Cinemato-
graph Act, 1952: Rakesh
Sharma’s cause celébre documentary
Final Solution (2004). The
nationwide petition protesting
the ban says it is shocked to note
that the Indian censors had done
what the film evidently expects
them to do, namely, offer the
following reasons for the ban and
what spectators will do with it:
‘The film promotes communal
disharmony among Hindu and
Muslim groups and presents the
picture of Gujarat riots in a way
that it may arouse the communal
feelings and clashes among
Hindu–Muslim groups. It attacks
on the basic concept of our
Republic, i.e. National Integrity
and Unity. Certain dialogues
involve defamation of individuals
or body of individuals. Entire
picturization is highly provo-
cative and may trigger off unrest
and communal violence. State
security is jeopardized and public
order is endangered if this film is
shown’ (http://www.petitiononline.
com/FilmBan/petition.html,
accessed 15 December 2007).
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What made the argument difficult to sustain, in the face of the on-

slaught that Fire encountered, were two major problems that the

controversy sharply revealed. The first was the graphic demonstration

of the growing roadblocks the cinematic spectator was presenting

to a seemingly straightforward application of Article 19 to the media.

And, as it appeared that the cinema had its own spin on the freedom

of speech and expression doctrine and its implications, a second

problem arose through an increasingly widespread invocation, in

the 1990s, of ‘the filmmaker’ – or, more precisely, the independent

filmmaker – as incarnating the very epitome of the victim threatened

by loss of free speech. This invocation and eventual misuse of the

cinematic author is directly evident in broadcast media committed

to new globalized policies in the name of Article 19.

We have already noted some of the characteristics of the cinema-

tic viewer: the viewer desirous of belief in the ‘reality-effects’ of the

cinema while not being deluded in the least by the fiction machine;

the viewer who is a ‘player, accomplice, master of the game’, involving

the cinema’s ‘fictional deceit’ (Comolli 1980: 124). While earlier

forms of media such as print journalism clearly provide important

precedents for such a film viewer, its specifically cinematic variant –

and the developing war of attrition between author and spectator –

severely undermines what has otherwise been a fairly straightforward,

even comfortable, nexus between author/publisher and reader citizen,

each able to adequately speak for the interests of the other in Indian

case law.13

Through the 1990s we see a spate of judgments that induct the

increasingly visible film spectator at the service of a new, refurbished

‘public’, and, further, many new rights being attributed to an increas-

ingly bloated category of ‘author’ claiming protection under Article

19. We parallely see a growing legal crisis caused by the cinematic

spectator’s inability to be spoken for by the author. In 1989, lawyer

Indira Jaisingh, complaining at the manner in which her interview

on Doordarshan was edited so as to misrepresent her views, invoked

Article 19 to demand that her freedom of speech expand into her

right to speak on Doordarshan, to which Judge Sujata Manohar

said:

Under Art 19(1)(a) of the Constitution all citizens have a right to

freedom of speech and expression. This right protects freedom of

13 See Romesh Thapar vs. State of
Madras, 1950 SCR 594 (AIR 1950
SC 124), involving the ban upon
the entry and circulation of the
petitioner’s journal Cross Roads,
where it was held that freedom of
speech and expression includes
freedom of propagation of ideas
and that freedom is ensured by
the freedom of circulation. Also
Sakal Papers (P) Ltd. vs. Union of
India, (1962) 3 SCR 842 (AIR
1962 SC 305), where it was held
that for ‘propagating his ideas a
citizen had the right to publish
them, to disseminate them and to
circulate them, either by word of
mouth or by writing. The right
extended not merely to the matter
which he was entitled to circulate
but also to the volume of circula-
tion.’ Also see Bennett Coleman
and Company vs. Union of India
(1972) 2 SCC 788 (AIR 1973 SC
106), where the majority of the
Constitution Bench held that
newspapers should be left free to
determine their pages, their
circulation and their new edition
within their quota which has been
fixed fairly. And, finally, Indian
Express Newspapers (Bombay)
Pvt. Ltd. vs. Union of India
(1985) 1 SCC 641 (AIR 1986 SC
515), which said that the ‘purpose
of the press is to advance the
public interest by publishing facts
and opinions without which
democratic electorate cannot make
responsible judgments’.

Cinema, Broadcast Media and the New ‘Public’
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speech on television as much as anywhere else. It was contended by

Mr Nilkanth, learned advocate for the respondents that there is no

right of free speech on TV. He said that Art. 19 does not apply to

television programmes. Mr Nilkanth has not cited any authority of

law in support of this somewhat alarming proposition. (Indira Jai-

singh, Petitioner, vs. Union of India and Others, Respondents, 1989,

para 13)

However, and in an argument that barely differs from Jaisingh’s,

filmmaker–‘citizens’ argued that they had a constitutional right to

show their films on Doordarshan.14 When Cinemart Foundation,

makers of the documentary Bhopal: Beyond Genocide (Tapan Bose,

1986), had their film rejected by Doordarshan on the grounds that

the film (i) had lost its relevance, (ii) lacked moderation and restraint,

(iii) dealt with sub-judice issues, (iv) criticized the state government,

etc., Cinemart filed and won a case under the freedom of speech

doctrine. It was inevitable, therefore, that when the Cricket Associa-

tion of Bengal (CAB) filed a case claiming their right and that of the

Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) to sell telecast rights

to multinational telecasting outfits, demanding that they be allowed

to use Intelsat and to import uplinking equipment, CAB/BCCI too

argued that if they could not do all of these things, their citizens’

right to freedom of expression would be violated. Justice P.B. Sawant,

in the most extensive summary of the history of Article 19(1) avail-

able, quoted all of the above precedents, including those of the inde-

pendent documentary cinema, in presenting his conclusions that,

like all such forms of expression, sport too is ‘an expression of self’,

and that, in constructing such a self, it too adheres to the basic can-

ons of speech production with its attendant rights:

[T]he right of freedom of speech and expression also includes the

right to educate, to inform and to entertain and also the right to be

educated, informed and entertained. The former is the right of the

telecaster and the latter that of the viewers. The right to telecast a

sporting event will therefore include the right to educate and inform

the present and prospective sportsmen interested in the particular

game. . . . An organizer such as the BCCI or CAB which are indis-

putably devoted to the promotion of the game of cricket cannot be

placed in the same scale as the business organizations whose only

intention is to make as large a profit as can be made. . . . (Secretary,

Ministry of I&B and Others, Appellants vs. Cricket Association of

Bengal and Others, Respondents, Along with CAB and Another,

14 As happened to the TV serial
Honi Anhonee (Odyssey Commu-
nications Pvt. Ltd. vs. Lokvidayan
Sanghatana, 1988). The more
complicated instance is of course
that of Anand Patwardhan, who
has systematically used this
specific argument over a number
of years. The argument was most
directly stated by the judgement
on Ram ke Naam (1992): that the
‘petitioner . . . has a constitu-
tional right to know why his film
was not screened on the Door-
darshan and what reasons led to
the decision’, that ‘Doordarshan
has deprived the petitioner of his
freedom of expression guaranteed
by Article 19(1)(a) of the Consti-
tution of India’, and its actions
thereby also denied ‘the Indian
citizens their right to be informed
of and enlightened about import-
ant developments relating to . . .
the public and democratic charac-
ter of the Indian State’. On
Hamara Shaher (1985), the
argument was pitched on three
counts: first, that this was an
award-winning film and even
India’s official entry into inter-
national film festivals; second,
that it dealt with a major topical
issue; and finally, consistently, on
the count of Article 19(1). In
every instance Patwardhan
got his judgement, which again,
as with Hamara Shaher, was that
‘It cannot now be disputed that
the right of expression through
the media of Doordarshan is a
fundamental right of expression
which is guaranteed under Article
19(1)(a) of the Constitution.
It would not be open to the
Respondent in a cavalier manner .
. . to deny such valuable right.’
Perhaps the most significant of
these cases was that of War and
Peace (2004), which took on not
Doordarshan, but, in direct
continuation of Abbas, the Censor
Board itself – more precisely, the
Film Certification Appellate
Tribunal (FCAT). Here too, the
judgement asserted that ‘the
freedom of speech and expression
guaranteed under Article 19(1)(a)
has come to be scrupulously
protected by the courts from time
to time’.
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Petitioners vs. Union of India and Others, Respondents, 1995, para

17; hereafter referred to as the Air Waves judgment)

Keeping aside the irony of India’s biggest and avowedly most

commercial sports organization pretending to be an independent

filmmaker who in turn pretends to be an ordinary citizen, let us

address instead the more abstract notion of what kind of speaker-

as-‘public’ such a judgment puts in place. Its historic declaration

that ‘air waves are public property’ deployed the term ‘public’ in an

unprecedentedly wideranging way:

The airwaves or frequencies are a public property. Their use has to

be controlled and regulated by a public authority in the interests of

the public and to prevent the invasion of their rights. . . . The right

to impart and receive information is a species of the right of freedom

of speech and expression guaranteed by Art. 19(1)(a) of the Consti-

tution. A citizen has a fundamental right to use the best means of

imparting and receiving information and as such to have an access

to telecasting for the purpose. (Air Waves judgment, para 24)

By the late 1990s, as the term ‘public’ more or less blew apart in

terms of the sheer number of legal rights being sucked out from the

speaking subject, a new location was gradually emerging upon which

to work out the limits of Article 19(1). The shortlived 1997 Broad-

cast Bill, which was the first effort to put the cricket judgment into

legislative effect, accepted this new locus that would best describe

the new citizen as a member of the new public, as the viewer of

broadcast media. The new rights of this public, whose membership

is clearly indebted to the old cinematic spectator, were to be defined

primarily by the circumstances of their spectatorial access to, and

ability to use, such media. And so, in the numerous representations

made to the Sharad Pawar Joint Parliamentary Committee, and sub-

sequently in the controversy surrounding the Prasar Bharati Board

Bill, the refurbished term ‘public’ would be implicated in at least

four areas:

1. As being ‘in the public interest’. In contrast to relatively more

familiar legal definitions of the term, such as those surrounding the

debates on public interest litigation, here the concept split up into

two further categories. One invoked democratic language: for exam-

ple, Information and Broadcasting  Minister S. Jaipal Reddy’s preface

to the Bill arguing that it is ‘our great democratic traditions’ which

make it ‘imperative that our citizens are well informed and given
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wider choice in matters of information, education and entertain-

ment’; or the Asian Media Information and Communication Centre’s

suggested basic guidelines for transnational programming and advert-

ising, which went further, equating ‘concepts of democracy, peace

and cooperation’ with ‘recognizing and projecting the family as the

basic unit of society’ (see AMIC 1999). A related use, in bureaucratic

short-hand, seemed to imply that the term could be adequately

equated with ‘non-commercial’, as exemplified by the University

Grants Commission-sponsored educational service in the afternoons

on Doordarshan. The question, non-commercial for whom?, was

answered by the further assumption that anything that was not

explicitly pay-TV – anything that the public apparently did not

have to pay for – could be characterized as non-commercial in the

future.15 Democracy and commerce now came together to open up

an area of negotiation, on just how suppliers of ‘public interest’

material could reap financial benefits, or at least incentives, from

this service.

2. As having ‘access to the public’, in terms of providing a repres-

entation for the public. Legally this was precisely the aspect explored

by the Jaisingh case, and the Sawant judgment too had named public

representation of their views on broadcast media as a critical function

of such media. However, in pragmatic terms, spectatorial access to

representation on television came simply to mean political parties’

access to Doordarshan, to present their manifestos. Still more com-

monly, ‘access’ was translated into the far more easily comprehended

right to ‘have access to’ – i.e. to receive – electronic media, not to

speak on it or to do things with it.

3. As literally ‘public property’ and therefore ‘in the service of

what the public wants’. Given, by the late 1990s, the virtual impossi-

bility of assuming that ‘the public’ could want anything other than

entertainment, this definition clearly over-rode the first: for if we

restrict software to what the public actually wants, then why on

earth should it remain non-commercial? This was indeed the stand

taken by numerous advocates of both the temporarily banned DTH

(direct-to-home) service and commercial broadcasters wishing to enter

the still off-limits category of news broadcasting.

4. As a ‘public service’, widely and commonly interpreted as

‘not what the public wants but what the state thinks the public

should have’. Categories 3 and 4 were virtually written into both

the judgment and the Bill as innately contradictory, subscribing to

15 By which logic, the Google
search engine, say, would be seen
as an entirely non-commercial
activity.
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the commonly held assumption that the concept of ‘public service’

clashed with that of ‘public property’. While Jaipal Reddy’s preface

acknowledged that ‘the public service broadcaster alone will not be

able to meet the needs and urges of the people in terms of variety

and plurality’, the Bill nevertheless explicitly exempted a ‘public

service broadcaster’ from being subject to the licensing process – a

major concession – while offering no new clarification as to what

such a service should do in these times, given its acknowledged limit-

ations.

Through the entire debate it remained unclear as to just what

status Doordarshan would have in the eyes of the proposed Broadcast

Authority of India (BAI) and the already existing Telecom Regulatory

Authority of India (TRAI) if the Prasar Bharati Bill was rushed

through parliament, as the then government intended to do. The

question whether, if Doordarshan was corporatized as an autono-

mous entity, it could validly claim a status significantly different

from that of any of the other competing channels, turned out to be,

across the precise domain of 19(1), more negotiable than one might

have thought!16

Nevertheless a new category of ‘public’ was clearly being put in

place in all this: a category that was, at first glance anyway, a some-

what different entity, a different negotiating ground, from what we

had known and in much recent theory analysed as the relationship

between the post-independence Indian state and its citizens in the

last five decades. I suggest that this notion of active reception-as-

production – of citizen–spectator as author – can only be understood

as the furthest, and final, transference of the nexus of object tracing

itself back to speaker; winding round the complex battleground of

the vocal cinematic spectator to a new era, and a new technology,

that could eventually fuse the two categories into the mode of tele-

vision broadcasting.17

In such a situation, how were we to arrive at valid arguments around

the right to both expression and reception, that could validly counter

threats such as those faced by Fire in the 1990s from the Shiv Sena?

By describing it as a great movie, as Lentin and Manohar did with

The New Spectator:

No Longer Merely the Recipient of Speech

16 The specific issue first arose
when Star TV, during I.K.
Gujral’s brief tenure as India’s
Prime Minister, made an
unsuccessful bid to be the official
broadcaster of the Republic Day
parade. Television commentator
Sevanti Ninan (1998) reported
how Gujral, inaugurating Star
TV’s 24-hour news channel,
‘gushed unreservedly about what
a great step forward it was for
Indian democracy and what a
great turning point for the media.
Rupert Murdoch would have
loved that.’ Going further, Gujral
stated his hope that ‘Prasar
Bharati would emulate Star TV’.
Star’s offer to give free broadcast
time to political parties and, even
more, to allow itself to be arbi-
trated by the Election Commi-
ssion, were all pointers to its
ambitions. The question of
whether Doordarshan could
survive as India’s national broad-
caster, in the BBC sense, was
further complicated with the
privately owned NDTV, incubated
by Star, approximating more and
more closely to that role in Indian
television.

17 There have been several efforts
by television to integrate the
speaking viewer: from push-
button voice-boxes in which
viewers can leave a message to
the more recent ‘citizen-journalist’
who can send in a video clip
recording a social event. Sue
Browner (1992) explores the role
of ‘tastemakers’ in cable tele-
vision through the example of a
group in Britain named VQT (or
‘Viewers for Quality Television’),
a variant of televisual fans who
are ‘devotees of prime time
network television’ but specific-
ally reproduce the tasks of
responsible citizen-viewing.
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Tamas? More fundamentally, why did the cinema suddenly find

itself so pivotal to a judgment on one of the foundational rights of

Indian democracy?

How could the two sets of rights that we have seen – 19(1), or

speaker/object and its proxy in various categories including film-

maker/film/plot/idealized viewer, and 19(2), or viewer as emotionally

stirred-up recipient capable of action – square up? Or was it that,

far from equating with each other as the Hidayatullah and Mukharji

judgements intended them to, the divisions were now virtually un-

bridgeable? If so, was there again something that the cinema could

uniquely offer to this divide?

Justice Sawant too acknowledges, as Hidayatullah did, that some-

thing special happens when the doctrine of free speech is applied to

the cinema. He addresses the issue as follows:

The court’s commitment to freedom of expression demands that it

cannot be suppressed unless the situations created by allowing the

freedom are pressing and the community interest is endangered.

[However], though the movie enjoys the guarantee under Article

19(1)(a) there is one significant difference between the movie and

other modes of communication. Movie motivates thought and action

and assures a high degree of attention and retention. . . . It has a

unique capacity to arouse and disturb feelings. . . .

 [H]owever the producer may project his own message which

the others may not approve of . . . he has a right to ‘think out’ the

counter-appeals to reason. It is a part of democratic give-and-take.

. . . The democratic form of government itself demands of its citizens

an active and intelligent participation in the affairs of the community.

(Air Waves judgment, para 4)

We thus finally come to the second half of the tug-of-war: the

recipient of speech, and the long history of describing such a category

ranging from Hidayatullah’s ‘average viewer’ of 1971 to Sawant’s

‘public’ of 1995.

There is an irony involved in this. In bringing Article 19 into the

cinema via its specifically cinematic variant, Section 5B(1) of the

Cinematograph Act, 1952, the legal understanding of spectatorship

is far more aligned to film theory’s understanding of the term than,

say, the much more antagonistic relationship between the cinema-

tic auteur and the law’s production of ‘filmmaker’ as ‘speaker-of-

conviction’. On the other hand, we have seen, the primary addressee

in these judgments is almost inevitably the film’s spectator. But there
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are also particular conditions that the law places upon spectatorship

that are thrown into sharp relief.

For example, the Khosla Committee creditably assumes that the

filmic spectator is a wider category than merely ‘reasonable, strong-

minded, firm and courageous men’, and goes on to enquire how

spectatorial activity may be comprehended as something existing,

rather than invented, for purposes of providing a viewpoint for

legally authorized film-watching.

The impact of the film is so vivid, so immediate and so penetrating

and the extent of identification with the episodes displayed on screen

so complete that all but a few of the more cultured and balanced of

individuals can discount the compulsive or persuasive force of what

they see. . . . The written word is understood only by a small fraction

of our people, the spoken word reaches even fewer persons, but the

film contains an immediate appeal for everyone, men, women and

children, whether literate or illiterate, intelligent or unintelligent.

. . . This circumstance places the film medium in a class by itself.

(Khosla 1968)

However, having stated the problem for itself, the Committee’s

further enquiry into a definition of the cinema’s audience leads to

unexpected roadblocks as the audience proves to be elusive – an

elusiveness that would launch a trajectory of argument all its own.

In a chapter entitled ‘Audience Reaction’, Khosla used a 1957

Bombay-based survey carried out by the CBFC with the help of the

Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS), and another carried out by

the Indian Institute of Mass Communication (IIMC), neither of

which had got very far in addressing the elusiveness problem. The

CBFC survey found that over 80 per cent of the people questioned

saw Hindi films, and over half of them at least once a month or

more. It also discovered that people were often not honest about

admitting that they liked films or why they liked them. A strange

problem encountered was of young people asserting that they ‘dislike

films dealing with love and romance’ – probably, said the study,

‘due to [their] reluctance . . . to admit their liking for erotic subjects’

(Khosla 1968: 70–71). The IIMC, on its part, went into the question

of how patterns of spectatorial behaviour depended on age and

gender; in general, it was recognized that the cinema affects people’s

habits and behaviour, manners, fashion, and sometimes gives rise to

immoral practices.

By the mid-1990s, the elusiveness of the spectator as a definable
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category would expose a growing chasm – indeed, in hindsight, a

political crisis of some magnitude – between the textualized spectator,

the average individual whose view Messrs Lentin and Manohar claim-

ed to adequately and confidently represent, and the increasingly

elusive actual viewer who continued to remain frustratingly unavail-

able for comment. The legal imposition of Hidayatullah’s average

viewer upon the entire mass of India’s film audiences went alongside

a normative textual imposition, both explicitly policed by the Cine-

matograph Act. The ‘realist imperative’ (as Madhava Prasad names

it) developed a harder edge as the policing process extended Hidaya-

tullah’s chilling line: ‘There is nothing else in the film to be noticed

. . . by the public for which it is intended.’ This imperative consisted,

says Prasad, ‘in according primacy to the features of a rationally-

ordered society – relations of causality, progression along a linear

continuum marked by motivation, credibility, and action submitted,

in the ultimate instance, to the narrative possibilities arising from

the operation of the rule of law’ (Prasad 1998: 62).

Prasad draws attention to a realism that exists in marked con-

trast to the melodrama of the standard Hindi film, that indeed

exists in its promise to bestow an ‘immanent unity (as opposed to a

unity that derives from a transcendental plane) on its content’. This

account of the ‘realist imperative’ performs the useful function of

outlining the mechanics of how textual reading joins with the

emphasis upon a new perceptual field exemplified by the spectator’s

gaze; and, while it can explain the privileged role of certain actual

realist films (Tamas being a classic instance), it can go further to

demonstrate how this rule of law might be applied to the reading of

all films independently of their textual specificities.

Through the 1980s, Indian law steadfastly adhered to such a

reading of the cinema, even constructing a particular condition of

the spectator in whose name, and on whose behalf, the cinematically

constructed ‘author’ existed. Importantly, therefore, Indian law also

attained an honourable record for defending authorial rights of which

it was justly proud. This happened in judgment after judgment, and

in films ranging from Raj Kapoor’s Satyam Shivam Sundaram (1978)

to Anand Patwardhan’s In Memory of Friends (Una Mitterandi Yaad

Pyari, 1989).18 However, the growing gap between a textualized

spectator, functioning under what Prasad (1998: 62–63) calls a legal-

ly enforced condition of viewing – a condition reinforced by both

the Abbas and Tamas judgments’ explicit recounting of what these

films are about, along with who is supposed to be watching them –

18 Raj Kapoor and Others,
Appellants vs. State (Delhi
Administration) and Others,
Respondents, 1980 (hereafter
referred to as Kapoor vs.
Laxman); Anand Patwardhan,
Petitioner vs. The Union of India
and Others, Respondents, 1997.
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and the elusive ‘actual viewer’, became unbridgeable. With Fire, it

erupted. And the spectatorial high ground was precisely the one

opportunistically seized by Bal Thackeray.

There was some recognition that legal representation of spectat-

orial rights may well be less than ideal. Many opinions were presented

of what the problem may be. In the Tamas instance itself, Justice

Mukharji had wondered whether the Censor Appellate Tribunal,

designed to address the grievances of filmmakers, could also include

spectator grievances:

It is true that the remedy of an approach to the Appellate Tribunal is

available only to persons aggrieved by the refusal of the Board to

grant a certificate or the cuts and modifications proposed by it. It is

for the consideration of the Central Government whether the scope

of this section should be expanded to permit appeals to the Tribunals

even by persons who are aggrieved by the grant of certificate of

exhibition to a film on the ground that the principles laid down for

the grant of certificates in Section 5B have not been fulfilled. (Tamas

judgment, para 19; emphases mine)

The closest that any case got to placing the spectatorship problem

squarely in the foreground was the Kapoor vs. Laxman one, dealing

with Satyam Shivam Sundaram. There the petitioner, a spectator

who objected to the religious-sounding title, filed a case that the

‘fascinating title was misleading, foul and beguiled the guileless into

degeneracy’. The magistrate’s court, in an unprecedented departure

that even the High Court endorsed, overturned the Censor Board’s

clearance and asked that the film be withdrawn from circulation. In

the Supreme Court, Raj Kapoor – who evidently did not withdraw

the film – claimed that, in assuming that he had been protected by

the Censor Board giving him an ‘A’ certificate, he ‘did not know’ he

was committing a crime. Eventually things went Kapoor’s way, but

in conclusion Krishna Iyer said:

Prosecutions like this may well be symptomatic of public dissatisfac-

tion with the Board of Censors. . . . The ultimate censorious power

over the censors belongs to the people and by indifference, laxity or

abetment, pictures which pollute public morals are liberally certificat-

ed, the legislation, meant by Parliament to protect people’s good

morals, may be sabotaged by statutory enemies within. Corruption

at that level must be stamped out. (Kapoor vs. Laxman, para 10)

To recapitulate: as in the Broadcast Bill debate where the question
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was primarily one of people’s ‘access’ to (express their views on versus

rights to receive) television, in the cinema too it appeared that the

field of spectatorship could shift, acquire various kinds of citizenship

privileges, provided the spectators were only seen as receivers of

someone else’s speech, from which speech they may at best receive

legal protection. The prior question, of how 19(1)(a) could accord

speech and action to spectators in the first place, has remained an

ever-increasing problem. For the most part, it can only function

under certain conditions, enable only certain readings of films. And,

at its extreme, it becomes an expropriation, as a fictional construct

of an author – ranging from Abbas to the Cricket Board – is incarnat-

ed, in the name of the spectator, as the bearer of 19(1)(a). This is the

way by which the legally privileged perception of the cinematic insti-

tution inscribes its narratively constructed speaking subject. This

non-variable category was what spectators of the cinema now neces-

sarily had to assume, and to replicate, if they were to become legally

visible at all. For the most part, then, spectatorial right to free speech

could occur only in conflict with the film’s maker.

The following chapter seeks to explore the consequences of

legal inability to recognize the nature of spectatorial transaction,

which includes what we have named a narrative contract. It proposes

the rise of another layer of action outside the legal frame but very

much within the diegetic zone of the cinema. This is a charged,

hyperactive political space that exists in India and in the post-

colonial ‘non-west’, and it is a space that really brings the cinema

into its own.

After the news came that the Censor Board had passed Fire a second

time round without cuts, the nationwide distributor of the film,

Harish Sugandh of Friends India, was quoted as saying, ‘We will

only release the film again in India if the Shiv Sena allows us to do

so’ and that the decision of the CBFC was ‘not enough’ (Kazmi

1999).

A Postscript
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Their Eternal Pity no taller than the pimp on Falkland Road

No pavilion put up in the sky for us.

Lords of wealth, they are, locking up lights in those vaults of theirs.

In this life, carried by a whore, not even the sidewalks are ours.

– Namdeo Dhasal, ‘Tyanchi Sanatan Daya’ (in Bhagwat 1995: 123)

. . . much that has been suppressed in the historical creation of post-

colonial nation states, much that has been erased or glossed over

when nationalist discourse has set down its own life history, bears

the marks of the people–nation struggling in an inchoate, undirected

and wholly unequal battle against forces that have sought to dominate

it. – Partha Chatterjee (1986: 170)

What happens when a presumed right becomes non-functional, when

a citizen becomes incapable of self-legitimation? When a form such

as the cinema, with its full and awesome range of technologies,

suddenly finds that its key faculty, of using that apparatus to produce

authoritative symbolic representations, is incapable of doing its

work? When its capacity to authorize is withdrawn?

All of these crises typically arose, in India, within the context of

a particular history of post-independence cinematic enablement. In

an earlier chapter, I argued that the administrative model the Indian

state instituted in the first years after independence critically depended

on the cinema’s presumed ability to produce and disseminate signi-

ficant reading competences. Such a dependence on the cinema, not

unusual in that time, derived as much from technological and

institutional as aesthetic practices, collectively spanning the range

of symbolic nation-producing activities required for a structure of

‘PEOPLE–NATION’ AND

SPECTATORIAL RIGHTS

The Political ‘Authenticity-Effect’, the Shiv Sena

and a Very Bombay History

7

Beyond the State, Within the Nation:
Outside the Frame, Within the Fiction
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institutionalized intelligibility: a range that would be captured by

the domain commonly known as realism. This attribution to the

cinema defined its social purpose, and also provided the most persua-

sive arguments by which the film industry could qualify for support.

In hindsight, the economic model associated in film policy primarily

with the 1951 S.K. Patil Film Inquiry Committee is best seen as

arising from a particular kind of cultural economy, making a difficult

fit within the economic parameters under which the cinema was

equated with the broad ‘increased commodification under the aegis

of the state’ rubric of the early five-year plans, to use Sukhamoy

Chakravarty’s words (1987: 9–18). While, on many occasions, a

cultural economy definition for the cinema could be sustained by

exceptional external circumstances such as state propaganda on

behalf of war efforts, it also revealed something more complicated:

a cultural measure for the economic production of authorized sym-

bolic formations for state development, to be made compatible with

the economic capacity of film exhibition to deliver ready-to-use

implements of national–symbolic functioning to the public.

It is well known, in the light of the several extraordinary eco-

nomic crises that have beset the film industry since the war, and the

difficulties the state has faced in imposing financial and legal

accountability, that the economic model did not work.1 The argument

has been occasionally made, however, given the cinema’s spectacular

success in disseminating textual competences on behalf of the state,

that the political model, as with Indian democracy itself, may have

worked almost too well. A number of political theorists (Pandian

1992; Sivathamby 1981) who have noted the spread of the cinema

and its role in incarnating a mechanism of democratic functioning

evince the range of its operations as national–democratic political

practice, as the cinema’s dissemination of contestatory forms of state

identity makes it a far more effective instrument of political use

than the impoverished economic status of the industry suggests.

The economic failure of a successful political model – the failure

to provide an industrial basis for something that has otherwise

demonstrated both a remarkable durability and effectivity in a range

of political–cultural practices – has had significant consequences.

The textual war between state-endorsed realism and the symbolic

cinema-effect that such realism sought to discipline was not restricted

to film practice alone. The present chapter explores, continuing the

Fire issue, a specific location for this battleground: the city of Bombay

through the 1970s and ’80s, and a specific political incarnation of

1 Recent economic arguments
suggest a wider applicability to
even this formulation. Vivek
Chibber (2003) claims that a
similar economic resistance was
put up by India’s private corpor-
ate sector at large, to state
developmentalism.
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this battle: Bal Thackeray, who would consistently exploit the in-

capacities of realism to incarnate citizenship rights, often in direct

conflict with writers, artists and filmmakers on the avant garde who

would seek to extend the domain of aesthetic practice into a right

to life and livelihood.

The ‘problem of the cinema’ therefore echoes, in this city in this

time, a larger phenomenon of economic failure caused by political

interruption. To many, Bombay’s unique problem has famously been

the incommensurability of development planning with democratic–

political rights. As such, Chatterjee’s reinterpretation of Chakravarty’s

claim for the failure of planning – the capacity for periodic, strategic

disruption of key indicators by public and private agencies – to pro-

pose that planning involves an element of ‘rational self-deception’,

has significant resonances for the city’s public functioning. Chakra-

varty (1987: 3) has claimed that writing up the story of India’s

planning process ‘in terms of the logic of pressure-group politics

alone is . . . a very one-sided projection of a multi-dimensional real-

ity’, given that such an account constitutes an ‘implicit avoidance

of the dialectic of accumulation versus legitimation’. In a long

response central to his formulations on the Indian state, Chatterjee

(1994: 205–08) contends that this was a necessary self-deception,

as the built-in conflict between accumulation and legitimation

reveals that the ‘rational consciousness of the state embodied in the

planning authority does not exhaust the determinate being of the

state’. He further argues: ‘Subject and object, inside and outside –

the relations are reversed as soon as we move from the domain of

rational planning, situated outside the political process, to the domain

of social power exercised and contested within that process.’

(For Sudhir Patwardhan, Namdeo Dhasal and Saeed Akhtar Mirza)

Let me take this problem, the textual consequences of such ‘rational

self-deception’, to the cinema and to Bombay. Our deception would

function around reading competence; more particularly, it would

throw new light on the precise paradox that Thackeray sought to

exploit and mobilize against in Fire: the expropriation, under the

aegis of realism (and its legal ‘average viewer’), of the ‘speaking

Territorial Realism: A Particular (Bombay) Example
around Legitimate Representation

Mumbai’s territorial realism.
Iconic stars of Marathi city
realism, Nilu Phule (top), and
Nana Patekar and Ravindra
Mankani (centre), in Jabbar
Patel’s Simhasan (1979): an
adaptation to the screen of
political journalist Arun Sadhu’s
legendary city-novels, Mumbai,

Dinank (Bombay Diary, 1972)
and Simhasan (1977), by
another iconic figure in
Mumbai realism, Vijay
Tendulkar. (Bottom) Nana
Patekar as Anna in Vidhu Vinod
Chopra’s Parinda (1989).
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subject’ by the concept of the cinematic author and the political

consequences of a loss of spectatorial rights. Both here and in my

later description of Maabhoomi and Telangana realism, I shall move

such spectatorship practices directly into the domain of what

Chatterjee calls ‘social power’ exercised within the ‘determinate being

of the state’. To facilitate that move, I want now to turn to certain

art practices in Bombay that specifically address the cinema-effect

as a symbolic practice existing on the margins of realism.

The realism to which I allude emerged at a certain period, the

1970s and early 1980s, and in the wake of a specific set of political

movements. A political backdrop of some relevance here for the

battle over space that realism would directly reproduce, is the decade

leading up to the 1982 textile strike, the first of two defining political

moments of contemporary Bombay (the other being the post-

Ayodhya 1992–93 riots). While the 1982 strike was the ‘last stand’

of Girangaon’s (the mill-area neighbourhood’s) long history, since

the collapse of the strike also effectively saw the dismantling of the

industry itself, both the forms of industrial capital and the histories

of state formation and radical–symbolic opposition characteristic

of that era were consistently evoked in a range of art practices,

particularly of music, poetry and theatre.2 As Chandavarkar (2004:

67) shows, the 1982 action ‘harked back to the solidarities demon-

strated in Girangaon in 1928–29. . . . A striker from 1928, parachuted

into Girangaon in 1982, would have recognized the same massive,

enthusiastic groundswell that drove the leadership forward.’ This

realism was also therefore cast, directly or indirectly, over the time-

span of the popular cultures that the working class of Girangaon

spawned, as was the larger context within which the 1982 strike

mounted its historical significance as it hit at the city’s financial

elite. And it saw various practices of realism engaging with found-

ational questions about the city, its reasons for being (or not being)

a part of India:3 questions that often ran along lines of capital and

class rather than region,4 leading to distinct local variations in India’s

national imaginary as well as the role of realism in constructing

such an imaginary.

Let me start with the quintessential form of such a practice:

spectacular political action as a particular variant of spectator activity.

I refer to actions such as the following.

Hypervisible action – a kind of expressive political gesture to

which both Sudhir Patwardhan and Vivan Sundaram refer – too

2 Annabhau Sathe and Amar
Sheikh’s powadas and the poetry
of Narayan Surve are the classic
examples of such music and poetry.

3 Bombay’s relationship with
India has a complicated history,
to do with its ambitions as an
autonomous ‘offshore’ economy
and efforts to maintain territorial
autonomy, especially to control
migration. See Bombay’s contribu-
tion to nationalism in the ‘Bombay
Plan’, assembled in 1944 by some
of India’s foremost industrialists at
J.R.D. Tata’s initiative. The Plan,
a set of commitments made by
Bombay’s elite to the nation, also
provided the reasons for why
Bombay should be a part of India,
as against being – like Hong
Kong – an export-processing zone
with its own laws and barricades,
a privileged state that many still
argue for (for the floods that hit
suburban Mumbai in 2005, ‘un-
restricted growth’, read immigrants,
was typically held responsible). The
Plan had state action for equitable
growth and to protect national
industries against foreign comp-
etition, recognized the dangers of
a free-market approach to devel-
opment and concentrated on
heavy industries. The standard
left attack on this ‘sham’ nation-
alism was on economic grounds
(Patnaik 1985: 10) rather than
against its role in defining
territorial control over the city.

4 Rajnarayan Chandavarkar
(1998: 67) argues that Bombay’s
working class is a modern indus-
trial entity despite the strong
rural roots of many workers, and
their networks and institutions in
the city reflecting these. This
industrial identity, which has seen
numerous industrial strikes, also
developed a classically Bombay
cultural identity in its Girangaon
area, in poetry, theatre and music.

Noted Ambedkarite powada

singer Sambhaji Bhagat, in
Anand Patwardhan’s We Are Not

Your Monkeys (1993)
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‘fills space’. Such an action had a distinct avant-garde inheritance5

as it came to be explored in a particular kind of art practice, well

known in Bombay’s literature, theatre, poetry, film and the visual

arts.6 While the city extensively produced the verisimilitude that

liberal imagination required of it,7 the realism itself went further,

reprising the characteristics of a state rationality over a different,

expressly political arena –  even going so far as to reconstruct state

realism’s capacity to embody and to disburse specific rights into an

instrument for the exclusive use of an independent citizen–prota-

gonist–author.

Displacing the political–symbolic thus, and staying with the city

of Bombay, it is possible to excavate several explicit rights-bearing

properties within the symbolic gesture, whose content reveals shades

of social power with, it turns out, startling resemblances to the sym-

bolic domain of seemingly ‘rational’ state operation. The political–

symbolic gesture derives its formal energy not so much from the

radical–ecstatic self-description of the clenched fist, but, rather, from

a somewhat specific history of spectatorial imbalance and anxiety

arising from a particularly Bombay legitimation crisis. Hypervisible

political action, in numerous texts in the cinema and the visual arts,

5 Sudhir Patwardhan (1982: 72),
responsible for the reintroduction
of the political gesture (including
the clenched fist, in his painting
Train, 1980), quotes Fernand
Leger’s call for a ‘reappearance of
figures, human bodies, eyes and
legs, which arrange themselves in
contemporary or social themes’,
so as to allow ‘a return of collective
life’. Also see Ram Kumar’s review
([1953] 1985) of the second Inter-
national Art Exhibition organized
in 1953 by the All India Fine Arts
and Crafts Society (AIFACS). It
calls for social realism in opposi-
tion to an art that achieves ‘strange
formal relations . . . without caring
in the least for the subject matter’,
naming his legacy in ‘the great
realistic school’, Diego Rivera,
and artists from France, Italy, the
USA, the Soviet Union and else-
where; it speaks about the inspira-
tional presence of Picasso, and the
tragedy of countries like Japan
and Argentina discarding their
traditions to adopt abstract
techniques that even the French
were abandoning as outdated.

6 This pictorial tradition was
chronicled in the exhibition
‘Bombay–Mumbai 1992–2001’,
Century City: Art and Culture in
the Modern Metropolis (2001),
curated by Geeta Kapur and my-
self at Tate Modern, London. See
Kapur and Rajadhyaksha (2001).

7 Photographer Raghubir Singh,
who took memorable photographs
of Bombay, interpreted spectator-
ship in the city as a ‘pitiless eye’
which became part of ‘your artist-
ic equipment, your artistic sensi-
bility’, coming out of aspects of
‘Mayanagari or the City of Wealth’,
where ‘optimism’ equates with
‘Dharavi . . . and other desperate
places, seeing the people on the
pavements’ (Singh 1994: 9).

Hypervisible politics. The clenched fist in Sudhir Patwardhan’s canonical painting Train (oil
on canvas, 1980), arguably the best known single work on city-realism.
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functions as a distinct species of the cinema-effect in direct tension

with realist textuality, encroaching upon the template of the state’s

own production of symbolic action. I mean ‘encroach upon’ literally

here, since the political underpinnings often had to do with space.

Bombay’s political articulations of territory (and the bounded

realism policing that territory) have been strident in drawing

attention to the hypervisible ambitions of realism as reclaiming space:

often the very spaces that Article 15 of the Indian Constitution

names in its prohibition of ‘discrimination on grounds of religion,

race, caste, sex or place of birth’ with regard to access to ‘shops,

public restaurants, hotels and places of public entertainment; or the

use of wells, tanks, bathing ghats, roads and places of public resort

. . . dedicated to the use of the general public’ (Constitution of

India, Part III, Fundamental Rights: The Right to Equality, 15/2).

If the ambitions of such territorial realism were any indication

(and we may now no longer limit the instance to Bombay alone), it

would appear that political realism would also test out, every step

of the way, the rights that such territory embodied for the post-

colonial citizen. Its effort to usurp urban realism away from state

authentication and into a strategy of survival-through-description

sharply draws attention to the fact that illegitimate realism often

means the illegitimacy of citizenship. A primary right that this parti-

cular variant of Bombay realism underpinned was the pragmatic

and concretely cognizable right to shelter,8 further equated with the

fundamental right to livelihood.9

For a number of political art practices working on the plane of

symbolic realism, the effort to recast the state’s declared ‘authenticity-

effect’ into a new register, to render that effect as an objective urban

Upper-caste, white-collar suburbanite Madhav Apte (Sandeep Kulkarni) descends into insanity and vigilantism amid the
standard productions of Mumbai realism. Dombivli Fast (Nishikant Kamat, 2005).

8 Captured in Sahir Ludhianvi’s
song in Ramesh Saigal’s Phir Subah
Hogi (1958): ‘Chin-o-Arab hamara
Hindustan hamara/Rehne ko ghar
nahin hai/Sara jahan hamara’
(China and Arabia is ours/India
is ours/No home to live in/The
whole universe is ours’).

9 In the Olga Tellis Supreme Court
case, the right to shelter was equated
with the fundamental right to life
livelihood: ‘(i) that evicting a
pavement dweller from his habitat
amounts to depriving him of his
right to livelihood, which is com-
prehended in the right guaranteed
by Article 21 of the Constitution
that no person shall be deprived
of his life except according to
procedure established by law, (ii)
that the impugned action of the
State Government and the Bombay
Municipal Corporation is violative
of the provisions contained in
Article 19(1)(3), 19(1)(g) and 21
of the Constitution’ (Olga Tellis
& Ors. vs. Bombay Municipal
Corporation & Ors. Etc. July, 10,
1985. Y.V. Chandrachud, C.J.,
S. Murtaza Fazal Ali, V.D. Tulza-
purkar, O. Chinnappa Reddy And
A. Varadarajan, JJ). The case
was contentious, with several
slum rehabilitation organizations
arguing against it. Justice Chandra-
chud said: ‘. . . the petitioners are
using pavements and other public
properties for an unauthorized
purpose. But, their intention or
object in doing so is not to “com-
mit an offence or intimidate, insult
or annoy any person”. . . . [they]
are compelled by inevitable circum-
stances. . . .’ Arguably, only in
Bombay could such a radical link
be made between life and shelter.
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Reclaiming constitutional space. Sudhir Patwardhan’s profoundly
located paintings, (top) Lower Parel (acrylic on canvas, 2001) and
(bottom) Shaque (acrylic on canvas, 1998). The ‘shops, restaurants,
hotels’ etc. from Article 15 of the Constitution elaborate in the
semi-public dwelling spaces of the city’s middle classes.
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Saeed Mirza’s iconic Mumbai: recurring motifs from his Albert Pinto ko Gussa Kyon Aata Hai (1980), Mohan Joshi Hazir Ho!

(1983), Salim Langde pe Mat Ro (1989). (Left, top to bottom) Mirza’s petty-bourgeois protagonists turn working class: Naseeruddin
Shah as Albert Pinto, Dina Pathak and Bhisham Sahni as Rohini and Mohan Joshi, Pawan Malhotra as Salim Langda.
(Centre, top to bottom) Their lumpen-proletariat universe. (Right, top to bottom) Textile industry workers’ strikes: documentary
testimony in Albert Pinto; young lovers atop their chawl with textile mills in the background, in Mohan Joshi; Salim waits
outside the mill and on the wall behind are posters of the strike, in Salim Langde.
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manifestation, bears some similarity to our ‘outside-the-frame’ pro-

ductions, as such realism develops an expressivity via its proven

ability to slice through mechanisms that would otherwise render

such trans-historical representations both impossible and illegitimate.

Perhaps the most prominent example of this are the brutally direct

writings of the founder of modern dalit poetry Namdeo Dhasal,

and the new masculinist dalit citizen–protagonist who, Virgil-like,

going through ‘Central Bombay’s Inferno’,10 knew the city. This pro-

tagonist not only defines himself by the city but literally owns it –

or rather her, as though she is his ‘whore’ – by the possession of this

knowledge. His famous ‘Bombay’ poem has him saying goodbye to

‘her’: ‘But not before/I will take you/in multiple ways/Not before/I

will pin you down/here and now/thus and thus’.11 In fact, in his

introduction to Dhasal’s landmark Golpitha (1975), playwright Vijay

Tendulkar, himself an authoritative figure in producing a realism

for the city,12 pays a lot of attention to precisely the administrative

status of Dhasal’s variant. He wants to know, as an anthropologist

might, what several words literally mean (having never heard that

kind of Marathi before), who uses them, and where and under what

conditions. He thereafter asks Dhasal to take him to these places

and in the times when they are most alive. He notes Dhasal’s subtle

change in demeanour from one of deference to a senior writer to a

swaggering confidence when he moves to where he belongs.

Dhasal’s use of what I want to call territorial realism, though

spectacular, is by no means unique, and indeed access to such insider

realism in the city of Mumbai has become increasingly available to

the artist (while Francis Newton Souza remains iconic of this tradi-

tion, more recently Sudhir Patwardhan directly incarnates it, as does

Atul Dodiya) or the filmmaker (an early example is Saeed Mirza,

but now, via actors like Nana Patekar13 in Vinod Chopra’s Parinda,

1989, also an entire 1990s generation of Bombay regionalism origin-

ating in N. Chandra, Govind Nihalani and even Jabbar Patel films,

and later commodified into a larger market in films like Ramgopal

Varma’s Satya, 1998). Access to such realism, however, continues to

remain a tricky business, not least because of its entry into politically

unstable zones (involving compromises with Bal Thackeray-type

phenomena). In a context critical for comprehending Thackeray’s

intrusions into spectatorship, many of Bombay’s realist practitioners

vociferously assert – in startling contrast to a Haldankar, a Ravi

Varma, a Mehboob, a Shantaram, a Benegal, and all the biographers

of Susie Tharu’s citizen-as-executive-authority, and contrary to the

10 Dhasal’s access to the city is
legendary. Dilip Chitre (2005)
captures some of this in his
descriptions of going through
Bombay with his ‘Virgil’, author
of Golpitha, one of the ‘literary
landmarks of the 20th century’:
‘This is the area in which he grew
up among whores and petty crimi-
nals, watching the lords of the
underworld and their clients
indulge in smuggling, drug-traffick-
ing, loan-sharking, gambling,
prostitution, and supari murders.
. . . Namdeo was a cabbie in
Central Bombay when he was a
teenager writing his first poems.
He was a hustler here a little later.
. . . [His] simplistic, cynical
rhetoric becomes transformed into
something complex and pro-
foundly disturbing in Namdeo’s
poetry’ (Chitre 2005).

11 ‘Mumbai, Mumbai, My Dear
Slut’, translated by Vidyut
Bhagwat and Sharmila Rege (in
Bhagwat 1995: 123). In contrast,
Sudheesh Pachauri’s description
of Delhi as a ‘whore’ has none of
Dhasal’s affection and contempt,
being more an expression of
alienation by writers coming from
elsewhere to a city that, in con-
trast to Dhasal’s Bombay, belongs
to no one (‘City in Literature’
panel, ‘City One’ conference,
Sarai, New Delhi, 2001).

12 Tendulkar, regarded the most
significant modern Marathi play-
wright, claims his work is con-
sciously located in Bombay. From
Gidhade (written in the early
1960s; staged in 1970, dir. Shree-
ram Lagoo) onwards, his plays
explore a specifically Bombay real-
ism, also extending into a distinct
performance style (Shantata! Court
Chalu Aahe, 1967; Sakharam
Binder, 1972, dir. Kamalakar
Sarang). Some of these attracted
major censorship controversy. See
Ashok Desai’s ‘Censorship and
Sakharam Binder’, preface to
Tendulkar (1973).

13 Tendulkar’s theatre was also
associated with a performative
naturalism, inaugurated by Shree-
ram Lagoo in Gidhade (1970) but
even more spectacularly by Nilu
Phule in Sakharam Binder (1972).
Lagoo and Phule came together in
Jabbar Patel’s Tendulkar-scripted
film Saamna (1975), perhaps the
only visual record of this style in
its time. Of other actors influenced
by Lagoo/Phule, the best known is
Nana Patekar, who began his stage
career as Babnya in Tendulkar’s
Pahije Jatiche (dir. Arvind
Deshpande, 1976).
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Marginal Data and How to Deal with It:

Accumulation versus Legitimation

guarantees of nationalism that these artists endorse – that the state

cannot be viewed merely as a benevolent ‘authenticator’ of symbolic

productions, and that it can and does retaliate, sometimes viciously,

with these very instruments.14 And when it does retaliate, narrative

as a means of self-representation, and consequently of self-determi-

nation, can become formally and technically unachievable.

Much of the work we are describing is required by its very

location to address the anthropologically driven question of realism

that Tendulkar asks Dhasal: whether the authentic ‘object’ of inves-

tigation is at all to be found in objective circumstances, and if so,

where? Or is it that now an exploration through existential inquiry

is possible since the object has become too internalized (or, in Ashis

Nandy’s sense, too ‘intimate’) to have an objective existence? Feeding

such a practice of impossible realism has also been the untenable

nature of state support, and consequently, the role of politics as the

only means left to breach the barricades around state-endorsed real-

ism. Given that objectivity is enabled by realism and realism has

become a double-edged sword, any realist representation has to first

overcome the risk of replaying the dubious history of state control-

through-authentication. The very location of representation, repro-

ducing an ex-colonial hierarchy of investigator and object of investi-

gation, now forces all knowledge to first theorize upon the very

status of that knowledge as social practice.15 Bombay’s territorial

realism opens up the tensions implicit in several post-independence

‘national realisms’. This book explores some of these: Madgulkar’s

Maharashtra, the Punjab of Nai Kahani and the ‘Telangana realism’

of Maabhoomi.

There is no doubt that the fundamental problematic of the postcolonial

state . . . has given rise to numerous ambiguities in the legitimation

process. In the field of economic planning, these ambiguities have

surfaced in the debate over the relative importance of market signals

and state commands, over the efficiency of the private sector and

the inefficiency of the state sector, over the growth potential of a rel-

atively ‘open’ economy and the technological backwardness of the

strategy of ‘self-reliance’, and over the dynamic productive potential

of a relaxation of state controls compared with the entrenchment of

14 See, especially, the inaugural
narrative of Bhalchandra
Nemade, Kosala (originally
published in 1963). Also see
Baburao Bagul’s short stories
(especially ‘Yethe Maran
Swastha Hota Aahe’ [‘Death is
Getting Cheaper’], 1969,
translated in Bagul 1992).

15 As Kumar Shahani (1986: 105)
says: ‘We are, ultimately, the
oppressed, and the oppressed
cannot function without examin-
ing every act of oppression that
surrounds them. For us, auto-
matically, what might be
considered a daily act of no
significance becomes an act of
significance’, whereas in the
‘economically developed
countries, there appears to be a
sort of curtain around the histori-
cal relationship with the object’.
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organized privileges within the present structure of state dominance.

It is not surprising that in these debates, the proponents of the former

argument in each opposed pair have emphasized the dynamic of

accumulation while those defending the latter position have stressed

the importance of legitimation. . . . What should be pointed out,

however, is . . . that these ambiguities are necessary consequences

of the specific relation of the postcolonial developmental state with

the people–nation. – Partha Chatterjee (1994: 216–17)

Let me return the Bombay ‘territorial realism’ problem – the con-

tention that the battle around realist representation was literally a

battle for space in the city – to the problem of the ‘post-colonial’

with which we began this section: the zone ‘beyond the state, within

the nation’ that the cinema so clearly traverses. There are two charac-

teristics to this zone, I have suggested. One, that it embeds significant

historical data of a certain kind. Two, that it is occupied by a parti-

cular kind of spectatorial practice: a practice of spectatorship as

spectacle, a condition of viewing that is evidently difficult to capture

legally.

Continuing my earlier argument about redefining ‘culture’ as a

space for negotiating rights between what was left behind by colonial

domination and what came to be occupied by the new state form-

ations, the postcolonial ‘surplus’, we might now come to perhaps

the most precise naming of the gap between what we have explored

as the physical frame/first look and the frame of attention/second

look: the gap that exists between everything that is in the frame but

which may not be noticed by the state’s dictat, all that the ‘restrictive

reading’ eliminates. And we find, unsurprisingly, that the cinema

exists here too; all the more, it is here that the cinema comes into its

own.

The postcolonial is, of course, a difficult term to pin down.16

Continuing with my earlier ‘inside–outside’ metaphor for structuring

narrative, I want to present my own working definition of the term.

I understand postcolonial ‘India’ as substantially the space left behind

at the end of British colonialism. However, while successor national

occupants can be made to fit more or less precisely into the exact

geographical space the colonial power left behind, in cultural terms

there is deep incongruity between the space the colonial system left

behind and the space that the new states which succeeded it came to

occupy. By this logic of narrative sequencing, the new Indian state

forms something of a subset of a much wider definition of the

16 Stuart Hall (1996: 242) asks:
‘When was “the postcolonial”?
What should be included and
excluded from its frame? Where is
the invisible line between it and
its “others” (colonialism, neo-
colonialism, Third World,
imperialism) in relation to whose
termination it ceaselessly, but
without final supercession, marks
itself?’ Does postcolonial refer to
some people, or some societies,
and not others, who can then,
using that term, describe their
condition as something like a
‘badge of merit’ – or does it
signal something more abstract?
Much literature tends to effect-
ively include as postcolonial all
nations that had once been
colonized, so as to ‘cover all the
culture affected by the imperial
process from the moment of
colonization to the present day’
(according to one such survey on
its literature, Ashcroft, Griffith
and Tiffin 1989: 2); and in the
process ‘collapses’, as another
writer has it, ‘very different
national–racial formations – the
United States, Australia and
Canada, on the one hand, and
Nigeria, Jamaica and India, on
the other – as equally “post-
colonial”’ (Shohat 1992: 102).
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formerly colonized Indian nation. This further means that only a

portion of the nation’s overall narrative content qualifies for symbolic

representation under the aegis of the state. There is a connection

between this and our conceptualization of the ‘outer’ frame of re-

presentation as a postcolonial representation of the nation, and the

‘inner’ frame as an equivalent of the state’s imposition of a regime

of intelligibility upon this larger context. This connection also then

accounts for our description of the narrative pulls and pressures

mentioned earlier: the state always seeks to hegemonically push out-

ward, and approximate to the scale and dimensions of the nation as

a whole, at the same time pulling back all national symbolic meaning

into its fold, generating coherence with its stamp of legibility and

authority.

A chasm however now develops between the two frames: between

the developmental state that argues, as Chatterjee shows, for accumul-

ation, and a ‘people–nation’ that is fighting a quite different battle

of legitimation. Dhareshwar (1999: 404) describes how, in the very

process by which the ‘history/subject of Indian sovereignty’ fashions

itself, it has had to ceaselessly ‘exclude and delegitimize other idioms

and agencies’.. Taking both exclusion and delegitimization as serious

formal practices, we may now contrast the possibilities for the admin-

istration of symbols of nationalist authenticity on behalf of the

state – and their apparently seamless presencing, their easily made

link between production, display and signification to be reproduced

at will – with its opposite condition, of a ‘people–nation’ fighting a

legitimation battle and for whom all this is well-nigh impossible.

A recontextualization of what I have called the ‘authenticity-

effect’ and its successor, the cinema-effect, on this ground, allows

the Indian nation to be viewed as a wider entity than the territory

directly controlled by the sovereign state. It also throws up the longer-

term career of the production of such an ‘effect’ – not least because

a great deal of the mainstream Indian cinema exists precisely in such

a space (the space within the national but outside the state’s ambit).

On the one hand, a new possibility opens up for replicating the

mechanisms of statist authenticity production on other terrains, even

naming competing formulations for the authenticity stakes. On the

other hand, repressive mechanisms emerge to disqualify – on political,

administrative and aesthetic grounds – other cultural formations’

production of their own assets and narratives of self-authentication.

This stamp of the political upon the transgressive gesture, the sym-

bolic act, the iconic site of a meaning production – all of which
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integrated into what I name as the cinema-effect – becomes, in one

sense, among the more difficult-to-accept consequences of the poli-

tical resolution to the crisis of legitimation.

Perhaps a more promising line of argument will open up if, therefore,

we rephrase the very question that brought us here. Instead of asking

the question of citizenship with Hidayatullah’s ‘average man’, or

Sabhyasachi Mukharji’s ‘common man’ or ‘the man on top of the

Clapham omnibus’, the ‘reasonable, strongminded, firm and cour-

ageous man’, as the spectatorial standard; instead of producing such

a fiction of wishful thinking, perhaps we could now put forward

another premise in constructing our spectator-at-large.

Such a premise would have to start with radically different mate-

rial about spectatorship than is available to us, open up the underside

of the citizenship argument by taking it beyond the ‘rational con-

sciousness’ of the state and its realist imperatives. It would have to

acknowledge and work with the particular political edge that the

Indian cinema brings to the production of subjectivity in the cinema,

and which makes for the jump from character to spectator.17 Bringing

all the evidence together and linking the formal crisis of the represent-

ation of the nation, the fascination with trans-historical gestures

(which, we will discover, has much fascination for the Indian avant

garde), I am thinking here of how Indian film spectators bring un-

expected evidence to an old and famous formulation about a distinct

form of consciousness for the non-elites of history: a ‘negative’ con-

sciousness that expresses itself through certain kinds of action, defines

its domain in ways that include those of ‘analogy’ and ‘transference’

(Guha 1983: 19, 23). Such subaltern history is at once present in all

elite discourse, as for instance in colonial records (and for us, in

cinematic realism), but is at the same time elusive to that discourse,

so that it is only with serious textual work that one can ‘read the

presence of a rebel consciousness as a necessary and pervasive element’

in it.

Ranajit Guha shows that subalterns – our spectators – do act,

and act with violence, but often in ways that confound an analyst

trying to figure out just how their actions might further their political

self-interest. On the other hand, for reasons including both geo-

graphical and class heterogeneity, the subaltern classes also tend to

Spectatorial Representation and Spontaneous Action

17 On this issue, see the famous
1978 debate between Branigan
and Willemen (reprinted in
Branigan 1992 and Willemen 1994).
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elude coherent political representation. The further claim that any

kind of apparently progressive representation ‘on behalf of’ the peas-

antry ends up only charging old feudal formations with new social

responsibilities18 clearly has this virtue: that, regardless of whether

it is true or false, it points to the political but also formal pressures

to which the practice of representation is itself subject. In her well-

known commentaries on the Subaltern Studies project, Gayatri

Spivak reveals the possibility of two distinct forms of representation.

One, chaotic, typically resists a speaking source. And a second, invol-

ving the political representative of the subaltern as much as it does

the historian of this phenomenon, functions as the site of represent-

ation: the representative standing in for the representation, a crucial

substitute, or a slippage of some sort.19

Can such a slippage account for the elusiveness of the subaltern

figure, and can this throw further light on our equally elusive spect-

ator? In speculating on the elusiveness of spectatorial rights to legal

definition, and in further exploring the centrality of the cinema and

of cinematic spectatorship in Thackeray-type political action, let us

see how the necessary prior articulation of re-presentation works in

the cinema. Indeed this specific faculty, as a foundational attribute

of the cinema, may also help us ask just why the cinema proliferated

so quickly among the very same colonial non-elites of whom Guha

speaks politically. There may be other answers that might explain

the cinema’s centrality to freedom of expression in Indian law, but

the one that I would like to address is the difficulty, the anxiety,

that such a ‘consciousness’ imposes upon whoever is mandated to

speak for or represent it.

In the cinema this anxiety is incarnated by the deeply insecure,

vulnerable presence of an authorial third look: one perennially under

the threat of subordination to a far more dominating and pervasive

set of spectatorial transactions between second and fourth looks,

between spectator and screen. I have already suggested that these

transactions may be understood as constituting a kind of traffic

between the viewer’s second look (‘I see’) and fourth look (where

the exchange between what I see and how I am seen trafficks over

the film narrative, the screening conditions of a movie theatre and

the film frame). I am arguing that such a traffic, which the Indian

cinema demonstrates more strongly than any that I know, also allows

a rethinking of the very status of diegetic action within the cinema

as a whole.

18 Dipesh Chakraborty (1984:
151), asking the question of the
jute workers of Calcutta, of how
there could be so much militancy
but so little organization, says:
‘There was more at work here
than the historians have cared to
admit or explore. The solution to
the paradox of jute workers’
organization is usually sought in
economic (or “structural”)
explanations or arguments about
political repression by the colo-
nial state. Yet surely no amount
of economic reasoning or evidence
of state-repression will ever
explain why even the socialist
message of democratic representa-
tion was ultimately translated
and assimilated into the
undemocratic, hierarchical terms
of the babu–coolie relationship.’

19 The instance in Marx of the
stand-in is of course the French
peasant’s belief that ‘a miracle
would occur, that a man named
Napoleon would restore all their
glory’, substituting for the failure
of that community to behave as a
class that can represent its
interests politically. The small
peasant proprietors ‘cannot
represent themselves; they must be
represented. Their representative
must appear simultaneously as
their master, as an authority over
them, as unrestricted government
power’ (Spivak 1988: 276–78).
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While Shivaji looted the (colonial forts of) Surat, the Shiv Sena loots

vegetables in an Udipi hotel. – Navakal editorial (30 October 1966)

Let us, for one last time, return the question of spectacular politics

and the symbolic dependence of such political action on the cinema

back to the Fire controversy. Let us explore what the categorization

of the spectator as a subaltern figure, in Guha’s sense, does to the

debate. The issue was one of Bal Thackeray’s seemingly effortless

ability to appropriate contradictory resources to make a primarily

spectatorial case not only for an alternate system of censorship, but,

virtually, for an alternate (and very Bombay) definition of the state

itself, as primarily a spectatorial construct. We have argued that

legal precedent for deploying the freedom of expression doctrine to

the Indian cinema consistently invokes the spectator as many shades

of ‘public’. However, such a ‘public’, in its abstraction, is almost

inevitably concretized – made real – as a simulated author-figure,

given that only such a figure appears qualified to attract that parti-

cular right. What has ensued is nothing less than an expropriation

of a key right to the cinema; a right admittedly difficult to bring to

legal visibility, but a central right to the cinema as we have known it

in India and indeed in much of the larger non-western world (as

earlier discussed in the instances of FEPACI or FNCA).

Thackeray’s political strategy historically exploited the precise

loophole provided by the inadequate and underdeveloped conception

of the spectatorial right to free speech in Indian law as it has been

applied to the cinema. This goes a long way to account for why the

cinema remains so central to his political functioning,20 and why

the Fire instance becomes, with the earlier instance involving the

censoring of Mani Rathnam’s Bombay (1995),21 so important to his

manoeuvres. But there is more. The loophole has also to do with a

hiatus in realist representation itself: the difficult link between illegit-

imate realism and pornographic action, repeatedly evidenced in the

Shiv Sena’s own production of obscenity in the Fire agitation – as

much in pointing to the ‘obscene’ object (the film, the relationship

in the film) as in producing their own object of obscene attention.

Fire, by one argument, simply falls within a long line of Shiv

Sena attacks on (and productions of) obscenity. Through the 1990s

these included the Tuff shoes advertisement (which had naked super-

models Milind Soman and Madhu Sapre entwined by a snake); the

20 The Shiv Sena works through
several specifically film-related
units, the most prominent being
the Chitrapat Shakha, to organize
the workers of the film industry,
to address ownership disputes
amongst producers, to enforce
debt repayment and to ensure the
cooperation of recalcitrant stars.
A related enterprise is the Cable
Sena, to address the volatile issue
of cable television in Mumbai (see
Hansen 2001: 213). There is, of
course, the additional fact of
several members of the Thackeray
clan being financially invested in
both Hindi/Marathi film
exhibition and production.

21 Speaking of the complicated
encounter between Bombay and
the Censor Board, Ravi
Vasudevan (1996: 53) shows the
symmetry between Thackeray’s
emphasis on facts and the Censor
Board’s ‘respect for realist
representation’ in not demanding
the complete excision of all
references to the Babri Masjid,
both integrating political
contingency with an engagement
with realist data.

The Shiv Sena Constructs the ‘State’
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films Dil ka Doctor (Avtar Bhogal, 1995) and Main Solah Baras ki

(Dev Anand, 1998); the M.F. Husain painting of a nude Saraswati;

the nude Pooja Bhatt on a film magazine cover; the Savage Garden

rock show; the Maharashtra Stage Performances Scrutiny Board’s

revoking of performing licenses for nine plays;22 and the Mumbai

Municipal Corporation’s policing of bus stops and Chowpatty beach

to ‘clear it of beggars, homosexuals, masseurs, commercial sex

workers and homeless people’, in the words of the Maharashtra

government’s Shiv Sena Minister for Culture, Pramod Navalkar. The

notion of ‘harm’ that the Sena invokes has little to do with the

standard concerns of censorship: it is seldom claimed that sexual

explicitness may cause harm to actual individuals, even to children,

seen as most requiring of protection. Instead, it is important to note,

the claim that this variation of the moral right makes is a somewhat

complex one: what is seen as pornographic is precisely the underside

of realism, which modern society in its alleged ‘blindness’ has con-

sidered acceptable, even worthy of emulation. Indeed, as the seminal

writings of Pramod Navalkar on Bombay city reveal, territorial real-

ism is repeatedly invoked as he takes his reader on tours of whore-

houses, bars and gambling joints in apparently respectable neighbour-

hoods, and points out ‘empty’ flats in elite high-rise buildings, hints

at what might be going on there and asks his ‘dear reader’ to shake

his head at such degradation.23 The issue is usually less the allegedly

pornographic material itself, and more the production of specific

spectatorial ability: the attainment of a morally superior position

from where to view the decadence of the contemporary.

What this allows the moral censor is significant. Once the

mechanisms for such looking are in place, it is obvious that a split

of some sort can be located pretty well at will, between what we

could call the benevolent modern or the patriarchal familial modern

endorsed by tradition, the site from where the look emanates, and

the more malevolent, depraved modern of advertising, bars, cabarets,

discotheques, live bands and modern art, to which the look is directed.

The introduction of a spectatorial distinction between the viewer/

censor and the participant marks a chasm that is unambiguously

modernity itself, its very experience rendered pornographic to the

viewer. And, in turn, this reverse usurpation – returning an authorial

right back to the spectator – apparently allows for a confident depic-

tion of, commentary upon and transactions over a modernity at

once obscene and desirable: transactions constituting the very

description of contemporary urban reality.

22 The plays, practically all low-
brow sex comedies, are Saali
Poori Gharwaali, Parayi Nari
Lage Pyari, Pati Anadi Devar
Khiladi, Pati ke Premi, Ladki
Jawaan Padosi Pareshaan, Pati
Naram Naram Patni Garam
Garam, Circus, Bambai ki Hava
Kargayi Tabah (all Hindi), and
the Marathi play Baiko Peksha
Mehuni Bari (Indian Express, 17
April 1998).

23 Pramod Navalkar is in fact an
important writer and columnist
on Bombay. While politically the
most representative face of the
Sena’s moral brigade, Navalkar’s
own near-pornographic tendency
in his writings is to invoke a
Marathi middle-class moralism
while resolutely sexualizing all
‘covert’ reality around him. See,
as a representative, his essay
titled ‘Juhu, Santacruz, Khar,
Veshyanchi Vakhar’ (Navalkar
1994: 32–47).
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Navalkar’s literature, informing his activism as Maharashtra’s

Culture Minister at the time of the Fire controversy and as India’s

leading moral censor, therefore injects a third category of ‘individual’

into the fray: his morally upright reader who now ‘looks at’ the

degradation around him, even as the ‘consumer’ and the ‘performer’

increasingly merge into an amorphous and threatening mass of

‘others’ antagonistic to us, separated by class and language. Further,

in introducing an element of perversion into the gaze of people en-

countering familiar spaces – the gaze, in short, incarnated by literary

realism whose conventions are constantly invoked in his writings –

in showing realism to be a cover-up for something far more sinister

going on beneath, Navalkar also defamiliarizes, even reverses, the

standard links between the content of perception and the act of

looking. The ‘knowing look’ is attributed a new responsibility, but

the perversion that should have been present in the look itself if his

writing had admitted to being the pornographic literature that it

undoubtedly is, is attributed to what is being looked at. It is no

longer the look but the reality that becomes perverse.

It is this ‘knowing’ spectator that Thackeray sought to translate

into spectatorial activism, in seeking to uncover the obscenity of

The Shiv Sena and spectatorship: scenes of masculinity from

Anand Patwardhan’s Father Son and Holy War (1994)
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Fire’s realism and all that was going on beneath. In further advancing

such ‘knowing’ spectatorial activity, the seemingly successful trans-

ference (in the Guha sense, as much as in the psychoanalytical) of a

perversion from the action to the reality, Thackeray deployed the

elusiveness and spontaneity of subaltern action that Guha had noted

in his explorations of subaltern insurgency. This move on his part is

worth exploring over time, especially his discursive construction of

Bombay’s territorial realism to effectively produce an alternative

post-colonial state.

My exploration of this begins with the more general history and

with an issue of Marmik in 1966, two years before the Abbas judg-

ment and the Khosla Committee but within the same political con-

text of a widespread anti-censorship move in Bombay. Thackeray

virtually spells out a constitution for his new citizen-protagonists:

1. The Marathi man shall help other Marathi men and ensure their

prosperity.

2. A Marathi man shall never sell his goods to a non-Marathi, and

if any one comes to know that this is happening, he shall inform the

nearest Shiv Sena shakha.

3. The Marathi shopkeeper shall buy his supplies only from Marathi

suppliers.

4. Marathi employers shall only hire Marathi employees.

5. All young Marathi children shall learn excellent English, and

shall learn English steno-typing.

6. All Marathi festivals should be vigorously celebrated by Marathi

men and their friends.

7. Udipi hotels should be boycotted and no Marathi man shall take

his customer to a non-Marathi shop. (Marmik, 19 July 1966; quoted

in Akolkar 1998).

Notwithstanding these dictats, a central feature of the Shiv Sena’s

functioning from its inception (at its first-ever public meeting at

Shivaji Park on 30 October 1966) has been the incitement to random

violence, explicitly endorsed by Thackeray. That very October evening

there was an apparently ‘unplanned’ attack on Udipi restaurants in

Dadar and assaults on pavement food vendors, setting in place an

unfailing routine for Shiv Sena rallies ever since.

Parallel to this, and important for our argument, were what we

might call ‘spectator courts’ in the shakha – alternative locations to

the official locations set up for debating the impact of Article 19 on

the cinema. In 1995, indeed after he became Chief Minister, Manohar
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Joshi still defended the kangaroo courts and accompanying random

mob action, saying:

Where justice was not available, the Shiv Sena had no alternative

but to start their parallel law courts. Now that there is a [Shiv Sena]

government that will offer justice to the average janata, the question

of running courts in shakhas does not arise. . . .

Question: Are you claiming that the Shiv Sena has never indulged

in goondaism? There is a general fear that, now that the Shiv Sena

has come to power, goondaism and dadagiri will only increase.

Manohar Joshi: The Shiv Sena has occasionally, when the situa-

tion demanded it, indulged in goonda acts, I don’t deny this. But I

would call that ‘rebellion’ [bandakhori]. Once the limit of injustice

is reached, even the cat retaliates by grabbing your throat. . . . The

conditions in the state so far have been so extreme that it was inevi-

table that the Shiv Sena would rebel. Our opponents later described

this rebellion as goondaism. (Maharashtra Times, 19 March 1995,

in Akolkar 1998)

An important consideration for such courts, presumably

necessary for dispensing the sort of rights we are speaking of, was

that the two initiatives undertaken by the Sena – the one of endorsing

‘spontaneous’ violence, the other of formalizing the law-dispensing

authority of this subaltern – be seen not to contradict each other. (A

question perhaps worth asking is whether all alternate systems of

dispensing law, of dispute resolution, from those set up in CPI-led

insurrections in the 1940s to the ‘people’s courts’ of the CPI-ML,

have functioned by keeping intact the necessary randomness of

subaltern violence – that elusive subaltern claim to self-representation

to which Guha points – as scrupulously as the Sena shakhas did;

and if not, if they did seek to impose an alternative rationality,

then, whether they found any means of incorporating the element

of spontaneity within that.)

Let us continue the argument, having made the premise that

Thackeray maintains and keeps alive, above all else, the twin

conditions of subaltern action in Guha’s work: the failure (or refusal)

of the subaltern to perceive itself as a class, and (perhaps as a con-

sequence) the necessarily dispersed and unpredictable nature of its

self-representation. Let us move to the second area, where Thackeray

– with greater success than anybody else in recent Indian politics –

traces on to this first category of representation, an explicitly Bona-

partist dimension (L’êtat, c’est moi).
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I am suggesting that the particular innovations Thackeray brings

to his reconstitution of spectatorship – what we may call militant

spectatorial action –  derive from a specific history: one associated

with a tradition of state formation, and also, therefore, with Thacke-

ray’s own subaltern reconstruction of the state, through Sena opera-

tions upon the symbolic of Shivaji, and of ‘Maharashtra-ness’.

In both definitions, presaging the sort of spectatorial action that

Thackeray was to assemble, there are startling changes in the very

position of the spectator. The symbolic constructs of both Shivaji

and the ‘Marathi manoos’ have been, since independence, unassail-

able in Maharashtra. The Shivaji legend at its most popular is trace-

able mainly to the work of the filmmaker Bhalji Pendharkar, more

than half of whose work dealt with life in the times of Shivaji and

whose definitive biographical Chhatrapati Shivaji (1952) has been

the main source of popular imagery of the eighteenth-century

Maratha king. There is, for instance, the obvious resemblance of the

Shivaji-on-horseback statue dominating Bombay’s Shivaji Park to

the actor Chandrakant in the movie. Other figures who have contri-

buted immensely to this legend are the novelist Ranjit Desai (the

novel Shriman Yogi, but also He Bandha Reshamache, Garudjhep

and Pavankhind, the last filmed by Pendharkar in 1956) and histor-

ian Babasaheb Purandare, known for his two-volume biography

Raja Shivachhatrapati (1965), and more so for his public discourses

(Left, top to bottom) Shivaji iconography from Anand Patwardhan’s Father Son and Holy War

(1994). (Right) Statue of Shivaji (by sculptor N.M. Pansare, 1966) at Shivaji Park, Mumbai.
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on Shivaji that often reached a near-devotional fervour.24 A represent-

ation of the tenor of this literature features in Pendharkar’s dedication

at the opening of his film Chhatrapati Shivaji:

This is not a demonstration of art, nor is this mere entertainment.

To the original revolutionary (adi-krantikarak), keeper of the Hindu

dharma, founder of our freedom, to Shri Shivaraya, this is a puja

assembled in his praise (bhakti). How can I pretend to make the

claim that I have picturized all of his pure character? Taking inspira-

tion from the birds that search for an end to the limitless sky, this

picture is dedicated to him of whom it speaks. (Opening dedication

signed ‘Bhalji’; this is an approximate translation)

The tradition of a spectatorial ‘Maharashtra-ness’ intersects with

these symbols in part, at least, by stressing their ruralist content, the

‘essence’ of the state’s identity being presented as its villagers. Vyanka-

tesh Madgulkar’s classic, Mandeshi Manse (1949), comprises of a

series of character sketches of marginalized peasants from the

Mandesh region, and was written with the idea of inventing a Maha-

rashtrian imaginary. The publisher’s preface to Madgulkar’s poetic

non-fiction says:

Of the Marathi prose literature coming out of the freedom movement,

Mandeshi Manse is an important part. In these character sketches

are present the old stories, but also the essence of life in the tradition

of the ‘new novel’ (navakatha). As the dawn emerges from darkness,

as the bud blossoms into a flower, with the same ease these stories

blossom into the Marathi essence.

This tradition, traceable to the late nineteenth century, implicates

the state Congress (whose power base in Maharashtra has been the

peasantry of Vidarbha and Marathwada) as much as it does the

socialist tradition of which Madgulkar too is a part. In the Bombay

of 1956, none of these traditions, nor the organizations that grew

out of them, contributed much to Samyukta Maharashtra, to the

urban situation, or to the face-off between the Communist unions

and the Shiv Sena.

This entire tradition of Shivaji literature invokes a devotional–

spectatorial relationship with the icon, for which the paradigm had

to be – via Mahadev Govind Ranade and Tilak (notably the latter’s

instituting of the Shivjayanti festival) – that of the varkaris, the

pilgrim-devotees of the saint-poets. Its political articulation through

this century in Maharashtra has been the religious–nationalist Hindu

24 Babasaheb Purandare,
Babasaheb Purandare Yanchi
Shivacharitravaril Vyakhyane
(1969) and Sivasahira Baba-
saheba Purandare yañci
Sivacarita kathanamala
(Marathi), edited by G.S. Khole
(Pune: Indrayani Sahitya, 1987).
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Mahasabha, founder of the concept of ‘Hindu rashtra’, as against,

say, the Rashtra Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), founded in Nagpur in

1935 by K.B. Hedgewar.25

Notwithstanding the chilling precedent that Veer Savarkar

provided for Thackeray’s 1990s postures, Hindutva as such is a recent

development in the Shiv Sena’s long career. Such a construction of

the devotional spectator, which the Shivaji utsava of May 1906 had

inaugurated, complete with icon and religious worship, was one to

which popular Hindu nationalism in Maharashtra was committed;

and it is this tradition that is especially in evidence in Purandare’s

work. Nothing could be farther in tone from the Shiv Sena’s invoca-

tion of its patron saint. By 1956, these symbols were hardly useful

to the particular issues that the city of Bombay posed to the Samyukta

Maharashtra movement. In 1956 the dominant issue for state

nationalism was whether Bombay, with its cosmopolitanism – domi-

nated by Parsee industrialists, Gujarati and Bohra traders – and its

huge white-collar class, should be a part of Maharashtra.26 It is also

worth remembering that neither then nor since have these minori-

ties been politically mobilized; that the dominant feature of ‘hurt

Marathi pride’ was portrayed in terms of economic job opportunity;

and, finally, that the dominant political presence in the city was its

Communist trade unions.

In turn, Thackeray’s bypassing of that entire legacy appears to

have allowed him an access to Shivaji that needed no longer to be

one of respectful distance and devotion. The claim that Shivaji was

accessible and fully realized in the masculinity of Thackeray’s ‘sainik’

is contrary to the devotional tradition itself, marking, for the first

time in Maharashtra, a political shift away from the peasantry as

the state’s bastion; marking, also, a move away from its founding

nationalist ideology of the varkari into a new urban space with a

different possibility of subaltern spectatorial action.

In the context of the development of a strategic, artificial and

second-level consciousness, Marx uses the concept of the patronymic

always within the broader concept of representation as Vertretung.

The small peasant proprietors

are therefore incapable of making their class interest valid in their

proper name. . . . It is the Law of the Father (the Napoleonic Code)

that paradoxically prohibits the search for the natural father. Thus,

it is according to the strict observance of the historical Law of the

25 Bhalji Pendharkar was the
founder of the Hindu Maha-
sabha’s Kolhapur office. The
impact of the Mahasabha
in Maharashtra has often deviat-
ed considerably from its ‘Hindu–
Hindi’ framing by Madan Mohan
Malaviya that had ‘led to its
specific appeal [being] largely
confined to north India’ (Sarkar
1983: 235). The direct impact of
Malaviya’s ideology here was the
founding of the RSS in 1925. The
Mahasabha’s own territory has
been a looser, less activist
cultural nationalism, drawing as
much from Tilak as from Tukaram.

26 As Thomas Hansen (2001: 42–
43) shows, the formation of the
Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti in
1946 saw the replacement of
brahmin bhatjis with the Gujarati
sethji as the primary enemy of the
Marathi-speaker. For the events
that saw Nehru, under pressure
from the city’s business commu-
nity, declare Bombay a Union
Territory, to the killing of
protestors in the Flora Fountain
area that led to the city’s central
business district being renamed
Hutatma Chowk (Martyr’s
Square), see also Phadke (1979).
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Father that the formed yet unformed class’s faith in the natural father

is gainsaid. (Spivak 1988: 278)

In the process of invoking this patronymic, in tearing the symbolic

presence ‘away from its own imaginary and to return it to it as a

look’ (Metz 1982: 4), Thackeray – it is important to note – does

not bypass the national, even if it is true that he bypasses its entire

formative legacy in Maharashtra; indeed, to the contrary, what he

invokes is precisely the nation.

This is of course a fundamentally different national construct

to the one the Indian and Marathi state inherits, and yet its potential

symbolic (and legal) viability on its own turf remains a significant

appropriation. We see here an extreme right-wing operation of the

phenomenon of discursive reterritorialization, of the new construct

of citizen–spectator, that we shall more substantially revisit later in

the book while discussing the left in the instance of Telangana,

CPI(M)/(ML) politics and Gautam Ghose’s Maabhoomi (1979).

Here, in conclusion, I propose the final bit of spectatorial slippage

in the process of representation: in Thackeray’s claim that he is the

state. Right through the 1960s, he satirized the ‘passive’ Marathi

people as incapable of action, implicitly also satirizing what Pendhar-

kar, for instance, evoked as devotional distance. For example, in

1965 Marmik launched a hugely popular column in which it listed

by name and origin the (mostly south Indian) staff of large companies

every week, which it titled ‘Vacha ani thanda basa’ (‘Read this and

sit quiet’).

The triple invocation – to the true nation rather than to given

nationalism, to its subaltern identity (‘Read this and take action as

you know best’) and finally to the patronymic (‘Do what “I” tell

you’) – was an address to which, it is well known, the Maharashtra

government simply had no answer. And in what can only be seen as

the flipside – the inverse of the inscribed spectator to the absent, all-

powerful ‘public’ who come alive as a public only when they watch

television – Thackeray too has inflated his authorial self and those

for whom he speaks into extraordinary dimensions when he watches

a film. In the 1960s, his capacity for spectatorial action extended

from attacks on south Indians and Communists to Gujaratis; in the

1970s he attacked dalits; in the early 1980s it was modernists (Vijay

Tendulkar, later M.F. Husain) and women’s groups; in the 1990s,

Muslims, Bengalis and Christians. And, of course, he attacked Fire.
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The night of revelry: Ishwar (Abhi Bhattacharya) in Ritwik Ghatak’s Subarnarekha (Bengali, 1962)
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Actually, this is a way of making a detour. But, if we dare say so, a

direct detour. In other words, a detour that will enable us to run

directly into the treacherous little problems that the film we made

together at the beginning of this year is concerned with. And rather

than talk right away about the qualities and the faults of our film

from one end to the other, we prefer to ask critics, journalists and

spectators to kindly make the effort of analysing this photograph of

you in Vietnam, which was taken a few months after the film we did

in Paris. As a matter of fact, this photograph and the short text that

appeared with it does a better job of summing up Tout va Bien than

we could – and for a very simple reason. – Jean-Luc Godard (voice-

over commentary from Lettre à Jane/Letter to Jane, 1972)

THE DETOUR OF THE NATION

Realist Complicities, Nationalist Excesses8

Godard’s detour: understanding Vietnam via Jane Fonda. (Left) Letter to Jane: An Investigation about a Still  (Jean-Luc Godard, 1972).
(Right, top and bottom) Tout va Bien (Jean-Luc Godard/Jean-Pierre Gorin, 1972).
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There is a symptomatic moment of some consequence in Nagisa

Oshima’s Cinema, Censorship and the State (1992: 11–17), where

he challenges the very concept of a Japanese cinema. Noting that a

national cinema can only be premised on a notion of homogeneity,

he claims that, given the Japanese cinema’s immunity to Meiji

modernization, it was only around 1960 – the period to which my

argument also now turns – that ‘national’ homogeneity could be

formally ‘abolished’. This could only happen with a major internal

war, around the US–Japan Security Treaty and the ensuing All-

Campus Joint Struggles. As young people became aware of the abol-

ishment, they also came to know that it was an ‘intergenerational’

war of a global kind. Oshima’s own desire to ‘internationalize’ his

cinema, he says, sprang directly from that impetus. Therefore, in

claiming such internationalization, he also claims the fellowship of

filmmakers like Wenders, Bertolucci, Taviani, Angelopoulos,

Jarmusch and Mrinal Sen. This is fellowship that is ‘incredibly sweet’

because it allows him to repeat, with Jean Renoir, that ‘I am a citizen

of the Communist country Film.’

I am going to take Oshima literally, for he was not alone in

making such claims. I want to explore a particular trajectory of the

state from this vanguardist viewpoint where film, amazingly, fabri-

cated a nation that, the claim went, existed at its transnational edge.

Such a nation I will now name, controversially perhaps and contrary

to its stated radicalism, ‘Europe’ – not a geographically defined but

a narratively signified Europe. I propose to explore, through what I

see as a European detour undertaken by several non-western vanguard

practices in cinema, two routes that opened up, and with them, two

possibilities. The first route was a transnational option moving via

West European capital to all points west, inaugurated in India in

the 1950s;1 and the second, evident in continent-spanning dialogues

in Africa and Latin America, an interior detour through smaller,

sub-national or regional constructs within (including, on rare and

therefore significant occasions, locally anchored socialist constella-

tions set up to mount a challenge to the ethical basis of the territorial

nation2). Complicated narrative possibilities ensued. ‘Europe’ often

allowed the deeply embattled zone of realism and the cinema-effect

to return: from what commonly appeared to be its trivialized cari-

catural form in national movements of the non-west to its ‘true’

origins to discover, with the Italians, the French, the Germans and

1 Most spectacularly as well as
most significantly, perhaps, in the
visual arts, signalled especially
by F.N. Souza exiling himself in
Europe, followed by almost all
the members of the Progressive
Artists Group formed in 1949 (see
Dalmia 2001). The artists did not
move for purely material reasons
but for strongly argued, ideolo-
gical ones. As Geeta Kapur (1978:
43) writes: ‘Going back to that
point of time when Souza exiled
himself we will find he was not
alone, not at least among the
artists. We will find that in the
very first flush of political
freedom a large number of young
“progressive” writers and artists
summarily disposed of the entire
quest for indigenism that the
previous few generations had so
ardently carried out, if sometimes
with misdirected zeal. We will
find that among the many very
intelligent artists the attainment
of political independence seemed
to have been accompanied by a
notion of artistic freedom in terms
of the very same imperialist
culture which the Indian people
and they themselves, no doubt,
were so desperate to oust. It is
only a matter of further irony
that this imperialist culture, after
centuries of unprecedented ascend-
ancy, was at the very moment – in
the aftermath of World War II –
suffering its worst crisis. Indeed,
this entire phenomenon can only
be understood in terms of the
prolonged irony to which colo-
nials are continually subject; for
colonial conditioning can be as
subtle as it is sometimes gross
and glaring, and in the most
intimate perception of the self, it
can remain undetected for long
periods of time. Far from making
a critique of western tradition,
Indian artists – Souza and  his
colleagues – made, at the juncture
of independence, a simple equa-
tion between creativity and indi-
vidualism, between these two and
modernity, and forthwith adopted
a wholesale westernism, justifying
it to themselves by giving it the
name of internationalism.’

2 Indian variants of the second –
reverse – route of the sub-
national local detour, we shall
explore in ‘regional’ debates on
Maabhoomi, later in this book.

The Communist Country Film
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the Hungarians (and with Hollywood), a realism that could at last

be taken seriously.  In attempting such a significant other upon

which to mount local tensions, a domain of large-scale formal tran-

sactions was opened up beyond the national, literally beyond the

censorship of the tyrannies of several new ‘third world’ despotisms,

but also figuratively in the way major trans-geographical alliances

could now be formally and politically forged. In writing this set of

possibilities back into local non-western conditions, however, the

European detour opened another front to the grey zone that we

earlier named ‘outside the state, within the nation’. This front gives

us another opportunity to investigate the specific formal mechanism

by which avant-garde practices sought to map a crisis of represent-

ation on to a larger geocultural canvas, a crisis of representation

directly linked to a crisis of the state.

We have already seen something of a definitive intervention of

the modern state within the very apparatus of celluloid film, both

directly on its behalf and mediated through its interpretative prism.

Indeed this intervention might well make for a firm, if contested,

link between the raison d’être of celluloid film and the twentieth-

century state as its ultimate paradigmatic ‘producer’, so that Jean-

Luc Godard could startlingly propose in his Histoire(s) du cinéma:

Toutes les histoires (1989), that the cinema’s birth and death may

well be marked as coinciding with the birth and death of the Soviet

Union. Others have made a similar equation between the career of

Hollywood and that of the American nation-state – a career of state-

sponsored trade relations where, in the horrified words of the Kine

Weekly of 1930, ‘Trade follows the film, not the flag’ (Swann 1983:

16). Still others have shown how the cinema becomes the quint-

essential producer of the modern public upon whom the state

devolves its purpose: a public sandwiched somewhere between the

state produced by Anderson’s (1983) ‘print nationalism’ and Morley’s

(1980) ‘nationwide audience’.

In this time, the pinnacle of the era that privileged the cinema as

literally the embodiment of the state, we shall therefore turn to a

specific variation of our ‘Communist country Film’. Our time is the

late 1960s to the 1970s: the latter part of what Aijaz Ahmad (1992:

39–40), reproducing a typical left historiography of postcolonial-

ism, names as ‘between 1945 and 1975’ or the ‘high period of de-

colonization’:

The first half of this thirty-year period witnessed the Chinese revolu-
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tion, the Korean War and the decolonization of a great many countries,

including India, under the leadership of the national bourgeoisie

. . . [followed by a second phase] ushered in – schematically speaking,

by the Cuban revolution (1958–59), Algerian independence (1962)

and the onset of the third Indochina war.

The periodization of this time is famously replete with invest-

ments into what ‘might have been’, had the historic alternatives

generated been followed through.3 Whatever be the nature of that

debate, its failures and opportunities for most histories of cinema,

this period coincides with the acme – sometimes the origin, almost

certainly the finest hour – of the ‘national’ cinemas of Latin America,

followed by Africa and Asia, as anti-colonial struggles across these

regions attributed central importance to the institutionalization of

local film industries along with the founding of New Cinema move-

ments.

In this time, we also witness non-western nations, specifically

from the newly defined ‘third world’, make the establishing of local

film industries central to the larger institutional process of decolo-

nization itself. While Latin America, with very different stakes in

the colonial trajectory than the more conventional African–Asian

patterns, is conventionally viewed as providing a global lead – with

the Brazilian Cinema Novo and its incubation in GEICINE, and

later, more significantly, Embrafilme, and thereafter Venezuela,

Colombia and Cuba (the famous ICAIC) – such support was also in

evidence with the FEPACI in Africa and with a host of state film

production initiatives through the Asian subcontinent.4

What I want to draw out in this time is, firstly, the foundational

significance of such cinema in the process of state formation, and

the further significance in this formation of a discursive traffic over

and across the trope of the ‘national’, through radical solidarities,

but also attempting – as Godard did, hearing of ‘someone named

Mao who seemed to me to be part of the New Wave’ (MacCabe

1980: 76) – something formally complicated around trans-state

avant-garde conversations over the idea of a nation. From the early

days of post-war decolonization, different progressive national loca-

tions sought, for a variety of reasons, to make common cause with

each other, typically through referents drawn from a fabricated ‘west’.

These positions, from the allied opposition to Hollywood (or the

‘first cinema’, in the terminology of the famous 1968 Solanas–Getino

manifesto5), to the collective discovery of alternative progressive mod-

3 As Frederic Jameson (1984: 178)
warns us, ‘Nostalgic commemora-
tion of the glories of the 1960s or
abject public confession of the
decade’s many failures and missed
opportunities are two errors that
cannot be avoided by some middle
path that threads its way in
between.’

4 GEICINE (Grupo Executivo da
Industria Cinematografica) was
the first of a series of initiatives
to support the Brazilian film
industry in 1961 (see King 1990:
112–15). In Cuba, ICAIC (The
Cuban Institute of Cinematographic
Art and Industry) was started in
1959 by the revolutionary state
(see Paranagua 1992). David
Oubina (2007) mentions key new
Latin American foundations as
being the Centro de Capacitación
Cinematográfica (Mexico), Fondo
de Formento al Audio-visual de
Centroamerica y Cuba (Costa
Rica), Fundacon Vitae (Brazil),
Fundacion Antorchas and Funda-
cion TyPA (Argentina). FEPACI
(Federation Panafricaine des
Cineastes), founded in 1969 in
Algiers, contributed significantly
to creating national film industries
in francophone Africa (see Diawara
1992: 45). The South Asian
institutions are the Indian Film
Finance Corporation (FFC),
predecessor of the NFDC (est.
1960); the Sri Lanka State Film
Corporation (est. 1970), later
renamed National Film Corpora-
tion; the Royal Nepal Film
Corporation (est. 1971), later
privatized as the Nepal Film
Development Corporation;
NAFDEC, started in Pakistan in
the early 1970s; in Bangladesh,
East Pakistan Film Development
Corporation (est. 1957), later
(after liberation) mutating into
the state Film Development
Corporation and the 1975 Film
Grant Fund (revived in 1993).

5 The manifesto, which was
followed by other texts and films
hitherto unknown outside their
local contexts (see Chanan 1983
and his accompanying Channel-4
documentary series), was premis-
ed on a definitive modification of
nationalism as a struggle between
neocolonialism and ‘a world-wide
liberation movement whose force
is to be found in Third World
countries’. Its second/third cinema
divide was reproduced almost
intact in the 1970s in Bombay-
based attacks on the ‘middle-of- the-
road’ cinemas of Gulzar, Hrishikesh
Mukherjee and Basu Chatterjee.
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ernist practices drawn from Europe and reprised in the USA, are

well known. But such fabrications of Europe have rarely been written

back into an exploration of the non-Euro–American filmmakers’

formal effort to restructure the non-western cinema’s relationship

with their home states (and its often totalitarian agendas, e.g. the

Peronist investment into film6), or the role of the European detour

to which this particular restructuring effort took frequent recourse.7

Despite the investment of the decolonized state in the cinema, it

is safe to say that the relationship between such cinemas and the

home states that founded them was always a troubled one, and the

European detour was typically necessitated by local rather than trans-

national circumstances.8 As Randal Johnson (1993: 206) states, the

question of whether ‘a culturally or aesthetically significant cinema’

could survive at all in Latin America without direct state support

often led to a

familiar paradox expressing the double bind many if not most Latin

American filmmakers have confronted over the last thirty years or

so: they cannot live with it, and they cannot live without it. . . .

[G]iven the way they are often conceived and carried out, state poli-

cies towards national film industries may ultimately have an effect

diametrically opposed to their original intent.

Substantial divides are demonstrable over the global complicities

that emerged precisely around national constructs of realism and

the spaces that founded them:9 over both the capacity and the right

of the state to reproduce the discourse of individual self-interest.

Such divides, we may remind ourselves, were not merely matters of

aesthetic quibbling: they often went to the gist of the very definition

of the nation that the modern liberal state sought, in the era of

celluloid, to put into practice through its primary tropes of aesthetic

self-representation. In several ‘third world’ cinema movements, any

commitment to national institutionalization typically required, and

called for, a further commitment to the promotion of indigenous

realisms: a commitment relating as much to the production of the

‘authentic national’ as to the establishing of local public domains

and, eventually, local film/culture markets. This would in turn open

up something of an aesthetic–political minefield, as pitched battles

would be fought over the aesthetic of realism by filmmakers fully

aware that such battles inevitably implicated far more foundational

differences over the form of the state, given that this form was en-

6 See the position on state support
for cinema involving Fernando
Solanas and Octavio Getino (both
supporters of Peron), and the
Grupo Cine de la Base and Cine
Liberación, in Burton (1978: 58–
61). Also see Stam (1980).

7 Wang Hui (2006) shows how
‘the struggles of the sixties had
the character of armed revolution
and military struggle against
western imperialist domination
and local social oppression’.
While the western 60s ‘targeted
the post-War party state, ruth-
lessly criticizing its domestic and
foreign policies’, the Asian 60s
‘tried to re-establish its independ-
ent nations and to form new
forms of party-states through
social movements and armed
struggle, seeking their own forms
of social transformation and
economic development, and strug
gling to achieve their own sovereign
space within a hegemonic system of
international relations’.

8 This is evidenced in the European
film foundations set up in the 1980s/
90s as adjuncts of development aid.
The most significant, the Hubert
Bals Foundation (HBF), Rotterdam,
claims that while it ‘looks closely
at the financial aspects of a
project’, the decisive factors
‘remain its content and artistic
value’, in the approximately 600
films by independent filmmakers
in Asia, the Middle East, Eastern
Europe, Africa and Latin America
it has supported since 1988 (http://
professionals.filmfestival
rotterdam.com/ eng/hubert_ bals_
fund/hubert_bals_ profile.aspx,
accessed 9 November 2007).
Argentine film critic David
Oubina (2007), chronicling a new
Argentine cinema that has been a
beneficiary of the HBF, points to
the complex role played by
European film foundations in
supporting this industry. Apart
from the HBF, he lists the
Gotenburg Film Festival Fund
(Sweden), the Jan Vrijman Fund
(Holland), the Fond Sud (France)
and the Programa Ibermedia
(Spain), alongside the American
Mac-Arthur and Rockefeller Funds.
He suggests that ‘international
film festivals and foundations
have already designated an area
for a certain alternative cinema and
only those who can meet its criteria
can, finally, become visible’.

9 As Paul Willemen (1994: 191)
suggested at the 1986 Third Cine-
ma conference in Edinburgh, ▼
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meshed in the sort of realism the state advocated and endorsed,10 as

well as the market structure it sought to control.

In drawing upon an imagined ‘Europe’ and its exemplary

national cinemas as a third player, a catalytic agent of some sort, in

the field of realist representations underpinning the nation and struc-

turing the discourse around it, I am therefore drawing upon a well-

established practice, and occasionally even the yardstick in film theory

debates, among artists working within totalitarian–national con-

texts: of effecting a narrative diversion – an interruption, or simply

a new locale – for re-enacting the formal mechanism for such purposes

of a state-endorsed ‘restrictive reading’. American cinema’s use of

Europe, and vice versa, is clearly a significant precedent here as it

has been tracked by Thomas Elsaesser (in European Culture, National

Cinema, the Auteur and Hollywood,  Imperso-Nations: National

Cinemas, Historical Imaginaries and other titles in his ‘Film Culture

in Transition’ series) including apocryphal figures like ‘Herr Lubitsch’

going to Hollywood (Thompson 2005). Several of these texts echo

the template of both the detour and the encounter originally set

up by Adorno ([1951] 1978: 65) in wartime Germany, in the way

Europe’s encounter with post-colonial USA gave it a ‘ready-made

enlightenment’ that turned ‘analytical insights . . . into mass-produced

articles, and the painful secrets of the individual history . . . into

commonplace conventions’. The German precedent would presage

the dominant paradigm for invoking Europe, spanning from Ameri-

can mass production and its engagements with realism to an inter-

nationalist vanguardism located among the diaspora in American

capitals that extended into the complex combination of market

exposure and political solidarity that ‘third world’ filmmakers could

later receive via global exposure through the ‘west’.

This transaction also permitted a larger and more influential

definition of realism to emerge on the cusp of a disorganized trans-

national exchange over the zone of the national.11 These exchanges

on the avant garde were the unnamed underside of a tradition of

‘practical’ realism in political science based on interpretation, instru-

mentalized into a positivist ‘technical’ realism of state negotiation

over power, and located precisely within the discursive transactions

of organized international relations. Such a language, along with

the language and norms of other traditions like economics, religion,

law and positivist social science, can only be comprehended when it

is ‘subordinated to the traditional community of statesmen’, where

it obeys a ‘systematically describable, internally consistent logic of

     embattled indigenous realisms
were often worked up around a
‘split between a national
dominant cinema competing with
Hollywood and a national
authorial cinema. . . . mirrored
into the split between a political-
ly oriented militant cinema oppo-
sing mainstream entertainment
cinema and a personal-experi-
mental cinema opposing the
literariness of author-cinema’.

10 Perhaps the best example we
have of the impact of state form
on narrative realism in this time
comes, yet again, from Brazil, in
the allegorical style inaugurated
by films made in the wake of the
military coup d’etat of 1964.
Ismail Xavier (1997: 17) calls
this a mode of ‘disordered’ and
awkwardly ‘inconclusive’ narrat-
ive, with which filmmakers were
trying to develop a political and
aesthetic critique of the populist
pre-1964 revolutionary project, a
style most famously in evidence in
Glauber Rocha’s Terra em Transe
(Land in Anguish, 1967). For a
remarkable political reading of
the soundtrack of Ray’s 1970s
films, see Moinak Biswas (2007).

11 Peter Wollen (1998: 134) argues
that the struggle for a national
cinema, contrary to its conven-
tionally stated intentions, is not
to keep Hollywood at bay but
actually to rescue the USA from
Hollywood. ‘The problem with
the American dominance of global
cinema . . . is not that it prevents
Britain (and other countries) from
developing cultural identities for
themselves but – and this is not
so often realized – it also threat-
ens to deprive America itself of
views of America from outside.
American dominance simply re-
inforces America’s own powerful,
yet provincial, cinematic myths
about itself, locking itself into a
national culture entirely of its
own making, structured around
terrifying misrecognitions and
appallingly narcissistic fantasies.’

▼
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development – a hermeneutic logic articulated with a practical cognit-

ive interest’ (Ashley 1981: 214). The most influential variant of this

theory is attributed to Hans Morgenthau’s definition, in his Politics

among Nations (1960), of an ‘international relations theory’ premised

entirely on realism’s claim to being governed by ‘organized laws

that stem from human nature’: a realism apparently ‘concerned with

human nature as it actually is, and with the historic processes as

they actually take place’.

The so-called third world’s engagement with Europe in such

terms has still to be fully comprehended. Such a Europe, says Dipesh

Chakrabarty (2000: 43), ‘is demonstrably an imaginary entity, but

the demonstration . . . does not lessen its appeal or power’. Chakra-

barty contends that the ‘equating of a certain version of Europe

with “modernity” is not the work of Europeans alone; third-world

nationalisms, as modernizing ideologies par excellence, have been

equal partners in the process’, so that, in the end, in ‘unravelling the

necessary entanglement of history . . . with the grand narratives of

rights, citizenship, the nation-state, and public and private spheres,

one cannot but problematize “India” at the same time as one dis-

mantles “Europe’’’.

The globally important point of origin for the avant garde that

sets up a well-known detour is of course Cinema Novo, inaugurating

an extraordinary movement of ‘new cinemas’ sweeping across Latin

Ritwik Ghatak’s Subarnarekha

(Bengali, 1962). As Ishwar
stands in his foundry in a rage,
having just discovered that his
younger sister Seeta has eloped,
his foreman (Jahar Roy) charges
in with a newspaper headline
announcing the Soviet astro-
naut Yuri Gagarin’s successful
space mission. Ishwar snatches
the paper and throws it into
the foundry where it bursts into
a ball of fire. The sequence not
only ironically references the
USSR at a moment of crisis for
the socialist alternative, but
also defines something of the
pure-metaphoric, open-ended
aspect of our European detour.
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(Right, top and bottom) Ritwik Ghatak’s Subarnarekha (Bengali, 1962):
Ishwar meets his old friend Harprasad in Calcutta just when he is trying
to commit suicide and they go on a drinking binge. On the soundtrack
explicit references are made to Fellini’s 1960 film La Dolce Vita (left,

top and bottom) by playing the Nino Rotta standard Patricia in the
background. Both sequences reveal the film’s ‘epic’ structure in
counterposing apparently gratuitous, open-ended formal references
characteristic of the avant garde.
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America, Africa, and South, Southeast and East Asia, in which non-

western filmmakers were often in profound conversation with

European (and later American) practitioners, and with the New

Cinemas in France, Germany, Britain, Hungary and Poland. This

European conversation was pivoted – in India as much as anywhere

else, in the time of our focus – around the Italian cinema and, later,

even more critically, around Godard, both providing common refer-

ents to ‘third world’ filmmakers, many of whom were often unaware

of the work of other practitioners in situations similar to their own.

I am thinking of Fernando Birri (and generally Cinema Novo) re-

staging influences from Italian neo-realism (Hess 1993), or, more

celebratedly, the meeting between Godard and Rocha (emblematic-

ally presented in Le Vent d’Est, 1969, where Rocha appears in a

brief sequence), reproduced, according to Elsaesser (1993: 119–35),

by sequel European encounters with Latin America in Werner Herzog

(Fitzcarraldo, 1982) and Francisco Rosi (Chronicle of a Death Fore-

told, 1987). I am also thinking of Ghatak’s extraordinary referencing

of Fellini’s La Dolce Vita (1960) shortly after it was made, in his

‘Calcutta’ sequence in Subarnarekha (1962), one of the great sequen-

ces in cinema anywhere and a remarkable summing up of what I am

trying to get at here.

In terms of specific political solidarities, it has been widely sug-

gested that the Third Cinema manifesto appeared foundationally in

conversation with a post-May 1968 avant garde (cf. Godard’s meet-

ing with Fernando Solanas12). Other significant moments include

the years of Salvador Allende’s Popular Unity government, when

European filmmakers as diverse as Chris Marker (who helped com-

plete Patricio Guzman’s Battle For Chile, 1973–79) and Roberto

Rossellini13 contributed in their own ways to the Chilean filmmakers’

famous call for ‘national liberation and the construction of socialism’

(‘Filmmakers and the Popular Government: A Political Manifesto’

[1970] 1987). Furthering the ‘mobilizing Europe’ detour is Chilean

emigre filmmaker/writer Antonio Skármeta’s 1988 manifesto essay,

‘Europe: An Indispensable Link in the Production and Circulation

of Latin American Cinema’. While it focuses primarily on the value

of cinema made in exile, the essay also gestures towards a larger

New Cinema imagination. To the question ‘What can be done?’

(posed by Europeans to address third world realities), Skármeta

(1997: 269) says that the answer lies ‘in the condition by which

“our” presence in Europe may grow’. This condition is not a simple

one: there is a direct link between such growth and national demo-

12 ‘Godard on Solanas/Solanas on
Godard’ (1969/1987).

13 See the transcript of Rossellini’s
film Interview with Salvador
Allende (in Ranvaud 1981).
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cracy itself. For Europeans, support to the third world constitutes a

‘natural continuation’ of the defence of ‘the progressive and support-

ive places you have earned in public life. . . . The fraternal gesture

[by Europe] to the Third World and its cinema . . . will be a more

urgent movement in defence of the culture and the democracy on

which they are set.’14

We therefore find a more abstracted set of practices and invest-

ments than are conventionally used, an expanded imagination that

may, in hindsight, be only indirectly attributed to the often profound-

ly nation-centred New Cinema movements – especially in France,

Britain, Germany, East Europe, the USSR, China, South/Southeast

and East Asia. While there is some historical lag between the conven-

tional pinnacle of this movement in the late 1960s and, say, the

comparatively recent Korean ‘New Wave’ that Yi Hyo-In dates

between 1988 and 1991 (Hyo-In and Jung-Ha 1996), it is neverthe-

less possible to locate, within a broad set of parameters, a remarkable

consistency of references, especially to realism, to the state, to the

phenomenon of proliferation and localization of Marxism across

the ‘third world’, and finally, to what American filmmaker Robert

Kramer called a ‘planetary project’ (at the Pesaro film festival in

1989) to which many New Cinema filmmakers made reference in

one way or the other over a thirty-year period.15 Work has still to be

done on the extraordinary consistencies of a cinematic grammar

practised worldwide by a New Cinema avant garde, notable in its

preference for long-duration sequence shots and location sound, both

enabled by the arrival of lightweight cameras and the Nagra.16

Ironically, a conservative version of this link, driven by European

exhibition contexts of the ‘third world auteur’, may have a clue to

offer. This is the long history of post-war European film festivals

(most spectacularly, Cannes and Venice) showcasing third world

auteur films valorized for their ability to reinvigorate, on radically

new and unexpected ground, a specifically European project of onto-

logical realism. Such a reinvigoration shows, in hindsight, not so

In Mrinal Sen’s Interview (1970), the New
Indian Cinema’s best known cinematographer,
K.K. Mahajan, is seen filming Ranjit Mullick in
the bus with his legendary hand-held camera,
to produce the alienation effect.

14 In ‘Letter from Cuba to an
Unfaithful Europe: The Political
Position of Cuban Cinema’, Paulo
Antonio Paranagua (1992) writes
that the internal restructuring of
the ICAIC in 1991 was primarily
a matter of how the Cuban cinema’s
relationship with its state was
mediated by its relationship with
Europe. While this was in part an
economic restructuring – as post-
perestroika Cuba, which had
contributed financially to Latin
America’s other national cinemas,
actively sought co-productions
with Europe – Paranagua shows
its formal and narrative conse-
quences in a number of late
1980s–90s Cuban films.

15 Cf. the influential role of journals
like Jump Cut in constructing this
project, especially in 1978–81.
See Jump Cut, No. 19, December
1978 and No. 20, May 1979, on
Cuban cinema; No. 21, November
1979, on Brazil, Chile and Nami-
bia. Classic issues of Jump Cut
are now available online (http://
www.ejumpcut.org, accessed 21
October 2007).

16 The significance of the cinema-
tographer, signalled by big-name
independents like Nestor Almendros,
Raoul Coutard and Laszlo Kovacs,
and, via them, the plan-séquence,
the use of available light and
elimination of source lighting,
reliance on block lenses, etc., has
still to be theorized; especially
their impact on non-western film
practices. I recall Laura Mulvey
saying in a conversation that
while making Riddles of the
Sphinx (1977), she and Peter
Wollen were ‘ideologically opposed
to the zoom lens’ – a position
arrived at by almost all of the
New Cinema (see Schaefer and
Salvato 1984). On Coutard, see
Belton (1996). For Godard’s
iconic tracking shot in Weekend,
see Henderson (1970–71). In
India the key cinematographers
were Subroto Mitra (whom
Almendros considered his ‘guru’),
K.K. Mahajan, Shaji Karun, ▼
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much the consequences of a declining European agenda suddenly

finding new life on strange soil – influential as this construction was

in the context of decolonization – but, rather, its inverse. This tradi-

tion of engaging with the west can perhaps be more usefully seen as

a tradition of liberalism producing Europe’s excesses on a wider

post-colonial canvas. Of special interest here would then be the ways

in which non-western realism appealed to ‘Europe’ primarily in order

to address a predicament of statist authority within its own domestic

conditions. That predicament of authority, wedded at all times to

realist representation and acutely conscious of the distortions of its

European legacy, was also evidenced as an excess within realism.

The crisis caused by the recognition that realism was at best an un-

stable discourse lay, we may say in hindsight, in the innate inability

of realism to stay within the confines of national domesticity.  It

was inevitable, therefore, that such realism would also be used by

film practitioners to continuously recast and reconstitute authoritat-

ive national representation from radically different standpoints.

I am of course proposing yet another location for what I have

called the ‘cinema-effect’. The European responses to Satyajit Ray,

Youssef Chahine, Glauber Rocha, Yilmaz Guney, Ousmane Sembene,

Jorge Sanjines, Lester James Peries, Lino Brocka, Nelson Pereira dos

Santos and, most recently, the Makhmalbaf family legend, repeatedly

demonstrate a familiar authorship attribution tinged with an added

‘third world’ flavour; as Lino Brocka once wryly remarked, the tag

of being a ‘third world’ filmmaker was given to him at Cannes.17

This was of course a particular sort of ‘third world’ author-

position being produced, as Roy Armes proposes in the chapter ‘Cine-

ma Astride Two Cultures’ (in Armes 1987). It typically consisted of

a select number of ‘first generation’ film authors who were making

important contributions to western modernism, even as they reinvi-

gorated their ‘own native tradition’ (ibid.: 229–30). So, what Noel

Burch (1979: 322) has to say, in his own ‘detour through the East’,

about Kurosawa’s roots being ‘fundamentally Japanese and even

more fundamentally non-Western, whatever the fruitfulness of the

encounter with Western aesthetics’,18 clearly bears resemblance to

Cesare Zavattini’s statement, already quoted, about Ray’s ability to

make a realism that ‘the Italians did not know how to do’.

Investigating this period specifically with regard to Kurosawa’s

career, Mitsuhoro Yoshimoto (2000: 9–21) delineates a particular

sort of post-war ‘humanist criticism’ that emerged after Rashomon’s

winning of the Venice Grand Prix in 1951, most directly evinced in

       S. Ramachandra. See Raqs
Media Collective and C.K.
Muralidharan, Cameraworking:
Materials for the History of
Cinematographic Practice in India
(available at http://www.sarai.
net/cinematography/camera.htm,
accessed 1October 2003). Also
Rajadhyaksha (1988) for an
interview with K.K. Mahajan.

17 Interview with Hamid Nafici
(1992): ‘Q: Do you consider
yourself a Third World film-
maker? Lino Brocka: Well, this is
a tag they gave me in Cannes. I
come from Asia and since Asia is
considered Third World and poor,
I guess I come from a third world
country. I consider myself third
world, meaning from a poor
country.’ Mrinal Sen, in his record
of the detour in his collaborative
work with German filmmaker
Reinhard Hauff (1987: 39),
mentions the number of film
festivals he visits. In answer to a
question put to him at the Venice
Film Festival, ‘When do you make
films?’, he says, ‘Between two
festivals.’

18 Burch’s endeavour in ‘locating’
Kurosawa culturally is rendered
unusual by the fact that it is
charged by his overwhelming
desire to prove the opposite of the
usual nativist agenda: to show
how Kurosawa arrived at a form
that, as though through innate
knowledge, worked with ‘the
principle of ‘organic’, ‘natural’
form overwhelmingly dominant in
Western cinema’, despite the fact
that his early films were made at
a time when ‘this cinema was
totally unknown in the West and
presumed by the Japanese to be
inaccessible to it’.

▼
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a writer like Donald Richie. On our part, we may note the contempo-

raneous birth of just such a humanist criticism in the discipline of

film appreciation, in what the Indian founder of the discipline, Marie

Seton, in her landmark 1956 pamphlet, The Film as an Educational

Force in India, names as the ability of a film to become ‘universal in

its appeal (a) when it presents an important social or political theme

and (b) when it is nationally true to the country where it is created’

(Seton 1956: 3). The apparently more radical successor to such huma-

nism has been the demonstration and restaging of cultural difference

on a vanguard location. So, for Burch, the fundamental differences

between Japanese ‘presentation’ and western ‘re-presentation’,

extended to foundational discrepancies over surface and depth, origi-

nality and realism, will now allow the theorist to create a new ‘system’

and to name that system ‘Japan’.
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A confirmed plagiarist speaks of some of the FFC’s significant produc-

tions as third-rate copies of third-rate foreign films. A globe-trotting

socialite whose sole claim to be a critic is her access to people and

places (and who ecstacizes over Manoj Kumar’s Shor) aids the big

sharks by her learned associations. A self-confessed amateur, applaud-

ed for his bold themes, speaks of films as ‘formal exercises’ when

they are not in his own blundering idiom. Others disguise their concern

for financial return (on both ‘public’ and ‘private’ money!) in terms

of mass communication. Yet another old hand at bringing humanism

to the box office in outrageous costumes advises the government to

nationalize cinema before it finances films which make an attempt

at speaking a radical language. Utopian ideas always subvert their

own declared purpose. Even in the unlikely event of nationalization,

given the honesty of our bureaucrats and the socialism of our system,

one can visualize what new monsters will emerge. Some of these

suggestions and comments may, indeed, be well intentioned, but it

is becoming increasingly difficult to sift out the cinema’s enemies

from its friends. – Kumar Shahani (1974)

The June 1975 declaration by Indira Gandhi’s government of a ‘grave

emergency [whereby] the security of India . . . threatened by external

disturbances’ justified the state’s suspension of normal political

processes in favour of extraordinary powers to the executive, and

the arrest of her political opponents and detention of political pri-

soners under MISA (Maintenance of Internal Security Act), was a

cataclysmic event in modern Indian history. While the event continues

to be a subject of intense debate among historians, the foundational

significance of the cinema’s implication in it has been less discussed.

As with the Emergency itself, so with the film industry’s involve-

ment in it, much of the description has been typically lurid and

rumour-filled (Tarlo 2003). It includes stories of how the entire

Indian film industry was held to ransom by those who held power,1

THE INDIAN EMERGENCY

Aesthetics of State Control9

1 Most of these stories featured
the then Information and
Broadcasting Minister, Vidya
Charan Shukla. D.R. Mankekar
and Kamala Mankekar (1977: 81)
write: ‘With the vulnerable film
industry [V.C.] Shukla played
ducks and drakes. It was the
love–hate relationship of a
despot. He was in his element in
the company of glamorous film
stars, yet if they failed to submit
to his fancies he threatened them
with MISA. If a singer refused to
play to Shukla’s tune, his discs
were banned on AIR and TV; if an
actress did not submit to his
demands, he had her house raided
for tax evasion; if a producer
failed to provide the desired
entertainment, his films got stuck
at the Censor. Shukla’s style was
to bluff, bluster and terrorize to
get what he wanted.’ For the
‘Candy’ episode, featuring a
young actress studying at the
Film and Television Institute of
India, see ‘V.C. Shukla: The
Playboy Goebbels’, in Thakur
(1977: 65–67).
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how leading stars and producers were coerced into participation

and endorsement of governmental propaganda, and attacked for

tax-dodging (and even used, it was rumoured, to cover up the sexual

excesses of corrupt power-brokers), how popular films were used to

dissipate oppositional rallies,2 and how films seen to be critical of

the new power regime were vandalized.3 The excessively harsh treat-

ment of the film industry, especially the Bombay-based Hindi

cinema, was also in those days linked to a crackdown on an offshore

‘black’ economy widely believed to be committed to state destabili-

zation: ‘smugglers’ such as the famous Haji Mastan (the apocryphal

origin of Amitabh Bachchan’s character Vijay in Yash Chopra’s

Deewar, 19754), Sukkur Bakhia and others associated with the early

rise of a grey market sourced from West Asian ports.

There was, however, another side to the Indian state’s involve-

ment with the cinema. This chapter is less concerned with the impact

of the Emergency on the film industry, than with another, related

sector of filmmaking in India, also at its pinnacle: the New Cinema

Emergency cinema. Satyajit Ray’s Pratidwandi (Bengali, 1970) produced the most significant cinematic protagonist, Siddhartha
(Dhritiman Chatterjee), of an era that began with the Naxalite movements of the late 1960s and culminated in the Emergency.
(Top, left and right) The interview at which Siddhartha states his belief that the Vietnamese people’s struggle was a greater
achievement for humankind than the moon-landing. (Bottom, left to right) In a moment of fantasy, Siddhartha turns into
Che Guevara.

2 The reference is to the telecast of
Raj Kapoor’s Bobby (1971) in
order to disrupt an opposition
rally in 1977, at a time when
mainstream films that had not
exhausted their commercial run
were not commonly telecast.

3 This refers to the film Kissa
Kursi ka (Amrit Nahata, 1977).
This film, attempting to satirize
the Emergency, was physically
destroyed by Sanjay Gandhi’s
henchmen, and was later remade
(see Rajadhyaksha and Willemen
1999: 432).

4 Javed Akhtar, speaking of the
context of Deewar, says it ‘wasn’t
surprising that the morality of the
day said that if you want justice,
you had to fight for it yourself’.
He tracks the specific career of
the Vijay character: ‘So Vijay,
the hero of Zanjeer, reflected the
thinking of the time. Two years
later, the same Vijay is seen
again in Deewar. By then he had
left the police force, he had ▼
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movement, in whose history too the 1975 Emergency had a compli-

cated presence. There may indeed be a connection between the state

support of independent cinema and the vicious disciplining of the

mainstream film industry: a national project around media control

gone badly wrong.

Histories of the early 1970s, the years preceding the Emergency,

commonly track a new brand of film production through its associa-

tion with the Film Finance Corporation or FFC (later the National

Film Development Corporation or NFDC). The FFC had of course

existed for some years before it took this particular turn. Founded

in 1960 with the objective of promoting and assisting the film indus-

try by ‘providing, affording or procuring finance or other facilities

for the production of films of good standard’, it had by then funded

over fifty films, mostly unknown, but also Ray’s Charulata (1964),

Nayak (1966) and Goopy Gyne Bagha Byne (1968). It struck a

completely new path, however, with a movement inaugurated by

three films in 1969: Mrinal Sen’s Bhuvan Shome, Mani Kaul’s Uski

Roti and Basu Chatterjee’s Sara Akash. All three were linked to a

common production context in addition to their FFC origins, not

least of which was sharing the cinematographer iconic of the New

Cinema, K.K. Mahajan.

By 1971, the year of the Bangladesh war, leading up to perhaps

the most tumultuous years in India’s recent political history,5 this

new turn had announced itself as explicitly avant garde, with the

making of Mrinal Sen’s Calcutta productions, Ritwik Ghatak’s last

great epics Titash Ekti Nadir Naam (1973) and Jukti Takko aar

Gappo (1974), and Mani Kaul’s first films. Not all the productions,

and these included those by a generation of young independent film-

makers and most of India’s best known directors of the 1970s and

80s,6 were state-financed, although a good number were (Sen’s

Bhuvan Shome, all of Kaul and Shahani, and Ghatak’s Jukti).

The FFC’s investment, however, typically spoke with a forked

tongue. It included noted film experiments by important filmmakers,

but was made under the guise of loans to ‘producers’, forcing these

filmmakers to turn producers and commit to repay the loans they

received with interest, and to offer collateral guarantees including

mortgages on their (or their friends’) houses. The attempt to market

important avant-garde films as though they were ‘industry produc-

tions’, forcing an obviously successful effort at generating a New

Cinema to pretend to be an effort at subsidizing the film industry,

appears to be a curious form of deception, given what the FFC’s

      crossed the final line and
become a smuggler. He wages
war against the injustice he had
to endure and he emerges the
winner. You can see that the hero
who had developed between
1973–75 (the Emergency was
declared in India in 1975) reflect-
ed those times. I remember in
Delhi or Bombay or in Calcutta,
many respectable people would
boast of their great friendship
with various smugglers. So in a
society in which such things are
acceptable, it is no wonder that
such a hero was acceptable too’
(Kabir 1999: 75).

5 For the most elaborate descrip-
tion of those days, see Selbourne
(1977). Tracing the history of the
crisis to as far back as Telan-
gana, and to a slew of political
movements directly targeting the
state, Selbourne mentions the
many peasant agitations between
the late 1940s and late 1960s,
and, thereafter, the Naxalbari
agitation, the 1972 mutiny in the
Indian navy, the state police
revolt in Uttar Pradesh and the
general railway strike in May
1974. All of these were typically
met by the growing presence of
the paramilitary arm of central-
ized authority and the widespread
arrest of all political opposition
under MISA.

6 Several major filmmakers, such
as Adoor Gopalakrishnan, John
Abraham, Saeed Mirza, K. Hari-
haran and Mani Kaul, were also
associated at this time with
innovative experiments in film
production, such as Gopala-
krishnan’s Chitralekha Film
Cooperative started in 1965,
Abraham’s Odessa Film Collect-
ive which made his last film
Amma Ariyan (1986), and the
Yukt Film Collective which
produced Kaul/Hariharan’s
Ghashiram Kotwal (1976) and
Mirza’s debut Arvind Desai ki
Ajeeb Dastaan (1978) with the
unique experiment of a bank loan.

▼
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mandate actually was. This confusion over its mandate caused numer-

ous problems and much heartburn among filmmakers, and not a

little embarrassment to the Corporation, as the FFC forced film-

makers who simply wanted an opportunity to make films to set up

‘production houses’ and turn defaulters on their loans. On its side,

the FFC marketed these films as though they were its own, pocketed

all the revenue it made on its ‘loan’ projects, and rarely made an

account to its ‘producers’ who often suspected that their films were

earning more money for the Corporation than it would admit.7

Why the FFC had to speak this way, and what contradictions it

had to saddle, make for a complicated and extraordinary history.8

The FFC is the saga of an Indian state initiative that supported an

avant-garde practice through a massive media programme, but was

in fact meant as an intervention in the Indian film industry as a

whole. By the time it found itself funding this independent turn, its

overall remit had grown considerably: by 1968 it had already

expanded to control distribution and export; by 1973 it had become

the channelling agency for all imported celluloid raw stock; and by

1974 (after the withdrawal of the MPEAA from the Indian market)

it had started importing foreign films for local distribution. The

new obligations of the Corporation were to grant loans to ‘modest

but off-beat films of talented and promising people in the field’,

and, inter alia, to expand on these to ‘develop the film in India into

an effective instrument for the promotion of national culture, educa-

tion and healthy entertainment’.9

There are a number of documents that reveal the extent and nature

of the overall policy spearheaded by the FFC-driven cinema project

in this time. The time is the early 1970s: Indira Gandhi has returned

to power in 1971, bank nationalization has happened and there

are, among fears of a widespread state intervention, rumours of the

possibility of nationalization of the film industry itself. Among the

more significant documents is the elaborate 1973–74 Estimates Com-

mittee Report, put together by the Ministry of Information and

Broadcasting, which begins with a note on the scale and extent of

the Indian film industry as a whole. This is the largest filmmaking

industry in the world. India makes over 400 films annually, has an

7 In fact, there is a looming fear
today that several famous films
made on ‘loans’ from the FFC/
NFDC have been lost, with the
NFDC denying responsibility for
protection of negatives/prints of
films it did not officially ‘produce’.

8 Arguably, this was a greater
bone of contention than even the
totalitarian policies of the govern-
ment, between the vanguard film-
makers supported by FFC and
their (to use a term of the time)
‘middle-cinema’ counterparts
arguing for a friendlier overlap
with the mainstream industry. The
Estimates Committee Report (1974:
25) unambiguously states: ‘It
should have been apparent to the
management of this Corporation
that films are primarily a means
of entertainment and unless the
films financed by the Corporation
provide good entertainment to the
people, they will not be acceptable
to the masses and would not yield
return to the producers. . . . [At
the same time] the Committee would
like the government to consider
the question of making sufficient
funds available to the FFC so that
the Corporation is enabled to grant
loans to producers on a larger scale
which could have a real impact in
improving the standards of films
produced in this country.’

9 There is a curious history to the
FFC’s changing objectives. Origi-
nally registered in 1960 as a com-
pany under the Finance Ministry,
it was meant to ‘promote and
assist the film industry’ by offer-
ing finance for good-quality films,
as well as ‘own, take on lease
studios, theatres, films, scripts,
world copyright of films’, and
‘carry on in India or elsewhere
the business of cinematograph-
ers and film producers, distributors,
renders, importers’. In 1964 it
was moved to the Information and
Broadcasting Ministry, but tensions
remained between the two minis-
tries. In 1970 the FFC claimed it
was ‘not aware of any directives
issued to it’ in ‘laying down its
objectives and obligations . . . as
required in terms of the Ministry
of Finance’. In 1971 the Informa-
tion and Broadcasting Ministry
somewhat unexpectedly introduced
the line of ‘modest but off-beat films
of talented and promising people’.
The Finance Ministry dumped
additional responsibility on the
FFC in 1973: to look after the
channelization of raw films and
export of film (1976: ‘Committee
on Public Undertakings’: 3–4.)

The Independent Cinema: Reforming the Industry
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investment of Rs 180 crore, employs over two lakh people and contri-

butes Rs 70 crore annually in taxes (‘Estimates Committee 1973–

74: Fifth Lok Sabha’ 1974: 9). It is also an industry ridden with

crises. Unambiguously stated, its most significant problem is financial:

the lack of bank and institutional finance, forcing a ‘high-risk’ econ-

omy. The solution proposed is typical of the Indira Gandhi era,

namely, a series of radical moves: the creation of state funds by imp-

osing a cess of 5 paise per movie ticket for ‘improving the film ind-

ustry’;10 the restructuring of the FFC into a ‘more practical’ unit;

tightening up the loan system alongside central and state govern-

ments’ purchase of films to ‘generate sale of prints’; the spelling out

of a more entertainment-friendly funding policy, making peace over-

tures to a mainstream industry that had by then given up on any

kind of state support; generating state investment in film exhibition:

such exhibition, theatrical and televisual, to also explore dramatically

new alternatives such as reviving the mobile cinema (ibid.: 42); and,

even undertaking a major design challenge: to design appropriate

auditoria ‘best suited to our conditions’, given the ‘high cost of

land and building materials’ (ibid.: 41).

It is also worth detailing the dimensions of the measures proposed

by national film policy for the FFC: from the need to rationalize

entertainment tax (recognizing that high tax impedes the growth of

cinema houses, ibid.: 34) to the need for new state policy to reform

and regulate stardom in cinema.11 Other suggestions included major

investment in dubbing; a focus on regional industries and a call to

develop national markets for regional productions; an emphasis on

export; a reform of the censorship system; state investment into

studio and laboratory equipment which would ‘draw a perspective

plan for the next ten to fifteen years [to] develop indigenous equip-

ment and arrange for import of remaining equipment in a well-

planned manner’. Further, a state policy for the support of the work-

force including ‘providing for social benefits like gratuity, provident

fund, compensation and old age pension’, as well as a system of

demanding bank guarantees from producers to ‘assure timely pay-

ment to artists and workers’ (ibid.: 160).

While the intervention of the early 1970s echoed Mrs Gandhi’s

overall economic policy of the time, another cinematic history was

being played out concurrently: the remnants of a considerably older

set of policies around the cinema, and the remnants, also, of a major

state intervention first envisaged in the early 1950s. That model,

10 Indira Gandhi’s biographer,
Usha Bhagat (2005: 200), says
that many of these ideas were
held by her as early as 1971.
Bhagat recalls that, in a meeting
with writers, theatre and film
people in December 1971, on the
eve of the Bangladesh war,
Mrs Gandhi’s notes included
discussions on ‘a cess of 5–10
paise on film tickets; processing
facilities for colour films;
employment and incentives for
technicians; to form a cell to
discuss and formulate ideas to set
up a cultural complex’.

11 While the Estimates Committee
Report of 1973–74 recognized the
role of the star system, and even
proposed a liberalized income-tax
policy for movie stars given their
short shelf-life, it simultaneously
recognized the lopsided economics
of a star-heavy industry and
called for state-sponsored
alternatives (including generating
acting students from the Film and
Television Institute of India) to
‘this evil’. Arguably, the Shyam
Benegal revolution – in the year
after the Estimates Committee
Report – of creating a generation
of ‘low-budget’ stars in the
Naseeruddin Shah and Smita Patil
era was precisely what this
Report anticipated.
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proposed by the S.K. Patil Film Inquiry Committee Report (1951:

198), too had envisaged centralized control over the film industry,

even calling for an amendment to the Constitution of India since it

‘made no provision for Central regulation of the production of films

or of the places where they are exhibited’. Fifteen years after the

Patil Committee Report, a second report, this time co-authored by

the Film Censor Board, echoed the recommendations that called for

state participation in key areas of film production – prior approval

of theme, approval of script, production, preview of film and regula-

tion of its export (‘Estimates Committee: 1967–68: Second Report,

Fourth Lok Sabha’ 1967: 30–31) – and took a further step in calling

for industry participation in the ‘voluntary pre-censorship of scripts’.

The 1973–74 Report revived the key Patil proposition of a Film

Council which would have new consultative, developmental and

regulatory functions. This Council would, it was proposed, work

alongside a brand new institution, a National Films Corporation,

which, for the first time ever, would set up state regulation over dis-

tribution as part of the effort to promote ‘quality films’. Its functions,

had the project been followed through, would have included import

of foreign films, export of films to other countries, all domestic dis-

tribution and exhibition in India, and all allocation and distribution

of raw materials to the film industry (‘Estimates Committee 1973–

74’ 1974: 104). On its part the Film Council would facilitate such

a state takeover of distribution, by instituting a registration process

‘of all business pertaining to the production, distribution and exhibi-

tion and import and export of all films in the country’. All this so

that (as the Patil Report too had wished, and in the same righteous

language) the state could once and for all eliminate ‘the evil effects

of the existence of . . . unscrupulous producers . . . who have no

background or technical knowledge or any consideration for aesthetic

or artistic values of the films and whose only consideration is to

make quick money’ (ibid.: 110).

In hindsight, the FFC of the early 1970s was the Indian state’s

last cinematic hurrah; more to the point, it was the last state inter-

vention in the cinema to be associated with its key supporter, Indira

Gandhi. While the Indian state, along with other states such as

Brazil (a seminal precedent for India12), would in a scant six years

abandon celluloid in favour of television, there was evidence, even

in the heyday of the FFC, of Mrs Gandhi’s interest in experiments

with satellite television (the SITE experiment), and it is possible

that even in the mid-1970s the cinema was a declining presence

12 Embrafilme in Brazil provides,
in its relationship with the Cinema
Novo and its eventual compromises
with television, a direct precedent
and close parallel to India’s media
policy. The Castello Branco regime’s
1966 Instituto Nacional do
Cinema (INC) administered three
major support programmes: one,
subsidies for all national films
exhibited with additional income
based on box-office receipts; two,
cash awards for ‘quality’ films; a
film-financing programme for co-
productions between foreign distri-
butors and local producers using
funds withheld from the income
tax on distributors. The support
was available to all interested
film-makers and thus to the whole
production sector. This ended in
1969 with the setting up of Embra-
filme, to promote distribution of
Brazilian films in foreign markets.
Embrafilme began to grant low-
interest loans to film producers,
and between 1970 and 1979 it
financed more than a quarter of
the total national film production
(Johnson 1989: 127). As with the
FFC in India, this support was
meant to be a state policy that
encompassed all aspects of the
industry. Julianne Burton writes
(1978: 56) that in 1970 Embra-
filme’s first head, filmmaker
Roberto Faria, outlined a pro-
gramme that would ‘subsidize
exhibitors for showing national
films, and [require] the inclusion
of a Brazilian-made short at every
theatrical showing of a foreign
film’ with the mandate to ‘establish
“economies of scale” for the indus-
try, unifying the interests of produ-
cers and exhibitors, increasing
the internal market and develop-
ing markets abroad’. The targets
of this export campaign were the
‘Latin American countries, African
nations, and the Arab block’. As
with the FFC during the Emergency,
Embrafilme had two parallel,
complex aspects: its capacity to
define a properly national film
policy, taking on exhibitor capital
including multinational interests;
its political relationship with a
military dictatorship that had
suspended civil rights in 1968.
The parallels went further, and
included efforts on the part of
major Cinema Novo filmmakers
like Nelson Pereira dos Santos,
Carlos Diegues and Arnaldo
Jabor to ‘combine the cultural
and the commercial by making
films that speak to the Brazilian
people in culturally relevant
terms and are also successful at
the box office’, leading to a ▼
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compared to television. By the early 1980s India would entirely

abandon the New Cinema in favour of the telecommunications

package assembled via INSAT (Sanjay 1989).

While comparisons are not easy between the early 1950s, when

the Patil Report was published, and the mid-1970s, when support

of ‘quality films’ was intended to spearhead the reform of the industry

as a whole, there are nevertheless similarities in the two moments in

history besides direct historical links.13 Bringing them together is of

course Indira Gandhi herself, a substantial presence at both junctures,

shaping India’s overall media policy for almost three decades from

within the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. While the

1970s film policies are clearly linked to Mrs Gandhi’s 1971 election

victory and her return to power in 1981, the change to television,

incarnated by the Special Plan for Expansion of Television (1983–

84) and the birth of the ‘developmental soap opera’ experiment

with Hum Log (1984–85), sponsored by Colgate–Palmolive and

Nestlé,14 launched a state media policy for the country more success-

fully than the 1970s film revolution ever could.15

‘Film Polemics’ in the 1970s

Inaugurating the New Cinema: Mrinal Sen’s Bhuvan Shome (1969). (Top left) Utpal Dutt as
the crusty bureaucrat; (bottom, left and right) documentary shots of student protests.

    further split between what
Johnson (1989: 129) calls ‘independ-
ents versus concentrationists’ –
the former often working out of
an office with no more than a
desk and a telephone, and the
latter attempting a more system-
atic production infrastructure,
often by hiring the former. The
arrival of television and its trans-
formation of film policy also
coincided with India’s foray in
that direction: India’s Special
Plan for Expansion of Television
of 1983–84 is sandwiched between
Embrafilme’s entry into television
in 1977 and the 1986 Sarney–
Pimenta Commission.

13 Furthering a comparison bet-
ween these two moments – which
also illuminates the links between
the early 1950s, represented by
the Patil Report, and the New
Cinema of the early 1970s –
Sudipta Kaviraj (1986: 1698)
proposes a political similarity:
both periods were characterized
by a weakened state and a political
coalition that was able to directly
intervene, with global capitalist
investment, in the state structure.

14 The New Cinema’s interventions
were apparently first envisaged
by Indira Gandhi’s coterie, which
included Usha Bhagat, Romesh
Thapar and I.K. Gujral. Bhagat
(2005) recounts the early influences:
Satyajit Ray, visual artist Satish
Gujral, architects Charles and
Ratna Fabri and others, who
mediated the modernist commit-
ments of early Nehruvianism that
Mrs Gandhi would inherit. Other
key markers associated with Indira
Gandhi and the cinema include
the late 1960s experiments in
space technology that culminated
in the 1984 Hum Log model of
‘entertainment–education soap
opera’, inspired by Mexican
Miguel Sabido’s telenovela serials
Ven Conmigo and Acompaòáme,
and the mediation of people like
communication theorist Everett
Rogers and David Poindexter of
Population Communications–
International, New York. For the
Latin American origins of India’s
‘developmental’ television, see
Nariman (1993); Singhal and
Rogers (1989).

15 INSAT 1B, launched in 1983, also
inaugurated the unique Special
Plan for Expansion of Television
Network, which installed and
linked up 13 high-power and 113
low-power transmitters, making
terrestrial broadcasts available to
70 per cent of the population within
eighteen months, in 1983–84.

▼
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And that was a terrible time for Calcutta. 1970–71. I was arrested.

There were killings and murders around every other corner. I could

hardly step out of the house. It was the worst of times for the country

and yet, the best of times for me to carry out experiments like this.

– Mrinal Sen (2003: 66)

Chorus:

She managed to keep the price index firmly in her hand

She fixed the productivity of agricultural land . . .

Foreign aid statistics showed no fresh reduction

Beggars were subjected to intensive legal action

Ten new committees were hatched

Five delegations dispatched

Two committees established

Seven commissioners dismissed

Tweny-five new grants-in-aid

A hundred and sixty three promises made

Far more oration

But less opposition

Yet plenty of dissatisfaction managed to appear

Her majesty Queen Vijaya’s successful first year

– Vijay Tendulkar (1975: 81–82), from the Marathi play Damba-

dweepcha Mukabala, a folk satire on the Emergency

Political debates, in the social sciences as much as in the arts, focusing

on the years leading up to the Emergency crackdown and on the

‘19 months of terror’ are numerous. As Rajni Kothari (1988: 273–

74) influentially argues, this period saw the rise of a substantial

political opposition to the Indira Gandhi government, drawn, for

the first time since independence, from the peasantry, the lower castes

and tribes, and other special-interest formations. This heterogeneous

opposition was ranged against a centralizing anti-democratic tend-

ency, represented by a ‘small but powerful, educated, urban middle

class controlling major economic, technological and financial institu-

tions and in full command over the policy process and the decision-

making framework’. Other debates have been around the systemic

transformation in governance mechanisms that Indira Gandhi

wrought, first within the Congress Party – generating coalition

arrangements to her advantage – later by engendering a systemic

crisis within the political economy, and still later through assembling

a configuration of power at the cost of the basic structures of India’s

democracy (Kaviraj 1986). For most analysts, and for filmmakers,

Politics in its time. In Ritiwik
Ghatak’s Jukti Takko aar Gappo

(Bengali, 1974), Nilkantha
Bagchi (Ghatak playing
‘himself’) encounters Naxalite
youth and gives them a history
lesson, only to be dismissed as a
‘harmless’, failed intellectual.
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artists and writers, the prominent issues dominating the debates have

been state violence and the human rights situation.

Among the most extensively discussed aspects of state violence

in the pre-Emergency context was, of course, the Naxalite movement

of the late 1960s in West Bengal and northern Andhra Pradesh,

which spread thereafter to its most visible location among the

students of Calcutta (Basu 2000; Ray 1988; Sen, Panda and Lahiri

1978; Singh 1995). Between late 1970 and mid-1971, student up-

risings that began with attacks on statues of nationalist leaders saw

clashes with the police and an escalation of violence. At least 4,000

young Communist Party of India (Marxist–Leninist) supporters were

killed (the official record was 1,783) in police crackdowns under

the colonial Bengal Suppression of Terrorist Outrages Act of 1936

(replaced in 1970 by the Prevention of Violent Activities Bill), even

as ‘police informers, scabs, professional assassins and various other

sorts of bodyguards of private property stalked around bullying the

citizens . . . streets were littered with bodies of young men riddled

with bullets’ (Banerjee 1980: 224–81).

The Naxalite movement would profoundly affect the New

Cinema in India. A great number of cultural productions, from films

to plays, novels, songs, poetry and art, were made in this time, dedi-

cated to making a record of this epoch. Much of this work engaged

in significant ways with the key political issues of the day, and inclu-

ded films made within the movement itself (independent document-

ary films by Anand Patwardhan, Tapan Bose, Gautam Ghose and

Utpalendu Chakraborty16), as well as productions addressing the

movement from the perspective of a fragmented left (Ghatak’s Jukti

Takko aar Gappo, 1974; Kumar Shahani’s Tarang, 1984) or investi-

gating the collapse of civil society in Calcutta (Satyajit Ray’s Prati-

dwandi, 1970, and his savagely critical Jana Aranya, 1975, set very

much within the Naxalite ferment, and also Buddhadeb Dasgupta’s

later Dooratwa, 1978, and Neem Annapurna, 197917). Other crucial

engagements with the politics of the Emergency were playwright

and film scenarist Vijay Tendulkar’s allegorical investigations into

state power. His Ghashiram Kotwal (1972) and Dambadweepcha

Mukabala (1975), allegorizing the Emergency, as well as his film

scripts such as for Jabbar Patel’s Saamna (1975), and other important

screenplays (Shyam Benegal’s Nishant and Nihalani’s Aakrosh, 1980),

drew directly from the Telangana-based, CPI(ML)-derived political

commentaries of the time. Perhaps the most significant political

debates of the day emerged in the context of the Calcutta Metro

16 See Anand Patwardhan’s M.A.
thesis, ‘Guerrilla Cinema:
Underground and in  Exile’,
submitted to McGill University,
Montreal, and excerpted in Deep
Focus, January 1989 (Patwardhan
1989).

17 See John Hood (1998: 10–12)
for a chronicle of Dasgupta’s
involvement with the Naxalite
movement.

Dhritiman Chatterjee continues
his Siddhartha persona in
Mrinal Sen’s Padatik (Bengali,
1973). The unnamed Naxalite
political activist is forced to
take shelter in the upper-class
home of an advertising executive.
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Cinema’s release of Mrinal Sen’s Calcutta ’71 (1972), which we

shall visit later in this chapter. That film’s thematic concerns were

virtually overshadowed by the production history of the film: an

unintended record of numerous marginal details vital to a chronicle

of the Calcutta upsurge.

Set against the grim political context of this time and the growing

regime of totalitarianism is of course the unparallelled state support

– whatever its conditionalities and fine print – being extended to an

independent, and indeed politically vocal, cinema, and to some of

India’s most significant film experiments. Support from totalitarian

states for critical celluloid experimentation is not unfamiliar to the

New Cinema worldwide, and there were, by this time, familiar van-

guard strategies with which to deal with this contradiction,18 as we

see in several Indian films’ disconcertingly direct links with Latin

America: the overt quotation in Mani Kaul et al.’s Ghashiram Kotwal

(1976) to Rocha’s Antonio Das Môrtes (1969), and the explicit

evocation of the Argentinian La hora de los hornos (1967) in Saeed

Mirza’s Arvind Desai ki Ajeeb Dastaan (1978). I suggest that the

radical practice that emerged from such a politically compromised

location had formal consequences as much as political ones; that

the formal detours carried out in this time (which were often far

more contentious than the political issues of the day) were con-

textualized by a less available aspect of state policy that had also to

do with totalitarian regimes. It is to this that I turn as a continuation

of my ‘cinema-effect’ argument.

Given the overheated and furious polemics within an early 1970s

left riven by ideological dissension, some of these arguments were,

as would be expected, appropriately political in nature: an example

being the Frontier debates surrounding Calcutta ’71 and Padatik

(1973), addressing the nature of reality represented in these films

and the ideological positions held by their makers.19 The issues dis-

cussed included state censorship, arguably the dominant issue of

the Emergency, but, perhaps surprisingly, such overtly political issues

were few and far between. Instead, an entirely different dimension

was evident in the debates between filmmakers, critics and numerous

interested participants of the time arguing passionately around the

New Cinema, especially on the role of the independent cinema at

this historic juncture. Some of these debates intruded into the ethics

of receiving state support,20 bringing to the cinema the various left

positions on the subject that were being far more vociferously

discussed in literature.21 However, most New Cinema discussions on

18 We have already mentioned
Cinema Novo and the Brazilian
military regime of the Castello
Branco years, as well as the
Argentinian Third Cinema under
Peron. The most recent example,
coinciding with the Emergency, is
that of independent cinema in
Thatcherite Britain. Peter Wollen
(2006: 30–31) says: ‘The Thatcher
years provoked a long-delayed
efflorescence of British film, still
largely unrecognized in Britain
itself. It can be seen, I believe, as
a British New Wave, coming long
after the New Wave had crumbled
away in most other European
countries. . . . Independent
filmmakers of the 1980s reacted
strongly against the effects of
Thatcherism. They responded to
the imposition of market criteria
in every sector of society, to
political authoritarianism, to the
two nations project of Thatcherism
and to the leading role of the City.’

19 See the Frontier debate on
Calcutta ’71 (1972) featuring
economist Ashok Rudra and film
critic Samik Bandyopadhyay,
reproduced in Basu and Dasgupta
(1992: 65–73).

20 In a typical argument, in 1973
an anonymous filmgoer exchanged
letters in the pro-CPI(ML)
Frontier with Mrinal Sen over his
Padatik, seen as critical of ML
activists. The filmgoer wanted to
know why Sen chose to ‘deliberately
hide a part of the real picture in
his film which supposedly goes
against the ruling class, given
[that he has received] financial
assistance by the Film Finance
Corporation and Dena Bank.
Have these organizations become
anti-establishment overnight?’
Sen’s reply was to ask why
Frontier publishes the central
government advertising ‘against
all kinds of violence’ when,
according to the filmgoer, the
CPI(ML) cadres ‘were definitely
not cannon fodder’ (Basu and
Dasgupta 1992: 79, 85).

21 Perhaps the most strident
position at this time was that of
noted Marathi writer Durga
Bhagwat, who asked writers to
boycott all state awards on pain
of social excommunication. She
started an independent trust to
give awards in lieu of the state.
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dominant political topics remained, it appears in hindsight, relatively

marginal, and, in turn, few of the political films of Sen, Dasgupta

or Benegal suffered political persecution. And so, several of the most

vociferous film polemics of the era appeared, mysteriously, to bypass

the overdetermined political issues of the day, instead preferring – as

they argued over the nature of the state as a film-producing entity –

to reprise European positions over realism. The entrenched European

warfare between the De Sica and Rossellini camps, for instance, re-

enacted in the Godard versus Truffaut divide in France, would take

the form of opposing Ritwik Ghatak to Satyajit Ray – eventually

Marxism’s opposition to Humanism in Bengal. Such a divide would

come to be widely comprehensible to an Indian arts practice united

politically in its opposition to the Emergency, but deeply alienated,

across theatre, dance, visual art, music and film, over the faultlines

of realism.

A fierce little bush war is going on in the Indian film world. The sur-

face provocation is the activating of the National Film Development

Corporation. . . . The struggle for the control of the Board of Directors

is presently between the mainstream commercial cinema and the

self-styled (I use the term not in the pejorative, but strictly objective

sense) makers of ‘good cinema’. . . . The groups under the umbrella

of ‘parallel cinema’ were never homogeneous or even friendly to

each other. Broadly, they can be divided into ‘root and branch’ film-

makers and ‘gradual change’ filmmakers. The groups showed all

the classic symptoms of schismatic warfare. – Iqbal Masud (1980)

We in India would be wise not to ignore the implications of this

overall pattern. I am thinking particularly of the young iconoclasts

who hope to find that 2 or 2½ lakhs of rupees for the non-conformist

masterpiece they have been dreaming of. I should have thought that

such a sum of money would be a heavy burden for an artist to carry

for any length of time. I am glad the Film Finance Corporation have

taken the stand that they have; and it is because they have done so

that it now devolves on the film makers to bear in mind certain

limitations they have to face, the ‘conventions’ even they have to

follow. – Satyajit Ray (1976: 92)

Disablement and Delegitimization:

Aesthetics and Film Policy
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Before you dream of Bresson, get yourself a Malraux ministry. . . .

As you plan your films, make absolutely sure you are going to make

no mistakes. The process of trial and error was available only to

pioneers, it is not meant for you. In fact, before you get behind a

camera, make sure you are a genius. – Bikram Singh (1972)

By the mid-1970s, most of the independent cinema was ranged in

united opposition to the Emergency. Even the mainstream film indus-

try, forced to succumb to the ‘Shukla mafia’, made some commer-

cially successful critiques of state power (the best known instance

being Gulzar’s Aandhi, 1975, released during the Emergency), and

joined the post-1977 publishing boom in making numerous New

Cinema-derived films in various languages on Emergency-derived

political issues. There was therefore, arguably, a broad left–liberal

political consensus – but it was by no means extended to a consensus

over either state policy on the cinema or the aesthetic consequences

of such policy, where extreme dissensions remained. There emerged

a whole set of aggressive film polemics, less directed towards political

differences (although they did occasionally inherit larger antagonisms

drawn from a splintered left) and more to the ‘real’ problem at

hand. I am referring to the battlelines drawn within the New Indian

Cinema, between an avant garde and what later came to be known

as the ‘middle cinema’ – the category selected for funding support

after 1976 by a ‘more practical’ and industry-friendly FFC.

These dissensions over how to comprehend the role of the

independent filmmaker within national film policy, between what

Latin American terminology would have described as the second

(the independent art-house) and third cinema – the last even more

complicatedly splitting into two kinds of third cinema, an avant-

garde and a political documentary cinema – loosely and insufficiently

mapped on to the divide between the parliamentary and extra-

parliamentary left. Many of the debates took place in the mainstream

media (notably the pro-New Cinema Filmfare, edited by former

FFC Chairman B.K. Karanjia, a key figure in the FFC’s independent

turn22) and in periodicals published by the film society movement,

which was then at its height (the Calcutta-based Cine Central and

Cine Society, Bombay societies like Film Forum and Screen Unit,

and the Bangalore and Chennai Film Societies), as also in journals

emerging from that movement: Close-Up, Cinema India Inter-

national, Cinema-Vision India, Cinema in India, Splice, Deep Focus,

etc. Most of the aesthetic explorations of this time, for example

22 See, for example, Karanjia’s
editorial, ‘The FFC: Certain Mis-
conceptions’ (Filmfare, 24
September 1971). Writing in the
issue immediately preceding Ray’s
‘An Indian New Wave?’ attack,
Karanjia was at pains to argue
that it was not true that FFC
productions did poorly, providing
the evidence of Mrinal Sen’s
Bhuvan Shome, Kantilal Rathod’s
celebrated Gujarati Kanku (1969),
Amit Moitra’s Oriya film Adina
Megha (1970) and Basu Chatterjee’s
Sara Akash, all of which did well
at the box office. Further, he
wrote that it was not true that the
FFC was anti-film industry, or
that it was sustaining financial
losses (apparently that year it
had made a profit of Rs 50,000).
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Adoor Gopalakrishnan’s (1983) or Buddhadeb Dasgupta’s (1991)

writings, substantially functioned within the parameters of state

policy that the New Cinema was meant to spearhead. Indeed many

of them were adddressed to the state, and to a state machinery that

appeared at the time willing to listen and able to implement policies

recommended by New Cinema practitioners.

This battle, spanning economics, politics and aesthetics, both

thickened and complicated the political issues of its time. The task

before us now is to find the links between the immediacy of political

crises arising from the Emergency, and the often abstruse issues of

aesthetic form debated within a broader context of Indian modern-

ism, Europe and Third Cinema.23 I am referring to what was possibly

the most spectacular moment in the film polemics of the 1970s, the

outbreak of hostilities involving Satyajit Ray (whose role as a vigorous

polemicist has remained a relatively less known aspect of his work,

barring his much-quoted, stinging 1971 attack on the New Indian

Cinema) and a number of filmmakers (crucially, in Ray’s instance,

his contemporary Mrinal Sen) and writers, and, perhaps most import-

antly if indirectly, Kumar Shahani’s work in the 1970s and 80s. It is

to these that I now turn.

Kumar Shahani’s essays do, on occasion, directly address political

issues, for example, the ones later (1986) anthologized in Framework

(‘The Media Police’, 1978; ‘Politics and Ideology: The Foundation

of Bazaar Realism’, 1982; ‘Cinema and Politics’, 1986). Most of

them, however, seek to establish, for perhaps the first time in India,

an explicit aesthetic agenda for an avant-garde filmmaking practice,

in tandem with similar debates taking place in theatre, literature

and the visual arts of the time.24 While the concept of an avant

garde was then not widely known in India, its key characteristics –

a fundamental opposition to cinematic realism, and in particular to

dramatic naturalism – had considerable relevance to this moment.25

Shahani’s position was influential in this time, as its leading chron-

icler, Geeta Kapur (2000), has shown. His opposition was to the

tendency, within state film policy, towards what he considered a

cultural populism, often with tacit support from the parliamentary

left, under an overall ‘mass-media’ rubric. Such populism targeted

what was for him primarily a ‘soft’ cathartic realism of the kind

exemplified by Shyam Benegal of the mid-1970s. Shahani belonged

to and supported an alternative lineage, represented by his mentor

Ritwik Ghatak and by the filmmakers he drew attention to in his

explorations of ‘epic’ structuring: Miklos Jansco (see Shahani

23 See, as a flavour of these times,
the ‘Cinema in Developing
Countries’ symposium organized
by the Indian Institute of Mass
Communications and the Direct-
orate of Film Festivals on 9–11
January 1979, in connection with
the Seventh International Film
Festival of India, framed around
‘observations’ by a panel consist-
ing of Ousmane Sambene, Mrinal
Sen, Ben Barka, B.K. Karanjia
and Miguel Littin.

24 An important context for some
of Shahani’s 1970s concerns was
the conference on ‘Marxism and
Aesthetics’ organized in Kasauli
in October 1979, partially antho-
logized in Social Scientist, Vol. 8,
Nos 5–6 (December 1979–January
1980).

25 Saeed Akhtar Mirza (1979–80:
124) reflects the vanguardism of
the time in his claim that ‘The
dramatic, narrative form of the
cinema is fascist by its very
nature’. See Geeta Kapur’s
‘Realism and Modernism:
A Polemic for Present-Day Art’
(Kapur 1979–80).
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1978) and Andrei Tarkovsky (see Shahani 1979). As he writes:

It is ironical, to say the least, that the cinema should continue to

find its place along with radio and television among the so-called

mass media. It speaks of a widespread ignorance . . . that a highly

developed language should be confused with media which are primari-

ly means of transmission. . . . In fact, unless we wish deliberately to

distort matters or to practise an ideology of confused rhetoric, I pro-

pose that we drop terms like the ‘mass media’ and ‘mass communica-

tion’, much abused as they are not only in relation to the cinema but

to the radio and TV transmission systems. We would thereby avoid

spurious generalization and come to terms with problems of aesthetics

and sociology which are relevant to the practice of the arts and to

the active participation in them of individuals and classes. (Shahani

1976)

What Shahani wants is recognition for an aesthetic practice speci-

fic to film; one that in turn recognizes that film constitutes a

language: ‘by language is meant the juxtaposition of thematic and

formal elements, arising out of a society moving towards a higher

stage of organization’. An argument of considerable significance to

the time was Shahani’s ‘Notes for an Aesthetic of Cinema Sound’

(1983), where he defines a particular technical practice: a spatially

non-static use of sound in film as against in musical performance.

Silence, for example, would now relate to space only as analogy,

New aesthetic practices. Kumar Shahani draws from narratives derived from the khayal musical form in his experimental Khayal

Gatha (1988). (Left) Baaz Bahadur (Mangal Dhillon). (Right) Rani Roopmati (Meeta Vasisth) shot inside the Roopmati pavilion
in Mandu, Madhya Pradesh.
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whereas in the cinema it would relate to space in movement. ‘In

music, it relates to the sustaining of a note, to reverberation, to

absorption by the spatial enclosures, producing, transmitting,

reflecting, and receiving the sound. In the cinema all this and more.

In fact, the cinema may or may not relate to the spaces which produce

and receive sound.’ Such a distinction, he claims, provides the artist

with further evidence of a basic axiom that it is ‘the search for preci-

sion that yields to flexibility’, and, vice versa, that ‘it is the flexible

language structure that . . . is meaningful’. These instances throw

light on cinephilia – central to the avant garde – and are, Shahani

says, heartening for ‘every artist who wishes to place himself in a

tradition’ (as distinct from drawing from traditional forms) and yet

wants ‘to innovate, to individuate’.

Making such a cinema, however, requires its own strategies, and

in a barely veiled attack, Shahani (1983) explicitly targets the pro-

ponents of a state-endorsed aesthetic of mass-media realism with

tacit support from the left establishment.26 For him, the ‘only cultural

intervention that is possible is indirect, sporadic, guerrilla in charac-

ter’. He seeks to deflect the politically charged term ‘guerrilla’: it has

for him ‘neither the romance of secrecy nor of stylish violence’. The

guerrilla tactics are to be ‘those of Gautama Buddha: ask difficult

questions to arrive at the simplest of answers (if any), qualitatively

transformed.’

As far back as 1962, in an argument with economist Ashok

Rudra in the pages of the journal Mainstream,27 Satyajit Ray made

known a two-level opposition to what he then dubbed a fashionable

European New Wave trend. Already, by this time, he found such

experimentation formally objectionable, ‘avant-garde esotericism’,

and he singled out Alain Resnais for a particularly savage attack,

calling the ‘popular success of a film like Marienbad – by all accounts

a deliberate, sustained two-hour exercise in arty obfuscation’, so

mysterious that ‘one can only attribute it to a sudden widespread

epidemic of fashionable snobbery’ (Basu and Dasgupta 1992: 19).

A decade later this attack clearly implicated Shahani personally, and,

more generally, his call for a ‘flexible language structure’, something

that Ray (1971: 94) caricatured as rampant improvisation, as ‘being

inventive at the last moment’, contending that ‘the person who talks

of improvisation as a guiding principle in film making is more likely

than not to be incapable of thinking at any time’. The formal and

largely aesthetic objection was, even at that time, substantiated by

the further economic argument that this experimentation was even

26 Shahani (1983: 73–74) writes:
‘There is a whole breed of fellows
who have learnt to caress with a
clenched fist. Or is it so new after
all? History is repeating itself at
an accelerated rate, to support the
counsels of despair. [A]fter
Telangana, reformism in the arts
took over almost completely – it
was thought necessary to reach
the masses at any cost. We lost a
whole generation of sensitive
poets, writers, musicians and
directors to a crass film industry
devoted to easy profit. The
weapons of vulgarity that our
left-wing intellectuals wished to
use ultimately wounded them. . . .
After Naxalbari, the same trend
has repeated itself. The supposed
inspiration is from different
quarters. The yardsticks of “mass
communication” invariably pro-
mising immediate and displaced
fulfilment, are applied to social
practice and social change. . . .
[T]he ideas of “mass media” have
emerged from over-organization,
be it political or economic, in the
interests of a few against the
targeted many. . . . What happens
on the screen appears more real
than reality itself. This has been
the foundation of bazaar realism
in India, flaunted by the colonial-
ly sponsored artists as regional,
ethnic, socially aware and
realistic cinema. [S]uch a cinema
cannot ask questions. Its images
are totalitarian, but the raw
materials of those images, those
vulgar weapons, are the ones of
this earth. What we can use is the
vigour, the malleability, of the
raw material with which these
weapons are forged.’

27 Issues dated 3 and 17 November
1962.
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less justified in non-western contexts with their paucity of resources.

‘As long as this [New Wave] epidemic stays,’ Ray predicted, ‘I surmise

that comparatively straightforward films (such as mine are obliged

to be in the context of Indian conditions) will be found to be at a

disadvantage in Europe’ (Basu and Dasgupta 1992: 19).

Ray held on with some consistency to a national, even third-

worldist position: that working in India, and generally in impover-

ished, non-western conditions, placed a financial and cultural respon-

sibility on filmmakers that required them to hold wild experiment-

ation in check. The stakes had been sufficiently raised for him, by

the early 1970s, to expand on this commitment, to provide his most

elaborate statement yet on how one should ‘define off-beat in the

context of Indian cinema’, in the essay titled ‘An Indian New Wave?’

(Ray 1971). He proposed a three-way criterion, more or less appli-

cable, by his argument, to all cinema: one, the filmmaker’s own

‘urge for self-expression, common to all artists’; two, but tempered

by an urgent critical necessity that was ‘in line with the performing

arts whose traditions stretched back two thousand years’, namely,

the ‘need to establish rapport with an audience’ through ‘the evolu-

tion of a simple but forceful language [and] a choice of subjects

with a broad appeal’; and three, the pressure of commerce. ‘From

the very beginning right down to the present, filmmakers have had

to depend on sponsorship to provide them with the means of expres-

sion’, making it necessary that they ‘strike a satisfactory balance

between art and commerce’. Such criteria as the need for a conven-

tional story, for a well worked-out scenario, a modicum of crafts-

manship, were not only aesthetically necessary but economically vital.

Filmmakers seeking to experiment had to have a marketing plan by

which to access a ‘perceptive minority’ and ‘turn them into patrons

of the proposed art theatres’. They had to have a way by which,

with a large budget of Rs 2–2.5 lakh, they could be financially

accountable. A critical component was the need to write scripts to

ensure financial accountability, since ‘writing it down beforehand

cuts costs’.

Ray’s essay created something of a furore in Filmfare, drawing

an editorial response from Bikram Singh (1972), who, arguing on

behalf of younger experimental filmmakers, attacked Ray for his

‘incredible’ refusal ‘to appreciate that some of these young filmmakers

may be fighting against as great, if not greater, odds as he did when

he was going around with the script of Pather Panchali in hand

looking for backers’.28 Placed retrospectively in the larger context of

28 Singh’s scathing attack, featur-
ed as a cover story in what was
at the time India’s leading popu-
lar film magazine, saw a further
response from Ray (‘Satyajit Ray
Writes’, Filmfare, 25 February
1972: 52–54), reiterating that ‘I
believe that the economic hazards
of an incautious approach are of
such magnitude that they can
wipe out of existence both the FFC
and the aspiring filmmakers.’ A
number of readers’ letters followed
(‘Ray’s Invisible “Lines”’, 24 March
1972, and ‘Touch of Jealousy’, 21
April 1972).
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a changing overall policy, it is worth noting the resonance of the

debate, and both Shahani’s and Ray’s positions in it, with a more

abstract problematic surfacing in a seemingly straightforward legisla-

tion. This was really one of how to ‘translate’ state control through

the Film Finance Corporation’s economic regulation into a normative

function for the cinema, and it explained why the independent

cinema chose to reprise the famous European–Third Cinema debate

on realism, of all times, at this historical juncture.

More to the point, then, the severe difference of opinion over

state policy on funding independent cinema may best be read –

through the often obscure aesthetic dimensions that it also straddled

– as a historically foundational difference over what sort of relation-

ship existed between systems of control external to the functioning

of cinema, and systems internal to narrative regulation. More specifi-

cally, it could be read as an argument over what meaning a condition

of state-endorsed symbolic production might possibly have for a

state-sponsored cinema in the charged political atmosphere of the

early 1970s. It was therefore also a reinvestigation into the mechan-

isms of authorization and its accompanying process of disciplining

the cinema-effect, which had widely been perceived as intrinsic to a

realist apparatus being handed to the filmmaker by the decolonized

Indian state.

For Shahani, in particular, the conventions of objectivity and

realism – historically associated with nationally endorsed structures

of authentication and inherently problematic for that reason – were

discredited beyond use by the Emergency’s perversion of this appar-

atus, as well as the overall dissolution of the cinema into a form of

‘mass media’. Ray, on the other hand, declared his explicit support

to both a particular tradition of realist filmmaking – evident in his

sequel attack before the onset of the Emergency on Shahani and

Mani Kaul, and, in contrast, his defence of Shyam Benegal and M.S.

Sathyu (‘Four and a Quarter’, 1974, in Ray 1976) – and a psychol-

ogical–realist textual reading of the cinema.

By the mid-1970s, notwithstanding Ray’s political opposition

to the Emergency itself, his aesthetic position on the cinematic text

appeared to have an impact on national film policy. As the 1974

Estimates Committee Report showed, economic regulation had al-

ready expanded to include state regulation of the industry as a whole

(taxation, infrastructure, tariffs on rawstock import, exhibition

licensing) alongside a reformed censorship structure. The whole was

to be governed by a wider reformist agenda that sought to push the
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film industry in the direction of self-improvement and internal

restructuring so that it could produce a ‘better’ cinema, more worthy

of the state and more capable of incarnating the citizen as its film-

going subject, as the Emergency would wish.

In 1976, at the height of the Emergency, came the second major

report on the New Indian Cinema, bearing the obvious stamp of

Ray’s argument. The Report of the Parliamentary Committee on

Public Undertakings (1975–76) was meant to address the functioning

of the Film Finance Corporation. The problem before the Committee

was precisely the one Ray had mentioned in 1971: independent film-

makers’ inability to repay loans. At the end of March 1975, out of

a total of Rs 227.24 lakh extended to finance 87 features, less than

half (Rs 109.52 lakh) had been recovered, and a total of Rs 29.26

lakh had been formally written off. The Corporation was on the

verge of implementing draconian measures to recover their money.

An FFC representative was quoted as saying that they would now

go after filmmakers in every way possible. ‘We will not relent, we

will follow. But if he goes completely out of business and he has no

assets to declare and there is nothing to his credit’ – a situation not

by any means unheard of among independent filmmakers – ‘natur-

ally, the amount has to be written off’ (‘Committee on Public Under-

takings [1975–76]: 79th Report: Film Finance Corporation’ 1976:

37).

What is important to note is the perception that the financial

crisis faced by the FFC could not be resolved merely in financial

terms, that there was – for perhaps the first time – a clear aesthetic

agenda that the state had to take on even in matters of debt recovery.

Echoing Ray’s proposition of quality coming together with commer-

cial accountability (the Committee noted that ‘in view of the fact

that 17 out of 22 award-winning films have proved successful at

the box office’, it was evident that ‘it should be possible to combine

quality with public acceptability’), the over-riding issue was to find

a way by which the FFC could maintain, at all times, as its guiding

principle, the ‘balanced view’ that films would be both ‘artistic’

and have ‘a reasonable prospect of being commercially successful’

(ibid.: 16). To achieve this purpose, a ‘check list’ was prepared (ibid.:

25), which included the ‘following criteria . . . for granting loans:

1. Human interest in the story; 2. Indianness in theme and approach;

3. Characters with whom the audience can identify itself; 4. Dramatic

content; and 5. Background and capability of the applicant’ (ibid.:

16).
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In ways that neither Ray nor Shahani could have anticipated,

what we were seeing was the flipside of what had once claimed the

status of an aesthetically enabling structure: the sort of symbolic

production that had made the cinema something of a unique agency

for such production on behalf of the state. We were now seeing

forms of authenticity production, believed to be innate to the signi-

fying capacities of the apparatus itself, enter a new and confused

era, where attributes that would be widely considered basic to film

could be withdrawn, erased, suppressed, made to disappear. A realism

reduced to ‘human interest’, ‘Indianness’, ‘identification’ and ‘drama-

tic content’ was now as much a trivialization of its own historical

agenda in providing what Gyanendra Pandey has called the ‘bio-

graphy of the emerging nation-state’,29 as it was a process of aesthetic

disablement.30

A crow-film is a crow-film is a crow-film. – Satyajit Ray, commenting

on Mrinal Sen’s Akash Kusum (1965) in a letter to The Statesman,

Calcutta (Basu and Dasgupta 1992: 46).

During the 1960s and early 1970s in particular . . . Art Cinema was

often defined as the ‘enemy’: as a bastion of ‘high art’ ideologies, as

the kind of cinema supported by Sight and Sound and the critical

establishment, therefore as the kind of cinema to be fought. . . . Art

films tend to be marked by a stress on visual style (an engagement

of the look in terms of a marked individual point of view rather than

in terms of institutionalized spectacle), by a suppression of action in

the Hollywood sense, by a consequent stress on character rather

than plot and by an interiorization of dramatic conflict. . . . A different

hierarchy is established between action and actant. Different orders

of motivation sustain the relations between the two. – Steve Neale

(1981)

The emphasis in Ray’s position on a certain kind of motivated textual

reading of the cinema was to spring, somewhat unexpectedly, into

direct political relevance with Mrinal Sen’s Calcutta ’71 (1972).

Sen’s film, which might be read in hindsight to constitute precisely a

challenge to the apparatus of ‘identification’ with ‘characters’,

allowing for a completely different recognition of material within

its frame but outside the limits of its fiction, also opens up a strategy

Textual ‘Inessentials’ and Aesthetics of State Control

29 Pandey’s definition (1991: 560)
of ‘biography’ overlaps with
realism here: both adopt the
‘official’ archive as their primary
source, have to attribute a
‘natural’ quality to national
unity, and present a narrative in
which confusions, upheavals,
compromises become in various
ways an ‘aberration’ overcome by
the ultimate resolution of the state.

30 An important consequence of
this period on Ray’s later work
was that after Jana Aranya
(1975) he virtually stopped
making realist films set in the
contemporary scene, staying with
allegorical narration (Shatranj Ke
Khiladi, 1977) and the children’s
movie critiquing the Emergency
(Hirak Rajar Deshe, 1980) for his
political commentaries.
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that some of the avant-garde filmmakers, illuminating the formal

detour, undertook in the circumstances of the time.

In defining what he called the ‘comparatively straightforward

film’ that he was compelled by his circumstances to make, Ray clearly

included the compulsions of a responsible spectatorial textuality.

Not only had the film to be straightforward, but also its reading.

Such negative textuality – or the clear marker of what a film does

not mean, what a text does not include – was in profuse evidence in

the 1962 Mainstream debate, which included not just the Indian

cinema but also disputes over Rene Clair, Bergman and Fellini. Ray

disputed Ashok Rudra’s position on Cabiria’s (Le Notti di Cabiria,

1957) ‘philosophical slant in the direction of [modern man’s] despair’

by asking, what is ‘so modern, thematically, about a prostitute seek-

ing love and sympathy and finding disillusionment?’ Ray’s animosity

to textual overinterpretation would, over the years, lead to acrimo-

nious bickering over Shatranj ke Khiladi’s (1977) historical accuracy

and the interpretation of what a certain thematic detail ‘meant’ in

Shakha Proshakha (1990).31 It however found the clearest expression

in his stern, publicly expressed disapproval of Mrinal Sen’s films of

the late 1960s: the ‘modish narrative devices’ in his Akash Kusum

(1965) and Bhuvan Shome (1969) (Basu and Dasgupta 1992: 38).

Likening Akash Kusum’s use of ‘contemporary’ representational

devices to the fable of the crow who dresses in peacock’s plumes –

the origin of his dismissive phrase ‘crow-film’ – Ray spoke of Bhuvan

Shome as something that ‘looks a bit like its French counterpart,

but is essentially old-fashioned and Indian beneath its trendy habit’

(Ray 1976: 99). The argument was to get at the narrative core of

the film, ridding it of the plumage. So Bhuvan Shome was no more

than a story of ‘Big Bad Bureaucrat reformed by Rustic Belle’, and,

if so, such a story could equally and plausibly be told in ‘a simple

but forceful language’ shorn of decorative excess.

Such a production of negative textuality was demonstrated, for

Ray, by Godard of all people, in whose narrative discontinuities

Ray proposed a reiteration of his own principle of what is ‘essential’

to the story and what is not:

Film grammar tells us that essentials should be stressed, and enumer-

ates the various audio-visual ways of doing so; but what if a director

has a totally new angle on what is essential and what is not? In the

scene just described (from Masculin–Feminin), what has been

established beyond dispute is that a boy and a girl met in a restaurant

31 This kind of literary–textual
interpretation probably hit its
lowest point in his attack on
Chidananda Das Gupta’s review
of Shakha Proshakha (1990). Ray
wrote: ‘Das Gupta must be the
only viewer in the subcontinent
who believes that the father had a
second heart attack and dies at
the end of the film inspite of
obvious verbal and visual evidence
to the contrary. It is almost
embarrassing to have to spell it
out for Das Gupta; but what
happens in fact is that the father
turns to the mad – and therefore
incorruptible – son for solace.’
Das Gupta’s rejoinder was: ‘Given
Ray’s tradition of understatement,
if the wild fluctuations of heart-
beat on the ECG monitor, the
pronouncement of shanti shanti
shanti, do not indicate imminent,
if not instantaneous, demise, what
would? . . . Let me assure Ray
that I was not the only one to
walk away from the film thinking
that his hero had reached the end
of the road with his shanti shanti
shanti.’ (See Basu and Dasgupta
1992: 163–66.)
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and talked. What they said is, to Godard, inessential. It is also

established that while they sat talking a woman murdered a man

(Husband? Lover? – inessential) within their sight. (Ray 1976: 88)

As it happened, in the very year of Ray’s essay, cinematic margin-

alia, or what we might now name, after Ray, ‘textually inessential’

matter, acquired some political importance in Mrinal Sen’s Calcutta

’71 – released in 1972 but filmed (a vital fact) from 1969. Through

the late 1960s Sen had experimented, in various ways, with avant-

garde techniques adapted from the nouvelle vague. In Interview

(1970), for example, a celebrated sequence inside a tram begins with

a passenger spotting a photograph of the movie star Ranjit Mullick,

as Mullick himself, playing the protagonist, stands by. Then, in a

long address to the audience, Mullick draws attention to the film

being shot, even as we see the cinematographer K.K. Mahajan, and

also the other people present, especially Karuna Bandyopadhyay

(whom Mullick further introduces through an excerpt from her celeb-

rated role in Pather Panchali, 1955). Throughout Interview, the

fiction is intercut with documentary footage of street agitations.

The interruptive recordings of political action in Calcutta ’71,

then, had an aesthetic continuity with what Sen had been doing for

some years. Beginning with shots of street action in the present, it

goes back in time to tell a series of five stories – three from different

(Facing page and this page) The
tram sequence in Mrinal Sen’s
Interview (Bengali, 1970)
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historical moments in the past and two set in the present time – to

put forth a set of political arguments about poverty and historical

consciousness, as told by two protagonists. The last two include a

great deal of documentary footage of Calcutta streets, processions

and violent clashes. Some of this footage, or textual ‘excess’, was to

spill over and develop a radically new meaning at the brief release of

the film at the Metro Cinema at Chowringhee – an occasion for

student activists to meet and for the police to keep the theatre under

surveillance, as many of the street scenes provided unexpected

evidence of people in the crowd who had later disappeared or been

killed in police encounters. Sen himself, who had officially begun

shooting the film only in September 1971, recalls how the shooting

date became a major issue with students who glimpsed friends they

knew had been killed well before then, on screen. He had to acknowl-

edge that he had used street footage he had been shooting from

1969. ‘Young boys like this would keep coming back. People with

their family and their friends. They would watch [the film] over
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and over again, just for another glimpse of their friend’ (Sen 2003:

67). Such viewing of the film with the sort of detail that went

beyond any form of textually contained attention, also brought to

the fore the accidental suddenness of the production aspect of

textual data, drawing attention to the political emphasis on the

marginal or the inessential that a number of independent filmmakers,

with very different perspectives, sought to foreground in films of

the 1970s.32

My argument now seeks to move towards a variant of what I have

discussed as the cinema’s tendency for creating ‘excess’: sometimes

even a transnationalized variant (such as the Franco–Latin American

impact on the Sen of this entire period) of what I talked about

earlier as the spillover into political zones existing beyond the limits

Marginalia and Realism: A Last Word

Shots of street action: Calcutta

’71 (Mrinal Sen, Bengali, 1972)

32 Indeed this was precisely the
aspect that Reinhard Hauff (1987)
foregrounded in his interpretation
of the film.
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of authorized state operation. In contrast to Sen’s own unexpected

stumbling upon this aspect of the spillover – outside the film’s fiction

on to a documentary record of its time, a temporal dimension acquir-

ed by our diegetic subset of an overall audio-visual record – I shall,

over this book, try to locate a further variant of the textual symbolic

with the somewhat more organized thematic eruptions in Gautam

Ghose’s first film, Maabhoomi (1979), and thereby further explore

the ties that bind the cinematic objectif to the self-image of the

modern nation-state. Also, I shall reinvestigate, with Mani Kaul,

the question of whether cultural formations not possessing a tradition

of objectivity – not only in the Renaissance sense, but also in the

more ordinary, if democratically pressing, need to appropriately

capture a reality ‘out there’, a reality that can be captured as through

a lens – can apprehend their ‘object’ in any way other than through

such proliferating symbolic marginalia.

I suggest that under the broad rubric of the avant garde, a

particular sort of mechanism was put in place in the 1970s involving

the frame and a specific symbolic relationship with the framed object,

which fundamentally destabilized an identity-based involvement

with spectatorial address and firmly replaced this with a substantially

symbolic production system. Such a system, I hope to demonstrate

through the work of artist Bhupen Khakhar, also enabled cultural

transactions that were central to the form of the post-colonial state

as much in post-war Europe as in many parts of the ‘third world’,

in precisely the period Aijaz Ahmad names ‘between 1945 and 1975’.

Further exploring these transactions, I would like to investigate a

rarely debated aspect of aesthetic state control: where such control

was sought through a process of selective disabling, a delegitimizing,

of the very apparatus of realism production – a contamination of

pristine (or, as we earlier had it, ‘edenic’) diegetic space – as narrative

structuring itself appeared unachievable on key historic occasions. I

shall suggest that, on many occasions, an aesthetic debacle ensued

within many sectors of independent film/art production, and that

our detour was also on such occasions a survival strategy, both formal

and institutional. I shall therefore also open up an avant-garde res-

ponse, and new locations for working out the problem of what I

have called the statist ‘restrictive reading’.
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Thresholds have to be crossed once nationalist protectionism in art

(as in economics) is dropped and the vexed category of the Indian/

modern stands exposed. – Geeta Kapur (2000: 388)

What might be the textual consequences of the dropping of national-

ist protectionism in art? Can there be a connection between this and

the way a negative textuality – defined here as the elaborate regulat-

ory process of marking what a film does not mean – can be used as

a withdrawal of  support to a text’s capacity to mean something? I

want to try to explore this startling phenomenon as it revealed itself

in independent film practice during the 1970s Emergency, to throw

new light on an extensively described phenomenon in modernist

practice in independent India: the de-endorsement of textual author-

ity. I propose that such de-endorsement occurs as a result of the dis-

abling of the very powers of signification of an apparatus apparently

designed to regulate the capacity to embody that authority. I will

then connect this phenomenon to what I had earlier explored in the

specific instance of Bombay: where realism had become the site of a

major battle, and where, contrary to the guarantees of a nationalist

authorship, the state was revealed as not always merely a benevolent

‘authenticator’ of symbolic productions but capable of retaliation,

and of hitting, formally and technically, at the very ability of narrative

to function as a means of self-determination.

One high-visibility location for the aesthetic crises generated around

the legitimacy of nationalist protectionism was that of tradition: a

privileged ground for the regulatory arm of cultural authentication.

‘Tradition’ and what it could provide, stand for, endorse, was an

important framing context for a defensive 1970s national–modern-

THE PROBLEM

and a ‘Co-production of Modernities’10

Defensive Modernism: Coping with Disablement
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ism whose primary purpose, arguably, was to make a formal assess-

ment of its precarious condition in these circumstances.1 It virtually

included an anthropological exercise in what the capacities and limit-

ations of ‘tradition’ could mean to its practitioners, given the

treacherous and unreliable nature of the resources that were being

promised to them by independent India. Investigating the properties

of tradition in this way also meant conducting something of a survey

of the resources available to the modern Indian artist, typically in

comparison to those available to European practitioners.

In 1965, in a formulation fairly typical of the time, Satyajit

Ray contended that one cause for the ‘uncinematic methods’ of India’s

‘home-grown productions’ was the ‘absence of a dramatic narrative

tradition in Indian music’ (Ray 1976: 50). This statement cut deep.

Whatever its validity, it went to the heart of a major crisis of modern-

ism in India. For over half a century, a startlingly large number of

modernist Indian practices, in music, for example – the focus of

Ammamma, a site-specific performance piece by Navtej Singh Johar with Ravinder Reddy’s sculptures (Media Gallery, Apeejay
Group, New Delhi, February 2001): a send-up on the entire question of authenticity.

1 For example, theatre director
Habib Tanvir says (in Saberwal
1975: 144): ‘All our policies today
are urban-oriented. . . . In the
performing arts, it leads to many
styles which ape the West and
appear to be rootless. While the
occasional dark areas in our
rural cultural traditions can be
overcome easily, to my mind the
influence of the ultra-modern
obscurantism of the urban elite is
far more pernicious. To fight it
we have to nurture our rural art
forms. These would gain from
exposure to the urban cultural
milieu but, more important, the
latter needs the revitalizing influ-
ence of rural art forms’. For a
more elaborate definition, see
K.G. Subramanyan (1987: 40):
tradition is a term he uses ‘in a
rather special sense, not just for
formal continuities within a kind
of related appraisal of things, as
is normally done’; it means ‘cohe-
sive islands’ allowing a ‘network
of contacts’, certain ‘steady pat-
terns’, all making up for a ‘milieu’.
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Ray’s ire – had been dedicated to work their way through Hindustani

and Carnatic music’s narrative propensities, their effort tinged with

the vital necessity of proving, demonstrating, that this was achievable;

and, further, that it could be done on modernist grounds.2 Alongside

such modernist experiments in theatre, literature and music were

the ones that took place in film, including compositions by Keshavrao

Bhole for the Natyamanwantar group and the Prabhat studio,3

B.R. Deodhar’s efforts with film orchestration, and the body of work

of composers like Naushad and Madan Mohan that came in with

the arrival of the technology of sound-recording and mixing. And

finally, in a more avant-garde context, the structuring of entire films

along the elaborations of the khayal (Ritwik Ghatak’s Meghe Dhaka

Tara, 1960, or Kumar Shahani’s Khayal Gatha, 1989).

One notes the sheer number of works made in the years after

independence that were singlemindedly dedicated to the task of over-

coming the formal–aesthetic barriers that – we might now say –

were either put up or endorsed by, or were the unforeseen conse-

quence of, a relay-crisis in state legitimacy. Among the dozens of

doubts raised, similar to that about Indian music’s intrinsic inability

to define a narrative structure, was the question whether a mature

realist imperative – for the cinema or for oil painting or still photo-

graphy – could be narratively, even technologically, comprehended

in the face of the crippling presumption that Indian (read non-

western) cultural formations simply did not possess traditions of

objectivity; and that the Renaissance sense of an objectif, a reality

‘out there’ that could be captured as through a lens, had simply no

relevance in a place like India. It almost seemed, as Geeta Kapur

once proposed in the light of K.G. Subramanyan’s work, that for

two generations of artists the ‘authenticity’ paraded by the state

had been available for use, if at all, only for purposes of pun, parody

or reversal.4

Such a perceived lack, with a parodic option the only exit, was

to have serial repercussions. If it was indeed true that the apparatus

could be destabilized like this, then it was also likely, the argument

went, that India (and other non-western societies) may well be lack-

ing the very faculty determinative of the modern experience, namely,

its ocularcentrism. It was possible that the inability to look at and

reproduce reality objectively, with the ‘abstract coldness of the

perspectival gaze’, also meant that the secularizing process of what

Martin Jay (1986) calls a ‘de-eroticizing [of] the visual order’ – a

precondition for the very existence of realism, of the citizen–spectator

2 As I write this (1 July 2005)
comes the news that Ilaiyaraja,
renowned Tamil composer, has
given a symphonic structure to
the Thiruvasagam, Tamil saint-
poet Manikavasagar’s text. The
Information and Broadcasting
Minister Jaipal Reddy is quoted
as saying, it is ‘not easy to fuse
Carnatic music with Western
classical music, to combine
Thyagaraja with Beethoven, but
credit must go to Ilaiyaraja for
achieving this’ (The Hindu, ‘Thiru-
vasagam in Symphony, a Trail-
blazer’, 1 July 2005). The worth
of this composition within Ilaiya-
raja’s extraordinary body of
work is surely doubtful, and may
in the end be seen to have existed
mainly to make a theoretical
point, to function as a theoretical–
scientific demonstration within a
nationalist polemic.

3 See Bhole’s Mazhe Sangeet (1964),
especially the chapters on how
Bhole composed the scores for
Amritmanthan and Sant Tukaram.

4 Spontaneous presentation,
Kasauli, 1983.

‘K.G. Subramanyan, Girl with

Cat-III (reverse painting on
glass, 1979). ‘What modernism
does Subramanyan adopt?’, asks
Geeta Kapur (2000: 125).
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The double-take. Pushpamala N., in her Native Women of South India: Manners and Customs (2004). (Bottom left) One of the
‘process’ series of the ‘Album of Picturesque Scenes of Native Beauties’. (Bottom right) Lady in Moonlight, reprising (top) Raja
Ravi Varma’s painting (c. 1890).
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and thence of the cinematic apparatus – was an impossibility. If so

basic an aesthetic requirement for creating the conditions of

objectivity itself was unavailable, how – the question immediately

followed – may we produce the nationalist ‘object’ at all?

India’s congenital incapacity to produce a contemporary realism

has been a subject of debate and anguish among artists, especially

so within the politics of the 1970s, and affects a number of disci-

plines, from art history to archaeology5 to even politics itself.6 It has

led to spectacular responses, as many artists have demonstrated,

literally staged, various symbolic acts of rescue. In one of the more

elaborate responses, Mani Kaul (1991) offered in his filmmaking

and in his theory the extreme proposition that, given this insurmount-

able barrier of an impossible realism, Indian aesthetics may be more

appropriately recognized as consisting almost entirely of the ‘object-

less subject’. He sought, thereafter, to integrate this particular virtual-

ity into a condition of the ‘filmmaker’s selfhood’ with a system of

lensing in his films that brought into question the entire status of

the privileged field in focus.7

Geeta Kapur’s work (2000: 287–92) explores the legacy of an

embattled Indian modernism ravaged by doubts about its legitimacy.

Speaking of a time in the visual arts that immediately preceded and

coincides with the period emphasized here – the 1970s/early 80s –

she presents a modernism in India that is in dramatic contrast to the

vibrant militancy of its counterparts in the third world. Unlike them,

Indian modernism appears unable to even name its contested condi-

tion, presuming for the most part to claim the inheritance of a ‘benign

cultural nationalism’. It has been therefore ‘a modernism without

an avant garde’; it has possessed no firm canonical positions. Its

value has been at best ‘paradoxical’, involving ‘a continual double-

take’. Part of the problem is the ‘dissembling at the heart of the

argument about authenticity: it masks the urge for modernity’, mak-

ing this ‘double-take’ only happen in the way that Indian artists

‘revert time and again to a naive stylistics, thus reiterating formal

solutions that have their source or analogy in modernism even if

this is unrecognized by the artists in question’. At times they ‘make

indigenous issues and motifs progressive’ and on other occasions

appear to ‘subvert, if not nationalism, then that on which it purports

to grow, that is, tradition’.

5 See Guha-Thakurta (2004) on
debates in archaeology as origi-
nary moments in the founding of
the modern discipline of art history.

6 Spectacularly evidenced when
archaeology was deployed to
resolve the Ayodhya crisis. As
Romila Thapar writes in her
preface to D. Mandal’s Archaeol-
ogy after Demolition (Mandal
[1993] 2003: x–xi), a ‘professional
specialist and the technical details’
of the archaeological exploration
into whether a temple existed at
the site is ‘necessary in a situation
where archaeology is being put
forward as an affirmation of a
point of view conditioned by
political demands on the one
hand, and on the other, an
attempt is being made to reduce
the archaeological evidence to a
single, incontestable, interpreta-
tion’. The significance of provid-
ing a coherent account of the past
is especially in light of the fact
that ‘archaeological evidence is
now the single most significant
new source for the writing of
early Indian history’.

7 This was most in evidence in his
Nazar (1989), where the use of
short-focus depth was often
addressed to empty spaces which
would get filled in during the
course of the shot. Kaul likens the
taking of a shot to the condition
of being ‘awake’, contending that
this is a somewhat distinct kind
of selfhood, the ‘idea of the indi-
vidual self that came into being
as a result of a subject–object
divide’. Such a ‘filmmaker’s self’
cannot be made into a subject,
and therefore the ‘problem, both
in life and films, is that as I have
my own world, every other
person also has his own world’,
and the main exploration is to
discover the nature of the
‘agreement’ by which ‘worlds
intersect’ to produce a social
morality (Vajpeyi 2002: 98–102).
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Kapur’s recent work has been to reconsider these fraught times with

new concerns. One of these , directly relevant to this essay, she brought

back from a visit to the Havana Bienal in 1989, she says. She wanted

to know, as one inevitably does upon returning from cutting-edge

events such as these, ‘why is there no avant garde in India?’ (Kapur

2000: 329). Unlike the common narrative of lack, she provides a

complicated answer. She looks at this question through the partici-

pation of cultural theory alongside the work of artists – a coalition

bringing together social analysis and avant-garde practice. The coali-

tion goes further. While Indian nationalism had been invested with

an internationalist imagination as far back as at least the 1920s

(‘Globalization: Navigating the Void’, ibid.), Kapur proposes a ‘new

internationalism’ in the 1990s driven by a current exposure to the

former ‘third world’, the global South, and also, critically, to East

Asia and Australia, which now needs a new process, a historical dis-

mantling, in order to address the why-no-avant-garde problem

adequately. For such a coalition can now extend to a ‘co-production

of modernities as between the colonial and the colonized’.

Where was such a coalition to take place? This was clearly dan-

gerous territory to enter. In the first place, it could be viewed as just

another location, a global one now, for performing the familiar

modernist acrobatics of symbolic transgression. More complicatedly,

such a claim could be seen as in tandem with India’s own economic

ambitions: a new-generation transnationalism that is the aesthetic

counterpart of the UN-type transnational ‘realism’ of international

relations. While international relations are diplomatically dependent

on state authentication for their visibility and its admissibility, this

vanguard zone would be strategically located on the blind side of

liberal state operation. Speaking of the process of historical dismantl-

ing as a set of aesthetic–political–cultural ‘diversity’ possibilities,

Kapur assigns attributes to this zone consisting almost entirely of

symbolic-effect production. Here, various things are suddenly enabled

precisely because they exist narrowly, on the margins of a text, ren-

dered immune in their fugitive space from the ravages of negative-

textual disablement. While the properties of the symbolic resemble,

and continue to draw from, their originary paradigm, viz. a state

policy of authenticating the ability to capture and process reality,

they now exist more significantly as a commentary upon the inverse

Reconstructing the European Detour:

The Two ‘Elsewheres’ and the Promise of the Avant Garde
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of that condition: as a reaction to the state’s pre-emptive withdrawal

of such authentication in negative textuality.

This symbolic zone, with its explicit possibilities of performing

a double-act of historical re-periodization, acquired considerable

political significance in the 1970s and early 80s. The double-act

announced the possibility of, first, remapping modernist histories

on to knowledges critically transgressing the historiographic–identi-

tarian limits of the state; and second, a potential realignment, import-

antly, a new link with the west. Kapur proposes a textual inversion

of the inherently problematic inequalities of this coproduction: the

parodic option of ‘avant garde initiatives in the non-West . . . to

treat it [Euro-American art] as ethnographic source material for its

productions’.

Such a pure-symbolic re-periodization and realignment were also

premised on distinct historical echoes within the predicaments of a

Euro-American avant garde, speaking to the latter’s turn to peripheral

locations to resolve its own crises, looking at ways not to repeat the

errors of past imperialisms. Its predicaments are well documented:

an increasingly conformist and ‘originalist’ New York avant garde

that, as Peter Burger has influentially argued, makes for the institu-

tionalization of modernism in the USA bringing about the post-war

death of the ‘historical avant garde’ of dadaism, surrealism and post-

revolutionary Russia. Burger’s own efforts (1984: 95), reflecting ‘a

Treating the west as ethnographic source material. (Left) Actress/director Alaknanda Samarth in her rendition of Heiner Mueller’s
Landscape with Argonauts, part of artist Nalini Malani’s collaborative work MedeaProjekt (paintings, installation, books,
theatre, video, 1991–96), a collaboration with artist Nalini Malani. (Right) Vivan Sundaram, The Hungarian Great Plain (digital
photomontage, 2001).
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historical constellation of problems that emerged after the events of

May 1968 and the failure of the student movement in the early

70s’, seek a theoretical intervention by which to resuscitate the con-

cept of an avant garde, looking for it elsewhere than in narrow art

practice. Such a relocation of intentionality has to make its own

peace with modernist ideas of identitarian subjectivity. As Andreas

Huyssen (1986: 218) says, on the basic issue of ‘a new  crisis of art’s

relation to society’, modernism and the avant garde could well find

themselves on the same side of the fence: ‘modernism’s running feud

with mass society and mass culture as well as the avant garde’s attack

on high art as a support system of cultural hegemony always took

place on the pedestal of high art itself’.

There were thus, typically, two critical elsewheres to be looked

at: one, the popular; two, the political. And the latter often further

extended into the non-west. In Burger’s instance, the move away

from institutionalized conformism was through relocating the histo-

rical intentions of the avant garde into the numerous challenges

mounted upon notions of institutionalization, organicity and auton-

omy. Huyssen (1986: 218–19) drew attention to the resources that

our symbolic zone would now draw from: the failure of the historical

avant garde to ‘create a more encompassing space for art in social

life’ would mean that new definitions of an ‘otherness’ to art would

have to emerge from sources as diverse as ‘subjectivity, gender and

sexuality, race and class, temporal Ungleichzeitigkeiten and spatial

and geographic locations and dislocations’. While his privileged

‘other’ is mass culture, he also seeks the future of critiques of mod-

ernity in specifically the women’s movement, ecology and environ-

ment, and, critically, in ‘other cultures, non-European, non-Western

cultures [which] must be met by other means than conquest or

domination’.

Two questions thus emerged in the theory of the avant garde of

that time. First, where to find it? (In other cultures? In political

movements? In the non-west?) Second, how would it work? (What

would ‘means other than conquest or domination’ look like?) On

the ‘where to find it’ issue, Peter Wollen (1975) offers the most

influential position in cinema. He speaks of two avant gardes in the

west.8 The first emphasizes formal experimentation, adapting

initiatives from the other arts and from early cinema. It problematizes

‘individual’ authorship through collective work and is deeply suspi-

cious of programmatic political activism. The second, more aggress-

ively political, investigates (with Godard) ‘the whole process of sig-

8 Wollen’s (1992: 92–93) attempt
was to reconcile apparent differ-
ences between two parallel move-
ments in the west, the first signal-
led by the Co-Op movement of
which New York (after Stan
Brakhage and Michael Snow, and
the writings of P. Adams Sitney
and Annette Michaelson) was
clearly the capital, and the
second, the sector of independent
cinema working at the margins of
mainstream film, largely Europe-
based and exemplified above all
by Jean-Luc Godard, but also by
Straub/Huillet and Jancso.
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nification out of which a world view or an ideology is constructed’,

extending that into a critique of institutional frameworks, financial

support, critical backing, audiences and alternative distribution strat-

egies; a practice, above all, symptomatic of ‘the fear of formalism’.

Paul Willemen’s reformulation (‘An Avant-Garde for the Nine-

ties’, in Willemen 1994: 142) of this divide, for the first time, brings

the Third Cinema directly into the fray. He proposes that Wollen’s

first avant garde be remapped as modernism itself, by linking its

semiotic reductionism to the broader, Greenbergian tendency towards

high-art institutionalism in its search for disciplinary autonomy. It

is only the second (Godardian) tendency that qualifies for the condi-

tion of the avant garde. In linking this avant garde via Latin America

to the Third Cinema, Willemen (‘The Third Cinema Question’, ibid.:

186) proposes symbolic leaps – a characteristic feature of marginal

articulations – capable of transcending all the limits of national

boundaries of historicity. In a series of breathtaking connections, he

claims that ‘[Julio Garcia] Espinosa echoes Bogdanov’s insistence

that art practices must address the “organization of emotion and

thought’’’, that ‘Rocha’s violently emotional work echoes Tretyakov’s

reliance on shock to alter the psyche of the recipient of art’, that the

‘Latin Americans’ emphasis on lucidity echoes Brecht’s confidence

in the emancipatory power of reason’, and that there are ‘clear con-

tinuities running from the Soviet arists via Tretyakov to Rocha, via

Brecht to Solanas and via Benjamin to . . . Edward Said?’. Geeta

Kapur’s ‘coproduction of modernities’ and its ensuing acts of dis-

mantling, re-periodization and realignment echo similar possibilities.

Her work too draws attention to the unforeseen and primarily

aesthetic links that can be made, cutting through more standard

historicist teleologies by which culturally remote resources are usually

accessed.9

Which of course brings us to the next question: how would it

work? This is a complicated geocultural symbolic act, of crucial

interest to the avant garde. In very much the same spirit in which

Willemen historically redefines Wollen’s two avant gardes as the split

of modernism and avant garde, it also appears possible to open up

geographical divides in Willemen’s formulation. There is the redis-

covery of a historical avant garde lost to Europe via, say, Africa or

Latin America, just about exactly when formerly ‘third world’ van-

guardists are struggling to define a functioning national realism in

the face of an unreliable state incapable of producing controlled

objective representations, and thus reacting against their incapacity

9 The reception and local circula-
tion, in India, of aesthetic practi-
ces indebted to Eisenstein, neo-
realism or the French avant garde,
of radical European theatre
(Brecht, Piscator) or visual art
(Picasso), is an important issue
that has a history of debate.
Vasudha Dalmia’s work (2006:
179) on Brecht in Hindi provides
the most elaborate explanation.
She traces the history of India’s
experiments with ‘folk’ idioms
from the late colonial period,
mediated via Gurusaday Dutt’s
research and activism in 1930s
Bengal and the Indian People’s
Theatre Association (IPTA)-
inspired work in lok natya forms,
including plays like Dharamvir
Bharati’s Andha Yug (1954) and
Habib Tanvir’s Agra Bazaar
(1954) and Mitti ki Gaadi (1958).
She contends that the huge impact
of Brecht on Indian theatre in the
1960s and 70s was ‘less a matter
. . . of struggling with the box
set, with naturalistic excess [and]
much more of casting the multiple
theatre traditions of the sub-
continent, some thriving, others
on the wane, into new urban
moulds’. Dalmia provides three
reasons for the Brechtian influence,
considered to be compatible with
the forms of Indian folk theatre.
One, the preceding work of IPTA
in emphasizing ‘the need to dis-
cover and develop folk forms in
order to establish communication
with a widely based audience and
to create theatre with contemporary
relevance’, an ambition directly
fuelled by Brecht’s epic theatre
which ‘provided a model because
its open form seemed to coincide
with that of traditional folk forms’,
even as ‘the contemporaneity of
the themes of his plays as well as
his theoretical writings offered . . .
an ideological basis for welding
together folk form and contempor-
ary political concerns’. Two other
reasons are the parallel discovery
of Brecht in England, and the
direct access of Indian theatre
people to the German Democratic
Republic through state-level cul-
tural interactions. On Piscator,
see Utpal Dutt’s statement (in
Bhattacharya and Bhattacharya
1984: 39): ‘I must first of all make
it clear that I am not Brechtian.
I’d rather be Piscatorian than
Brechtian. Brecht left certain loop-
holes in his philosophy through
which reactionary ideas can enter.
Piscator hasn’t. Piscator’s theory
is like an armoured car on the
road to proletarian revolution.’
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to deal with the permanent threat posed by historical destabilizations

of various kinds.

There is a certain continuity to the problems posed: from the

two avant gardes to the geographic division of Huyssen’s geotemporal

dislocations, to Kapur’s realignment project of ‘Europe/west’ and

‘non-Europe/non-west’, to Willemen’s recharacterization of the two

avant gardes. It is extremely tempting to read into all three a tendency

to reprise the same innate contradiction, one similar to our division

of realism and the cinema-effect:

realism = Europe;

cinema-effect/symbolic construction = traffic across the non-

west/Latin America/India/Hong Kong/‘elsewhere’.

Reality with a comment. But in its final shape it cannot be subjective.

There are various versions of reality. And you have to destroy some-

body else’s version to establish yours. [A]s a social being I look for

effects. – Mrinal Sen (in Hauff 1987: 62)

Fassbinder cites the cinema itself, whether by ‘fetishizing’ its apparat-

us and thus barring us from the pleasure of unmediated transparency

to which the director is himself nonetheless attached, or by drawing

attention to an extra presence, whether originating from the camera,

the audience as voyeurs or some other perceiving instance. – Thomas

Elsaesser (1981: 58)

How exactly, through which hybrid processes and in which mechan-

isms, can the interweaving, the articulation of the textual and the

social, be traced in relation to the viewer? – Paul Willemen (1994:

115).

So how would this kind of trans-historicism work? Many filmmakers

and artists have looked at the treacherous zone of the symbolic that,

let us agree, was apparently capable of startling re-periodizations

and realignments. It was a zone that celluloid cinema appeared to

have something unique to contribute to, and to name – since this

geocultural ‘zone’ seemed to be potentially capable of being straddled

by the cinematic apparatus in its widest sense. Using hindsight as an

explorative tool, through the present and the following chapters

‘The Incision Effected by the Frame’:

A Third Proposition of Film Theory
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that seek to name such a reconstructed apparatus, we shall encounter

definable technical means with widespread cultural relevance by

which the cinema-effect appears to be able to symbolically realize a

set of formal possibilities in the trans-historical time of celluloid.

Here I shall try to identify such properties that the cinema-effect

possesses, in its avant-garde usage, by which the apparatus is able

to narratively reproduce its authority via a clutch of narrative–

technical modes, geared specially to this strange new performance

space.

While many have proposed the possibility of aesthetic links across

avant gardes, forged on grounds beyond those of linear-historical

continuity (e.g. Stam 1980), as far as I know, it is only Willemen

(1994: 159) – who wanted not just to ‘ask the question of cinema

historically but ask the question of history cinematically’ – who has

proposed a mechanism, technically so named, by which the cinema

can work out its relationship with a particular kind of immanent

viewer location. The cinema, he repeatedly argues, is especially well

suited to supply the technocultural processes for the functioning of

the conflicted zone over which both Kapur’s re-periodized geocultural

coproductions as well as our cinema-effect conduct their transactions.

This zone has existed, perhaps all too evidently, ‘on the cusp of the

economic and the social’; but from there it has moved on to less

self-evident areas apparently capable of providing a ‘way into the

question of how socio-economic dynamics and pressures are trans-

lated into discursive constellations’. It could do so because this effect

‘dramatize[d] the very processes of modernization . . . as the differ-

ential encounters with capitalism’ (Willemen 2005: 99).

How did it do that? Over the years, Willemen has defined a

number of specific attributes that the cinema as a whole uniquely

possesses, to which avant-garde film draws special attention. Three

of the cinema’s most important properties are its capacity to address

‘inner speech’, cinephilia (with its ancestry in the concept of ‘photo-

génie’) and, most complex of all, the ‘fourth look’. All three concepts

are, he argues, innate to the cinema – whether filmmakers are con-

scious of this fact or not. More to the point, all three occupy a

central place in the several aesthetic battles featuring the avant garde,

fiercely fought in every shot and over every frame. It is especially

here that the battle of denial, disablement and censorship is fought

between forms of audio-visual organization exemplified by Ray’s

‘straightforward’ anti-‘crow’-film reading that cannot afford to

admit to even the existence of marginal phenomena, and an avant
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garde that would consider such slippages, marginalia and ways of

looking that escape the disciplinary authority of the frame as basic

to its very functioning.

Cinephilia is typically an aesthetic of elusiveness; it thus becomes

an appropriate venue for the battle to begin. Willemen (2005: 126)

traces its definition from the early twentieth-century impressionist

conception of photogénie: a reference to something that has

dropped away, something that ceaselessly falls through the net no

matter how fine the mesh . . . by definition, a lost object. [A]s the

‘law of cinema’, it clearly sets in place a viewer’s aesthetic. The

defining characteristic of the cinema is said to be something that

pertains to the relationship between viewer and image, a momentary

flash of recognition, or the moment when the look at . . . something

suddenly flares up with a particularly affective, emotional intensity.

Its two features are, first, its resolute if enigmatic inexplicability,

and second, its evident link with fantasy and fetishism. Equally

important, it is also, like all fantasy, just round the corner as it were;

at all times potentially available for capture by the film’s frame, an

impossible potential that constitutes the kernel of the illusion pro-

vided by certain kinds of rigidly framed-and-proffered shooting

systems, adopted by certain kinds of (art?) cinema.

Ranged against the avant garde on this issue is its deadliest

enemy: realism – or, the cinema that declares the supremacy of the

frame, produces illusion as reality, abducts the spectator’s gaze into

the perfectly framed filmic image, and contains the elusive, cinephiliac

symbolic under the illusion of having fully ‘captured’ it. Filmmakers

seeking such framing devices are ubiquitous within a tradition of

New Cinema pictorialism. Willemen picks two examples, Wenders

and Altman, but others may include names as diverse as Bertolucci,

Zhang Yimou or Park Kwang-Su. And we may also consider a number

of filmmakers in India who seek to relentlessly stitch together text

and social context into a seamless whole: Mani Kaul, on occasion,

in films like Dhrupad (1982) or the tourist film Before My Eyes

(1988), and, more consistently perhaps, cinematographer–director

Shaji Karun (Piravi, 1988; Swaham, 1994).10

In such cinema, the acme of negative textuality, the frame, domi-

nates utterly. Or, at least, it relentlessly and unceasingly aspires to

do so as the cinematographer rigorously patrols its edges for dead,

useless or unprocessed matter not properly inducted into its organi-

zing logic. Here the ‘looks of the camera and viewer are both

10 While the New (art) Cinema
clearly throws into sharp relief
the contentious role of the cinema-
tic auteur, traditions of author-
ship as standing guarantee to the
textual suturing of image and
referent go back a long way: in
the Indian cinema we can name an
almost Leavisite ‘great tradition’
of cinematic auteurs from the time
of Phalke, including P.C. Barua,
Niranjan Pal, V. Shantaram,
K. Narayan Kale, and then, via
IPTA, to Satyajit Ray himself and
eventually the New Cinema
practitioners.
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inscribed, but as a unity’. In these kinds of films, the ‘viewer’s look

is caught in the fetishistic process of disavowal through the play on

framing and composition that [both] highlights and denies the inci-

sion effected by the frame’ (Willemen 1994: 115). Willemen, with

an avant-gardist fervour, is scathingly critical of such fraudulent

cinema, where the presumed and hollow ‘unity’ only succeeds in

‘dimming the focus on the viewer’s position and illuminating the

marks of enunciation to be credited to the absent organizer of the

discourse, that is to say, to the author who thus signals his desire to

be an artist’.11

The enunciative aspect of the symbolic construction produced

in a film has a further trajectory. The concept of ‘inner speech’ allows

Willemen to explore a verbalization process that is embedded in the

symbolic construction, but not necessarily available in the sort of

one-on-one link that many filmmakers – usually those working

within a realist mode – would presume to exist between the textual

and the social, welding together the film frame and the spectator’s

gaze. Inner speech, on the other hand, erupts in strange ways: it can-

not be either escaped or bracketed but it can be repressed, and is,

typically, by most such dominant representational devices. The avant-

garde filmmaker (Willemen’s example is Steve Dwoskin) would

routinely access repressed non-verbal sign systems around the process

of their ‘lexicalization’. In either case, whether the realist or the

avant garde, the phenomenon is revealed as having unstable and

unpredictable consequences upon both meaning production and

viewing practices.

And there is, finally, the ‘fourth look’ – emerging at its strongest

when ‘the look of the viewer is separated off from the look of the

camera’. This is the look that we may understand as constituting

the spectatorial recognition of inner speech. Both surface at moments

when censorship is in operation, whether it is of a narratively interior-

ized nature or externalized into more legally visible variants such as

the Censor Board.

‘Inner speech’, ‘cinephilia’, ‘the fourth look’: these then are among

the several properties of celluloid film that became significant to

both avant-garde filmmakers seeking to work out a symbolic zone

11 In fact Willemen goes on to
make a dramatic demonstration of
his foundational rift by compar-
ing the cinema of the ‘artist’ (my
‘K.A. Abbas’ or ‘Deepa Mehta’ of
an earlier chapter) with that of
pornography. Both draw attention
to the fact of enunciation, but in
the instance of ‘art cinema’, the
enunciation is displaced on to the
‘quality’ of the work, eventually
to the ‘hallmarks of an expressive
subjectivity’ and thence on to the
artist. On the other hand, porno-
graphy typically works over the
same procedure – even using
elements of realist verisimilitude
– but reduces the narrative to
such a minimum that it can do no
more than merely notate the
censored meaning before ‘my’
look takes over entirely. In my
(perhaps less radical) argument,
such a role will also be played by
the Indian popular cinema (which
too has had a key dialogic
presence within the Indian avant
garde, both sharing a common
legacy in melodrama).

Geosocial Circumstances:

Spectator, Apparatus, the National
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of various sorts of historic and formal possibilities and linkages, as

well as to theorists trying to define the ‘hybrid processes’ that may

permit the ‘interweaving, the articulation of the textual and the

social’ to be ‘traced in relation to the viewer’.

While lots of practices, from the popular to the pornographic,

may put a mechanism to use, the need to define it is asked seriously

of the cinema only by the avant garde. In asking the question, the

avant garde usually works out something like an oscillating negotia-

tion with realism.

In conventional narrative, the diegetic setting (location, decor) is

rigorously subordinated to plot and character development. . . .

[However] as a rule, the avant garde narrative will oscillate between

the use of a narratively motivated setting and the activation of the

setting itself as an autonomous discourse. At times, this oscillation

may even reverse the conventional hierarchy between narrative and

setting. . . . The second level, that of narrative, is also split in its

turn into a particular story on the one hand and its generic setting

on the other. By generic setting I mean the inscription into the narrat-

ive of a history of discursive practices through references to the way

specific aspects of the text figure in relation to other forms and

traditions of representation. (Willemen 1994: 155–57)

Such an oscillation takes place as much inside a shot as over a

sequence. A critical example is therefore the sequence shot, a long-

duration shot popular almost across the board in the global New

Cinema.12 This kind of shot – reprising over time key aspects of the

debate over ‘deep focus’ cinematography between Bazin and Mitry

(Mitry 1997: 192–98) – tries to incorporate into a single take what

Willemen (1994: 166) calls ‘complex changes . . . in our mode of

attention to what is depicted as we begin to take in aspects of the

scene normally overlooked’. For him such shot-taking reverses the

entire relation between foreground and background, and allows for

‘characters’ (if there are any at all, in the conventional fictional

sense) to be ‘seen as social beings existing within, and marked by,

very specific geo-social circumstances’. Likewise the pan-shot, pro-

vided by the instance of Amos Gitai, ‘marks a shift away from a

dialogue between film-maker and filmed people . . . to a three-way

relationship between the filmed, the filmers and the viewers’.

Willemen’s emphasis on the cinematic apparatus resonates across

a classic vanguardist tradition of defining the technological inter-

weaving of the textual and the social. These include a radical cine-

12 The long-duration plan-sequence
has been ubiquitous in the New
Cinema movements, made iconic
in the travelling camera in
Godard’s Weekend (1967),
Antonioni’s seven-minute shot
with Jack Nicholson in The
Passenger (1975), and the circular
tracks in Peter Wollen and Laura
Mulvey’s Riddles of the Sphinx
(1979). Conventionally, the
‘greatest’ plan-sequence shots in
cinema are supposed to be Hitch-
cock’s Rope (1948) and Welles’
Touch of Evil (1958). (For clips
of the ‘Top 15 Amazing Long
Shots’, see http://list verse.com/
entertainment/top-15amazing-
long-takes/, accessed 16 December
2007.) In Indian cinema the use of
long-duration hand-held shots is
associated with the cinemato-
grapher K.K. Mahajan and was
used in several Shahani and Kaul
films, but became ubiquitous with
the arrival of the SteadiCam
(Ketan Mehta’s Holi, 1984).
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matic tradition ranging from Eisenstein’s splitting of the shot into

its aspects of the ‘depictive’, i.e. the familiar aspects/symbols of a

cognizable reality, and the ‘denotative’, i.e. the more culturally

determined idea of a rational historicity, all the way to Solanas and

Getino’s location of the apparatus at the centre of the battle.13 Wille-

men’s work is also echoed by other locations with their own vanguard-

ist perspectives, for example, Teshome Gabriel’s (1982: 7) more literal–

mechanical use of sequence and pan-shots, editing conventions and

locational settings that, adapting Fanon, sought to name different

‘phases’ to the development of a militant third world cinema: moving

from an unqualified ‘assimilation’ to a ‘remembrance’ and finally a

‘combative’ phase, associating each phase with specific styles of film-

making.14

All of these formulations – denotative/depictive, first/third – show

a tussle of some sort, a relentless war of attrition going on whenever

a shot is taken on celluloid film. This conflict resonates historically

(this, if anything, is how the question of history may be asked cine-

matically) and, further, mirrors the spectatorial subjectivity in a

matrix of spectatorial looks. That particular connection, Willemen’s

specific contribution to film theory, has inspired the arguments of

this book and my suggestions on the link between framing practices.

Contrary to what they themselves think they are doing, filmed images

in fact typically offer a clear disjuncture between an outer mechanical

frame and a more engaged inner frame (or the ‘frame of attention’),

which works like the essential sub-set of an elusive larger picture,

the normative demarcation of the viewer’s gaze.

For Willemen, this entire argument eventually comes down to

the Third Cinema. Although he asserts that Third Cinema is not

necessarily Third World Cinema, it nevertheless seems to be only

here that the relation between ‘character and context’ becomes an

inexorable given. Where is here? For Willemen, here is, substantially,

the national. Third Cinema is still primarily – or at least exemplarily

– the cinema of Latin America, for it offers an obvious example of

everything his avant garde argues for: a cinema ‘promoting a critical

understanding of social dynamics’ (‘The Third Cinema Question’,

in Willemen 1994), but, more importantly, a socially available con-

text for locating the dynamics. These dynamics, of text and context

– narrative as a ‘history of discursive practices’ – become something

of a practised reality within the non-western ‘national’. He therefore

argues that the cinema in such spaces goes beyond representation to

contribute to the very investigation of cultural identity, and it is

13 Solanas and Getino ([1969]
1987) locate the tension between
the ‘first’ cinema’s reduction of
the narrative subject into the
voyeur, the cinema becoming a
‘spectacle aimed at a digesting
object’ in which man is accepted
‘only as a passive and consuming
object’, as against the ‘third’
cinema where the camera is an
‘inexhaustible expropriator of
image-weapons’, and the project-
or the ‘gun that can shoot 24
frames a second’. The two come
together in classic technological–
realist style only when they can
together guarantee/underwrite/
endorse its internal as well as
viewing subject, who now says,
‘I make the revolution, therefore I
exist.’

14 The combative phase, for exam-
ple, was one that replaced a
‘character’s’ point-of-view with
an ‘ideological’ point-of-view
system, and also had its own take
on flashbacks/flash-forwards and
other devices including right-to-
left pan shots (as against the
more standard, ‘literary’, left-to-
right pans). See Gabriel’s chapters
on ‘Style and Ideology’ and ‘Cul-
tural Codes vs. Ideological Codes’
(in Gabriel 1983: 41–93).
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through such investigations into the ‘multifarious social–historical

processes at work in a given situation’ that ‘national–cultural–

popular identity begins to find a voice’ (ibid.: 194).

My argument follows Willemen’s proposing the national as

being one crucial destiny of this conflict, but it is here precisely – on

the ‘geosocial’ aspect of the deployment – that we part ways. Speak-

ing almost entirely of symbolic constructs, what is this ‘identity’?

Where would one find it through the cinema? The national is, for

Willemen, a site where, like character interweaving with context,

subjectivity too is inextricably linked with the social fabric. His ges-

tures only hint at the answer: ‘cultural specificity’ again is elusive to

standard ‘geostructural’ definitions of national culture, so he needs

a particular kind of (Bakhtinian dialogic) specificity that would

‘understand the dynamics of a particular cultural practice within its

own social formation’, and, keeping that formation historical, bring

into it the historicity of the analyst’s own sociocultural formation.

Such ‘dynamics’ are confusing and limiting, as most identity-

derived constructs typically are. My argument makes a decisive shift

away from the problematic notion of national–cultural identity,

into the more unambiguous category of the national–symbolic. The

link I am seeking between the textual and social can only be derived,

if at all, from the representational authority of the apparatus itself –

and the conditions for the production of such authority, precondi-

tions for the production of the viable modern state. And the prior

question has to be, by what means does such apparatus derive that

authority?

We could derive our understanding of the mechanism – the cap-

acity of the cinema’s technology to become an apparatus, or, using

our present terminology, the capacity of the camera–projector screen

to map itself on to cinephilia–inner speech-looking – through a mom-

entary detour, by taking the problem back to its totalizing origins,

the Hollywood Mode, and to the ideology of neoclassical economics

that is best equipped to capture this phenomenon. We have already

seen Tom O’Regan’s (1990) use of Wildman and Siwek’s (1988)

contention – that ‘Hollywood programming circulates in different

national markets because of cultural differences’; that, as O’Regan

(1996: 55, 139) writes elsewhere, Hollywood ‘must negotiate differ-

ent local conditions, languages with their own communication corri-

dors, racial differences and cultural preferences; and it must mobilize

these to its advantage’ – to propose that it is not the natural condition

of any national cinema ‘to be wholly local’ in a pure form in front
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of and behind the camera. Rather, it has to take into account the

fact that ‘Hollywood’s role in making, inventing and repairing cine-

ma and in making, shaping and repairing our sense of ourselves re-

configures the Hollywood legacy. We are not outside Hollywood,

we are implicated in ongoing negotiations with it.’

If this is indeed so, then surely the key lesson here is to figure

out a larger mechanism of the cinematic apparatus presaging the

text, as servicing the structures of the modern liberal state. As we

turn to that question, using our evidence of the modern non-western

state simulating the conditions of western liberalism, and the addres-

see of that apparatus simulating the production of ‘individual iden-

tity’, we also see the modern text simulating something far more

complicated going on beneath. While the apparatus derives through

the technology of cinema and while the process of ‘indexing a parti-

cular kind of industrial organization’ can only happen through a

careful exploration of the specific technology available to a particular

text (including the lenses used, the camera used, the film stock used

and so forth), the real move is not to see how specific texts deal

with the apparatus but to see how the apparatus, functioning on

behalf of a seemingly enfranchised spectator, uses its authority to in

turn inscribe itself on to what it represents, and thereby indexes

whatever it records into a differential (and hierarchical) register of

representations. These purely symbolic representations constitute a

narrow and tense negotiation inside a frame and a shot, a negotiation

that in turn incarnates a specific kind of spectatorial condition. Nar-

rative itself exists, and its primary work consists of mainly an accom-

modation of this tension through textualizing it: a role that narratives

perform with varying degrees of success, and using varying genres

and modes (ranging from horror to melodrama to documentary),

each offering its own particular facilitation mechanism for doing

so.

Everything thus hinges, as we come down to the basics, upon

the cinema-effect. This effect constitutes a site for assembling some-

thing of a spectator–apparatus infrastructure. Upon this infrastructure

is mounted a film’s text, accommodating and incorporating its needs.

This mounting structure is – and this is central to my argument –

inherently unstable, and this conceptually has to be so, for if it were

not, narrative would have no work to do. Incarnating that instability,

the larger domain of the cinema-effect inevitably haunts the specific

film’s specific fictional content. Whatever this narrative cannot

account for inevitably spills over into analogous spaces, and can
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develop unexpected careers not only within but also outside the

film.15 And whatever the representational devices of the apparatus

(crucially the frame) cannot accommodate often triggers a spectator-

ial fourth look, potentially spilling over entirely in uncontrolled

fashion outside the frame, as the spectator’s last-resort option.

We move on. Next, the apparently ubiquitious flotsam that

surrounds the frame, both inside and outside, is now revealed as

matter condensing complex historical data. This data inscribes at

the edges of the frame, what are often, I have suggested, minority

histories. These historical condensations are, we saw with Bollywood,

capable of reproducing themselves not only inside diegetic eruptions,

but also – as the cinema reverts to its fairground origins – outside

that diegetic space. As we take our inevitable next step and bring

this particular sort of ‘effect’ back into the structuring logic of the

film – not so easy, given that this sort of effect is precisely what

storytelling either misses or expels – and as we explore how such an

‘effect’ actually determines the way films are made (edited, mixed,

processed), we find ourselves at the storm-centre of another long-

standing debate that has featured intermittently in this book: the

debate concerning the regulation of the film frame.

This debate, providing the entire context for disciplining the

industry, has repeatedly been reprised between those calling for con-

trol over the social representations of cinema (those who speak for

the avant garde) and numerous ‘artists’ providing a whole history

to the Indian cinema, in the pre-, inter- and post-war period – arguing

for the confident assertion, the authorial guarantee, of their ability

to discipline the cinema-effect and to tame its narrative excesses on

their own without reference to an external authority. Their primary,

and perhaps legally most visible, representative must surely still be

K.A. Abbas, in the way he volunteered his self-reinvention as a fully

formed ‘cinematic author’ at the service of the censorship apparatus

in the 1969 Tale of Four Cities judgement.

Later, I shall excavate the history of a distinct formulation for

authorized/authorial cinematic realism, defined around its and its

maker’s ability to hold collective ground against the perennially de-

stabilizing threat of symbolic excess. As part of the efforts to rigor-

ously legislate the cinema-effect under the control of the filmic

narrative (defining one of the central purposes of the Censor Board),

we shall also see a long nationalist tradition of authorship, nominated

precisely for its abilities to make a cinema that could control its

social reproduction, its ‘obvious meaning’, as against what I have

15 Perhaps the most direct econo-
mic manifestation of the cinema-
effect for advertising purposes is
embedded advertising. The 2007
FICCI Frames conference on the
Entertainment & Media sector
recognized the enormous growth
potential, but bemoaned the fact
that Indian filmmakers still did
not know how to seamlessly
integrate advertising into their
text (see http://www.exchange4
media.com/FICCI/2007/ficci_
fullstory07.asp?news_id=25457,
accessed 16 December 2007).
A new economic frontier could
well be opening up for the tension.
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earlier named a ‘post-colonial’ sector of the Indian film industry

that appeared – to its eternal discredit – to exercise no control what-

ever over its ‘effect’. This divide has affected film pedagogy, particu-

larly in the institutions of filmmaking,16 as also academic institutions

attempting, in whatever fashion, to theorize on the cinema.

16 See the chequered history of the
curriculum at the Film and Tele-
vision Institute of India (FTII),
Pune, especially its controversial
acting course, the question whether
film direction should be a primary
or advanced course, etc. The
Estimates Committee (Chairman:
P. Ventakasubbiah) Report of
1967 lists no less than fifteen
functions for the FTII, including
make-up, costume design, anima-
tion, film publicity and PR, and
film distribution and exhibition.
On the other hand, the enormous
influence of Unesco, evidenced in
the lengthy presence of Basil
Wright, James Beveridge and
other filmmakers, the significance
of scriptwriting and documentary
and the definite recognition, in
the late 1960s, that the ‘Film
Institute would not perform as an
employment bureau to the film
industry’ – in the words of former
National Film Archive of India
Director, P.K. Nair (private con-
versation) – have effectively torn
apart the FTII in terms of conflicts
around its educational purpose.
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Take every shot as though it were your film’s opening shot. – Mani

Kaul (instruction to cinematographer Venu during the shooting of

Mati Manas, 1984)

At every moment in every camera movement, there has to be a com-

position that looks good. So it’s like making a thousand compositions

in a very short period of time. – Nestor Almendros (in Schaefer and

Salvato 1984: 10)

It is a well-known argument that the taking of a shot on a tracking

camera by a professional cinematographer relies on periodic moments

in the ‘take’ when the shot rests and settles on something even while

in movement, before moving on to something else. Most trained

cinematographers, typically, plan a long-moving camera shot with

a number of such points of rest punctuating their take.

There seems to be a coincidence between such privileged frames

within a shot generated by the cinematographer, and those hunted

out by theorists, pedagogues and publicists looking for – earlier on

the Steenbeck and now on digital software – appropriate frames

inside a shot in order to ‘freeze’ and ‘grab’ them for purposes of

reproduction as stills. Anyone who has performed such an exercise

will know that not all frames in an average film qualify for grabbing.

In general, most frames in celluloid film are either blurred, if the

camera movement is rapid, or, more complicatedly, simply make no

sense as frames (they may have completely incomprehensible volumes,

for example, if you select frames where the camera is transiting from

one space to another).

The privileged moments where the shot ‘rests’ have varied uses.

For filmmakers and cinematographers, these points of rest constitute

what are commonly called ‘editing points’, where the editor is provid-

ed with a choice of narrative options on where to cut the shot,1 or

to integrate the cut by using them to invisibly change aperture. Critics

THE MECHANISM

‘Taking’ the Shot11

1 Elaborating on his statement
that ‘at every moment in every
camera movement, there has to be
a composition that looks good’,
Nestor Almendros says (in
Schaefer and Salvato 1984: 10)
that the advantage with such a
style – of the plan-sequence – is
that ‘you have no problem about
matching’. The composition
allows the editor to cut at any
point in the shot: you take care in
the shooting process itself that
‘the eyelines are right, that the
lighting is the same for every shot
of the sequence’.
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and publicists use such frames as ‘illustrations’ for advertising pur-

poses,2 to make ‘lobby cards’, and so forth. For all of these people,

these frames are significant because they appear to condense whole

sequences, even whole films, in reproduction.

In my example, these ‘moments’ coincide precisely with what I

call the symbolic condensations generated by a shot; that is, they

condense the work of the shot. It is possible that in some vérité

films hardly any frames are available for such condensation, while

in others (as divergent as Wenders and Ozu and, by his own admis-

sion, in Almendros), literally every frame potentially qualifies for

symbolic use. We may safely conclude that under normal conditions

of professional filmmaking, while only a small number of the many

hundreds of ‘meaningful’ high points tossed up by all the shots even-

tually get selected for reproduction purposes that symbolically

‘encapsulate’ what the film is about, it remains the business of any

conventional shot to generate, with periodic frequency, a set of such

‘effects’ as part of the overall shot-taking process.

Let us examine these symbolic productions in more detail. The pict-

orial instance at hand is randomly chosen. It is from Deepa Mehta’s

film Earth (1998): the sequence where Shanta (Nandita Das), the

nanny of the Parsi girl Lenny Sethna (Maia Sethna), takes the girl

out for a walk; also present are Hassan (Rahul Khanna), Shanta’s

escort, and a bunch of locals named by their ethnic dress (Sikh,

Hindu, Muslim), passive but threatening in the light of the impend-

ing ethnic conflict. The shot in question is a slow circular track

moving leftward; in moving approximately a full semi-circle, it gener-

ates at least four visual pauses where the camera slows down and

the frames erupt as sites of intelligibility.

First, the framing of Lenny, Shanta and Hassan: the coupling of

the two in the guise of protecting the child (indeed their relationship

and the envy it causes Dil Nawaz [Aamir Khan], the ‘ice candy man’,

will be the major reason for the conflagration in the Sethna house-

hold).

Second, the further framing of the couple (Shanta and Hassan)

to the exclusion of Lenny (as mentioned in an earlier chapter, Deepa

Mehta is not a subtle filmmaker).

Reconsidering the ‘Index’

2 It is perhaps important to note
that while these frames are some-
times directly used for advertising,
more likely they are independently
shot, re-enacting the frame for
publicity purposes.
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Symbolic productions: the circular trolley shot in Deepa Mehta’s Earth (1998).
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Third, the obtrusive presence of the Sikh, whose physical presence

in the frame disrupts both the couple and the family, functioning as

a premonition of the violence to follow.

And fourth, emerging from the third, the distinctly threatening,

even intimidating gaze of ethnic Hindu, Muslim and Sikh bodies,

as both the couple and the family are removed from the frame.

In all four instances, there is a convergence of several trajectories.

One trajectory, the most literal, locates the generated symbolic as a

straightforward signifier, where it – within the more familiar film-

theoretical domain of the term – rubs shoulders with its Piercean

companion terms ‘indexical’ and ‘iconic’. In this Piercean trajectory,

the indexical dimension of the four frames is underscored by different

kinds of extratextual knowledges grounding the shot: for example,

knowledges of class (the lower-class status of Shanta and Hassan as

against that of Lenny, in turn impacting their feudal responsibilities

to their ward) or of ethnicity (the tricky zone of Sikh/Muslim/Hindu

profiling). The iconic dimension here evokes barely concealed prejud-

icial attributions to this ethnic grouping, inflecting an urgent need

for Shanta and Hassan to come together, to become a couple and to

protect the child, who, in turn, stands in for the threatened innocent

values of upper-class liberal secularism soon to be overwhelmed by

ethnic violence.

If all this is clear within the plot itself, what then is the value of

the symbolic overlay – the worth of the four moments in the shot?

I think that the symbolic structure, the one that ‘picks off’ the

images and makes them available for further action, constitutes pre-

cisely the work of the apparatus: work of a particular and distinct

kind.

Let me therefore propose a second trajectory that coincides with

or works over this first indexical trajectory. This one – familiar to

cinematographers and editors alike – brings together a combination

of at least three seemingly autonomous movement categories in the

shot, categories highlighted by a moving-camera shot. The most

obvious is the mechanical movement of a shot as it covers the thema-

tic requirements, ‘registers’ all the action necessary to keep the plot

going. The second is a little more complicated as it is the process of

punctuating the movement, providing the rhythm and sometimes

even the grammar of the sequence. The grammatical aspect already

moves the shot in a particular direction of linguistic coherence, repris-

ing a habituated perceptual realism of some kind, often re-enacting

spectatorial habits drawn from elsewhere. Already at this stage in
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the shot’s career, the indexical evocation has become more complicat-

ed than the conventional photographic motion of ‘likeness’, of the

sort that assumes that a man with a rolling gait is a sailor3 (and a

bearded Muslim, a terrorist). The shot will have to, in addition,

provide seamless editing points at the same time as it simulates a

plausibility of looking with just the right amount of what we may

call apprehensive casualness at this moment in its career.

It is however a third and quite different movement that the shot

also captures that has the most significance, which takes the frames

that qualify for ‘grabbing’ into another dimension altogether. I want

to now draw attention to an oscillating movement, between the

grabbable frame, on the one side, and the compelling interpellative

devices that emerge outside and all around this frame’s regime, on

the other. The four moments I have identified are moments where

the frame dominates the composition. Nowhere else in the shot does

this happen.

We have already discussed oscillation in an earlier shot, in Wille-

men’s definition of oscillation between narrative and setting. I want

to redefine that by suggesting, in a narrower, technical sense, that

the actual oscillation is within a shot – from one extreme of a fully

dominant frame to (blurred, locally defined) cognitive structures of

interpellation that replace the frame with a range of further devices

– populated by visual data enlisted either from the margins of the

frame (and we have already provided examples from sources as diverse

as Mrinal Sen’s Calcutta ’71 and Bollywood’s practices) or, on occa-

sion, from knowledges derived entirely outside the frame.

I am referring to an as yet unaccounted-for domain of ‘indexical-

ity’. Both theorists of a new digital cinema and their avant-garde

predecessors have shown that, contrary to the standard alarms about

computer-generated imagery, there is no evidence to show that even

purely fabricated images (such as the famous one of John F. Kennedy

shaking hands with Tom Hanks in Forrest Gump, 1994) actually

do away with the standard norms of referential plausibility (Prince

1996). And that, since none of us has actually seen dinosaurs move,

indexical referentiality must be produced through means more com-

plex and more sensate than merely verifiable extratextual knowledge.

Historians of the avant garde have shown – as Rosalind Krauss (1977)

has done with Marcel Duchamp – the astonishing uses to which

photographic indexicality can be put, once its mechanical aspect is

properly contextualized as having to do with the refiguring, even

restaging, of the apparatus as guarantor of some kind.4

3 Drawn from Peter Wollen’s
(1972: 122–23) examples in his
definitive explanation of Pierce’s
relevance to film.

4 Krauss (1977: 76–77) recontext-
ualizes Duchamp’s work within a
1970s art working with ‘diversi-
fied, split, factionalized’, dispersed
forms. Via Jakobson’s concept of
the ‘shifter’, a linguistic sign that
is filled with signification only
because it is empty, Krauss shows
how such a shifter ‘announced
itself through a specific use of
language, and through a doubled
self-portrait’ in Duchamp, and, in
turn, opened up new questions to
photography’s own indexicality.
Given that every photograph
generates its power as an index,
Duchamp’s ‘heralding of a disrup-
tion in the autonomy of the sign’
precipitates a ‘meaninglessness’
that can – I now propose – only
be filled in with textual guarantees.
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In my view, the indexical aspect of a shot has primarily to do

with whether, and in what way, the available referent does the work

of qualifying the symbolic construct so produced for further spectat-

orial usage. I have in mind, usage along these lines. In the oscillating

movement of the shot I have described, in its four moments, various

kinds of referential data are produced before spectators that, on the

one extreme, rest inextricably within the crutch of the frame, assert-

ing its dominance – and thereby their dominance – even as the frame,

in turn, guarantees and eventually transfers the meaning of what it

has captured, whatever be that meaning and however it was arrived

at. This kind of gaze is most commonly initiated either through

direct spectatorial address or through indirect variations of such

address (such as standard ‘establishing shots’, or Mani Kaul’s idea

of the ‘opening shot’ of a film), conventionally enhanced and under-

lined through familiar cinematic devices like the freeze-frame, slow

motion or repeat action (or the zoom, to which I will shortly turn).

However it is done, such framed action specifically incarnates some-

thing of a spectatorial ‘incision’, taking place at the precise juncture

of the second and fourth looks.

What are the guarantees the frame can offer to the content of

the shot? I think such guarantees are similar to, indeed commonly

borrowed from, the better-known paradigm of guarantees offered

by the state to realism, in return for realism’s assurance of its ability

to assume control over the frame. They are therefore also modelled

on the command given by the narrator5 to the subject, to surrender

his/her authority to abstract agencies who become, for a while, the

operative instruments of that authority. Importantly, therefore, such

structures function at their best when narratorial authority is backed

by the authority of the film frame, standing in for the apparatus as

a whole.

We now come to the other end of the oscillation. Here, as the

narrative takes over the viewer’s anxieties surrendered by the narrator

and allows for more dispersed forms of disavowal, other kinds of

communitarian structures emerge by which to apprehend the symbol-

ic production, in aid of the stressed-out frame. We can see this happen

technically in a shot when the frame gradually gives way to blurred

images at the same time as the narrative widens its resources, invokes

more complex interpellative devices – blurred, locally derived demo-

cratic structures, coinciding with the fuzzy gaze of what Kaviraj

(1992) calls the ‘narrative community’.6

Instances such as the Earth shot are hardly unusual in cinema.

5 Much of what I am discussing
has been absorbed in film studies
under the agency of the film
‘narrator’, an abstract figure
resembling the storyteller or film
‘lecturer’, who is absorbed, with
the onset of the ‘narrative’ story-
telling film, into a set of narrative
technical abstractions. As I take
this argument forward, I will seek
to complicate the relationship
between standard narratorial
agencies and the ‘mechanism’ at
hand, namely, an authoritative
apparatus producing on behalf of
the enfranchised spectator a
symbolic entity that incarnates a
tension between realism and the
cinema-effect. Let me suggest for
now that such an entity is too
complicated to be satisfactorily
absorbed in an easy way into the
‘narrator’, despite the ostensible
similarity between the two.

6 What can be fascinating is when
a film is too mistrustful of its
audiences to allow such inter-
pellative devices to take place at
all. Conventionally, this is the
very opposite of vérité: when a
film never, so to say, allows its
shots to blur. This could be for a
variety of social reasons, but
randomly chosen examples of
such cinema would be Bertolucci’s
The Last Emperor (1987), Wenders’
The State of Things (1982), Zhang
Yimou’s Raise the Red Lantern
(1991) and many other films
conventionally renowned for their
‘cinematic excellence’.
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My example nevertheless serves to draw attention to, first, the relent-

less production of such symbolic structures in a shot, any shot, con-

sidered usable by editors (this often being a criterion of usability);

and second, the further fact of a curious battle going on within the

shot: a battle between the frame and a ‘something else’ that surfaces

when ‘the look of the viewer is separated off from the look of the

camera’ (Willemen 1994: 114). I would like to propose that such a

crisis occurs every time symbolic eruptions occur (i.e. four times in

the shot I have described), and in a variety of ways in practically

every shot of every film, as the spectator requires acknowledgement

and reassertion from moment to moment, and through situations

where the frame appears powerless to hold on to the spectator’s

need for reassurance on its own.

I am trying here to produce further evidence of the deeply riven

political locale of the cinematic ‘narrator’, given the complex issues

raised by state authority. To understand this as central to the embat-

tled politics of the 1970s is also, then, to understand the shift in the

terrain of the battle over the state. I therefore need to demonstrate

the extreme salience, to that time, of the narrator’s interpretative

authority appearing to exist independently of what a particular film

may or may not be saying or doing; for narratorial authority to put

its stamp not so much on the diegetic production but more on the

apparatus itself, attributing, as we saw in the instance of the Indian

state, important symbolic values to whatever it produces. This is

crucial because state agencies typically define their intervention into

narratives at precisely this level. Finally, it is crucial also because no

cultural practice investigates this mechanism, this variant of the

indexicality of a shot, more rigorously than does the avant-garde

cinema. Understanding this dimension is therefore a key ingredient

to understanding the avant garde, where typically the narrative quest-

ion arrives, if at all, only as the further question of just how this

mechanism is put to use in specific geosocial circumstances, in specific

films.

In the following, largely formalist, section, I set my frames inside

a shot of a film – the ones that lend themselves to such freezing, or

cutting – as my privileged example for exploring what I call the

‘mechanism’. I present my frames alongside, and in friendly compet-

ition to, a clutch of famous accounts of how the cinematic apparatus

does its work: Paul Willemen’s exploration of the zoom shot; Christ-

ian Metz’s work on the lap-dissolve; and Madhava Prasad’s discussion

on ‘fragment B’, or a particular kind of narrative strategy he notices
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in 1990s Hindi and Tamil films, and the tableau shot. All of these,

in different ways, draw attention to a particular function of the

cinematic apparatus: where it becomes the producer and/or an

authenticator of such constructs, as well as the mediator between

such constructs and the spectator.

We are gradually turning to the films themselves: the specific tech-

niques by which the cinema-effect is accommodated into the narrative

proper and its presence consciously acknowledged. Complementing

my own location for the mechanism – the framed ‘points of rest’ in

the shot and, in contrast, the uncontrolled eruptions – are a series of

other locations privileged by theorists. Two suggestions, by writers

whose work I am indebted to here, I turn to now. Both formulations

seek to provide their own account of the ‘mechanism’ I am trying to

define, by which the cinema’s structural organization of space inter-

sects with a particular condition of spectatorial consciousness at the

precise juncture of the apparatus. The formulations diverge widely.

Or do they?

The first continues my engagement with Paul Willemen’s ideas

and arises through a question he asks of the obtrusive zoom shot,

having noticed its unusually profuse existence in 1970s Turkish

cinema. In asking what the zoom might be doing in these films,

Willemen also asks a question about the spectator–apparatus link.

The question is relevant, not least because the zoom and a particular

tradition of its use – by ‘non-western’ filmmakers as diverse as Jackie

Chan and Manmohan Desai – are especially familiar to action cinema

in these regions. All of us who see these films know and recall that

the zoom exists typically in its suddenness, as a fast cutaway, and

usually draws viewer attention to an important detail of some sort.

The detail to which our attention is thus drawn may or may not be

within the domain of the third look; in other words, the emphatic

manner of drawing spectatorial attention to the detail often bypasses

– literally cuts through – diegetic knowledge, to address the spectator

directly.7 How this detail is later inducted into the diegesis, if at all,

becomes the problem to follow. It may be, for example, something

an onscreen character suddenly notices, or (much more excitingly)

the proverbial bomb hissing ‘unnoticed’ in the background.

7 Willemen (1994: 59) has earlier
shown how ‘impossible camera
positions always connote
impossible POVs, and always
refer to a subject of an enun-
ciation, whether retroactively
attributed to a character or not’.

The Zoom, ‘Fragment B’ and ‘How to Read this Film’

Manual: A Fourth Proposition of Film Theory
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Such a direct entry of spectatorial attention is almost always

intentionally interruptive in action film, as we see in the way the

action is commonly underlined by effects on the soundtrack.8 Wille-

men (2003) says that the zoom,

to the extent that it displays a narratorial performative flourish, im-

plies a recognition, within the very texture of the filmic discourse,

of the presence of the audience in the same way that theatrical per-

formances imply a recognition of this ‘live’ presence in, for instance,

the spatial disposition of actors on the stage, the recourse to voice-

projection techniques, and so on.

To him, this process is the representation of individuated subject-

ivity, located on the topos of the transition from an ‘auditive–

professional storytelling premodern culture to the practice of an

industrialized form of narratorial performance’. He is careful to note,

right away, that in naming such sorts of narrative structures as

remnants of pre-modern modes, the concept ‘pre-modern’ should

not be equated with ‘non-western’, nor indeed should the domain

of the ‘modern subject’ be restricted to a ‘Western-style, Cartesian

Enlightenment-derived notion of subjectivity’.9

8 Such as legendary sound record-
ist and mixer Mangesh Desai’s
‘bangs’ on the soundtrack. Sound
recordist Hitendra Ghosh explained
the ‘bang’ – invented by Desai as
a crucial bit of cinematic grammar
– as the clash of cymbals or some
such effect three frames after the
heroine’s sensation-creating line,
‘Main maa banne wali hoon’ (I am
going to be a mother/I am pregnant).

9 This is notwithstanding the fact
that all his examples are from
non-western cinema and he accepts
‘Euro-American art cinema’ as the
standard for ‘marks of enunciation’.
The zoom can be seen as ‘a signifier
demarcating the crassly commercial
filmmaker’s way of drawing
attention to himself as distinct
from the more arty ways in which
authors signalled the presence of
the narrator in order to disrupt
the apparently seamless and
impersonal continuity of so-called
classic Hollywood narrative and
its elaborate protocols designed
to erase – except in special circum-
stances where the extraordinary
capabilities of the cinematic technol-
ogy are stressed as advertising for
the cinematic form and industry it-
self – the presence of the individuat-
ed, singular authorial–narratorial
speaking voice’ (Willemen 2003).

Manmohan Desai’s legendary zoom: in his Amar Akbar Anthony (1977), Anthony (Amitabh Bachchan) remonstrates with Christ
when he encounters the priest’s dead body; the camera zooms into his face, then cuts away to the Christ icon, cuts to the
priest and zooms into the locket that falls from the dead man’s hand. This episode, the second moment of deux ex machina in
the film, is the pivot upon which Anthony is reunited with his father Kishenlal (Pran).
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The second location before me is Madhava Prasad’s characteri-

zation of what he calls ‘fragment B’, a particular storytelling device

that he notices in many 1990s Hindi and Tamil films. Prasad draws

his evidence from an increasing 90s tendency to divide the filmic

narrative into three sections: first, an initial fragment of action;

second, Narrative Section A (or the first half of the film); and third,

Narrative Section B (the conventional second half). It is the ‘frag-

ment’ present at the very beginning that he selects for particular

attention. This fragment seems to work like a prelude, hovering

over the film’s main body. He names it ‘fragment B’ or fB, since it

typically turns out to be an excerpt condensed from the much later

Section B.

The examples Prasad provides are Mani Rathnam’s Roja (1992)

and Rajkumar Santoshi’s Damini (1993). In Roja, fB is the sudden

attack and capture of a dreaded terrorist by the Indian army, set in

Kashmir, sharply interrupted by the onset of Section A in the country-

side of Tamil Nadu as the heroine communes with nature (the hit

song ‘Chinna chinna asai’) and glimpses the hero. Section A has

hero and heroine meet, get married and settle down happily ever

after, to be interrupted by Section B: the hero’s abduction by terrorists

Embedded advertising in Taal

(Subhash Ghai, 1999).
(Top to bottom), Manikchand,
Kenstar, BPL.

Narrative incisions. Designers Abu Jani–Sandeep Khosla’s insertion of the ‘metrosexual’
male into a 1950s film still of Vinod Desai’s Raj Kanya (1955) reproduces the zoom effect.
The insertion of the male figure takes place ‘directly’, seemingly independently of diegetic
mediation. It draws attention to the Indian cinema’s ability to receive a direct spectatorial
intervention. Recent conventions of embedded advertising also exploit this very capacity.
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in retaliation for the state’s capture of their leader, which we had

earlier glimpsed in fB. In Damini, the opening fB is a much longer

story-in-itself, showing heroine meeting hero, getting married and

looking forward to a happy end. And then – almost when you think

the film will be over along these lines – there comes the upheaval of

Section A when Damini, being treated in the mental asylum, first

meets Shekhar, her future husband (who sees her dance on stage),

followed by the onset of Section B, her encounter of the gang rape

of the maid servant by her husband and his cronies, when she seeks

justice and when the main male protagonist Govind (played by

Sunny Deol) enters the film.10

The important question Prasad asks is, what is ‘fragment B’

doing here? As with Willemen’s zoom, he notes, fB too is an interrupt-

ive presence. The transition from prelude to main story is always a

‘rupture, a sharp discursive break which leaves something unexplain-

ed’, and that rupture remains such until Section B kicks in and ‘retro-

actively absorbs the enigmatic fragment into its order of narration

and thereby infuses it with meaning’. The initial fragment serves, in

the overall organization of narrative flow, as ‘an enigma which hovers

over the action of segment A, a premonition of things to come, of

which the fissures in the narrative are themselves blissfully ignorant’

(Prasad 1998: 222). So what is this rupture, this enigma, doing

there at all, given that it puts the very possibility of narrative unity

at risk?

There is a similarity to the explanatory logic that both theorists

provide: both phenomena threaten disruption, and the primary

issue is the way these phenomena are admitted within the horizon

of the filmic narrative, from where they receive the most prominent

justification for their existence. In both accounts, the narrative is a

site for negotiating capitalist structures. Willemen (2005: 103) draws

attention to the zoom as signalling the narrator’s overdetermined

presence in negotiating the encounter between local materials and

capitalist modernization (the zoom speaks for the narrator, or

spectator/apparatus, at the crossroads of this transition of conflicting

10 A common convention in this is
to generate a story in the film’s
first half that is completely self-
contained except that it is incap-
able of accounting for the film’s
main star, whose absence then
hovers over the plot. Here it is
Sunny Deol; in Subhash Ghai’s
Taal (1999), it is Anil Kapoor.

Damini (Rajkumar Santoshi,
1993): the transition from fB to
Section A. Damini (Meenakshi
Sheshadri) in the mental hospital
cuts to her performing on stage
to Shekhar’s (Rishi Kapoor) gaze.
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narrative registers or voices). Prasad, on his part, illustrates how his

device, ‘fragment B’, facilitates this very narratorial transition. In

both Damini and Roja, the destabilizing first segment mounts what

he calls, quoting Partha Chatterjee, a ‘war of position’ over the nar-

rative segment to follow. While each segment offers provisional reso-

lutions that may work as stop-gap arrangements, none of these is

sufficient; there is an unresolved ‘something else’, a something that

creates ‘the need and the space for another agency that will take on

(indeed has already taken on) the function of enunciation and narrat-

ive control’ (Prasad 1998: 234). It is this ‘other agency’ that is crucial

since it transcends even critical narratorial agencies such as the Indian

army (Roja) and the benign doctor (Damini), transcends even the

directorial authority of Rathnam and Santoshi, as it ‘directs the un-

folding of the new order’: the one for whom all these agencies are

mere surrogates, the ‘Other in whom we trust when we trust in

capitalism’.

I have little difference with the explanations provided either for

the zoom effect or for the presence of fragment B. The modes describ-

ed occupy somewhat different registers within the ‘consciousness’

of the filmic narrative. The zoom evidently overrides everything else

to act as a direct property of the apparatus: its function is to directly

inscribe the spectator’s gaze on to what is shown. The fB, on the

other hand, is a more elaborately plotted device belonging properly

to the sequencing logic of storytelling. Like architectural construc-

tions that integrate, or accommodate, their structural foundations

into the aesthetic, obviously with different degrees of success, the

narrative in any film seeks to constantly integrate its props into the

diegetic flow. In the zoom instance, as in a poorly designed building,

we glimpse the foundation itself. On the other hand, in Prasad’s

better-designed narrative, the devices seem more capable of ‘absorbing’

the support mechanism into the design. Both arguments may be

right, and they certainly throw important new light on the presence

of the narrator – in a rather ordinary sense of the term – and on the

locale of enunciation. These two instances would be typically avail-

able from a range of choices for any narrative production. For exam-

ple, to an editor Willemen’s zoom effect would be, for practical pur-

poses, no more than an emphatic variant of the many ‘points of

rest’, cutting points or symbolic condensations that I pointed to in

the standard conventions of ‘taking’ a celluloid shot. Others, such

as close-ups, dissolves, slow motion, repeat action and so forth,
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constitute means by which the apparatus facilitates variants on

Willemen’s ‘incision’ effect by a particular sort of frame, the ‘frame

of attention’, upon the action proposed.

Before we get at any of them, we need to first take a major step

backwards. We need to first understand a register that functions

beneath the narrative in its fullness. Only when we have done that

can we seek our second explanation of how, in what myriad ways

and with what degree of success, this register is accommodated,

accounted for, makes its peace with the narrative; and we would be

qualified to discuss what that particular ‘war of position’ might

consist of, why it adopts the drastic measures it does when material

emerging from the first register is insufficiently accounted for in the

second.

I want to draw attention to a prior, punctuational level of a

moving image that seeks, with regular periodicity, to throw up such

incisions on behalf of the spectator; that seeks this to the extent

that it informs the very process of ‘taking’ a shot, becomes virtual-

ly the ‘grammar’ of filmmaking. If we do so, I propose, the specific

manifestations of such a production within the shot can be sourced

to the problem to which it gestures.

What is this problem, the need for a shot to generate such inci-

sions? I think it is a technological aspect of what Christian Metz

(1982) calls a ‘secondarized’ chain of filmic discourse. As Willemen

and Prasad have done, and as I have sought to do in the previous

section, Metz selects his own favourite ‘effect’, the lap-dissolve,11 to

get at what he wants to say. However, in his explanation he takes

the problem itself considerably further. As with all the other inscrip-

tions described of the spectatorial gaze on the apparatus, the lap-

dissolve too incarnates a spectatorial need. Metz calls this the spectat-

or’s ‘belief’ in the ‘real equivalence of the two objects superimposed

on screen’, a belief that enables a ‘transference’ to take place of a

‘psychical charge from one object to another . . . outside the divisions

imposed by reality, the short and magical circuits that the impatient

wish requires’ (ibid.: 126).

This ‘impatient request’ is for a particular kind of spectatorial

transaction (to Metz, a ‘transference’) between two processes that a

shot, a cut, a dissolve or various other techniques relentlessly try to

bring together. Metz proposes a convergence of two processes ‘leading

by inverse routes to the same result’: one generated by the narrative,

the other by the trajectory traversed by the spectator. The convergence

happens when both film and spectator succeed in being regulated

11 A ‘transitional editing technique
between two sequences, shots or
scenes, in which the visible image
of one shot or scene is gradually
replaced (by an overlapping fade
out or fade in and dissolve) with
the image from another shot or
scene; for an instant, one image is
superimposed on or gradually
blended with the other; often used
to suggest the passage of time and
to transform one scene to the
next; lap dissolve is shorthand
for “over”lap dissolve; also
known as a “soft transition” or
“dissolve to”’ (http://www.
filmsite.org/filmterms7.html,
accessed 9 November 2007).
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by each other, ‘by an identical degree of secondarization’. All of

these devices take part in an oscillating movement; but now the

oscillation, which we have already encountered between narrative

and setting, or, within a shot, from fully dominant frame to locally

defined structures of interpellation, finds its most precise definition

yet. It is between two trajectories of arriving at cinematic action:

the convergence of narrative action and spectatorial action.

In providing my version of this oscillation – from fully dominant

frame to (various locally defined, democratic) cognitive structures

of interpellation that replace the frame with a range of further devi-

ces, populated by and drawing their support from visual data enlisted

either from the margins of the frame or even from outside the frame

– what I am describing is, to use Prasad/Chatterjee’s phrase, a variant

of the cinema-effect’s ‘war of position’ against realism. Such a defini-

tion of oscillation has the capacity to introduce a political dimension,

pivoted around a spectatorial anxiety of some sort that could be

characteristic of what Prasad calls the ‘peripheral realisms’ of the

non-west. To me, the lap-dissolve exists as a temporalization of this

anxiety, and all the devices we have encountered – the zoom being

the most extreme, the lap-dissolve the most articulate, fB the most

demonstrative – provide us with a vantage point for exploring just

what the narrative is doing there at all, what its real function is,

instead of taking its own extremely untrustworthy word for both

its presence and its actions. If there is anything the avant-garde cinema

draws attention to forcefully and relentlessly, it is surely this dimen-

sion:12 often rendering naked, by their own representations, the

numerous technical ‘devices’ of the cinema that try to conceal their

presence behind the narrative fig-leaf.

Let me suggest the following as the purpose of all forms of punctuat-

ed, rhythmic, secondarized inscription in the cinema. What they

attempt to establish to the spectator, in their existence beneath the

narrative, is an explanation of the properties that his/her gaze will

possess in this particular assemblage of apparatus – this particular

film, whatever it might be, as against film in general. It is a ‘How to

Read this Film’ manual, detailing the many conventions that this

specific film which we are about to see will use to incarnate the

The ‘How to Read this Film’ Manual:

Further Speculations on ‘Fragment B’

12 To take the instance of the zoom
itself, I am thinking of one of the
most famous zooms in avant-
garde cinema: in Michael Snow’s
Wavelength (1967). A related
experiment is Mani Kaul’s shaky
camera going gradually out of
focus at the end of Dhrupad
(1982). Continuing on Wave-
length’s importance: the avant
garde’s own account of these
phenomena can be critical. See
Wavelength’s leading theorist
Annette Michelson’s bringing
together of the fundamentally
different filmmakers Eisenstein
and Stan Brakhage as the two
‘masters’ in the history of cinema
who ‘share a common function’ in
‘defining the possibilities of the
medium for their contemporaries’.
The connection apparently baffled
many, including Willemen, who
found it difficult to bridge the
ideological chasm that separated
the two filmmakers. The difficulty
in bringing them together is direct
evidence of narrator interference
and escapes any narratorial
account of what is happening.
(See Taylor 1992). In fact,
violating Willemen’s contention
that the ‘marks of enunciation’
have usually been ‘in relation to
Euro-American art cinema’, and
in continuation of our exploration
of the ‘coproduction of modern-
ities’, we have, for example, the
declared influence of Robert
Bresson on Kumar Shahani – of a
European Jansenist on an Indian
Marxist avant-gardist – and
doubtless many other such, in our
European detour.
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gaze, the rules by which the Metzian ‘convergence’ or Willemen’s

‘narrator’ will put this mechanism up for spectatorial arbitration.

If that is so, then providing this manual must be the precise

function of Prasad’s fragment B. While fragment B may well be do-

ing what Prasad says it is, in the 1990s Hindi and Tamil cinema,

and in the days of early globalization, producing such a fragment is

hardly a new device in cinematic storytelling. As I now, finally, bring

Willemen’s zoom and Prasad’s fragment B together, it appears that

interventionist technological devices such as these, providing what

Willemen calls a ‘narratorial performative flourish’ that ‘implies a

recognition, within the very texture of the filmic discourse, of the

presence of the audience’, are almost definitely present in great

profusion precisely in the fragment B-type sequences of any film.

This requires that fragment B be expanded to fit a wider usage

than Prasad allows. I propose a definition of fB here as present not

only at the beginning of the film and hovering over it, but also

more commonly right through: a presence sometimes embedded deep

inside the representation when the shots become blurred and we all

know what is going on, and rising to the fore at other times of crisis

The land leitmotif in Gone with the Wind (Victor Fleming, English, 1939), inaugurated by the legend, over credits, of a time past,
and providing the cinematic backdrop to Scarlett’s shaking her fist full of earth and swearing, ‘I shall never go hungry again!’
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in the enunciative apparatus. I see my fB as a kind of commentative

track (like the voiceover in documentary) embedded in the framing

structures of the film.

Let me provide, uncharacteristically perhaps, two examples far

removed from the charged Indian 1970s avant garde, themselves

implicated in their own spectatorial battles. Fragment B is hugely

present in Victor Fleming’s Gone with the Wind (1939), in its entire

prologue that culminates in Gerald O’Hara’s introduction of Tara

and the ‘land’ to his daughter Scarlett. This ‘land’ is what she will

return to when she has nothing left; it is what will eventually sustain

her. Unlike in Prasad’s examples where fragment B is conveniently

located intact at the beginning of the film, here – in the commoner

instance – what happens is that after its emphatic introduction in

the beginning, the fragment is distilled out into a specific kind of

effect very close to Willemen’s zoom: the reverential, low-angled,

iconic frame. Once fB is established in its link with the ‘land’ and

Tara, it remains a constant presence, the ‘enigma hovering over’ the

story and eventually coming to Scarlett’s aid when Rhett has left

her. Whenever the fragment pops up, invoking each time it does the

enigmatic ‘premonition of things to come’, the style of shooting

changes: the famous silhouettes come on, as do the low-key lighting

and, most of all, the low-angle shots.

Fragment B exists in an interesting, if very different, way in

Nicholas Ray’s Johnny Guitar (1954). This film also uses iconic

framing, perhaps to reverse effect: the location of Vienna (Joan Craw-

ford), central to and looking at the camera, pausing the story at key

moments in the narrative, to place its key protagonist in a frontal

relationship to viewer. This pausing happens most spectacularly when

Vienna is ‘onstage’, as she carefully stages herself dressed in white

gown and at her piano, awaiting the murderous posse (the ‘Why are

you here?’ speech). Already, however, the problem has surfaced when

Vienna, on the stairs in her bar, faces an ugly mob of the local gentry

led by Emma and MacIvers, ten minutes into the film. Iconic framing

here comes to the service of the inauguration of a direct address to

the spectator, with the camera cutting 180 degrees between Vienna

and the crowd as she points a gun at them (as Emma says, ‘Look at

her staring down at us like a somebody!’).

Such frontal address is a commoner instance in Hollywood than

theorists admit. Known at different times as ‘direct address’, ‘direct-

to-camera’ or ‘subjective camera’, such shots are used ‘very directly

to speak to the viewer, to call out to him or her, or rather to call out
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to a specific position which the viewer is invited to adopt’ (Cormack

1994: 24). These shots are in some ways similar to the zoom, except

that while the zoom speaks for the spectator, these put the spectator

in a difficult place as s/he tries to work out their implication. In the

way they directly implicate spectators, such tableau shots can be

disconcerting, and spectators need, Johnny Guitar says, to be ‘pre-

pared’ – by the film’s style as much as by sotto voce contributions

by bit players – with the means with which to deal with the situation

when it arises.

Fragment B in this film too can now be identified in this light.

It is here an early and somewhat insignificant sequence in which,

preceding Vienna’s first encounter with Emma – or the inauguration

of Prasad’s ‘Section A’ – there is a short exchange between Vienna

and Andrews of the railroad company. The sequence is, narratively

speaking, only mildly important because it ‘fills us in’ on background

data. We learn about the railroad coming, about Vienna’s foresight

in purchasing property that will go up in value as a town gets form-

ed, and about the enemies she has made/will make as a result. How-

ever, this narratively mundane sequence plays an infinitely more

complex spectatorial role, where it also provides equally important

Section A, or how diegetic

intercutting works. Vienna
(Joan Crawford) talks to the
railroad employee Andrews
(Rhys Williams) about her plans
for the city. Johnny Guitar

(Nicholas Ray, English, 1954).

Direct address. (Top, left and right) Vienna’s first confrontation with the mob; (bottom, left

and right) she waits at the piano as the posse comes to lynch her. Johnny Guitar (Nicholas
Ray, English, 1954).
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data on just what the properties of champ–contrechamp editing are

to be in this particular film: how diegetic intercutting will work in

this film, what relief it will offer the viewer, what it might do to sus-

tain and reassure viewers when they are trapped by the film’s parti-

cular conception of spectatorial investment into the apparatus.

If fB in Gone with the Wind attributes certain characteristics to

the iconic frame, in Johnny Guitar it attributes key properties to

what happens offstage, in the ‘absence’ of the spectator as it were,

given that the spectator will soon be summoned to perform the dis-

quieting responsibility of arbitration on behalf of a dodgy protagonist.

Johnny Guitar foregrounds what I think is the far commoner role

of the third look in any film, which, contrary to the presumption

that it ‘inducts’ the first two looks into the third (Mulvey 1975), is

in fact to assist the second look when this look suddenly pushes

aside the third look and directly addresses  the screen. Unlike the

zoom, which also apparently does this, here two things are addition-

ally proposed: that the second look is going to be disconcerting (it is

the only thing left that will protect Vienna), and that intradiegetic

cutting will now work ‘offstage’, like a stage prompter, when the

main action begins.

As we return to the Indian cinema again, we also return to where

the interpellative machinery incorporates paradigms from what we

have earlier described, via Partha Chatterjee, as democratic function-

ing. This provides at least one context in which disciplinary realism

steps in and reasserts control. In such situations, when realism’s com-

mitments to civil society and modernity can directly come into con-

flict with democratic systems, the secondarized, pre-narrative, baseline

axis of cinema – one rarely available to other (cultural, political)

sites for other versions of the same conflict – becomes a crucial device

to identify for both filmgoers and film theorists, in order to under-

stand what is going on (apart from the plot, that is).
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Bhupen Khakhar, View from the Teashop (oil on canvas, 1975)

12
BHUPEN KHAKHAR’S LIST

Revisiting ‘View from the Teashop’
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Bhupen, we have seen, is entirely on the side of the common man.

The ordinary man he paints would be too embarrassed to stand

proxy for some existential idea. He exists nevertheless, making up

the environment of those of us who are prone to philosophize, yet

hardly escaping the tastes and values and condition of our next-door

neighbour. The retired old man with his useless desires, or the house-

holder who plies a petty trade and enjoys cheap films, or the disgrun-

tled worker – Bhupen brings the man into focus and puts a spoke in

the act of philosophizing. That is his kind of realism. – Geeta Kapur

on View from the Teashop (in Kapur 1978: 175–77)

We have met Bhupen Khakhar and his kind of realism earlier in this

book. From former chartered accountant and art history student to

India’s first Pop artist and major gay icon, Khakhar is well known

for having introduced banal, everyday subject matter into painterly

content for almost the first time in contemporary Indian art. Ajay

Sinha (1997: 166), in his record of the Khakhar era and of the

‘Baroda group’, further shows how Khakhar’s choice of profoundly

local subject matter – the ‘normal, respectable life of middle-class

people’ – brought in a curious amorality, ‘voyeuristic insights’, per-

haps similar to what Zizek (1991: 90) calls ‘a deceptive surface

beneath which swarms an undergrowth of perverse and obscene

implications, the domain of what is prohibited’. Sinha suggests that

this hidden, inaccessible and, we may now say, prohibited dimension

finds potential connection with his pictorial accessing of new resource

materials for representing that swarm: ‘popular postcards, calendars

and pilgrim charts that were so much the part of the visual world of

a petty-bourgeois household’.

Khakhar may appear an unlikely location, as would a painting,

for me to further my arguments around framing and interpellation

in celluloid film. And yet his View from the Teashop provides so

special a set of circumstances, and so graphic a demonstration of

the argument I am seeking to make around the symbolic mechanism

and the vanguardist detour, that I cannot but speak of it at this

stage of my explorations.

The painting inserts an offscreen viewer, a participant presence,

into its diegetic space that echoes the Las Meninas mode: someone

behind the teastall, presumably its owner or customer, occupying

the same space as the viewer of the painting itself would. As a result,

Our View / Their View
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it provides us with not one but two (and perhaps more) somewhat

distinct views. First, the view of the teashop owner (or his customer),

engaged presumably in looking at a streetside view as a part of his

daily activities primarily concentrated around the teashop itself,

underscoring the disproportionate space given to the shop. And a

second that, as we keep looking at the painting, replaces the first,

very ‘local’, view of the teashop vendor with what we can directly

ascribe to the viewer of the painting as painting: one that therefore

– like Willemen’s zoom – unmediatedly interpellates ‘us’.1 In this

second view, as our gaze is no longer mediated by the absent vendor-

protagonist, the teashop also tends to reduce in importance as it

becomes part of a wider field-in-focus: a field thematized by a large

panoramic scene of a small town offering itself up to ‘us’ to be

looked at, say, as a tourist brochure might.

As we move between the first and second views, the painting

thus orchestrates a significant shift in viewpoint. The shift has a

particular political significance in the historical circumstances of

the time of our discussion, state action around the Emergency of

the mid-1970s, when both viewpoints apparently developed specific

meaning for authorized state regulation. I shall track the many ramifi-

cations of the local teashop vendor’s view being worked over by the

second view of a newly abstracted ‘citizen–spectator’ appraising the

painting. I shall then draw attention to a number of details in the

painting crucial to the first view, but which appear incapable of

finding visibility under authorized spectatorship and fall by the way-

side in the second. I shall conclude with a speculative third view: the

explicitly avant-garde strategy of experimenting with inessential

marginalia, the embedded signs (marks, smears, incisions) that fill

the painting, which neither of our two views can apparently accom-

modate.

If I can succeed in articulating a split between the two looks,

and, indeed, further establish that the second viewer’s look reworks

the first diegetic view ‘from the teashop’, then Khakhar’s device

clearly re-enacts a central theme of this book. The reworking reprises

the ‘inside–outside’ strategy of representation we have already en-

countered in his work. The teashop vendor’s prospect accesses various

kinds of unprocessed local knowledges about, say, who the people

in the painting really are,2 where the represented spaces may be

found,3 and how the various objects in the teashop are meant to be

used – in other words, their purely functional status shorn of symbolic

purpose. In contrast, the overdetermined symbolic register of the

1 ‘Us’ in the place of King Philip
IV of the Velasquez. As with the
Velasquez, here too it is arguable
that the reverse exists as a poten-
tial; that the spectatorial view of
the painting is permanently under
the threat of being replaced by
that of the shopkeeper.

2 The use of covert insider knowl-
edge was a signature style of the
1980s Baroda group, most promi-
nently displayed in the ‘Place for
People’ show where artists con-
sistently represented each other
and their friends in their paintings.
Among the legends about this
painting is that every single
person in it is an actual person in
Baroda, or a reference to a fellow
artist or colleague/friend of
Khakhar. The cyclist with beard
is apparently M.F. Husain.

3 Khakhar’s colleague Gulam-
mohammed Sheikh says that the
Baroda street scene is not drawn
from any specific location, but is
an amalgam. The scene is
probably indebted to experiments
that Sheikh and Khakhar were
involved in, in the early 1970s,
and which are to be found in
Sheikh’s own Man-2 (1972).

Diego Velasquez, Las Meninas

(The Maids of Honour) (oil on
canvas, 1656)
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second view annexes the particular neighbourhood before us

(Baroda?) into an undifferentiated national landscape. It thus pro-

vides a zone of visual mediation where – along with anthropological

data used by nation-states to enumerate their population, such as

family, community, class and region – all the visual data are processed

by our gaze primarily to enable a representation of what we shall

call state realism, the authorized representation of the nation.

Such splitting reopens the debates of our previous sections, of,

for example, the difference between the ‘physical frame’ and the

‘frame of attention’. I had proposed, in the Earth instance, a second

narratorial authority working over the shot, selecting frames and

throwing into relief iconic moments from the mass of data present

in the frame, in proper representation that both asserts and supervises

the ‘meaning’ produced by the shot. As should be immediately appar-

ent, the second view/look in this painting also reworks the first

diegetic look, selectively processing bits and pieces from the first

into a more representable, symbolically replete and, possibly, more

‘realistic’ image.

In exploring the possible elusiveness of the first (teashop vend-

or’s) view to the second (spectator’s) view, Khakhar reproduces several

key debates from film theory around the innate elusiveness of the

cinematic object,4 reprising also one of the cornerstones of classical

4 Most filmmakers would be
familiar with the problem: of how
unprocessed ‘rush’ footage
commonly generates a charge, a
surge of meaning, a particular
significance that appears only to
be found in unprocessed form,
and comes under real threat of
loss if put into the ‘processor’ of
edited and lab-processed variations.

Panoramic city. Gulammohammed Sheikh, Man-2 (oil on canvas,
1972)
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(Left) Bhupen Khakhar, Portrait of Shri Shankarbhai V. Patel Near Red Fort (oil on canvas, 1971). (Right) Bhupen Khakhar, Janata

Watch Repairing (oil on canvas, 1972).

film theory: the resistance a celluloid shot sets up to its indexical

‘meaning’.5 We have visited this concept in Willemen’s cinephilia,

in the ‘something that ceaselessly falls through the net no matter

how fine the mesh’. Armed with this backdrop, and bearing in mind

the possibility of a duality both opening up and splitting the very

notion of the represented object, let us now consider a far simpler

account of this ‘elusiveness’. I start with the dense ‘data’ with which

Khakhar populates his canvas, and provide a kind of survey – of

which of the represented objects are available for which view – from

across this duality.

The painting before us is literally a view from a small teashop,

presumably located in Baroda. The numerous objects occupying var-

ious spaces within the overall frame provide, as they often do in

Khakhar’s work, what Ajay Sinha (1997: 168) calls an ‘archive’ of

popular culture, with every bit of representation ‘inventoried item

by item’. In an early painting, Portrait of Shri Shankarbhai V. Patel

Near Red Fort (1971), Khakhar had literally listed in stark detail

what his represented materials were and where he had got them

from: ‘Red Fort and Blue Sky as stated above is from picture postcard

of Delhi. Small trees in front of Red Fort – from Henri Rousseau’s

painting. Big tree on the right – from Indian miniatures. Portrait –

from actual portrait in charcoal’ (quoted in Sinha 1997: 167). Found

5 Jean Mitry (1997: 48–49), for
example, discusses how the
‘object’ in the frame functions
both as a reality and as the
organic element of a structure,
making for an innate duality
between the reality itself and the
concrete sign that ends up
‘crystallizing all the potentiali-
ties, all the “powers of existing”
of the represented reality’. Mitry,
therefore, proposes his explana-
tion for the mysterious elusiveness
of each side of the duality to the
other: an elusiveness that many
have considered innate to the
‘magic’ of the cinema (especially
of black and white cinema, or of
cinema from the ‘past’). ‘This
dual involvement is not imme-
diately apparent; it cannot be
analysed spontaneously; it is
experienced intuitively, even
unconsciously. It is this seemingly
obscure and somewhat mysterious
effect which has given rise to the
countless studies on the “magic”
of the moving picture. Indeed,
there is some kind of enchantment
in this strange fascination. One of
the least obvious features of the
film image is that it is a striking
reflection of the continual anta-
gonism between the unity of the
object . . . and the innumerable
possibilities which it presupposes
and which the analogon implies’
(emphases mine).
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objects in Khakhar’s list sit alongside substantive mediations from

all sorts of art-historical sources. The ‘ethnographic’ list is stretched

into something larger: a virtual laundry-list of his overall cultural

resources as he manoeuvres the passage, distilling local knowledge

into state realism proper and, inevitably, into a detour caused by an

excess within that realism (or an inability to stay within the confines

of national domesticity), an exploration of the pros and cons of the

realist stake of authoritative national representation through

exploring the virtues of this mode of representation against that.

If I decide to paint this room, I would first make a list of all the

objects I want to paint. . . . I would select things out of the list, just

to see how it works. . . . How can I paint the curtain? If the curtain

were painted with great care and precision, it would look like a Per-

sian or Mughal miniature. If painted with spontaneity, it would

look like a Matisse. (From a BBC video transcript, quoted in Raja-

dhyaksha 1997: 214)

Khakhar thereby also lists the specific resources available, in his

view, to the modern artist in India, joining the battle over what has

been enabled and what disabled by the symbolic devices provided

by state realism. The very history of the world is listed, as though on

an à la carte menu, for the Indian artist to choose from in order to

define his/her lineage; to choose, further, to be either influenced by

those items or to improvise from them, to quote them, to reclaim

them, or to theorize upon them. If Indian nationalism provides what

Kaviraj (1992: 2) calls ‘an account which separated out of the great

chaos of varying ideological events a single thread . . . [given that]

by its nature, this concept of nationalism had to be homogenizing’,

then Khakhar’s list of resources is a systematic and explicit reiteration

of that homogeneity. This was the first time ever, perhaps, that you

could quote (say), in a single breath, the fourteenth-century Siennese

Ambroggio Lorenzetti, the twentieth-century Mexican muralist

Diego Rivera, Santiniketan’s Benodebehari Mukherjee and the Hindi

film poster, to reprise a modernist ontology. This was also the first

time in contemporary Indian art that the telling – or performance –

of history came to take precedence over its homogenizing end-prod-

uct. Spurring this impetus, Geeta Kapur (2000: 297) would restruc-

ture the European detour itself to argue that:

It is crucial that we should not see the modern as a form of determin-

ism to be followed to a logical end as if it consisted of stations of the
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(Left) Bhupen Khakhar, Factory Strike (oil on canvas, 1972). (Right) Bhupen Khakhar, Mukti Bahini Soldier (oil on canvas, 1972).

cross. We should see our trajectories crisscrossing the western main-

stream, and in their very disalignment from it making up the kind of

ground which then inevitably restructures the international scene.

And finally – from split view to data, from everyday bric-a-brac

to the resources of art history – we shall add the much-touted ‘com-

mon man’ who views and consumes its objects, the ‘retired old man

with his useless desires, or the householder who plies a petty trade

and enjoys cheap films, or the disgruntled worker’, who are produced

for an abstract viewer’s appraisal at a particularly critical time for

this viewer in India’s independent history.

The political moment, unusually for Khakhar, was explicitly

referenced in two paintings that he made, Mukti Bahini Soldier and

Factory Strike, just before Teashop. In both, especially in the latter,

the expressionless face of his protagonist stares back at us, interrupting

our spectatorial claim to authoritative interpretation of his condition.

1974 was the year of the national railway strike and the Nava

Nirman agitation in Gujarat; Indira Gandhi’s direct appeal to popu-

lism, bypassing the entire edifice of the state, constituted an aggressive

restaging of the aam aadmi as the newly refurbished representative
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of aam janata, a disciplined citizen–subject – the very site from where

the spectatorial structuring of the New Cinema took place, at the

same time as this painting was made. Now, the absorption of local

knowledge to a view of spectatorial surveillance and its equally resol-

ute elusiveness, indeed antagonism, to that absorption would develop

a definite political resonance in its time.

Shortly after View from the Teashop was painted, Geeta Kapur used

its title for the chapter on Khakhar in her landmark book, Contem-

porary Indian Artists (1978). In the essay, Kapur sets out to present

Khakhar’s work, and its ‘absurd, existential bearing’, as central to

her agenda of defining a ‘contemporary’ rather than ‘modern’ Indian

art – i.e. an art that chose to transgress, overcome, provide the limits

for the specifically, even programmatically, modernist agendas of

Indian art between 1947 and 1970 – in order to pluralize and thus

seriously complicate the location that the Indian artist was occupying

in relation to the ‘national–modern’.

Khakhar’s subject matter, she writes, is ‘deliberately banal’. It

provides a view from the wayside ‘teashop in a small town with its

derelict clientele’. Pushing on such unlikely, because trivial, subject

matter, Kapur (1978: xv–xvi) suggests that Khakhar ‘identifies with

not only the inelegance of the characters portrayed but also with

what any sophisticate will call the sheer ugliness of their taste. . . .

By this conscious, deliberate, identification he introduces an irony

that is without disgust or pity.’ Having designated a voluntarist act

of identification, Kapur (ibid.: 159) maps it on to a class divide:

between, on the one side, the elite – represented by art lovers and art

galleries, a class that imposes a culture of distinction and for whom

such vulgarity is abhorrent – and, on the other, the ‘common man

of the Indian city who has no claims to culture’. This view from the

teashop, she suggests, belongs to the latter: the common man, some-

times interchangeable with the category ‘middle class’ in her essay.

Let us revisit the painting. Seen in one way, the shop, laid out as

a teastall, clearly inscribes an offscreen vendor standing behind the

stall, occupying a space close to where the spectator would be: thereby,

it also opens out a view of the neighbourhood as seen by the vendor.

A panoramic view of the neighbourhood is presented on the top

half and through to the left. However a curious double-take now

The First Look: Locating an ‘Imaginary’
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occurs, one in which the viewer too is physically enveloped by the

view.

The panorama around the teastall contrasts with what we see

inside the stall. We see it as one might a miniature stage-set: an

entire room with a window, a little wall painting, and the parapher-

nalia of tea-making strewn on the floor.

Are we now inside the room or outside it?  We can imagine two

quite different locations for our absent vendor–protagonist. He is

at once facing this space (standing in the same place as the viewer of
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the painting) as well as inside it, as though it were the walls of his

shop, closed in by the street. Seen thus, the view of the neighbour-

hood seamlessly integrates itself into a space available for ‘being

looked at’ from a vantage point with a kind of encircling stage

backdrop, producing the environment as a curious cultural envelop-

ing, an imagined rather than represented space.6

Inaugurating, from here, the complicated move into state realism,

such a way of looking also opens up another tension well known to

film theory: the tension that renders an image at once static while

forcing its temporalization. The temporalization process, once begun,

can go on and on as we virtually take a walk round the street, meeting

people, as we recognize the presence of profoundly local knowledge

and devour the many parts of the painting, bit by bit.7 We see a

particular streetcorner scene with different members of the public

performing different chores in their designated spaces: a bunch of

construction workers; a cyclist pausing to talk to his two friends; a

rich couple about to leave in their car with presumably their driver,

and a minor functionary about to aid them in their departure;

another cyclist passing a bakery; and of course the teashop itself,

scrupulously indicating the various objects required to carry out its

service of serving tea and snacks to the various members of the public

seen engaged in their daily tasks all around the painting.

6 This is even technically similar
to Metz’s lap-dissolve discussed
in the previous chapter, and
graphically demonstrates his
point about the ‘real equivalence
of the two objects superimposed
on screen’ underpinning a belief
that enables a ‘transference’ to
take place of a ‘psychical charge
from one object to another . . .
outside the divisions imposed by
reality’.

7 S.V. Srinivas (2005: 291–93)
explores a similar strategy for a
very different kind of locale, in
Hong Kong star Stephen Chow’s
‘open invitation [to spectators] to
join the game of spotting the
reference: all the major characters
are either Chow’s co-stars in his
earlier films or, better still, recall
a long history of Hong Kong
cinema’. For Srinivas this produces
a particular sort of temporality
effect, a ‘moment of irrationality’
willed by the spectator: ‘I want it
to happen and it happens.’
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Even as this proliferation of material begins its gripping narrative

sequence, and provides us with a wealth of ethnographic detail, the

second act, of entering the teashop, opens up yet another aspect of

the diegetic invitation. Geeta Kapur (1978) suggests that Khakhar

extends to the common man a particular kind of invitation into the

illusory world and provides him a place inside it. Within the quid

pro quo of the exchange, his participant–viewers find a place in his

work as much as he finds a place in theirs; they can enter his work as

they acquire what they would otherwise put up on their walls – cal-

endars, family portraits, Taj Mahals, Air India Maharajas, movie

posters – while he, on his part, finds a curious interior space within

which he enacts a refuge. Indeed this exchange is literally enacted as

Khakhar fabricates a makebelieve persona, permitting his entry into

the elusive world of the teashop/home: he plays ‘Lord Krishna, a

Congress MP and a film star’, offering ‘an analysis and interpretation

of his own work making unashamed reference to all that he has

borrowed and pilfered, plus a boastful biodata which includes pic-

tures of himself as the slick guy who smokes the right cigarette, uses

the right toothpaste and bags the right girl’ (ibid.: 156).

It is important to note Khakhar’s active encouragement of and

participation in this sector of petty-commodity production. What

we have in his early invocations of the ‘middle class’ – the class

often associated in his work with the ‘common man’ – is painting

that is no more than a part of the larger paraphernalia of objects

produced both by and for a communitarian formation, as it quite

literally enacts a symbolic order for its own self-constructions. The

class to which the state-created ‘common man’ will be invited to

‘identify himself’ during the Emergency, literally through a citizenship

card, also has to address, as Partha Chatterjee (1986: 39–43) says,

‘the need to keep re-manufacturing itself into all that is around it’,

in its assumed role of being the vehicle for change, and in its negotia-

tion of the ‘complex relations between thought, culture and power’.

Any class in the position that Khakhar designates would have to

decide, for example, the sites on which it would wish to engage

with change, and would have to arrive at some understanding of

what it wants to assimilate and what the preconditions are for that

assimilation. It would have to provide formulations for what existed

before change occurred; it would have to come to some agreement

about what would happen to earlier structures of thought when

they encounter the new ones; it would have to relate all these quest-

ions to its renegotiation of power with other classes.8

8 Chatterjee (1986: 49) says that
under the characteristic condi-
tions of a ‘passive revolution’,
the ‘reorganization of the politi-
cal order . . . is moderated in two
quite fundamental ways. On the
one hand, it does not attempt to
break up or transform in any
radical way the institutional
structures of “rational” authority
set up in the period of colonial
rule. . . . On the other hand, it
also does not undertake a full-
scale assault on all pre-capitalist
dominant classes; rather, it seeks
to limit their formal power,
neutralize them where necessary,
attack them only selectively, and
in general bring them round to a
position of subsidiary allies
within a reformed state structure.’
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However, before it can do any of these, and in a sharp interruption

of that temporality, an abduction takes place: a second way of view-

ing the painting, specifically as a painting, emerges. The panoramic

point of view is also presented to us looking at the painting, as

against the tea vendor’s temporalized view looking at his neighbour-

hood. There is, let us remind ourselves, no designated diegetic viewer

inside the painting, and in his/her absence, what surfaces is a de-

narrativizing, de-temporalizing emphasis on the simultaneity of

action. Different people are seen doing different things, but all these

people are brought together, as though by a snapshot effect: of some-

one outside watching them do their thing within the single space of

their neighbourhood. Such ‘simultaneity’ clearly evokes the classic

nation-producing paradigm that Benedict Anderson (1983: 30)

uses: a simultaneity that is ‘transverse, cross-time, marked not by

prefiguring and fulfilment, but by temporal coincidence’, and whose

emergence ‘is certainly connected, in ways that have yet to be well

studied, with the development of secular sciences’ but which provide

the ‘technical means for “representing” the kind of imagined commu-

nity that is the nation’. As such, it is also directly relevant to mid-

1970s Emergency propaganda and the publicity around ‘trains run-

ning on time’ and ‘the nation on the move’, and, for that very reason,

to a concept under significant political scrutiny at that time in India.

As we keep looking, the chasm between the first two looks only

grows. Kapur (1978) suggests that, in contrast to the fictional, dieget-

ic, common-man viewer who, in this case, is imagined to exist inside

the painting and is present as a lower-class member of the shop’s

The Interruption: A Definitive Second View

(This page and the facing page) Interrogating totalitarian surveillance. Raqs Media Collective, Preface to a Ghost Story

(photographs and text, 2005).
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Emergency hoardings in Anand
Patwardhan’s (top) Waves of
Revolution (1975) and (bottom)
Prisoners of Conscience (1978)

‘derelict clientele’, is the equally fictional ‘real-life’ viewer of the

painting, invited to identify what is framed as a painting of a small

town (who she names as a member of the elite represented by metro-

politan art lovers and art galleries). Going by a fairly classical role

of the elite, that of providing workable ideologies which can be

used to designate its citizens in certain ways, we can also see in the

identification a process of designation: of providing equivalents of

the identity card that would produce potential groupings on the

basis of their collective memory or self-recognition. This process

would then be followed by a second one in which actually existing

people (‘we’) would be invited to identify ourselves through the

categories of recognition being deployed; in other words, invited in

to identify ‘ourselves’ as citizens in order that ‘we’ may receive the

perspectival privileges that the painting’s spectator–citizen is appar-

ently imbued with, if indeed Khakhar’s second look constitutes the

class that Kapur identifies as the one that provides ‘culture of distinc-

tion’. This ‘elite’ viewer must constantly annex different manifest-

ations of the imaginary in order to provide the workable symbolic,

the symbolic of reality, with its formal aesthetic counterpart, realism,

to intervene into the ‘very procedures of knowledge, which constant-

ly symbolize new fragments of the “real” in order to annex them to

“reality”’ (Metz 1982: 3).

One can now present a cynical reading of the painting as follows.

The first look is the narrowly designative act of inaugurating the

narrative by inviting ‘us’ to enter the work through the missing

common man, who fills out his space with little tales of different

people doing different things that would serve to establish what

Madhava Prasad calls the ‘truth or naturalness of his conditions of
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existence’. However, in ‘identifying with’ the common man – if Geeta

Kapur is right in arguing that that is what the ‘view from the teashop’

in fact achieves – what Khakhar does is to identify, to name, as a

stealth-watcher might, the category itself as constituting his designat-

ed subject, and then to make it available to a second painted look

as the future basis for intervention and reform. In other words, the

first temporal narrative (that of the denizen of the town) is annex-

ed into a de-narrativized, de-temporalized, simultaneous process of

manufacturing the view of the designating authority itself.

‘In the realist narrative, the symbolic, in its secularized, contract-

ual aspect, is embodied in the citizen–spectator, whose interpretative

authority brooks no challenge from the frame of representation’

(Prasad 1998: 20–21). We are at the very core of the mechanisms of

realism. The de-temporalized look injects what we can now safely

name with all its problems, the realist makeover. Such a makeover,

as the New Indian Cinema reveals with particular clarity, typical-

ly goes alongside a parallel ability of the text to undertake realist–

representational reform. I am thinking of such reform as the capacity

of new technologies of representation to coerce various kinds of

reality, including representationally backward subject matter, into

the domain of realism proper.

The transition was often a bloody one. The history of realism as

representational reform has a long history, going back at least to the

late colonial period. More recently, it has become an aesthetically

contentious area in urban India, where realism’s annexation of reality

has had fraught consequences, nowhere more than in 1970s Bombay

which saw a major battle over just this issue: over the right to describe

being equated with the right to survival and to shelter. Madhava

Prasad (1998) argues that a very similar move was being attempted

in the New Indian Cinema at about the same time, and certainly

within the same political context as the painting: to reform the

spectator by initiating viewers into the protocols of realism. This

move by the Indira Gandhi government of the early 1970s to create

an audience for a new sector of the film industry as part of an overall

set of measures taken to reform the industry as a whole, also meant

getting the spectator to work with the protocols of receiving, under-

standing and putting to use an invitation that would place his/her

The Loss, the Suppression, the Detour
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gaze as the dominating regulatory factor over the narrative. A

condition of realism vital to this period, says Prasad (ibid.: 22), was

to provide the spectator with something like a ‘liberal and democratic

freedom’. In the cinema as an aesthetic practice, such democratic

freedom for the spectator echoes Andre Bazin’s (1967: 36) espousal

of the spectator’s ‘attention and his will’ from which ‘the meaning

of the image in part derives’, a spectator therefore receiving a ‘mini-

mum of personal choice’ in reading the framed narrative, all of which

Bazin found in deep-focus cinematography. In his exploration of

the practice of 1970s realism in its political context, Prasad (1998:

61) dismisses the formalist Bazinian contention as fundamentally

misconceived, since such ‘democratic freedom’ is precisely not graphic-

ally realized on frame but exists as a potential: an unresolved element

through whose agency the entire narrative would be systematized.

While aspects of a self-determining realism could be commonly recast

into concrete viewing practices, some of which might even be seen

as underscoring the constitutional guarantees being promised, Prasad

takes the issue somewhere else.

It turns out that this too is a part of the European detour. An

important convention in the process of adapting realism to such

local–national purpose is shown to be the perplexing absence of key

narrative elements in many non-western narratives purporting to be

‘realist’. Critically significant spectatorial knowledge is simply not

provided, or important conditions for adequate spectatorial de-

coding of information are found to be missing, and there takes place

a ‘strategic suspension of rational mediation’ which apparently

threatens to destabilize the very status of realism as a hierarchizing

discourse. The concept of suspension of key narrative elements in

realism raises an issue well known among theorists of a realist

aesthetics and avant-garde practitioners alike.9 However, Prasad’s

account provides an entirely new variation with a major bearing on

our move from identitarian conceptions of ‘belonging’ to the symbol-

ics of production. He argues that when a key narrative element, one

that performs the role of an obvious rationalizing authority, is with-

drawn, suppressed, or seems to have disappeared, its effects are in

all probability produced elsewhere, on a vertical axis from a place

outside and above the text.

In the transition from the classic realist text of European literature

to this realism of peripheral modernity marked by a strategic suspen-

sion of rational mediation, the missing link is the figure of the citizen

9 Conventionally, in the avant
garde, such suspension would be
seen in the marginalization of
important data, as with the
Mrinal Sen example of youth in
the documentary footage of
Calcutta ’71. Shahani (1988) has
however proposed an aesthetic
account of what he calls
suppression: ‘the development of
any mode in art begins with the
suppression of some of its own
elements’. His example is the
‘suppression of harmony in
Indian classical music that
enables the exploration of the
most intricate experimentation of
the melodic line’.
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which, in its in-betweenness, performs the double function of the

state collective and the voice of narrations, the present-discursive

agent of a self-absenting authority. The citizen as the mediating fig-

ure between state and individual is an elusive mechanism of social

organization in conditions of underdevelopment. (Prasad 1998: 61)

Such a ‘suspension’ of a mediating figure (or some agency, hold-

ing something back) is directly in evidence in the Teashop painting.

The tea vendor’s physical absence from the frame, and the final

evisceration of his diegetic view, certainly tends to push the painting

into a somewhat precarious area – to an incompleteness, attribut-

ed to the incomplete establishment of the second look. Placing all

knowledge about the neighbourhood, and what different people

there are doing, somewhere inbetween the narrative that exists inter-

nal to the painting and the emphasis on simultaneous action that

we who look at the work bring to it, Khakhar also suspends the

viewer in an uncharted and elusive space, even as he charges that

viewer with as-yet unspecified responsibilities. Unspecified precisely

because of the physical absence of the diegetic viewer’s point-of-

view, and because of the absence of an organizational viewpoint

from where we can get a ‘complete’ sense of the knowledge that the

painting renders. The incompleteness of the abduction means that

the viewer is placed somewhere inbetween the absent not-quite-com-

mon man and the hypothetical viewer–citizen, who has to play the

‘mediating figure between state and individual’.

We may have arrived at a key component of the mechanics of

our vanguardist detour: the suspension of significant narrative elem-

ents, enabling them to resurface elsewhere as spectatorial action. In

naming a narrative device that, I contend, is well known to many

avant-garde practitioners of the time,10 we have also arrived at what

is elsewhere the phenomenon of the organized spectator.11

What is happening here, of course, is that the diegetic spectator

– the vendor in Teashop as much as the radical youth in Sen’s Calcutta

’71 – disappears from the painting, and, if Prasad is right, reappears

as ‘us’, the viewers: ‘we’ are now put to work by what is ‘before us’.

It is the reproduction of realism as a cinematic ‘effect’ on space ren-

dered free from the zone of ‘disablement’. Replacing the lost diegetic

temporal view of the teashop vendor, then, is the more uncertain

view of the new spectator, an ‘elusive mechanism of social organi-

zation’ caught somewhere between two stages (the present-discursive

agent of a self-absenting authority). The viewer is provided with a

10 Such a mechanics of the suspended
look bears close proximity to the
disabling mechanism we noted
earlier with regard to Ray’s
comment on Indian music, which
clearly informs Kumar Shahani’s
claim about the role of a strategic
suppression of key narrative
elements in Indian art, particu-
larly Indian music. Similarly,
Khakhar’s colleague, artist and
art historian Gulammohammed
Sheikh has advocated a mechan-
ism by which the key elements of
the hierarchizing organization of
visual knowledge – ‘the weight of
centrality, obtained through
juxtapositions of vanishing point
and physical and pictorial centres
crucial to the illusionistic visage’
– can be suppressed and can, in
fact, resurface in the viewer. Sheikh
(1983: 45) speaks of a time when,
even in Europe, the static illusion-
ism of a Van Eyck was not always
how art was practised: when
a ‘multifocal view of space,
unhampered by quantums of
optical scale . . . offered a . . .
polyvalent view of the world
[allowing] the viewer to establish
fresh relationships between
images and himself and [even] to
choose his pictorial route’.

11 The concept of spectators
formally organizing themselves
through associations or lobbies
has been an area of study. Of
perhaps the most pervasive such
organization in the Indian cinema,
the Fan Association, S.V. Srinivas
(2000: 299) argues that ‘fans
constantly negotiate between what
is expected from them by the
industry (and by the stars
themselves) and what empowers
them. Fans deploy the vocabulary
of excess, hyperbole, adulation/
devotion/admonition often in
order to articulate their own
social–political, cultural and
economic aspirations. Even if it is
true that Fan Associations (FAs)
were created by the industry, fans
have today come a long way from
being unpaid servants of the
industry.’
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way of looking that is at best somewhere inbetween, as the simultan-

eity of several actions condensed into a frame puts the responsibility

for narrativizing the action taking place upon the absent diegetic

viewer. What does ‘loss’ here mean? And how is that ‘loss’ compen-

sated?

The hollowed-out centre producing the spectatorial gaze. Vivan Sundaram’s intensely dramatic
The Sher-Gil Family (oil on canvas, 1983–84), a tragic saga of a family.
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We now need to revert the debate to its original referents, to the

‘common man’ – a member of the middle class. I think it is only

when we recognize the visual fact of that loss that we can comprehend

what such a loss would mean to Khakhar’s elusive view. For then,

we would not talk of a community that is designated as the artist’s

diegetic audience. In other words, we would no longer see his paint-

ings as being ‘about’ the middle class. Instead, invoking Gulam-

mohammed Sheikh’s emphasis on spectatorial performativity, we

would address the visual economics of manufacturing an art that

opens up a different representational sector to art production itself.

Seen thus, View from the Teashop, and its abandonment of the

logic of internal narration, provides a singularly grim picture of the

time. The ‘View’ indeed becomes one that has been abducted by the

‘viewers’ of the art gallery, but it now constitutes little more than a

fragment of what once was a thriving economy of the gaze. There is

no designated viewer because, with the new cleansed citizen of the

Emergency who ‘talked less, worked more’,12 that diegetic viewer

simply does not exist any more.

In fact Bhupen Khakhar’s lost protagonist was to reappear, and in

radically different guise. The key painting here is You Can’t Please

All (1981). The absent diegetic citizen–spectator who was outside

his frame in Teashop now enters the frame: as a naked man with

white hair (Khakhar’s usual convention for depicting himself), stand-

ing, this time (unlike the reticent chaiwalla) very prominently indeed,

and looking at a street panorama in many ways similar to the one

in Teashop.

This scene, in addition to the communitarian paraphernalia com-

mon to both paintings, also re-enacts a specific narrational/spectat-

orial dilemma: the protagonists – a father and son carrying a donkey

– are unable to decide how to behave in a way acceptable to the

censorious gaze of the viewers. When either the son or the father sits

on the donkey, the people sneer at the inconsiderateness each shows

to the other, so that finally, in their desperate effort to please the

viewers, the two decide to carry the donkey instead of it carrying

them. Whereupon the spectator, having produced the story, also pro-

vides the moral: ‘If you can’t please all, then you might as well

please yourself’, with which lesson he throws off his clothes. It is

Footnote

12 See Emma Tarlo’s (2003: 24–31)
recounting of the ‘official narrat-
ive of the Emergency’ using slogans,
stickers and news headlines codi-
fying the basic message with lines
like, ‘The Only Magic to Remove
Poverty is Hard Work’, ‘Work
Hard, Produce More, Maintain
Discipline’.
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The spectator ‘comes out’. Bhupen Khakhar, You Can’t Please All (oil on canvas, 1981).
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perhaps Khakhar’s first public announcement of, or ‘coming out’

with, his gay identity. Let us see how such a coming out can be read

into the Teashop painting as well.

Our argument has come to an end, but the painting has still to be

exhausted. The purpose of this exercise was to draw attention to

the two views produced by the painting, mapping them on to our

first two looks and to the ‘physical frame’ versus ‘frame of attention’

divide, and thereby to further the argument of realism as a disciplin-

ary force in order to illustrate the realist makeover. As always, there

is more to this: the ceaselessness with which marginalia, or narrative

inessentials, of immense historical value get tossed up, and the

extreme fascination with which the avant garde views this phenom-

enon. On this count alone, more needs to be said.

In the Teashop painting, we see two objects ‘buried’ – objects

that have no possible use to either the teashop vendor’s first view or

to the realist second view, and which possess purely symbolic (i.e.

no functional) use. I refer to the flapping cloth, and the painting-

within-the-painting.

It is easy enough to ignore the piece of cloth (and nothing that

we have said above accounts for this object), but when one does

take notice of it – when one places the cloth centrally in the painting

– the whole work changes: it simply does not fit into any of the

‘A Driving Force of Endless Compulsion’:

The Object as a Stain, or Smear
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existing views. By refusing any kind of significant diegetic meaning,

the fluttering cloth also refuses to take upon itself what Sheikh calls

‘perspectival weight’. It takes no part in the spectatorial panic caused

by the loss of gravitational centrality. We are familiar with the exper-

ience of certain forms of abstract art in which the loss of realist

materiality is often perceptually ‘transferred’ upon the painted surface

itself – for instance, on thickly applied paint, or in certain forms of

abstraction – which suggests a continuous promise of potential ‘de-

coding’. Let us note the cloth’s resolute repudiation of any such

transference of meaning and add to that a second ‘stain’: the little

picture inside the teashop.

My argument need not extend to include an account of either

of these two objects, or what they might or might not mean. My

point has been to draw attention primarily to the first two views,

and thus to the presence of elements of marginalia – bits and pieces

on the ‘edge’ – that escape our frame of attention. What follows,

therefore, is a largely speculative addendum. I am tempted to offer

it because of something Bhupen Khakhar said in private conversation

to me, shortly after I had made a presentation of an early version of

this argument. He conceded that the cloth may have a ‘phallic’ signi-

ficance, and, more important, that he had been exploring a connec-

tion between this cloth and the famous protruberance at the bottom

of Hans Holbein’s The Ambassadors (1533). It is this comment, an

all-too-rare moment of authorial endorsement of critical speculation,

that encourages me to offer an additional, inconclusive third reading

– largely drawn from these two objects.

There was little, in the first two views, that drew attention to

Embedded meanings: (Left) Bhupen Khakhar, View from the Teashop (detail). (Centre) Bhupen Khakhar, My Dear Friend (oil on
canvas, 1983). (Right) Bhupen Khakhar, Seva (oil on canvas, 1986).
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the curious yogic posture of the figure in the small painting. But

when our attention does finally get drawn to it, we instantly recognize

the figure. It is ubiquitous in Khakhar’s later work as a quasi-religious

figure, often derived from wayside temples, shrines and large country-

side scenes, usually painted in luminous colours hiding an obscene

‘undergrowth’.

Through the 1980s, Khakhar made a number of extraordinarily

tender paintings of typically male figures in various acts of sexual

intimacy, which also extended into the intimacy between two men

performing a common act of labour: the carpenters on the roof in

My Dear Friend or the many groups of men in the Kalka painting.

In many of these works, the sexual act, if at all definable, is common-

ly encircled by, even commensurate with, large numbers of male fig-

ures performing various other acts of what Paul Gilroy calls ‘cultural

insiderism’. Through the late 1980s and 1990s, as these panoramic

canvases grow larger and larger (in The Celebration of Guru Jayanti,

1980; Jatra, 1997; Yagnya, 1999), what is increasingly in evidence

amidst such proliferating acts is Khakhar’s coming out with his homo-

sexuality. These proliferating acts, including people and objects,

appear to curiously refuse any straight interpretative transference,

interrupting, by their very presence, the explanatory powers of the

narrative.

The cloth, too, explicitly forbids transference, and in this sense

at least, in its immobile, unshifting nature, sticks out with some

similarity to the famous skull wedge in the Holbein painting. It will

(Right) Hans Holbein the
Younger, The Ambassadors (oil on
oak, 1533). (Left, top) View from

the Teashop (detail); (left, bottom)
The Ambassadors (detail).
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of course be remembered that this was the precise source from where

Lacan produced his famous example of the ‘phallic signifier’. Contin-

uing Lacan, Slavoj Zizek (1991: 90) named the ‘phallic’ as the detail

that ‘does not fit’, the one that ‘sticks out’ from the idyllic surface

scene and denatures it, renders it uncanny. Such an interruption is

like a meaningless stain that ‘denatures’ (the work), rendering all its

constituents ‘suspicious’, and thus opens up the ‘abyss of the search

for a meaning – nothing is what it seems to be, everything is to be

interpreted, everything is supposed to possess some supplementary

meaning’. The ground of familiar signification opens up, but this

very lack propels us to produce ever-new ‘hidden meanings’, it be-

comes a ‘driving force of endless compulsion’.

The oscillation between lack and surplus meaning constitutes the

proper dimension of subjectivity. In other words, it is by means of

the phallic spot that the observed picture is subjectivized: this para-

doxical point undermines the spectatorial position as ‘neutral’,

‘objective’ observer, pinning us to the observed object itself. This is

the point at which the observer is already included, inscribed into

the observed scene – in a way, it is the point from which the picture

itself looks back at us. (Ibid.: 91)

We may now return, for the last time, to the relay of looks, and

thus to the elusive mechanism of social organization present here: a

characteristic of the avant garde. We may finally see the first diegetic

view as constituting a relay between the obscene and perverse under-

side of what is prohibited by the domain of an ‘already interpreted’

communitarian speech, while the second addresses a secondarized

production process of putting that speech into the public terrain of

either social acceptance or surveillance. The bearers of the message,

the performers who deliver up the symbolic – the ‘common men’ –

are, we later realize, part of Khakhar’s gallery of rogues who, in the

process of being painted as in a shrine or a passport photograph, are

‘cleansed of their private, interpersonal character’ (Prasad 1998:

171).

The third view, then, has to do with the two objects in the paint-

ing that do not fit – objects that, in their sheer meaninglessness,

force an element of subjectivity far more effective than the expression-

less face of the man in Factory Strike. This in fact is the true chronicle

of the evacuation of an organizing logic within the painting, the

place outside but below the text, its repressed underside.
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Bhupen Khakhar, Gallery of Rogues (oil on canvas, 1993)
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The New Story (Nai Kahani) is centered round Man, and is committed

to Man, they assert. And Man, according to their definition, is the

average man, the common man. He is not viewed as man belonging

to any particular caste or creed or even class, but just man. The

commitment to this ‘man’ is not induced by any political ‘ism’ but is

induced by the central character itself. The New Story thus confronts

us, they assert, with ‘man’s crisis, with man’s own world, and gives

us awareness of his existence’. – Bhisham Sahni (in Lal 1992: 4045–

46)

The problem here is to solidify psychological/anthropological ideas

of a specific society into spatial/temporal objects. – Mani Kaul (1983:

131)

13
MANI KAUL AND

THE ‘CINEMATIC OBJECT’

‘Uski Roti’ and the Rulebook of Cinema

The Story

Protagonist action as spectatorial

testimony. Balo (Garima), the female
protagonist, waiting at the bus stop
in Mani Kaul’s Uski Roti (1969).
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Hindi writer Mohan Rakesh (1925–1972) captures an important

existential–humanist moment in Indian modernity, literally so, in

Sahni’s words (in Lal 1992: 4045–46), for its emphasis on ‘giving

precedence to life’s experience’. He is of course, with Badal Sircar,

Vijay Tendulkar and Girish Karnad, one of the founding quartet of

modern Indian playwrights. More significant, perhaps, is his role in

the popular modernist genre of the Hindi short story, the Nai Kahani.

The short story ‘Uski Roti’ (‘His Bread’) is something of a classic

in this genre.1 It showcases the genre’s staple feature, our encounter

with a sharply demarcated ‘episode’ in the life of the protagonist.

Here, one day, the villager Balo sits all afternoon waiting at a high-

way bus stop on the Jalandhar–Nakhodar route in Punjab. She comes

to this stop every day with food for her husband Sucha Singh, who

drives a bus along this route. Today she was delayed and had missed

the bus. The reason for the delay is that Balo’s younger sister Jinda

was waylaid and molested by the local goon Jangi, a figure feared in

the village for his propensity to violence. The husband Sucha Singh,

in a rage because she was late, had refused to speak to her on his

return schedule and rejected her food. Now Balo waits for the bus

on its final journey, hoping to meet her husband; she is apprehensive

of his anger but hopeful that he will return home soon (he comes

home once a week) to wreak revenge on Jangi for attacking her sis-

ter and defend the family honour.

Balo waits alone, as the afternoon grows into evening. In the

end, having presumably dozed off, she is startled awake to see her

husband standing before her, somewhat annoyed but also bewildered

to find her still at the bus stop. He takes the food from her, asks her

if everything is all right and if she needs anything from the city, pro-

mises to return home on Tuesday, and leaves. Balo keeps staring

down the highway as the bus drives off into the dusty night until

she can no longer see its red tail-light.

It is the person who, without being an immediate sufferer himself or

herself but with the capacity to become a secondary sufferer through

sympathy for a generalized picture of suffering, and who documents

this suffering in the interest of social intervention, it is such a person

who occupies the position of the modern subject. In other words, the

moment of the modern observation of suffering is a certain moment

The Spectator’s Testimony

1 The story was originally written
in 1956 as ‘Naye Badal’, but was
revised with significant differen-
ces in 1968, into the version
described here. This version is
taken from Rakesh ([1983] 2003).
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of self-recognition on the part of an abstracted, general human being

. . . the general human also recognizes the same figure in the particular

sufferer. – Dipesh Chakrabarty (2000: 52)

As the genre requires, the story’s realism brings into sharp focus

several observer–eyewitness knowledges. The story’s unambiguous

focus is upon Balo’s actions. She runs her household, in the rather

bizarre circumstances generated by the nature of her husband’s

employment, with her sister: they are two young and unprotected

women running a home within the feudal structure of the village.

However, the ethics of Balo’s behaviour are clearly split into two

aspects: what we (both the diegetic and spectatorial ‘we’) know to

be the case – what takes place before us and what we can testify to

– and what we, after Balo, can only apprehend. We as witnesses are

made privy to various registers of knowledge that exist on the margins

of the story, and, occasionally trespassing beyond the limits of the

narrative description itself, to the fears and hopes implicating such

knowledge.

Spectatorial testimony is an important factor here. Following

the flashback and the conversation with her sister Jinda, and Balo’s

promise to her to return home soon, the story is stretched and ex-

panded through several small conversations. All of them – one with

a water seller, a second with a stray bus passenger and a third with

another bus driver – hint at further facts technically external to our

knowledge, since what we know is only what Balo actually knows

on that day. There is a lot she does not know. Is the sister’s encounter

with the villager Jangi a one-sided affair as she makes it out to be,

or is she in some way a complicit presence? We surmise that Sucha

The sister’s first encounter. Jangi, the feared village goon, enters Jinda’s house against Balo’s strict instructions not to let him in.
Jinda’s turn to the camera as she virtually gives her ‘evidence’ of what happened to Balo, and to us, is a characteristic of the
frontal turn in several sequences.
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Singh has something of a reputation, and that he would certainly

not go hungry waiting for his wife’s food. Does he have a separate

life in the city? Perhaps a mistress?

Our own ‘knowledge’, in short, is temporally curtailed by the

sequence we actually encounter: set in the late afternoon and going

on into the evening. As the day wears on, however, our surmises en-

croach upon and even contaminate our realist certitude; momentary

uncertainty tinges our perception of this afternoon–evening time,

and we begin to doubt whether we even saw what we saw. Balo’s

random thoughts then reach out to other episodes of similar doubt:

for instance, villager Lotu Singh’s wife and her suicide in the well

when abandoned by her husband. They briefly recall her marriage

to Sucha Singh, and then fragment into an entire free-associative

dream involving a montage of images that include a sequence of

what might have happened to the defenceless Jangi at home. And

thus the uncertainties of the final question in the story: does Balo’s

late evening encounter with her husband take place at all, or is this

too something outside what is described before us, belonging to the

domain of conjecture? Does the husband mean to return? Or is it

that she imagines even that?

As in many Rakesh stories (for example, the famous ‘Miss Pal’,

1979), here too a stark divide occurs between what exists inside a

definable, testifiable zone of the spectator’s eyewitness gaze, and

allusions, references, mobilized partial knowledges or biases. The

troubling bits of evidence that force us to doubt our knowledge are

always a disquieting narrative experience. Such an experience, I sug-

gest, inevitably seeks to reassure itself by compulsively commandeer-

ing to its cause all manner of disinterested, contiguous and spatial

matter as ‘evidence’. Just as someone caught in an accident on the

street tries to recruit the random eyewitness gaze of bystanders, the

spectator’s certitude seeks to reinforce its plausibility with data drawn

from the mass of conjecture that surrounds the encountered fact.

It is unclear as to what it was in ‘Uski Roti’ that recommended it to

Mani Kaul. Perhaps it was the latent hysteria, and the story’s extern-

alization of spectatorial conjecture on to projectiles, jamming various

kinds of cognitive space all around it. Whatever the reason, the fact

remains that this short story of an afternoon in Punjab found itself

The Realist Investment
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elected to become the unlikely subject of Indian cinema’s first full

avant-garde experiment.

If the story’s multiple registers of spatialization were indeed

the reason for its selection, that is certainly where the resemblance

of the story to the film has to end. While both the story and the

film, admittedly, do externalize something (and the film retains con-

siderable fidelity in this matter to the story’s plot descriptions), the

nature of the two processes of externalization are so radically different

that it may well be possible to hang on this very difference an imp-

ortant argument about realism: what it excludes, what surrounds it

and what besieges its certitudes. This argument would inevitably

hinge on questions of what (pace Ray quoted earlier) is ‘essential’

and ‘inessential’ to the staging of realism in this time and these cir-

cumstances. The story, we can readily agree, makes a foundational

attempt at destabilizing the status of realism as spectatorial certitude.

And the film? Kaul’s film is of course well known (even notorious,

we may say) for its radical language. Many viewers of the time consi-

dered that its rigid formalism, characterized by mind-numbing slow-

ness, a minimal soundtrack, long shots and editing discontinuities,

made the film virtually unwatchable.2 After watching it, Satyajit

Ray (1976: 106) accused both Kaul and his contemporary Shahani

of ‘threatening film language with extinction’.

I make the claim that the only way Uski Roti’s radical narrative

devices can be understood is to see them, in the spirit of the 1970s

avant garde, as a historical investigation into the formal properties

of realism. More specifically, as an investigation into what we could

call a spectatorial investment in realism. I draw the idea of the invest-

ment directly from Mani Kaul (2003):

A tree, for example, will stand for itself in front of a camera and

nothing more, unless the filmmaker decides to invest an idea into

the tree. Investing an idea into the tree (whether it makes the tree

beautiful or ugly) is above all a way of ‘de-naturing’ the tree. . . .

The very tree that stands for itself will begin to reveal its own . . .

meaning when it finds a suitable position in a given set of (standing-

for-themselves) images.

If such investments do have, as I think they do, a historical

dimension to them, then can such an investigation into realism’s

formal assets allow us to read the entire trajectory of realism/object-

ivity/state into Kaul’s ‘idea’ invested into the object (‘the tree’)? It is

true that Rakesh’s investment into precisely this realism, both here

2 Cecilia Cossio (1998: 125)
starkly brings out the formal
rigidity of the shooting style. The
film is arranged, she says, ‘in 27
episodes of approximately 361
shots. From among these shots,
275 are close-ups and extreme
close-ups (180 are close-ups of
faces; the remaining shots are
details: hands [40], feet [7],
objects [43]; persons taken from
the waist downwards [5]; in 226
shots there is a single person;
in 65 two people, in 13 three
people and in 8 four or more.
Only 108 have a dialogue or at
least some words: in 64 there is a
single sentence or a single word,
and 6 contain five or more short
sentences. Only shot 76 (Jinda’s
report) contains a long spoken
part: the first half is post-
synchronized, but out of synchrony.
The first word, ‘daata’ (‘donor’,
the beggar’s call), occurs in shot
13, about seven minutes from the
beginning. There is no proper
music track; there are only some
santoor chords during the head
titles (for about one minute) and
in shots 57, 58, 232, 233, 234
and 261. All the other sounds and
noises are natural (highly empha-
sized in expressive function:
animal sounds, cart and car
noises or sounds related to work
activities); in any case they belong
to the scene. The movie-camera
generally has a fixed position
(there are approximately only 30
camera movements). Only two
lenses are used – a 28 mm and a
135 mm – maintaining seven fixed
distances from the camera to the
object for each lens.’
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and in his celebrated Ashad ka Ek Din, the source of Kaul’s next

film (of the same name, 1971), is what in turn provided him with

the means by which to make his own investigations. On the other

hand, the problem before us is, first, whether we can unearth our

own historical significance in Rakesh’s zone of conjecture surrounding

the encountered fact. If we can, then, second, it is to know what

Kaul’s further ‘investment’ into the split between knowledge and

conjecture (and thus between realist space and the threatening

cinema-effect hovering on the horizon) can tell us about the formal

properties of that particular mode of realist–historical representation.

Let us start with a suggestive question: how might such a story have

been more conventionally filmed? This happens to be an important

issue in understanding the divergences of ‘Uski Roti’ from the pro-

foundly local conventions of realism with which it works, and which

also determine Kaul’s explorations. Rakesh’s modernist style of sur-

rounding fact with conjecture, of character/spectator ‘knowledge’

racked by uncertainties of various kinds, is not an unusual technique

of narration. Used most tellingly in suspense and horror, the technique

may relate here more directly to the devices with which authors de-

stabilize, and thereby either interrogate or refurbish, spectator

prejudices in the ‘inverted commas’ of the classic realist text.3 The

typical presence in the cinema of whatever lies outside our knowledge

is to reveal the fragility of the second look, perpetually threatened

by the intrusion of unregulated offscreen matter. In classic realist

circumstances, the burden of any narrative is conventionally to redress

this imbalance and to reinvigorate the second look with the reassur-

ances of intradiegetic action, and thus domesticate the threat of the

offscreen and the unknown.

Rakesh’s story, however, produces an additional circumstance,

an additional presence, that throws its generic investments into real-

ism slightly out of kilter. This is a somewhat distinct insertion of

history into the domain of the unknown: a local history that places

additional pressures on the fiction’s narrative certitudes. The story

relates to a specific region (Punjab), and thereby invokes a literary

tradition as well as (and this is important for my argument) a cine-

matic tradition for representing that region. The literary tradition is

a famous one: a particularly turbulent period in the region of the

Plausible History, Minority History

3 Colin MacCabe’s well known
essay on the ‘Classic Realist Text’
(1974) describes its relevant
properties as follows: ‘A classic
realist text may be defined as one
in which there is a hierarchy
amongst the discourses which
compose the text and this hierar-
chy is defined in terms of an
empirical notion of truth. Perhaps
the easiest way to understand this
is through a reflection on the use
of inverted commas within the
classic realist novel. While those
sections in the text which are
contained in inverted commas
may cause a certain difficulty to
the reader – a certain confusion
vis a vis what is really the case –
this difficulty is abolished by the
unspoken (or more accurately the
unwritten) prose that surrounds
them’ (emphases mine).
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Punjab,4 foundationally implicated in the broad ‘partition narrative’

(Kumar 2002), when fiction writers took on responsibilities that

were more properly those of the historian: eyewitness accounts ren-

dering coherent, and thus accountable, the otherwise impossible-

to-comprehend events of the time. Narrative coherence was a central

part of the fraught location of emerging nationalism. Part of the

problem had to do with local language,5 but it went further. Strat-

egies of subjective description (often the female first-person-singular)

of everyday events commonly developed the ambitions of elevating

the everyday into the larger project of accounting for the incompre-

hensible crises of a nation.6

Many writers have investigated the question of just where the

historical record is to be found in such narrations. A narrative’s

capacity to generate a history-effect, so to say, is close to what Dipesh

Chakrabarty (1998) sees as the production of a ‘minority’ history

to be found inside a particular kind of  investment into the telling

of ‘subaltern pasts’: a survival-through-description process signifi-

cantly different from standard history-writing conventions. Repro-

ducing our earlier paradigm of ‘frames of intelligibility’, and its

literary variant of the zones of certitude and conjecture, the narrative

account takes upon itself the responsibility of reprocessing rough

minority historical knowledge into the smoother historical textures

of narrative plausibility capable of spectatorial certitude. Seeing any

narrative in this way, and reverse-engineering it to reveal its material

sources, allows us to discover significant ‘minority histories’ both in

the literature and in the cinema of a place like Punjab – relegated to

the borders of realist description, to the traumas of uncertainty and

the unknown. When such inert but volatile marginal material proli-

ferates, always present and potentially capable of interrupting, even

interrogating, any larger purpose of narrative accountability, there

is something inevitable to a woman waiting for her husband on

an afternoon at a bus stop becoming a narrative performance: a

realist–psychological performance literally enveloped with history,

besieging the words present in quotation marks with unspoken and

unwritten data.

A particular frontier arises in which literature reveals a battle on

the plane of realism; and this battle the Hindi cinema would inherit

from both its Punjabi and Urdu origins. It was, as Partha Chatterjee

(2001: 19–20) suggests in the example of its most famous purveyor,

Sadat Hasan Manto, a dangerous battle. Investigating the eruption

of  critical  historical  knowledge  at  the  very  limit  of  spectatorial

4 See ‘A ‘Community in Crisis:
Partition and the Sikhs’, ‘From
Displacement to Development:
East Punjab Countryside after
Partition c. 1947–67’, ‘Punjab
and the Making of Pakistan’, in
Tan and Kudaisya (2000).

5 A critical symptomatic aspect of
such authority was the one of
what language the narrator could
use: a problem that went to the
very heart of the divides between
Hindi, Punjabi and Urdu, and the
complex investment of each in
relation to emerging national
constellations. ‘Uski Roti’ is of
course in Hindi, which immedi-
ately problematizes its grounding
in the region into which it is set.
The divide sometimes took on
Hindu versus Muslim/Sikh
undertones, spanning contrasting
state positions on the divide
between the modernist elitism of
Hindi writing (including the Nai
Kahani), as against the truly
popular cultures that both Urdu
and Punjabi especially spawned,
including in the cinema. See Amrit
Rai, A House Divided: The Origins
and Development of Hindi–Urdu
(1991).

6 Rakesh’s own memorable female
characters in the tradition of Balo
include Nilima in ‘Andhere Band
Kamre’ (1961), Sundari in
‘Lahron ke Rajhans’ (1963) and,
most importantly, Savitri in his
play Adhe Adhure (1969). Perhaps
the best known account of the
female protagonist and the
national allegory in specific
relation to the partition is Ritu
Menon and Kamla Bhasin’s book,
Borders and Boundaries: Women
in India’s Partition. See the
section titled ‘Belonging: Women
and Their Nations’, which
directly links the first-person-
singular voices of women to the
question of history itself, to note
that while women were ‘acutely
conscious of their place and their
identity as Hindu, Muslim or
Sikh in either country’, the
question nevertheless remained,
‘do women have a country?’
(Menon and Bhasin 1998: 249–
51). The essay further draws
attention to the widespread
proliferation of that question in
various public spaces, given
women’s ‘abrupt entry into the
economic life of the country’ as a
result of the partition.
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Balo’s flashback into her

marriage. The sequence in
which Balo, presumably still at
the bus stop, recalls events
before and during her marriage
moves seamlessly into the
suicide of villager Lotu Singh’s
wife, mounted upon a quotation
from (facing page) Amrita Sher-
Gil’s Woman on Charpoy (oil on
canvas, 1940).
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The suicide. (Left, top to bottom) Lotu Singh’s wife kills herself as Balo’s memories of her
own marriage drift into those of Lotu Singh and his wife. Both the previous sequence and
this one directly quote Amrita Sher-Gil’s work; in this instance, (right) Three Girls (oil on
canvas, 1935).
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certitude in Manto’s ‘Toba Tek Singh’ (1955), Chatterjee draws

attention to the capacity of narrative to enter a zone that is filled

with such risk that few have dared to try what Manto did, to

‘embrace politics in its pure uncertainty, its unrelieved dangerousness,

without the security of an anchor in some pre-given idea of the

good, without the technical instrument of measuring costs and bene-

fits’. This can be ‘terrifying’, in contrast to the more stable ‘refugee’

narratives seeking history and statecraft in a return ‘to the comfort

of the familiar’.

Cinematic realism is hugely implicated in this process, not least

because all this ‘eruption’ in the cinema has to possess named technic-

al counterparts, as the film Uski Roti starkly draws to our attention.

Our purpose is to see how such historicist data reappears at the

edges of the cinematic text. I will argue that such data is precisely

what is invested into the symbolic cinema-effect. I believe we have

arrived at a significant attribute of our ‘effect’, one that goes far to-

wards defining the resources that may be mined from it.

Perhaps the easiest way to understand the cinematic legacy of

this ravaged literary history is to follow the way Nai Kahani modern-

ism provided a staple resource for the New Indian Cinema, just

around the time of this film.7 Marginally more complex is the related

cinematic–literary tradition of representing the heavily symbolized,

primarily female, ‘first person’ account of Nai Kahani, often address-

ing the aspiration for (and inability to achieve) full subjectivity.8

There is, however, yet more to the long cinematic history of Nai

Kahani: its (to Darius Cooper’s phrase) ‘Garm Coat existentialism’

– referring to the 1955 Hindi film by Amar Kumar and, more broadly,

to work set in post-partition north India – perhaps most reflected in

the writing and films of Rajinder Singh Bedi,9 and incarnated by the

screen persona of Garm Coat’s lead Balraj Sahni10  and thence a

tradition of cinema uniquely to do with the divided state of Punjab.

A key argument has been the tangled relationship of the Indian

cinema with the state, already witnessed partly in Bal Thackeray’s

production of a ‘Marathi’ identity in Bombay and continued later

in the cinematic production of Telangana (Gautam Ghose’s Maa-

bhoomi). It requires that we address the role of founding film

industries within regional sub-nationalism, and of such regional–

national cinemas as authentic producers of state-endorsed national

culture. The instance of Punjab is of course seriously complicated in

this regard, because partition, in addition to everything else, also

physically destroyed the Lahore-based film industry, relocating that

7 By the late 1960s, several Nai
Kahani writers had moved to popu-
lar fiction via, for example, the
magazine Sarika, edited first by
Dharamveer Bharati and then
Kamleshwar, and from there to a
popular New Cinema idiom. Exam-
ples are Basu Chatterjee’s work
indebted to Rajendra Yadav (the
filming of whose 1952 novel Sara
Akash co-founded the New Cinema
in 1969) and Manu Bhandari (Yeh
Sach Hai, filmed as Rajanigandha,
1974), and Gulzar’s work with Kam-
leshwar (Mausam, Aandhi, 1975).

8 So Rakesh’s Punjabi villager Balo
would also place her with ‘New
Cinema’ characters like Chatterjee/
Bhandari’s Deepa (Vidya Sinha in
Rajanigandha), and the Rajasthani
Taku and Sanichari (Hema Malini
in Aruna Raje’s Rihaee, 1988, and
Dimple Kapadia in Kalpana Lajmi’s
Mahasweta Devi creation Rudaali,
1992), to take examples from Hindi
cinema. In the Punjabi context, an
example is Amrita Pritam’s Puro
(Urmila Matondkar in Pinjar, 2003).
Paromita Vohra’s script for Sabiha
Sumar’s Khamosh Pani (2003) and
her construction of Punjabi guilt
facing Islamic extremism, incarnat-
ed in Veero/Ayesha (Kirron Kher),
can also be read as a commentary
on this literary/cinematic tradition.
(See Menon 2004.)

9 His famous Lajwanti, reprinted
in Memon (1998: 14–29).

10 The Sahni from Dharti ke Lal
(1946) and Do Bigha Zameen
(1953) through Garm Coat (1955)
and, via Sone ki Chidiya (1958),
to the most famous New Cinema
‘partition’ film, Garm Hawa
(1973). (See the tribute edited by
CPI leader P.C. Joshi [1974].) His
brother Bhisham Sahni, author of
Tamas (filmed by Govind Niha-
lani in 1987), names the tradition
of such ‘cinematic’ literature as
including classics like Rahi
Masoom Raza’s Adha Gaon, Yash-
pal’s Jhoota Sach and Krishna
Sobti’s work. (Cf. ‘South Asian

Cinema: Partition Films’ issue of
South Asian Cinema Journal; http:
//www.southasiancinema.com.) The
best account of the literature that
fed the ‘partition narrative’
cinema is in Memon (1998).
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history in far-off Bombay. The resettlement in Bombay of a seminal

tradition, the ‘Lahore school’ of Hindi filmmaking – the Shorey–

Pancholi tradition famously associated with the music of composers

Ghulam Haider, Shyam Sundar, S.D. Batish and others, of singers

like Nurjehan and Shamshad Begum, and of films like Khazanchi

(1941) and numerous others11 – also draws our attention to the pro-

foundly diasporic nature of the Bombay-based Hindi cinema. The

Bombay cinema, articulating a Sindhi–Punjabi–Pathan diaspora, is

a cinema with no state. Its tremendous impact upon modern Indian

culture forces us to speculate on the considerably wider domain of

the deployment of minority history as a displaced popular culture.

It is, for example, surprisingly easy to close our eyes and imagine

what a film version of ‘Uski Roti’ might have looked and sounded

like, had those starring in it been, say, Nutan and Balraj Sahni – as

in Shahid Latif/Ismat Chughtai’s Sone ki Chidiya (1958) or Amiya

Chakravarty’s Seema (1958) – playing, in stunning black-and-white,

a desiring and thwarted Balo, and a proud, elusive and profoundly

male Sucha Singh. Balo’s uncertainties (and thereby the uncertainties

of the second look) would have been ‘performed’ as her incapacity

to provide a history that could reinscribe her into the Punjab land-

scape. It would also account for Sucha Singh’s absence, as symbolic

of Balo’s failure to receive the protection of the patriarchal nation.

11 Providing a distant but crucial
echo to, for example, Yash
Chopra’s 1990s ‘non-resident’
Punjabi nostalgia movies Dilwale
Dulhania Le Jayenge (Aditya
Chopra, 1995) and Veer–Zaara
(Yash Chopra, 2004). Indeed it is
increasingly evident that a great
deal of what is powering the
present (2005) groundswell of
India–Pakistan reunification is
resurgent Punjabi nationalism.

Balraj Sahni and Nutan in
Amiya Chakravarty’s Seema

(1958)

The storm at the end. Balo is engulfed by a storm while she waits into the night, as the
film overtly invokes the most classic of melodramatic conventions.
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It is plausible, in the tradition of melodrama incarnated by Shahid

Latif’s classic, for an adequate cinematic vocabulary to emerge for

addressing the primarily historical questions we have asked of the

literary work. One can also imagine the ‘cinema-effects’ produced,

laying siege to realism, that would differentiate between the knowl-

edge, part-knowledge and surmise that the story foregrounds, racking

its female protagonist, to bring in different registers of spectatorial

interpellation so central to the story.

Mani Kaul’s film version retains this primarily historical fidelity to

both the story and, curiously, to its cinematic legacy. Without access

to where Uski Roti’s pictorial vocabulary comes from historically, it

would be impossible to make sense of its explicitly formal strategies.

The landscape in the film, shot mostly on 28-mm lens, not only

evokes the Lahore school melodramas of the 1950s, but, equally

critically, is also indebted to the later Lahore paintings of Amrita

Sher-Gil and thus a visual art tradition that had made its own bid

for the status of state-endorsed ‘authenticity’.

The Cinematic Object and Its ‘Location’:

The Magnificence of the 28-mm Lens

Balo at the bus stop: the 28 mm lens. The beggar, the water seller and Balo clutching her bundle of food.
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Location invoked as a historical register – what he would call

the ‘solid mass’ of ‘historical space–time’ – has been an important

aspect of much of Mani Kaul’s cinema: the wheatfield sequences

and the long shots of the dusty highway on the flat Punjab plain are

as central to Uski Roti12 as the Rajasthan landscape is to Duvidha

(1973) and Madhya Pradesh to Satah se Uthata Admi (1980). Speak-

ing in more properly formal terms, this emphasis on location con-

tributes to Kaul’s effort to shift emphasis away from the frame and

into what he was consistently to name as the cinematic ‘object’.

Such a locatable ‘object’, one that he describes as something ‘name-

able’ and therefore enumerable – ‘subjects, objects, situations and

their emotional/intellectual content’ (Kaul 1983) – is not too different

from the ‘list’ that we have earlier come across in Bhupen Khakhar.

As with Khakhar, the strong undertow of representable locality pro-

vides an inventory of the basic components of realist representation.

This aspect of what I might call an enumerable realism, summing

up the object-in-location, now displaced from its ‘solid mass’ geog-

raphy on to a properly cinematic one, is most directly articulated in

Kaul’s documentary Mati Manas (1984) – where the hundred or

more physical locations used, through central India and into deepest

Madurai, are suppressed to effectively create a single ‘location–space’

from where the ‘object’ emerges and into which it is ‘solidified’.

In order to make a larger argument for the pictorial and cinematic

ancestry of the 1970s avant garde, I suggest (continuing my argument

elsewhere on the ‘epic melodrama’; see Rajadhyaksha 1993) the imp-

ortant precedent of melodrama to the avant garde. This antecedent

is present as much in Kaul’s return to fiction in the late 1980s/90s

(Nazar, 1989; Idiot, 1991; Naukar ki Kameez, 1999) as in Kumar

Shahani’s Tarang (1984) and Kasba (1990), and, I have argued else-

where, generally in several key figures of the avant garde from

Alexander Kluge to Hou Hsiao-Hsien.

Let us return to the story and the film. The story works, we

have seen, with ‘internal’ and ‘external’ knowledges, and the film, I

propose, transposes these on to two sharply contrasting registers of

spatial representation. Both strategies are significantly informed by

melodramatic conventions, with the first register functioning proper-

ly within the plane of realism, and the second (our cinema-effect)

deploying several kinds of substantially symbolic eruptions technic-

ally set on the edges of the film’s realism – variously besieging, destabil-

izing and restaging that realism.

Kaul translates this convention by attributing thematic character-

12 Apparently Kaul briefly
considered shooting in the exact
locations mentioned by the story,
but found that they had changed
unrecognizably. The film was in
fact made at Pratapgarh, close to
Nakhodar.
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istics to his lenses – the already mentioned 28-mm wide and, on the

extreme other end, the narrow 135-mm telephoto. The wide is asso-

ciated with the physical space of Balo as ‘we’ see her, and it connects

with what we know about her. In contrast, the 135 telephoto is

linked to what Balo in turn ‘sees’ (imagines, fantasizes, dreams)

with her mind’s eye.13 The 135 somewhat schematically plays the

role of capturing all that exists on the margins of realism and excluded

from its gaze, handling the domain of the ‘cinema-effect’ and all

the bits and pieces of inert but volatile data on the borders: sections

of the story that Rakesh had left for conjecture, including Sucha

Singh’s city life, his eating and drinking binges, his card-playing

habit, and his urban girlfriend who steals his money. It also includes

sequences involving Balo’s sister Jinda’s encounters with her torment-

or, as well as flashbacks showing Balo preparing food for her husband.

The telephoto lens and what it shows, I suggest, has some resemblance

to what in Bhupen Khakhar’s instance we called the ‘diegetic view’:

the viewpoint of somebody inside the work, animating everything

that s/he sees with local knowledge not necessarily available to the

film’s spectator.

As with the story, the film’s own telling effectively ‘begins’ with

Balo at the bus stop, at the point when the 28-mm lens comes on. I

say effectively because there is a crucial prelude, a famous one much

satirized in Film Institute  corridors,  of  a guava  taking its  time –

The guava-falling episode. A stone hits
the branch, the guava falls, a hand is
stretched to catch it.

13 Mani Kaul (1974) writes of
Uski Roti and the even more
densely formalist Ashad ka Ek
Din: ‘The discipline in these films
. . . emerged mainly from cinema-
tic means. In taking up certain
limited aspects of cinema and
bringing them in relation to the
theme, all other factors (like
acting, décor, mise-en-scene) were
neutralized to realize the possibi-
lities of the limited experiment.
. . . To demonstrate: confining the
film to two lenses (28 mm and
135 mm) and making them repres-
ent the actual and mental life of
the waiting wife in the beginning
of the film – I mean, the wide
angle provided the universal
focus or the extra actuality of the
cinematographic image, and the
long focus a critical range of
sharpness or a certain dream
quality. Having faithfully esta-
blished this as a norm, the lenses
were gradually freed of the strict
representation – they were cross-
ing each other in the middle of the
film where the distinctions were
blurred – until in the end the
representation was reversed, with
the result that the actual return of
the husband almost appears as a
hallucination. . . . This slight
edge of disbelief in the reality of
an actual return of her husband
gives rise to an ambiguity, almost
necessary for a scene to redeem
itself of the physical covering and
reveal the conceptual meaning.’
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14 Kaul (1991) writes, ‘Where
space–time is seen as inertial (and
empirically understood) mass,
masquerading as real, it is
worthwhile to split the illusion
into space and into time.’

after a stone has dislodged it – to fall from the tree on to an out-

stretched palm. A sequence of shots, almost in metric rhythm, show

a close-up of a tree, a stone hitting it, a woman and a partially hid-

den man, and an outstreched hand catching the guava. This is Jangi’s

first encounter with the sister, a quick prelude to Balo’s anxieties

and thereby also a spatial rendition of the sort of confusion the nar-

rative’s realism will shortly plunge into. I would argue that the guava

sequence, like so many in Kaul’s work (the static shot of a frozen

man holding a paan leaf just outside his mouth in Siddheshwari,

1989), directly signals the film’s ‘how-to-read-this-text’ manual –

its intention to translate the story’s rigid temporality into flowing

spatial definition.14

The film’s ‘realism’, in keeping with the story, remains intact

Sucha Singh’s city life. First sequence. The tightly closed-in 128-mm shots contrast with

the wide-angle lens at the bus stop.
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only as long as Balo knows she is at the bus stop. Intact in its 28-

mm lens, it is the only section in the film that retains the descriptive

ambition of locating character and action in locale. It is this lens in

this section that is dedicated to ‘showing us’ all that happens in the

story ‘in our presence’: the fields, the road, the bus stop, the bundle

of food, Balo’s anxiety, the water seller. These are not only Balo’s

point-of-view shots; they include shots of the highway seen from

the viewpoint of the bus driver, showing a large cutout of the child

Krishna floating over the countryside. These travelling shots are

intercut with static shots of the empty field, Balo walking towards

us and then from left to right. In a bit of bravura editing, the camera

starts tracking right-to-left following Balo (we believe), but moves

to showing her already on  the  wayside  station  bench.  This  cut  in

‘Use Nakhodar mein kaun nahin jaanta?’ The Sikh passenger, eyewitness to Sucha’s world

and Balo’s only access to it.

The cutout of the child Krishna

on the bus driver’s windscreen

hovers on the highway.
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fact brings into sharp relief the most significant bit of dialogue drawn

directly from the story, the bit upon which so much of the status of

what we ‘don’t see’ lies: the conversation between Balo and the Sikh

passenger. (‘Use Nakhodar mein kaun nahin jaanta? / Bhookha?

Kaun? Sucha Singh? ‘Who does not know him in Nakhodar? / Hun-

gry? Who? Sucha Singh?’) Following this interchange, the Sikh walks

with an almost sensuous gesture down the field as we cut to Balo

watching him, cut back to him, then to a man sleeping at the bus

stop, and finally move to her, virtually trapped by these actions.

This sequence is preceded by the somewhat grim hotel-room scene

with the drinking truckers, followed by the card-playing episode as

we return to the hotel-room excesses.

A demarcation is established, drawn from the story, in the film’s

The claustrophobic hotel room: gestures replace actors, things replace people.
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beginning, of associating a particular lens with a specific viewpoint

– the 28 mm with the story’s ‘present’ and thereby the named spectat-

orial look, as against the 135 mm which is, at this time, linked to

all that exists outside that look, that is, outside our knowledge but

inside somebody else’s. Outside the universe of the bus stop and the

fields is the claustrophobic hotel room, shot in narrow and squeezed

spaces. Here, the physical compression of distances between camera

and action leads gestures to replace actors, things to replace people.

The cramped space allows for the entry of  a  montage  of  serial  dis-

continuities, both in the picture and on the soundtrack: the bits and

pieces of stray visual material, the photograph of Sucha Singh’s girl

falling out of his wallet, the wall calendar and, on the soundtrack,

snatches  of  song.  The  uncoordinated  picture  and  sound now get

Discontinuous symbolic–representational effects: Balo’s fantasies about Sucha and his urban life. She presses his legs (in
flashback), looks in the mirror (her present), as she fantasizes about what Sucha’s city life must be (her present elsewhere).
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(Facing page and this page) The final act. Following the storm, Sucha Singh’s hand appears in the night as he wakes Balo from
her reverie. He asks her if there is any problem, to which she has no answer, merely saying that everything is all right. He then
takes the bundle of food, promises to return, asks if she needs anything from the city, and leaves her standing on the highway.
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merged into a larger universe of discontinuous, purely symbolic–

representational ‘effects’.15

However, such disjointed marginalia, associated with the space-

rupturing telephoto lens, gradually intrude in startling ways into

the universe of the fiction, that is, into the space of the 28 mm. It is

the gradual entry of such intrusion that takes over the zone of knowl-

edge, Balo’s and ours, as it culminates in the montage sequence in

the end, the dream sequence (the marriage, the suicide, the rape of

Jinda) and then, finally, Sucha Singh’s return ‘home’.

Engineering the relentless, and intrusive, ‘de-realization’ through

the siege of marginalia is a convention that, as far as I know, is

unique in the cinema’s history: the introduction into shot-taking of

what I can only understand as the famous modernist ‘grid’.16 In an

essay titled ‘Explorations in New Techniques’ (1974), Kaul explains

what he was trying to do and why. He defined ‘a fixed seven distances

(from the camera to the object) in respect of the particular lens

being used’. The selected lens, the 28 mm, was used to mark the

closest possible range it could handle (which was 1.4 feet). Thereafter

they moved ‘from its closest range to arrive at seven fixed variations.

Each volume growing into another, changing, making an interval

inbetween (like 1.4 feet to 2.8 feet to 4 feet to 7 feet to 10 feet to 15

feet and so on).’ All the characters ‘stood at one or other of these

distances, moved from one distance to another, and so with the

camera’.

In Uski Roti’s first reel itself, Balo’s introduction to the bus stop

is done through mismatched editing cuts: moving from deep long-

shot to close-up, even an extreme close-up shot of the bundle of

food that Balo clutches close to herself (see Cossio 1998: 126, for

an elaborate detailing of this bus stop sequence between shots 8 to

22). The film, plumb in the middle of its realism, declares its ability

to make drastic jumps of volume without breaking up the larger de-

marcation of looks inscribed into a particular lens. In other words,

the larger division of the 28/135, associated with different registers

of spectatorial looking, appears not to be disturbed by severe dis-

continuities of space within the 28 mm. A jump that would at best

be startling to realist convention, and at worst cause psychotic frag-

The Grid of Seven Distances15 Paul Willemen, in an early
commentary on this film, outlines
(and also denounces) these picto-
rial and sound effects: ‘In Mani
Kaul’s first film, Uski Roti, every
single image has been reduced to
its minimal, single unity of mean-
ing: a look, a movement of the
hand, a curve of the neck, etc.,
each such “bit” of significance
thus threatening to become,
because of its isolation, extremely
emphatic and “arty” in the worst
sense of the term. . . . Kaul’s
soundtracks, with their insistent
sparseness of auditory signifiers,
cry out in their rejection of the
Bombay Musical’ (‘Mani Kaul’,
in Willemen and Gandhy 1980:
43). While Willemen may want to
reconsider his allegations of
artiness and the reference to the
Bombay musical, his substantive
comments on the film’s minimalist
effects nevertheless remain true.

16 The grid is associated with the
Cubists Mondrian and Malevich,
and, perhaps most directly, with
the de Stijl group. Rosalind
Krauss (1986: 9–10) writes of
‘a structure’ that emerged in the
early part of this century ‘first in
France, then in Russia and in
Holland . . . emblematic of the
modernist ambition within the
visual arts ever since. Surfacing
in the pre-War cubist painting
and subsequently becoming ever
more stringent and manifest, the
grid announces, among other
things, modern art’s will to
silence, its hostility to literature,
to narrative, to discourse. [I]n the
temporal dimension, the grid is
an emblem of modernity by being
just that: the form that is ubiquit-
ous in the art of our century,
while appearing nowhere, nowhere
at all, in the art of the last one.’
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mentation of diegetic space, is here held together by its supporting

seven-distances grid structure.

The standard materials of cinematic continuity – the famous

continuity of seamlessly flowing character–location–action – are

replaced by a new convention. Instead of the classic cinematic con-

vention of eyeline cuts creating a mnemonic structure through repeti-

tion, Kaul’s grid allows him to repeat spatial configurations again

and again at different points with different content. ‘The important

thing’ in Uski Roti, he writes, ‘was to discover a group of distances

and repeat them under a different improvisation at various points

in the film.’ This, he said, ‘also facilitated the allusions to past

sequences’ (Kaul 1974).

For Kaul, this technique echoes a distinct response to a found-

ational grammar of the cinema:

Failed encounters. (Left, top to bottom) The rape of Jinda. (Right, top and bottom) Sucha Singh returns home and
wreaks revenge on Jangi. (By this time in the film it is impossible to know whether any of this happened or
whether it is entirely Balo’s fantasy.)
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‘Distance’ of course has its history in cinema. When Griffith used

the close-up most effectively for the first time, he changed the distance

and created the use of another volume; all earlier works were confined

to medium or long shots. The unconscious growth of the tradition of

long-shot, mid-shot and close-up is of utmost significance for the

cinema. Every filmmaker must necessarily attach emotional/intellect-

ual significance to these vague divisions in order to shoot a film.

(Ibid.)

‘Distances’, he later argued, ‘make links.’ ‘It is meaningless to work

in one or two distances and create perpetual homogeneous planes.

Only multiple distances go beyond the terrible habit of long, mid

and close shots’ (‘The Director Reflects’, 1991). The translation of

‘emotional/intellectual significance’ into a grammar of technical dis-

tance was also the closest he came to creating his version of moti-

vational editing.

In his next film, Ashad ka Ek Din, based once again on a work

by Mohan Rakesh, Kaul moved the grid outside the visual altogether,

on to the film’s soundtrack. The sound was pre-recorded in its entirety

and ‘played back’ during the shooting, with actors lip-synchronizing

their dialogue to the soundtrack. That device too, like the grid in

Uski Roti and the compressed ‘location–space’ in Mati Manas, served

to draw attention to the bits-and-pieces of cinematic data assembled

in any edited sequence on celluloid, as well as to the mechanics of

binding together these elements, which are, standard film grammar

tells us, necessary to the production of realism.

Renounce the notion that beings and objects appear from somewhere

(even from a beginning) into world-space and are destined to dis-

appear from it. It is . . . space [that] extends and returns to itself.

– Mani Kaul (‘The Director Reflects’, 1991)

Not framed beginning followed by a pan away or a tilt up. The im-

mobile (is never framed) remains intangible to the end. The immobile

is available only within a flux. – Mani Kaul (‘The Director Reflects’,

1991)

Many years after Uski Roti, in a set of aphorisms titled ‘The Director

Reflects’ (1991) evidently indebted to his master Robert Bresson’s

The ‘Rule Book’ and the ‘Spectatorial Encounter’
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Notes on Cinematography (1977), Mani Kaul listed a set of rules

on how he thought films should be made.17 These rules and the ac-

companying body of filmmaking assemble not only a substantially

worked out aesthetic practice, but also a kind of manual or guide-

book that could be titled, I have always imagined, ‘How to Make

Films with Material that Exists Purely on the Margins of Realism’.

The ‘rules’ were later accompanied by a series of extraordinarily

dense and varied theoretical formulations, some of which I will try

and recount in the following section. Three of these enumerated

‘rules’ are especially important for the arguments being made.

The first rule, functioning contrary to any existing manual on

how films should be made, is to relentlessly assume that the space of

all organization exists exclusively within the domain of the symbolic.

As with Khakhar and Sen, but for different reasons, this domain of

the marginal has a privileged presence in Kaul’s schema. Central to

his rule book is the means by which such organization, far from

being an eruption or excess threatening that centre from someplace

else, may produce on its own a centrally located organizing principle,

and may even develop a lexicality of its own. In positing such a pos-

sibility, Kaul relies on his contention that realism’s very raison d’être

is to set up the conditions of a particular kind of spectatorial encount-

er with the symbolic object. Since realism provides only one possible

ground for the encounter to take place, his cinema will resolutely

search for other means of achieving this.

But any such alternatives to realism can only be realized if a cri-

tical fallacy of realism is first overcome, namely, that of confusing

the apprehension of objectivity with the production of the subjective

self. Presenting his second rule, Kaul claims that contrary to the

commonplace idea that realist cinema produces objects ‘before us’

and, so to say, ‘in our image’, what is produced is not so much the

object as the shared space – a space between object and spectator –

that permits the object to be apprehended, received, in an individuat-

ed way. The object itself, he says, was always there: it has not been

invented by the cinema. What the cinema invents is the space that

permits that object to be apprehended. (‘The object exists. It needs

to be internalized’.)

A third move is yet more critical. In shifting realism entirely on

to the production of space – space as ‘mental material’ – Kaul is also

able to technically calibrate a shift both of realism and the cinema-

effect on to terms of shooting, editing, sound-recording and mixing.

We thus have an enumerable description for the fundamental nature

17 Interestingly, Mohan Rakesh put
together a similar rule book for
his own practice. In his essay
‘The Dramatic Word: Chapter
Outline’  (Rakesh 1973), a chap-
ter titled ‘Of Sound and Silence’
explores ‘the role of sound in
theatre’. Is this an ‘essential
acoustic constancy or just a
“background” effect?’ The
‘secondary role of sound as an
instrument for highlighting the
image’ makes it an ‘instrument
for highlighting the spoken
word’, with the ambition being
one of ‘achieving a total acoustic
constancy of words and sounds’.
Looking at ‘strings of words as a
series of sounds by themselves’
takes the writer back to the origin
of words, and to how certain
sound symbols acquired their
associational meanings. Rakesh
realizes that words ‘as acoustic
symbols capable of awakening
certain forces and releasing
certain energies’ are ‘capable of
touching certain definite areas of
perception which make them
different from music’, and that the
‘mystic possibility of words used
as sounds’ defines ‘correct rhythm
of words in drama’, and thus,
also, the role of the actor and the
director in this matter. An import-
ant realization, clearly close to
Kaul’s own, is that ‘the dramatic
silence is not a neutral or a
negative state. It is not the same
as stillness on stage before the
play opens; nor is it the absence
of sound as in an empty hall. The
dramatic silence is a time dura-
tion that carries the charge of the
words spoken before and the
anticipation of the words to be
spoken afterwards. It is a cord
between the two poles of words,
And it has to be timed according
to its charge.’  Another chapter,
titled ‘An Art Form of Human
Abstractions’, explores ‘human
abstractions at the level  of expe-
rience’ and the role of image,
sound and word in creating such
abstractions and in recognizing
‘meanings that are beyond mean-
ings’, the origin of the fact that
‘a true theatre performance can
never be repeated’. Rakesh also
acknowledges Kaul’s own inter-
pretation of his work: ‘A film
based on the play Ashadh ka Ek
Din and another based on a short
story, Uski Roti, made by the
same director. Why do we want
our theatre non-cinematic and our
cinema non-theatrical? What is
really theatrical about theatre if
not its different constancy?’
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of the cinematic apparatus, the production of what Kaul calls ‘quali-

tative space–time variance’ – which comprises the ‘basis of all cine-

matic achievement’. In Uski Roti, such variance is realized partly by

the horror-film convention of attributing thematic content to lenses.

However, in incarnating the story’s multiple knowledges as differential

registers of spectatorial knowledge, the spatial strategy also enumer-

ates what realism excludes, evicts, marginalizes, as much as it lists

all that its representational–iconic lexicon supposedly contains.

If this is acceptable, then a number of formal methodologies

follow by which spectatorial knowledges may be docketed into realist

registers. In one way, the emphasis on space continues a characteristic

avant-garde strategy of ‘activating the setting itself as an autonomous

discourse’ (Willemen 1994: 155–57). However, many sequel defini-

tions permit Kaul to produce his own laundry-list of the properties

of his ‘store’ of marginalia on the edges of realism, and to name

‘how-to’ manuals for producing them on screen. For example, to

produce empty space, you need to typically produce a short field-

in-focus that remains unoccupied well into the shot until someone

or something occupies it; you have to use light (‘Do not light up the

path of the actor’; ‘Upon the actor who is a part of an ambient

whole, light falls incidentally’); and you have to have the ability to

cut into shots, notably moving shots (‘Cutting at angles and curves.

Cutting into’).

The ejaculatory force of the eye. To set up a film is to bind persons

to each other, and to objects by looks. – Robert Bresson (1977)

If I am right in contending that all this experimentation and attached

explanation are best understood as realism’s negotiation with the

cinema-effect, another issue emerges. If realism in the cinema repro-

duces itself in the spectator’s gaze, doing no more than facilitating

an encounter between the object and the viewer, the continuous

threat of a failed encounter must potentially besiege its ‘interpretative

authority’ with shots that it cannot own. When that happens, given

that it happens only on occasion in any film, the real question arises:

What might such an encounter consist of? What might its grammar

look like?

The purpose of this entire investigation is, it may be recalled, to

Realism, Object and Horizon
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address a political question: why did such abstruse matters of aesthet-

ics find themselves being discussed so centrally during the Emergency

in the 1970s, at a time when India’s civil rights were being suspended?

It has already been argued that several formal divisions across the

New Cinema cannot be accounted for by the dominant political

issues of the day. The furore caused by the New Cinema’s formalism

– and Kaul was, almost more than any filmmaker of his time, a for-

malist with few articulated partisan political views of any sort –

caused him to be caricatured, with (and perhaps even more than)

Shahani, as the very incarnation of self-indulgent formal excess. It

was his burden therefore to draw attention to a certain (sometimes

even slightly obscure) formal politics perhaps more directly than

any other New Cinema filmmaker of his time. Whatever the debates

they generated (and continue to generate), they certainly drew atten-

tion to the diversity of issues that Kaul himself, and other New

Cinema filmmakers, considered relevant to the politics of the time.

I shall now turn to these.

If Kaul’s work is best understood as a formal–historical recon-

struction of realism’s key tenets on more (historically and formally)

propitious grounds, there is perhaps something inevitable in the

logical extension of the critique of realism taking him, from local

history and local traditions of melodrama, into the very bastions of

realist aesthetics – the renaissance theories of perspective and cognitive

science. His own European detour, which he often suggested was

made possible by Robert Bresson, points to the difficulties arising

from the more local processes of historicization, and his way out of

that quagmire.

Kaul draws attention to the somewhat unique problems posed

to film (and the industrial arts as a whole) by the European renais-

sance. He makes a distinction between cinematic/industrial and pre-

cinematic/traditional forms of representation, proposing that whereas

pre-industrial forms allow the object of signification to attain specific

modes of self-representation with their own physical correlatives,

the cinema, in contrast, possesses no predetermined access to such

modes. In pre-modern theatre, the de facto presence of inert theatrical

space allows for all kinds of transformations, including stylized per-

formance, permitting ‘extra-spatial rituals of significance’. On the

other hand, the ‘unseen outside’ of cinematic space, including off-

screen space, has, on its own, only a negligible evocativeness, forcing

the cinema to signify space through borrowing from ritual–theatrical

conventions drawn from elsewhere (Kaul 1983). Such borrowals

Uski Roti in the Emergency.
In Kundan Shah’s outrageous
comedy about state corruption,
Jaane Bhi Do Yaaron (1983), as
the corpse of the crooked Police
Commissioner D’Mello (Satish
Shah) travels through the
night, it moves past posters
advertising Uski Roti (which
was virtually never released
commercially).
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make the cinema incapable of functioning with given space–time

coordinates, for the cinematic experience inevitably recognizes their

foundational instability and seeks ceaselessly to transform them in

some way. In fact its capacity to transform, to render its borrowed

resources ‘cinematic’, is essential to the shot. However, if uncontrol-

led, it can be triggered off from practically any sort of provocation,

typically caused by unexplained or insufficiently assimilated data

within the frame. This poses a particular problem unique to the

cinema: ‘for cinema’, Kaul writes, ‘the project proposes a total inver-

sion of the traditional aesthetic methods. The social object is directly

situated in society, and is significant and complex. It is not to be

made significant any more. Rather, it requires a break-up, an opening

of its inner reasonings’ (ibid.).

‘Unblocking’ the ‘significant object’ through the shot necessitat-

es, first of all, that a ‘limit’ be put on the field of spatial operation

in a shot. Such a limit is typically one of selecting a ‘relative area’,

and the selection may happen either consciously (through adopting

a ‘thematic function’) or, more often, accidentally. This selection,

the spectatorial recruitment of corroborating spaces from within

the diegetic domain, sets up further problems. For once data starts

becoming available, two quite independent vectors of ‘space–time’

start clashing, each with its own ambition. The first, something of a

spectatorial space–time of ‘will’ – the uniquely cinematic fulfilment

of the spectatorial desire to will freely – comes into conflict with its

blockage, a ‘socio-historical space–time’, a solid mass, a sediment

simply present within any shot ever taken on film (combining what

the filmmaker and cinematographer want inside the shot along with

everything else that comes in). Spectatorial ‘free will’ in cinema,

unlike in, say, theatre, encounters this solid mass as antagonistic to

its own ambitions: very similar to Zizek’s conception of a ‘stain’ or

‘smear’ that we had encountered with Bhupen Khakhar’s flapping

cloth. The cinema must provide itself with a ‘platform for an en-

counter between the solid and the subtle, forcing a new sensible

relation and destroying the false sensuousness of the existing one.

The subtle . . . does not alter reality directly. [It does so] in coincidence

with the solid’ (ibid.).

Realism is typically terrified of any such invasive transformation.

However its fear, in the cinema, is largely groundless, and only

demonstrates astonishing insecurity on the part of its makers. What

realism would consider a destabilizing intrusion is in fact a cinematic

necessity, an ‘investment’ that further expands Mitry’s analogon,
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the idea of the tree invested into the image of the tree. It follows,

Kaul would argue, that several central tenets of realism need to be

shifted if they are to be made workable in his situation and its history.

The most telling of these is his suggestion that the argument be

taken into the heartland of the renaissance itself, and into its classical

presentation of ‘mathematical perspective’. In making it, Kaul is of

course moving with a generation of 1970s Indian artists and art

historians who sought to engage with European traditions of the

renaissance, prominent instances being K.G. Subramanyan (1987:

77–84) and Gulammohammed Sheikh (1983). Such practitioners

also constitute, to my mind, the origin of spectatorship theory in

contemporary Indian aesthetics, notably Sheikh’s remarkable essays

‘Viewers’ View’ and ‘Mobile Vision’ (1983), and several other writ-

ings in the Journal of Arts & Ideas, at a time when the tyranny of

European renaissance perspective, naturalism and objectivity had

become significant issues for debate.18 The arrival of such concerns

in India coincides with, and indeed can be seen to dialogue with,

several non-standard theories of the ‘gaze’ in visual art and film.

Kaul’s own formulations on recovering the ‘encounter’ in his

second rule described above (the encounter between the object and

the viewer across cinematic space) have unexpected echoes with,

say, Norman Bryson (1983: 120), who has argued that the gaze

handles ‘space, colour and composition’ as primarily ‘so many kinds

of interference pattern’, the ‘interference’ taking place, here as with

Kaul, on the cusp of an encounter. Bryson’s idea of the encounter/

interference is one that spans across the divide between the ‘moment

of origin and the moment of viewing: their action is simultaneously

to establish the twin moments of the Gaze as separate axes, and to

bind the axes together in epiphanic fusion’. Given that temporality

here is never wholly in the present, it inevitably possesses both a

retrospective aspect that looks back ‘to the three-dimensional, ran-

domly coloured world disclosed by the founding perception’, and a

prospective one where these moments, in their encounter, ‘look

forward to the bi-dimensionality and the internal chromatic logic

of the surface’. Technically, therefore, each stroke of the painting

must align itself, as it is being made, to the ‘vertical orchestration of

the Gaze’.

Kaul additionally moves perspective theory’s cusp of past and

future, spectator and work, into another location of the split in

space: into an ‘object–horizon’ polarity – object in the growth of a

foreground, and horizon receding into infinity. Such an encounter,

18 Among the seminal essays in
Journal of Arts & Ideas, see
Sheikh (1983), Paniker (1983),
Ray (1983), Khopkar (1983),
Kapur (1988), Bharucha (1988).
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set up by a particular kind of shot unfolding a particular kind of

object to a particular condition of spectatorial knowledge, always

presumes that its explicability is guaranteed by a prior process: a

sort of back-end framing of the encounters that the camera also in-

scribes into what it records, even as it performs the specific acts that

the director/cinematographer thinks s/he is capturing on film. This

parallel process includes encounters between objects, materials and

spaces, and the ‘inner reasonings’ that will be later invoked, recruited,

in order to render them intelligible to the cognate subject. This pheno-

menon, Kaul argues, is specific to the cinema (and to the industrial

arts as a whole).

In a spate of daring formulations in perhaps his most extra-

ordinary essay, ‘Seen From Nowhere’ (1991) – a bizarre mosaic bring-

ing together theories on the renaissance, invocations from Indian

aesthetics, and examples from visual art, music and myth – Kaul

makes further propositions on the divide of ‘object–horizon’. We

have earlier noted his critique of realism’s fallacy in confusing the

apprehension of objectivity with the production of the subjective

self, and thus a crisis-ridden condition of extreme spectatorial dis-

comfort that realism on its own can do little to overcome. The critical

reason for making a shift within realism’s tenets – probably a mini-

mal shift, away from the subjective ‘I’ and towards something that

locates the ‘being’ more resolutely within the ‘object or space’ – is

that it enables a shift away from concepts of selfhood and properly

into space: the zone where the encounter between the ‘solid and the

subtle’ properly belongs. This is a crucial corrective to the enormous

bias within the aesthetic of the renaissance to enable the self to

‘achieve autonomy and consciousness’ only through a full transfer-

ence upon the represented object, and thus, through the widespread

belief that a transformed object on screen (typically something like

a character capable of conscious action on behalf of the spectator)

will also somehow magically lead to spectatorial transformation.19

Kaul proposes that the ‘object–horizon’ split should therefore

be replaced with something more inclusive. He calls his alternative

the ‘point–void’ split, and says it is capable of accounting for more

formally diverse circumstances.20 It makes more direct sense to the

practitioner of, for example, dhrupad music or Indian miniature

painting, and therefore has practical value. Any such effort to re-

constitute the object does not immediately lead to its destruction,

as Cubism – or any purely self-motivated opposition to the hegemony

of objective representation – inevitably threatens to do. But the con-

19 As Kaul (1974) says in an
ironic response to the argument
made by many that Uski Roti
should have ended with Balo
either revolting, protesting or at
least demonstrating a transforma-
tion within herself, surely it is
not ‘the character on celluloid
that needs transformation, it is
the audience that must be
transformed’.

20 ‘The void permits no location,
and the point no entry. . . . But
when the circularities that I and
the space have together formed
are disrupted, displaced and
ultimately individually disposed,
a coiling passage between the
point and the void materializes.
The communication set up
between the point and the void is
not despite but through the
mediating space and I. That is,
the spiral remains “harmless” to
the spaces in the universe, nature
and world, and to the I, made
relative to the whole being’ (Kaul,
‘Seen from Nowhere’, 1991).
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ceptual ambition for this is greater than mere practicality. Underpin-

ning much of this argument is a further drawing upon the cognitive

sciences, a controversial source in terms of what they can offer to

Indian aesthetics. For Kaul, entering this debate as a filmmaker trying

to investigate the properties of the encounter between spectatorship

and the cinematic object, a critical given is the technology of cinema

itself and the ‘disposition’ (as he calls it) of what it records. For it

follows that the cinema indeed ‘records’ an encounter – generates,

in spite of itself and at all times, the objective record. The record

exists when a shot is taken, and cannot be a ‘matter of opinion’.21

Further, such a record requires a field if it is to make any sense at all.

Such a field of ‘variance’ may be animated by, for all he cares, ‘any

relative ideology’ so long as it allows the object to ‘shape itself into

definite relations, a concrete universe of connectedness’. In other

words, there is a formal necessity for the filmed encounter to function

within a cognitive system, whatever the ideology that system may

bring with it. Given that ‘no ideology is itself absolute’, since any

ideology ‘definitely knows change only slowly and painfully’, it

also follows that the ‘systems of knowledge’ generated by ideological

work, whatever they may be, ‘qualify themselves into being disci-

plines for cinematic use only when they provide . . . [a] totalizing

mechanics in practice’ (Kaul 1983).

What we have here is probably a filmmaker’s space-clearing ges-

ture, permitting a number of things to happen. It may also be read,

controversially perhaps, as a far greater investment in realism on

Kaul’s part than any of us have earlier supposed. It is of course a

particular realism, where, in his words, ‘space–time in broad relations’

can ‘totalize a structure’, and thereby replace the ‘traditional unity

of a narrative, its plot and characters’ within ‘a particular historical

time and its correspondences in space’.

My own understanding of what is happening is perhaps more mod-

est. There is an obvious relevance of what Mani Kaul is doing in his

cinema to the theoretical ambitions of this book. It is clear, to start

with, that Kaul is restructuring realism on foundationally new

ground. This is important in the way it became the epicentre of the

storm generated in the 1970s around his cinema. It is further clear

that in doing so, the ‘field’ he outlines, whatever its other properties,

21 One of Kaul’s favourite formu-
lations is taken from cognitive
biology: G. Spencer Brown’s Laws
of Form ([1969] 1994) and ‘cal-
culus of indications’. Kaul also
liked the idea of ‘pure objectivity’
and quoted the line from Brown
that such an encounter – between
spectatorial subject and filmed
object – as it were, ‘records itself
and whatever the faults in the
record, that which is so recorded
is not a matter of opinion’ (Kaul,
‘A Personal Testament’, 1991). A
related reference was Humberto
Maturana’s ‘ontology of the
observer’ (‘Reality: The Search
for Objectivity or the Quest for a
Compelling Argument’, in Matu-
rana 1988). In an argument
apparently indebted to Brown and
relevant to Kaul, Maturana
(ibid.) claims that ‘every domain
of explanations of an observer’s
praxis of living is constituted
and/or contexualized by a
“domain of reality’’’; and that
while ‘all domains of reality are
different in terms of the opera-
tional coherences that constitute
them’ and are therefore ‘not equal
in the experience of the observer’,
they are nevertheless ‘all equally
legitimate as domains of existence
because they arise in the same
manner as they are brought forth
through the application of opera-
tions of distinction by the obser-
ver in his or her praxis of living’.

Afterword: The ‘Eyewitness’ Account of Realism
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has no use for the third look at all: perhaps the most controversial

position imaginable within the aesthetics of state realism in this

time. Instead, the diegetic space–time unambiguously constitutes it-

self as a site of spectatorial negotiation, and Kaul provides both var-

ious accounts of how this negotiation may be named as well as the

rules by which it may be constructed in film. The encounters taking

place on this site – encounters between spectator and object – may

be variously named. They include, for example, the encounter

between the irresistible force of spectatorial ‘will’ and the immovable

object of the ‘solid mass’ of ‘socio-historical space–time’; they define,

also, the conceptual clash between the ‘solid and the subtle’; they

exist spatially as the ‘point’ and ‘void’, and temporally as a ‘store of

sensual objects’ (the past) and ‘conjunction of sensually satisfying

objects’ (the future). The ‘rules’ in turn define systems of filming

that relentlessly foreground elements marginalized by the productions

of realism.

I would like to map these encounters and rules on to the problem

with which we began this discussion: the ‘spectator’s testimony’, a

key locale for Emergency action. To recall, spectator knowledge of

a certain kind, the kind that Rakesh’s story privileges (our testifiable

knowledge, mapped on to Balo’s own, circumscribed by the time

and place constituting our eyewitness gaze), is inevitably produced

by any filmed sequence that claims to have recorded something.

The record, in its pure objectivity – which is ‘not a matter of opinion’

– is inevitably larger than any spectatorial knowledge of what it can

be, forcing a relentless emphasis on marginalia. Such marginalia is

of course myriad: Balo’s 128-mm fantasies in Uski Roti could, to

make an extreme connection, locate a precedent from the edge of

David Hemmings’ photograph in Antonioni’s Blowup (1966).

Earlier, I sought to make a connection between the spectatorial

gaze, what it encounters/recognizes/appropriates, and the constitu-

tional right to freedom of speech. I proposed a clash between the

comparatively hazy zone of spectatorial rights and the barrier placed

upon these by a diegetic ‘field of perception . . . whose meaning is

constructed through the diegesis, under the aegis of legality’ (Prasad

1998: 63). I have also been interested in extracting from Kaul’s

sense of the ‘object’ (and the ‘objective record’), a dimension of

aesthetic legality. The concept of ‘equal legitimacy’ of various dom-

ains of existence, despite their uneven status in the ‘observer’s exper-

ience’ (Maturana 1988, cited in footnote 21), permits a new kind

of legal visibility to what the screen ‘records’, including a chronicle
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of the spectatorial encounter that is not only important for a theori-

zation of the Indian cinema but also directly contributes to an

understanding of the political issues around state legitimacy during

the 1970s.

Kaul’s further exploration of the liminal zones of this encounter

as data (or mass) both resists and corroborates the anxiety of, shall

we say, legally insecure spectatorial knowledge. This proto-melo-

dramatic strategy is also the one that allows the spectator to incorpor-

ate marginalia into her/his gaze, taking a number of risks when doing

so for such marginalia can have disastrously destabilizing consequen-

ces if not properly controlled. On the other hand, the spectator’s

eyewitness account of what s/he ‘sees’ is attributed a condition that

we might for the moment call narratively legal value, in the way the

fiction itself appeals to the viewer to corroborate its own historical

status. Kaul’s cinematic experiments with realism-as-spectatorial

negotiation thus provide new, unexpected data for the primary divide

of the cinema: between realism and the cinema-effect. I see the sym-

bolic ‘effect’ sometimes sitting ‘atop’ realism, at other times appearing

on its margin or edge, and on yet other occasions seeking to be ex-

pelled from and hovering over the diegesis (and even expelled outside

the cinema-going experience, into other social spaces). And I think

this is a critical argument about the cinema itself.
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Would we find a Bengali writer or a Tamil writer embarking into

long explanations about the customs or the habits of the Bengali or

the Tamilian? These are taken for granted, not to be spoken of. It is

only English that seems to place the burden of being ‘Indian’ on the

writer. – Shashi Deshpande (2003: 43)

The ‘narrator’ continues to be a major film-theoretical enigma,

uniquely associated with the practices of celluloid film. While in

most histories the figure is simply a variant of the abstract storyteller,

a standpoint from where the story ‘makes sense’, in celluloid film it

has two additional characteristics. Firstly, it is historically extrapolat-

ed from a physical space that apparently used to be occupied inside

a screening area (and also, presumably, from less conveniently located

authority) by some sort of ‘film lecturer’, who mediates the silent

moving image with explanations of how it should be comprehended.

While such a physical space could share common antecedents with,

say, the kathakaar, there is a second development that is even more

specific to celluloid. And that is its abstraction of this storyteller

into a logic for sequentializing diegetic data (Gunning 1994: 89–

93), and into the technical organization of shooting, editing, sound-

mixing and lab-processing.

Such a mutation is, I have argued, by definition unstable for all

kinds of reasons; and, as a hegemonic practice, it is required to con-

stantly shore up its unreliable authority by drawing upon whatever

other narratorial/authoritative templates might be available (typic-

ally, in the Indian cinema, additional narratorial responsibilities of

introducing local customs, etc.). Its instability arises, among other

reasons, because this authority is often not innate to the speech

source but assembled from various resources that any film working

GAUTAM GHOSE’S ‘MAABHOOMI’

Territorial Realism and the ‘Narrator’14

The ‘Region’ and Its Narrator
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within a given set of political circumstances may require, and whose

narratives negotiate for a price, so to say. This narrator structure, of

unfolding the ‘story’ at the service of an authoritative apparatus, is

typically part of the package deal that allows it to receive its authority

on behalf of what is presumed, for good or ill, to be an enfranchised

spectator – enfranchised because stitched into the apparatus – a pre-

sumption central to the validation of any narrative purpose. Such a

presumption is fated to produce its spectator in difficult and political-

ly antagonistic relationships to viewers. Almost any shot of almost

any film allows us to read off the screen a political tension around

the authority/legitimacy of the state in the antagonisms – the ‘war

of position’ – between realism and the cinema-effect.

A conventionally critical task of the narrator is therefore one of

negotiation between conflicting representational agencies. The weak

interpellative structures upon which this task is brought to bear are

often unable to accomplish it, and for an astonishing variety of

reasons; it is a failure far more common than we realize, and evident

every time we find a film to be a ‘bad’ one. This is not only a matter

of individual taste. The standard paradigm from which the cinematic

narrator derives authority/authorization in the era of domination

of the celluloid film is the authority that a modern state inherits

and dispenses.1 Complicating the problem of the negotiations around

the narrator, then, are the conditionalities under which narratives

construct, reinvent and reproduce their authority whenever chal-

lenged, as a condition of their existence. And there is much cinematic

evidence to show what happens when a narrative fails to do this:

when, for example, that interpretative authority is lost, withdrawn,

confiscated or disabled.

Such an inherently fraught and unstable assimilation inevitably

has political dimensions, and I intend to explore some of these in

this chapter, with the example of Gautam Ghose’s seminal film Maa-

bhoomi (1979). I believe my example provides one pervasive reason

for potential narratorial failure, and it does so at a particularly imp-

ortant political juncture, raising the fundamental question of what

(as well as who) the cinema’s tangible production of authority can

validly claim to represent. We have had occasion to explore such

historical junctures: we have located this narratorial agency within

a deeply divided nationalist debate around state authority, and we

have also examined the manoeuvres of Bal Thackeray and the ‘triple

patronymic’ that produced a discursive state around the cinematic

spectator. As we now move to Maabhoomi, an important participant

1 This is of course a complicated
negotiation, as Michael McKeon
(1987: 171) so convincingly
demonstrates when he shows how
the ‘rationalized conflict’ between
conservative and progressive
ideologies, in their common
opposition to aristocratic values,
serves to ‘mediate the profound
gulf between status and class
orientations until the incorpora-
tion of status by class criteria has
advanced far enough to provide a
new and relatively stable stand-
ard of group identity for the
modern era’, and the role of
narrative ‘in the accomplishment
of this cultural revolution’.
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in the avant garde of the 1970s, we shall further our argument on

how the authoritative narrator was sought to be assembled within

the complex history of state formation in India.

By the end of the 1970s, in a momentum with which Maabhoomi

would also flow, much of the action for India’s New Cinema had

moved away from the traditional filmmaking centres of Bombay,

Calcutta and Madras, and into what came to be known as the

‘regional cinema’. Kantilal Rathod’s Gujarati Kanku (1969), follow-

ed by the well-known New Cinemas in Kannada and Malayalam,

saw a move away from India’s Presidency cities, often through local

state film development initiatives to establish local infrastructures

(prominent examples, apart from the famous ones in south India,

being in Assam, Manipur and Orissa). This was also India’s first real

effort to create ‘national’ cinemas in the complete sense, i.e. in the

sense in which the Hindi cinema could never be an Indian cinema;

and it thus also inevitably echoed the more contentious aspects of

such production, from regional industrialization to linguistic–poli-

tical protectionism. Major efforts were made to write up appropriate

regional–national film histories, discover and showcase local ‘pion-

eers’, institute local film awards, and produce local auteurs (such as

Assam’s Jahnu Barua or Manipur’s Aribham Syam Sharma).2

There was also a less benign side to the regional turn. The avant-

garde ‘detour’ inherited, formally and politically, what many would

view as major unfinished business of Indian nationalism: the various

levels and degrees of antagonism between ‘Indian’ nationalism and

parallel interior nationalisms. The European detour was complement-

ed by a detour within.

Several of the linguistically defined regional nationalisms long

pre-date the ‘Indian’ variety that came to incarnate official policy

in New Delhi around Hindi, and fears that such nationalisms could

threaten the very existence of India were not new at the time. Selig

Harrison’s (1960: 4) cold war-driven warning that ‘so many linguist-

ically differentiated peoples . . . within a single national body politic’

would lead to the prospect of ‘anarchy’, ‘fascism’ and ‘totalitarian

small nationalities’, was typically countered on a liberal platform

with the argument that this situation had been constitutionally

accounted for within Article 3 of the Constitution of India.3 Bipan

2 Many of these regional pioneers
were theatre people who trans-
lated their plays on to celluloid,
to found local film traditions:
Gubbi Veeranna in Kannada,
Mohan Sundar Dev Goswami,
maker of the first Oriya film Sita
Bibaha (1934), and Jyotiprasad
Agarwala who made the first
Assamese film (Joymati, 1935),
all of whom were variously
reclaimed by the local 1970s New
Cinemas. See Vijaya (1984) on
Kannada cinema, Nair (1988) for
Malayalam, Bora (1978) for
Assamese, Guy (1991) for Tamil,
Ghosh (1984) for Oriya, Jha
(1986) and Roy (1996) for
Bengali, and Sathe (1989) for
Marathi, to take only prominent
examples.

3 Article 3 of the Constitution
provides for the ‘Formation of
new States and alteration of
areas, boundaries or names of
existing States’. Most recently,
under the ‘Agenda for a Proud,
Prosperous India’ doctrine of this
Article, and according to the
Sarkaria Commission’s outlining
of centre–state relations and the
circumstances under which new
states may be formed, the Madhya
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar
Reorganization Bills of 2000 were
passed, and the new tribal states
of Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and
Uttaranchal were formed.

The Region
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Chandra quotes Gandhi as saying, ‘As the basis of my pride as an

Indian, I must have pride in myself as a Gujarati; otherwise we shall

be left without any moorings’, to propose that defence of regional

statehood along the lines of the federal features of the Constitution

should not be seen per se as regionalism.

The demand for a separate state within the Indian devolution of

power below the state level, may be objected to on several practical

grounds, but not as a regionalist, unless it is put forward in a spirit

of hostility to the rest of the population of a state. If the interests of

one region or state are asserted against the country as a whole or

against another region or state in a hostile manner and a conflict is

promoted on the basis of such alleged interests it can be dubbed as

regionalism. (Chandra, Mukherjee and Mukherjee 1999: 119–20)

The procedural conditions under which regional nationalism

was discursively negotiated developed a startling similarity to the

ones that authorize a narratorial structure. As poet and literary theor-

ist K. Satchidanandan (1997: 19) says, in such circumstances the

state requires that it be seen as speaking as an ‘agent of the “nation-

to-be’’’, the creator of a future ‘political community’. The problem

in India is that the majority of the ‘states’ today are not true nation-

states where the total population shares a single ethnic culture, but

are ‘plural’ constructs inhabited by different communities, religions

and races speaking different languages. Since a ‘proper national ident-

ity . . . is larger than the concept of community implicit in nativism’,

given that it requires, ‘besides a language and a territory, a common

mass public culture and common legal rights and duties for all mem-

bers’, it becomes necessary to clearly differentiate between a mere

‘nativist ideology’ and the far more complex ways by which such an

ideology can, if at all, further become a ‘state’.

We are here, I suggest, at the epicentre of the narrator. A fairly

obvious point to be drawn from Chandra et al.’s (1999) definition

of regionalism is that conflicts between one region and another, or

even between a region and the centre, do not necessarily pose prob-

lems to the ontological justification of the Indian nation-state, pro-

vided such disputes are procedural ones involving no more than

contests over the devolution of power.4 The problem only arises when

regions pose substantive challenges mounted against the very defini-

tion of extant state authority. While the procedural pedagogies of

converting ethnicities into nations are perhaps well known (they

need to produce a common experience, and a common vocabulary

4 Such as Chandra’s example of
ethnic ‘sons of the soil’-type
agitations, or D.L. Sheth’s (1995)
evidence of metropolitan opposi-
tion to the use of regional
languages as the languages of
administration. Whatever the
social toll such movements take,
they are nevertheless comprehen-
sible to, and negotiable within,
an established state structure. In
a procedural sense, the Indian
state has repeatedly demonstrated
its ability to negotiate challenges
to its power ‘below the state
level’, posing little objection to –
indeed welcoming – multiple
regional restructuring with
the rise of new ethnic and
linguistic definitions.
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to describe and negotiate that experience), Maabhoomi goes beyond

this commonsensical level. It takes us into a space where the narrator-

ial claim is made that, contrary to mere negotiations over power

within the accepted terms of a state structure, substantive opposition

was indeed being mounted against the very existence of the Indian

state. The film chronicles a major peasant insurrection, and was

made as a campaign film with tacit support for a contemporary

1970s movement that was fundamentally committed to overthrow-

ing the Indian state.

Invoking Ghose, I wish to explore the rather special circumstan-

ces under which a narrator device that conventionally accessed the

authority of the Indian state in its negotiations with regionalism

saw itself producing – as against merely recounting the birth of – an

ethical administrative state, in circumstances where the future of

that state was by no means certain. I shall presume that in taking on

such a radical responsibility, the film was aware that it was producing

the sort of narrator capable of handling the political consequences

of such an identification of the state. Maabhoomi’s choice, therefore,

of the remarkably classical narrator structure, I further assume, also

gives us valuable insights into the political options that were actually

at hand for the imagined Indian state.

As a guide, Krishnamurthy was ideal for us. Briefly did I give him

an outline of our script and he seemed to be visibly thrilled. And

believe it or not, within two hours Krishnamurthy threw us into a

village which offered us all we needed. . . .

[The villagers] told us their stories and, as we very well knew,

there could not be two different stories for the Indian peasants. The

same old stories were repeated, the same miseries, the same savagery,

the same bitterness and finally the same cold acceptance. But what

they told us of the Nizamshahi was terrible. . . .

Krishnamurthy, one-time guerrilla fighter of the Telangana up-

rising in the late forties and now a whole-time left-winger, also created

a stir by the grace and conviction with which he played a rural type.

– Mrinal Sen, ‘Filming in Telangana’ (1977: 144–47)

The idea of an essay on Ghose’s 1979 Telugu debut arose tangentially

from a startling claim made by film scholar Venkatesh Chakravarthy,

Telangana

Mrinal Sen’s Telangana film,
Oka Oorie Katha (1977)
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that Tamil Nadu had no such thing as a New Cinema movement.

Chakravarthy’s further contention was that, in the absence of a state-

supported movement calling for textual and industrial reform comp-

arable to Bengal or Karnataka, whatever New Cinema that existed

in Tamil found itself relocated inside the industry itself, with many

consequences for state policy in the region.5

Chakravarthy’s proposition also served to foreground what I

thought was the still more curious contrast with Andhra Pradesh.

Like Tamil Nadu, here too there was no local state support for

independent cinema, but unlike Tamil Nadu, there most certainly

was a New Cinema: perhaps, after Bengal, Karnataka and Kerala,

India’s best known. There was however a caveat: almost all the fam-

ous New Cinema makers working here were from somewhere else:

from Bengal (Mrinal Sen, who made Oka Oorie Katha, 1977; and

of course Gautam Ghose), from Kerala (Raveendran, with Harijan,

1979), or even from Bombay (Shyam Benegal, no less, with Ankur,

1973, and Nishant, 1975), and they were all centrally locating their

films in the region of Telangana not so much due to an urgent local

impetus but because they wanted to territorialize their realism in

the metaphoric ‘region’. Local filmmakers remained insignificant as

compared to their counterparts arriving from elsewhere until well

into the early 1980s, when the first important, ‘properly local’ New

Cinema maker (and Maabhoomi’s producer), B. Narsing Rao, arrived

with Rangula Kala (1983).6

Why did so many New Cinema filmmakers coming from the

Bengal, Kerala and Bombay heartlands feel the need to foreground

Telangana as a textual ‘setting’? Few of these famous films were

‘located in’ the region in the standard New Cinema sense; there

was, for example, little contact between these filmmakers and the

local industry, as against in Karnataka where some filmmakers

5 Notwithstanding the factual
presence of occasional New
Cinema-type productions in Tamil
such as Babu Nanthancode’s
Dhakam (1972) or  K. Hariharan’s
debut Ezhavathu Manithan (1982),
I think Chakravarthy’s contention
remains substantially true, as
does his emphasis on industry-
driven reform (see ‘The Alternat-
ive Film and the Tamil Cinema’,
conference on ‘Making Meaning
in Indian Cinema’, Indian Insti-
tute of Advanced Study, Shimla,
26–29 October 1995). This is
most evident, perhaps, in the
work of Mani Rathnam and,
equally significantly (if less spec-
tacularly), in Balu Mahendra.
Chakravarthy emphasizes a signi-
ficant melodramatic tradition
defined in Tamil by K. Balachander
and Bharathirajaa. The role of an
established industry in taking on
New Cinema-type functions would
need to be explored in the context
of the complex relationships
between cinema and the state in
Tamil Nadu, and the lament of the
industry that a state that owes its
existence to the cinema has done
next to nothing for the industry.

6 Among the earlier locally made
Telangana films were K.B. Tilak’s
Bhoomikosam (1974), dedicated to
his brother and member of the CPI
(ML), T. Madhava Rao’s Chillara
Devulu (1975), B.S. Narayana’s
Brathuku (1976), and Singeetham
Srinivasa Rao’s Tharam Marindi
(1977).

Shyam Benegal’s Nishant (1975). Rukmini (Shabana Azmi, left), wife of the schoolteacher, is abducted by the zamindars (Mohan
Agashe and Anant Nag, centre, and Amrish Puri, right). Benegal did of course spend his childhood in Hyderabad, and ‘remembers
feeling threatened when the Razakars were committing atrocities’, and the ‘Communists’ vehicles were stationed close to
where the Benegal family were staying in Bhongli district’ (Datta 2003: 52–53).
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rediscovered their regional roots primarily to chase the state subsidies,

or even Kerala where film societies attempted ‘alternate’ local distri-

bution strategies (such as the Odessa movement associated with the

filmmaker John Abraham). Local production and exhibition sup-

port, in Maabhoomi’s own exceptional instance, came entirely from

independent resources that, far from using state funding, were poli-

tically invested in using the cinema to mobilize oppositional support

to overthrow the state.

One reason for such locational politics is simple enough. What

Sen, Benegal, Ghose, Raveendran, Narsing Rao and others did receive

in Telangana was the opportunity to set their films in quintessentially

‘feudal’ India: classic-realist feudalism, so to say, against which the

Indian–Telugu nations could unite their representational armouries.

Telangana, formerly of Hyderabad state, and a location of the most

extreme form of peasant exploitation at the hands of ‘Muslim and

high-caste Hindu deshmukhs (revenue collectors-turned-landlords)

and jagirdars, who extorted vetti or forced labour and payments in

kind from lower-caste and tribal peasants and debt slaves [and] land-

grabbing by the doras (‘masters’ – the usual term for landlord)’

(Sarkar 1983: 443), was the region that saw the Communist Party

of India-led peasant uprising between 1946 and 1951. Moreover,

this was the overdetermined location of the sequel Communist Party

of India (Marxist–Leninist) action, which traced a direct and con-

scious ancestry to the late 1940s,7 and was a defining presence at the

time that the New Cinema films were being made.8

This was feudal India of the national imagination. This was

where a resurgent independent India sent in its troops in 1948 after

the Nizam threatened to secede Hyderabad state, and it was a concrete

presence in Nehru’s 1955 Avadi Congress Resolution’s call for a

‘socialistic pattern of society’ and the promise of tiller rights to

peasants. Telangana, by the 1970s, had fitted into a long history of

locating a narratorial ‘other’ to the radical metropolitan imagination,

a cinematic history that might well have originated with Franz

Osten’s fictional 1940s Bombay Talkies ‘village’, somewhere in cen-

tral India, signalling Achhut Kanya’s (1936) and Kangan’s (1939)

feudal locations.9 There was certainly a historical–representational

connection, evident in the need for a nationally located realism to

territorialize itself, to locate itself ‘someplace’ geographically.

Such a production of performative locality easily takes discernible

local historical shapes. Mrinal Sen’s docufictional protagonist

‘Krishnamurthy’, therefore, bears a clear resemblance to Bombay’s

7 See ‘Police Terror in Telangana:
Report of a Fact Finding Commit-
tee’, Committee for the Protection
of Democratic Rights (1980).

8 Vijay Tendulkar, scenarist of
Benegal’s Nishant, recalled the
substantial – if ‘critically friend-
ly’ – presence of pro-CPI(ML)
intellectuals on the sets of the film
(private conversation). Tendulkar,
around that time, accepted the
leadership of the Committee for
the Protection of Democratic
Rights (CPDR), the leading pro-
People’s War civil liberties group
in Bombay.

9 There may even be a direct con-
nection between the two fictional
locations. K.A. Abbas, former
Bombay Talkies employee and
scenarist (Naya Sansar, 1941),
clearly evokes the Bombay Talkies
village in his Indian Peoples’
Theatre Association-supported
Dharti ke Lal (1946) – a film that
used the same fictional resource
(Krishen Chander’s story ‘Jab
Khet Jaage’) as Gautam Ghose
did, thirty years later, to make
the definitive Telangana movie.
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Dhasal walking through the streets of ‘Bombay’s Inferno’, as well as

to Rakesh’s Balo waiting for her husband at a wayside bus stop in

Punjab: all three are characters from modern India, profoundly alien-

ated, enacting a particular sort of locally grounded symbolic action

in order to lend that action for further use along the paradigms set

by the symbolic state. The further use to which such symbolic action

was put, under direct commission from government agencies10 – and

its complicity with both regional (Telugu) and Indian nationalism –

remains an as-yet unexplored aspect. As I open up these construc-

tions, and the role of the New Indian Cinema in addressing the

complex challenges to the structure of the nation-state, I shall also

contextualize the astonishingly unproblematic turn of a supposedly

radical New Cinema to Telangana, in order to produce an authoritat-

ive symbol of ‘Indian feudalism’ and to deliver that up to an

authoritarian Indian state to use as it may see fit.

. . . the stress was on documentation. We had to go in for a lot of

research into the history of the Telangana peasant uprising. In Maa-

bhoomi I wanted to retell its history basically in terms of the evolution

of a peasant movement. I wanted to make a contemporary film at

the same time, because a peasant movement was on in Andhra Pradesh

at the time, at different levels, different sectors. Through our film

we wanted to tell those involved in the struggle that a glorious move-

ment had taken place on their soil in the past, probably the biggest

peasant movement in our subcontinent. – Gautam Ghose (in Bandyo-

padhyay 1988)

In a way, Ghose’s film provides a textbook instance of ‘outsider’

New Cinema interest in Telangana. Working as the ‘contemporary

film’ Ghose says he wanted it to be, it functions in classic and (for

its time) extremely contemporary Third Cinema agit-prop style,

breaking out into didactic documentary structures and musical com-

mentary, emphasizing available light and hard contrast processing.11

All these effects are set up to provide a ‘definitive’ cinematic record

of the 1946–51 uprising, or at least of its critical July 1946–Septem-

ber 1948 component: beginning with the uprising and ending with

the Indian army training its guns on the Communist sanghams, having

10 This was not unusual at the
time. Shyam Benegal, after his
first two Telangana films, made a
third (Manthan, 1976) addressing
the symbolic of ‘feudal Gujarat’,
explicitly on commission from the
controversial National Dairy
Development Board (NDDB) to
illustrate their corporate
argument for milk cooperatives.
Sequences from Manthan cut to
the ‘Main to dekhun taari baat’
folk song in the film have been
used by NDDB advertising clips
ever since. Perhaps the most
ambitious effort by the Indian
government was the support
extended to Attenborough’s
Gandhi (1982), widely believed to
have been paid for in its entirety
by the Government of India (and
followed by the copycat produc-
tion of Dehlavi’s Jinnah, 1998, by
the Pakistani government). Among
other prominent instances are
Govind Nihalani’s Vijeta (1982),
sponsored by the Indian Air
Force, and Benegal’s fiction film
Susman (1986), produced by the
Association of Cooperatives and
Apex Society of Handloom; the
Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare was especially active,
sponsoring Benegal’s Hari Bhari
(2000) and Amol Palekar’s Kairee
(2000). Several other films were
also made as thinly disguised
art-house fictional propaganda
for government programmes.

11 Ghose’s avowed cinematic
ancestry is that of Joris Ivens; he
was the founder of the Joris Ivens
Collective when he made his first
film, the documentary Hungry
Autumn (1976).

Producing the Record:

Realism and Economic Expropriation
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vanquished the Nizam’s Razakars, when the movement effectively

came to an end. The claim of definitiveness is critically important to

the film’s aspirations, given that the production of an authoritative

rendition of this critical historical moment was both a propaganda

and pedagogical requirement. However, at a time – both the 1940s

to which the film alludes, and the 1970s when it was produced –

when state authority was ambiguous and under siege, the question

of how to produce such authority at the service of narrative intelligi-

bility forced the film to enter into several grey zones, and to engage

itself with the production of the very representational history that it

claimed to narrate, i.e. reproduce. Maabhoomi’s realism thus finds

itself engaging with the sort of data that Telangana’s state-represent-

ational modes have politically deployed over the years, giving us

direct evidence of how territorial realism often works. In this instance,

such data includes history. (And I shall thereby further my earlier

arguments here, to address realism’s claim to being an unmediated

record of history.) But it also includes politics (the continuing alternat-

ive that the movement presented to the Indian state itself in the

1970s) and, we may be surprised to find, economics.

I shall start with the economic question, an extremely precise

question available at the time, which any ambition of providing

narrative intelligibility to Telangana’s history has to answer. A quest-

ion that addresses feudal expropriation in the region, it convention-

ally begins with the economic nexus that characterized feudalism,

and goes on to ask whether the feudal landlord state was broken

after independence or whether it continued despite the evidence of

capitalist change. Such a question clearly implicates our ‘authoritative

narrator’. In a well-known elaboration on the extent of land and

capital expropriation in pre-independence times and whether or not

the Indian state was able to reverse this process, K. Balagopal (1983:

711–12) points to the sheer scale of economic plunder that Telangana

witnessed, exceeding any known phenomenon of feudal exploitation.

Vetti is not bonded labour; its sanction lies not in usurious debt, as

in the case of debt-bondage, but in custom and brute force. It is not

even corvée as understood in European feudalism, where the peasant

had to perform labour service on the landlord’s fields. Vetti included

that, but went well beyond it. All the toiling castes of the village

had to supply free of cost to the landlord whatever products or services

they produced. . . . In addition, the landlord would sit in judgement

over village disputes and collect fines from the offending party (often
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from both parties). He would demand gifts from the villagers on

special occasions, and contributions to the cost of ceremonial func-

tions in his family. More generally, anything in the village that

attracted the landlord’s eyes had to be handed over to him. . . .

Those who recall those days say that it was not the Deshmukh’s

monopoly of the capital provided by the Nizam that angered the

rich peasants, but the fact that they, more than anybody else, were

likely to possess things which the landlord would grab. They did not

dare to buy a sturdy pair of bullocks, build a good house, or even

grow a lush crop. Plunder, and not profit, was the watchword of the

feudals of Telangana.

The question is this: what does any narratorial rendition of

expropriation of this scale do to any authorized representation of

the object realism is committed to reproducing? If realism, in this

embattled position – one which, as Balagopal argues, saw no change

with the onset of independence – seeks to extract from the entire

confused history, a saga to be told, it follows that ‘narrative account-

ability’ would have to somehow also account for such volumes of

capital flows. Realism can do so in various ways: it can produce a

thematic account, or through its apparatus (through spectacularizing

wealth into ornamental paraphernalia), or relegate it to ‘cinema-

effect’-type marginalia. This aspect of realism’s account of capital,

and how the cinema’s unmatched capacities for producing symbolic

action can be put to use for assimilating it, is therefore a familiar

cinematic problem that suddenly surfaces in very unusual circum-

stances.

Such a description of realism allows us, further, to locate the

issue both narratorially and industrially within a particular tradition

of commodity production around the cinema, with which many

regional New Cinema movements had to contend.12 Additionally,

Telangana had to contend with a longer-duration history involving

the colonial origins of capital expropriation. We have already dis-

cussed the well-known ‘mode of production’ debate, inaugurated

by economists Utsa Patnaik and Ashok Rudra, over the continued

relevance of a particular phenomenon of colonialism, namely, the

heavy, unconscionable and unilateral transfer of revenue to Britain

from its tropical colonies, which, at its peak in the beginning of the

nineteenth century, made for over 80 per cent of Britain’s overall

gross domestic product. I will now turn to K. Balagopal’s rendition

of that debate with specific reference to Telangana.

12 This was particularly true in
the economy of coastal Andhra.
S.V. Srinivas (2006) shows how
the relocation of the film industry
coincided with attempts to deploy
the agricultural surplus generated
in coastal Andhra in the rest of
the state, and quotes G. Haragopal
(1985: 69–70) as saying that ‘The
capital thrown up by the agrarian
surplus in coastal Andhra could
not be ploughed back into the
agrarian sector partly on account
of the inelastic nature of the
agricultural sector and partly
because of the failure to engender
quick and attractive returns.
Consequently the capital was in
search of new avenues and green
pastures. As a part of this process
there was penetration of capital
into backward regions like
Telangana, which remained
underdeveloped under prolonged
feudal dominance.’ Srinivas
further quotes Haragopal as
saying that this attempt met with
some resistance in the late 1960s
(in the form of a movement for a
separate Telangana state), which
resulted in its diversion to ‘sky-
scrapers, hotels and cinema
theatres’, and, further, ‘part of
this capital went into film
production itself’.
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Utsa Patnaik’s (1990: 6) original proposition drew attention to

a particular kind of ‘colonial commoditization’ – an ‘export-led

retardation’ – determined primarily by the need to transform exprop-

riated revenue into ‘forms useful to the metropolis, viz. either com-

modities directly usable in Britain as raw materials and wage-goods,

or exportables to third countries which earned foreign exchange for

Britain’. Until the 1820s these were manufactured goods, but after

the founding of the British textile industry and the ensuing deindus-

trialization of India, they became ‘drugs, industrial raw materials

and high-grade foodgrain’. Furthering this debate in relation to

Telangana, Balagopal (1983) argues that such colonial expropriation

continued well into independence, and thence makes a set of further

claims directly relevant to our argument. Some of these are conten-

tious. He says, for instance, that the continuation of expropriation

reveals the unchanged class character of the rural elite, and that the

major theoretical issue here is to examine how this unchanged class

could assimilate new capitalist modes without harming its primarily

feudal identity. However he makes one claim that is critical to our

realism argument: the representational consequences of such exprop-

riation on the Telangana countryside in terms of its capacity to

describe itself.

Balagopal (1986), in responding to A.R. Desai’s well-known

analysis of agrarian relations, compliments Desai for beginning his

argument with the Indian state (rather than the ‘mode of production’

debate and its fascination with ‘tenancy, tractors and tube-wells’).

But he joins issue with Desai’s contention that the Indian state,

after 1947, set out to ‘consciously develop agriculture along capitalist

lines’ through an ‘abolition of revenue intermediaries and other land

reform measures’, in order to create a ‘broader class of rural rich’

who could ‘hasten capitalist development in agriculture’. For Bala-

gopal, such a development simply did not take place.

If Indian capital had had to depend upon its internal strength and

dynamism for its self-expansion it would have been forced to contend

with and destroy, or at least totally subsume, the pre-capitalist rela-

tions. But since it is not so constrained, and since its expansion is

provided for by the state and by imperialism, it has never found it

necessary to rid itself of pre-capitalist qualities. . . . If the so-called

kulaks and capitalist landlords have never fought the (equally so-

called) feudal landlords then either one of the two classes does not
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exist . . . or the differentiation that is read into the rural rich is

entirely imaginary. (Emphases mine)

The ‘imaginary’ distinction nevertheless has real representational

consequences. The pre-capitalist elite, by some conduit, finds itself

capable of fully partaking of capitalist development.

The technological and infrastructural modernization of rural India

[and] the extensive infrastructural facilities available for the transfer

of rural wealth to urban areas to get invested in real estate, finance,

trade, transport, contracts, business, agro-processing industry and

the marketable professions like medicine and law – all these must

be taken fully into account and seen as aimed at the consolidation of

a class of rural–small town rich, the class that has taken the place of

the landlords of yesteryears without any rupture or discontinuity.

(Balagopal 1988; emphases mine)

In short, this is the representational challenge: modernity happens,

but changes nothing.13

How would such a proposition be ‘realistically’ represented?

What would be the consequences of such a seemingly contradictory

statement on the capacity of the reality being described to be properly

transformed into realism? Let us consider the more complex of the

representational challenges: that change takes place, but in a manner

so as not to undermine certain existing structures. This returns us to

the original issue in the mode of production debate: the fact of ex-

propriation, of ‘unilateral transfers’ of capital, and the impact of

colonial systems upon the Indian economy and particularly on its

rural sector. While the nature of what was transferred –from village

to metropolis, from colony to colonial power and from the margin

to the centre – inevitably changed as it accommodated new processes

of ‘commoditization’ most suited to the transfers of the day, the

process of transfer itself, arguably, remained relatively consistent. In

other words, the content of expropriation changed, but not its social

structures.

Balagopal (1986) makes at least one reference to the represent-

ational issues directly relevant to a staple feature of realism in the

New Indian Cinema. He attacks Desai for a ‘breathtaking sentence’

in which he speaks of ‘rich farmers, kulaks, feudal lords and the

rural bourgeoisie; others speak of feudal landlords, capitalist land-

lords, semi-feudal landlords and kulaks’, and he writes:

13 When we say ‘nothing chan-
ges’, we mean nothing changes
symbolically. Evidently, such
symbolic consistency can even
accommodate vast transforma-
tions in everyday life. Partha
Chatterjee (1994: 121–26) calls
this an ‘ideological principle of
selection’, not a ‘dismissal of
modernity’ but rather an attempt
to ‘make modernity consistent’
with what had preceded it. In his
example, that of Indian woman-
hood, the consistency is to
nationalism, where ‘no matter
what the changes in the external
conditions of life’, women must
not lose their ‘essentially spiri-
tual (that is, feminine) virtues;
they must not, in other words,
become essentially Westernized’.
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With due respect, one is tempted to challenge Desai to walk into

any village of his choice and exhibit for our edification individual

specimens of these well-defined classes. Does such a differentiation

really exist within a microcosm of a village? The ensemble of social

relations that define the rural rich have not differentiated into distinct

classes; all that exists is a variation in the composition from region

to region.

A number of questions now get posed as to the very status of

representation. Can it be that whatever visual evidence is found of a

divide between capitalist and pre-capitalist constructs must be dis-

counted as illusory? (‘Does such a differentiation really exist within

a microcosm of a village?’14) And the more complicated question: if

there is no material basis for extending the representational divide,

then surely the absence of conflict – the absence of will on the part

of the Indian state to either destroy or subsume pre-capitalist con-

structs – will threaten the very capacity of any narrative to function.

For whose story will it tell now, when change itself is ruled out?

14 This is notwithstanding the use
of many of the key technological
investments associated with the
Nehruvian state after independ-
ence, including ‘electrification,
provision of artificial irrigation,
chemical inputs and machinery,
setting up agricultural and other
rural cooperatives and marketing
institutions’, etc. (Balagopal 1988).

The Narrator and Ramaiah’s Story

Ramaiah in Maabhoomi: as a child and as a
member of the sangham. (See ‘The Story of
Martyrs’, in Sundarayya 1972: 103.)
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Maabhoomi of course tells the story of Ramaiah, son of Bheraiah, a

bonded labourer in the service of the landlord (‘Dora’) Jagannath

Reddy, in Sreepuram village, Nalgonda district, Telangana. Starting

in the early 1930s, the film begins with Ramaiah drafted into the

service of the Dora as a young boy, and witnessing the acts of humi-

liation, enslavement and expropriation suffered by the peasants.

He grows up to fall in love with Chandri, one of a set of young

women in the film endangered by their sexuality and the demands

made upon them by the landlords. Earlier, Malli is forced to bare

her breasts when she asks permission to breastfeed her child; later,

the newly married Chilkamma is snatched away to sexually serve a

drunken Muslim tax collector and the guest of Pratap Reddy, the

Dora’s son.

An important moment in the film is when Chandri too is sum-

moned by Reddy. Ramaiah succumbs to his male ego and, in a rage,

leaves her to go to the big city. Chandri, a historical ancestor of the

cinematically contemporaneous Laxmi (Shabana Azmi) in Benegal’s

Ankur, is among the women who feature as either sexually exploited

Chandri meets the newly wed
Chilkamma, and Chilkamma is
‘noticed’ by the landlord’s hench-
men. ‘Rape was an everyday
reality, the undenied right of
landlord or moneylender. Adi bapa

was a form of concubinage pecu-
liar to Telangana, where a young
girl from a bonded family had to
accompany the bride to her
husband’s house to tend to her
mistress and to provide sexual
service to the master’ (Kannabiran
and Lalitha 1989: 182).

Malli is forced to reveal her breasts. ‘”You
know,” said Krishnamurthy, pointing his
finger at one of the working mothers,
“during the Nizam’s time whenever the
working mothers wanted to go home, even
for ten or fifteen minutes, to enable them
to breast-feed their children at home, they
were asked to vouch for themselves. They
had to press their breasts and publicly
demonstrate that milk was abundant in
their breast. This was a regular practice
during the Nizamshasi only to prove that
they did not tell lies”’ (Sen 1977: 144).
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or as mothers of Communist martyrs – invoking an important record

of female participation in the movement, central to the document-

ation of its history (Kannabiran and Lalitha 1989).

Moving to Hyderabad as a rickshaw puller, Ramaiah comes under

the protection of the Communist trade union leader Maqbool, who

gives him his first political education, and who later sends Ramaiah

to join the sanghams, or armed Communist squads, being formed

all over Telangana. Ramaiah’s rise to leadership among the squads

as they liberate and redistribute land to the peasants is intercut with

documentary footage of the coming of independence, and fictional

footage of the Nizam’s Home Minister addressing the various zamin-

dars, vowing not to secede to the new nation. A short and vicious

battle with the Razakars and the state police indicates that the Com-

munist rebels are on the verge of liberation. News, however, comes

of the Indian troops’ entry into Hyderabad and of the Nizam’s sur-

render. Amid debates within the sanghams as to what to do, the

troops attack the guerrillas. Ramaiah is shot dead. A song from the

movement about the blood-red banner comes on the soundtrack as

the film ends with a dedication ‘to the brave martyrs of Telangana’.

Voiceover: ‘Telangana. The most
backward area of the Hyderabad
state, ruled by the Nizam’s
government, a puppet of British
imperialism. In size it is half of
the state of Hyderabad. Sree-
puram is a village in the Nalgonda
district of Telangana. The time is
the end-30s. Thousands of vettis,
landless tillers, live in Telangana.
Ramaiah is the son of a vetti,
and our story revolves around
the different stages of his life.’

The Narrator: The Voice of History

15 All quotations are taken from
the published screenplay of the
film (in Bandyopadhyay 1988).

The Communist leader Maqbool

The film that tells Ramaiah’s story is presumably a work of fiction,

but it is an unusual register of fiction. We first encounter an author-

itative narrator’s voiceover, in deep baritone, over its opening shots

on vast barren land.15 We will encounter this voice at many key

moments of the film, and can right away name this as the voice of

the historian.

The fiction has added a new responsibility to the realist register,
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for it must exist only as illustrative of the history and must not have

an independent career of spectatorial disavowal. Two quick episodes

follow – Ramaiah is told he must go to work and we see a flash of

resistance; and the villager Gopaiah dies, apparently run over by the

callous landlord’s cart – before we get the historian–narrator again,

this time introducing the evil landlord Jagannath Reddy.

Voiceover: ‘Jagannath Reddy is the local landlord; lord and master of fifty thousand acres of
land. In the beginning, these Telangana landlords were tax collectors for the Nizam’s
government. Later, when they were permitted to buy land, these rich men lapped up the
opportunity to become holders of thousands of acres of land. . . . These landlords are the
custodians of local law and order. They are the pillars of the feudal government of the
Nizam at Hyderabad, the lords and masters of the fate of millions of human beings.’

Over shots of Reddy being shaved and bathed and then praying

in a temple, there is the voiceover again. This voice, and its attendant

history lesson, appears three more times. Once, right after the scene

where Ramaiah, having joined the Communist sangham, is teaching

the villagers to use rifles, and the voiceover declares the arrival of

independence over images of Jawaharlal Nehru; a second time with

the Nizam’s refusal to let Hyderabad be a part of India, describing

the ensuing agitations by the CPI and the Congress to release political

prisoners; and finally, when it declares the armed invasion of Hydera-

bad by the Indian state on 13 September 1948.

On some occasions the voice seeks diegetic locations and a text-

ual interlocutor. It is the voice of the newsreader on Maqbool’s radio,

announcing the ‘rise of subversive activities by Communist antisocials’

in Telangana and the declaration of curfew in Khammam and Nal-

gonda. Elsewhere it is musically presented with burrakatha perform-

ers playing the role of storyteller. Only on one critical occasion does

the ‘voice’ receive direct textual attribution: in an extraordinary

lecture on the theory of surplus value that the Communist trade

unionist Maqbool gives to workers in a graveyard outside the factory.
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Voiceover: ‘Now the factory
owners are bound to pay the
full price for plant and machines,
fuel and the raw materials. But
do they pay the full price for
the worker’s labour? They don’t
. . . the cost is calculated at
(less) and there is a surplus
which is really the price of the
worker’s labour. It boils down to
the fact that the labourer gets
only half of his dues for a hard
day’s labour whereas the other
half goes to make a surplus that
goes into the making of the
total profit.’

As his voice plays over documentary shots of the inside of a factory

showing different stages of industrial production, we also see Maq-

bool elevated to classic film lecturer conditions.

So whose voice is it? It is that of the classical overdetermined

narrator; the voice before whose authority the fiction itself will rem-

ain at all times subservient, as the stories of Ramaiah, Chandri,

Chilkamma, Nagaiah and numerous other characters are allowed

no existence other than to illustrate, or enact, a larger historical

saga, with specific messages and even more specific ‘lessons’ to be

learnt. Such a voice permits no condition of spectatorial disavowal

as might result in any democratic de-emphasis of the rhetorical frame.

The overstated voice is both reproduced inside the film as well as

underscored by the performance, in ways that rigorously eliminate

any capacity for the characters to exist outside the spectatorial gaze.

The reproduction of the commentator’s voice inside the fiction is

primarily meant to further the fiction’s illustrative historical role.

Let me suggest that the purpose of the narrative is not to retell

a settled history but, rather, to produce a considerably less settled

narrator, and thereby a structure of ethical authority from whose

viewpoint the story may be told – a state. I say this because despite

the superficial formal similarities, there is a sharp locational contrast

between what we have here and, say, the commoner use of an

articulated ‘voice-of-god’ narrator (of the Films Division ‘BBC voices’
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documentary style) at the service of pre-existing state authority. Given

the political complexity of producing such an authority within the

deeply compromised nature of the state since the 1940s Telangana/

Andhra/Indian contexts and well into the present, and, further, given

the New Indian Cinema’s effort to precisely rework this terrain, I

shall draw from the rich debate around statehood in this region in

order to propose the special significance of this material as residing

in the way the ‘properties’ of realism were effectively being used for

the production of a future state authority.

This argument will especially exploit a unique opportunity here:

the fact that, for all practical purposes, we can actually source the

voice. I refer to the Communist Party of India leader P. Sundarayya,

a key participant in – and eventually, without doubt, the authoritat-

ive historian of – the 1940s movement with his landmark book,

The Telangana People’s Struggle and Its Lessons (1972), to which

the film is not only intellectually indebted but from where it unambig-

uously draws its characters, its structuring idiom and its narratorial

voice: the very bases of its realism.16

It is able to do so also because the ‘Sundarayya memoir’ is a cur-

ious form of Communist historiography. On the one hand, it sets

up the most substantial existing narrative of the uprising. On the

other hand, it makes use also of a constant process of further locating

that authority within a range of voices whose stories are only retold,

apparently without mediation, as eyewitness and participant

accounts. This seemingly unmediated reproduction of a plurality of

voices appears to have been a strategy of history-writing particular

to Telangana narratives, and I shall turn to both Renu Chakravarthy’s

story (1980) and the more famous Stree Shakti Sanghatana docu-

ment (1989) to illustrate, across critical political differences, some-

thing of a common recognition of a problem and a shared strategy

of producing a narrator.

Sundarayya uses an epic, elegaic, poetic idiom, significant for

16 Asked what sources he used
while researching the film, Ghose
says he ‘looked into Communist
Party documents of the time.
There is a book by Sundarayya,
the only book I had known till
then.’ Ghose however says that he
himself did a great deal of field
investigation, including among
erstwhile participants including
former Razakars, and was able
therefore to arrive at an ‘objecti-
vity’ that was often lacking in the
Communist literature of the time
(Bandyopadhyay 1988: 42–43). It
is important to note the wide
prevalence of the historiographic
style inaugurated by Sundarayya
adopted by other histories of the
region that may have significant
political differences with the
CPI(M).
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the production of narratorial ‘authority’. Speaking, for example

about the ‘Spark that Set Afire the Telangana Agrarian Revolt’, he

retells the legendary 4 July 1946 saga of Doddi Komarayya, conven-

tionally seen to have inaugurated the uprising (Sarkar 1983: 443),

and writes about a ‘Visnur Ramachandra Reddy, the hated deshmukh

of Jangaon taluka’, who wanted to ‘take away the land of the washer-

woman Ailamma in Palakruthi village’. When the landlord first sent

goondas (goons) the people beat them up, after which he arrested

fourteen sangham leaders. Bheemireddy, Narasimha Reddy, Chakilam

Yadagiri Rao, Nallu Pratapa Reddy and Katkur Ramachandra Reddy

were among those arrested and tortured in the Visnur police station.

Despite the torture and mayhem, ‘Ailamma’s harvest and lands could

not be seized. The victory over Visnur Ramachandra Reddy, the notor-

ious deshmukh, enthused and gave courage to the people of the

whole of Telangana. Long after this the people used to describe the

heroic struggle and sing songs about it’ (Sundarayya 1972: 35–36).

The book is full of such ‘actions’, reprised in Sundarayya’s history

almost as songs describing heroic struggle might do. We have ‘Some

Notable Armed Actions’, ‘Raids on Ravulapenta Camp’ and ‘The

Kotapadu Smoke Bomb’ (ibid.: 68), the ‘Incident that Caused Heavy

Loss in Chintalammagudem’ (ibid.: 70), ‘Lightning Raid on Mamil-

lagudem Camp’ (ibid.: 72), ‘A Woman’s Honour Safeguarded in

Anantpur’ (ibid.: 75), ‘Stiff Resistance in Errebelli Village Hillock’

(ibid.: 78), ‘Heavy Blow at Lingampalli’ (ibid.: 79), ‘Great Battle

at Bairanpalli’ (ibid.: 82). Some of the anecdotes draw from the

historian’s resources for manifesting accuracy and distance. One such

instance, taken at random, is the breathless prose of the ‘Story of

Comrade Munireddy Venkatachalam: Only Telangana Guerrillas

Can Dare Do It’ (ibid.: 132):

Comrade Venkatachalam was entrusted with the job of crossing the

Krishna and contacting a guerrilla squad on the other side and escort-

ing it back to safety to Telangana, from the dangerous situation in

which it was pressed in the Andhra area. The two lambadis were

the expert swimmers to help him cross the Krishna River. But unfor-

tunately, on the day scheduled for them to cross the Krishna, it was

suddenly in high floods. The expert lambadi swimmers advised

against crossing the Krishna at that hill spot, and either to wait for

a few days till the floods subsided, or go downstream 50 miles and

cross it there from the plains and walk back. . . . This was impossible;

they would certainly fail to keep the appointment and the squad
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would be in great peril of being annihilated by the closing in of the

enemy. He appealed to the lambadi swimmers not to fail the party.

. . . All three took hold of dried logs and jumped into the roaring

Krishna. Comrade Venkatachalam was swept into mid-current while

the other two were buffeted back onto the bank. They again and

again tried to reach Venkatachalam but failed. They saw Venkata-

chalam being dragged down under the water. . . . We were all aghast!

To have lost such a comrade? Was it right for us to have allowed

him to attempt crossing the Krishna risking the lives of three Com-

rades?. . . . That problem was not referred to either the area leadership

or to me for an answer. . . .

What a joy when four days later, in the evening, we saw Comrade

Venkatachalam leading the squad when he came and saluted us!

‘Nothing extraordinary, Comrades.’

There are various antecedents to such a derivative narrator

mediating someone else’s stories: from heroic sagas to their specific

Communist usage. Like Ghose’s realism, however, this seeming fami-

liarity can be deceptive and insufficient. Their additional usage may

need to be located within a more contemporary 1970s project. The

injection of a nationalizing agenda, at the behest of a state structure,

into the narration yields some very unusual data as the debate takes

a sudden and peculiar turn. For Sundarayya, the issue of the national

was reasonably clear from the inception of the 1940s Communist

movement. What was at stake in this movement, we are told, was

of all things Telugu nationalism. For Ghose, this history develops

further relevance with the New Indian Cinema’s return to Telangana

for the restaging of Indian and Telugu nationalism.

‘Let us also remember again’, writes Sundarayya (1979: 534),

that not a small share of credit goes to the Telangana struggle for

forcing the pace of states’ reorganization on a linguistic basis, en-

abling the several disunited and dismembered nationalities to realize

their long-cherished democratic demand for separate statehood. The

powerful blows that this struggle delivered to the biggest princely

regime of Hyderabad, inspired the struggle which won the Andhra

state. . . . The heroic Telangana peasant struggle thus made its

unique contribution to redrawing the political map of India on a

national, democratic, and sound linguistic basis.

It is not self-evident that South Asia’s biggest and most sustained

Communist peasant uprising – of which Sundarayya  himself asked,
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can the ‘Telangana struggle [be] the beginning of the liberation strug-

gle: was it the Yenan of India?’, and which he elsewhere located

alongside the formation of the People’s Republic of China in 1949,

the Korean war, Burma, Malaya, the Philippines, etc. (Sundarayya

1985: 90) – should contribute so foundationally to linguistic nation-

alism. Nor is it obvious that an early 1980s Communist retelling of

this story should contribute to Article 3 of the Constitution of India.

It is however just such a befuddling connection – the curious link

between a particular kind of narrative logic reprising history, on the

one hand, and the commitment of such a logic to statist structures,

on the other: the contention that to have a narrator you need an

ethnic state, which political positions across the ideological spectrum

seemed to either take for granted or rarely question – that our concep-

tion of territorial realism now significantly illuminates.

The formal argument about our narrator staging the nation is surpris-

ingly easy to make in these circumstances. The Telangana movement

was itself overdetermined by several epic structures designed to narrate

the history as a public event. I refer to forms such as the burrakatha,

at one level partaking fully in the realist construction of a narrative

protagonist, and at another musically capable of commenting upon

the realist action produced. Such forms – perhaps unique among

what are usually, and erroneously, for precisely these reasons, consid-

ered ‘folk’ forms – have played a critical role in reprising Telangana’s

presence in Telugu nationalism.

In telling the saga of Doddi Komarayya or Venkatachalam or

the numerous activists of the movement, Sundarayya seems to be

singularly aware of the need for a construction of ‘history’ in order

to produce, not the account itself but the historian of that account.

There is, for example, an extraordinary reliance on a particular kind

of eyewitness testimony, reproduced seemingly unmediated, from

where the historian’s voice emerges:

. . . we tried to stick to chroniclers’ narrations and to the reworded

reports in the files without going into them deeply. We feel that if we

tried to avoid giving too many details or ‘repetitions’ it would have

made this narration too general without bringing in the mood, the

History, Fiction and the Eyewitness Account
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feelings, of the participants and of the people at that time, or of

what they felt and believed then. (Sundarayya 1972: viii)

This was evidently not mere autobiographical narration, al-

though he invites all the participants still alive to write their memoirs

of the movement without delay so that ‘future generations can be

educated by their example’. This was heroic public narration with a

pedagogic–instructional edge, widespread among popular historians

of Telangana – as much a contribution to the movement as generated

by it. The narration appears to merge political debate into a larger

performative rendition.

Right from the gram committees, village squads, to organizers and

regular guerrilla squads, everyone used to explain every problem in

mass meetings. Along with this [were performed] burrakatha, gojla-

suddulu (shepherd’s singsong), kolatapupata (singsong dance with

small wooden pieces in the hands of the dancers which are used to

produce rhythmic sounds) and bhajans. Songs were written about

every problem, about big incidents during the struggle, about the

martyrs and about the atrocities of the enemy, their defeat etc. These

The legendary burrakatha performer and CPI (ML) leader Gaddar in performance
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were not written by learned poets, but had come from the ordinary

people themselves in their form of folk songs. (Sundarayya 1972:

127)

Action-as-performance was to capture the imagination of politi-

cal theatre even outside Telangana: so poet Harindranath Chatto-

padhyay wrote a long ballad titled Tales of Telangana which claims,

incorrectly perhaps, to have derived from burrakatha. The ballad

narrates six tales from Telangana, any of which might easily have

come out of Sundarayya’s pages, and the first tale, of Ramulu, could

well have provided the formal origins of Ghose’s Ramaiah.

Now let me write it down

A tale of Telangana, harrowing tale

Yet brimmed with hope of grim sacrifice

A tale of murdered innocents, raped honour. . . .

First tale

Ramulu was a simple shepherd

Lively and merry and strong

He tended his sheep the livelong day

And sang the whole evening long

Today perhaps a song of Sri Krishna

Tomorrow, a cinema song

He only knew the field and

river, had never heard of

Jawaharlal or Patel or

Communism – but his song

that, he didn’t know, was

of ‘the much tabooed Red Flag’

. . .

‘Arrest the traitor’ shouted one

‘He is of the Communist brand’

‘Of course’, said the other, ‘from

what he sings

What else can we understand?

The government’s orders are to put down

These Reds with an iron hand.’

Ghose himself claims that he found ‘burrakatha to be an excellent

form, and extemely dialectical’, for in it ‘the main singer tells a
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ballad from the myths or the tale of a heroic battle’ (Bandyopadhyay

1988: 43). His realism too has a story, a narrator and a musical

commentary, each intersecting with the other with remarkable

fidelity to their histories as propaganda devices. ‘The Communist

Party had replaced the mythical tales with stories about the move-

ment. There is a second singer who contradicts the main singer and

there is a third person who makes a synthesis.’ It is simple enough

within this mode to reconstruct the film’s three-way movement,

literally performed by three individuals each taking their turn in the

front, within the three-protagonists structure of Ramaiah, Nagaiah

and Maqbool.

Maabhoomi’s plot, in addition to Krishen Chander’s short story,

was apparently drawn from a radical folk play of the same title that

Sundarayya (1972: 14) writes about: the saga of a ‘Muslim peasant,

Bandagi’ whose struggle against the Visnur deshmukh in the 1920s

had been retold in a popular play staged by over two hundred amateur

groups during the struggle itself, and ‘throughout Andhra Pradesh

and wherever Telugu people lived in the rest of India’. So too the

film’s  burrakatha-style realism now finds itself elevated into a ped-

agogic lecture about the theory of surplus value, or expanded into

the epic saga of a peasant revolution in which six thousand activists

were killed – as much a propagandist epic that contributed to the

movement and its 1970s sequel, as an acceptable reconstruction of

the discourse of popular history. It is said that the film’s release,

after an initial period when it was suppressed, was successful enough

for it to be seen as a pioneer of the popular brand of ‘Naxalite’

films associated with R. Narayanamurthy (Lal Salaam, 1992), a

startlingly successful genre of commercial filmmaking that unabash-

edly cashed in on the radical–popular music associated with the

burrakatha, and with the form’s pioneering performer, the legendary

Gaddar.17

17 I am grateful to S.V. Srinivas
for pointing this out to me. On
Gaddar, see Ilaiah (1997). On
Naxalite films as popular culture,
see K. Balagopal’s (1991) review
of the film People’s Encounter.
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Central Telangana people thought Vishalandhra was a religion.

– I. Thirumali (in Simhadri and Vishweshwer Rao 1997: 23)

To put a concrete question: is Telugu nationalism defined positively

by the anti-British movement or by the anti-Tamil movement or by

the Telangana movement? Is Telugu literature, which is a part of

nationalism, enriched more by the Telangana movement and Srika-

kulam movement or by the Vishal Andhra movement? – R.S. Rao

(in Mohanty 1982: 183)

I have contended that a central purpose of such history-producing

activity is to produce not so much the history as the historian: the

circumstances of the authoritative narrator’s voice. Ghose’s further

pitching of this voice into the cinematic narrator almost definitely

also pitches that interpretative category into a new arena mediated

by the New Indian Cinema’s national–realist commitments. Contrary

to the usual conditions of the production of such a voice – which

typically reproduce extant state authority – a problem is posed here

by the fact that this voice presages the symbolic production of a

future state authority, one whose properties it is the burden of the

film to produce.

We have seen that in formal terms, the balladic narrator/histor-

ian structure overlaps popular history-writing with popular heroic

narration. The more complex problem is political, given that the

region we are discussing famously put up perhaps the gravest and

most severe opposition anywhere to the symbolic authority of the

‘Indian nation’ (and, by extension, to the regional states that function

in its template). Was there a contribution that the discursive register

could make to the political issues at stake?

Even on the face of it, the voice representing the region was

speaking for only eight Telugu and Urdu-speaking districts comprising

Telangana; Hyderabad state itself included five more Marathi-speak-

ing districts from Marathwada and three Kannada-speaking districts.

Hyderabad’s Nizam had refused to be a part of the Indian state,

leading to independent India’s first major military action. Even after

this was done and the Communist rebellion quelled, it was by no

means clear as to how Hyderabad would be divided up (and thereby

how it should be represented), with competing nationalisms joining

the fray.

Alternatives to the State?

Constructing the National–Narratorial Authority
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Complicating the national question much further was another

critically unresolved aspect of the story. Could this uprising, coming

in the wake of the RIN mutiny, the Tebhaga and Punnapra–Vayalar

movements, have succeeded in challenging the Congress and the Brit-

ish to produce a Communist alternative for India as a whole? If so,

then the kind of state this became could also determine the kind of

narratorial devices that were to be deployed in envisaging that state

structure. Critical debates on what could have been possible after

Telangana have divided the left ever since. For example, the question

of whether the movement should or should not have been called off

following the direct confrontation with the Indian army, a far more

disciplined force than the Nizam’s Razakars, has remained an

especially divisive issue among the Marxist–Leninist movements that

came to occupy the region.18

Is it possible for us to encounter similar narratorial divides in

terms of alternative historiographies or alternative imaginings of

the nation-form? I would like to make use of the Sundarayya form-

ulation: that, contrary to any general presentation of the insurrection

along classic Communist-internationalist ‘Yenan of India’ lines, the

movement be seen as signalling a resurgent Telugu nationalism – as

a sort of yardstick to see whether, amid the many oppositions to the

CPI’s position, there was any political critique of this ‘regionalist’

conduit for producing narratorial authority.19 If we do discover a

18 See, for example, Naxalite
leader Chandra Pulla Reddy’s The
Great Heroic Telangana Struggle
(1981) for his views on the CPI’s
insurrectionism and the ‘betrayal’.

19 The strident opposition of the
CPI(ML) in Telangana to the CPI
has, astonishingly, rarely drawn
attention to the latter’s Telugu
nationalist commitments in the
great uprising. This is notwith-
standing widespread denigration
of the parliamentary left as
consisting primarily of upper-
caste coastal Andhra leaders. The
critique of Vishalandhra has only
relatively recently emerged within
the light of new dalit movements
as well as new regional move-
ments for Telangana (cf. Kancha
Ilaiah, ‘Vishalandhra: A Brahmi-
nical (Communist) Conspiracy’
and other essays, in Simhadri and
Vishweshwer Rao 1997: 24–29).
For a straight history of the CPI
in the region, the history of a
communism produced by the
‘educated elite of the rural rich in
Telangana and the urban middle
class of Hyderabad city’, see
Thirumali (1996).

The Indian army enters
Hyderabad. (Left) The Chief of
Army Staff, General J.N. Chowdhry,
notorious for his anti-
Communism.
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startling absence of alternatives to the eruption of linguistic national-

ism in the Telangana movement, it must follow that there was also

no opposition to this definition of the state structure, and, by impli-

cation, no political opposition to the firm welding together of realist–

narratorial construction with the national–linguistic sources whence

that authority was produced. If this was indeed true, my argument

would now have to go into the question about the source of the in-

stability of my congenitally unstable narrator, and the place where

the avant garde might seek it.

Sundarayya claims that the intensity of the insurrection caught

the CPI by surprise; the Party – all set to fight the provincial elections

in 1946 – had not anticipated the ‘depth of the revolutionary

upsurge’. The momentum of the movement forced it to move away

from slow ‘democratic agrarian programmes’ in the first half of 1946,

to full-blown ‘militant mass struggles’ six months later. Despite this

transformation in the very character of the movement, Sundarayya

(1972: 34) holds fast to his regional–nationalist views: ‘It is true

that only our Party came out with the slogan “People’s Raj in Vishal-

andhra”, advocating dissolution of Hyderabad state and merging it

into its neighbouring linguistic areas.’ The claim remained alive de-

spite the fact that in early 1946, while the Andhra Mahasabha–CPI

alliance fought the ‘Congress–Justice Party–Zamindar alliance’ on

numerous agrarian issues with their land-to-the-tiller demand (ibid.:

141–42), both the Congress and the CPI were very much on the

same side of the fence on the question of Telugu nationalism (Pavier

1981: 107–08), even if for very different reasons.

The reliance of India’s official Communist ideological positions

upon a linguistic and, where necessary, even ethnic nationalism, to

assemble a credible national mandate, remains a divisive aspect of

India’s post-colonial history. This also poses a particular challenge

to our inquiry here: whether the sort of authority that realist
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representation would typically require was at all available from state

constructs other than those deriving from linguistic and related

identitarian resources, leading to further issues such as whether realist

narratorial representation, in its commitment to a historical ontology,

was also committing itself to the production of such identity, or

whether other choices were historically available.

Politically, Communist theorists attempted alternative explana-

tions for the need to accommodate linguistic–ethnic nationalism

into their programmes. The best known is the so-called ‘Gangadhar

Adhikari thesis’, which, shortly before Telangana, invoked Stalin’s

1925 reference (‘The National Question Once Again’) to the ‘scores

of hitherto unknown nationalities, having their own separate lang-

uages and separate cultures’ (Adhikari 1943). Following Adhikari’s

further ‘Thesis of the Sikh Homeland’ (1944), this was expanded

to a new CPI ‘scheme’ in which India was envisaged as a series of

four units comprising present-day Pakistan, viz. western Punjab,

Sind, Baluchistan and Pathanland, a Hindi-speaking Hindustan,

and twelve regions, very similar to the states as we know them today.

Some of this debate on nationality was played out on a larger cold

war stage,20 although that context is inadequate in capturing the

difficulties this location posed to the functioning of the theory on

the ground. Irfan Habib (1998: 24) argues, for instance, that the

CPI’s adoption of Stalin’s position on nationalities, far from being

blindly implemented, was a misrepresentation of Stalinism, for it

ignored the fact that Stalin had ‘never contemplated a religious

nationality arising out of a linguistic one (e.g. Punjabi Muslim or

Bengali Muslim)’. Sundarayya’s own stridently posed Vishalandhra,

home of a Telugu nationality, therefore appears to bypass a central

tenet of the Adhikari thesis, namely, its emphasis on Muslim minor-

ities – on the ‘fact that the country did have ‘nationalities’, some of

them predominantly Muslim by faith’ – even as it places, resolutely

and in properly Stalinist manner, the language question at the centre

of the problem.21

Sundarayya’s Telugu subaltern majoritarianism is posed against

Urdu, the official language of the Nizam’s court and his administra-

tion.22 It was however his controversial Vishala Andhra, the 1946

CPI manifesto for the provincial legislature elections, that unambig-

uously laid down the historian’s location (and the location for the

production of our narratorial authority). Here, the feudal exploita-

tion under British rule is equated with the Nizam’s oppression:

English and Urdu become joint oppressors, and even absentee

20 Discussed extensively in
Harrison’s ‘Indian Communism:
the Grand Strategy’ (1960), where
he also mentions the official Soviet
position on the national question
in India, as in A.M. Diakov’s The
National Question and British
Imperialism in India, 1948.

21 Stalin spoke of a nation as ‘pri-
marily a . . . definite community
of people’, ‘not racial, nor . . .
tribal’ but a ‘historically consti-
tuted community of people’. A
critical component is a ‘common
language’, one of the ‘characteris-
tic features of a nation’ given that
‘there is no nation which at one
and the same time speaks several
languages’ (‘Marxism and the
National Question’, 1913, http://
www.marxists.org/reference/
archive/stalin/works/1913/03.htm
#s1, accessed 18 December 2007).

22 Ravi Narayana Reddy, leading
CPI representative from Telangana
after independence – and himself
the author of an important
memoir titled Heroic Telangana:
Reminiscences and Experiences
(1973), published the year after
Sundarayya’s tome and in many
ways similar in style to it – docu-
ments the linguistic origins of the
Andhra Mahasabha in 1922, a
direct predecessor to the CPI in
the region. Reddy (1973: 11)
reproduces the apocryphal story
of its birth following speeches at
a Hindu Social Conference at the
Vivekavardhini theatre took place
in Urdu and even Marathi, while
Telugu speakers were booed (also
see Pavier 1981: 66). The Andhra
Janasangh was formed, apparently
as a result of this humiliation, in
1922, becoming the Andhra
Mahasabha in 1930, and effect-
ively housed the incipient CPI
which began as a Comrades
Association in Vijayawada in
1939 (Regani 1972: 208).
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landlordism and chronic famine are seen as secondary to linguistic

oppression. ‘Just as English is made compulsory and becomes the

medium of instruction in the districts directly under the British, so

also in the Nizam’s territory Urdu has become the medium of instruc-

tion, even in lower form, except in the primary schools. This has

crippled the spread of education, especially of women’ (Sundarayya

1946: 8).

The Communist Party of India will work to see that the people of

Hyderabad state shall decide the future by exercising their sacred

right to self-determination through a constituent assembly. This alone

will create conditions for realizing the dream of generations of Andhra

people, i.e. a free Vishala Andhra, comprising the whole of Telugu

land in a free India, in which all our people once more united will

be able to build their prosperity and culture. . . . We shall carry for-

ward the banner raised thirty years ago by Andhra patriots for a

separate Andhra province of British India. (Ibid.: 9–10)

On the other hand, the persistence of the need to produce some

sort of purifying ethnicity – whether linguistic, religious or even

tribal – upon which to mount a larger movement for ‘national self-

determination’ is seen well into the 1980s. Even as I risk my argument

in making Maabhoomi look more and more like a Telugu–Commun-

ist Mother India, my material claims are more modest. They simply

draw attention to some of the sequel debates on the ‘oppressed

nationalities’ issue, even in CPI(ML) circles, contextualized by Telan-

gana’s revolutionary history, which hardly ever question either the

linguistic–regional inflection given to it by the CPI or imagine other

movements outside that specific identity trope. For example, an imp-

ortant 1982 seminar on the ‘National Question in India’, organized

by the pro-People’s War Andhra Pradesh Radical Students Union,

claims that ‘the new song of national liberation is a marching chorus’,

and asks why the Indian ruling classes are

scared of the Assamese people asking for safeguards to their identity?

Why are [they] afraid of the Jharkhand movement which seeks socio-

political guarantees for the Adivasis or the Chhattisgarhis struggling

against exploitation? Why are they so uncompromising towards the

struggles of the Nagas, the Mizos or the Kashmiris for greater control

over their destiny? Why a wave of apprehension spreads throughout

the country when the Tamils denounce northern domination or the

Sikhs want greater autonomy? (Mohanty 1982: 1)
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The answer, in hindsight, of course is that they were not, or at

least not always. Both Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh do exist as states

now – if that was what the demand was – and, barring Kashmir, the

most effective discursive solution for most regions has been arguably

found within the ambit of Article 3, i.e. within the determinate

ambit of the very state structure they oppose politically but with

whom they share the same narratorial basis.

The important extrapolation that needs to be made, in all this,

is around the mandates of realism. The discovery of the sources of

such normative representation in linguistic boundaries is telling, as

is the extraordinary difficulty posed to forms of participation that

do not draw their authoritative realist structures from ethnic or other

territorially bounded sources. In further excavating the structural

dependences of such a position on the material resources of authorit-

ative representation, I will bring in an equally telling sequel depend-

ence on the testimony of the privileged ethnic eyewitness participant–

observer, who now performs the ‘proof-of-concept’ of the nation-

to-be, and, with it, produces the action of the authoritative account.

We have to learn, as we read these life stories, to listen for what

another oral historian has called the ‘language of silence’, straining

to be heard. We need to understand the pauses, the waverings, the

incoherence, the questions that are avoided just as much as we want

to ‘hear’ the real import of obsessive repetitions. – Stree Shakti Sangh-

atana (1989: 27)

Curiously – and notwithstanding the widespread consensus around

the resources that narratorial authority drew from, substantiating

the film’s claim to definitiveness – Maabhoomi’s linguistically author-

ized narrator keeps finding himself entering complex zones, where

his capacity to account for what is happening, and with it his capacity

to negotiate the cinema-effect’s threat to realism’s dominance, is

called into question. Let us follow Maqbool into one such difficult

zone: his home.

There is a strange sequence in the film. The narrator, until now

mainly a documentary voiceover, has finally found a diegetic place

inside the film: Maqbool’s classic Third Cinema onscreen lecture on

the theory of surplus value has just happened. Within the story, the

The Patronymic
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lecture has taken place spontaneously, as the workers sit in a Hydera-

bad graveyard. In terms of the film, however, this is a major moment

locating, for the first time, a diegetic source to the narrator: Maq-

bool’s voiceover is submerged beneath that of the fullfledged film

lecturer as the film cuts his voice on to documentary shots of the

process of industrial production which directly illustrate the theory

for the viewer. In sharp contrast, cutting through the in-your-face

publicness of this sequence, cutting through also the remnants of

whatever fictional third look remained in the film, we have a startling

reversal: a closed-door, very domesticated, homoerotic development

in Maqbool’s home. Maqbool, now fully elevated into his new incar-

nation as Narrator Himself (as against just another character in the

fiction), has invited Ramaiah into his house. The invitation clearly

means a great deal to the latter. As Ramaiah deals with this strange

and newly discovered intimacy with the nom du père, we first see

Maqbool as Ramaiah too, on screen, looks.

Maqbool first pours himself a cup of water and drinks it, as the

camera holds the action in mid-shot, standing beside a photograph

of Lenin on the wall. He then walks up to a wall, picks up a lungi

that is hanging there, and is elaborately shown in the immediate

foreground, first taking off his trousers and then wearing his lungi.

This rather common act of comradely male intimacy is followed by

Comradely male intimacy: Maqbool, Ramaiah, Marx and Engels
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a further gesture: in an action waiting for psychoanalytic interpreta-

tion, the illiterate Ramaiah requests Maqbool to write a letter to his

biological father, to go with some money he wants to send home. A

series of close-ups of Ramaiah follows. He picks up a copy of Marx

and Engels’ On Communism, which he cannot read because he is

illiterate. He passes his hand over it, and, as the camera goes into

tight close-up of his hand and the pages, he gently strokes the frontis-

piece photographs of first Engels and then Marx.

In chronicling the relay from character to film lecturer, to Maq-

bool, to Ramaiah’s biological father, to Engels and Marx, we have a

straightforward invocation of the patronymic, startlingly similar,

across the widest political differences, to Bal Thackeray’s invocation

of Shivaji in constructing his version of the state. As with Thackeray’s

‘instructions’ to his spectator, here, the erotics of a domestic scene,

hugely significant to Ramaiah who finds new purpose to life and

who can now fully ‘belong’, must be seen to contribute further cri-

tical data about the properties of our narrator structure within the

expanded field of realism.

The patronymic, used by Gayatri Spivak (1988: 278) after Marx,

had been of a Napoleonic code – the ‘strict observance of the historical

Law of the Father’; from which the ‘formed yet unformed class’s

faith in the natural father is gainsaid’. Earlier I had proposed the

narratorial amalgam of a bodily erotics with the triple invocation

of viewer, the ‘father’ who invites you in and national (here Telugu)

belonging, the space of participation, to propose a production of

the state as a spectatorial act of recognition, participation and obser-

vance. In the Thackeray instance, my argument had sought to present

something that may be recognizable as a wider phenomenon of

discursive reterritorialization, in an extreme rightwing operation. I

suggested that such reterritorialization implemented key elements

of the logic of state formation, with Thackeray’s Bonapartism dedi-

cated to the production of the twin myths of ‘historical tradition’

crucial to the Shiv Sena’s operation in producing a state: the symbolic

of Shivaji and of ‘Maharashtra-ness’. We are now moving into the

symbolic of Marx, Bheraiah, Sundarayya, Maqbool – and Telugu

nationalism; and we are trying to identify a particularly significant,

if somewhat grisly, gendered underside to the realism being produced.

With Thackeray the journey was from the citizen–spectator’s

capacity to produce objectivity through usurping realism away from

state authentication and into a strategy of survival-through-descrip-

tion, to a larger condition where the spectator could disburse an
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interpretative authority on behalf of the apparatus. As we move

further along the same direction, where a spectator’s standpoint gets

further translated into authorized performance, we also move into

the moment when Ramaiah, invited into the zone of intimacy by

Maqbool, is blooded into the clan. This has a similar edge, as also

both a backward and forward causality, since the story may well be,

from now on, viewed as Ramaiah’s masculinization, moving from

bystander to full-blooded performer on the national–revolutionary

stage. As we will now see, the political emphasis on performance,

merging into symbolic cinema-effect-type constructions, remains a

critical component of the political practice, and one to which the

practice remains ever alive.

Shortly before Ramaiah’s encounter with Maqbool – indeed con-

textualizing that encounter – is an inexplicable, apparently poorly

done exchange. Ramaiah, having left his home in a fit of masculinist

rage (after Chandri was summoned for sexual service by the landlord),

has found a job with a merchant in Suryapet. The merchant’s wife

Bajramma is shown lusting after Ramaiah:

The wife: Are you married, Ramaiah?

Ramaiah: Didn’t I tell you the other day that I am unmarried . . .?

The wife: Then you must be in love with some girl. . . . Come, sit

down.

Ramaiah hesitates before he finally sits down beside her. She

moves closer to him and puts her hand on his naked chest.

The wife: Keep quiet.

Ramaiah shakes with fear, as the merchant’s wife holds him

tightly. Ramaiah is at a loss, as he feels her warm breath on his

shoulder. He somehow manages to escape but as he nears the door

he looks back at Bajramma to see a face distorted with anger.

(Bandyopadhyay 1988: 65)

This somewhat pointless scene in terms of standard realist

plausibility nevertheless has an important symbolic function within

the particulars of our argument about performance, also invoking

the balladic dimensions of the saga. Ramaiah had lost his mother at

birth (and, according to the introductory lullaby, never tasted milk),

has been established in his youth as a cause of concern to his father

who wants to see him married, and has repeatedly failed the test

of his masculinity to the rapacious Dora. Revealed in the present

sequence as insecure in any domestic space, incapable of a valid

sexual relationship, he is also finally able – after Maqbool’s rite of
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initiation into the patronymic clan – to move forward and permit

women into his life, this time as fully formed activists standing

shoulder-to-shoulder in the struggle.

Several feminist accounts of the Telangana insurrection show

how its Communist historians recorded (and policed) its symbolic

structures of representation far more closely than they did the every-

day reality of the movement, an intervention with direct consequences

upon the status of its representational realism. The much-documented

war of representation between the symbolic–historical and the

subjective–historical was literally played out within the discomfiting

mismatch between the heroic and the mundane. Many histories show

how the insurrection drew large numbers of women into new and

profoundly liberating spaces. The Stree Shakti Sanghatana’s (1989:

261) definitive rendition of these times says:

Moving into the struggle did mean a tremendous liberation for these

women – they believed it was possible to break with custom – to

travel alone, travel at night, carry guns, act as couriers, fight in

squads – all of which they did. . . . Reading, writing, discussing

political questions, attending classes, addressing public meetings

and organizing women gave them a very positive sense of their role.

Women in the movement.

Ramaiah is also finally
able to let women into
his life.
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However, the Sanghatana’s account also draws attention to the

way most histories chronicling the role of women in the movement

are resolutely uncritical and celebratory. Taking one example, Renu

Chakravarthy’s Communists in Indian Women’s Movement 1940–

1950 (1980), the Sanghatana points out that in the book, the women

can only be presented as having

fought the Razakars and the Nizam’s police and later the Indian

army standing shoulder to shoulder with their menfolk. . . . Nowhere

in this account is there an awareness, let alone an appreciation, of

the new sites for struggle or the new forms of political behaviour

that emerge most clearly in the battle against women’s oppression.

From issues such as individual privacy to questions of sexual

relationships, from questions of birth control to those of conflicts

in conjugal relationships disrupting the primary fidelity to the move-

ment, it is repeatedly evidenced that symbolic historicity always

replaces, triumphs over, a representation of the crises of the everyday;

further, that such symbolic representation is far more rigorously con-

trolled by the movement. This then becomes a critical, and difficult,

aspect of the yoking of the individuated example to the history and

finally to the saga of the Telugu nation, not least because it trans-

forms the very register of historic performance. ‘A history of this

kind obviously goes beyond a compensatory history. But . . . the

movement still stands in the foreground of inquiry and acquires a

solid, positivistic weight. It is regarded as objective fact, not a human

event’ (ibid.: 25).

Producing such controlled history – and thereby also producing

the circumstances enabling narratorial control – is Ramaiah’s true

journey. The production of a particular sort of subject existing at

the service of the record, the telling of his story, and the humiliation

and expropriation as the public record of acts of feudal dominance,

critical to the narrative history of the region and to the later struggle:

it is this that becomes the ‘object’ of the film’s realism.

The usurping – or expropriation, to use the economist’s term –

of realism into a particular kind of symbolic that aspires, via its nar-

rator, to become a machine for sifting through available representa-

tional issues, inevitably opens up a series of problematic sequel

locations. The further invocation of the patronymic in order to

characterize the narrator permits the parallel invocation of a state,

for it is only from this perspective that Sundarayya’s Vishalandhra

may formally be revealed as startlingly similar to Thackeray’s Maha-
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rashtra: in the way both source the purified ethno–masculinist nar-

ratorial voice; in the way Sundarayya’s heroic performer–eyewitness

joins with Thackeray’s sainik to produce the eventual destiny of

both.

(For S.V. Srinivas)

I had a conclusion to this argument in my mind. I wanted a dream-

example to clinch my point: a specific kind of commodity culture

produced in the region of Telangana – for example, a local cinema

practice from recent years that would reflect the particular conditions

of ‘feudalism’ that Balagopal (1988) captures with his ‘technological

and infrastructural modernization of rural India’, and ‘extensive

infrastructural facilities available for the transfer of rural wealth to

urban areas’ aimed at the ‘consolidation of a class of rural–small

town rich, the class that has taken the place of the landlords of yes-

teryears without any rupture or discontinuity’. I had hoped that, to

make my point, I could show such a cinema as producing, in my

words, a ‘feudal commodity’ culture, and had even fantasized as to

what such a production could look like in terms of its realist ambi-

tions: static, corpulent heroes, inert stories incapable of registering

change, and a low-end film consumption on a par with the kind of

commodification to which Fanon refers when he speaks of a people

‘who have become old and senile without ever having been young’.

Inevitably, I found what I wanted; and equally inevitably, in

much more complicated conditions than I could have foreseen and

with more far-reaching implications for the Andhra state than I had

imagined. I found the cinema I was looking for in the famous ‘fac-

tion’ films of the 1980s and 90s. Unfortunately for my argument,

these were neither set in Telangana nor derived from its specific capital

expropriation (they were typically set in the region of Rayalaseema,

whose political elites have a history of violent conflict that would

spill over into state politics under N.T. Rama Rao’s chief ministership

in the 1980s). However, through them I discovered a wide-ranging

set of filmic–political practices pervasively mining the feudal symbolic

for their ends, and, as often happens, there was a twist in the tale. I

only summarize these findings here: firstly, because they are more

A Speculative Afterword on ‘Feudalism’:

Narratives that Move Backwards
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complex than this chapter can handle (or needs), and secondly,

because they are not mine. I discovered this argument in the work

of my colleague S.V. Srinivas, and therefore, with his permission, I

summarize his argument as my conclusion.

In his essay ‘Persistence of the Feudal’ (2006), Srinivas notes

that ‘something significant was indeed happening in the films of

the late 1970s’, and that something had to do with the representation

of feudalism. While ‘earlier films usually presented parental figures

as well as the landed elite and those with old wealth etc. as relics of

another era who were willingly or otherwise making way for a new

generation or class’, a genre of films was emerging with a more found-

ational makeover of the ‘figure of authority’, and, most significantly,

it was the reigning patriarch of Telugu cinema, N.T. Rama Rao,

who was increasingly devoting his attention to such cinema.

Srinivas examines a key late 1970s NTR film, Bobbili Puli

(Tiger of Bobbili, Dasari Narayana Rao, 1982), in which the star

plays Major Chakradhar, a much decorated army officer, whose biolo-

gical father (Satyanarayana) is an army deserter and a spy, and the

murderer of his wife (and Chakradhar’s mother). After Chakradhar’s

attempts to bring criminals to justice in the court of law are frustrated

by his father and other villains, he becomes a rebel and is jailed.

Meanwhile his sister is raped and her husband murdered. Chakradhar

escapes and emerges as the rebel known as the Tiger of Bobbili, and

begins to put to death the criminal and corrupt elements that the

courts had been unable to punish. He finally kills his biological

father, is arrested by the police and is sentenced to death.

Adding to the more familiar elements of the outlaw movie and

revenge drama, says Srinivas (2006), is the specific fact that ‘Bobbili

happens to be a place that is closely identified with pre-colonial

authority as well as aristocratic patriots in the popular imagination’,

whose ‘legends have also been subjects of popular films since the

1940s’. Chakradhar ‘therefore becomes an embodiment of the values

of a bygone era’. The consequent reading of this film as a form of

1970s ‘refeudalization’ arising from a nostalgia for feudal oppression,

reintroducing NTR to the centrestage of the Telugu industry and,

through him, a ‘new model of stardom’, would be re-evidenced in

the 1990s ‘faction’ films that would now be set in the ‘suitably

backward’ Rayalaseema region, presented as ‘the new home of the

feudal order’ modelled on ‘the older and more familiar [imagery of]

Telangana’.

In Samarasimhareddy (B. Gopal, 2001), the film conventionally
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seen as originating this genre,  a range of ‘positive feudal values . . .

that supposedly characterize the region’ are now ‘manifested in the

hero’, and also manifested in specific innovations such as ‘a fascinat-

ing twist to the return of the past’ as ‘the hero impersonates his

dead servant, quite literally owning up his flashback, in order to

help the destitute family members’. The ‘past that bursts into the

narrative’, says Srinivas, ‘is not simply the factional violence of the

region but also our hero’s phenomenal popularity in Rayalaseema

and the undying loyalty he commands there.’

Such a cinema provides two propositions, related to both the

twisted legacy of Telangana narratives and to what Srinivas terms

the ‘blockage’ problem of Telugu cinema: a problem clearly related

to my own concern of realism as a condition of narrative stasis. The

first proposition indeed has specifically to do with narrative immobi-

lity, when a story appears bizarrely capable only of backward move-

ment. Such backward-moving stories are evidenced in 1990s films

that show a ‘truly sudden rupture caused by the re-emergence of a

forgotten or suppressed past, often an unmistakably feudal past’,

most typically located in the fabricated feudalism of a ‘suitably back-

ward region like Rayalaseema’.

In Antahpuram (Krishna Vamsy, 1999), for example, the lead

pair is happily settled abroad (Mauritius) with their child when the

heroine’s husband receives a call from ‘home’, his village in Rayala-

seema. The nuclear family travels to the village, a space that the

heroine’s husband had left because he wanted to have nothing to do

with the feuds in which his family was involved. Soon he is killed in

yet another episode of ‘faction’ violence, and it is with great difficulty

that the heroine escapes back to the present with her son. The village

and its feudal ways cannot be changed, and acknowledgement of

the impossibility of changing this place comes in the form of the

second movement out of the village (and the Rayalaseema region)

of the citizen figure.

Other common examples would be when seemingly more ‘mod-

ern’ 1990s genres, such as comedies or romances, find themselves

‘suddenly interrupted and intruded upon by developments which

Stories that move backwards. Chiranjeevi (Indrasen) returns via helicopter from a happily-
ever-after situation back into feudal Rayalseema to resume his political vocation and to
wreak revenge on the rival Reddy clans. He returns, sets foot on his native soil, and in a
moment that some have construed as the star Chiranjeevi greeting his fans or even
announcing the launch of his political career, turns to the screen and greets the spectator
with folded hands. Indra (B. Gopal, Telugu, 2002).
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force its transformation into a revenge drama or another familiar

variant of the melodramatic form that dominated cinema since the

1970s (if not earlier)’.

The second proposition around ‘blockage’ arises from an econo-

mic account of the industry. We are back to feudal economics as we

encounter an increasingly fragmented distribution mechanism

attempting to overcome what appears to be a parallel blockage:

that of the capacity of the film-commodity itself to circulate. Where-

as Telugu films in the 1950s would typically have single distributors

for regions, by the late 1970s – the NTR era – films began to be sold

‘district-wise in regions where there were a substantial number of

cinema halls’. This ‘fragmentation process would be complete by

the mid-1990s when distribution offices were opened in most district

headquarters’, making distribution ‘more localized than ever before’.

Such a fragmenting of distribution turned out to be a boon for film

production since it commonly worked on the concept of ‘pre-sale’,

thus bringing in ‘locally generated surpluses from activities otherwise

unrelated to the film industry, such as agriculture and trade’.

This process, says Srinivas, was ‘anticipated, facilitated and even

willed into existence by the NTR brand of stardom’, as the star

became the sole ‘conduit for investments into production’, the agency

who could ‘flag projects worthy of investment’. A new spectatorial

regime came into being that involved a high degree of trust of the

star–protagonist and play with the recognition of his star status, no

doubt complementing his superhuman abilities to solve story-level

problems.

It is only later, says Srinivas, when this spectatorial regime, and

the ‘re-feudalization’ of Andhra Pradesh, was transformed into a

political strategy with the formation of NTR’s Telugu Desam Party,

that the full picture opens up. On the one hand, the political move-

ment of Telugu Desam would directly exploit the growing availability

of a ‘wide-ranging critique of feudalism . . . due to the re-opening

of the question of feudal oppression in the Telangana region by the

(CPI–ML) movement and its supporters as well as civil liberties

groups’. On the other hand, the ‘return of NTR to the centre-stage

of the Telugu industry would be on the strength of a new model of

stardom, which was a part of the industry’s capacity-building exercise

that in turn ensured new investments could be attracted and absorbed

into the industry’.

‘By all standards – except moral standards, whose decline critics

began to bemoan in the same period – the 1970s and 1980s was the
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golden age of Telugu film industry’, Srinivas says. ‘This was at least

in part due to the fact that cheap films were needed to feed the low-

est rungs of the exhibition ladder, which operated with thin profit

margins.’ Where was the money for all these productions coming

from? ‘According the Andhra Pradesh Film Chamber Journal there

were 484 cinema halls in the state in 1964’, whereas ‘in 1981 there

were 1904 cinema halls of which 1153 were permanent’, which

means that we are ‘dealing with a massive expansion in the exhibi-

tion sector over a two-decade period. While there is no conclusive

evidence, it is possible to suggest on the basis of conversations with

film industry representatives over the past decade that this growth

was fuelled by agricultural and trade.’

Modernity happens, but changes nothing. Srinivas would like

to call this ‘a moment of regression’, not because of the ‘presence of

feudal figures on screen’ but ‘because the industry, especially the

production sector, found itself in a position of such comfort that it

could not only continue to produce loss-making films but make

them on a scale that was truly grand. The scale of unproductive

deployment of capital apart, the emerging order rendered useless

measures aimed at ensuring that the industry at least recovered costs’

(emphases mine).
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Misreading signs: Govinda, with Akshay Kumar and Paresh Rawal, in Bhagambhag

(Priyadarshan, 2006)
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Govinda wants an Oscar. He says this without batting an eyelid, a

cheesy smile in place. The outfit is pink satin and has white crochet

sleeves. Roses are sewn on to the bosom, sprinkled on the sleeves.

Black gloves, black tights and gold shoes complete the ensemble.

Govinda’s face is bright with pink lipstick. ‘I know, I know’, he

says. ‘But if from nothing I could become Govinda, surely from

Govinda I can become something.’ – Anupama Chopra (1997)

So what does the Indian cinema want to become? Are its desires

those of the cinema at all? And what does this phenomenon do to

our understanding of the cinema as we knew it?

In taking us to a ‘cinema-effect’ resolutely located outside the

cinema, this book has sought quite deliberately to expand our avail-

able definitions beyond the confines of 35-mm celluloid, with the

eventual premise that, as we reintroduce these definitions back into

the cinema, we can discover new means by which to address its text-

uality. Even as Bollywood enters, and perhaps abducts, a range of

capacities, from fashion to (most recently) sport, it is only such

historical occasions that we may recognize phenomena that have

been – ironically, as a result of this abduction – characteristic of the

cinema. While filmmaking in any specific sense has been, as we have

seen, only a small part of India’s cinematic culture industry, the use

of the cinema-effect has remained a hypervisible presence, quoted

and evoked interminably in the politics, the music, the consumption,

the fashion, the architecture, the art, the advertising, the fiction and

the tourism that developed under its umbrella; and it has itself been

a site of aesthetic inquiry in art and photography, in the recent interest

in Indian poster and hoarding art.1 The specific Bollywood inter-

vention, proliferating the cinema into an array of competing practices

and production systems, reminds us yet again that the ‘cinema’ might

well be a term covering more than the specific mechanics of making

and showing celluloid. Historians have already shown that the

1 See, as a sampling, Anna
Palakunnathu Matthew’s 2005
exhibition ‘Bollywood Satirized’;
Preminda Jacob’s ‘Celluloid
Deities: The Nexus of Visual Art,
Cinema and Politics in South
India’ (http://www.umbc.edu/
CDeities/ie/index.html, accessed
14 December 2007); the Bolly-
wood photographs of Catherine
Yass; Jonathan Torgovnik’s book
Bollywood Dreams (2003); the
visual essay by M.S.S. Pandian,
A. Srivathsan and Mahesh
Radhakrishnan, ‘City in/as
Graffiti: Chennai’s Many Cities’
(in Rajadhyaksha 2005: 422–27).
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cinema as a concept precedes the invention of celluloid by some

decades; that, in fact, celluloid might not have been invented had

prior definitions of a technology of the moving image not been

available.2 At the other end of the spectrum, a century on, the cinema

may well survive the demise of celluloid. Both ends, as well as the

extrafilmic use of the cinema in the era of celluloid, help us investigate

with some precision, once again, the basic question of what the

cinema is; and what then, as a sub-set of that critical first question,

narrative cinema might be.

The argument in this book has proceeded on the fundamental

premise that the symbolic I have named as the cinema-effect both

precedes – in its pre-cinematic ‘fairground’ versions – and exceeds

the cinema’s ability to incorporate that effect into a storytelling

logic. As the argument has unfolded, ‘storytelling’ itself has been

presented as a particularly insecure component of a more complex,

negotiated zone of narrative/textual practice. The negotiations that

have taken place around a narratively sutured spectator – standing

in for the apparatus of cinema in all its magnificence – also inaugu-

rated logics of inclusion and exclusion, of who is in and who is not,

and determined what the rites of narrative inclusion might look

like. The cinema’s ability to tell stories is, in my argument, if any-

thing, a later and also more insecure development, a continuous

compromise with the foundational purpose of the machine as pro-

ducer of effects far more complex than storytelling could ever own.

Storytelling in these circumstances may best be seen as appended to

the need to contain, restrict and authorize this prior symbolic produc-

tion. The latter ability on the part of the cinema needs to be viewed

as definitionally unstable, needing repeated reinvigoration – often

literally technological reinvigoration3 – through its century-old exist-

ence, with a far more controversial global history in this regard than

the proponents of ‘classic cinema’ had ever anticipated.

On the side of narrative cinema and despite its instabilities, the

requirement that it cater to a prior, over-riding need to produce

symbolic representations, and, further, that it utilize its own formid-

able systems of image/sound reprocessing to authorize symbolic pro-

duction, also makes such production the single most significant attri-

bute of celluloid storytelling. This attribute has fashioned numerous

kinds of twentieth-century authority, and has defined the cinema as

both carrier and endorser of authoritative symbolic production under

the aegis of its producers. Indeed the cinema’s capacity to authorize

might need to be viewed as a key prior condition to its ability to

2 As Steve Neale (1985: 41–49)
shows, the material of celluloid, a
derivative of cellulose, invented
in 1861 primarily as a substitute
for ivory, was the only thing
really new to both the Kineto-
graph and the Kinetoscope. The
specific conditions for the
envisaging of moving images
however long precede this
technology, and may be attributed
to the arrival of a global market
that saw the ‘invention’ of the
cinema almost simultaneously in
the USA, France and Germany,
rather than to any technological
breakthrough in 1896.

3 See the complicated history of
wide-screen effects on film,
starting effectively with the three-
camera Polyvision technology
most famously used by Abel
Gance’s Napoleon (1927), the
history of Cinerama (and the
‘panoramic, engulfing Technicolor
image of the Rockaways Playland
Atom Smasher Roller Coaster
ride’ with which This is Cinerama
unveiled the technology in 1952
[Belton 1992: 1]), Cinemascope,
Todd-AO, 3-D, and Imax/Omni
Max – all signalling the need of
the cinema to spectacularize its
apparatus, often in conflict with
its storytelling skills.
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produce what Barthes calls its ‘obvious’ meaning in storytelling con-

ventions of lighting, editing and sound-recording/mixing, context-

ualizing the attribution of textuality to the cinema. Textuality rem-

ains, at least in celluloid, the ruling presumption for the industrial

as well as cultural institution of the cinema in most national forma-

tions worldwide. Originating in Europe but relentlessly foregrounded

by Hollywood, the presumption of textuality is most vividly present-

ed by Laura Mulvey (1975: 17–18) in her much-quoted contention

that

the conventions of narrative film . . . deny the first two [looks] and

subordinate them to the third, the conscious aim being always to

eliminate intrusive camera presence and prevent a distancing aware-

ness in the audience. Without these two absences (the material exist-

ence of the recording process, the critical reading of the spectator),

fictional drama cannot achieve reality, obviousness and truth.

It is clear that textuality in the sense in which Mulvey defines it

– where the spectatorial agency is ‘subordinated’ to the ruling agency

of the narrative, where prevention of distancing awareness equates

with ‘reality, obviousness and truth’ – relates closely to the fictive

mechanisms of democratic functioning where ‘actual’ people are

presumed to be sutured into idealized citizen-types. It is also clear

that such textuality succeeds only when it hides its mechanisms of

functioning, when the ‘heroic, Whiggish narrative of teleological,

textualist development that animates the doxa of the humanities

screen Academy’ prevents ‘critical political economy and cultural

policy concerns’ from being raised, contextualizing a widespread

demand to ‘let screen studies “get” real, too’ (Miller, Govil, Mc-

Murria and Maxwell 2001: 11).

Such a tradition of textuality presents its most significant prob-

lems, I have suggested, when theorists of film extend it to events

either historically closer to the present or geographically further away

from Hollywood. In the Indian instance, for example, textuality

theory has been discredited almost beyond recovery, especially by

the avant garde, and by increasingly futile efforts to recover the

cinema into what films are suppposedly ‘about’, a pale caricature of

the ‘instructional’ cinema model with its imperial origins. Such text-

uality contributes nothing to an understanding of the numerous

prevalent industrial practices of showing and seeing films. This crisis

has created a virtual schism in film studies, providing a major impetus

to the virtual abandonment of textuality in favour of the far more
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definable and researchable economic phenomena of the film ind-

ustry.4

This book seeks to overcome this intractable divide: a choice of

either–or between textual work, on the one hand, and work on

exhibition practices and economies, on the other. While textual anal-

ysis appears unable to offer any insight into the industrial functioning

of the cinema, and has, in its official, statist form, served to render

large parts of industrial functioning invisible, even illegal and porno-

graphic, we have also faced a reverse crisis. Rarely has a critique

drawn from recognition of the cinema’s exhibition or production

practices in India extended to an adequate reconstitution of the

cinematic text.

One way of understanding textuality as an agency mediating

narrative organization around spectator rights has been, I have sug-

gested, to base it on a history of large-scale interventions and abduc-

tions of the ‘cinema-effect’ (including, most spectacularly perhaps,

cinematic realism) through the deployment of various kinds of extra-

cinematic authority, as we saw with the Fire controversy and the

history of legal judgement on the cinema. This book argues that the

cinema has seen numerous interventions from the outside, as larger

structures of authorized intelligibility have been invoked to shore

up both an unstable storytelling mechanism and a problematic text-

ual logic of ‘reality, obviousness and truth’. The first instance of this

intervention in India, coinciding with state intervention in the colo-

nial period (the 1910s–20s), was also the leading instance of the

mobilization of the cinema-effect, including the political deployment

of narrative structures as sites of negotiation in the name of swadeshi

indigenism. It was followed by the broad post-World War II visibility

accorded within state multiculturalism to the rights of those inhabit-

ing a spectatorial condition of being ‘internal’ to a narrative close

to that of cultural ethnicity. A second period, building on the first,

was that of producing authoritative symbols of nationalist self-

definition. A third, impossible without the first two, is Bollywood.

Without these prior accruals of the production of ethnicity and

interventions of the state, it is unlikely, I have argued, that Bollywood

would ever have generated the cultural force it has. Indeed Bolly-

wood’s bid for representational authority has presented in the cinema-

effect purely symbolic alternatives seeking to singlehandedly replace

such massive categories as authentic form, politics and the state. Or,

to put it differently, if after World War II the cinema was the privil-

eged agency for the production of the realist ‘authenticity-effect’

4 See S.V. Srinivas’s essay,
‘Unsettling Cinema: A Symposium
on the Place of Cinema in India’
(2003) and Sarai’s PPHP project
(http://www.sarai.net/mediacity/
filmcity/filmcity.htm, accessed
1 February 2004).
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(replacing prominent pre-war forms like the novel, oil painting and

the proscenium theatre), then what we have been witnessing is the

rise of a successor effect: something that has so far been a marginal

and unacknowledged sphere of cinematic production, basic to the

cinema but ignored, and now an effect that is no longer the container

but the very content of authenticity.

In this book I have sought to bring together the two divergent

strands of cinema theory, and to propose that any argument about

the cinema, however defined, must in the end stand or fall on the

cross of the text. What the text is, then, has correspondingly to be

opened up as well. Having begun outside the cinema proper and

explored the likely inscriptions into the cinema-effect – the density

of meaning that may explain the undoubted fascination with the

ubiquitous social production of this ‘effect’ – I have reinscribed this

effect back into the cinema to try and rethink the very location of

the text. The role of the cinema in figureheading the apparatus of

the modern state’s cultural narrative; the parallel invisibility in India

of its largest, most visible culture industry, expelling it into the sector

I have named the post-colonial version of the nation; Bollywood’s

intervention capitalizing on numerous prior interventions, relentlessly

drawing attention to the capacity of the cinema to produce certain

kinds of iconic meanings: meanings that appear to have durability

and even a career outside the limited moviegoing experience; the de-

legitimation of the Indian cinema industry coupled with the key

presence of film as part of the post-colonial Indian experience; and

the role of film as an instrument of political self-referentiality – all

these too become a legacy of what I have called the symbolic charge

of the cinema. This field, then, is also the ground over which my

argument has travelled.
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